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In Retrospect
When Sidestone Press announced that they wanted to reprint this book, originally pub-
lished in 1979, and asked me to write a new Introduction, I thought of  a recent conversa-
tion with my Scandinavian colleague Kristian Kristiansen. He told me that my book, ‘a 
classical work’, had been ‘obligatory reading’ when he studied in Denmark. And he asked 
me, how I had come to write it as I did. I’ll try to explain here how the book was brought 
about. Most of  the publications I mention can be found in the Bibliography (p. 226-238), 
the others at the end of  this section.
In February 1957, I began studying Prehistory at Amsterdam University, a few 
months after Willem Glasbergen (1923-1979) had been appointed there as a professor in 
Pre- and Protohistory, as successor of  the active and well known excavator Albert Egges 
van Giffen (1884-1973), whose pupil he had been at Groningen University. My father, 
Jan Pieter Bakker (1906-1969) was a professor of  Physical Geography at Amsterdam 
University, and had a wide interest in cultural and archaeological subjects. Van Giffen had 
given him several offprints, and he also possessed Van Giffen’s survey of  the archaeology 
of  Drenthe (1944d). I knew these admirable studies quite well. During my gymnasium / 
grammar-school years I became interested in the archaeology of  Gooiland, the sandy re-
gion around Hilversum and my hometown Bussum. The Amersfoort archaeologist Pieter 
J.R. Modderman was kind enough to teach me, during summer holidays, the Dutch art 
of  excavating in loess and coversand soils, which he himself  had learnt from Van Giffen 
(Bakker 2008). 
Modderman’s field-technician and draughtsman was, in 1952, Dick de Boer, who col-
lected fossils. I had found an ammonite in black stone at Hilversum-Lange Heul, Which 
I now exchanged with De Boer. Leiden born, he had taken part in the plundering of  
the office of  the Rijks-bureau voor Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek of  F.C. Bursch 
at Liberation Day, may 1945. The Dutch prehistorian F.C. Bursch (1903-1981) was a 
convinced member of  the NSB, the ‘National-Socialist Movement’ and his office in the 
Leiden Museum of  Antiquities was full of  flags and other NSB paraphernalia. During 
this pillaging by the public, his colleagues in the museum had wisely sat mum.
De Boer gave me a number of  printed illustrations from Bursch’s publications and 
a 1 cm thick pack of  9x12 photographs of  TRB pots in the Leiden museum. They were 
stamped ‘Kunkel Marburg’ on the back. Eventually it turned out that these photographs 
were taken by or for Heinz Knöll for his 1939 thesis, which was published twenty years 
later (Knöll 1959) and that they were printed by the photographer Kunkel, father of  the 
well-known archaeologist O. Kunkel. Much more important was a unique set of  photo-
graphs of  all Dutch hunebeds taken by Charles Gombault, photographer in Leeuwarden, 
at Bursch’s instruction in 1942. They are now in the archives of  the Cultural Heritage 
Agency, Amersfoort (formerly RACM and ROB). De Boer emigrated to the United 
States and sold his collection.
Initially I did not pay special interest to these documents, but I became interested 
in the TRB pottery and a possible hunebed at nearby Lage Vuursche (Bakker 1957), for 
which I  studied Van Giffen (1925-1927).
The champion of  Dutch TRB research was Ab van Giffen, who published (1925-
1927) a standard work with description, plan, photograph and research history of  each 
of  the 54 extant Dutch hunebeds in 1918 and reports of  his own excavation of  five 
extant and three demolished hunebeds. In his ample description of  the mobile finds 
in these tombs he developed a typochronological three-partition of  the TRB pottery 
(Drouwen, Early Havelte, Late Havelte). Later on he excavated five extant hunebeds and 
seven sites of  former hunebeds (see p. 229-230). 
In Amsterdam, Glasbergen gave thorough and appealing lectures on the achievements 
of  Van Giffen and on a study by Lili Kaelas, from Sweden, who had made a study tour 
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through north-western Germany and the Netherlands in 1953. She had met Glasbergen, 
who asked her to publish her study of  the TRB pottery in these regions in the newly 
founded periodical Palaeohistoria (Kaelas 1955: ‘Wann sind die ersten Megalihgräber in 
Holland entstanden?’). She was the first to question some of  Van Giffen’s theories about 
the TRB culture in the Netherlands, which were almost sacrosanct at the time. 
In his later life, Van Giffen neglected the Dutch TRB pottery sequence, although he 
had seen (1927) that it nicely paralleled the pottery sequence developed for Denmark by 
Sophus Müller (1913, 1915, 1918) and for northern Europe by the Swedish prehistorian 
Nils Åberg (1916a, 1918, 1936). In the 1940s, Van Giffen (1943c, 1944d) arranged the 
Dutch TRB chronology according to a succession of  grave types: from short rectangular 
hunebeds without a kerb (peristalith) to long hunebeds with a kidney-shaped kerb, then 
to a small hunebed with staircase entrance under a barrow, further to a small hunebed 
without entrance under a barrow, then to stone cists, to individual graves with stone pack-
ing under a barrow, to other graves with few stones, to flat graves with some stones, and 
finally to stone-less flat graves. 
Kaelas (1955) applied J.E. Forssander’s principle (1936, p. 61): “that the grave types 
must be dated by the earliest artefacts found in them and not vice versa”. The earth 
graves from Zeyen were thus assigned by her to the earliest TRB period in Drenthe, in-
stead of  the latest, as Van Giffen (1943c, 1944d) had. She also noted that collared flasks 
occurred in the Netherlands until far into what is now called the Middle Neolithic TRB, 
in contrast to southern Scandinavia, where they seemed to disappear at the beginning of  
the Middle Neolithic A. I could later confirm this (pp. 56, 72-73). Further she described 
and illustrated a collared flask from Wychen near Nijmegen, outside the known TRB 
region. 
 In the summer of  1957, I took part in Van Giffen’s excavation of  the still partly 
extant hunebed G1 of  Noordlaren. I became dedicated to the study of  the TRB culture 
for the rest of  my life and published the mobile objects from this excavation much later 
(Bakker 1983).
In 1957, Glasbergen met Carl Johan Becker (1915-2001), the famous Danish inves-
tigator of  the Danish TRB culture, at the conference ‘L’Europe à la fin de l’Âge de la 
Pierre’ in Prague, Brno and Liblice – “Becker, you are a six-footer!” – and they liked or 
esteemed each other instantly. In a long succession of  studies (see p. 227) Becker ordered 
and described the subsequent stages of  the TRB and Enkeltgrav (Single Grave) cultures 
in a systematic, consequent manner and he sent Glasbergen the offprints. Glasbergen 
lectured about Becker’s achievements and lent me his publications. I much admired their 
methodical approach. The then small library of  Glasbergen’s Instituut voor Pre- and 
Protohistorie (IPP) contained the publication of  Bagge & Kaelas (1950, 1952) in which 
Axel Bagge (1950) gave a clear review of  the history of  Scandinavian TRB research. 
In 1959, I hitch-hiked to the National Museet in Copenhagen and brought Becker 
“the best wishes from professor Glasbergen!”. He liked this, showed me some of  the 
Early Neolithic TRB pots from Danish bogs in the museum, and presented me with his 
Mosefundne Lerkarfra Yngre Stenalder. Studier over Tragtbaegerkulturen i Danmark (1947) – which 
was a good occasion to learn to read some Danish. I also met Therkel Mathiassen, who 
had investigated the TRB settlement sites of  Bundsø and Trelleborg (1939, 1944) and 
been working on the Danish TRB chronology before Becker (pp. 37-39, fig. 12). This was 
based on a succession of  settlement sites within less than 20 km distance from each other 
on the narrow island of  Langeland, which had been excavated and published by Købmand 
Jens Winther (see figs. 11-12). During this trip I could acquire a few of  these monographs 
(Winther, see p. 237; Berg 1951). The TRB sherds from Bundsø and Trelleborg were still 
laid out on tables in the National Museum, for Becker’s studies (1954a, 1956, 1957). 
Glasbergen acquired for the IPP library a large part of  Van Giffen’s own library, 
which contained a considerable number of  German publications on the TRB culture 
and Hünengräber research. On my trip to Copenhagen, I had also visited the Oldenburg 
museum, where Johannes Pätzold, curator, had shown me the TRB pottery from the 
hunebed and other excavations by Karl Michaelsen in the 1930s (Michaelsen 1936, 1937, 
1938, 1976) and by himself  in the early 1950s (Pätzold 1955, 1957, 1961). Later that 
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year, Heinz Knöll published a fundamental study on western TRB pottery typochronol-
ogy (1959), which was an update of  his unpublished pre-war dissertation (Knöll 1939). 
It was hard work to come to grips with this compactly written book. I managed this by 
mounting Knöll’s photographs of  the pots in the order of  their typological development. 
This development was described in great detail in the text, but the illustrations were not 
arranged in that order. Knöll told me “that he had not wished to influence the reader” 
(which succeeded only too well), but I think that actually he did not want to change the 
references in his text to re-arranged plates. See p. 16 and chapter 3. 
Jürgen Driehaus’s book on the Altheim Group (1960), which was a distant TRB rela-
tive in southern Germany and Switzerland (fig. 1), stressed the importance of  the pio-
neering work by the Polish archaeologist Konrad Jażdżewski (1932, 1936) and the con-
tent of  the latter work provided the example for that of  his 1960 book. Jażdżewski’s first 
mentioned publication, ‘Zusammenfassender Überblick über die Trichterbecherkultur’, 
was published in Prähistorische Zeitschrift and readily available. The second work was sent 
to me about 1961 by the author himself  through mediation by my father’s colleague, the 
physical geographer Jan Dylik in Łódź. Jażdżewski told me in 1966 that this copy had 
damp stains because it was stored in a horse stable during the war. I was much impressed 
by his work. Gustav Kossinna (1921) had been the first to discern regional groups in the 
TRB culture, but they were further defined by Jażdżewski (1932; 1936: map 1). My own 
map (fig. 1, below) is based on his work and later sources. Waldemar Chmielewski’s in-
spiring study of  the ‘Kuyavian long barrows’ (1952) reached me also from Łódź. These 
sometimes up to more than 220 m long earthen barrows with a triangular base and a 
narrow, very long tail are found in the whole of  Poland (Libera & Tunia 2006) and they 
may also be expected around Lviv in the Ukraine. These monuments often have kerbs 
of  erratic stones, which are generally less than 1 m tall, so that the tombs can not, in my 
personal opinion, be called ‘megalithic’ (as is customary in Poland – see Jankowska 1999). 
East of  the river Oder / Odra they replace the megalithic tombs of  the TRB West and 
North Groups. Contrastingly, they have no megalithic chambers and usually contain less 
than a dozen individual interments and few grave goods.  
In 1964, I accompanied my parents to an INQUA conference in Lublin, Poland, 
where I met the archaeologist dozent dr. Aleksander Gardawski, who invited me to come 
and study at the Uniwersitet Marii Curie-Skłodowskiej (UMCS) in Lublin. This could be 
arranged by a Polish grant in 1966, when I stayed three months in Poland and was enabled 
to visit most ‘Neolithic’ colleagues throughout the country by an additional grant of  the 
UMCS. Thus I could take part, for instance, in the excavation of  Kuyavian Long-Barrow 
8 at Sarnowo by Lidia Gabałówna from Łódź (and discover a new TRB site). This inten-
sive, pleasant and detached contact with so many colleagues who were researching the 
three groups of  the TRB culture with great dedication in ‘distant’ Poland behind the Iron 
Curtain, enlarged my ‘international’ view on the TRB culture widely. Gardawski and Jan 
Gurba introduced me to a great number of  colleagues. Among them was Tadeusz Seidler 
Wiślański in Poznań, which led to a warm friendship and to the publication by Bakker, 
Vogel & Wiślański (1969). Since I was going to Poland, professor H. Tjalling Waterbolk, 
Van Giffen’s successor as director of  the Groningen Biological-Archaeological Institute 
(BAI), who closely cooperated with the Groningen C14 laboratory (see Waterbolk 1970, 
1971, 1974 and his publications in the periodical Radiocarbon), had invited me to bring 
home as many samples for radiocarbon dating as possible, because hardly any reliable ra-
diocarbon dates were known from Poland at the time. Fourteen samples could be dated 
in Groningen by John Vogel, and Wiślański and I composed a detailed comment to these 
and other now available radiocarbon dates from Poland. Because I had seen that the ty-
pological interpretations of  closed pottery assemblages were tedious and poly-interpret-
able without illustrations, I presented drawings of  the dated artefacts with the site name 
and radiocarbon age in heavy type in an upper corner – a style of  illustration that would 
now and then be followed in Poland for several years. 
Glasbergen had made me one of  his assistants at the IPP, in 1959, which gave me 
ample time to study the relevant literature and the Dutch finds. The IPP copied the 
Groningen Biological-Archaeological Institute (BAI), which had been founded by Van 
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Giffen in 1922, in its aims and organisation. Much attention was paid to Prehistory, the 
Roman period, The Middle Ages and – in combination with the Classical Archaeological 
Institute – the Near East. Apart from traditional archaeology, Glasbergen had also 
founded departments for environmental studies: palynology, and of  seeds and bones. I 
am aware that these ecological aspects of  the TRB culture are little dealt with in the 1979 
book, but they were still in full development and I did not like to give long compilations 
of  the work of  others, with which I myself  was not too well acquainted (but see Bakker 
& Groenman-van Waateringe 1988). On the other hand, I added a chapter on the pos-
sibility of  reconstructing the TRB route patterns (Bakker 1973, p. v-36-54), which was 
not included in the 1979 book. As a separate publication (Bakker 1976) it introduced road 
studies into Dutch archaeology, till then a neglected subject. A small section of  1973, 
which was cut out of  the 1979 book, was a calendar of  the discovery of  Dutch TRB 
find-spots between 1845 and 1970 (Bakker 1973, fig. 7.5). To understand the develop-
ment of  thought about an archaeological culture in a country, it is of  course necessary to 
know how the number of  finds had increased on which that knowledge was based. Soon 
afterward such calendars would appear in Scandinavian publications. I would have my 
own calendar printed only much later (Bakker 1982). 
A German grant enabled me to study the TRB culture in western Germany dur-
ing two weeks in 1968. At the 3rd Atlantic Colloquium in Moesgård, Denmark, 1969, 
I met Ulrich Fisher (1915-2005), whose articles about Central German TRB groups in 
Archaeologia Geographica and other periodicals had a lasting influence on me, and whose 
fatherly advice led me to Hans Gummel’s book on the history of  German archaeological 
research (1938).
 Thus I began to compile a ‘History of  the study of  Western Tiefstich pottery’, actu-
ally concerning the history of  Middle Neolithic TRB research in southern Scandinavia, 
northern and north-western Germany and the northern Netherlands, between 1613 and 
1977 (chapter 2, p. 17-47). During a sea-side holiday, I was extracting Niklasson (1925) 
and other publications quietly at the reading-table of  the ‘De Pilaren’ inn in Bergen and 
saw little of  the beach. 
For my and Marian Addink-Samplonius’s (1968) collection of  stone TRB battle-
axes from the Netherlands, the book about stone battle-axes and axes in north-western 
Germany by Karl-Heinz Brandt (1967) as well as a number of  East German publications 
provided a useful background and allowed me to compile distribution maps for the TRB 
West Group as a whole. For the flint flat axes I could rely on the Danish publications 
and on Brandt 1967 (chapter 5). As a pupil of  Jay J. Butler, I enclosed a short study of  
the metal composition of  the copper artefacts of  the TRB culture, for which I used a 
diagram with logarithmic scales as introduced by Waterbolk and Butler (1965), see p. 
127-131. 
In 1979, at last, my book appeared. It was a thoroughly updated translation of  my 
thesis of  1973. Only part of  my site catalogue was included. Four reviews appeared:
fscher, u., Germania 60, 1982 (1), p. 238-243.
kaelas, l., Helinium 22, 1982, p. 304-306. 
pleslová- štková, e., Památky Archeologické 81, 1980, p. 472-475.
sherratt, a., Proceedings of  the Prehistoric Society 47, 1981, p. 337-338.
After the publication of  this book in 1979, I studied the soil types on which the 
Dutch hunebeds, TRB flat graves and settlements were located. Following the observa-
tions by Jan Wieringa (1954, 1958a, b), it could statistically be demonstrated that dry Late 
Glacial ‘cover sands’ without any loam, which later would have acid podsolic soil pro-
files, were favoured (Bakker 1980 and 1982; Bakker & Groenman-van Waateringe 1988). 
The boulders needed for hunebed construction were hauled from nearby eroded Saalian 
ground moraine till areas, which themselves were much too wet to be suitable hunebed 
locations. These boulders had been brought here by the Ice Age glaciers from Fenno-
Scandia. The soil types of  the glacial Drenthe Plateau in the north-eastern Netherlands 
are so differentiated that suitable places for habitation and drinking water are well dis-






settlement sites often shifted, as everywhere else in the TRB culture. But our land is so 
flat that no locations are more attractive than others by their relief; therefore reoccupa-
tion of  the same site hardly occurred, which is a bonus for the researcher. In drier parts 
of  Drenthe and elsewhere, such as in the Veluwe and the Utrecht-Gooiland Hills in the 
central Netherlands, the TRB settlements stuck to streams and periglacial dry valleys, in 
which waterholes were dug. 
At Wiślański’s request, I investigated the types of  megalithic graves of  the West 
Group and tried to date these by the pottery that was found in them. Eventually this 
study appeared as a book in Ann Arbor, Michigan, thanks to Robert Whallon Jr. and 
Albertus Voorrips (Bakker 1992). 
 Meanwhile, Anna L. Brindley, from Ireland, who settled in the Netherlands, scru-
tinised my pottery typochronology in chapters 3-4 (Brindley 1986). She re-arranged my 
phases A-G into seven ‘horizons’. Horizon 1 is identical to my phase A and Horizons 
2-4 re-arrange the (Drouwen) pottery of  my phases B-D. Horizons 5-7 are identical to 
phases E2-G, which were defined by Van Giffen (1927) and J.C. Kat-van Hulten (1947). I 
accepted and discussed Brindley’s typochronology in Bakker 1992, wherein I reproduced 
(pls. 21-27) her plates of  the pottery typical for each horizon. My Early Havelte phase E1 
became part of  Anna’s horizon 4, but she admitted later, in conversation after her study 
of  the flat graves from Mander, that E1 could be considered as a separate, ‘late horizon 
4’ style. See Tables I-II in Bakker 1992 for a comparison of  the different dating systems 
in the TRB West, North and Altmark Groups. 
The present work (1979) was written at a time when the radiocarbon dates were still 
insufficiently recalibrated to permit comparison with solar (or historical) years. The just 
one hundred then available radiocarbon dates from the North and West Groups were 
presented in the form of  ‘conventional C14 dates BC’ (pp. 141-147). Only ten C14 dates 
were then available for the TRB West Group. Meanwhile recalibration of  these 100 dates 
has given older and more vague outcomes – which I cannot discuss here any further. It 
suffices to say that Jan N. Lanting now dates the TRB West Group between 3350 and 
2800 cal. BC, based on radiocarbon dates. See the publication by Lanting & Van der 
Plicht (2000), in which all TRB dates from the Netherlands and a few from elsewhere are 
updated and discussed. 
In a number of  later publications, I studied the history of  the research of  the hunebeds 
in the Netherlands (Bakker in prep. is the most recent). Finally, a review of  newly dis-
covered TRB pottery finds from the margins of  and outside the main TRB territory in 
the Netherlands is also in preparation (Drenth & Bakker in prep.). Such finds are from 
Texel, Hazerswoude-Rijndijk, Hellevoetsluis-Ossenhoek, Nijmegen-‘t Klumke, Almere 
and Zuidhorn. Several of  these pots were traded to Vlaardingen Culture settlements in 
the western Netherlands. That culture had clay discs (‘baking plates’) that were similarly 
formed and decorated to those of  the TRB culture, but it had no stab-and-drag decoration 
on its quite differently formed, smooth-walled pottery. From the Wieringermeerpolder, 
north of  Amsterdam, two TRB settlement sites are known in Slootdorp-Bouwlust and 
Slootdorp-Kreukelhof, which were investigated by Willem Jan Hogestijn. And a contem-
porary dug-out canoe was recently found there in Dijkgatsweide. 
In 1979, to the west of  the river IJssel no other TRB battle-axes were known than the 
knob-butted type (figs. 50-54). However, an unfinished, 15.6 cm long Troldebjerg battle-
axe made of  diabase was found, in 1985, on lot NZ14 in the gemeente Zeewolde, in the 
province of  Flevoland, 35 km ESE from Amsterdam (Hogestijn 1991, 110-112). Since 
1977, only few other TRB battle-axes were found in the Netherlands (A.E. Lanting 1977, 
1978; cf. Beuker, Drenth, A.E. Lanting & Schuddebeurs 1992). Given their relative rarity 
and the increased mechanisation of  ground-work this is what one would expect.
Milan Zapotocký (1990) has strongly criticised my treatment of  the ‘Dutch knob-
butted axes’ in chapter 5 (esp. p. 96-110 and map on p. 97) and Rainer Kossian (2000, p. 
85-86) repeated these objections briefly. Klavs Ebbesen (1998, 10) considered the ‘Dutch’ 
type as a local type which differs from Zapotocký’s eastern European Group KIVB. 
Along with Zapotocký, he assumes that this local type dates from the transition from the 
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EN to the MNA of  the Danish chronology, because of  its typological similarities with 
polygonal battle-axes. This would then be in Drouwen A (Brindley’s horizon 1). 
Admittedly, a more detailed treatment with illustrations of  each item and a critical 
sorting and a subdivision of  the collection, for instance according to Zapotocký’s typol-
ogy, is still a desideratum (I hope to present this together with Erik Drenth in the future). 
But, as indicated on p. 96-110 below, surface finds 13, 32 and 39 came from the TRB set-
tlement sites of  Anlo, Beekhuizerzand and Uddelermeer, with exclusively Early Havelte 
pottery (E2 / horizon 5) and where Drouwen A pottery or any other Drouwen pottery 
(horizons 1-4) was completely absent. Moreover, atypical but directly related battle-axe 
forms were found in flat-grave Ekelberg a (nr. 16, p. 187-188, Fig. B16) and in a flat-grave 
at Heek-Ammerter Mark in Westphalia (unpublished, pers. com. Walter Finke), which 
are associated with two Early Havelte (E1/2, i.e. horizons 4-5) bowls and Early Havelte 
pottery. Early Havelte / horizon 5, respectively. Early Havelte corresponds in time to the 
MNA III-IV in Denmark; whatever Zapotocký may say, there is no doubt that the named 
knob-butted battle-axes are centuries later than the EN / MNA transition, which was 
about contemporary with Drouwen A / Horizon 1!
A small fragment of  a knob-butted battle-axe was also found in ‘the Huntedorf ’ 
(or ‘Hunte 1’), the TRB settlement excavated by Hans Reinerth in 1938-1940 (number 
H1/23, 2068; Kossian 2007). This site was occupied during almost the whole MNA, 
from Drouwen B up to and including Late Havelte (phases B-G / horizons 2-7). Besides 
there was pottery of  the MNB Single Grave and Bell Beaker cultures (Bakker and Van 
der Waals 1973). The context of  this item cannot date it with any precision. 
Knob-butted battle-axe nr. 44 from ‘Leenderheide’ actually derives from an art deal-
er in Breda and has no known find-spot (Bakker 2004, 132). But nrs. 43 (Bladel), 45 
(Neeritter), 46 (Ittervoort) and 48 (Sainte-Cécile in the Belgian province of  Luxemburg) 
have reliable find-spots, while showing a remarkable distribution of  what in essence is 
a TRB battle-axe type outside TRB territory in the southern Netherlands and south-
eastern Belgium. Nr. 43 from Bladel is made of  diabase (as well as nr. 44), a rock type 
that is found in the once ice-covered regions north of  the Rhine in TRB land, or in 
the Nijmegen-Düsseldorf  end moraine just south of  it. On p. 105-16, I asked: ‘Was it 
here perhaps a matter of  complicated exchange systems (cf. chapter 6 of  Sahlins 1972), 
in which the flint zone people – [between Aachen-Valkenburg-Ryckholt-Spiennes and 
Valenciennes and more to the south] – resold these artefacts elsewhere?’ 
My method of  encircling the find-spots in my distribution maps (pp. 14-15, 91-
97) is ideal, in my opinion, to clearly show regional clusters. Glasbergen dubbed it ‘Mr 
Bakker’s frog-spawn method’ – it was rarely followed by others, however (Szmyt 1996, 
fig. 47-48).
Finally I refer to two excellent books by Magdalena Midgley (1992, 2008), for fur-
ther general information about the TRB culture and its megalithic tombs. And to Rainer 
Kossian’s thorough works of  2003 and 2007, which compile and illustrate the contents 
of  all non-megalithic graves in Germany and the Netherlands and, secondly, the results 
of  Reinerth’s excavations and researches in 1938-40 in the ‘Hunte 1’ settlement and else-
where in and around Lake Dümmer, 35 km NNE of  Osnabrück, Germany, together 
with all known house plans of  the TRB culture.
A ‘Schwerpunktprogramm “Frühe Monumentalität und soziale Differenzierung” 
[der TBK]’ for six years is about to start now. This ‘Centre of  Gravity Programme 
“Early Monumentality and Social Differentiation” [of  the TRB culture]’ was initiated 
by Johannes Müller, in Kiel, and is sponsored by the DFG. It concerns the whole TRB 
culture in Germany in most of  its aspects and is meant ‘to arrive at the same level of  re-
search as in Scandinavia and the Netherlands’, as was verbally explained.
Therefore we will soon ‘know everything’, or at least much more than forty years ago, 
when it was such a great pleasure to reconnoitre and compile the bits and pieces available 
from and about the TRB culture!
Baarn, April 17, 2009, Jan Albert Bakker 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
I .  I S U R V E Y  O F  T H E  C O N T E N T S  O F  T H E  
C H A P T E R S  
'Funnel Beaker culture' or  'TRB culture' (*)l is the 
common denominator name for a number of 
culturally-related agricultural populations which 
inhabited north and centra1 Europe between 
330013hoo and 2 I 50 BC.2 Fig. I shows the regional 
groups which can be distinguished. The boundaries 
between them must be regarded as rather flexible 
and as vague transitional zones. 
The West Group, which is dealt with in this book, 
appeared only at a late stage, viz. from c. 2700 to 
2 150 BC. According to the Danish datingsystem for 
the North Group, the West Group coincides with 
phases I to V of the Middle Neolithic (MN I-V).3 
Most of the attention of the scholars has, for centu- 
ries, been directed to the megalithic graves of the 
West Group (the hunebedden (%)), but this has gra- 
dually been transferred to the artefacts which pro- 
vide the possibility of constructing a detailed ty- 
pochronology. This is the relative dating apparatus 
that is practically indispensible for the study of other 
FIG. I M a p  of the 
regional T R B  Group.;. 
Heavy liries indicatc thc 
T R B  G r o u p s  ( W  = West 
G r o u p ;  N = North  
G r o u p ;  E = East G r o u p :  
S = South G r o u p ;  SE = 
Southeast  G r o u p :  A h  = 
Altheim G r o u p ;  Pf = 
Pfyn G r o u p :  A and  
horizontally hatched = 
Altniark G r o u p :  
vertically hatched = 
Walternienburg-Hernburg 
G r o u p ) .  T h e  broken Iine 
indicate3 the  extension 
of the  Lubon ornameiit .  
Several of these G r o u p s  
da t e  from the  EN pcriod 
and  did not exist 
anymore in the MN. 
Diagonal hatching 
indicates the  extension 
of the  Miehelsberg 
culture. Note the  
p o s ~ t i o n  of Langeland. 
According to  different 
authors  (cf. captions of 
figs. I 2- 13 in Bakker. 
Vogel Rr Wislanski 
1 YW). 
aspects of this culture during its long period of exis- 
tence. 
A study of the pottery has turned out to be by far the 
most fruitful for this purpose. Much of this 'Tief- 
stich' pottery is decorated with ornamental designs 
which were impressed into the surface of the pots 
with a stabbing and dragging movement with a poin- 
ted instrument. After the pot was fired, these 
grooves could be filled with a coloured paste, now 
mostly disappeared. 'Tiefstich' - a term which is 
retained here untranslated - literally means 'deeply 
incised (grooved, cut, . .)'. It is often translated as 
'stab-and-drag'. These and other methods of deco- 
ration (*) were current in the West Group, as wel1 as 
in the North Group, the Altmark Group (+), and the 
Walternienburg Group. Tiefstich pottery has a great 
variety of shapes, was decorated with loving care, 
was sensitive to fashion, and, as it was fired at low 
temperatures, was fragile. The fashion trends 
caught on over very wide areas and were continually 
subject to change. Thus, even a few decorated 
sherds can, theoretically, furnish an accurate dating. 
The typochronology concerned, however, was not 
yet available in an easily manageable form. Al- 
though E. Sprockhoff's book ( I 938) does present a 
pottery sequence briefly and clearly - particularly 
by means of omitting discussions with those of dif- 
ferent opinions - that sequence is wrong. The two 
undisputed standard works which describe the lines 
of development correctly are either inconveniently 
arranged (Van Giffen I 927) or so detailed (Knöll 
1959) that the main argument is difficult to follow. 
In Chapter 3, I have tried to combine the dating 
systems of A.E. van Giffen and H. Knöll and to 
render them more o~erational.  Anvone who thinks 
that such work goes int0 too many details would do 
better to proceed to Chapter 4 where the pottery 
sequence, divided into phases A-G in Chapter 3, 
and the distribution maps of the sites concerned are 
briefly discussed. 
The step-by-step development of these problems in 
scientific research in previous centuries, and partic- 
ularly in this century, is discussed in Chapter 2 .  
Analogous developments in the North Group and 
the Walternienburg-Bernburg Group are also dealt 
with in that chapter. 
Chapter 5 discusses the flint and stone artefacts. The 
stone battle-axes are less useful than pottery for 
dating purposes because these rare status symbols 
were evidently less subject to quickly changing fash- 
ions and had a longer life. However, their distribu- 
tion patterns, like those of the ceramics, indicate 
which intercommunication areas can be distin- 
guished within the areas of the main groups. 
The stone and flint axes and chisels were indispens- 
able for the forestclearance for agriculture4 and also 
for the building of houses. The trade in these eco- 
nomically indispensable tools shows up in the distri- 
bution maps of the flint axes. Technica1 im- 
provement in the shape of the flint axes from north 
Jutland and the western Baltic Sea area again pro- 
vides us with a dating sequence. Other axes, such as 
those of stone, and the flint axes frorn Belgium and 
south Limburg, are of no use to US in this respect 
because their shape remains consistent. My work on 
the typochronology of the battle-axes and axes of 
the West group is based on the studies by N. Aberg 
(1916a-b; I 91  8; 1937), C.J. Becker ( I  957, I 973) 
and K.-H. Brandt ( I 967). 
Here and there the typochronology of this book is in 
conflict with current views, or  creates new pro- 
blems. These areas of conflict are discussed in Chap- 
ter 6. This chapter includes a discussion of the pro- 
blems of the TRB 'Copper Horizon' and a synchro- 
nisation of the typochronology of the West Group 
with that of the North Group, with an altered ver- 
sion of Becker's chronology scheme ( i 954a, i 959) 
for the South Scandinavian Middle Neolithic, and 
with the C I 4 calendar. 
In Chapter 7, the megalithic architectural forms in 
Drente are dated by means of the typochronology 
develo~ed for the artefacts. A number of ideas con- 
cernini the history of the distribution of megalithic 
grave forms, which were based mainly on a typolog- 
ical series of ground-plans, turned out, on investiga- 
tion, to be untenable or difficult to prove. 
1 . 2  FACTORS W H I C H  H A V E  H I N D E R E D  
TYPOCHRONOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION O F  
T H E  WESTERN TIEFSTICH POTTERY 
U. Fischer ( I 960) speaks of the great tenacity with 
which the Western Tiefstich pottery has resisted 
being classified by typochronology. How can this be 
explained? 
a The excessively large nurnber of features on the 
pottery. While the Western Tiefstich pottery wil1 
probably turn out to be ideal, because of its great 
diversity, for seriation purposes by application of 
modern grouping techniques, this very abundance 
of features has, until now, hampered the reconstruc- 
tion of the original sequence; it was more difficult to 
get an overall picture than, for example, with the 
undecorated Bronze Age and Iron Age urns of these 
districts. These urns are distinguishable mainly by 
profile characteristics. The problems then seem 
simpler, but the resulting seriation wil1 be less pre- 
cise. 
b Instances of convergence in profile characteris- 
tics occur in the course of the development of the 
Tiefstich pottery. This is the case for, for instance, 
the funnel beakers (section 3.4. I )  The profile 
changes in this pot were used for a long time as the 
only dating criterion for the Western Tiefstich pot- 
tery. The profile line of Early Havelte amphors  
wrongly suggested an extremely early dating (the 
controversy about the 'Seeste Vase': see section 
6.5. I ) .  
c 'External' theories seem to have been a factor in 
the thinking concerning the sequence of the 'recalci- 
trant' Tiefstich pottery for a long time. Because too 
little was known about the material, it was not im- 
mediately obvious that a wrong path was being fol- 
lowed. Examples are the pseudo-technological ex- 
planations, with chronological implications, of the 
origin of the shapes of the pots (Schuchhardt r gog; 
Holwerda I ~ I S ) ,  a hypothetical sequence of the 
architectural shape of graves which finally came to 
dictate the age of the pottery (Van Giffen 1930). 
and the rigorous pursuit of Muller's ideas about the 
origin of the tvaerstik line (*) in Denmark with 
relation to the developmerits in the West (Sprock- 
hoff 1938). 
d There are no stratigraphic sequences which are 
useful for the reconstruction of the historica1 se- 
quence of the ceramics. An exception is the strati- 
graphy of the chamber fill of hunebed D21 at 
B R O N N E G E R  (Van Giffen I 927; Knöll I 959, pl. 44), 
but even this is by no means satisfactory in al1 re- 
spects (see note 2:24). 
e The character of thefinds. Especially west of the 
Weser, the chambers of the megalithic graves contain 
'truly bewildering masses' of sherds (Van Giffen) 
which lie, in a very mixed-up state, on the floor. 
After years of work, hundreds of the finest ceramics 
can b i  composed from them. Thc numerical record 
for Netherland is 649 T R B  pots from hunebed D53  
at HAVELTE;  for West Germany it is nearly twice 
that number from hunebed E M M E L N  2.  Schlicht 
succeeded in publishing ( I  968) the Emmeln mate- 
ria1 within 1 4  years after excavation. Thirty years 
after being excavated, the Havelte material had 
been prepared for publication by Kat-van Hulten 
(Van Giffen I 95 I ), but so  far it has not been pub- 
lished. On both sides of the border, many other 
hunebed inventories have not yet been sorted, let 
alone p u b l i ~ h e d . ~  
In the same way as the pellets of an owl give an 
impression of the prey which was available in its 
environment, the inventory o f  a hunebed demoii- 
strates which pottery was considered worthy of 
being given to the deceased by their relatives (prob- 
ably living in the vicinity) in the course of centuries. 
Often the greater part of thc local Tiefstich pottery 
sequence is represented. But invcntories of syn- 
chronous hunebcds in a small area also rcveal 
among themselvcs widely diffcring ratios and gaps 
for each of the ceramic phases. Local variations in 
the burial customs rnay contribute to this; it mayor  
rnay not, for instance, have been the custom to 
partially empty the grave before making an addi- 
tion. As a result of this, the examination of only one 
or  two hunebed inventories rnay not be sufficient for 
a quantitative analysis of the types of pottery cur- 
rent in a Siedlungskammer. (Jankuhn's term, liter- 
ally 'settlement-chamber' or  '-cell', to indicate mod- 
erately large settlement areas delimited by natura1 
boundaries.) 
Graves usedonly once are known in the West Group 
in fairly large n-umbers (Knöll r 959 and  end& 
B). They comprise 'flat graves' (*), ranging from 
graves without stones ('earth graves' (*)) to those 
with a few stones, and to stone-packed graves (*) 
and, also, stone-cists (*). These graves generally 
contained one o r  a few individuals and, in the West 
Group, were probably never covered by a barrow. 
Whereas these graves offer a selection of the then 
available pottery, they have the disadvantage that 
their pottery is often less carefully executed than 
that from hunebeds, and therefore somewhat less 
easily classifiable, and is mostly limited in number. 
Many of these graves are discovered accidentally by 
non-experts, with the scientific drawbacks associ- 
ated with this. 
Some of the pots found buried in the sand rnay not 
have stood in a grave but rnay for instance represent 
offerings t o  some deity. Waterbolk ( I 958) supposed 
this for a funnel beaker containing a biberon (*) 
excavated at AALDEN.  but neither the lack of soit 
traces nor the position of a biberon in a funnel 
beaker are exceptional in only once-used graves (cf. 
DIEVER and L A N D E R S U M  in Appendix B). For ty- 
pochronology this uncertainty makes, however, no 
difference if a simultaneously buried 'closed find' is 
concerned. 
Offerings of pottery placed next to the entrance of a 
megalithic chamber upon a flat stone ledge on top of 
the boulders of the peristalith of the mound, as 
described for the North Group by Thorvildsen 
( I  946) and Kjaerum ( I  965; I 967; I y@), seem to 
be absent in the West territory. However, complete 
pots buried in and outside the peristalith of 
megalithic tombs of the West Group may have had a 
comparable function. If circumstantial evidcnce in- 
dicates that we are dealing with a closed find, the 
pots rnay be used for typochronology. In this hook 
several instances wil1 be described of this still somc- 
what puzzling sort of find. 
Offerings of pottery with food on  the margin of peat 
bogs o r  along peaty rivulets may have been deposit- 
ed  over a vcry long period at the same spot (Becker 
1947). From the West Group territory only four 
finds have come to  my attention (wEERDINGE I (fig. 
24: 1). W E E R D I N G E  2. EXLO. BARGERCOMPAS-  , r ,  
C U U M ,  al1 in the large peat-bog of south-cast Dren- 
te), but since no more than one pot from each find 
has been preserved they have little valuc for typo- 
c h r o n o l o ~ v . ~  a, 
Settlement pottery groups usually are rather small 
collections of typochronologically homogeneous 
sherds in the West Group, corresponding to one o r  
two of the pottery phases A-G. This is cvidcntly the 
result of a repeated shifting of the settlernents, 
which is in contrast with the North Groun. where 
1 ,  
several of the settlements which have given their 
names to  the successive ~ h a s e s  of the M N  turned out 
to have produced a 'mixed' assemblage because 
their well-chosen site had been inhabited repeatedly 
throughout the T R B  period (section 2.18). (This 
contrast rnay have been caused by the differences 
between the earlier moraine landscape of the West- 
of Saale age, but levelled during the Weichsel glacia- 
tion - and the later Weichsel moraine landscape of 
the Baltic which is much more rugged and often 
makes the choice of settlement sites obvious.) For 
Danish typochronology the seriation of 
homogeneous-looking assemblages of sherds from 
FIG. 2 Find-spots of 
Tiefstich pottery in 
Netherland and western 
Germany (according to 
Knöll r 959, with additions). 
Each point indicates a 
locality under which one or  
more find-spots were 
recorded. Thc two 
southernmost find-spots on 
the river Leine and the 
majority of the points in the 
closed arca in the southeast 
corner concern the 
Walternienburg-Bernburg 
Group. 
FIG. 3 Distrihution ofTRB 
megalithic graves West of 
the Elbe (aftcr Knöll I y6 i ). 
Each point indicates a 
Iocality under which one or  
iriore find-spots were 
recorded. Prohable 
tirid-spots are also included. 
Knöll's data have 
undergone the following 
additions o r  changes: 7ga 
GETELO, Kr. Uelsen; [o7a 
LEER-WESTERHAMMRICH: I I O 
BURHAFE ( '?) i  I 1 2  MARX (?) :  
538a-b GIJMMEN and ONNEN,  
gem. Haren: 55Xa 
HOOGHALEN, gem. Beilen; 
582 MANDER, gem. 
Tubbergeii; 583 
FRIESENBERG, gem. Markclo 
( ? ) ;  584 LAGE VUURSCHE, 
gem. Baarn, prov. Utrecht 
(?); r i i and 539 have been 
deleted (53th-b according 
t« Lanting r 975; discoveries 
Musch); 584 according to 
De Boone i 97 I : changes 
for Ostfriesland according 
to Gabriel I 966). 
pit fillings provided a way out of this difficulty (Beck- 
er I 956; I 957; section 2. I 8). Such pits were dug 
for loam (to daub the house walls with) or for stor- 
age (?) and were afterwards filled in with refuse; 
they seem to be rare in the West Group (cf. note 
5:33). Wells sometimes offer a better opportunity, 
as does the one in the dry streambed at ELSPEET 
(Appendix B 7 )  In the lined welk in the springs of 
K A R L S Q U E L L E  (section 2.17). however, an EGK 
( * )  layer covered a TRB layer and the sherds were 
badly corroded. Another lined well, probably of 
Drouwen date was found at A N G E L S L O  (informa- 
tion J.D. van der Waals).' 
f Ground traces unclear. The TRB West Group 
supported itself particularly on the plentifully avail- 
able, boulder-free, glacial or periglacial sandy ~ o i l s . ~  
After TRB times, these soils were podzolised to a 
greateror lesser extent. The podzols have not accen- 
tuated the traces of former TRB pits, as can be the 
case with soil traces from the Bronze and Iron Age, 
but, on the contrary, have wiped them out. The 
deeper TRB pits, extending to below the iron pan of 
the podzols, have also become almost invisible since 
the vegetable material in the pits has apparently lost 
its colour. For this reason, it is rarely possible to 
exactly establish the contours of a grave pit, or  to 
recognise the pits which must have been dug during 
the construction of megalithic tombs. If the sands 
arc layercd (as, for example, the Older Coversand 
and the Younger Coversand I) the pits may show up 
against this layering. Differences in loam content 
between pit-filling and matrix sometimes reveal dif- 
ferences in humidity. No chemica1 sprays have yet 
been developed to make the invisible visible again in 
such situations. These unfavourable soil conditions 
can be blamed for the fact that house plans have 
been so rarely established. I f  we leave the still uni- 
que peat-settlement DUMMER-NORTH out of 
consideration here, where even the wooden tloors 
of houses of 3-4 by 4.8-7 metres were preserved 
(Reinerth I 939; Jacob-Friesen I 959), the only oth- 
er known house plans are those on the Luneburg 
Heath, from WITTENWATER, Kr. Uelzen (Voss 
I 965) and DOHNSEN, Kr. Celle (Piesker I 937). Thc 
houses at Dohnsen measured 4 by 4.90 metres. In 
Wittenwater, a barrow of the Bronze Age (which 
may have had a Bell Beaker core) preventcd the 
colours of the post-holes of a house with rounded 
ends, of 1 6  by 6 metres, which lay under it, from 
being completely discoloured by weathering. The 
artefacts assign this house and the one of Dohnsen 
to the Altmark Group. Some post-holes have been 
established in ELSPEET, but without providing 
house plans (Appendix B7). 
Strangely enough, it is iron infiltrations which indi- 
cate post-holes inbetween the boulders of megalith- 
ic constructions. Three such cases are already 
known, al1 established during the investigation of a 
megalithic grave which was robbed of its boulders; 
T INAARLO-D6e  (Van Giffen 1944a), NOORD- 
L A R E N - G I  (unpublished) and T A N N E N H A U S E N  
(Gabriel I 966). 
g The area of the West Group extends over c. 
60,000 k m 2  (so, twice the surface area of Belgium, 
less than that of the Irish Republic, and two-thirds 
that of Portugal). The ceramic material is present in 
great abundance. Knöll ( I 959) counted nearly 300 
place-names with one or  more finds (fig. 2)  and 
( I 96 I )  about 500 places with one o r  more megalith- 
ic graves (fig. 3). His data were up-to-date until 
I gg I ,  the numbers would now be considerably 
higher. Add to this the masses of sherds to be as- 
sembled from nearly every megalithic grave which 
has been investigated, and one understands the dif- 
ficulty of knowing al1 the material thoroughly. 
Moreover, only a few people at a time have worked 
with this material, so that al1 too much pottery in 
both countries still awaits sorting and publication. 
Subjects like the objective mapping of possible 
market areas, trade routes, regional subgroups and 
their relative population densities, have scarcely 
been touched since Knöll ( I  952c). 
I .  A N  O U T L I N E  C O R R E L A T I O N  B E T W E E N  T H E  
P O T T E R Y  S E Q U E N C E  A-G A N D  T H O S E  O F  
K N O L L  A N D  V A N  G I F F E N  
In Chapter 3, a detailcd explanation wil1 be given of 
how, on the basis of the work of these two authors, 1 
arrive at the subdivision into the phases A-G. As an 
introduction, a correlation table for the subdivisions 
concerned is given here (figs. 5-6). Both Van Giffen 
( I 927) and Kniill ( I 959) reconstructed pottery se- 
quences for the Western Tiefstich pottery. Neither 
of thesc scquences was explicitly meant for its o w n  
country, and both of them were partly based on 
material from the neighbouring country, hut, until 
now, each has been applied almost exclusively in its 
'native land'. Wrongly so. Both series run roughly 
parallel, are equal in lerigth, and are both theorcti- 
cally acceptable. Since only one of the two internal 
dividing lines between the three stylistic periods of 
each system is identical, a combination immediately 
leads to a subdivision intofour stylistic phascs (fig. 
5) .  
In this book the number of stylistic phases distin- 
guished is increased to seven or eight, a step which 
seemed desirable for a better subdivision of the long 
lifespan of the West G r ~ u p . ~  The initia1 idea for this 
is derived from Knöll (fig. 6). In his Marburg thesis 
FIG. 6 Cornparison of the  chronologica by the  present a~ i tho r ,  
by KiiöII ( r 030 aiid r c)jy) and  Van  Giffen ( "27). 
of i 939, which was not published, Knöll defended a 
subdivision into five phases. In his I 959 book, he 
combined the old phases I and 2 into phase I .  The 
old phase 3 was renamed phase 112, and the old 
phases 4 and 5 were combined into phase 2. The old 
lines of division can, with some difficulty, still be 
recognised in the book. In it, inoreover, we find the 
criteria for a subdivision of the bowls and pails of the 
new phase 112 into an early and a late group. I am 
trying to extend this line to the shoulder pots, and to 
cut phase 112 in half. 
It is less certain if the latest of thesc halves can again 
be subdivided into two. 
Finally, a Middle Havelte phasc, as yet littlc-known, 
could be distinguished at the transition from Early 
to Late Havelte (Bakker & Van der Waals I 973). 
The resulting (sub-)sections A-G are shown in fig. 6 
in their rclation to previous systcms. 
Since I somctimes give a somewhat different inter- 
pretation to my sub-sections, the horizontal lines do 
not imply complete agreement with the phases of 
the other three systems. In this conncction, I would 
emphasise that my horizons partly overlap and do 
not cover an equal period of time and that the style 
which they represent wil1 not havc been current 
evcrywhere at exactly the same moment. Some- 
times. even, pottery which represents one or  more 
stylistic phases is missing in a ccrtain region, and this 
clearly indicates the limitations of the system. 
Before various points are worked out in Chapters 3 
and 4, Chapter 2 deals with the history of the pottery 
investigation. 
FIG. i <'oiiibiiiation o f  the  ch rono log~es  by Van  Giffeii ( r 9 2 7 )  
and Knoll ( I ygr)) results in a four-phase division. 
CHAPTER 2 
History of the study of Western Tiefstich pottery 
'The reverse side of this false familiarity is the pedes- 
tal onto which the old gentlemen were pushed. When 
studying Wallenstein, one is inclined to believe that 
the spirit of the man who appears in such heavy type 
in the history books has entered one's own bruin. 
What historica1 fraud!' 
Kurt Tucholsky, 'Die Essayisten' (1932) 
This chapter deals with the history of the study of 
Tiefstich pottery; especially that of the West Group, 
but also - more bricfly - of the Tiefstich pottery of 
the North Group, the Altmark Group and the 
Walternienburg-Bernburg Group, where the devel- 
opment of the research was analogous, or, rather, 
often served as an example for the research of thc 
West Group. 
The greater part of the chapter (sections 2.2 f f )  is 
devoted to the period after 1908 when the pottery 
was first studied with thc aim of typoehronological 
subdivision of the period of thc TRB culture itself. 
Section 2. I deals with the study of the pottery in the 
preceding centuries in northwest Germany and, es- 
pecially, Netherland. I t  seemed useful to elaborate 
somewhat at this point on the rapid development 
which scientific thinking has undergone concerning 
the megalithic graves, their builders and their times. 
The few remarks about stone artefacts wil1 also be 
reported. 
A more stringent selection process was necessary 
for the period since I 908 because of the increased 
production of literature. Besides, what strikes the 
reader in older studies as 'modern' or 'quaint' comes 
across as self-evident or annoying in modern work. 
While the demanding work on the TRB pottery 
sequences progressed only gradually (so that it can 
he fairly conveniently dealt with per investigator or 
per single problem), a lively exchange of opinions 
on related subjects was taking place simultaneously, 
and such discussions may have given many a student 
a taste for this work. 
I n  general, these theories wil1 be touehed on in this 
chapter only if they had a direct influence on the 
direction of the pottery investigation. Two erro- 
neous approaches have been virtually ignored, al- 
though, in their time, they were taken seriously in 
almost every study. One is the derivation of Tief- 
stich pottery shapes from gourds and wicker-work, 
an idea fashionable in the I 9 I o's and I 920's (see 
I .  2c and 2.7). The other is an annoyingly persistent 
theory that in the pottery of the Early Havelte pha- 
se, represented by an amphora from S E E S T E ,  (the 
'Seeste Vase'), typological contact is revealed be- 
tween Tiefstich and Rössen pottery. Indeed there is 
sometimes a striking similarity, although, according 
to C I 4 dating, the latter is centuries earlier. This is a 
question which was of topical interest from r g o o  to 
I y40 (and since then sporadically until the present 
day) and it  wil1 be dealt with separately in section 
6.5. r. The history of the investigation of stone arte- 
facts since I 908 (which can be told in a few words) 
wil1 be discussed in Chapter 5. 
The growth of the empirica1 sciences in Europe in 
the r 7th and I 8th centuries gave rise to a few writ- 
ten reports conccrning excavations in megalithic 
graves2 The earliest of such reports for the West 
Group are those of excavations in I 6 I 3 by Johan 
van Velen in 'Suirboldts Haus' at B O R G E R  and in 
other megalithic graves on the Hummling (Gummel 
I 938, p. r 6 I 7). and in r 685 by Titia Brongersma in 
hunebed D27 at B O R G E R  in Drente (Van Giffen 
1927). Johan Picardt, the first Dutch scholar to 
write intensively on the hunebeds ( r  6 6 0 ) , ~  came in 
this respect not yet further than the remark (p. 24) 
that 'under some of these piles of boulders there are 
vaults and hollow places which have collapsed be- 
cause of their great age; as one has often found in 
other countries, with very rare antiquities hidden in 
them. I believe these are likely to be found here, 
too.' 
Van Velen and Titia Brongersma found 'remarka- 
bly petrified' bones during their investigations. Lu- 
dolf Smids, the antiquarian to whom we owe the 
report of Titia's observations ( r 694; I 7 r i ), had 
these bones identified by the medicus Christ. Schle- 
gel. The latter declared them to be the remains of 
normally proportioned people, i.e. not of giants. 
This was important, because Picardt ( I 660) had, on 
the basis of written sources and reports of finds, 
quite seriously defended the age-old popular belief 
that only giants could have built these hunebeds. 
Hermann C. Conring ( I 665) had defended the Same 
opinion about the Lubbensteine at  H E L M S T E D T  in 
Germany. In the I 6th century, scholars had advan- 
eed this opinion, too, but often with a smile of disbe- 
lief. The remarks of Antonius Schonhovius Batavus 
( I 547), which were afterwards quoted so seriously, 
concerning hunebed "s Duvels Kut' at R O L D E  in 
Drente, could have been meant as a joke,4 but they 
are only remotely comparable with the passage in 
Rabelais's Pantagruel (book 11, 1532, chapter 5) 
concerning the construction of the Pierre Levée at 
P O I T I E R S  by the giant Pantagruel. (It is also remark- 
able that the text accompanying an engraving of this 
Pierre Levée in part V of Civitates Orbis Terrarum, 
published in c. 1598 by George Braun, does not 
mention giants, but has the Pictish (!) inhabitants lift 
the b o ~ l d e r . ~ )  
Although Smids himself ( I 7 1  I ,  p. 136) still seems 
unsure as to whether giants had built the Drente 
hunebeds (in which normal people were afterwards 
buried), the significance of Schlegel's identification, 
which was published by Smids, was not lost on his 
readers. Jodocus Hermann Nunningh ( r 7 r 3), Jo- 
hann Heinrich Cohausen ( I 7 I 4) and Johann Georg 
Keysler ( r 720, p. 207-230) considered that m e g a  
lithic constructions such as hunebeds were the work 
of normal human beings. 
This was definitely the end of the giant theory. In the 
meantime, the discussion had started about the 
method of construction of the hunebeds (Cohausen 
is already thinking about levers and rollers) and 
about which people, of those recorded by ancient 
writers, had built these monumental tombs. 
Pottery was of course encountered during these first 
excavations. Van Velen's report of r 6 r 3 (Gummcl 
r 938, p. r 6- r 7) says only that 'in my hurry, I could 
find nothing but bits of old pots and bowls'. Smids 
( r 694) in a poem of I 685 or  I 686, entitled 'The 
Swabian Urn', where he suggests that it is Swabians, 
Danes or  Saxons who are buried in the hunebed, 
advises his dear friend Titia to pay more attention to 
him, Ludolf, than to the urn: 
'Oh, nluitien, ubhere wishest thou ro go wlirh rhesc 
sherds;) 
Lap tiowti atltl cover bones and bottle 
Antl be Jor m e  rigain u fuithfill lover!' 
He describes the pottery itself ( r 694, r 7 I I )  as 
' ro~ind pots, very squat and roughly modelled, 
browii, blue or  dark red in colour, some having two, 
others four handles'. 
S. Hofstede, in r 706 (manuscript; Van Giffen r 927, 
p. 9- r 2 ) ,  gives a better description of the pottery 
which was excavated from hunebed D I 7 at R O L D E :  
'a blue pot of non-porous (zeer dicht gebakken) 
pottery ( . . )  with cracks everywhere. After the rim 
was washed, it was found to be painted with gilded 
stripes which glittered from among the blue, giving 
it a pleasing appearance. lts base has small feet . . .' 
His description apparently indicated the white fil- 
ling of the decorative grooves. Furtheron in his 
description, a collared flask and a biberon can be 
recognised. The biberon, which was found high in 
the chamber-filling, on top of a layer of stones which 
covered the actual layer of  sherds, is interpreted as a 
votive offering, with food or  drink, to the spirits of 
the dead.6 The sherds and collared flask (containing 
'white ash mixed with burnt bones'), which were 
found below, were interpreted as urns. 
The aforementioned Nunningh published ( I 7 I 3 l, 
r 7 I 42, I 8353, pl. 111) the first illustrations of West- 
ern Tiefstich p ~ t t e r y . ~  The engravings (fig. 7) are 
not-compieteiy successfui attempts to reconstruct 
pottery fragments excavated by him from the Du- 
velsteenen at H E I D E N  in Munsterland and the 
Dicke Steenen at M E H R I N G E N ,  near Emsbuhren, 
Kr. Lingen. Yet, the decoration has been sharply 
observed by the artist: even the tvaerstik line (*) can 
be recognised and many details give the impression 
that the collection contained, among other things, a 
D I-type of pail and a great deal of E-pottery. Nun- 
ningh's comments on ornamentation and manufac- 
ture of the pottery run like this: 
'There a r e .  . . on the outer skin .  . .[of these 
pots] . . . unusual figures which have been engraved, 
deeply o r  more superficially, viz. circle- or dia- 
mondshaped, notched, grooved and dotted. And 
these occur in a great variety, connected with each 
other either crossways or  by ineans of straight lines. 
or  by means of diagonal lines, rising and falling. The 
particular diligence and care of the untrained pot- 
ters from those days rightly command our admira- 
tion; by means of these pretty figures these potters 
kiiew how to indicate a certain particular distinction 
of the status of the cremated person. Among the 
splendid urns which came out of the hunebeds near 
Einsbuhren there is a very special fragment with 
very fine ornamentation, which derives particular 
splendour from a black and gleaming stain . . . I 
have made inquiries froin a competent potter con- . 
cerning the origin of this stain and the way in which 
such figures are engraved. He says that the figures 
were engraved with a special instrument. a little 
wheel. The black colour, however, was burnt in b) 
the flame itself which was srnothered in a sealed 
oven. For this was the only method for thc Aricients 
to givc thcir pots their protcctivc coating, since the 
use of salt and lead-ash was still unknown. This is 
also a proof of the statement [which I made before] 
that these pots received their hardness and durabili- 
ty . . . exclusively i11 an oven [arid that they had not 
been dried in the sun].' s 
1 mention in passing that Nunriingh correctly inter- 
prets a faultlessly-drawn T R B  amazon axe (see sec- 
tion 5.6.2.4) as a battle-axe or  the handle of a staff 
(probably meaning a symbol of authority), but that 
he considers a stone axe (a Wulzenbeil, also pic- 
tured) as a product of lightning. The discussion con- 
cerning the origin and the function o f  stone axes was 
then still in full swing. 
FIG. 7 Plate l l l  from 
Nunningh ( i 7  1.7: by A. 
Balckhusen) includiiig 
drawings of the  pottery 
excavated by him froiii the  
hunebeds  the  Diekc Steene,  
near  M E H R I N G E N  aiid the 
Duwel\teene, near  HEIDEN.  
The  ornamental  details are  
wel1 ohserved but the  
a t tempts  at reconstruction 
have heen less successful. 
Appareritly. a D i pail and  
several exaiiiple\ of E I aiicl 
E2 potter) (indeiited 
footring\, l igrag,  m a l 1  
hniidlc\) are  coiicerned 
possibl! also a ~ ig / ; i g  beaker  
In I 726 Zacharius Cioeze illustratcd a pot which was 
decorated with thc Ticfstich technique, an undcco- 
rated collarcd flask and a stone axe, al1 originating 
from the Hunensteinen near D A M M E  (Gumrnel 
193x3 p. 70). 
Martin Mushard discusses i11 his Paleogenrilisrnus 
Bremensis (a manuscript finished in I 755, with no- 
tes added until 1764, and published in 1928 by 
Sprockhoff) in particular the stone axes which can 
be found ir i  the hunebeds. These, he said, are 
spear-heads from a time when man already used 
stone weapons instead of teeth and fists, but preced- 
ing the time when bronze weapons were used [cf. 
Lucretius, De rerum natura - B.]. According to  
Mushard, battle-axes were made of marble, serpen- 
tine and a spotted stone, but not of flint. Those seen 
by him looked too smal1 for use as real weapons. 
These axes were ccrtainly iniitations of Thor's 
hammer, but, he asked, why are there riot more 
authority symbols such as fasces and secures? 
(Chapter 111). Concerning the 'various' sherds from 
the hunebeds (explained as altars, not as burial pla- 
ces), he said that they show that these chambers are 
not al1 contemporary with each other, and that some 
were constructed during a period when iron weap- 
ons were already being used (p. h2 and note 89). 
Mushard does not appear to have noticed Tiefstich 
decoration, and he did not draw any TRB pot in 
contrast to his very goud illustrations of other ar- 
chaeological finds. 
Jo(h)annes van Lier's Oudheidkundige Brieven 
(Antiquarian Letters) (1760)  constitutes the first 
Dutch monograph on hunebeds. The book is mainly 
devoted to the structure of and the finds in hunebed 
D I 3 at E E X T .  A few of the six pots recovered more 
or  less intact were drawn. They are undecorated. 
The sherds of the rest of the pottery had not been 
saved. There is scarcely any description of a collared 
flask with Tiefstich decoration from hunebed D I 2 
at E E X T .  This flask was not notably wel1 drawn (pl. 
111:s = Knöll I 959, pl. 32:s). Without having knowl- 
edge of Mushard's work, Van Lier used the flint 
chisels and axes, the stone battle-axes and a 
barbed-and-tanged flint arrow-head which were 
found in the burial chamber of D I 3 as evidence for 
the existence of a Stone Age in Drente: the period in 
which the hunebeds were built. The Drente tumuli 
produced metal finds and dated between the Stone 
Age and tiie conversion of the population to Chris- 
tianity. In his observations about the Stone Age (the 
term was, however, not coined until r 8 I 3- I 8 I 6, by 
Vedel Simonsen) he refers to 'Du Hamel' and 'Mr. 
Cocheret' (p. r 29). These are distorted references 
to the French scholar Mahudel, who (1730)  had 
proved the existence of a Stone Age, and to the 
excavations in the Gallery Grave at C O C H E R E L ,  
near Evreux, Normandy, in r 685. The cutting tools 
found there were exclusively of stone and, for this 
reason particularly, De Montfaucon ( I 7 r g)  had de- 
fended the idea of the existence of a Stone Age 
(Cartailhac r 889; Daniel r 960). Van Lier now con- 
firmed empirically the correctness of this theory for 
D ~ n t e . ~  
According to Van Lier, the Flint-Fluchbeile (section 
5.3.4) were not sling-stones o r  products of lightning. 
He guessed that they had served for spikes of a 
mace-head (Van Lier 1760, pl. III:7). 
At the beginning of the 19th century, a German 
developed into the major authority on Tiefstich pot- 
tery of his period. He was Wilhelm, Count von 
Münster, who deposited in his collection in Langen- 
lage, near Osnabrück, the fruits of twerity-three 
years' rummaging ( I 807- r 830) by himself and his 
relatives in dozens of hunebeds of that region. Con- 
trary to the situation in Drente, everybody could 
still do  that freely there, and hunebeds were des- 
troyed on a large scale for road-building and the 
export of stones for Netherland's dikes. l0  
Münster's collection was the first really extensive 
collection of Tiefstich pottery. After r 853, this was 
to form the nucleus of the collection in the Hanover 
Museum. It is, however, at least as interesting to 
know that this officer in the Prussian army drew and 
described this pottery for a study that was never 
published (fig. 7a), and that he also did reconstruc- 
tions from sherds in an exemplary manner. Hisdraw- 
ings of r I 8 pots were reproduced by Gummel 
( r y27), hut is it not high time fo ra  complete facsim- 
ile publication, including the notes of the Count? 
In a letter (quoted by Westendorp 1822, p. 2 2  of the 
Notes) Münster writes about Tiefstich pottery: 
'. . . carthenware vessels of al1 sorts of shapes. Some 
were very elegant and looked very much like flat 
Etruscan [i.e. Greek] vases . . . Designs of various 
shapes were engraved on them. The material from 
which these vessels were made is better than that 
from which the urns of the barrows were made. 
Nicolaus Westendorp's Treatise written to answer 
the question: which peoples built the so-called hune- 
beds? at what time can we suppose that they inhabited 
these places? ( I  8 1  5 ;  greatly expanded I 8222) is the 
second Dutch monograph on hunebeds. The book 
was the winning entry to the prize question stated in 
the title, propounded by Adriaan Gilles Camper 
(Petrus Camper's son) and issued by the Holland- 
sche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen (Holland 
Academy of Sciences) at Haarlem in r 808." 
The competition required a description of the hune- 
b e d ~  in Drente and in the Duchy of Bremen, and a 
comparison of these monuments with similar ones in 
Great Britain, Denmark, Norway, Germany, 
France and Russia. Finally, there was the modern- 
sounding requirement to compare the 'coffins, urns, 
weapons, jewels, sacrificial implements, etc. from 
the hunebeds' with those from 'the burial places of 
the old Germans, Gauls, Slavs, Huns and other 
Nordic peoples."2 
Westendorp's book is of great importance for a 
knowledge of the state of archaeological science at 
that time in northwest Europe. We meet already 
many of the ways of thinking of the succeeding 
generation of investigators (Thomsen, Danneil, 
Nilsson, Lisch, Worsaae) in this historian, working 
in his remote Groningen parsonagc during a period 
which is less-known now than the following one. In 
I 758, on the basis of written information, but scar- 
cely on the basis of excavation, A. Y. de Goguet had 
further developed the theory of the three-period 
system. with, already built into it .  the backwardness 
of the development in northwest Europe in cornpar- 
ison with the Near East, Egypt and the rest of the 
Mediterranean area (excerpts in Heizer r 962). This 
hook, which was printed and reprinted in various 
languages until r 8 r 8, is such a familiar source book 
for Westendorp that he only mentions it in passing 
in another context. His own research into the rele- 
vant literature and into the archaeological collec- 
tions in Drente and northwest Germany now con- 
firmed completely that the hunebeds were built dur- 
ing a Stone Age. 
At the time, Westendorp's absolute datings for the 
hunebeds seemed unbelievably early. at least in 
northern archaeological circles (not in French). He 
considered a date between 2 0 0 0  and r goo BC not 
impossible ( r 822, p. 293-294); in any case, the hu- 
n e b e d ~  were much older than the remarks of Epho- 
rus (338,BC), quoted by Strabo (Geography, lib. 111. 
r ,  4), concerning megalithic graves in southwest 
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been burial chambers.13 
7'0 identify the builders of the hunebeds ethnically, 
Westendorp dealt in detail (as required for the com- 
petition) with the typology, the contents and the 
distribution of the hunebeds. He thinks the hune- 
b e d ~  were built by early Celts from long before 
Caesar's time, and tries to prove that north Ger- 
many and south Scandinavia were also inhabited by 
Celts. l 4  
Although he defines 'hunebed' as any free-standing, 
long rectangular megalithic burial chamber (inclu- 
ding gallery graves, excluding dolmens (*), but with 
the exception of those occurring in a tumulus), his 
distribution map, which is described verbally (fig. 
8), differs remarkably little from our maps of West 
European megaliths (e.g. Daniel r 958). 
Westendorp's remarks concerning the chronologi- 
cal succession of the types of graves in pre-Christian 
Drente ( I  822, p. I 84) would be worthy of quotation 
in works about the development of archaeology. His 
thoughts concerning the stage of civilisation of the 
builders of the hunebeds are also fascinating: 'They 
still only knew stone weapons such as those now in 
use in Peru, the Pacific area and North America, and 
still no metals (every population began with this 
phase); they were already considerably advanced in 
pottery; they hunted and fished, but did not farm 
yet; they were at no higher a stage of civilisation 
than the Hottentots, but there was more social or- 
ganisation and religion. But for a well-established 
authority of the chiefs and priests, such as existed on 
Otaheite [Tahiti], the building of the hunebeds must 
be considered to have been impossible. Their way of 
life was surely no longer as completely nomadic as 
that of many a North American tribe still is now; 
some bartertrade with other tribes must have taken 
place, since many of their battle-axes must have 
been imported from areas which were not too close' 
(quotation very freely summarised after I 8 i 5, p. 
286-290 and 1822, p. 99- 104. The reference to 
Tahiti (cf. Renfrew I 973) only in I 8 i 5). 
We already encounter in Westendorp the opinion 
that megalithic graves were stone versions of the 
housesof the living, i.e. the theory which would later 
be ascribed to Nilsson ( i 837- I 843) (Lubbock I 865, 
p. 88-90; H. Petersen i 8 8  I ). 
But we must restrict ourselves further to what Wes- 
tendorp remarks about the artefacts from the hune- 
beds. Apart from publications, he could base his 
statements on information about excavations in hu- 
nebeds by, andlor collections of, J. and P. Hofstede, 
C. Pothoff and J.J.  Willinge in Drente, and Count 
Munster, Von Langen (Werlte), Osthoff (Olden- 
burg), Trënkamp (Struchtlingen) and Visch (Wil- 
sum) in northwest Germany. 'Not a single piece of 
copper, let alonc iron' had been excavated in and, 
according to Munster, around the burial chambers; 
it was purely a matter of pottery and stone weapons 
and tools. The latter were certainly not sirnulacru 
armorum, as Thorlaeius ( i 802) had asserted, and 
some of them must have been imported, as indicated 
by the type of stone. 
Westendorp remarked about the pottery from the 
hunebeds: 'Although they were baked from sandy 
loam, these funerary urns are, however, not inferior 
to the ordinary pots and cooking pans of our time: 
and they are generally finer and more elaborately 
decorated than the ones found in the barrows [i.e. 
mainly Bronze and Iron Agc pottery]. It has been 
thought that they were dried in the wind or  the sun, 
but there is no basis for this assumption. They were, 
moreover, made in a mould, and not by hand, as the 
Hottentots do; however, they are unglazed. In order 
to give them some polish and the required smooth- 
ness, a suitable pebble was used' (1822, p. 81-82). 
In Copenhagen, C.J. Thomsen learned of the con- 
tents of the second edition of this book (1822)  
through an extensive and good account in an anon- 
ymous review in the Göttingsche gelehrte Anzeigen 
(May, 1824, p. 689-71 i) .  We know now that the 
author of this review was the famous philologist and 
mythologist Wilhelm K. Grimm. l6  Thomsen imme- 
diately wrote an excited letter to J.G.G. Busching in 
Breslau, to whom he had recently explained his 
ideas about the three-period system (both letters are 
quoted by Seger ( I  93o).I7 H e  found many opinions 
in Westendorp analogous to his own and he wrote to 
Busching so that the latter 'would not think him a 
plagiarist'. H e  disagrees with the ideas of Munster 
and Westendorp concerning the high quality of the 
pottery. Not only does he reject Westendorp's (ut- 
terly unfounded) 'moulds', which Thomsen seems 
to have thought were invented only after the pot- 
ter's wheel, but he even denies the greater elegance 
of the hand-formed pottery from the Danish mega- 
lithic graves ('admittedly, once decorated with 
strokes, and provided with rims . . .') in comparison 
with later pottery. But he is speaking a slightly dif- 
ferent language with the Same words - he actually 
calls everything that is not hard-baked, wheel- 
turned and glazed 'coarse' if Stone Age ceramics are 
concerned, and 'medium' if the pre-Christian 
Bronze and Iron Age are concerned. There was as 
yet no place in his technological-evolutionary sys- 
tem for a higher aesthetic appreciation of the T R B  
pottery. But who had at that time seen as much 
pottery from hunebeds as Munster'? A century later 
the Tiefstich bowl from SKARPSALLING,  in Jutland, 
would be proclaimed as 'the most beautiful of al1 the 
pieces of Neolithic pottery in the countries north of 
the Alps' (Muller I 9 1  8, p. 39, fig. I 2 I ) !  
For some time thereafter, publications concerning 
the West Group contained little that was remark- 
able compared with the work of Munster and Wes- 
tendorp. Westendorp's bold speculations led to a 
reaction, and reliable reports of excavations were 
absent for a time. 
In Netherland, the early death (1835)  of C.J.C. 
Reuvens, an archaeologist excellent in both theory 
and practice, first Director of the State Museum of 
Antiquities in Leiden, which was founded in I 8 I 8 
by King William I, and the world's first professor in 
non-classical archaeology, prevented his excavation 
of a hunebed. His notes show how close he was to 
doing so. 
L.J.F. Janssen, keeper in the same museum from 
I 835 to i 868, offers US few interesting new ideas 
(Janssen I 848, I 850, i 853 and I 856). During his 
excavation in the very derelict hunebed, the Zaalhof 
at N O O R D B A R G E ,  he recovered both T R B  pottery, 
which he rightly compared with Lisch's T R B  Sinds in 
Mecklenburg, and a piece of iron and bits of tuff 
stone which he did not think could have been import- 
ed  here from Andernach (near Koblenz) before the 
Roman period. Without considering the possibility 
of a later disturbance, he concluded that this hune- 
bed must have been built in the Roman period, as 
one of the last megalithie graves. 
His excavations at H I L V E R S U M  in i 853 attracted 
widespread attention. These excavations seemed to 
involve a Stone Age settlement, i.e., a settlement of 
hunebed builders, and to be as important as the 
Kjokkenmoddinger of Denmark and the Lake 
Dwellings of Switzerland which were discovered 
about that time and quickly became internationally 
known. Worsaae, Lisch, Von Estorff, Wolf and 
Wilhelmi complimented Janssen on this find, but 
did not neglect to add that they did not know of 
anything which could be compared with the arte- 
facts he discovered. Janssen's publication ( I  856) of 
this discovery is extensive and as detailed and abun- 
dantly illustrated as one can hope for in a publica- 
tion of that period. Osteologists, botanists and min- 
eralogists were consulted for the identifications. It 
was proudly entitled 'Hilversum Antiquities: a con- 
tribution to the history of  the development of  the 
earliest European peoples'. 
A score of rectangular pits, with stone floors and 
walls, and which were explained as the hearths of 
houses, were found on the flank of a hill. Their 
filling contained peculiar, polished stone tools, 
some charcoal (including Pinus silvestris) and cre- 
mated bones of cattle, sheep o r  goat, but no pottery. 
Strangly enough, a bone button was lying on the 
floor of Hearth I ,  which was excavated in Janssen's 
presence, 'completely identical to present-day but- 
tons used by country people', and the filling of 
Hearth 8 contained a-pieceof dressed stone  e ent- 
heim sandstone?), but its position was such that it 
seemed unlikely that it was a recent intrusion. The 
labourer Westbroek, 'discoverer' and 'excavator' of 
these smal1 cellars, was apparently unaware of these 
slips in his fraudulent construction (cf. also Bakker 
& Ypey r 964, p. 56-58). A t  a time when loose soil 
was not yet distinguished from firm soil, and stone 
artefacts-were not-sufficiently known, he must have 
constructed the cellars himself so that he could get 
more money than he would have obtained by selling 
his own artefacts separately. Janssen's publication is 
so accurate that we can find unintentional indica- 
tions of how the labourer could, through the advice 
and the questions of interested gentlemen, have 
arrived at his master~iece .  Janssen also stated that 
the positions of the h'earths could be deduced from 
depressions on the surface, which he correctly as- 
cribed to subsidence. 
The excavator saw in this settlement confirmation of 
his previously announced assumption ( r 848) that 
the last hunebeds were built as late as the Roman 
period: Stone Age people had still been living in 
Hilversum at that time.I9 
It is true that Westendorp ( r 8 r 5, r 822) had already 
irrefutably disproved this idea, but he stood alone in 
northern Europe in this opinion. In I 825, Thomsen, 
too, had entirely disagreed with Westendorp in this 
respect (cf. Seger r 9 3 0 ) ~  and even later he did not go 
any farther back than a few centuries BC for the end 
of the Stone Age. Worsaae's dating (1843)  of the 
Stone Age (i.e., the Neolithic) to I ooo BC at least, 
and the more southerly the earlier, was rather pro- 
gressive for Denmark. Only when the Kjok- 
kenmoddinger were discovered ( I 850) did Worsaae 
estimate the Danish 'Old Stone Age', to which they 
were assigned, to c. 3000 BC o r  earlier, and the 
subsequent 'Late Stone Age' to c. 2000-1000 BC 
( r 88 r). In strongly conservative Germany, the hu- 
n e b e d ~  were still placed around or  after the begin- 
ning of the Christian era  (e.g. Wachter I 84  r). Little 
attention was paid to the opinion of P.B. Podcza- 
szynski (1857) that the Stone Age ended in Poland 
c. 1250 BC, and that of C. Petersen (1857) and 
G.C.F. Lisch ( I  863) that this had occurred in north 
Germany c. 1000 B C  (Jaidiewski 1965; Gummel 
19389 P. 174). 
W. Pleyte, Janssen's successor in Leiden, illustrated 
the more o r  less complete T R B  pots which were 
then known in Netherland in his large Dutch antiqui- 
ties ( r  877- r 903). There are no more than fifty, the 
majority of which are not very representative. Al- 
though his reconstruction drawings of fragmentary 
pots indicate that he had a fairly good idea of this 
sort of pottery, he was theoretically not much 
further advanced than Janssen. 
The good drawings made of Drente hunebed pot- 
tery in r 878, on behalf of the Society of Antiquaries 
of London, by W.C. Lukis remained unpublished in 
the archives of that society. Among them is a good 
reconstruction of a baking plate ('cover') (section 
3.4.4) from hunebed D r 4 at GIETEN.  
After the stimuli provided by Thomsen and Wor- 
saae, knowledge concerning the T R B  culture devel- 
oped at a tremendous rate in Scandinavia. In I 88 I ,  
Henry Petersen published his discovery that the 
dolmens (*) contained their own kind of pottery 
which, although related, differed from that of the 
gangbygninger (i.e. jaettestuer (*) or  passage graves 
(*)). H e  dated the dolmens between the latter and 
the Bronze Age. Shortly after this, Oscar Montelius 
and Sophus Muller were to place the dolmens and 
their contents in a Dolmen Period, preceding a Pas- 
sage Grave Period. 
In Germany, these Scandinavian studies were im- 
mediately translated and became common knowl- 
edge. Here, too, excavation technique and theory 
were now developing irito a modern science, espe- 
cially once the controversy about the three-period 
system had come to an end.20 During the excava- 
tions of the Provincial-Roman Limes Committee 
(which had started in r 899) at Haltern archaeolo- 
gists soon learned to recognise post-holes and other 
'soil traces' in the Munsterland sand podzols (G. 
Loeschke: 'There is nothing more permanent than a 
hole'). The existence of post-holes had already acci- 
dentally been established in the 1870's and 80's 
elsewhere in thepodzols of the Northwest Gerrnan 
Plain (Gummel 1938, p. 224). 
Most of the Neolithic cultures, which are especially 
characterized by their pottery, and their areas of 
distribution were now distinguished. According to a 
concise report, 0. Tischler, the far-travelled ar- 
chaeologist from Königsberg, declared ( r 890) dur- 
ing the discussions after a somewhat absurd lecture: 
'Within the whole area of the megalithic graves, 
different local territories can be defined, every one 
of which displays an inventory of completely uni- 
formly styled pottery. Such a territory comprises, 
for example, Hanover, Oldenburg, northern 
Westphalia and eastern Netherland.'21 In Germany 
this group became known as Nordwestdeutsche 
Tiefstichkerarnik (e.g. Knöll r 959), a term which is 
less popular in Netherland. 
Knöll, who went through the I 9th century German 
literature on this topic, stated (1959, p. 3) that the 
pottery from the megalithic graves is only dealt with 
in passing there. P. Reinecke's remark in 1900 
(Knöll 1959, p. 4) shows, however, that the ap- 
proaches to the problem were now gradually chang- 
ing: ' I f  one investigates the ceramic finds in the 
megalithic graves thoroughly, one is struck by the 
variety of basically different types, which show US, 
even more clearly than the differences in the build- 
ing styles of the megalithic monuments, that there 
can be no question of unity in time; but as yet we 
entirely lack the knowledge that would enable us to 
group these several types chronologically.' 
The modern research that was necessary for the 
chronological classification of the pottery from the 
megalithic graves of the West Group was initiated 
by Holwerda, who was, from i 904 to I 939, succes- 
sively keeper, deputy director and director of the 
Leiden 
In i go5 he learned the new technique of excavation 
at the Roman fort of Haltern, Westphalia. He  
directed his first excavation in Netherland in I 906. 
In i 907 he formulated his ideas concerning the ar- 
chaeology of Netherland in Nederland's vroegste 
beschaving. In later studies he did not essentially 
change his rnind. Unfortunately, in this book he 
continued, as it were, the Mainz tradition after the 
death of L. Lindenschmit Sr by defending an ex- 
tremely short chronology, and disputing the appli- 
cability of the three-period system, and the typo- 
chronological methods of Montelius ( I  903). One of 
the most important causes of this chronological 
myopia, or, at any rate, one of the main defences for 
it, was the fact that the aforementioned H I L V E R S U M  
find (Janssen I 856) was not yet recognised as coun- 
terfeit, which implied for Holwerda ( I 907, I y I 8, 
I 925 and - in a less absolute form - i 935) that the 
backward population there must have existed in 
Stone Age conditions up to the Middle Ages (the 
sandstone building fragment was now dated as 
Gothic or  later). The fact that Aberg ( I g I 6a, see 
2.3) has omitted the Hilversum find from his survey 
of the Stone Age in Netherland apparently made no 
contribution t6 convincing ~ o l w e r d a  that this idea 
was wrong. 
In I 908 Holwerda, quite accidentally, discovered a 
TRB settlement and flat grave cemetery. A t  the 
request of, and subsidised by Queen Wilhelmina, 
and encouraged by the successful ring fort research 
of C. Schuchhardt and others in Germany, he start- 
ed the excavation of the Hunneschans, a medieval 
ring fort on the U D D E L E R M E E R  on the central Ve- 
luwe. The T R B  site mentioned was under and adja- 
cent to the ramparts, and he examined the greater 
part of it in I gos, r 9 I o and I g I I .  The most impor- 
tant finds of each year were described and illus- 
trated the following year (Holwerda I 909, I g I I ,  
I 9 I 2). It turns out that Uddelermeer represents a 
typologically homogeneous Tiefstich pottery group 
(in later terms, the Early Havelte style group). 
In I 9 r 2 Holwerda excavated the hunebeds D R ~ U -  
W E N  I and 11 in Drente ( D  i g and D20  according to 
Van Giffen 1925). His publications about them 
( I g I 3a and especially I 9 I 3b  in Prahistorische Zeit- 
schrift) gained a considerable reputation; for the 
first time people realised what masses of pottery 
could be expected in western hunebeds. Moreover, 
there was the extremely fortunate circumstance 
that, while D I 9 contained mainly Northwest Ger- 
man Tiefstich pottery (later called the Drouwen (I)  
style group by Van Giffen ( i 927)), the bulk of the 
pottery from D20  consisted of what, in i 927, Van 
Giffen would cal1 the Late Havelte style group. 
Holwerda realised that the inventories of both hu- 
n e b e d ~  were not equally old ( I 9 r 3a, p. 448). D r g 
contained much finely ornamented pottery which 
was directly related to Nordwesfdeutsche Tiefstich- 
keramik. D20  contained 'undoubtedly later', spar- 
sely ornamented pottery, which still had some con- 
nection with the Tiefstichkerarnik, but which, on the 
other hand, could be directly related to the Lausitz 
(Lusatian) ware (Bronze Age) which was itself prob- 
ably represented by urns and cremations in D20, as 
well. Holwerda also based his (correct) chronologi- 
cal order of the inventories on the inferior construc- 
tion of D20  as compared to that of D I y. (In about 
I 960, however, during his re-excavation of the gra- 
ve, Van Giffen established that the inferiority of the 
building was in fact suggested by a difference in the 
degree of destruction caused in modern times.) 
Holwerda's opinion, which was disputed by Van 
Giffen ( I 927), that there was a connection between 
cremations and Late Havelte pottery, became topi- 
cal again through the discovery of Late Havelte 
cremation graves at N O O R D B A R G E  and A N G E L S L O  
(sections 2.9, 2.20, 6.8 and Appendix B r). 
Thus, each of the three style-groups of Van Giffen's 
later typological series had been found by Holwer- 
da, but he did not realise this completely, as he did 
not yet know that Uddelermeer pottery also occur- 
red in Drente. With hindsight, this is understand- 
able, although it now appears that a few typical 
examples occurred in D I 9. After Van Giffen had 
demonstrated (1927)  the occurrence of Uddeler- 
meer pottery in Drente, and had arrived at his se- 
quence on the basis of this, Holwerda ( r 93  I )  prefer- 
red to think entirely of regional differentiation 
without chronological implications, and he did not 
even refer to his own sequence, ( I )   DI^ and (2) 
D20, again. This is not too surprising, because Hol- 
werda was an avowed opponent of the typochrono- 
logica1 method. But it is a pity, especially consid- 
ering his excellent work around r g r o. 
Holwerda's I g I 3 investigation of the double hune- 
bed within peristalithic long barrow D43, on the 
Schimmeres near E M M E N ,  made no further contri- 
bution to the reconstruction of the original pottery 
sequence (Holwerda I 9 I 4). This also applies to an 
article ( I  91 g) in which he asserted that certain 
Tiefstich pottery shapes derived from gourds with a 
net covering, baskets or  wooden vessels. 
This fervent adherent of the typochronological 
method, who supplied the most important stimuli 
for the investigation of the Neolithic battle-axes and 
axes in this century (see Chapter g), visited the 
Dutch museums in I g I g .  He dealt with the Tiefstich 
pottery in his excellent hook Die Steinzeit in den 
Niederlanden ( I g I ha). As  usual, his observations 
were stated rather concisely. I quote here some 
passages which seem to have lost surprisingly little 
of their current interest. The whole study demon- 
strates an exceptionally thorough knowledge of the 
material in the museums and of the results of Dutch 
research, especially Holwerda's. Without allowing 
bimself to be carried away by Holwerda's theories, 
Aberg tested these data against the results of re- 
search in Scandinavia and elsewhere. In this way, 
the Dutch finds were placed in their international 
context, more so than had previously been the case. 
In this respect, the author was influenced by Kos- 
sinna's Der Ursprung der Urfinnen und Urindoger- 
manen und ihre Ausbreitung nach dem Osten ( I gog, 
I C) I o)  and Die deutsche Vorgeschichte, eine hervor- 
ragenrl nationale Wissenschaft ( I g I 4'), especially by 
the former, to judge from the quotations. In addi- 
tion, he applied Muller's brand-new typochrono- 
logy of the Danish Tiefstich pottery ( I g I 3 ;  see 2.4) 
in his comparisons of the Dutch and Danish mate- 
rial. 
'The connection between England and Netherland 
appears therefore to have been less developed than 
between the first-named country and the North. 
This circumstance, which displays the fact that the 
interest of the Dutch [Neolithic] culture was direc- 
ted towards the West to a slight extent only, is 
surprising in more than one respect. For if the mega- 
lithic graves had really come to the North from 
Britain, as is generally accepted, and if the British 
double-axes are related to the Nordic ones, as is 
probable, and if, finally, the abundantly present 
British amber-beads are partly of Nordic origin, it 
was to be expected that Netherland was the inter- 
mediary area. It is not improbable, to be sure, that 
there were links between the Nordic culture of 
Netherland and Britain, but these links can certainly 
not have been significant.' (p. 28) 'Therefore, al- 
though finds.  . . [of Muller's 'elegant style', then 
dated at the transitional period between the Dol- 
men Period and the Passage Grave Period, now 
placed at the beginning of the Passage Grave Pe- 
riod, MN Ia]. . . are rare in Netherland, they d o  give 
us an indication for establishing the age and the 
degree of originality of the Dutch megalithic pot- 
tery, and they are therefore of great interest. 
Most Dutch megalithic pottery belongs to the fully 
developed Passage Grave Period. We mentioned 
already the most frequently occurring types of pot- 
tery of this period; they are represented in large 
numbers in the western passage grave near Drou- 
wen. Among the pottery of a later date, purely 
Nordic types are still to be seen, e.g. the funnel 
beakers, but also shapes which are mainly found to 
the south and west of the Elbe. In the course of this 
development, the area to the south of the Elbe be- 
comes more and more independentofthe purely Nor- 
dic culture, a fact which also clearly has an effect on 
the development in Netherland. As we mentioned 
before, suspension vessels, which are frequent in 
Denmark [see fig. I 41, as wel1 as double-edged stone 
o r  amber axes [see section 5.6.2.41, are not found in 
the graves in Netherland. This, like other circum- 
stances still to be mentiöned, is an indication of the 
changes which must have started to develop in the 
cultural links with the North. The oldest pottery - 
above al1 the collared flasks which are abundant in 
Netherland and in Oldenburg - indicates a line of 
communication running more to the north, i.e. near- 
e r  the coast. From pottery of a later date, as wel1 as 
from certain other circumstances, we must, on the 
other hand, conclude that, here and there, the lines 
of communication moved in a southerly direction. 
[A footnote points out that there are similarities 
between Early Havelte pottery, the amphora from 
the Globular Amphora culture (*) eist at BORTE- 
W I T Z ,  Saxony (cf. 2.8), and Rössen pottery]. The 
northern impulses were, to a greater exterit than 
before, absorbed and modified by the area south of 
the Elbe, and this is reflected, as we noted before, in 
the development in Netherland.' (p. 36-37). 
Subsequently, the author contended that the in- 
fluence of the northern culture on the West, which 
was strongly developed at the beginning of the Pas- 
sage Grave Period, became progressively weaker, 
until it was almost non-existent by the beginning of 
the Bronze Age. Not until towards the end of the 
Bronze Age does the northern influence again in- 
crease, and then, according to the finds, more in 
Oldenburg, situated farther to the east. than in 
Netherland. 
It is outside the scope of this book to determine if 
this 1a:t idea is generally correct o r  not, but we note 
that Aberg does not mention the similarities be- 
tween the Late Havelte pottery in D20 at Drouwen 
and the most recent T R B  pottery in Muller's ty- 
pochronology for Denmark. Van Giffen was to be 
the first to point this out, but this idea was to catch 
on in the international literature only after Becker 
( r  954a, b) had written a descriptive summary of this 
pottery of the North Group under the term 'Store 
Valby pottery'. In my opinion, the passages which 
have been quoted in full are still entirely correct. I 
reach almost the same results in this book. 
In I 9 i 8, Aberg dealt briefly, and within a more 
general framework, with the Dutch material in his 
study of the North European Neolithic. In a few 
words he outlined the course of the development of 
the Walternienburg-Bernburg pottery, which shall 
be discussed in section 2.6. 
2 .4  S. M U L L E R ,  G. R O S E N B E R G  A N D  
C . A .  N O R D M A N  (1913 -1918 )  
Sophus Muller's well-known publications appeared 
in i 9 i 3 and I y I 8. In these he worked out, in much 
detail, the sequence of the Danish and Schleswig- 
Holstein passage grave Tiefstich pottery. Muller's 
descriptions of his style phases were summarised by 
Bagge ( I 950). The latter author states that in I 9 I 8 a 
six-period subdivision of the Passage Grave Period 
(i.e. the Middle Neolithic, according to Becker 
I 947) had in fact been established (one of Muller's 
seven phases is contemporary with two others). 
Muller paid particular attcntion to the ornamenra- 
tion pattern and the technique of ornamentation. In 
this he was assistcd by G.  Rosenberg and C.A. 
Nordman. 
A detailed chronological framework of the Middle 
Ncolithic was thus available for the North Group, 
ten ycars before the appearance ( I 927) of Van Gif- 
fen's chronological subdivision of the pottery of thc 
West Group, and forty years before that of Knöll 
( r 959). 
2.5 T H E  R E G I O N A L  S U B D I V I S I O N S  O F  
G .  K O S S I N N A  A N D  K .  J A ~ D Z E W S K I  
Basing himself o n  Tischler's above-mentioned ob- 
servations, G. Kossinna worked out in more detail 
the subdivision of the T R B  culture into geographi- 
cal main groups ( i 9 I o, i 92 i ) .  Whereas Kossinna 
givcs maps of the find spots, K. Jaidiewski delinea- 
tes the rough limits of the areas of these main groups 
( I 932, with important changes I 936). 
Kossinna assumed that the North Group originated 
from the Danish Ertebolle culture and that the 
gradual dccrease in northerri charactcristics within 
the T R B  culture towards the East and the West 
implied that a gradual expansion had occurred from 
the North to the West and the East. The South 
Group would then have developed from the East 
Group. Jaidiewski was also of this opinion. (The 
theory of the origin of the T R B  culture in Denmark 
was strongly disputed by others, including Muller 
( I 9 I 3). who insisted that the megalith builders 
camc from the Iberian megalith area, but I shall not 
pursue this subject here.) 
There was, however, also an awareness of contrary 
movements, even if they were explained differently. 
An example is the angular style which, according to 
Jazdicwski ( r 932, p. 36), originated in the area of 
the Altmark pottery (*) and bordering on the area 
of the Walternienburg pottery which is pre- 
eminently characterised by this 'angularity' (see fig. 
r for the areas of both groups). The pottery of the 
North and West Groups was said to have been in- 
fluenced from this centre. In i 936 Jazdzewski went 
a step further. Because no collared flasks o r  funnel 
beakers were known at that time from the Altmark 
pottery area, he decided that he was not dealing with 
a true T R B  group, but with a separate 'Elbe-Weser 
culture', whose angular tureens must have been 
adopted al1 over by the West and North Group of  
the T R B  culture. This theory gained little support. 
Jazdiewski's group-subdivision, divested of its 
genetic content, is still used (section I .  i and fig. I ). 
2.6 P . L . B .  K U P K A ' S  A N D  N . H .  N I K L A S S O N ' S  
S T U D I E S  O F  T H E  
WALTERNIENBURG-BERNBURG G R O U P  
According to Fischer ( I 956), the Walternienburg- 
Bernburg Group is a regional Tiefstich sub-group of 
the T R B  culture. It developed from the Altmark 
pottery (*) among others which was closely related 
to the Western Tiefstich pottery. P.L.B. Kupka, the 
investigator of the prehistory of the Altmark, called 
this Altmark pottery 'Langgrabkeramik', later 
'Langdolmenkeramik' (Kupka I 924, p. 364 ff.; 
i 927, p. I 28- i 32; I 928, p. 238-242; i 938, p. 1- i 2 ) .  
In the Walternienburg-Bernburg pottery, which he 
called 'Mitteldeutsche Ganggrabkeramik' (Central 
German Passage Grave pottery), Kupka distin- 
guished the style-phases I-IV. which gradually suc- 
eeeded each other. He described them very briefly 
in the Stendal Beitrage IV(y ) ,  dated I y I 5- I 924, p. 
437-440. This passage was written, according to his 
own later report ( i 927, p. 1 34), in r y r 5. But when 
this study was finally printed (in the spring of i 924), 
there was another manuscript ready for the press 
which was also devoted to the Same 
Walternienburg-Bernburg culture. 
This was the thesis of the Swede, N.H. Niklasson, 
who worked in Halle from I 9 1 5  to i 929. This 
monograph was published at the end of i 925. Al- 
most exactly the same phase-subdivision as that of 
Kupka was presented here independently (Niklas- 
son i 925, p. vii): five phases, the first two of which 
coincide with Kupka I, the following with 11, I11 and 
IV. Since this study was more extensively 
documented and richly illustrated, and became gen- 
erally known because it was published in the Jah- 
resschrift Halle, in contrast to the obscure Stendal 
Beitrage, Kupka's achievement remained largely 
unknown. 
The above seems to indicate that the time was ripe 
for the development of this typochronological sys- 
tem. Kossinna ( r g I 42), and perhaps others also, had 
worked with the typology of the Walternienburg- 
Bernburg Group at an earlier date. Aberg ( I g I 8) 
had described the whole sequence step by step in his 
own succinct style; there had been a preliminary 
study by Niklasson, and W. Bremer (who died in 
i 926) described the sequence from the same point 
of view before Niklasson's book had appeared 
(Ebert's Reallexikon, entries on Bernburger Typus 
( I  928) and Walternienburger Typus (1928)). 
Niklasson's book was the result of a maturing pro- 
cess that had begun earlier. The relatively early date 
of this beginning may have been due to the fact that, 
at an early stage, an abundance of complete pottery 
had been excavated in an area where research into 
the Neolithic was of a high standard and where more 
than one person knew this material well. It was, 
moreover, fortunate that the assemblages which 
were recovered contained almost exclusively pot- 
tery of two consecutive style phases of the system 
which was developed later (Niklasson I 925, p. I i 3). 
Kupka was later to remark that this was 'the best 
possible proof of the correctness of the insights 
gained through purely typological methods' ( I  928, 
P. 237). 
Niklasson's book in particular seems to have served 
Langenheim ( I 935), Dehnke ( I 940) and Knöll 
( I 959) as a model for tackling typochronologically a 
Tiefstich pottery group which is rich in its variety of 
shapes and strongly subject to change. He conscien- 
tiously applied the typological rnethod to the pot- 
tery as i t  was described by Montelius ( I 903). He 
drew up separate development series for each pot- 
shape. These 'vertical lines' are then cut up and 
grouped into 'horizontal' stages, on the basis of 
available assemblages and stylistic similarities. This 
appeals to me as a Dutchman because the assembla- 
ges recovered in our country have, from the very 
beginning, invited a process of subdividing them 
into 'horizontal' stages, and only afterwards of 
tracing the lines of typological development of 
separate pot-shapes, or even omitting this step. 
Niklasson established the sequence Wa I, Wa 11, Be 
I, Be 11 and Be 111-on the basis of the developments 
of the Henkeltasse (tureen (x)) in particular - and 
this, he hoped, would form a chronological back- 
bone for the Central German Neolithic cultures. His 
table ( I 9.25, p. I I 3), in which two successive phases 
normally overlap, shows that he did not consider 
this sequence so dogmatically as was thought later 
(section 2. r 8). The remark quoted above from 
Kupka ( I 928) reveals in any case a realisation of the 
gradual nature of the developments. 
Niklasson's observations about related cultures, 
which like the whole book, are extremely readable, 
included the West Group too. The material from the 
Altmark and Central Gerrnany, then insufficiently 
known - these were bowls and pails but no 
shoulder-pots, funnel beakers, collared flasks, bibe- 
rons (x) - led him to a speculative theory. This 
apparently occurred to him-because of the fact that 
Holwerda ( I g I 3a, b) happened to have reproduced 
the bowls and the rest of the pottery from hunebed 
D I C) at D R O U W E N  on two separate photographs. 
Niklasson reproduced these photographs again and 
postulated that the Western Tiefstich pottery had 
only bowls at first, and that during that phase the 
Altmark must have been colonised. When, later, the 
West Group derived the additional pottery shapes 
-from the North Group, the Altmark was not in- 
fluenced. 
2 .7 F. A D A M A  V A N  S C H E L T E M A  (1920, 1923) 
A N D  H .  GUMMEL (1927) 
Adama van Scheltema, a Dutchman who worked 
first in Netherland and later in Germany, included a 
discussion of the Northern and Western Tiefstich 
pottery in his philosophical studies of art (1920, 
I 923). Here he tried to establish generally applica- 
ble rules which had governed the growth of the 
north European prehistoric art styles. He analysed 
and formulated the principles which might have de- 
termined the shape and ornamentation in the suc- 
cessive stages of Muller's pottery sequence, and 
identified these in the West as well. He thus indica- 
ted the probable line of development more thor- 
oughly than Aberg. He avoided skating on thin ice, 
leaving the Late Havelte pottery from D R O U W E N -  
D20 out of consideration. He, too, used the 'Seeste 
Vase' as proof of TRB-Rössen contacts. 
A very important point is that Adama van Schel- 
tema convincingly disposes of Schuchhardt's ( I 909) 
and Holwerda's ( I g I g) pseudo-technological ex- 
planations of the origin of certain Tiefstich pottery 
shapes. F. Boas, who for the rest regarded Adama 
van Scheltema sceptically, also rejected these and 
other similar armchair speculations on general eth- 
nological grounds ( I 927, p. 7, I 5 I ) .  Henceforth, it 
was in any case no longer necessary to take them as a 
basis for typological sequences. 
Gummel ( I 927, p. I 02- I 04) applied the principles 
of Niklasson and Scheltema in his typochronological 
subdivision of the I r 8 pieces of Tiefstich pottery 
which had been drawn by Count Munster a century 
before (section 2. I ) .  Since this pottery from the 
vicinity of O S N A B R U C K  consisted mainly of phases C 
- D - E, the earliest pottery was not dealt with in 
Gummel's report. This is the reason why he placed 
the earliest types present (ibid., plates 26:2 I )  after 
later types (plates 26: 10 - I 3) - hut shortly after- 
wards Kupka ( I  928, p. 2 I 8) showed exactly how it 
should be done. In accordance with Niklasson's 
theory (section 2.6), Gumrnel assurned an opening 
phase with bowls, but without shoulder-pots. His 
material did not, in fact, lend itself to the determina- 
tion of an opinion on this point. 
Gurnmel's way of describing the typological devel- 
opments served as an example for Knöll's descrip- 
tion (which corrected Gummel's) and Knöll's ter- 
minology is also partly derived from Gummel. 
The seven fruitful years of Holwerda's research on 
the Dutch hunebed pottery were followed. since 
I 9 i 8, by Van Giffen's activities, which would lead 
in ten years to his De hunebedden in Nederland (1, 
1925; 11, 1927).'~ 
During the years when he was keeper of the Leiden 
museum ( I 9 I 2- I 9 I 7) Van Giffen had not occupied 
himself with the hunebeds and their contents. He 
must, however, have absorbed a good deal of infor- 
mation from the work of his colleague, Holwerda. 
When the latter investigated the two hunebeds in 
D R O U W E N  in 191 2, Van Giffen excavated the BUI-  
N E N  trackway in the raised bog, five kilometres 
further on (Van Giffen I g r 3). The analysis of Hol- 
werda's finds took place in the Leiden museum in 
front of his eyes. 
Van Giffen left for Groningen in r 917,  and from 
there he began his investigation of hunebeds in 
I 9 I 8, the digging being done in the course of that 
year by twenty-five interned Belgians (who had fled 
to neutral Netherland during the World War). Two 
of them, Arnold van Dinter, manager of a brewery, 
and Jules Verdonckt, did the measurements and 
drawings. 
Six hunebeds were investigated during that year, the 
ruined hunebed 01 at D E  E E Z E  near Steenwijk, 
D 5 3  a t  H A V E L T E ,  D40 at E M M E N ,  D30  at E X L O  
and D21 and D22 at B R O N N E G E R .  In r918 and 
r C) r 9, this team also collected material for a report 
for the government concerning the state of conser- 
vation of the hunebeds in Drente and Groningen. 
This report was to form the nucleus of Part I of De 
hutzebedden in Nederland ( r 925) in which a detailed 
description, a photograph, an accurate plan and a 
brief analysis of the preceding descriptions o f  the 
state of conservation wcre given for each of the 54  
hunebeds. An English edition of this work appeared 
in r 927. This became a model for similar books in 
other countries. But thc samc high level has rarely 
been achicved. 
When his Belgian helpers departed, Van Giffen ex- 
cavatcd the ruined hunebed D35a at V A L T H E  in 
I 920, the ruined hunebed Fr at R I J S  in I 922, the 
small, ruined hunebeds D I 3a at EEXT and D54a at 
S P I E R  in i923 and the ruined hunebed D37a at 
W E E R D I N G E  in 192.5. In that same year he also 
discovcrcd thc small flat grave cemetery under Tu- 
mulus I1 at Z E I J E N ,  which we shall deal with in the 
following scction. His intcrpretation of the flat 
graves in Hoge Lo, near NOORDBARGE,  which were 
investigatcd in r 920, wil1 also be discussed there. 
In 1927 Van Giffcn published the results of the 
hunebed investigations in Part I1 of De hunebedden, 
where they are preceded by a thorough description 
of the older research up to and including that of 
Holwerda. 
Van Giffen also presented here his useful classifica- 
tion of the shapes of the pottery and his typochrono- 
logica1 classification. Concerning the latter, he con- 
tinued on thc path entered tentatively by Holwerda. 
Van Giffen called the pottery from hunebed D r g at 
D R O U W E N  ( I ) ,  which is similar to the older 'Nord- 
westdeutsche Tiefstichkeramik'. the East Drente- 
Drouwen I style group. In the southwest Drente 
hunebed D53 at HAVELTE,  Van Giffen found 
mainly.the West Drrnte-Haveltestylegroup. Theore- 
tically, this could be split into two, separately occur- 
ring groups: the Early Havelte(- Veluwe) style group 
which Holwerda had already found at  U D D E L E R -  
M E E R  and elsewhere on  the Veluwe, and the Late 
Havelte(-Spier- Drou wen I I )  style group which was 
predominant in the hunebeds D54a at S P I E R  and 
D20  at D R O U W E N  (11). 
Different types of argument play a part in his discus- 
sions on  these pottery styles. Holwerda had shown 
that the Late Havelte (Drouwen 11) pottery proba- 
bly was later than the Drouwen I pottery, because 
the former displayed typologically degenerative 
characteristics (hardly any decoration) and seemed 
to have similarities with Lausitz wotterv. Van Giffen 
thougl-it that this latter comparison was improbable, 
but he could point to similarities with Montelius 11 
Bronze Age pottery from Schleswig-Holstein as 
wel1 as to pottery from B U N S ~ H ,  in the Same area, 
'from the last Megalith and Stone Cist Period'. 
(Becker ( I  954a, n. 5 I )  was, in fact, later to assign 
the Bunsoh pottery to MN V.) The carved cordons 
of this pottery were also compared with those of the 
~ e r n b u r g  roup. The  rouwen pottery (I shall omit 
the other confusing adjectives furtheron) strongly 
resembled the pottery of Muller's earlier phases of 
the Passage Grave Period of the North Group. 
Van Giffen had established a stratigraphical se- 
quence in the filling of the chamber of hunebed D2  I 
at B R O N N E G E R  of which the significancc was 
stressed by H. Knöll ( r 959, sec his pl. 44). O n  the 
flooring of the chamber, under a side stone (or prop) 
which. accordinz to the excavator. had fallen into " 
the chamber before the disposition of pottery in the 
hunebed had come to an end, early typcs of Drou- 
wen pottery were found. Although the situation 
elsewhere in the chamber-filling did not allow for 
distinguishing a clear stratigraphical sequence, later 
typcs of T R B  pottery appcarcd to occur, mainly, in 
thc uppcr levels. Van Giffen drew attention to an 
Early Havelte amphora (K44: 52;  r 2: i 3). This is of 
the E 2  (Uddel)  facies: Van Giffen did not considcr 
the E I facies as belonging to Early Havelte (exam- 
ples of E I in D2 I are K44:39 and 40 - sec scction 
6.6). In these upper levels, Single Grave beakers (*) 
also occurred. and Van Giffcn considered them as 
contemporary with the later T R B  ware of thc sanie 
levels. 24 
The mutually exclusive occurrence of Early and 
Late Havelte at several sites sufficiently de- 
monstrated that they were not contemporary. Sit- 
uations like the one described of D 2  I at B R O N N E -  
GER,  where Late Havelte was absent, but where a 
gradual transition from later Drouwen to Early Ha- 
vclte was suggested by the pottery, showed what the 
original sequence had been. The presence of a large 
quantity of pottery of both style groups and of tran- 
sitional forms in hunebed D 5 3  at H A V E L T E  made 
clear, furthermore, that there was a direct genetic 
relation. Van Giffen drew elaborate typological 
comparisocs with the styles of the pottery found 
abroad - Aberg ( I g I 6a, r 9 I 8) and Ebert's Real- 
lexikon showed him the way, but he seems to report 
nearly al1 the appropriate literature. Here I would 
like to single out particularly his remarks on the 
Early Havelte shape. He compared the Early Ha- 
velte amphora with those of the Globular Amphora 
culture (KAK, *) from B O R T E ~ I T Z ,  Saxony, and 
elsewhere, and with those of the Rivnái. culture. He 
also pointed to E Y E R S H E I M E R  MUHLE, Schönfeld 
and - something that was then chronologically still 
quite conceivable - to Rössen. There is indeed a 
particularly striking similarity with the large am- 
phora from Börtewitz and with several other 'Kuya- 
vian arnphorae' of the Globular Amphora culture 
(see section 6.7). In this context, Van Giffen also 
called Havelte the 'West Drente-Veluwe-Börtewitz 
style group'. 
Van Giffen attached great importance to what I 
shall cal1 the 'geographical' and the 'grave- 
typological aspect' of the Dutch TRB pottery. 
It seemed that the Drouwen style group was the 
predominant one on the east ~ r e n t e ~ o n d s r u ~  and 
the 'Havelte style group' in west Drente and on the 
Veluwe. This idea can no longer be maintained in 
this form. Drouwen extends to L A R E N  near Hilver- 
sum and appears in ELSPEET and other places on the 
Veluwe; Late Havelte appears in the whole of Dren- 
te, but not (yet?) on the Veluwe. The type-site for 
Late Havelte, hunebed D20 at DROUWEN,  is in east 
central Drente! Early Havelte is not restricted to the 
west of Drente, but is also amply represented in the - .  . 
riorth (D6e-f at TINAARLO;  settlement of ANLO) 
and even in D20 at Drouwen. 
Still, there is a real difference in nuance between 
southeast Drente and northwest Drente (section 
6 .6) .  And this may not be restricted to within thc 
Early Maveltc horizon. 
van-Giffen, however, did not yet know al1 this in 
detail, and, at some places in his book, there is a 
tnowologlie intkrieur on the chronological signifi- 
cance of the three pottery groups, since these did not 
overlap completely on the maps ( r 927, p. 452). His 
riiany-sided, sometinies even contradictory conclu- 
sioris, have been explained by others in two ways. 
Holwerda - essentially averse to typochronology - 
was to cite excl~rsively the regional differcnces 
( i 93 i ). Later, when the chronologies began to get 
coritiriually longer, the typochronological aspect 
was exclusively einphasized. This was done by Kat- 
van Hulten ( i 947), whose own research must have 
clearly shown her that Van Giffen's distinction be- 
tween east Drente and west Drente was untenable, 
iind by me ( r 962) and Van der Waals ( i 964a). 
Another competitor to pottery typology was that of 
grave architccture. Analogous to the grave architec- 
ture typology of Montelius and Muller ( i  897). Van 
Giffen toyed with the idea that the very large hune- 
bcds with a peristalith (like D53 at HAVELTE) had 
gradually developed from the small ones with two 
cap stones but without peristalith or passage, and 
that they were succeeded by more and more rudi- 
mentary shapes like stone cists and flat graves. His 
interest in  pottery typology was stimulated in  no 
small degree by the desire to test this idea. Yet, in 
1927 (p. 454-455), he had to conclude that 'pre- 
ciously little had become evident' from this test, 
although he could point to 'a certain relation' be- 
tween peristalithic hunebeds and Havelte pottery, 
and between Drouwen pottery and the more simple 
hunebeds without a p e r i ~ t a l i t h . ~ ~  There were, how- 
ever, several exceptions to both relations. 
Shortly after this, the central idea in his thinking was 
to be that of the degeneration from hunebed to flat 
grave (section 2.9). In Chapter 7 the typology of 
megalithic architecture wil1 be checked once more 
against the pottery typology; even with the present, 
more detailed, pottery typochronology, the subse- 
quent architectural stages cannot be bound to sepa- 
rate pottery stages. The developments in hunebed 
architecture had taken place quickly, and earlier 
types continued to be built simultaneously with later 
ones. 
While U. Fischer ( i  960) concluded from Knöll's 
Chapter B, 'The present state of research', that 
'A.E. van Giffen was the only investigator to arrive 
at solidly founded opinions [on the sequence of 
Western Tiefstich pottery], which were based on his 
excavations in the province of Drente' it is some- 
what surprising that before the publications of Knöll 
( r 959) and Schlicht ( i 968), scarcely any attention 
was paid to Van Giffen's work abroad, especially in 
West Gerrnany. Sprockhoff ( r 938) completely ig- 
nored it. Dehnke ( i 940) called Van Giffen's study 
'already out-of-date', which was indeed partly true 
conccrning the internal typochronology of the 
Drouwen stylc, which was the most relevant for 
Dehnke's finds in eastern Hanover. Becker ( i 954a) 
was not familiar with the Late Havelte pottery style 
which is so closely related to his Valby style. 
The reason for this lack of attcntion is, undoubtedly, 
largely the second part (1927)  of De hunebedden 
itself. This 580-page tome was written in Dutch, in a 
rathcr verbose style which would certainly cause 
difficultics for any forcigrier who tried to read it. 
Van Giffen chose to deal very thoroughly with the 
hunebed investigations, describing them per prov- 
ince in the chronological order of thcir investiga- 
tion. 
Each of these sections could have been published 
separately as an article in a journal (and some were, 
e.g. Van Giffen I 924), hut, as is oftcn thc case when 
an author's work is published in  a number of widely 
scattcred places, we can see his ideas developing 
slowly, or oscillating between contradictory conclu- 
sions. For an inveterate researcher like Van Giffen. 
a problem is rarely conclusively solved, he keeps 
coming back to it later in his other work, often 
ignoring his latest printed conclusion. I n  this way, 
the work, which was the result of many years of 
excavation and study. became (and remained) a 
source book of ideas. However, since the order of 
the pages is not the same as the order of writing, and 
since the author was unable to give thc book a final 
revision (editing and systernatizing i t ) ,  the reader 
gets confused in the contradictory pronouncements. 
  at er authors often chose just oniof the contradic- 
torv conclusions from the book. We have alreadv 
seen an instance where both contradictory state- 
ments were theoretically correct, although on 
different wave-lenghts. 
If Van Giffen had published a summary of his ideas 
about the pottery styles in the West in a well- 
organised, illustrated article, in an international 
language, they would presumably have immediately 
attracted the attention they deserve, and which they 
are only now gradually receiving. 
Yet another reason can perhaps be suggested for the 
initia1 limited success of the book. At  that time it 
seemed that the Late Havelte style was not present 
in West Germany. Moreover, the Early Havelte 
stvle often occurred there in a form which could onlv 
with difficulty be recognised as such by people who 
had not seen the Dutch material themselves. In 
addition, the rival influence of the theory concern- 
ing the origin of the Seeste Vase, a typical Early 
Havelte amphora, was very strong here (section 
6.5. I ) .  
2 .9  V A N  G I F F E N  (1927- 1943) 
During the following years, Van Giffen did not work 
his pottery sequence out any further; the most he 
did was to enfeeble it. For the time being, no publi- 
cations appeared on the contents of those hunebeds 
which werc occasionally investigated after I 927. In 
fact, Van Giffen was really far more interested in 
uncovering ground traces and burial chambers - 
which he did extremely capably - than in recovering 
finds and analysing them typologically. The artefact 
was for him the means of dating thc structures which 
were discovered, not the aim of the excavation, as is 
sometimes the case with more history- o r  art- 
orientated collcagues. Considering the tremendous 
energy and haste which made Van Giffen a trail- 
blazer in almost every field of Dutch archaelogy, it is 
not in the least surprising that 'the truly bewildering 
masses of finds' from the hunebeds were felt as a 
heavy encumbrance. There was also the circum- 
stance that, until I 940, there was never a capable 
pottery draughtsman at his disposal, or  an assistant 
who could rclieve him of this work. 
His well-known Die Bauart der Einzelgraber 
( I 93o), which was devoted to the astonishing results 
of his barrow and urnfield research, also contains a 
discussion of two barrows containing Tiefstich pot- 
tery graves: Tumulus I1 at Z E I J E N  and the 'Stone 
cist barrow' at DIEVER.  These are still the most 
expcrtly investigated barrows with T R B  graves west 
of the Elbe. I shall discuss them extensively in Ap- 
pendix B. The book deals first and foremost with the 
stratigraphical situation and grave typology. The 
finds described seemed to be links in a degenerating 
chain, from hunebed, via stone cist to individual 
earth grave. The Tiefstich pottery from the Diever 
cist was not expressly dated, but the (Drouwen) 
pottery from the graves in Zeijen was assigned by 
Van Giffen to  the transition from Drouwen to Earlv 
Havelte. This would appear to be confirrned by a 
sherd from a Drouwen funnel beaker which was 
wrongly interpreted as a piece of an Early Havelte 
amphora. 
The publication (1934)  of the results of a 1920 
excavation of the Hoge Lo at NOORDBARGE, where 
buried cremated remains appeared next to what was 
unmistakably Late Havelte pottery (ibid., fig. 2, sub 
20, 2 I ,  P o ~ ~ i b l y  also 35), raised difficulties in inter- 
pretation, since it had been contended in De hune- 
bedden I I  (1927)  that Holwerda was mistaken in 
drawing a certain connection between this sort of 
'2 
pottery and cremations. The situation in Noord- 
barge conflicted therefore with Van Giffen's convic- 
tion. All he writes about it is this: '. . . in addition to 
some sherds, a few bowl-shaped, undecorated urns 
appeared. Although the latter pointed to a distant 
affinity with late hunebed pottery, I was unable to 
place them accurately in the established archaeolo- 
gical system. This still holds true' ( I  934, p. 90). 
Among the reasons for the 1933  excavation cam- 
paign at B A L L O  were finds of T R B  refuse. How- 
ever, the results were bitterly disappointing in this 
respect: 'Nevertheless, the ( .  . .)  investigation, as 
usual, has not fulfilled the high expectations ( . . . )  
because the ~reviouslv  collected tvDes of arrow- 
J 1 
heads and other silices, as wel1 as the sherds f r o y  
hunebed- and similar Dotterv. had raised hones of 
J 
richer finds than were actually encountered' (Van 
Giffen I 935). Van Giffen had hoped to find T R B  
ground traces comparable with those of the U D D E -  
L E R M E E R .  The uublication dealt rather sketchilv 
with the sherds. Since it has now become clear that 
T R B  settlements in our  countrv d o  not normallv 
reveal ground traces, but that the inconspicuous 
refuse of a settlement can be very useful for the 
chronological classification, we can take a different 
view of Van Giffen's finds at BALLO.  
The brief publications in the Nieuwe Dreritsche 
Volk,salrnarzak ( I 937a-b) concerning the flat graves 
in S L E E N  and E K E L B E R G  which contained much 
pottery, did not lead to a further pottery study 
either. 
In Opgravingen in Drente ( I 943c, I 944d), the hu- 
nebed pottery was only dealt with perfunctorily. 
Van Giffen allowed the dating to be determincd 
completely by the grave typology. Of the I 927 se- 
quence of Dutch T R B  graves (short rectangular 
hunebeds without a peristalith + long hunebeds 
with a kidney-shaped peristalith + stone cists + flat 
graves), he now amplified the end: small hunebed 
with staircase entrance, EEXT-  D I 3 + small hune- 
bed without an entrance, EMMEN-D4 I + stone cist 
EEXT-D I3a + stone cist D I E V E R  + main grave with 
stone packing at Z E I J E N  + the other graves, with 
only a few stones, at Z E I J E N  -+ flat graves with 
some stones at E K E L B E R G  + stone-less flat graves 
at S L E E N .  Van Giffen did not mention that this 
-P P-- r 7 FIG. 9 'Tiefstich pottery from Drente 
hunebeds. the rnajority in the 
Drouwen-I-style' (Kat-van Hulten 
i 947, plate 34 = Van Giffen I 943c, 
i 944d, fig. I I ). 
grave typology conflicted with the pottery typo- 
logy. 
A great deal of attention was also paid to this se- 
quence in De voorgeschiedetzis vut1 Nederland 
( r 94 I ) by A. W. Byvanck. 
2 .  r o J . C .  K A T - V A N  H U L T E N ' S  CO-OPERATION 
W I T H  V A N  G I F F E N  ( 1940-C. 1950) 
After the arrival of Miss Tini van Hulten's (later 
Mrs. J.C. Kat) at Van Giffen's institute in r 940, 
pul3lication of the inventories of the hunebeds was 
r e ~ u m e d . ' ~  U p  until c. 1950 she worked on the 
reconstruction, in drawings, of prehistoric pottery 
from hunebeds and urnfields. N o w  Van Giffen pub- 
lished (with drawings and detailed descriptions by 
Van Hulten) the results of his much earlier investi- 
gations of the hunebeds D r 3 -EEXT (Van Giffen 
I 943a), D Z & B U I N E N  (Van Giffen I 943b). D6elf- 
T I N A A R L O  (Van Giffen r 944a), D r 3a, b and c at 
E E X T  (Van Giffen rc)44b, c), D ~ ~ ~ - W A P S E  (Van 
Giffen I 946). In these publications it is regrettable 
that Van Hulten's good, half-scale drawings were 
always reproduced at such a small scale (sometimes 
even c. I :g o r  I :  r 4). In principle, the shape of the 
pot was reconstructed in these drawings, even in the 
case of small fragments. Unfortunately, Van Hul- 
FIG. i o  'Tiefstich pottery from Drente 
hunebeds, mostly in the Havelte style' 
(Kat-van Hulten, 1947, plate 35). 
The following has now been added to the 
figure: a line separates Early Havelte (E), at 
the bottom, from Late Havelte (G). The 
numbers assigned explicitly to Late Havelte 
by Kat-van Hulten have been underlined. 
The numbers which, in her opinion, form a 
typological transition from E to G, have been 
circled. I now include most of the latter in 
Mid-Havelte. F. 
ten's catalogue of the numerous pottery finds from 
hunebed D53 at HAVELTE,  which was investigated 
in 1918, remained unpublished. Only a list of the 
types of pots identified was published (Van Giffen 
195 1). 
In these studies a typochronologically transitional 
phase between the Early Havelte amphoras and 
certain Late Havelte shapes was proposed (fig. I o). 
This transition corresponds with my phase F, Mid- 
dle Havelte. 
The publication of a special collection of essays to 
celebrate the 25th anniversary of Van Giffen's Gro- 
ningen Institute was the happy occasion for the ap- 
pearance of an article (in Dutch) by Mrs. Kat-van 
Hulten, 'The hunebed pottery and its styles' ( I 947). 
Here, for the first time, Van Giffen's ideas on the 
development of tbe Tiefstich pottery were presen- 
ted in a conveniently arranged way, in the space of 
fifteen pages by someone who was thoroughly ac- 
quainted with the material. A plate with Drouwen 
pottery and one with Havelte pottery by the author 
accompanied the article. I have reproduced them 
again here (figs. 9- 10). 
Due to the well-arranged, clear organization of the 
material (thanks partly to editing by W. Glasber- 
gen), this article had more impact than Van Giffen's 
more finely shaded but confusing 1927 book. 
Whereas Van Giffen was actually no longer occu- 
pied with the typology of Tiefstich pottery - and 
presumably even doubted its usefulness- this article 
was the spark which kindled the enthusiasm of a 
younger generation of researchers, including my- 
self. 
2 .11 T H E  WORK O F  O T H E R S  I N  N E T H E R L A N D  
(1 924- 1950) 
Holwerda ( I  924; I 925) published a map of antiqui- 
ties in Netherland (Oudheidkundige kaart van Ne- 
derland) which included the sites of those TRB finds 
which were known in Leiden. 
F.C. Bursch considered the cremation graves of the 
Late Havelte phase (cremated remains buried next 
to the pot) which were found by him in 1932 near 
ANGELSLO, as urns from the Late Bronze or  Iron 
Age (Bursch I 937, fig. 26:6a-c, I o; Van der Waals 
I 964a). In I 933 Bursch carried out a smal1 excava- 
tion on the site of a Drouwen settlement near ELS-  
PEET on the Veluwe which had been discovered by 
J. Bezaan in I 930 (Appendix B7), but nothing more 
than a brief report resulted. He seems not to have 
realised that the pottery was of the Drouwen style 
and not of the Early Havelte style which is usual on 
the Veluwe (Bursch I 933, I 940). This lapse may 
have been the result of Holwerda's geographical, 
non-chronological interpretation of the differences 
in style. 
Bursch's opinion that the Bell Beaker (a) of his 
Veluwe Type (Abercromby's Batavian Type) was 
typologically influenced by the Early Havelte am- 
phoras (Bursch I 933) had some influence until the 
C I 4 method proved it chronologically untenable. 
The idea was last quoted by E. Sangmeister in I 963. 
Quarrying for sand on the B A A L D E R E S  in 1937 
resulted in the discovery of the largest cemetery of 
the West Group. Thirty-five pots were dug out of 
the ground by laymen in a reconstructable o r  com- 
plete state (an achievement), but nobody thought of 
establishing their relative positions (Ter Kuile 
'938). 
Little else was done, apart from the photographic 
documentation of Dutch TRB pottery collected by 
Knöll, and his dissertation ( I  939, see section 2. I 6). 
Sprockhoff was less succesful in his studies on the 
Western Tiefstich pottery than in those on grave 
architecture. At first, he thought 'this Northwest 
German Tiefstich pottery is, in general, so uniform 
that it is hardly possible to point out any lines of 
development which could be used to date it with any 
precision' (Sprockhoff 1930). In 1938 he knew the 
material better. Part of the Western Tiefstich pot- 
tery could not be dated on the basis of Muller's 
studies ( I 9 I 3, I g I 8) on the pottery of the North 
Group. Sprockhoff (1938) called this a separate 
style, the 'Emsland Style'. This style would have 
been especially characterised,by (in my terminolo- 
gy) tvaerstik ornamentation (*) which, in my opin- 
ion, is particularly characteristic for phase D. Other 
pottery - according to Sprockhoff synchronous with 
the Emsland style, but in my opinion belonging to 
the phases A-C - was thought to have a stronger 
connection with the North Group. Van Giffen 
( I 927) had already asserted that the two categories 
must be considered to be consecutive. Knöll was to 
do this again (1938, 1939) at about the time that 
Sprockhoff's book appeared, but Sprockhoff pre- 
ferred a parallel, simultaneous development in the 
Same area of the Emsland style and of a sequence 
inspired by the North Group. 
His Leitmotiv for the sequence of the Emsland style 
was derived from Muller ( I  9 I 8) viz. the idea that 
the tvaerstik line originated in the North Group as 
an imitation of the real wound stamp line (+), which 
it would eventually replace. 
Sprockhoff construed four consecutive phases for 
the West: ( I )  with 'pseudo wound stamp' (unechtes 
Wickelschnur); (2) with 'unfastened wound stamp' 
(gelockertes Wickelschnur); (3) with 'undone 
wound stamp' (aufgelöstes Wickelschnur); and ( 4 )  
the phase of the 'degenerate, simple ware' (entarte- 
te, schlichte Ware), which is, in my opinion, a rem- 
nant group in which carelessly decorated and unde- 
corated pots from the entire Tiefstich period were 
collected. 
These four phases would cover the whole Passage 
Grave Period. Phase 3 would be synchronous with 
the well-known pot in the deposit with copper ob- 
jects from B O B E R G  11 (OHLENBURG),  which is dec- 
orated with genuine loosely wound stamp impres- 
sions (Barbed Wire (*)) (Schindler I 960, p. 9 I,  Pl. 
87:2) and which is now dated to the (Dutch) Early 
Bronze Age. Phase 4 would be synchronous with the 
Kummerkeramik (which is now considered as 
synchronous and subsequent to Barbed Wire pot- 
tery). Phase I would be preceded by a phase of the 
late Dolmen Period, during which pottery of the 
West Group was identical with that of the North 
Group. This northern tradition would have endured 
fora long time in the West Group and, initially, have 
flowered side by side with the described Wickel- 
schnur phases. 
Sprockhoff was mistaken in this ingenious construc- 
tion which was lucidly presented in the space of a 
few pages. The closed finds do not support the idea 
that the tvaerstik line was applied over a continually 
widening area. The observation that the tvaerstik 
line never displays real wound stamp impressions 
had not then been published (Knöll 1959). Van 
Giffen ( I 927) and Kat-van Hulten ( I 947) also de- 
scribed i t  as 'wound stamp impressions'. The idea 
that the final phase of the Tiefstich pottery was 
synchronous with the Kummerkeramik was rejected 
a little later by Sprockhoff himself ( I 94 I,  p. 20). 
Sprockhoff's system was not adopted in any special- 
ist studies; this latter term can scarcely be applied to 
Hoffman's article ( I  938). Amazingly, Sprockhoffs 
typochronology was exclusively used as late as I 967 
in the interpretation of the Tiefstich pottery finds 
from the Kreis A H A U S  (VOSS I 967), as if the studies 
by Kat-van Hulten ( I 947) or Knöll ( I 959) did not 
exist. 
2.13 M E G A L I T H I C  TYPOCHRONOLOGY VERSUS 
POTTERY TYPOCHRONOLOGY 
In section 2. I we described how the 'Dolmen Pe- 
riod' and the 'Passage Grave Period' were defined in 
southern Scandinavia as the period of the dolmens 
and that of the passage graves (plus the last dol- 
mens). In the North Group, both grave shapes (so 
also both periods) had their own types of artefacts. 
Theoretical difficulties arose, however, when it ap- 
peared that there were scarcely any dolmens in the 
West Group and that the passage graves here con- 
tained collared flasks, a shape which occurred in the 
North Group exclusively in the Dolmen Period. 
The debate now moved int0 various directions: 
- Jaidiewski ( I  932) and Aberg (1936, p. 8) dated 
the collared flask of the West Group in the Passage 
Grave Period. 
- J.E. Forssander ( i  936) dated the passage graves 
of the West Group in the Dolmen Period. His prin- 
ciple 'that the grave types must be dated by the 
earliest artefacts found in them not vice versa' 
( I 936, p. 6 I )  is more important than his arguments 
tosupport his dating (the theory of the Seeste Vase), 
if only because it has been followed by nearly al1 
TRB specialists. 
- Van Giffen (1927) and especially Sprockhoff 
(1938) worked out Montelius' grave type series 
further for the West Group: the very long passage 
graves developed from the shortest which origina- 
ted, according to Sprockhoff, in Schleswig-Holstein. 
This theory, which was later substantiated with 
closely reasoned arguments by E. Aner ( i  95 I ,  
i 963, I 968) requires a detailed treatment (Chapter 
7) .  
- G.E. Daniel's theory ( I  938, 1941) that the dol- 
mens derived from the passage graves and were a 
link between them and the later stone cists, was an 
unconscious return to H. Petersen's theory ( I 88 I ; 
see 2. I) .  Daniel doubted the correctness of Muller's 
pottery sequence, though later (1958, p. 55) he 
returned to Montelius' grave type series, presum- 
ably convinced by the modern research in southern 
Scandinavia. 27 
2 .  i 4 K. L A N G E N H E I M  (1935) A N D  R.  D E H N K E  
( 1940) 
Langenheim's book on the TRB culture in 
Schleswig-Holstein and southern Jutland ( I  935) is 
important for the West Group not only because it 
describes an adjacent pottery group, but also be- 
cause i t  can serve as an example of a well-arranged 
typochronological study of Tiefstich pottery. 
As Niklasson had done before him ( I  925), Langen- 
heim first gave an accurate descriptive catalogue, 
and after that, typological series for each potshape 
separately. Subsequently, he grouped these in their 
relative chronological order. He attached enough 
significante to the funnel beaker profile to base the 
chronology of the other shapes on it. Theoretical 
considerations were restricted almost entirely to 
Schleswig-Holstein, and because of its level-headed 
approach and conclusions, good drawings and doc- 
umentation, this book has remained a basic one for 
the study of the TRB culture in this area. 
Dehnke produced the first great monograph on a 
German part of the West Group pottery ( r  940). 
The study centered on eastern Hanover; this is the 
part of present-day Lower Saxony between the We- 
ser and the border with the DDR. The catalogue is 
very important because even small sherds were de- 
scribed in detail and usually illustrated. In accor- 
dance with Langenheim's book, shape-series were 
established and synchronized. Dehnke based his da- 
ting particularly on bowls and pails, the rim sherds 
of which are very useful. 
In a review ( I  94 i), Knöll indicated with which of 
the author's points he could not agree. He pointed 
out that the material of the east Hanover finds is too 
fragmentary for the establishment of a chronologi- 
cal system which would be relevant far beyond this 
area. Besides, the cultural border between the Alt- 
mark pottery (a) and the Western Tiefstich pottery 
cuts right across this region. 
Dehnke's great achievement is his recognition, from 
a few, small sherds, of a new style-group, the Haas- 
sel style (*). As nothing else has been published 
since then on this style from the Luneburg Heath, 
the drawings and detailed descriptions in his study 
are still the only source for the characteristics of this 
style, the distribution area extending to Schleswig- 
Holstein and Denmark (see 6. i ) .  Fpr the rest, 
Dehnke ( I 940, I 940a), impressed by Aberg's Kul- 
turmottsattningar (1937)~ arrived at 'quite fantastic 
theories' (Becker 1947) about the origin of the 
Haassel style because to him the cord impressions 
suggested a connection with Corded Beaker Ware. 
2. I 5  E X C A V A T I O N S  B Y  K .  M I C H A E L S E N  A N D  
H. R E I N E R T H  (1934- 1939) 
TWO excavations in Oldenburg have only reached 
the stage of preliminary publication, viz. that by K. 
Michaelsen of two megalithic monuments (perista- 
lithic long barrows coniaining one and three passage 
graves, respectively) at K L E I N E N K N E T E N  near Wil- 
deshausen ( I 934- r 939), and that by H. Reinerth of 
the Tiefstich pottery settlement on a former bank of 
the Hunte, immediately north of Lake Dummer 
( I  938- 1939) (called D U M M E R - N O R T H ~ ~  this b00k). 
The results of the excavation at K L E I N E N K N E T E N  
have been published in a short note (Michaelsen 
1937). The excavator is now preparing a more com- 
plete publication. 
Michaelsen (1938) was also the discoverer of the 
settlement of DUMMER-NORTH which was exca- 
vated by Reinerth. Apart from a first, tendentious 
report (Reinerth I 939) and a biting criticism of this 
by his ex-assistent H.W. A. Durr ( I  960), a few exca- 
vation results and a small proportion of the artefacts 
found have been described in passing in the litera- 
ture (Struve I 955; Knöll 1959; Jacob-Friesen 1959; 
Brandt I 967). This was generally done without pub- 
lication of new illustrations, since the excavator, 
who has retained control of the field documenta- 
tion, still reserves the right to publish everything 
himself. EIsewhere I tried to give a summary of the 
presently accessible data (Bakker & Van der Waals 
I 973, note 42). As Knöll ( I  959) has noted, this site 
has a special significance as one of the rare settle- 
ments between the Ems and the Elbe with Late 
Havelte pottery. 
In I 939, H. Knöll earned his doctorate with a thesis 
on the Western Tiefstich pottery; his supervisor was 
Von Merhart (G. Merhart von Bernegg). In I 934, 
A. Stieren had set him to work in the Münster 
Museum on an inventory and classification of the 
sherds of the c. 150 pots which were recovered in 
1928 from the remarkable megalithic graves (hy- 
bridsof gallery graves and hunebeds) W E C H T E  I and 
11 (Stieren I 929). Knöll visited the relevant German 
and Dutch museums in r 936-38 assembling photo- 
graphic documentation and short descriptions of 
almost al1 the TRB pots and the most important 
sherds from this region. 
In accordance with the usual procedure in Germa- 
ny, Knöll's thesis was not published immediately. 
Later, the war prevented its publication, and then, 
from I 948 to I 95 I ,  Knöll worked on a new version; 
'everything had to be completely re-written. Some 
passages were omitted and were published elsewhe- 
re, some were drastically abbreviated, and major 
points of others ( .  . .) expanded.' The hook was 
published in I 959. In the meantime, thorough stu- 
dies on special features appeared (Knöll 1g52a-d; 
1953; 1954a-b; 1955; 1961).  But there still re- 
mained unprinted a large number of photographs, 
as wel1 as a list of present locations and references 
concerning the pieces from each locality, and per- 
haps even more (Munster Museum). 
We have already mentioned that, in 1959, Knöll 
reduced his five phase chronology (1939) to one 
with three phases (figs. 5-6). In the course of the 
present book, it wil1 be obvious to what considerable 
extent my work is based on Knöll's, and where I 
deviate from him. L. Kaelas ( I  96 I )  and especially 
U. Fischer ( I  960) discussed this book thoroughly in 
their reviews. Fischer also indicated its 
presentational shortcomings. Since it took me 
months to begin to come to grips with the book, I 
can only agree with hirn. In Netherland, Van der 
Waals ( I  964a) indicated the particular significance 
of Knöll's typochronology for a subdivision of the 
Drouwen style, but scarcely any other colleagues 
have read the book. 
Finally, I would like to refer to one further aspect of 
Knöll's work, which in my opinion, is more impor- 
tant than it seems. O n  the basis of his extensive 
documentation, he published I ro lists of the 
distribution of the shapes of pots and of various 
characteristics of the ornarnentation, which were, 
unfortunately, accompanied only by a small number 
of small-scale maps. Although he demonstrated the 
possibilities of this method of approach in his article 
'Migrations, commerce, propagation of ideas and 
potter's workshops in the Northwest-German Tief- 
stich Group' (1952c), n0 progress has since been 
made in this direction. The first essential is, of 
course, to bring the photographic documentation of 
the whole area as up-to-date as possible. Then the 
elements of the ornamentation should be mapped 
with special reference to their combined occur- 
rences, and preferably quantitatively as well. 
A short time ago, Knöll resumed publication on 
TRB pottery after an interval of many years (Knöll 
1968). 
Inventories were published of several rnegalithic 
graves west of the Elbe in Germany. The publica- 
tions include: two hunebeds with wooden entrances 
at T A N N E N H A U S E N  in Ostfriesland (Gabriel r 964, 
r 968); hunebeds in the Ems area (Schlicht r 956a-b, 
I g57a-b, I 965); hunebeds in DOTLINGEN, LIN- 
D E R N  and VISBEK in Oldenburg (Patzold 1957, 
I 96 I ; Steffens I 964, I 970); megalithic graves at 
DEINSTE (Wegewitz I 949; Deichmuller I 960) and 
G N A R R E N B U R G  (Deichmuller r 972) between the 
Weser and Elbe; a great number of megalithic 
graves on the Luneburg Heath (Wegewitz 1949, 
1950, 1954, 1955a, b, 1956, 1964, 1967; Dehnke 
I 970) including those at O L D E N D O R F  (Sprockhoff 
I 952a; Laux I 97 I ). Peters ( I 97 r ) published the 
poor remains of the pottery frorn a dismantled hu- 
nebed at OSNABRUCK-Nahne. Schünemann ( 1972) 
illustrated al1 T R B  finds from the little-known Kreis 
V E R D E N  and the excavation report of a ruined hu- 
nebed at V O L K E R S E N  in that area. 
The c. I 200  pots from hunebed E M M E L N  2 on the 
Ems were published in an exemplary manner by 
Schlicht (1968). The c. 330 pots from hunebed 
G R O S S  B E R S S E N  7 on the Humrnling were published 
in the same way in 1972 by this author. In sections 
6.5-6 we shall deal in more detail with her typolo- 
gical views. 
Flat grave inventories were published from L A N -  
D E R S U M  (Beck & Lange I 950; Appendix B I o), the 
Kreis A H A U S  (VOSS I 967) - both in Westphalia - 
and from the Ems area (Schlicht I 967). Further to 
the east, several new assemblages have been dealt 
with recently, including those of ISSENDORF (Tem- 
pel 1972; cf. fig. 65). At H A I N M U H L E N ,  in the 
Weser-Elbe Triangle, stone-lined ditches contain- 
ing complete Tiefstich vessels, among which a pede- 
stalled bowl (*), fig. 25, were interpreted as 
graves (Aust I 966), b i t  they may represented a cult 
house or  temple (Bakker 1970; Aust 1976). 
Further investigation of the wooden wells with T R B  
pottery in the K A R L S Q U E L L E  or  Quickborn near 
Hamburg (Wegewitz 1963) could, theoretically, 
raise possibilities for dendrochronology and C I 4 
analysis, especially since two neolithic-layers weye 
found. 
Settlements were investigated at  G E L L E N E R D E I C H  
on the lower Hunte (Patzold I 955; Bakker & Van 
der Waals 1973) and at D U M M E R - S O U T H  (Deich- 
muller I 963, 1964, 1965a, b, 1969a; see 6.3). A t  
WITTENWATER, VOSS (1965) found the plan of a 
house and refuse of the Altmark Group below 
Bronze Age tumuli (see r.zf). 
In the adjoining part of the DDR,  megalithic graves 
were investigated in the Altmark (Schlette 1960, 
1962; Preuss 1973). Wetzel (1966) gave a brief 
survey of sites and finds. A pit find at D W S E D A U  
(Hoffmann I 970; Behrens I 973b) is important for 
our knowledge of the Altmark Group. 
Apart from the studies by Knöll ( I  959) and Schlicht 
( I  968, I 972), no publications have shown a devel- 
opment of new views on the typochronology of the 
Western Tiefstich pottery. Whether any wil1 emerge 
from the research of the artefacts found on the peaty 
island of DUMMER-SOUTH,  where they have been 
trampled and mixed up in the mud so that their 
chronological sequence was blurred, remains to be 
seen (section 6.3). 
In Schleswig-Holstein and Mecklenburg, much at- 
tention was paid to the North Group pottery. I 
mention here the classical study by H. Schwabedis- 
sen ( I  953) on pedestalled bowls (*) and his prelimi- 
nary reports on excavations of settlements which 
iesulted in an Early Neolithic chronology which 
deviates from Becker's views ( I 947) (Schwabedis- 
sen I 958a, b, I 960, I 967, r 968). I shall return to 
this point in section 6. I .  Important material was 
published in Offa and in the invaluable series Die 
vor- und fruhgeschichtlichen Denkmalern und 
Funde in Schleswig-Holstein. Aner's studies on the 
Danish and Schleswig-Holstein megalithic grave ty- 
pology ( I 95 I ,  I 963, I 969) might also have implica- 
tions for pottery typochronology. Recently, H. 
Hingst excavated at B U D E L S D O R F  a MN I settle- 
ment surrounded by deep ditches, situated on an 
isolated loamy hill on the river Eider (1971).  
In Mecklenburg, E. Schuldt and his colleagues in- 
vestigated I 45 megalithic chambers and stone cists 
from I 964 to I 973, and the results were published 
annually, in a very well-arranged form, in the Jahr- 
buch fur Bodendenkmalpflege in Mecklenburg 
( I  965- I 973) and often in the Bildkataloge of the 
Schwerin museum as well. Schuldt summarized his 
results, especially those dealing with grave architec- 
ture, in a monograph ( I 972a; cf. also I 976). The old 
materials, and part of those excavated recently, 
were comprehensively studied by I. Nilius ( I 97 I) .  
In the future, it wil1 certainly be possible to improve 
FIG. r I Position of the Middle 
Neolithic type-sites, and of 
SKOVTOFTE and STENGADE on the 
island of Langeland, less than 2 0  km 
apart. B, C is STENGADE; Ia 1.7 
TROLDEBJERG; I1 is BLANDEBJERG; 111 
is not represented; IV is L I N D O ; . ~  is 
SKOVTOITE. 
her schematic subdivision of the Middle Neolithic of 
the Mecklenburg T R B  ware through further analy- 
sis of the plentiful pottery from the recent excava- 
tions (cf. Schuldt I 972b) and perhaps through con- 
tinuing settlement excavations. But until now, the 
latter were disappointing, because the pottery was 
scarce and post-holes and other ground discoloura- 
tions did not show up (verbal information Schuldt, 
1977). 
Meanwhile, during the 1940's new stimuli for ty- 
pochronological research had materialized, once 
again in Denmark. 
J. Winther, founder of the L A N G E L A N D  Museum, 
had filled the latter with objects, including those 
from three Tiefstich pottery settlements on this is- 
land which he had recovered during the period 
I 90 I -  I 942. These extensive collections of refuse 
from settlements dated from the Passaee Grave Pe- 
'2 
riod, but showed clear differences in pottery style. 
Since they were found less than 2 0  km from each 
other (fig. I I )  they must belong to different phases 
of the Passage Grave Period. The correct order of 
these phases had been indicated by Muller ( I 9 I 8 ;  
cf. 2. A ) .  These refuse lavers revealed a more com- 
8 J 
plete picture of the original culture than the pottery 
in funerarv a s sembla~es  and in ~ea t - l ave r s  which 
L7 
had previously been the main subjects of study. 
Winther's fine publication (L inda  I, I 926,II, I 928; 
Troldebjerg I, I 935,11, r 938; Blandebjerg I 943) of 
what he judged to be a representative selection from 
the finds, made the material from these settlements 
easily accessible. 
The next important step in the investigation of 
Tiefstich pottery sequences was taken by Th. Ma- 
thiassen (1944) who, in a diagram (fig. I z), com- 
pared the contents of Winther's villages with those of 
the settlements which he had investigated himself 
(BUNDSO on  Als: Mathiassen I 939 and T R E L L E -  
B O R G  on  Zealand: Mathiassen I 944). Although 
Mathiassen did not mention this, what is involved 
here is the 'surface seriation' of settlement com- 
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plexes, which had been developed in North Ameri- 
ca, particularly by J.A. Ford (e.g. I 95 I), following 
the example of A.L. Kroeber ( I  9 I 6) and perhaps 
also of the Egyptologist F. Petrie (1899, 1901). 
Mathiassen worked his scheme out only very ap- 
proximately, without detailed typological analysis 
of the individual objects. His only numerical data 
concerned the ratio of decorated-undecorated pot- 
tery from each site, calculated on the basis of 
Winther's counts. Apart from this, the other main 
piece of information in the diagram is its indication 
of Mathiassen's opinion on the presence or absence 
of (rather randomly chosen) significant features. 
FIG. 1 2  'Diagram of the 
occurrence of certain 
culture elements in the 
settlement finds of the 
Passage Grave Period' 
(Mathiassen 1944, fig. 9). 
The horizontal lines in the diagram become thicker 
or thinner according to the greater or lesser popu- 
larity of the feature. If a line narrows to a point 
halfway through an occupation phase of a settle- 
ment, this reflects the author's ideas concerning the 
onset or termination of the feature. 
Mathiassen's sequence was based on a local se- 
quence for Langeland in which gaps were filled up 
with data on sites on nearby islands. C.J. Becker, A. 
Bagge, H. Berg and L. Kaelas in particular have 
quickly applied and improved it as a chronological 
system covering the entire region of the North 
Group. In his I 948 dissertation Mosefundne Lerkar 
(quoted here as Becker 1947), Becker regrouped 
the T R B  culture phenomena from Montelius' Pre- 
Dolmen Period (I) and Dolmen Period (11) into the 
'Early Neolithic' (EN) with phases A, B, C. The 
Passage Grave Period (111) was re-named 'Middle 
Neolithic (MN) and the Dagger or  Stone Cist Period 
(IV) 'Late Neolithic' (LN). Becker retained Ma- 
thiassen's sub-division of the MN as the best avail- 
able, although he was aware that other finds indicat- 
ed that the wole MN was not covered by Ma- 
thiassen's sequence, so that other phases would un- 
doubtedly have to be fitted in later (Becker I 947, p. 
I 13). There was also the problem that not al1 the 
settlement phases could have lasted the Same length 
of time, could have been discontinuous or  might 
have partly overlapped (Bagge I 950). Becker (l.c.) 
also pointed out local stylistic deviations from the 
sequence in Jutland and Scania. 
Shortly after this, Becker ( I  950) used the MN se- 
quence, on the basis of related finds, as a time-scale 
for dating southern Scandinavian Pitted Ware. 
Bagge ( I 95 I ,  p. I I 8) synchronized the Jutish Single 
Grave culture (EGK) (*)-dealt  with by P.V. Glob 
( I 944) - and the Swedish Boat-axe culture with the 
TRB sequence for the MN. 
H. Berg ( I 95 I )  and L. Kaelas ( I 95 I )  proved that 
there had not yet been any passage graves in south- 
ern Scandinavia during the Troldebjerg phase, the 
first phase of the MN, thus providing an additional 
reason for preferring the term MN to 'Passage 
Grave Period'. Passage graves first appeared in the 
region during the Klintebakke phase. This phase 
was defined in a publication by Berg ( 1 9 5  I )  on the 
basis of a collection of refuse from a pit at K L I N T E -  
B A K K E  on Langeland. The phase was placed be- 
tween Troldebjerg and Blandebjerg in Mathiassen's 
sequence. 
In their substantial publication on the pottery from 
Scanian dolmens and passage graves (I, I 950; 11, 
1952), Bagge and Kaelas also dated this according 
to Mathiassen's phase classification, although 
somewhat modified. In the book, Bagge provided a 
very readable survey of the southern Scandinavian 
MN typochronology, which I have used when writ- 
ing this chapter. 
Schwabedissen, too, adopted the new chronological 
system in his study ( I  953) on the pedestalled bowls 
of the North Group in Schleswig-Holstein and 
elsewhere. 
In I 954, Becker wrote his well-known treatise on 
'The Middle Neolithic Cultures in southern Scandi- 
navia' (Becker I 954a). Finds from two pit-fillings in 
S T O R E  V A L B Y  and settiement finds at S V A N E M 0 L -  
L E V E J  in Copenhagen (Becker 1954b), were 
placed by Becker after Mathiassen's phases, as a 
final phase, MN V. This Store Valby phase is thus 
based primarily on two type sites on the island of 
Zealand, but it is also represented on the island of 
Langeland by pottery in-a passage grave at  S K O V -  
TOFTE (fig. I I ) .  The dispute between Bagge (1950, 
I 952) and Becker ( I  947) over the numbering o r  
lettering of the settlement phases was resolved when 
Becker ( I  954a) conformed to Bagge's views. Sub- 
sequently, Becker ( r  954a) related the chronology 
of the remaining cultures of the southern Scandina- 
vian E N  and MN to the T R B  sequence. 
The resulting scheme (cf. fig. 13) swept trium- 
phantly through those parts of Europe where the 
T R B  o r  related cultures had existed (fig. I ) .  There 
were high hopes that this scheme would provide a 
chronology comparable with the Bronze-Iron Age 
chronology of Montelius and Muller for the North 
European Plain o r  that of P. Reinecke for west- 
centra1 Europe. The Czechoslovakian investigators, 
including-M. Zápotocky, E.F. Neustupny and E. 
Pleslová-Stiková, set up comparable schemes for 
the South T R B  Group which connected it both with 
the Danish scheme and with the central German 
scheme for the southern D D R  (see 2.6 and 2. I g). J. 
Driehaus did the same in his monograph ( I 960) on 
the Altheim T R B  Group (position shown in fig. r ) ,  
which has now become a standard textbook for that 
part of the Neolithic which corresponds to the EN 
and MN in centra1 Europe. Kaelas ( I  955), Bakker 
( r  962) and Knöll (1964) dated phenomena of the 
West T R B  Group in terms of the scheme. Bakker 
(1962)  also did this for the Vlaardingen culture 
which has several T R B  types among its artefacts. 
Various writers have also dated the phases of the 
T R B  East Group and Southeast Group by means of 
the southern Scandinavian system. T.  Sulimirski 
(1968, p. 31-32) even applied Becker's (1957)  ty- 
pochronology for the Nordic T R B  flint axes (which 
wil1 be discussed later) to axes from other centres of 
production in the western Ukraine. A chronological 
scheme in J .  Luning's monograph (1967)  on the 
Michelsberg culture, which is related to the T R B  
culture, would appear to indicate that nor only the 
phases of the Michelsberg culture are exactly syn- 
chronous with those of Becker, but also even the 
stratigraphical sequence in the cave of L U T -  
Z E N G U E T L E  in Liechtenstein! 
In the meantime, Becker continued his investiga- 
tions of the MN. After the discovery of large num- 
hers of 'stone-packing graves' (*) in Jutland - T R B  
earth graves packed with stones and including flint 
axes as burial gifts, but very rarely pottery -he un- 
dertook the tremendous task of tracing the different 
development stages of the thin-butted to the thick- 
butted heavy T R B  flint axe on the base of the closed 
finds with pottery (Becker r 957). Until the result of 
this study became known, Mathiassen, 
Becker and the other neolithicists thought that the 
thick-butted flint axe had been introduced into 
Denmark from elsewhere in a fully developed state. 
What are now regarded as stages in the develop- 
ment from thin-butted to thick-butted were then 
seen as hybrids of the new thick-butted form and the 
old, disappearing, thin-butted form. This earlier 
view was based on, among other things, the erro- 
neous conviction that al1 the artefacts from a stan- 
dard settlement should be considered as a stylistic 
unit. Pit by pit, Becker checked which axes were 
linked to which pottery phase, and then he discov- 
ered that Mathiassen's idea of a Trelleborg-phase 
(MN IIb) between the Blandebjerg-phase (MN IIa) 
and the Bundssphase (MN 111) was quite wrong: 
the ages of the pit-filling at TRELLEBORG varied 
widely. There were approximately fifty pits with 
sufficiently recognisable pottery, including I which 
dated from the EN C, 3 from the MN Ib, I 7 from the 
MN 11, 4 from the MN 111, 2 from the MN I11 or IV 
and 24 from the MN V. Most of the pottery was 
found in the I 7 pits from the MN I1 and is identical 
with that from B L A N D E B J E R G  and not with a later 
(sub)phase. At first it had appeared that TRELLE- 
BORG was later than B L A N D E B J E R G  because of the 
conspicuous feather-ornamentation on sherds from 
what now turned out to be MN IIIIIV pits (Becker 
r95 6). 
This case proved that extreme care was necessary 
with surface seriation of the refuse of settlementsin 
toto. Becker ( I 956, I 957) formulated the principle 
that the only starting point for chronological inves- 
tigation was 'closed', 'unmixed' pit-contents, i.e. 
those pit-contents whose pottery appears to be ho- 
mogeneous. He gave a special warning, too, concer- 
ning thin layers of finds, because these repeatedly 
turned out to have developed in the course of long, 
although not intensive habitation (Becker r 956, p. 
I 08). 
Becker ( r 957) subsequently subjected the material 
from the other standard sites to a critical appraisal, 
the most important part of which was the investiga- 
tion of the groups of finds with flint axes. He inclu- 
ded, besides, a number of brief remarks which were 
of great importante for the pottery sequence. Beck- 
e r  distinguished five successive types of heavy TRB 
flint axes, four of which he named - rather confus- 
ingly - after the standard sites, although the axe 
types appeared to occur in more than one MN 
phase. Although he based his axe datings on his 
pottery analysis, I shall subsequently assume that 
these axe datings are mainly correct, and use the axe 
types according to Becker's chronological scheme 
(1957, fig. 8) as an extra indication of whether or  
not the groups of pottery finds were mixed. 
MN Ia: In the eponymous T R O L D E B J E R G  site there 
is an extensive layer, which, to judge from the for- 
eign artefacts, was situated on the surface for at least 
the entire Stone Age. Although the principal period 
of habitation (and of most of the pottery) can be 
dated in the MN Ia, 15% of the datable TRB axes 
must be regarded as contamination from the MN 
V+IV (Becker 1957, p. 24-25, 36-37). NO indica- 
tion can be obtained from axe typology concerning 
the possibility of contamination from the EN C. 
M N  Ib: There need be no doubt about the purity of 
the pit contents from KLINTEBAKKE. The contents 
of three pits at TRELLEBORG, for example, 
established the credibility of this phase (Becker 
1957; 1956). 
MN 11: the greater part of the settlement layer at 
BLANDEBJERG was covered by an obviously undis- 
turbed layer of burnt wall-daub. The finds under- 
neath this layer were typologically homogeneous 
(Becker 1957, p. 20;  1956, note 17). An ideal, 
extensive closed find, therefore, for radiocarbon 
dating, too! 
M N  111: The pottery from the thick settlement layer 
at B U N D S O  (without separately collected pit- 
fillings) revealed some admixture of MN I, I1 and V 
pottery (Becker I 957, p. 25 reported which illustra- 
tions in the publications are concerned). Becker 
(1956, p. 97) stated elsewhere that the differences 
between MN I11 and MN IV pottery 'are in many 
ways so vaguely defined as yet that it is difficult to 
decide with a few pot fragments, to which period 
they belong'. The axes from Bundsa include al1 the 
separately distinguished types. It would appear that 
contamination with older type axes is negligible, 
although contamination with axes dated in the MN 
IV-V is considerable, which might also indicate that 
Becker's typochronology of the thick-butted axe is 
less precise than he thought. 
MN IV: From the material of the extended, uncov- 
ered settlement layer at L I N D ~ ,  Becker (1957, p. 
25-27) separated a number of apparently relatively 
undisturbed assemblages (from pit-fillings, shell 
middens etc.) but he remarked that there was no 
certainty about the extent of disturbance. He left the 
groups of finds which contained no axes out of con- 
sideration. The 'absolute majority' of the pottery is, 
however, MN IV. The fact that only a very small 
part of the pottery is older and belongs to the MN I 
or 11, is reflected by the low percentage of types of 
axe from this period (4-6%). The percentages of the 
later axe types do not contradict Becker's scheme, 
especially since 'a few' MN V sherds were als0 
found. 
MN V: Since Becker (rg54b, a) had defined this 
phase on the basis of a series of pit-fillings contain- 
ing homogeneous-looking pottery (of noticeably 
poorer quality of manufacture than the older TRB 
pottery) and TRB stone artefacts, this phase is flaw- 
less. Besides, the r 7 pits with MN V pottery in 
T R E  L L E B  O R G  have reinforced his conclusions 
(Becker I 956). 
When Becker (1959) revised his chronological 
scheme for the Neolithic of southern Scandinavia on 
the basis of the above and on some changes in the 
data of some of the other cultures concerned, he 
deleted the Trelleborg phase in the TRB column, 
with the result that the Blandebjerg phase was re- 
named MN I1 instead of MN IIa. Fig. I 3 shows this 
revised form. A less complete third version wil1 be 
discussed in sections 6.8-9 (fig. 73). 
P. Kjaerum suggested ( I  967) renaming the MN I11 
as the Bundso-Ferslev phase, because a consider- 
able and varied group of ppttery, offerings in a cult 
house at FERSLEV near Alborg (Marseen 1960), 
was typologically almost homogeneous and could 
serve as a better standard than the rather contami- 
nated B U N D S ~ .  NO substitutes have as yet been 
FIG. 13 'Diagram of 
neolithic cultures in South 
Scandinavia. Heavy lines 
indicate the duration of 
the different cultures; a 
broken line means a 
relatively uncertain 
dating' (Becke: I 959, fig. 
44, a revision of Becker 
1954b, fig. 36). 
published f0r T R O L D E B J E R G  and L I N D 0  whose re- 
tention as type sites is not really possible, and data 
on the settlement at V I R U M  which Becker (rg54a, 
1959) adopted as type site for the EN C in his 
chronological scheme have not yet been published. 
The stages of the settlement sequence EN C- MN V 
are essentially retained at the moment, but the se- 
quence is based on a typochronological model which 
urgently requires codification. 
This shortcoming is felt in particular by any foreign 
researcher not thoroughly acquainted with the Dan- 
ish studies if he tries to relate his chronological 
system to the southern Scandinavian one, which, as 
we have seen, has become the chronological back- 
bone for the whole of the northwest quadrant of 
Europe where TRB Groups are found (fig. I) .  That 
this codification, however, involves a tremendous 
amount of labour wil1 be clear to anyone who is 
familiar with this sort of work. 
Fig. I 4 gives an idea of how attractive a time-table 
one can arrive at when, proceeding from the partly 
corrected version by Bagge (1950)~  the most ob- 
vious defects in Mathiassen's scheme (fig. I 2 )  have 
been brought up-to-date and supplemented with 
Becker's typochronology of the flint axes ( I  957, fig. 
8) and K. Davidsen's investigation (1973) of the 
typochronology of the baking plates (section 3.4.4). 
The latter study als0 contains some remarks on the 
dating of the ornamental techniques and designs on 
other TRB pottery shapes. 
Such a time-table should, ideally, be based on a local 
sequence and the frequency of occurrence of each 
diagnostic feature per phase should be determined to 
some extent for that location. The whole of even 
Tidl ig-  
neol i t isk 
t i d  
such a smal1 country as Denmark is too large for this 
purpose. In this connection, Becker ( r 947, p. J J 3) 
had already pointed out differences in style between 
Jutland (and Scania) and the type sites. Proceeding 
from Becker's point, Kjaerum ( I 967) argued that 
the Bundso-Ferslev style on Jutland and the island 
of Als is, at least partly, synchronous with the Blan- 
debjerg style on Langeland and other Danish is- 
lands, which would imply that the MN I1 and the 
MN I11 are partly simultaneous. Winther ( I 943) 
had also asserted this. The difference in axe types at 
B L A N D E B J E R G  and B U N D S 0  (cf. Becker 1957) is, 
however, an important counter-argument, although 
little reliance can be placed on Bunds0 as a type site, 
as scarcely any MN I1 axe types occur there (see 
above). (FERSLEV did not contain any axes.) 
Kjaerum had arrived at his suggestion because of 
problems in interpretation of the temple at Ferslev. 
The bulk of the pottery there is in the MN I11 style, 
one pot is in the MN I1 style, the oldest sherds are in 
the MN Ib style. Kjaerum thought it was a temple 
which had been built in the MN Ib, filled with pot- 
tery mainly from the (immediately succeeding?) 
MN I11 phase, and then burned down. Three radio- 
carbon datings, too few perhaps, appeared to con- 
firm this: two C I 4 datings for another burned tem- 
ple in T U S T R U P  (MN Ib) and one dating for Ferslev 
gave almost the Same results. 
In I 969, however, Kjaerum shifted the earliest pot- 
tery of Ferslev from Ib to early-I1 (Kjaerum r 969, 
note 24), and noted early and later MN I1 pottery in 
the KATBJERG-JORDH0J  passage grave in northJut- 
land. Becker ( I  973a) looked for a solution for the 
situation in FERSLEV in another direction. The ex- 
cavation plan, which is not very clear, indicated that 
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there 'must have been not one, but two houses, the 
one succeeding the other, perhaps after an interval'. 
He also remarked (verbally, I 969) that oak temples 
like these could actually have lasted for centuries, 
unless they were accidentally or  deliberately set 
afire. 
On the basis of his research on the pottery from 
s u s s ~ u ,  Kr. Ostholstein, and that portion of the 
sherds from BUNDSO that are in the Kiel Museum, J. 
Hoika (1972) thought, on the contrary, that LINDO 
and BUNDSO (i.e. MN IV and 111) were synchro- 
nous, a view which agrees to some extent with 
Becker's previously quoted remark that the border- 
line between the two style phases is so 
vaguely defined that difficulties arise with smal1 
sherds. Becker's axe typochronology is far less sub- 
ject to these difficulties, although a check against 
the numerous axe finds at Sussau still has to be 
carried out. 
In a treatise on the typochronology of the neolithic 
culture groups in the southern DDR, U. Fischer 
( r 96 I,  p. 4 I 9) expressed serious doubts about the 
possibility of retaining the phase subdivision of the 
Danish system; just as with Walternienburg and 
Bernburg, we may wel1 be dealing with style tradi- 
tions which overlap geographically and which 'pene- 
trated each other's sphere of influence in several 
ways in space and time'. Two points must, in my 
opinion, be kept separate here, viz. the question of 
the correctness of the local sequence on Langeland, 
and that of the applicability of the Langeland se- 
quence to the phenomena elsewhere in the North 
Group. 
As far as the correctness of the local sequence on 
Langeland is concerned, we are doubtlessly dealing 
with successive phases as, in the centre of an island, 
at a distance of no more than 2 0  km from each other, 
phases B, C, Ia, Ib, I1 and IV are represented sepa- 
rately in settlements, and V, in graves (fig. I I ) .  It 
may be no coincidence that style 111, which was not 
found there, is now causing theoretica1 difficulties, 
and that the suggestion is being made to equate it 
with I1 or with IV. 
The second question is whether the style horizons of 
Langeland do not cross-cut each other elsewhere. 
This question wil1 be discussed in section 6. I for 
some horizons which occur in both the West and 
North Groups. Some detail horizons of the pottery 
shape and ornamentation do indeed cross-cut, but, 
even over this distance, not to any extent which 
would indicate that the local sequence would de- 
viate completely here or there from the supposed 
main line of the typological development of the 
pottery of the two groups. Of course a lot of work 
still remains to be done in this respect before we can 
consider that Fischer's doubts have been proved 
groundless. This entails mapping the provinces to 
show every detail which is thought to be significant 
for the typochronology, and reconstructing for 
many places the local sequence of the development 
of the pottery. 
The maps that are available, do not seem to bear out 
Fischer's objections, generally speaking. To this can 
be added the fact that radiocarbon dating has con- 
firmed the very detailed chronologies of the workers 
in Denmark and Czechoslovakia, by greatly extend- 
ing the available time limits. 
2 .  I 9  M O D I F I C A T I O N S  I N  N I K L A S S O N ' S  SYSTEM 
(1 95 1- 1953) 
We stated in section 2.6 that Kupka and Niklasson 
systematised the typochronology of the 
Walternienburg-Bernburg Group. The latter author 
distinguished the successive phases Wa I, Wa 11, Be 
I, Be 11, Be I11 in what was thought to be a smooth 
development, and he and many others liked to re- 
gard this system as the chronological framework of 
the later Neolithic in the Elbe-Saale region. We 
have already seen that it is highly improbable that 
Niklasson and Kupka pictured this framework as a 
rigid 'chest of drawers', but some of their successors 
may, unconsciously, have come to do this. 
In any event, U. Fischer ( I  95 I ,  I 953, I 96 I )  turned 
against such a rigid model. Knöll, G. Mildenberger 
( I 953) and Fischer pointed out, simultaneously and 
independently (Fischer I 95 I ,  note 4 I) ,  that the 
Bernburg I phase was actually a 'contact product' 
between the Walternienburg and Bernburg styles. 
The former, with its 'angular' shapes, is closely 
related to the western Tiefstich pottery in the 
northwest, the latter, with its 'blown-up' shapes. 
with the Bohemian-Moravian ones in the southeast. 
H. Behrens ( I  96 I )  compared Walternienburg- 
Bernburg therefore with a Janus face. 
Fischer (1951)  checked the available data and 
found, partly on the basis of Niklasson's table 
( I  925, p. I I 3- I I 8): (a) that Niklasson's phases ac- 
tually occur separately; (b) that Wa I and Be I1 are 
repeatedly found together with Wa I1 and Be 111 
respectively; (c) that the Walternienburg style is 
related to Salzmunde and to the earlier Passage 
Grave Period Tiefstich pottery; and (d) that Bern- 
burg 111 is closely related to the Globular Amphora 
culture (KAK) which had to be dated after Salz- 
munde and the earlier Passage Grave pottery. He 
concluded that Bernburg started later than Walter- 
nienburg, and that the styles overlapped for a short 
time (fig. I 5). 'In this way, the rigidity of Niklasson's 
system could be softened appreciably' (Fischer 
195 1). 
It is clear from Fischer's description of his chronolo- 
gical model ( I 96 I p. 4 I 7) that he visualised a sliding 
sequence of the type of fig. r 2. It is of course an 
advantage that one important aspect of Niklasson's 
typochronology was corrected, but that does not 
automatically exclude the possibility of a few further 
refinements in the typochronology for 
Walternienburg-Bernburg, and even less does it im- 
ply that it has, in its improved form, lost al1 credibi- 
lity of usefulness. This pottery is still worthy of 
attention as a potential chronological framework 
FIG. 14 Very provisional revision of 
fig. i 2 .  The pottery features after Bagge 
& Kaelas i 950, Berg r 95 r and Becker 
r 9 j q a  (but note considerable 
diserepancies to Ebbesen i 975). the 
baking plates after Davidsen i 975 and 
the flint axes after Becker 1<)57. 
M N  i>oi#od 
percentage of ornarnented sherda 
Troldeblerg bowl 
Blandebjerg type l Ih8n~buttedI 
FIG. i 5 Succession of Altmark, Salzmunde, Walternienburg, 
Bernburg and Globular Amphora pottery in the southern 
DDR, after Fischer's description. Arrows indicate influences or 
contacts. 
precisely because of the links it provides between 
east and west, and a new analysis of the finds, which 
have undoubtedly increased since the twenties, 
would be timely. 
Mention was made at the end of the preceding sec- 
tion of Fischer's doubts concerning the Langeland 
sequence- doubt resulting from his own discoveries 
with Walternienburg-Bernburg. Wil1 the possible 
incorrectness of his scepticism towards Langeland 
contribute, in time, to a lessening of the doubts he 
entertained about the Walternienburg-Bernburg 
sequence? 
2 . 2 0  R E S E A R C H  I N  N E T H E R L A N D  (1950- 1970) 
After Kat-van Hulten gave up her archaeological 
work about 1950, no further work was done for a 
while on the study of Tiefstich pottery in Nether- 
land. The Groningen institute recovered almost ca- 
sually a number of finds during the last large-scale 
land reclamation schemes in Drente. But Van Gif- 
fen and the other archaeologists occupied them- 
selves mainly with other subjects. It is of great im- 
portance, however, that Van Giffen actively stimu- 
lated the development of two auxiliary sciences dur- 
ing these years. 
An assistant appointed for the purpose, H.T. Wa- 
terbolk, developed the technique of analysis of bur- 
ied and fossilised pollen from the old ground surface 
and sods of sandy barrows (Waterbolk I 954). By 
this technique, the grains of sand are removed with 
hydrofluoric acid. Subsequent research by Water- 
bolk ( r  956), W. van Zeist ( I  955, r 967) and W. 
Groenman-van Waateringe ( I 96 I ,  I 962) establish- 
ed that neolithic cultures in an area such as Drente 
often have their own characteristic pollen spectra, 
partly as the result of having a different economy. 
Unfortunately, the method has not yet been adopt- 
ed to any great extent abroad, so that it has not yet 
been possible to check differences per type of soil 
for, e.g. the TRB groups. Recently, however, a de- 
tailed investigation using this method was carried 
out on the pollen spectra from the EN A/B basic 
layer of Long Barrow 8 at SARNOWO, Kuyavia 
(Dgbrowski I 97 I), and Groenman investigated 
samples from the barrow of Megalithic Grave IV at 
O L D E N D O R F  on the Luneburg Heath (unpublished, 
cf. Laux 1971) and the long barrow at LINDEBJERG 
in Zealand (unpublished, cf. Liversage I 970). 
At the Same time, H. de Vries, subsidised and en- 
couraged by Van Giffen (Waterbolk 1974, p. 230)~ 
rendered W.F. Libby's C I 4 method operational 
(1952). Since that year, in fact, every archaeologist 
in Netherland has worked with radiocarbon datings, 
has known how to take samples, and has actually 
taken them. There is a long time-lag in this respect in 
some other countries. De Vries made material im- 
provements in the c 1 4  method, including that of 
first burning the carbon, whose radioactivity is to be 
measured, to carbon dioxide, as this gas can be led 
easily through the measuring tube, thus making a 
more accurate measurement possible than with the 
previous solid carbon method. He was als0 the dis- 
coverer of the De Vries effect (cf. Waterbolk I 974). 
Mention should als0 be made of J. Wieringa's publi- 
cations on the subtle relation between the locale of 
the hunebeds and the differences in soil type, 
ground water table, etc. in southeast Drente ( I  954; 
1958; 1968). 
About 1953, L. Kaelas (Stockholm) came to study 
the Dutch-Northwest German Tiefstich pottery, 
when she again tested the ideas of Forssander 
( I 936; see 2. I 3) concerning the great antiquity of 
the hunebeds here. She did indeed find that the 
oldest passage graves here were built in the EN C 
(Kaelas 1955), whereas in Scandinavia none is 
known before the MN Ib. I shall return to this ques- 
tion in section 6. I and Chapter 7. 
Kaelas questioned Van Giffen's degenerative series 
of shapes of graves (see 2.9). It appeared, on appli- 
cation of Forssander's principle (see 2. I 3), that the 
pottery datings proved that flat graves had already 
been in use since the early Drouwen style. K. Mi- 
chaelsen (1936) had previously come to the same 
conclusion. Kaelas ( I 955, I 959) paid scant atten- 
tion to Van Giffen's three style periods, an omission 
which was the cause of some scepticism among 
Dutch neolithicists, concerning Van Giffen's se- 
quence. 
Greater attention was now again being paid to the 
TRB culture, and this was primarily expressed in a 
few short articles, whose subjects included that of 
the distribution aspect of this culture. A. Wouters & 
W. Glasbergen (1956) published illustrations of 
pottery found during the 1930's at HERPEN, in
Noord-Brabant, south of the big rivers (Rhine, 
Meuse, etc.). They, just as Van Giffen and W.J.A. 
Willems had done before them, regarded these 
sherds as TRB pottery, but, in so doing, they over- 
looked the fact that W. Kersten had in 1939 already 
recognised that they came from Late Bronze Age 
Kerbschnitturnen, which were decorated with the 
Tiefstich technique (Kersten I 948). The additional 
argument of Wouters and Glasbergen, viz. the oc- 
currence of neolithic, transversal flint arrowheads 
south of the big rivers is not valid either; one  can 
also think now of Seine-Oise-Marne o r  Vlaardingen 
contexts. 
I discussed the Tiefstich pottery which was found 
during the 19th century at L A G E  V U U R S C H E  in 
mid-Netherland (1957). A. Bruijn (1958) and G. 
Elzinga (1963) studied sherds from the Drouwen 
settlement at E L S P E E T  on the Veluwe. Glasbergen 
(1961)  published an Early Havelte earth grave at 
K I S V E L D  (east Gelderland). C.C.W.J. Hijszeler and 
A. Bruijn discovered and investigated the remains 
of demolished hunebed 0 2  at M A N D E R  in the east of 
the province of Overijssel in 1957. Waterbolk 
(1958) published a survey of the Drente flat graves, 
in which he suggested that they are nearly always 
situated 2'12 km or  more from the hunebeds. Elzinga 
( I  96 I )  discussed two earth graves at ALLARDSOOG.  
S.J. De  Laet considered in The Low Countries 
( I 958, p. 87) the possibility that the Drouwen and 
Early Havelte styles represent two different, but 
contemporary, traditions. He did not explain this 
further (influence of Sprockhoff's two traditions 
(1938)  or  of Becker's megalithic and non- 
megalithic tradition ( I 947)?). This remark was 
omitted in De voorgeschiedenis der Lage Landen by 
De Laet & Glasbergen ( I  959), the successor to De  
Laet's book, where a brief report was given of the 
views of Van Giffen and Kat-van Hulten. 
In private discussions, Kaelas had stressed the im- 
portance of settlement investigation for chronology. 
After the investigation of the Bandkeramik settle- 
ments bv P.J.R. Modderman and H.T. Waterbolk 
had turned out to be very successful, the Groningen 
institute (BAI). under Waterbolk as director. and 
J ,  
encouraged by Glasbergen, started settlement in- 
vestigation of the T R B  culture in I 957; a little later, 
the corresponding university departments at Am- 
sterdam (IPP, director Glasbergen) and Leiden 
(IPL, director Modderman) followed the Gronin- 
gen examnle. " 
The excavations of settlements followed now in 
quick succession: A N L O  in r 957-58 (Waterbolk 
I 960, see Appendix B2) ;  S C H I P B O R G  in I 959 (Van 
der Waals I 962);  L A R E N  in I 960 and I 963 (Bak- 
ker, see Appendix B r r ) ;  A N G E L S L O  in I 960- I 968 
(Van der Waals I 964a, I 973, see Appendix B I ) ;  
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  in 1964 by Modderman and 
G.J. Verwers (Appendix B3);  E L S P E E T  in I 965 by 
A. Bruijn and myself (Appendix B7) ;  V A L T H E  in 
I 96s  (J.E. Museh 1970);  UGCHELEN-3 by J. Maris 
and R.S. Hulst ( r 972, cf. Appendix B r 6). In most 
cases these were only parts of a settlement, with a 
very thin scattering of sherds. 
No clear outlines of houses or  other wooden T R B  
constructions were convincingly established, but the 
question has been raised whether the wooden pali- 
sades of a kraal-like construction embedded in dit- 
ches, which were found at A N L O  (Waterbolk I 960) 
and U D D E L E R M E E R ( H O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  191 I, 1912)shouid 
not be assigned to the Early Havelte style phase E,  
settlements of which were also found there, rather 
than (as at  Anlo) to the Early Bronze Age Barbed 
Wire pottery horizon. In this connection I refer the 
reader to section 1.2f above. In my opinion, the 
strong podzolisation of the kraal traces argues 
against T R B  association. Besides, the assignment to 
T R B  would imply that this culture had here no other 
constructions with heavy interred posts since these 
were not found. 
While doubts concerning the 'closedness' of al1 the 
finds from most of the standard sites were confirmed 
in Denmark (Becker 1956, I 957), in Netherland it 
turned out that none of the settlements, with the 
exception of S C H I P B O R G  produced refuse from 
more than one or  two of the subsequently distin- 
guished pottery phases A-G. This characteristic 
held even if the site was open, with a thin refuse 
layer containing few finds and without pits. (See 
1.2e for a possible explanation for this difference.) 
After Van Giffen retired from his position as head 
of three institutesZ8 he started. with undiminished 
vigour, on the restoration of the 53  hunebeds which 
are still in existence in Netherland. A self-imposed 
task, which he brought to a conclusion shortly be- 
fore his death in I 973. In principle, Van Giffen's 
restoration work included small trial excavations. 
The plans of the hunebeds (Van Giffen 1925-27) 
could thus be supplemented with the establishing of 
the position o f - the  extraction holes of vanished 
standing stones. The position of these holes is indi- 
cated in the ground with slabs of concrete. Hune- 
b e d ~  D 4  I ,  D43A and D43B near E M M E N  now turn- 
ed  out to have had a normal entrance so that the 
'hunebed chamber without an entrance' could be 
dismissed as a Dutch type (Van Giffen 1962). The 
discovery of an earth grave with two decorated fun- 
nel beakers under the entrance of hunebed D?2 at 
o n o o a N ,  was additional confirmation that single 
earth graves were constructed in our country during 
the entire T R B  period, including the megalithic 
phase (Van Giffen I 96  I a ;  but see 6.9). A group of 
three small, undecorated, stacked pots, which was 
found outside the peristalith of the hunebed D20 at 
D R O U W E N ,  seemed to prove the existence of a 
pre-megalithic 'Pre-Drouwen Phase' in the West 
(Van Giffen & Glasbergen I 964; see, however, sec- 
tion 6.2). 
More extensive investigations on the shape and the 
contents of hunebeds have also been carried out, but 
have not yet been followed up by a 'complete' publi- 
cation. In 1957, the ruined part of the chamber of 
hunebed G r  at N O O R D L A R E N  was investigated by 
Van Giffen, J.F. van Regteren Altena and myself; in 
I 968 and I 970 the stratigraphy of the recently little 
disturbed filling of the chamber of hunebed D26  
was examined by Van Giffen, Glasbergen and my- 
self; in I 969, I 970 and I 97 I ,  the plans of the de- 
stroyed hunebeds G 2  and G 3  at G L I M M E N ,  which 
were discovered by J.E. Musch, were investigated 
by J.N. Lanting (cf. Lanting I 975). 
The inventories of earth graves in HOOGHALEN 
(Bakker 1970)~  D E N E K A M P  and A N G E L S L ~  14 
(Bakker & Van der Waals I 969, r 973) which were 
published during this period, are illustrated and de- 
scribed in Appendix B. 
Bakker & Van der Waals ( I 969, I 973) recognised a 
Middle Havelte style in Drente, and advanced ar- 
guments for considering the Late Havelte as a con- 
tinuation of the MN V horizon in the area of the 
North Group. The occurrence of a sherd of a ra 
Protruding Foot Beaker (*) in flat grave 14 at A N -  
~ ~ ~ s ~ o i n d i c a t e d  tha  Becker's scheme for the Neo- 
lithic Scandinavia (fig. 13) should be revised (see 
section 6.8 and fig. 73). 
During this period I documented the sites of TRB 
culture finds in Netherland and in Germany to the 
west of the Ems. The results of this work wil1 be 
published later. It is outside the scope of the present 
book to mention al1 the newly discovered sites of 
finds which have been reported to me by R. van 
Beek (Dalfsen-Ommen), J.E. Musch (northeast 
Drente), G. de Leeuw (Assen Museum), R.S. Hulst 
(Official Archaeologist for the Province of Gelder- 
land), A.D. Verlinde (id. for Overijssel), O.H. Har- 
sema (id. for Drente), G. Elzinga (id. for Friesland) 
and R.H.J. Klok (centra1 documentation ROB) and 
several others. 
2 . 2  I L A T E S T  D E V E L O P M E N T S  
(WRITTEN I N  I 977) 
After the previous sections and the rest of this book 
had been written ( I 972, I 975), several important 
publications appeared, especially in Denmark. In 
Netherland, L.P. Louwe Kooijmans' The Rhine- 
Meuse Delta ( r 974) describes the habitation of this 
wet area which was avoided by the TRB population. 
Yet, during recent excavations on the H A Z E N D O N K  
in that region, he discovered a few TRB sherds (note 
3: I O). A review of the neolithic cultures in N.W. 
Europe by the Same author ( I  976) clarifies the gen- 
eral picture. J.A. Brongers and P.J. Woltering 
( i  973) dealt with the TRB culture in their study of 
prehistoric economy and technology in Netherland. 
Quite recently, J.N. Lanting and W.G. Mook 
( I  977) presented a detailed discussion of al1 Gro- 
ningen C I 4 dates available for the pre- and proto- 
history of Netherland. This publication also propos- 
es corrections of the 'Periodization of Dutch Prehis- 
tory' (Berichten R O B  15-16, 1965-66, p. 7-1 I ) .  
The finds from the Early Havelte settlement at 
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  (Appendix B3) were published 
(Modderman, Bakker & Heidinga I 9-76) There 
was a good sample of undecorated pottery on this 
site, including a collared flask. 
In I 970, C.W. Staal-Lugten finished a study of the 
typochronology of the more complete and decora- 
ted TRB vessels in hunebed D I 9 at DROUWEN.  
P.J. R. Modderman now published an abstract of her 
work (Staal-Lugten 1976). Staal had prepared ta- 
bles of the chronological succession of ornamental 
motifs on different parts of the pottery. In general, 
the main succession developed by her is not in con- 
tradiction to mine. Most of her phases concern the 
sequence D I - E I  of the present volume, viz. the 
pottery which is the most numerous and the trajec- 
tory which gave me most trouble (section 3.3).29 
J.D. van der Waals, J.N. Lanting, W.G. Mook and 
A.E. Lanting published several articles about the 
Beaker chronology in N.W. Europe. Part of these 
wil1 be dealt with in sections 6.8-9. K. Davidsen 
( I  977) published a short article on the relation of 
Valby, Late Havelte and Single Grave pottery in 
Denmark and Netherland, which wil1 be discussed 
in section 6.8. 
For N. W. Germany, I mention here a lecture by F. 
Laux (Wurzburg I 975, not yet published). He con- 
cluded that the megalithic graves between the Elbe 
and Weser were used only once for interment, or 
only by one generation, and he devised a neat cross- 
table of megalithic grave types and pottery stages. 
The latter are generally parallel with Knöll's and 
mine. Of the recent publications by H. Knöll 
( r 974a-b, I 975, r 976), I 974b presents the relevant 
pieces of comparison to the I S S E N D O R F  finds (not 
al1 data are dealt with in the present volume). 
In Denmark, a new generation of TRB specialists 
has caused an eruption of publications in the ar- 
chaeological journals and in the new series of mo- 
nographs Arkaeologiske Studier edited by C.J. 
Becker. J. Skaarup ( I  973) analysed the old strati- 
graphical series of finds from S ~ L A G E R  and the un- 
stratified artefacts from H E S S E L ~ .  He found that 
there was little evidence for a symbiosis of TRB 
farmers and latest Ertebolle hunter-fishers and he 
could prove that the EN and MN TRB culture had 
its own catchment settlements. (See also a review of 
this publication by D. Liversage ( I 973).) 
N.H. Andersen ( I 974a-b, I 97sa-b, I 976) found the 
first real stratigraphic sequence of MN pottery 
phases in the fiii of ditches of a BUDELSDORF-like 
defended settlement at S A R U P  on Fyn. K. Ebbeseti 
( I  975) tabulated the ornamental motifs of the nu- 
merous complete vessels from the passage graves of 
the Danish Isles. His matrix of these data intends 
demonstration that the traditional sequence of the 
MN settlement phases is mainly correct, but that it 
could better be replaced by a sequence of style 
phases. He also pleads for the existence of an MN 
IVA and an MN IVB. So far MN IV was a weak link 
in the sequence (section 2 .  I 8), but i t  is now consol- 
idated by a large number of pottery from the graves. 
(See my review, Bakker I 977.) Ebbesen wil1 pub- 
lish a similar treatment of Jutish MN pottery. K. 
Davidsen, who disagrees with Ebbesen's MN IVB, 
wil1 soon publish his hook on the final stage of the 
TRB culture. He wrote several articles on the rela- 
tion of TRB, EGK and KAK (*) in Denmark. E. 
Jorgensen ( I 977) published the excavation reports 
of a large number of megalithic and stone-packing 
TRB graves and EGK barrow graves in an area, 4 by 
5 km, at V R O U E  in north-central Jutland. His as- 
signment of the 'Hagebrogard style' pottery from 
the passage grave of H A G E B R O G A R D  to the MN Ia 
unsettles - if generally accepted - the prevailing 
concept (section 2. I 8, also adhered to in the present 
volume) that no North Group passage graves were 
constructed before the MN Ib (cf. section 6.9, radio- 
carbon dating). 
B. Hulthén ( I 977) researched manufacturing tech- 
nology of TRB and other prehistoric ceramics in the 
H A G E S T A D  area in S.E. Scania by several laboratory 
techniques. She was able to demonstrate contin- 
uities and discontinuities in the local potting tradi- 
tions, and to trace the places of origin of the differ- 
ent clays used for the TRB vessels. No doubt, this 
kind of analyses wil1 before long be considered as an 
indispensable complement to typological research 
of prehistoric pottery. 
Of different scope is a study by K. Randsborg 
(1975). He discerned social dimensions in Early 
Neolithic Denmark by using statistical spatial analy- 
ses of the type he had also applied for the Early 
Bronze Age in Denmark. 
Some of the data of these publications are already 
used in sections of this book, but their real integra- 
tion was, naturally, out of the question. 
C H A P T E R  3 
Detailing and combining the pottery sequences 
of Knöll and Van Giffen 
Knöll's chronological model ( I 959, p. 97 and I 54) 
was a rough sequence model (fig. I 6). A more detail- 
ed sequence might, however, be expected for the 
many centuries which are covered by the sequence. 
Section I .3 and figs. 5-6 indicated that after combin- 
ing and detailing the pottery sequences of Knöll and 
Van Giffen, a system was obtained of 7 or 8 partly 
overlapping phases (A-G). This chapter indicates 
how this combination was done. The major conclu- 
sions wil1 be described and accompanied by illustra- 
tions in Chapter 4. 
3. I T H E  TWO PILOT SERIES: S H O U L D E R  POTS 
A N D  B O W L S  + P A I L S  
The typological sequence of each pot shape was 
described stepby-step by Knöll. These series were 
subsequently synchronized by him on the basis of 
typological similarities, after which he subdivided 
them int0 three phases. 
The step-by-step description of the sequence of each 
pot shape, however, revealed many more dividing 
lines, and I have used these for a further splitting 
into phases. Basically, two series of pot types were 
diagnostically useful for Knöll's typochronology, 
viz. (a) that of the bowls + pails and (b) that of 
shoulder pots (see Appendix A2c for type defini- 
tions). I have called them here the pilot series (cf. 
the fossile indicateur and the typological method as 
described by Montelius I 885 and I 903, compilation 
in Eggers r 958). 
The pilot series were described in I 2 pages of text 
(Knöll 1959, p. 64-76). The approximately 400 il- 
lustrations to which this text refers were, however, 
distributed among the photographic plates in such a 
haphazard way, that it is difficult to follow the ar- 
gument. For this reason, I started with mounting 
copies of these illustrations in the order in which 
they are mentioned in the text. In general, the pilot 
series then turned out to look very plausible. 
To facilitate working-with these, I attached letters to 
the text so that each stage of the pilot series could be 
referred to. Since it was impracticable to reproduce 
the passages with the accompanying photographs in 
1 750 years 
FIG. I 6 Sketch »f Knöll's model o f  the succession of his three 
phases o f  the West Group ( I 9.59, p. 97. r 54). 
full, I am indicating these passages here by page- 
number and, in brackets, the numbersof millimetres 
below the top edge of the type area of Knöll's book 
(see Appendix A I  for the system of abbreviations 
for references to the illustrations). Self-evident cor- 
rections have already been included in the following 
lists. 
Shoulder pots 
(see however section 3.2 for the amphorae) 
Knöll I {L = p. 64 ( r 02- r 55) 
= P. 64 (155)- 65 (104) 
) M + N  = p. 65 (170)- 66 (rog). 
Knöll 112 Not K I  r:4; K I : I ~ ;  Kr:4. 
l0 = p. 66 ( I os) - 67 (80). 
Not K2:r, 15; K5:2; 
K6:5-6. K4:3, K3:6 and 
S45:3 belong to M. 
= p. 67 (132) - 68 (55), but 
only insofar as named on p. 
Knöll 2 I 70 as belonging to Knöll 
i 2. S47:5 belongs to M. K6:2 belongs to N. Q =p.68(55-110)  
Bowls and pails 
Knöll I R = p. 70 ( 1 3 6 1 9 0 )  
Altmark S = p. 70 (190-220) 
Knöll I T = p. 71  (0-40) 
Knöll 1-'/2 U = P. 72 ( 15-95) 
i" = p. 7 1  (40-1og).K16:11 belongs to U. 
= p. 71 ( I  10) - 72 (15)  
= P 73 (10)-  74 (25) 
The following modifications can be made: 
I The bowl group S, with its triangles below the 
rim, is typical of Altmark pottery (*). 
Its chronological position wil1 be discussed in sec- 
tion 6.4. 
2 With the bowls and pails, Knöll drew a dividing 
line (VIW; p. 7 I ( I I o)) at the point where 'the 
zigzag line directly below the rim is replaced by a 
horizontal line, which is always a tvaerstik line, o r  
something similar'. Nearly al1 the W-pots quoted as 
examples by Knöll show a predominance of the 
tvaerstik line as far as the horizontal lines are con- 
cerned, in contrast with the preceding stage (V) 
where this occurs very rarely or  not at all. 
We would expect the same dividing line in the series 
of the shoulder pots. Here, however, Knöll descri- 
bed, in the Same breath, the shoulder pots corres- 
ponding with both of the bowl groups as 'sharply 
profiled', and mixed them up (M+N). I subdivide 
this group into M = shoulder pots without horizon- 
tal tvaerstik lines and N = those with them. If that is 
done, we can see that the 'narrowing of the shoul- 
der' which Knöll observed for the subsequent phas- 
es (O+P) starts in N already, and that the transition 
of the latest jugs to the tureen is now nicely demon- 
strated. The general correctness of this subdivision 
is illustrated by the extensive, probably closed, pot- 
tery assemblage from H O O G H A L E N  (figs. B4-5). 
This group contains T bowls and L and M shoulder 
pots, but no N or  W pottery or  any with subsequent 
letters. The finds from Z E I J E N  (figs. B I 2- I 5)  pro- 
vide another example. 
The point should, however, be made that, in N and 
W, the tvaerstik lines should run horizontally. The 
occurrence of  the horizontal tvaerstik line is, of 
course, related to the occurrence of horizontal or- 
namental lines. Not until 'the horizontal ornamenta- 
tion begins to dominate the vertical' (Gummel, 
Knöll) did the horizontal tvaerstik line emerge and 
flourish in the West, in phases N and W. Previously, 
the vertical tvaerstik line had occurred in the West, 
though rarely. Besides transversely printed dashes 
o r  trapezes (which can be easily distinguished from 
the later, genuine tvaerstik line: K I : ~ ,  K25: I ) ,  a 
vertical genuine tvaerstik line had also appeared 
sometimes, and this was to become a normal occur- 
rence on N-W and O-X pottery. O n  Altmark pot- 
tery, though, the fairly broad rungs of the ladders 
from a phase which corresponds with L-T (and 
K-R?) had often been executed in horizontal 
tvaerstik. 
3 Judging from the lower ornamentation, group U 
of the bowls and pails, without diagnostic upper 
ornamentation, runs parallel with phases T and V. I 
subdivide them into U I  and U2, which wil1 be 
roughly synchronous with T and V respectively. 
There is occasionally a U3 to be distinguished, pre- 
sumably synchronous with W. In the absence of a 
complete upper ornamentation with zigzag lines, 
other criteria have to be applied, viz. those of the 
lower ornamentation. It is clear that such a switch- 
over to other criteria, which wil1 not necessarily be 
exactly synchronous with the first ones used, leads 
to a greater margin of error. 
4 According to the research of Van Giffen and his 
successors in Netherland, the Tiefstich sequence 
ended with the Havelte style phases. Knöll classified 
pottery from Early Havelte in P and Y, in the first 
half of his phase 2, and the few pieces of pottery 
from Late Havelte which he had documented in (3 
and Z, in the second half of phase 2. 
The large majority of Q and Z consists, however, of 
a jumble of pots which cannot be classified in the 
preceding phases: a) undecorated, partly of excel- 
lent quality,' and b) shoddily decorated or  carelessly 
shaped or  of poor quality. These should be dismis- 
sed as pilot types. 
Knöll was deceived here by the old cyclical theory, 
which implied that the final stages 'reflected the 
disorder, weariness and neglect of a craft that had 
long since lost the conviction and the support of the 
artist' (G. Schwantes I 939, p. 207, quoted by Knöll 
I 959, p. 83). Though Knöll argued (p. 83, 84) that, 
to judge from the closed finds, there had been unde- 
corated pottery and the products of 'bunglers and 
beginners' at every stage, he did not draw the one 
correct conclusion from this, viz. that neither the 
absence of ornamentation, nor lack of care, nor 
shoddy workmanship, provide, in themselves, any 
criteria for datine. 
Yet the real ~ a c  Havelte pottery was not made 
more carelessly o r  shoddily than that from prece- 
ding phases. The extent of the decorated sk face  
decreases sharply in the course of the Havelte phas- 
es, to almost nil in Late Havelte. But it is easy to 
recognise these few remnants of ornamentation as 
characteristic for these phases. 
Now that the blemisheS have thus been removed 
from Q and Z, a few words are in order concerning 
the pilot types of Late Havelte. These are the 'neck- 
ed  bowls' (Dutch: randkommen or  halskommen, 
German: Halsrillengefasse) (fig. 36: 2, 4, I o, I 2, I 3) 
which wil1 be subsequently indicated with the sym- 
bol K), and the bowls with horizontal, frequently 
transversely grooved cordons (fig. 36: I ,  IS), indi- 
cated with the symbol 2. 
We have already mentioned that Bakker & Van der 
Waals ( I 973) fitted a Middle Havelte phase in be- 
tween Early Havelte and Late Havelte. A transi- 
tional type between the amphora and the pail was 
characteristic for this phase, which is indicated with 
the symbol 3 (fig. 35, left). 
5 Furthermore, Knöll classified a few small pots at 
the tail-end of Y, although they are not particularly 
characteristic of Early Havelte and, in my opinion, 
can be better considered as examples of an older 
stage, with an incomplete execution of the then 
customary ornamentation. The clearest cases are 
the mini-tureen 14c and the two identical little 
bowls 13b  and 24 in the pottery group from Z E I J E N  
(Appendix B I 7, figs. B I 2-B I 5). Knöll gave, with- 
out further explanation, the Same dating for the 
tureen as the one  we prefer. It is c l ea r tha t  the 
finicky work of applying the complete customaFy 
ornamentation in miniature to this small pot was 
omitted, and that the pot belongs to stage M. Knöll 
classified, however, both bowls in Y, but they are 
not typical examples of Early Havelte and, in my 
opinion, can be considered as incompletely deco- 
rated examples of stage T (fig. I 7 indicates how I see 
this). This involves therefore, an analogy with types 
U I - 3  where the upper ornamentation is also 'in- 
complete'. 
The pots which were recovered (without being fur- 
ther documented) from a tumulus in B O R G E R  in 
I 889 (Schlicht I 967) appear to be such a homoge- 
neous group, that the only bowl which shows any 
deviation, S49:4, and which Knöll classified in Y, 
should still be grouped with al1 the others. In this 
case, however, it is far less obvious that this bowl 
does not belong to Early Havelte. Yet, the upper 
ornamentation without zigzag lines and openings 
and the rather narrow rectangular areas underneath 
d o  not give the impression of typical Early Havelte. 
There are no direct parallels in the closed finds of 
this phase. Assignment to stages V, W or  X would 
agree wel1 with the dating of the rest of the pottery 
from this group. 
1 am also sceptica1 about some other bowls in 
Knöll's tail-end of Y. I would rather have dated 
K2 r : r 4 somewhat earlier (X?), and the limited sur- 
face area alone of the mini-pots K I 7:9, I 8: I I ,  I 9: 2, 
r 3 and 20:7 permits only a sketchy ornamentation. 
It is better n& to classify such po-ts. 
'l---/' 
FIG. 17  'Incompieteiy ornamented' bowl l3b  from Barrow ii 
at ZEUEN (cf. Appendix B I 7, figs. B I 2 ,  r 4). O n  the right hand 
side the decoration has been 'cornpleted' following examples 
more typical of its period. Assen museum. 
handled tureens and jugs. Besides, it is then often 
difficult to synchronise the amphorae in a satisfac- 
tory way with jugs and tureens, since the profile 
appears to follow its own rules (lagging, to some 
extent, behind the tureens and jugs?), and in L, M 
and N the ornamentation continues on to areas of 
the lower part of the belly, too. 
The lugged beakers are good pilot types. They do 
not occur after the first three stages. They combine 
the upper ornamentation of the pails and bowls with 
the belly decoration of the shoulder pots and the 
profile of the funnel beaker (Knöll 1959, p. 81) .  
Because of this, Knöll was able to base some syn- 
chronisations of the pilot series more soundly. The 
lugged beakers are, unfortunately, extremely rare. 
Knöll quoted only fourteen from the area of the 
West Group plus the German part of the North 
Group. In the Scandinavian part of the North Group 
the lugged beakers deviate somewhat from the 
above. Since several authors have accurately estab- 
lished the positions of these lugged beakers within 
their chronological systems (Langenheim 1935; 
Sprockhoff I 938; Becker I 947; Nilius I 97 I ; Rech 
1971),  this type provides starting points for tele- 
synchronisations of the western system with that of 
the North Group;  it should be noted, however, that 
these authors are often in complete disagreement. I 
shall subdivide Knöll's text in accordance with the 
method used already. 
H = Knöll, p. 8 1  ( I  90)-82 (45).He suggested the 
possibility of a subdivision: H I  with a more or  less 
spherical belly, covered with ladders etc.; H2  with a 
slightly pinched belly, sometimes with chevron 
bands between strips as in H I .  
I = p. 82 (45-83). 
J = p. 82 (83- I I 2). 
According to Knöll, stage H forms a bridge between 
the R bowls and pails and the K jugs with which it is 
contemporary. Stage I combines characteristics of S 
or  T with those of L. Stage J has the upper ornamen- 
tation of V. There are examples from D U M M E R -  
N O R T H  (Reinerth 1939; Becker 1947, fig. 48) and 
H E L V E S I E K  (Dehnke 1970). 
3 . 2  A M P H O R A E  A N D  L U G G E D  B E A K E R S  
3 . 3  T H E  S E Q U E N C E  T E S T E D  A G A I N S T  T H E  F I N D S  
Thc amphorae are the pilot type f ~ r  stage P in the 
series of shoulder pots because one-handled tureens 
and jugs scarcely occur any more. In the preceding 
stages the amphorae are less frequent than one- 
If the stages of the pilot series are combined in 
accordance with the preceding criteria, the (sub-) 
phases A-G appear as follows: 
A = Drouwen A (fig. 28) = K + R + H ] Knöll I 
B = Drouwen B (fig. 29) = L + T + U I  + I 
C = Drouwen C (fig. 30) = M + V + U2 + J 
D I = Drouwen D I (fig. 3 I )  = N + W + U3 I Knöll 112 D2 = Drouwen D2 (fig. 32) = O + X 
E = Early Havelte (figs. 33-34) = P + Y 
F = Middle Havelte (fig. 35) = 3 Knul1 2 (or Havelte) 
G = Late Havelte (fig. 36) = K) + 5i r 
Fig. I 8 indicates the distribution of the contents of 
different groups of finds over the various phases. At 
first sight this is very satisfactory: none of these 
assemblages ranges over more than two, or at the 
most three, successive sub-phases (which are partly 
overlapping in time). 
A closer look, however, brings to light an abun- 
dance of questions. 
I The number of assemblages included in fig. I 8 is 
small. They come from the enormous area stretch- 
ing frorn Amsterdam to the Weser (only H A I N -  
M U H L E N  lies to the east of this). The list consists of 
various categories of finds: settlement refuse, earth 
graves, stone cists, entire cemeteries, offerings in a 
temple, finds from a hunebed barrow. More serious- 
ly. some of the assemblages are accidental finds, 
which were later assumed to be closed finds on the 
ground of typological homogeneity. If settlement 
finds such as S C H I P B O R G  (Van der Waals 1962), 
G E L L E N E R D E I C H  (Patzold 1955; Bakker & Van 
der Waals I 973) or O H R E N S E N  (Dehnke 1940) 
gave the impression of being heterogeneous, this 
could be explained by arguing that these places had 
evidently been occupied more than once, which does 
not, by the way, appear to be improbable. 
2 West of the IJssel, the horizontal tvaerstik line 
seems to have been extremely rare, though just one 
new group of finds could change the picture consid- 
erably. This virtually complete absence implies that, 
by definition, phase D 1-2 is hardly found here, and 
that assemblages such as L A R E N  and ELSPEET, or 
U G C H E L E N  1-3, U D D E L E R M E E R  and B E E K H U I -  
Z E R Z A N D  (see Appendix B for illustrations), con- 
taining C-pottery or E-pottery contrast nicely to the 
(absent) D.' Was the Veluwe not inhabited by a 
TRB population during phase D, or was C andlor E 
pottery made there while D pottery was 
manufactured elsewhere? - and was there suddenly 
a radical change of style from C to E? (See also 
section 6.6. ) 
3 These typological criteria permit an accurate de- 
termination of only a small part of the total quantity 
of pottery. The rest can frequently not be placed any 
more accurately than in a few sub-phases simulta- 
neously. 
The evidence for this includes an analysis by A. 
Boomert, R. W. Brandt and P.J. Woltering ( I 970, 
1971) of the pottery from hunebeds D43A and B, 
the two hunebeds within the peristalithic long- 
barrow of E M M E N-Schimmeres. In spite of an in- 
vestment of many man-hours, only 45% ( I I 73) of 
the decorated sherds (2588) and 3% (79) (!) of the 
2883 undecorated sherds could be assigned to 242 
TRB pots and 2 vessels from other cultures; i.e. only 
23% (1252) of the total number of sherds turned 
out to be usable. We should note here, though, that 
recent digging into these hunebeds had resulted in 
the removal of considerable material and that a 
puzzle with many missing pieces is most difficult. 
Besides, the study carried out by this team was not 
exhaustive. 
The 242 TRB pots included 72 shoulder pots and 
I 23 bowls or pails; I 7 of the shoulder pots and 30 of 
the bowls-pails could not be classified as to the 
typochronology. If 5.2 sherds could, on average, be 
assigned to one pot ( I  252 : 242), only some 770 
sherds were of typochronological value, or only 
some I 4% of al1 sherds found. 
In settlements of phases A-C, shoulder pots can be 
recognised only with great difficulty among the dec- 
orated sherds. The impression is that these were, 
even originally, a very small minority. This is conve- 
nient because for Knöll's classification criteria the 
profile of shoulder pots from these phases is impor- 
tant, and it wil1 only rarely be possible to reconstruct 
that from the small sherds. 
4 We would not expect any more than a fairly 
small fluctuation to be acceptable in the ratio be- 
tween the numbers of shoulder pots and bowls-pails 
in the course of the sequence. Only the contents of 
hunebeds D43A and B at E M M E N  have as yet been 
checked on this point (Boomert, Brandt & Wolte- 
ring I 970, I 97 I) .  Fig. I 9 shows this ratio per phase. 
There were generally about twice as many bowls 
and pails as shoulder pots per phase. In phases D I ,  
D2 and E, however, it was difficult to assign the 
shoulder pots precisely to one phase. In contrast 
with this, the borderline MIN, either with or without 
predominantly horizontal tvaerstik lines, provided 
few difficulties. Fig. 19 perhaps suggests that the 
ratio between the numbers of the two pilot series in 
phases D I ,  D2 and E is out of proportion for the 
number of bowls in D2 definitely seems too small. 
Repetition of the test with other hunebed invento- 
ries is therefore called for. With counts of E-pottery 
in different hunebeds (section 6.6) it was noted, by 
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TYPE 
FIG. I 9 Diagram of the pilot types in megalithic grave 
EMMEN-D43 arranged int0 phases. The areas of the biocks are 
proportional t o  the absolute numbers of each group. Data after 
Boomert. Brandt & Woltering ( i  97 r ). 
niethods of ornamentation was carried out, the ra- 
tios of amphorae to bowls showed also wide varia- 
tions in each assemblage and in each hunebed. 
5 A richly decorated Tiefstich pot is in itself a 
closed find: it is a collection of selections from the 
ways of dividing up  the surface, the techniques of 
ornamentation, and the design elements current in 
that period, and - especially if a shoulder pot is 
concerned - a weighting of ornamentation against 
the equally variable shape. In the case of the bowls 
and pails, Knöll began his description with the upper 
ornamentation, just below the rim (Obermuster) on 
which he based his main classification. The lower 
ornamentation (Untermuster) displays itsown varia- 
tions and does not have an automatic positive corre- 
lation with the classification of the upper ornamen- 
tation. Such is also the case with the shoulder pots. 
Knöll's starting point for shoulder pots was the pro- 
file of the pot. There is a rough correlation between 
the ornamentation and the profile. Since I prefer 
ornamentation to profile characteristics, inexpe- 
rience of the potter having sometimes led to devia- 
tions in the shape, I have already transferred some 
illustrations in the list of the stages of the shoulder 
pots (section 3. r ) .  
In fact, a timetable of al1 these features of a pot 
which are thought to be of significance for dating 
should again be regarded as a sequence model in 
itself - these elements could each have had a very 
different life-span. It would therefore be ideal to 
take an extensive, localised sample (e.g. al1 the re- 
constructable pots from the north of Drente) and, 
with the help of a computer, to determine how many 
times the potentially diagnostic features occur, and 
to what extent they are mutually correlated. O n  the 
basis of this sample, it would then be possible to 
establish a sequence for the whole collection, by 
means of which every pot fragment in the area con- 
FIG. 18  Sequence of the pilot types in the ) 
more important closed find groups 
(including settlements) of the West Group. 
Pilot types are indicated by dots, other 
significant specimens by squares. Triangles 
indicate several specimens. Half symbols 
show possible alternative interpretations. 
Open symbols: 'uncertain'; question 
marks: 'very uncertain'. 
The diagram shows how the 
typochronology presented here does work. 
It demonstrates that generally not more 
than two successive typochronological 
phases are represented in one closed find. It 
is also evident that D2 and E pottery is the 
most numerous. 
cerned could be relatively dated, and a statement of 
the margin of error given. 
If necessary, a new and better phase subdivision 
could also be derived from this, although there is, of 
course, always something rather forced about such a 
subdivision, compared with a more fluid sequence. 
Some attempts in this direction, however, by J.K. 
Voss (Michigan) under the supervision of R. Whal- 
Ion and myself, for the bowls and pails (no profile 
characteristics to confuse the ornamentation!) gave 
a clear indication of how extraordinarily difficult it is 
even to subdivide and tabulate al1 these different 
features. 
Instead of tabulating 'everything' at random, it 
would perhaps be better to restrict the choice ini- 
tially to  those features whose chronological useful- 
ness was established by Knöll and others. 
Questions basic to Voss' investigation are: how can 
the many hundreds of pots from hunebed 
E M M E L N - 2  illustrated by Schlicht ( I 968) be objec- 
tively subdivided into style phases, and - the came 
question in other words - where are the best divid- 
ing lines between what have now been called D I ,  
D2  and E (and, within E, the dividing line between 
E r and E 2  - see section 6.6)? Knöll himself had 
already complained that he had difficulties deciding 
in many cases if a pot should be classified in phase 
112 o r  in phase 2, o r  in the new terminology, in stage 
D(2) o r  stage E ( I ) . ~  
6 An obvious question is whether it is everywhere 
permissible to link the two pilots series to each other 
when setting up a subdivision int0 phases. It is quite 
conceivable that certain features might appear ear- 
lier with one  pot shape than with another. Although 
it wil1 never be possible to prove this by means of 
closed finds, we should accept as an indication the 
fact that although C-terrines d o  occur in the find in 
H O O G H A L E N  (figs. B4-5), C-bowls and pails - 
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which are usually twice as numerous - d o  not. If we 
compare the illustrations of the two types of pilot 
shapes of phases B and C, the question arises 
whether the breaks between the L and M shoulder 
pots and the T and V upper ornamentation of the 
bowls and pails have, after all, been mainly synchro- 
nous. 
7 The phase subdivision A-G holds for the area 
west of the Weser, and, with certain reservations, 
for the 'Elbe-Weser Triangle', north of the line 
Bremen-Hamburg. Between the Weser and the 
Elbe a confusing factor is the old-fashionedness of 
the Altmark pottery (*). There has long been a 
need for a typochronological investigation of this 
Group in both the Germanies (see Appendix A2b  
and section 6.4). 
Conclusion: the subdivision into phases A-G is 
certainly not flawless. We wil1 accept it in the form 
proposed here, since a basically better dating system 
would require an extremely time-consuming inves- 
tigation. 
The most unsatisfactory point is still the position of 
the line of demarcation between Knöll 112 and 2, i.e. 
between D and E. This is not so much a matter of 
distinguishing 'typical Drouwen' from 'typical Early 
Havelte', but more of drawing a line through a large 
number of transitional shapes, which were often 
decorated with tvaerstik lines. In the absence of 
reliable closed finds with this D2 or  E ( [ )  pottery 
from S. W. Lower Saxony and N.E. Westphalia, any 
suggested solution wil1 remain subjective (cf. sec- 
tion 6.6). The problem is nevertheless a relatively 
important one, since most of the pottery from hune- 
b e d ~  belongs to phases D and E (cf. fig. 19).  This 
numerical predominance is also reflected in fig. I 8. 
3 . 4  O T H E R  POTTERY TYPES 
3.4. I Furznel beakers 
The 'normal' funnel beaker (*) has vertical lines on 
the belly and an undecorated or  lightly decorated, 
cone-shaped or  cylindrical collar. There are also 
entirely undecorated specimens. Both decorated 
and undecorated specimens occur from A to D in- 
clusive, sometimes as late as E (  I). They are absent 
in F and G.  As far as E(2)  is concerned, the undeco- 
rated funnel beaker (fig. 34:7) with thick base-plate, 
which easily breaks off (known from U D D E L E R -  
M E E R ,  S T A V E R D E N ,  B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  and A N -  
LO) seems to be only a vague shadow of the earlier 
funnel beaker. In complete contrast to earlier opin- 
ion (Chapter 2), the profile of the normal funnel 
beaker is even less useful for the typochronology of 
phases A-D than the Kugeltopf for that of the Mid- 
dle Ages. Knöll was the first to realise this ( r 959, p. 
857 92). 
In my typology, which is partly based on that of 
Knöll (1959, p. 76-79), I subdivided the funnel 
beakers into Groups I-IV: Group I contains the 
well-made, smoothly shaped funnel beakers with a 
definite kink in the profile at  the junction between 
neck and belly; Group I1 contains the equally well- 
shaped funnel beakers which display a smooth 
transition at the neck-belly junction; Group III con- 
tains the specimens which are completely useless for 
typochronology on  account of their shoddy work- 
manship; Group  IV is the giant funnel beakers of the 
settlements, which are extremely rarely found in 
graves. 
Grouo I wil1 be subdivided into four s h a ~ e s .  S h a ~ e  
I.I has a globular belly, whose maximum width is at 
the midpoint of the belly height; Shape 1.2 has a 
kinkless, nicely curved belly, whose maximum width 
is at about 3/4 of the belly height; Shape 1.3 has a 
pronounced kink in the belly, the profile is 
Z-shaped; Shape 1.4 has an extremely narrow, angu- 
lar or  more rounded shoulder ledge. 
Shape I.I ,  the 'primeval beaker' (Urbecher) of ear- 
lier authors, could wel1 have been early to the west 
of the Weser, at least according to negative evi- 
dence. It is very rare there, as are A inventories. The 
shape seems to be absent in the (extensive) hunebed 
inventories with only C and later pottery; but it does 
occur sometimes in hunebeds with A and B pilot 
shapes. There is, however, a snag: east of the Weser 
it still occurs in association with C pilot types (rs- 
S E N D O R F ,  fig. 65 and Tempel I 972. fig. 71, and it is 
possible that the rare specimens to the west of the 
river could have been imported. 
Shape I.2 is associated with pilot types from the 
entire Drouwen period: with B (fig. B r 3:37), with C 
(figs. B I O : I ,  B i3 :14a ,   BIS:^^), with D (Knöll 
r952b, plates 15: r 2, 15- 16 )  and with D + E  
(K4 I : r g). 
Shape 1.3, with its angular, Z-shaped profile, is, one 
would have thought, characteristic for phase C and, 
possibly, D I .  This shape was found in a B + C  con- 
text (figs. B r 2: r y ,  B r 3: r qb) and a C or  D r context 
(WERLTE-STEINFEHN,  Schlicht r 967; r 968, p. 59). 
The lugged beaker (fig. 20), however, combines a 
FIG 2 0  Lugged bedher 
froni hunebed EXLCFDIO 
Asseri museum 
1.3 shape with a B rim. If the dating in the C phase of 
Shape 1.3 is approximately correct, this lugged 
beaker should, by itself, be regarded as a closed 
B + C  find. 
Shape 1.4 is known from a B + C  context (fig. 
B I ~ : ~ I ) ,  a D I  context (K38:r8)  and an E I + E z  
context (fig. B I 8:5). The later specimens appear to 
show a tendency towards reverting to the I. 2 profile. 
Their cylindrical, short necks generally betray them. 
however. 
Group I1 wil1 be subdivided into three shapes: 
Shape 11.1 has a similar belly as I. I .  Some associa- 
tions are known with B+C pilot shapes (fig. BS: I g )  
and with a round-bellied collared flask which is un- 
decorated, like the funnel beaker itself (fig. 2 I ) . ~  
Shape 11.2 has a similar belly as 1.2. One  specimen is 
known in a D + E I  context (K38:2). 
Shape 11.3, with a similar belly as 1.3, is known from 
the D + E  cemetery at B A A L D E R E S  (K4r:y, 25; 
K42:6, r 4, 24). These specimens may be grouped in 
one continuous series from funnel beaker to 
double-cone shape and to high conical bowl with a 
cylindrical neck, on which sometimes the ornamen- 
tation is the only reminder of its origin. Probably the 
profile of E-shoulder pots, such as K42:22. was one 
of the influences on this development. 
FIG. 2 1 Funnel beakcr with two interior lug 
handles and collared flask froni GRUPPENBUHREN, 
probably from a flat grave. Oldenburg museum. 
l 7  14- 1720. 
Group IV appears to have contained an analogous 
variety of shapes and possible datings, but in this 
instance we can add little, since the sherds from the 
settlement refuse rarely permit reconstructions of 
GRUPPENBUHREN 
profiles. These storage &d cooking funnel beakers 
occur in B+C settlements (figs. B6- [o )  and - al- 
though settlements from that period are not well- 
documented-a specimen (fig. g, bottom left) from a 
hunebed inventory with mainly D and later pilot 
types ( H A V E L T E - D 5 3 )  indicates that they were 
current for the entirc Drouwen period. Perforations 
below the rirn occur up to at least B + C  (figs. B6- 
10); in the Same contexts, but also in a D context 
(fig. B r 5 :  r 3), we find zones with only very short 
vertical lines alternating with zones with lines over 
the whole belly. Therefore, neither of the two 
characteristics can, in itself, justify an early dating. 
The above survey has only confirmed Knöll's find- 
ings that the funnel beaker is of little diagnostic use 
in distinguishing between phases A-D. This fact was 
underlined once more by a closed find which was 
unearthed during the investigation carried out by 
Van Giffen, Glasbergen and myself of hunebed D26 
in D R O U W E N E R V E L D ( I ~ ~ ~ ) .  Three funnel beakers 
(fig. 22) were found, buried in sand among and 
under some stones, between the peristalith and the 
chamber, on the northeast side. There were scarcely 
any traces of differences in humidity which would 
indicate the presence of a pit. yet the beakers and 
the stones had been positioned in the ground in such 
a way that they could only have been buried at the 
same time. One  beaker was complete, one was only 
slightly damaged, the neck of a third one had been 
severed either long ago o r  in excavation. If the fun- 
nel beaker on the right of fig. 2 2  had been found in 
isolation, it would almost certainly have been 
thought to be typologically very early. This perfectly 
finished specimen has a rounded belly and a wobbly 
base. A much larger funnel beaker from the early 
EN in Schleswig-Holstein has the came proportions 
( S A T R U P - S U D E N S E E  D A M M ,  Schwabedissen I 967, 
fig. 5a). The two other funnel beakers, of shapes 1.3 
and 1.4 o r  11.3, however, save us from going astray, 
since they make probable a dating in phases C o r  D, 
but not in A or  B. Apparently, the little wobbly- 
based beaker must be seen as a representative of 
DROUWENERVELD 
FIG. 2 2  Funncl beakers from the \anie pit 
between chamber and kerb of hunebed 
DROUWENERVELD-D 26. 
FIG 23 Sherds of the 
folded-out and fingertip 
impressed rim of a funnel 
beaker from megalithic 
grave EMMEN-D43. 
Leiden museum. 
shape 1.4, comparable with fig. B 15: I za. This is 
more or less confirmed by the short cylindrical neck. 
Among the finds from the megalithic grave D43 at 
E M M E N  are three sherds which are unique, viz. rim 
sherds of a storage funnel beaker with a folded-out 
and fingertip-impressed rim (fig. 23). The oldest 
pilot shapes found there belong to the Drouwen B 
phase (fig. I g). The documentation of these excava- 
tions does not indicate whether this funnel beaker 
came from either of the two hunebed chambers 
(D43A, B) or from the soil of the barrow. At the 
moment, the uniqueness of these sherds permits two 
sorts of speculative explanation: (a) to assume 
chronological contact with the EN AIB (-C?) hori- 
zon, in which similar funnel beakers occur in the 
TRB North Group (west of the Elbe in the find of 
ENGERN-BRINKHOF:  Brandt 1967, p. 40-41), but 
which horizon is, in my opinion, much earlier than 
Drouwen B; or (b) to conclude that it is an imported 
pot from the Michelsberg culture or of other con- 
temporary culture groups (see section 6.9). 
3 .4 .2 .  Collared flasks 
Collared flasks (*)are not numerous. In hunebed 
inventories to the west of the Weser, they rarely 
amount to 9% of the total number of recognised 
pots. This is no underestimate, since their sherds are 
easily identifiable by the shape of the neck and the 
roughness of the inner surface above the shoulder. 
In settlements, too, collared flasks are either absent 
or found as a low percentage of the total (Bakker & 
Van der Waals 1973, note 71) .  
In general, the ornamentation is scarcely more use- 
ful for typochronology than that of the funnel bea- 
ker. The small number of exceptions to this (collar- 
ed flask K32: 16  from D R O U W E N - D  I 9 is a well- 
known example), the few closed finds with collared 
flasks, and their presence or absence in hunebeds 
with or without pilot types of certain phases are 
strong indications that the development of the pro- 
file of the collared flask must be considered of even 
less use for typochronology, if that were possible, 
than that of the funnel beaker. The collared flask 
demonstrates al1 too clearly how misleading terms 
such as 'round-bellied phase' and 'angular phase' 
are for Knöll I and Knöll 112 respectively. 
The occurrence of collared flasks spanned the phas- 
es A-G. I had my doubts about this supposition of 
Knöll's on account of their absence in settlements 
and flat graves of phases E-G in Netherland (Bak- 
ker I 962). In Germany, the only reliable find was of 
two examples in a D + E  context (fig. B 18), so that it 
seemed that the collared flask had disappeared at 
the same time as the belly-fringed funnel beaker. 
Kaelas ( I  955) had entertained the same suspicion. 
However, three undecorated collared flasks, each 
with a different profile, and discovered in G con- 
texts (fig. B ~ I ) ,  proved that Knöll was correct 
(Bakker & Van der Waals 1973 ) .~  
Undecorated collared flasks with perfectly spherical 
bellies (K32:6, 8- I o) occur in hunebed inventories 
without A-C pottery, even in areas where these 
early phases are completely absent (Knöll). Exam- 
ples of such hunebeds are the following: 
HAVELTE-D 5 3 (certainly no A-B but two C pots 
plus a majority of D-G pots), WECHTE- I (D I plus 
subsequent phases, one pot possibly C: K17:2), 
HEIDEN-Duweisteene (D and later, Knöll I 959, p. 
100, note 67), D O T L I N G E N  (Patzold 1957, fig. zk, 
2n; I 961; the earliest of the illustrated pots belongs 
to C (Patzold 1961, fig. 2:38), the rest is D or E), 
L I N D E R N  (Steffens 1964; earliest shape is C, the 
majority is later). In G R U P P E N B U H R E N ,  a 
spherical-bellied flask was probably buried in the 
same flat grave as a 11. I funnel beaker with pierced 
lugs inside the shoulder (fig. 2 I ) . ~  An assemblage 
with a little spherical-bellied flask from the edge of 
hunebed D R O U W E N - D Z O  wil1 be discussed in sec- 
tion 6.2. 
Collared flasks with a straight-lined double-conical 
belly profile were also classified by Knöll in his 
phase 2 (E-G), but if the shoulder was convex, he 
sometimes, though not always, placed them in 112 
(C-D). Such a collared flask occurs indeed in a C or 
D I context (WERLTE-STEINFEHN,  Schlicht I 967; 
I 968, p. 59). The occurrence, however, of collared 
flasks (K32: 2-3) with a convex shoulder and a sharp 
kink in the belly in WECHTE-  I (D and later?, see 
above), shows how unreliable such criteria are. 
A 'dash ornamentation' (Stabchen Muster) some- 
times occurs on both double-conical shapes (K32:3, 
I 2. 33: I ,  2, I 6). The five find-sites of collared flasks 
with this ornament are situated on a 150 km long 
line - perhaps a long-distance trail - from G R O S S  
R E K E N  in Westphalia to W I L D E S H A U S E N  in Olden- 
burg. The finest specimens were found near O S N A -  
BRUCK,  halfway along the line. The other specimens 
may be copies (Knöll r 959, list 97, map I 9; I 952 c). 
Fig. 24 shows the three ways in which the collar 
could be attached to the flasks - perhaps an addi- 
tional criterion for subdivision in the future. 
FIG. 24 Sketchofthe three waysofconstruct ingthecol larofa  
collared flask. 
3.4.3. Biberons and spoons 
TRB biberons (*) (sucking cups) are found in two 
areas west of the Elbe. The large majority occur 
regularly, though infrequently, in the region to the 
west of the Ems and in a narrow strip along the 
eastern bank of this r i ~ e r . ~  They are characteristic of 
Drouwen B + C  and D contexts (figs. B3: 13a, B7:2, 
B I 2: I 3d, B I 5:3b). They are always undecorated, 
with a hollow stem open to the cup, tapering off to a 
narrow opening. 
Near t h e - ~ l b e )  a few undecorated biberons were 
found which, although they are of similar shape, 
have stems which are thicker or bend outwardly at 
the ends (RAHMSTORF-7, Wegewitz I 967; 
ISSENDORF-A:  fig. 65). These specimens were pos- 
sibly produced by the Altmark Group, and their 
context does not contradict an approxi-mately simi- 
lar age. 
Bibeions occur with a great number of neolithic 
culture groups of various periods. Their infrequency 
in groups without deep refuse or storage pits or 
without the custom of putting them in graves, sug- 
gests that it was an article then in general use, but 
now seldom found. Without much doubt, they were 
used as sucking cups (Bakker, Vogel & Wiilanski 
I 969; Eibner I 973). 
Spoons (*) are much rarer in the West Group. It is 
often impossible from descriptions (e.g. Deichmul- 
Ier 1960) to be sure whether an item described is a 
biberon or aspoon, because there is often no distinc- 
tion made (the handle might, or might not be open 
to the cup). Knöll ( r 959) did make this distinction. 
It appears from his List r 08 that only one spoon with 
a hollow handle was found west of the Elbe (HEES-  
SEL). This spoon corresponds in shape with similar 
spoons in the North Group across the Elbe (Schwa- 
bedissen i 953; Knöll I 959, list r 08). Those of the 
North Group are dated to the MN 1-11 (Davidsen 
1973, note 34). According to Knöll's List 107, 
spoons with a solid handle occur three times west of 
the Elbe. 
3.4.4. Discs or baking plates 
The earthenware disc (*) served as a baking plate 
and very rarely as a pot lid (Davidsen I 973; Luning 
1967, p. 65).'It occurs regularly in the settlements 
of every phase of the West Group, and sometirnes in 
the graves. 
Undecorated discs without holes, but with the im- 
prints of fingers on the rirn, are characteristic of al1 
the phases of the Michelsberg culture (Luning 
I 967) and of the EN A/B of the TRB culture. These 
were common up to the EN C in Denmark, but were 
no longer present in the MN (Davidsen r 973). Discs 
of this type are known from two TRB (?) sites west 
of the Elbe. The baking plates from the EN A/B find 
group (?) in ENGERN-BRINKHOF display the mat 
print which is characteristic of the Michelsberg cul- 
ture (Brandt I 967, plate 40; r 97 I ,  p. 66; Davidsen 
1973, p. 41; see also section 6.3). At  G O T T I N G E N -  
GRONE, also situated along the northern margin of 
the Mittelgebirge, a site with Baalberge pottery also 
produced baking plates with fingertip impressions 
on the rim and mat prints (Maier I 970, fig. 7: r 2- I 3; 
see section 6.3). 
The discs of both the Vlaardingen (VL) Culture and 
the TRB West Group are perfectly comparable as to 
their diameter, smoothness of the rim, the presence 
of round 'holes' ( I .  j to 2 cm wide), and the patterns 
of ornamentation with the MN discs of the TRB 
North Group. Similar holes and designs are not or 
scarcely found elsewhere (Behrens r 963; Davidsen 
'973). 
Technological improvements make the disc a good 
indicator of period. During the MN, first one hole 
was made in the Danish disc, later two, sometimes 
three; a stick could be inserted in these holes, later 
perhaps a stick bent to form a pair of pliers, so that 
the disc could be extracted from the hot ashes. 
These holes- even if there is only a single one - are 
generally eccentric (Davidsen 1 9 7 3 ) ~  and the num- 
ber of holes can only be determined in the cases of 
more or less complete specimens. For this reason, 
even with the enormous amount of Danish material, 
Davidsen ( r 973) could not establish the life-span of 
the successive types with complete certainty. He 
investigated 3000 sherds from discs from r 27 of the 
I 37 known sites in Denmark. There were no signifi- 
cant changes in the diameter of the disc ( i  e 2 9  cm, 
in miniature discs 4- I o cm) during the MN; but 
there were changes in its thickness. 
In large collections of every phase, the modal value 
shifts systematically from 1.7 cm in the MN I to 2.9 
cm in the MN V. The thickest discs of each phase, 
too, become progressively thicker. Discs without 
any holes and with a smooth rim occur frorn the EN 
C up to and including the MN 11; discs with 'perfora- 
tions' (defined by a diameter of r to 5 mm) from the 
MN I up to and including the MN 11; discs with one 
hole (generally eccentrically positioned) from the 
MN I1 (Ib?) up to and including the MN IV (or V?). 
Discs with two holes are characteristic of the MN V, 
but may already have appeared in the MN IIIIIV. In 
addition, Davidsen gave, where he could, an accu- 
rate statement of the life-span of the different styles 
of ornamentation. 
At the present time, we know of only a few, gen- 
erally smal], sherds from the TRB West Group. I I 
sites have been reported from Germany (Knöll 
I 9 59; Behrens I 963; Davidsen I 973).8 An investi- 
gation of the collections would double this number 
at least. In I 959, Knöll did not yet know of any discs 
from Netherland. Behrens (r 963) mentioned 3 VL 
and 8 TRB sites. The estimated number is now 
nearly four times as high. It appears that in VL and 
TRB settlements in Netherland the sherds of discs 
comprise barely 1% of the total number of s h e r d ~ . ~  
A minority were decorated. With the VL culture, 
the soft sediments in the settlements yielded large 
numbers of sherds, including quite a lot of disc 
fragments, a few of which were large. Since the VL 
FIG. 25  The pedestalled bowl from the cult house at 
HAINMUHLEN. Bremerhaven museum. 
discs could only have derived from those o 
western T R B  group (this derivation is, in itself, 
highly interesting), I shall discuss the VL sherds 
here, too. 
Apart from those in E N G E R N - B R I N K H O F  and GOT- 
T I N G E N - G R O N E ,  discs without holes o r  perforations 
are unknown in the area of the T R B  West Group. 
An almost complete disc, undecorated and with one 
hole in the centre, is known from W Y C H E N .  Also 
from W Y C H E N  are a disc (number of holes un- 
known) decorated in Tiefstich similarly to Davidsen According to Kat-van Hulten's reconstruction 
1973, fig. 3 and another with pointillé ornamenta- drawing (c. 1950), a disc from hunebed D53 at 
tion on both sides and eccentric hole(s) (Bakker H A V E L T E ~ S  a specimen without preserved holes and 
1962, fig. I 2:6). Apart from an undecorated collar- with perforations. One  central (?) perforation was 
ed  flask (Kaelas I 955, fig. 17:9), n0 other ceramics ringed by a circle from which lines radiated. The 
that could be assigned to the T R B  culture have oldest pilot pottery from this hunebed ischaracteris- 
come to light at Wychen - which is situated near tic of phase C (a very smal1 proportion), the major- 
Nijmegen south of the Rhine - in spite of great ity of D-G. Decoration of baking plates by radiating 
archaeological activity. None of the specimens were lines o r  incisions is further known frorn L A N D E R -  
in a datable context. It would therefore seem to be S U M  (D2, see Appendix B I o )  and hunebed D I 9 at 
more plausible to assign the discs from Wychen to D R O U W E N  (Musch's collection). No holes are pres- 
the VL culture. ent in either of these fragrnents. 
The only known fragment of a VL disc with at least 
two eccentric holes comes from V L A A R D I N G E N  O n  comparison with Davidsen's data, perforations 
(Bakker I 962, fig. I 2:3). The other VL discs appear appear to have continued longer in Netherland 
to have had eccentric holes. Some of them have ( B + C  up to and including F + G )  than in Denmark 
pointillé ornamentation, concentric lines and a zig- (MN Ia-11). This difference does not seem to be of 
zag line (Bakker I 962, fig. I 2) o r  a combination of much significante, since in Denmark we find, during 
both (Glasbergen et  al. I 967, fig. 37: VOORBURG) .  the whole of the MN, a ring of pits in the surface of 
From a T R B  context come discs from E L S P E E T  the discs, and the Dutch E perforations are simply 
(phase B+C, figs. B7: i 3, B9:76) whose radial punctured pits. If the Danish datings were to be 
groove decoration on both sides might be an indica- applied to the Dutch discs literally, the V L A A R D I N -  
tion of one central hole. Discs with perforations G E N  disc with two holes would have to be classified 
along the rim (figs. B6: r o; B I 0:32) are known from preferably in the MN V, but a lack of information 
B + C  assemblages. Among them is a fragment of a prevents us from saying with certainty whether or  
disc with at least one hole near the rim (fig. B9:75). not discs with two holes had occurred earlier in 
From a D context cornes a disc with, presumably, Denmark, in the MN 111-IV. One would be inclined 
two holes around which circles were incised to say that this was indeed the case in Netherland, 
( Z A N D H O R S T ,  Enschede museum 664). considering the disc from a D context in Z A N D -  
In the EZ-settlements of U D D E L E R M E E R ,  B E E K -  H O R S T  which probably had two holes and which is 
H U I Z E R Z A N D  and A N L O  sherds were found of un- estimated as synchronous with MN II(-III?). One 
decorated discs with narrow perforations along the (VL?) disc from W Y C H E N  has an ornamentation 
rim. At Beekhuizerzand, one fragment has a central which would be dated in Denmark to MN 11. The 
perforation, another one a central hole (Modder- central hole in the other disc from Wychen would 
man et al. I 976). A t  Anlo, one fragment displays an correspond, in Denmark, to MN I-IV(-V?). From 
eccentric hole near the rim (Bakker 1962; Van der the West Group, so  far an E 2  parallel from B E E K -  
Waals I 964a). H U I Z E R Z A N D  is known. E 2  would about corre- 
From F + G  o r  G assemblages, a number of discs spond to MN 111-IV. Considering this scanty evi- 
with at least one hole near the rim are known. One  dence altogether, we could assume a period of in- 
disc has pointillé decoration around the hole(s) tensive contact between VL and (West) TRB at 
(Bakker & Van der Waals I 973, fig. 6, 7(?), 10:6; about MN 11-111, with a somewhat earlier beginning 
Musch 1970). than has been assumed up until now.1° 
FIG. 26a The pedestalled bowl 
from hunebed DROUWEN-D I y :  
reconstruction from three 
fragmentr. Thc well-hnown aiid 
largest fragment belongs below. 
Holwerda and Louwe Kooijmans 
recognised a handle and 
an upper rim sherd. 
Leiden iiiuseum. 
In section 6.9, we shall discuss J.J. Butler's tele- 
synchronisation ( I  963) of the T R B  discs from BOG- 
NAESGARD, near Copenhagen, with the golden 
discs from County WEXFORD,  Ireland. 
Finally, the historically-minded reader should know 
that the disci about which N .  Westendorp wrote 
( I 8 I 5. I 822) are not T R B  pottery discs. but Caro- 
lingian loom weights with stamped-in crosses and 
similar figures. The first description of disci from 
Drente had been J. van Lier's (1760). They had not 
been found in hunebeds, hut they had gradually 
been attributed to the hunebed builders. L.J.F. 
Janssen ( i 848). who knew the material from Dores- 
tad well, corrected this misapprehension. 
3.4.5. Pedes~alled bowls, drums atzdsimilarshapes 
A pedestalled bowl (*)  from the temple in H A I N -  
M U H L E N  to the east of the Weser (fig. 25; Aust 
I 966), which is associated with D i + 2-pottery 
(Aust i 976; illustration p. ioo) and also bears 
tvaerstik lines itself, is a direct parallel to those of 
the North Group. H. Berg (verba1 communication 
I 969) dated this bowl to the MN 11. No other pedes- 
talled bowls in a North Group style (Schwabedissen 
1953) are known from the West Group. 
The bowls of the West Group of phases C-D occa- 
sionally have a conical or  cylindrical foot-ring which 
is a few centimetres high (fig. 3 0 : 4 )  The predilec- 
tion of the Havelte potters for a shallow foot-ring 
only a few millimetres high possibly goes back to 
these taller predecessors. 
The foot-rings of the bowls of the Drouwen phases 
rarely have rectangular or  oval openings (hunebeds 
D R O U W E N E R V E L D - D 2 6 ;  G I E T E N - D  I 4, commu- 
nication J.N. Lanting; W E E R D I N G E - D 3 7 a ,  com- 
munication J.E. Musch. None of the specimens 
completely reconstructed). 
The following, mostly undecorated, footed bowls 
are at the present time still very rare or  unique. The 
more complete specimen of two undecorated bowls 
on foot-rings from a B + C  context in E L S P E E T  (fig. 
B7: I ,  5 )  is highly polished. The rim of the foot-ring 
F l c .  26b Pedestalled bowl fr«m outside a hunebed in the 
FISCHBEKER HEIDE near Hamburg-Harburg. After Sielmann 
I 0 7 5  figs. 7, 9- I o. Scale not indicated. Harburg museum. 
is reminiscent of that of a drum from H A S S E L  
(Dehnke 1940, fig. 4a). The smaller fragment bears 
some similarity to undecorated footed bowls from 
I S S E N D O R F  (fig. 65) and K L O S T E R  (Dehnke I 940, 
fig. gb). 
The well-known fragment of a footed bowl from 
hunebed D R O U W E N - D  I 9 could be completed in a 
drawing (fig. 26a). Holwerda ( i 9 1  g, p. 32, plate 
I 6: j )  had already found a separate fragment of one 
of both handles and L.P. Louwe Kooijmans recently 
fitted the plug of this handle into a rim sherd. Al1 the 
fragments are of the Same manufacture. One of the 
stopped ends of the hollow stem had partly opened 
again during the firing. Only the handles of this 
depas amphikypellon (Holwerda) had been 
decorated. Neither the fine Tiefstich lines on it nor 
the other finds from the hunebed permit any more 
accurate dating than phases B-E. 
A good parallel is the recently discovered footed 
bowl (fig. 26b), from a hunebedon the F I S C H B E K E R  
HEIDE,  Kr. Harburg, having three vertical grooves 
below and above the handles as the only ornamenta- 
tion (Sielmann r 975, figs. 7, 9, I r). 
FIG. 27 Lower part of a pottery 
drum from megalithic grave 
WECHTE I. Munster museum. 
The undecorated foot with small inner pierced lugs 
and a sound-hole from W E C H T E  (fig. 27; K35: I 7) 
could, in Knöll's opinion ( I 959, p. 27), have come 
from a drum. Fig. 27 shows how cords through the 
inner lugs could have been used to attach non- 
ceramic handles. The tension cords of the mem- 
brane could also have been attached to them. The 
fact that the foot-ring had been broken off at the 
presumed points of tension below the lugs fits in wel1 
with this theory. 
Artefacts which are unmistakably drums - with 
sound-holes in the base and external knobs or  pierc- 
ed  lugs to attach the membrane of the drum to- can 
scarcely be considered characteristic of the West 
Group of the T R B  culture. They occur in the area 
that is indicated in fig. I as an area of overlap of the 
West and the Altmark Groups. 
The drums are closely related to those which were 
found in the contiguous part of the southern DDR,  
in the Salzrnunde, Walternienburg-Bernburg and 
Altmark T R B  Groups and in the Schönfeld Group 
as well. Fischer ( I 95 I )  gave an admirable survey of 
the typological characteristics of the drums of each 
of these groups (shape, ornamentation, position of 
the pierced lugs or  knobs for attaching the meni- 
brane of the drum). Since then, the number of 
drums has increased to  such an extent that a new 
survey would be desirable. Eight new ones have 
been found in megalithic graves near Lunebiirg 
(Körner & Laux r 97 r). Behrens ( r 973b) illustrated 
many new finds from the DDR.  
My impression is that the occurrence of pierced lugs 
(as opposed to knobs) can no longer be regarded as 
exclusively characteristic of Walternienburg and 
Schönfeld. Fischer ( r 95 I )  pointed out the mutual 
contacts between the culture groups which are re- 
flected in the drums. The above-mentioned drum 
from H A S S E L  is also an illustration of these contacts. 
Its shape and the fact that it is decorated make it 
characteristic o f  Walternienburg. It was, however, 
found in a West T R B  context and the nature of the 
ornamentation shows a closer relationship with oth- 
e r  potsof the West Group than with Walternienburg 
drums. The triangles on the kink are also found on 
the pedestalled bowl, fig. 25, from H A I N M U H L E N .  
3.4.6. Miscellaneous 
In the West Group, as in the North Group, 
spindle-whorls are as rare as snow in summer. Knöll 
(1959, p. 34) reported them only from D O H N S E N  
(Altmark Group) and A L T E N W A L D E .  Only one is 
known from Denmark (SLOTSBJERGBY: Lomborg 
1975). 
Knöll (ibid.) reported loom-weights from H O R N E -  
B U R G  and D U M M E R - N O R T H .  I know of no other 
examples in the West Group. 
A 5 cm long I-shaped 'bobbin' comes from PAPE-  
L O Z E  K E R K - D 4 9  (IPP photograph 65-429 PA); it 
could be a T R B  artefact. 
Unique until now in the West Group are three min- 
iature models of wooden benches. One specimen is 
from hunebed H A V E L T E - D 5 3  (fig. 9; K35:2 r). It 
has a solid, flat, oval foot, and an oval top with 
upwardly curved ends (length 3.5 cm, width 2.2 cm, 
height 2.8 cm). Van Giffen described this object as 
'stool-shaped'. but he interpreted it as a 'moon- 
idol', 'horn-syrnbol' o r  'neck-rest'. Related to this 
object are the two models of benches ( 2  and 3 cm 
high respectively) from the E-settlement in A N L O  
(Waterbolk I 960, fig. 4 r); these stand on four small 
legs and their shape is reminiscent of hollow molars. 
In D53, the earliest pottery could be assigned to 
Drouwen C and D -  the majority belong to phases E 
and G .  Behrens ( r 973a) published four, somewhat 
larger Bernburg bench models ('thrones of gods') 
and pointed out Jeviiovice C r-parallels in Moravia. 
Perforatedpot bases (figs. B6:7, 8, B8:50) occur in 
E L S P E E T  (phase B+C).  This is also the case in A N -  
G E L S L O  (phase F + G )  (Bakker & Van der Waals 
I 973. p. 28). The rest of the shape of these pots is 
not known; the sides rise rather steeply from the flat 
base. The perforations- made before the firing- are 
narrow, so that no further comparison with the 
'strainers' of the Polish T R B  groups can be drawn 
(Jazdiewski 1936, p. 350. 361, fig. 241) .  
Around I 800 three, I 4- r 7 cm long, bout models 
were found in Drente (Pleyte I 882, plate LXV:7-8; 
Leemans i87 I ) .  The usually reliable J. Hofstede 
thought that one had been found in hunebed 
LOON-D I 5 (Van Giffen r 927, p. 60-64). The find 
spots of the two other models are unknown. The 
following points argue against assigning them to the 
T R B  culture: ( I )  not a single other specimen has 
ever since been found in a T R B  context (or in any 
other context, for that matter), (2) the manufacture 
('Kugeltopf according to Van Giffen 1927, p. 62) 
and (3) the modern design of the boats: modern 
rudder attachments. and what are, apparently, holes 
for a forestay and a bow flag. 
C H A P T E R  4 
Outline of the development of 
the pottery in phases A-G 
This chapter describes some of the main lines of 
development of the Western Tiefstich pottery. Figs. 
27a-36 show a selection of the pilot types which are 
characteristic of the phases, the bowls and pails (*) 
and the shoulder pots (*). The basis for this subdivi- 
sion into pottery phases was described in the preced- 
ing chapter. The term 'pottery phase' should be 
understood as the period of currency of the pilot 
types which are characteristic of it. Such a 'phase' 
partly overlaps the following phase and the preced- 
ing one: while pilot types of the preceding phase 
were still being made, the new ones were already 
appearing. It was possible for one potter to include 
certain features of both phases in his products, they 
may even be found combined on one pot. For this 
reason, the actual development had more nuances 
and was less clear-cut than that of the motor car 
body, for example, and a subdivision into phases is 
an oversimplification. 
The example of the motor car body also reminds US 
that changes in style are not necessarily due exclu- 
sively to fluctuations in public taste concerning 
style. Changes in the manufacturing technique, o r  in 
the practica1 demands made on the pottery by so- 
ciety were also significant factors. But I wil1 pass 
over the question of whether the process was one of 
technology adapting itself to these demands and to 
public taste in style, o r  vice versa, o r  both. 
We are here particularly interested in the usefulness 
as a time indicator of the pottery which evolved as a 
result of such processesi pro&sses which are far 
from being fully understood. But an investigation 
(which has not i e t  been undertaken) into the tech- 
niques which were used by the potters might also be 
useful for finding additional dating criteria. I can 
only report in general terms that the grit-temper of 
the pottery - normally finely pounded granite - and 
the quality of the pottery reveal no noticeable 
changes in the course of time. This applies to phase 
G, as well, although the MN V pottery in Denmark 
which is contemporary with it isof inferior quality to 
that of the older phases there. 
cially of the shoulder pots. I have restricted myself 
to these in this outline but there are manv more 
changes interwoven with these two major strands 
(which is a pleasant possibility for the investigator 
for checking and refining the typochronology). 
a Initially, the designs were applied in vertical pat- 
terns only; they were composed mainly of narrow 
vertical strips (stage A). These gradually made way 
(in stages B and C)  for horizontal features, which 
finally gained equal iniportance o r  began to be pre- 
dominant (stages D2-F). A t  the same time, the pat- 
terning became freer, while the proportion of the 
surface which was decorated decreased - as did the 
proportion of decorated pottery in general. During 
phases E-F, ornamenta t~on was restricted to the 
shoulder and the rim. By stage G, the decorated 
surface was reduced to nearly zero. 
b In stage A, the shoulder pots (jugs, *) had an 
undecorated neck and a round, decorated belly. In 
stages B-C, the belly acquired a continuausly sharp- 
e r  kink, underneath which the decoration 
disappeared, but then decoration began to cover the 
neck as wel1 as the shoulder. At the same time, the 
pots were becoming wider: the 'jugs' became 'tu- 
reens' (*). After that, the profile again became l e s ~  
sharp (D). During phase E, the amphora (*), which 
up until then had played a modest role, largely re- 
placed the tureen. It was now a pot which, instead of 
the angularity of the C tureens, combined an elegant 
alternation of curved and straight lines with a cer- 
tain degree of sturdiness. The simple shape of bowls 
and pails lends itself less easily to changes and is thus 
less characteristic. 
I consider the ornamentation of the pilot types 
(technique, motifs, grouping) to be more important 
as chronometer than the shape of the profile which 
was dependent to a greater extent than the former 
on the expertise of the potter; and anyway, as soon 
as a dating has to be furnished from small sherds, 
there is little choice. Figs. 37-40 indicate the distri- 
bution of phases A+B,  C + D ,  E and G. 
Two threads run through the stages of change in the 
pilot shapes: (a) the changes in the design of the 
ornamentation and (b) those in the profile, espe- 
FIG. 27a The pottery phases 
A-G as represented by both 
pilot series. Scale rlg. 
DROUWEN A 
D R O U W E N  A (fig. 28) 
Bowls, pails: The narrow ladder-strips and other 
vertical strips of the lower ornamentation ('Unter- 
muster') leave scarcely any room for upper orna- 
mentation ('Obermuster').  There are pierced lugs in 
the transition area between upper and lower orna- 
mentation. 
Shoulrlerpots: The jug from B R O N N E G E R  (fig. 28:3) 
has a rounded belly which is decorated with strips 
from just above the base up to the base of the neck. 
The slightly funnel-shaped neck is undecorated. The 
jug from D O S E  (fig. 28: I )  is virtually identical with 
it, although the strips are more varied and the han- 
dle, too, I S  decorated. 
These jugs are in many respects similar to jugs from 
T A N N E N H A U S E N  (fig. 28:7), H A A S S E L  (fig. 28:s)  
FIG. 28 Pilot types of Drouwen A potter) (upper)  and 
rclated pottery. ( I )  DOSE (S35: I :  DI^: I :  L2 I ) :  ( 2 )  
EXLC+D~O (K 14: I ) i  (3-4) BRONNEGER-D2 I (K I : I : 
K14:8) :  ( 5 )  HAASSEL 1 ( D 1 3 : j :  S 3 i : z ) i  (6)  
TOSTERGLOPE ( D I 3 : 4 ;  S40:3): ( 7 )  T A N N E N H A U S E N  
(according to  original: neck missing). Scale c. 113. 
and T O S T E R G L O P E  (fig. 28:6), although the belly 
ornamentation of the jugs from these three sites is 
different. The first two of these three jugs probably 
belong to the style of the early Altmark pottery (*), 
the jug from Tosterglope may be as early as the end 
of the Haassel style (a)  which preceded it (section 
6. I ) .  The triangles in the upper ornamentation of 
the bowl o r  pail from E X L O  (fig. 28: 2) also suggest a 
connection with the Altmark pottery. But it would 
seem to be going too far to incorporate the Drouwen 
style in Drente with the Altmark pottery, as Dehnke 
(1940) advocated. The jug from T A N N E N H A U S E N  
is presumably an imported piece of Altmark pot- 
terv. ' 
The lugged beaker from a smal1 hunebed at V A L T H E  
(K I I : 5 )  is a direct counterpart to the lugged beaker 
from N E U M U N S T E R - G A D E L A N D ,  which has an up- 
per ornamentation of maggot impressions (*) in the 
style of the bowl from B R O N N E G E R  (fig. 28:4). 
There were apparently good communications with 
Schleswig-Holstein and southern Denmark, as well. 
The distribution of  the A pottery has not been map- 
ped in detail; in Netherland, it occurs fairly fre- 
quently on the Hondsrug in Drente and also at R I J S  
in the southwest of Friesland, but not to the south of 
Drente. From northwest Germany, I know of only 
the above-mentioned jugs from T A N N E N H A U S E N ,  
in Ostfriesland, and from DÖSE, near Cuxhaven, 
and besides that, the finds of the early Altmark 
pottery which Dehnke and Knöll reported east of 
the Weser. 
D R O U W E N  B (fig. 29) 
Bowls, pails: The upper ornamentation is now 
wide enough to accomodate pierced lugs (and they 
are generally present). The ornament consists of 
evenly spaced vertical lines between two horizontal 
zigzag lines. In the lower ornamentation, the order- 
ing of the strips shows more of a rhythmical pattern 
than was previously the case. Wider strips filled in 
with M's o r  W's placed one on top of the other, 
already give a more horizontal emphasis. 
Shoulder pots: The belly has now a kink in the 
middle, below which the pot is a conic section, 
mostly undecorated, and above which it is a spheri- 
cal section. The main emphasis of the decoration is 
concentrated on this rather convex shoulder. This 
decoration, in fact, has much in common with the 
louer ornamentation of the bowls-pails. The fact 
that the neck is now decorated as wel1 is a novelty. 
There is a ~ i g z a g  line or  a ladder-strip along the rim, 
belou which are sometimes widely-spaced vertical 
lines. 
The distribution of the B pottery (fig. 37)  is largely 
identical with that of Knöll's map of phase I ( I 959, 
map z I ) .  It was possible to complete the picture iri 
mid-Netherland. Outposts such as L A R E N ,  E L S P E E T  
and M E H R I N G E N  extend to the line Hilversum- 
Oldenzaal-Dummer. 
DROUWEN B 
I .  2 )  f'ilot t4pc\ of [>rouwcri B Iiottcr). ( I )  Nircw 
W E F R D I N G ~  (K ] : i ) :  ( 2 )  BRONNEGER-D? I ( K z - :  I ) :  (3 )  
WES1ERI.OH ( K I : ~ ) :  ( 4 )  ~ X L O - D ~ O  ( K I 4 :  12):  ( j )  GROSSENGING 
( K I : ? :  D16:3):  ( h )  r ~ a o u w r ~ - l > ~ c )  ( K 1 5 : 5 ) .  Scnlc c. 113. 
D R O U W E N  C (fig. 30) 
Bowls, pails: Instead of the zigzag line(s) at the 
base of the upper ornamentation, there is now a 
straight grooved line or a Tiefstich line. The upper 
rim of this zone continues to be executed in zigzag 
line(s) which can be replaced by a skating-motif (*) 
line (fig. 30:7), but these are often divided into smal1 
sections by equally-spaced breaks. The vertical lines 
are often in groups, separated by somewhat wider 
open spaces. 
The composition of the lower ornamentation is also 
more cornplicated now, with an alternation of hori- 
zontal zigzag line-blocks, vertieal sections and spac- 
es in between. The strips which were part of a more 
strictly vertically-ordered lower ornamentation are 
becoming more infrequent. The contrast between 
the pails fig. 29:2 and fig. 3o:7 is illustrative: the 
ornamentation of both is strictly 'geometrical' but 
that of the latter shows a strong increase in the 
horizontal element. At the same time. the lower 
ornamentation moves into the area of the upper 
zone; heavy vertical 'block boundaries' from the 
first continue into the second. 
S1zoul~i~r  pots: The profile of the pots becomes 
rectilinear, with a sharp kink in the belly. Simulta- 
neously, thc pots become wider, there are 'tureens' 
now. alongside 'jugs'. The ornamentation is essen- 
tially similar to that of the bowls-pails. The tureen 
with pendant hatched triangles on the shoulder, a 
newcomer, is a very widesprcad type (section 6.4). 
The c1i.strihcltion of the C pottery (fig. 38) does not 
differ very much from that of the B pottery. Not a 
single tureen with shoulder triangles has yet been 
found in  Netherland to the south of Drente (cf. 
Knöll I 959, map 8), but this might just be a coinci- 
dence or a reflection of the relative rarity of this pot 
in the settlement finds (cf. section 3.3(4) on the ratio 
bowls:shoulder pots), since bowls-pailsof the C type 
do occur there (Knöll, list 44), mainly in the same 
find-sites as B pottery. 
The horizontal lines of ornamentation are now exe- 
cuted predominantly in tvaerstik lines (*). If  the 
basic design of the ornamentation is still similar to 
that of the C pottery, we can refer to it as: 
DI pottery 
Bowlslpails: The area of the rim is underlined by 
either a straight line or a Tiefstich line (as on C 
pottery), or by the same horizontal tvaerstik lines as 
now run round the rim. The rim area still retains 
vertical lines, arranged in groups. 
Shoulderpots: The profile of the turcens of phase 
D (jugs are now absent) is generally wider and less 
rectilinear than in phase C. The ornamentation in 
D I still bears a strong resemblance to that in C, but 
nearly every horizontal line is now a tvaerstik line. 
D2 pottery (which cannot always be sharply distin- 
guished from D I ,  and often not from the pilot types 
of the following horizon, E I ,  either) has no vertical 
lines in the rim area of the bowlslpails. These have 
been replaced by groups of short horizontal tvaer- 
stik lines, placed one on top of the other, and other 
motifs. The pail is now in its decline. I n  thcshoulder 
pots, the transition between the neck and the shoul- 
der becomes less abrupt, and virtually no more 
triangles are to be seen o n  the shoulders of the 
tureens. 
The distrihution o f  the D pottery corrcsponds largely 
with Knöll's distribution of phase 112. The uncer- 
tainty about what exact should be included in D i ,  
D2 or E I ,  however, becomes a factor in our evalua- 
tion of this map, since the Munsterland was about to 
become inhabited in the period of this pottery. The 
most southern find site on the Ems of what can with 
confidence be described as D I pottery is S C H O P -  
P I N G E N  (grave I 970, Neujahrsgruss Museum Miin- 
ster 1971,  photograph 2). I t  is remarkablc that D 
pottery appears to be virtually absent in Netherland 
to thc west of the IJssel. There is still too little 
known about thc southwest of the province of Over- 
ijssel and about the part of the province of Gelder- 
land to the cast of the 1Jssel to enable us to make any 
pronouncement concerning the absence of D pot- 
tery there (cf. 3.3(2) and 6.6). 
DROUWEN C 
PI<;. 3 0  Pilot types o! I l rouwen  C pottery. ( I ) DROUWEN-D I g 
( K  1 5 :  I ) :  ( 2 -3 )  BRONNEGER-DZ I ( K 2 :  13: K14 :g ) ;  ( 4 )  
BRONNEUER-1122 ( K 1 i : X ) :  ( i )  BRONNEGER-D2 1 (K1h :h ) :  ( h )  
HOOGHAL.EN (origillal): ( 7 )  BRONNEGER-I)2 I ( K 2  j:3). 
Scalc c. 113. 
DROUWEN D l  
FIG. 3 I I'ilot typ's 01 I>rouwcn D 1 potter!.. ( I ) Sr-ESTE 
( S 4 7 : h ) :  ( 2 )  BRONNEGER-D2 I ( K 3 : 7 ) :  ( 3 )  EMMEN-D13  
( K  1 7 . 1 0 ) :  ( 4 - 7 )  DROUWEN- DI^ ( K 1 7 : 4 :  K 2 2 : 4 :  K 1H:2; 
K r o :  1 7 ) :  ( X - O )  BRONNEGER-D2 I ( K 2 5 : ~ ) :  K25 :7 ) .  Scaie c. 113 
.'i11 's 31~5s '( I :<>I) I 
3lHXlM (01) :(l 1 :*>I) h 1 a-N3MnO>lU (h) :(K2 :2t>O S3X3Ci-lVV9 
(X) :(~:K*s) H3S3L38L) (L) :( l :LI y) 3N31H1 (0) :(E:c)I )l) 
3LTOHH31SBM (g) :(l :En) 1 3.LH33M (b) :(L:L*S) N3SnVH318a 
(e') :(b:Lz>I) 31S33S (Z) :(()l :61>1) I Za-ä333NNOIB 
(I) .,iisiiod za uamn«.~a lo s.id,Ci io[!d zE ,513 
EARLY HAVELTE ( E l )  
E A R L Y  H A V E L T E  ( E I - 2 )  (figs. 33-34) 
This horizon is most clearly represented by the pot- 
tery of the Uddel facies (E2) from settlements and 
graves at UDDELERMEER, UGCHELEN, BEEKHUI- 
Z E R Z A N D  and A N L O  (see section 6.6). See figs. 
B: r 9-20 and fig. 34. 
Shoulder pots: High o r  low amphorae with a cyl- 
indrical neck which sometimes widens a little o r  
narrows towards the top, with a truncated, pear- 
FIG. 33 Pilot types of Early Havelte potter) ( E  i .  rvaer\tik 
facies). ( I )  WECHTE I (K2i:X); ( 2 )  BRONNEGER-D2 I (K22: 1 0 ) :  
(3)  LEER, Kr. Stelnfurt (Kh:4); (4-5) WECi{TE I (KX:3: K i3:5):  
(6) DROUWEN-D19 (K8:5);  (7)  DARPVENNF. (K20: 13 ) ;  ( 8 - 9 )  
WECHTE I (K I 3: I ; K5:9). Scale c. 113. 
shaped belly and with 2 to 4 pierced lugs (sometimes 
knobs) in the angular neck-shoulder kink. Foot- 
rings are favoured, the base always being raised a 
FIG. 34 Pilot types o f  Early Havelte pottery (EZ.  Uddel 
facies). ( r  ) BAALDERES: (2-7)  UDDELERMEER.  Scale 113 
(according t o  plaster copy ( r ) nnd originals in Leiden Mu\eurn). 
little. Sections were often cut out of a somewhat 
higher foot-ring, so that separate legs resulted. Such 
legs may also have been shaped separately (fig. 
3 3 : ~ ) .  The decoration has shifted upwards to the 
;im and the neck-shoulder kink, from which it is 
suspended, as it were. The design was applied with 
the point of a quill (point stamp technique, *) o r  
with the rectangular, narrow end of another imple- 
ment. O n  the neck, there is often an ornamentation 
which consists of two adjoining horizontal zones; for 
example, point stamp lines above, an equal number 
of fine zigzag lines below. But we also find rim 
ornamentations consisting of only one of the possi- 
EARLY HAVELTE ( E 2 1  
ble varieties, e.g. a series of large zigzag lines. In the 
helly ornamentation, a preference is shown for 
blocks of vertical lines which hang from the line in 
the neck-shoulder kink. There is frequently one 
tear-shaped impressiori under each line, like the 
fringe of a carpet. The space between these blocks 
can sometimes be occupied by a horizontal pattern: 
a row of separate point stamps or  a small block of 
horizontal zigzag lines. There is often a small row of 
point stamps on the outside of the foot. 
The bowls are often hemispherical in shape, o r  the 
sphere is cut off above the diameter. A thin rim, 
extending outwards, sometimes confers a delicate 
air. The shape of the foot is the Same as that of the 
amphorae. The ornamentation is a simplification of 
that of the ampphorae: the borderline on the base of 
the neck is omitted and the belly ornamentation is 
transferred to just below the neck ornamentation. If 
there are knobs, they are on the boundary between 
the two ornaments. 
Funnel beukers with a belly-fringe are completely 
absent in facies E2: they belong to A-D pottery and 
their latest possible appearance is in facies E I .  
Characteristic of E2 ( E I  too'?) are undecorated 
funnel beakers, whose disc-shaped, flat base-plate 
breaks off easily (fig. 34:7). In preceding phases, 
similar bases can be seen in the pail. 
Facies E r (fig. 33) occurs in a slightly more easterly 
area than E2 (fig. 34), but there is a wide region of 
overlap (section 6.6). To E I was assigned the pot- 
tery which, as regards shape and arrangement of 
ornamentation, is identical to E2, but whose orna- 
mentation was applied in tvaerstik lines or with a 
heart-stamp, hollow-stamp or double stamp (*). 
Also to the E i facies belong the so-called 'Wechte 
tureens' (a; K r 3; figs. 33:5, 8) and the sometimes 
almost double-conical terrines which seem to con- 
tinue the Drouwen tradition to some extent, espe- 
cially to the east of Netherland (K7: i r ) .  
No  good closed finds of the E-horizon are known as 
yct in the area of the E I  facies and, partly for this 
reason, it is often difficult to make a distinction 
between Er and D2 (see section 6.6). 
The geographical distribution of  E I  + E2 pottery 
(fig. 39)  is wider than that of any other phase. The 
Veluwe and the Munsterland were then densely 
populatcd. 
M I D D L E  H A V E L T E  (F)  (fig. 35) 
'Phase' would actually seem to be too big a word for 
this typologically transitional stage. Kat-van Hulten 
( i 947) pointed out the occurrence in Drente hune- 
b e d ~  of transitional shapes between the Early Ha- 
velte E ~ a m p h o r a e  and pottery types of the Late 
Havelte style (G). Both the indentation of the pro- 
file and the ornamentation became further reduced 
(figs. r o: 22, 25, 29-3 r ). The amphorae developed 
partly in the direction of the necked bowls (G) (fig. 
MIDDLE HAVELTE ( F )  
FIG. 3.5 Pilot types of Middlc Havelte, F. Part of the amphorae 
with encircled nurnbers in fig. i o may also be considered as pilot 
types. hut an exact typological boundary with the preceding 
phase has not yet been defined. 
( r )  ANGELSLO, grave 4; ( z )  GLIMMEN, pit next to hunebed G2. 
Scale 113. After Bakker Br Van der Waals i 973. 
10:3o, 34); included in the features which the two 
types can have in common are 1111-ornamentation 
on the shoulder, and sometimes already a ridge 
there. Furtherrnore, the amphorae developed partly 
towards a sort of pail with two pairs of pierced lugs; 
only the ornamentation (and sometimes the rudi- 
ments of the old indentation) betrayed its derivatiqn 
from the amphorae. These pots occur in thc settle- 
ment and thëcemetery of ANGELSLO, in which Late 
Havelte is amply represented, but Early Havelte is 
completely absent (Bakker & Van der Waals i 973; 
cf. also sections 6.8-u). z ,  
The transition from E2 to F must have been a grad- 
ual one, as can be seen both from Kat-van Hulten's 
smooth sequence (fig. 10) and from the grave as- 
semblage of W E S T R U P E R  H E I D E  (K41 : IS-  r 6). 
Our knowledge of the geographical distribution of 
Middle Havelte pottery - still, in fact, only of one 
particular type of pot(!) - is still lirnited to a number 
of hunebeds (in which F and G sometirnes occur 
while E is absent) and other places on the Drente 
plateau, E M M E L N - 2  On the Ems, and W E S T R U P E R  
H E I D E  on the Lippe (Bakker & Van der Waals 
r 973, notes 24-28), if we ignore some less convinc- 
ing possibilities further eastS2 
LATE H A V E L T E  ( G )  (fig. 3 6 )  
One of the pilot shapes is the straight-sided, wide 
bowl, with, on the outside, a few centimetres below 
the rim, a ridge, often interrupted and either trans- 
versely carved or  impressed (fig. 36: r ). 
LATE HAVELTE ( G )  
FIG. 36 P i l o t  t y p e s  a n d  o t h e r  p o t t e r y  o f  t h e  L a t e  H a v e l t e  p h a s e ,  
G. ( I ) NOORDLAREN-G I ( i n  c h a m b e r ) ;  ( 2 )  HOGE LO, N o o r d b a r g e ;  
(3, I 3) ALLARDSOOG ( s a m e  f l a t  g r a v e ) ;  (4) HUDE; (5, 10)  SPIER ( p i t  
n e x t  t o  h u n e b e d  D54a); (6, g, r I ,  r 4, I g )  ANGELSLO; 
(7-8) DENEKAMP; ( I 2 )  SCHIPBORG. 
S c a l e  113. A f t e r  B a k k e r  & V a n  d e r  W a a l s  r 973. 
r-- 
DROUWEN C + D  
(Kno l l  1 / 2 )  
G (LATE HAVELTE ) 'i 1 
FIG. 37 Distrihution of Drouwen A and B pottery (Knoll i ) ,  FIG. 39 Distributionol Early Havelte ( E  i and F.2) potter'. Cf. 
after Knoll 1950 and my own documentation. figs. 69-7 i .  
F IG.  j 8  Distrihution of Drouwen C and D pottery (Kn(i1l 112). FIG. 40 Distrihution of Late Havelte (G)  potter?. 
tifter Kntill 1 9 g c )  and my own documentation. Dotted line 
i~itlicates southernmost known extension of C pottery. The  
so~ithweïternmost  findspot, REMMERDEN,  gem. Rhenen, 
concerns sherds of large helly-fringed funnel beakers, which are 
iiot. in fact, ariy closer datahle than to Drouwen A-C. This 
rccerit find ( I  978) is nor yet mentioned in the text. 
Other pilot shapes are the necked bowls (*) (figs. 
36:2, I o, I 3). These are distinguished sometimes by 
a ridge on the shoulder of the type described above, 
and often by smal1 rectangular blocks of point stamp 
or  comma-shaped impressions (cf. also fig. B2 I :  I ) .  
In the Drente hunebeds, this pottery is conspicuous 
by its hardness and polish and sometimes by a 
reddish-brown slip. High bucket shapes with faint 
suggestions of shoulders, and with either stem-like 
or lip-shaped handles, also occur (figs. 36:3, 5 ) .  
Moreover, the variation in the shapes in this phase 
was presumably greater than can be determined at 
the present time (figs. in Bakker & Van der Waals 
I 973). Collaredflasks were also drawn in fig. 36  to 
illustrate the fact that these were then still part of the 
assemblage (and in al1 the preceding phases). 
Our  knowledge of the geographical distribution o f  
the pottery of this horizon (fig. 40) is still limited on 
account of the extreme difficulty in recognising this 
pottery. Sherds rarely have sufficient characteristics 
to make an identification possible. It is often impos- 
sible - even for the expert - to distinguish this pot- 
tery from Iron o r  Bronze Age pottery. In the Hunte 
region, for example, it seems to be completely lack- 
ing in carved ridges or  Tiefstich ornamentation. The 
Late Havelte pottery from the D U M M E R - N O R T H  
settlement (recognised as such by Knöll) was, for 
this reason, originally taken to be La Tene pottery 
(Bakker & Van der Waals 1973, note 42). 
CHAPTER 5 
Flint and stone artefacts 
The flint and stone artefactsl of the West Group are 
less well-known than the pottery. Virtually no atten- 
tion has been paid to the small flint artefacts. Sys- 
tematic research on the axes and battle-axes had 
stagnated in the West after Aberg's pioneering stud- 
ies ( I  91  6a, b; 19 I 8) until the I 950's and r 960's 
when K.H. Brandt ( I 967, I 971), P. Herfert ( I 962), 
M. Addink-Samplonius ( r  968) and others resumed 
work on this subject. Quite recently, K. Ebbesen 
(197s )  published an elaborate typochronology of 
the Danish Flat and Double battle-axes. Because 
this chapter had been translated into English al- 
ready, sections 5.6.1-2 could only be adapted in part 
to Ebbesen's data. 
The range o f  shapes of the battle-axes has now been 
established in broad outline, and the emphasis is on 
the determination of the exact chronological signifi- 
cance of each type. This is often still very difficult 
owing to the relative rarity of TRB battle-axes in 
general, and of those in a datable context in particu- 
lar. In the case of the far more numerous flint axes, 
the crucial problem is that of classification into 
types. Their shape is much simpler than that of the 
battle-axes, and there are only slight differences in 
the types aimed at by the makers and users; these 
types often merge into each other, even if no repeat- 
edly re-sharpened, re-shaped or  damaged pieces are 
considered. Moreover, the stone (non-flint) axes 
weathered badly. 
This chapter attempts to give a complete inventory 
of the Dutch TRB battle-axes so that Brandt's maps 
can be completed on the western side. I shall discuss 
thc few specimens of Dutch TRB axes and chisels 
where a datable context is known. As far as the small 
f l in t  artefacts and the non-cutting stone implements 
are concerned, I have restricted myself to some brief 
rernarks on a few finds with which I arn familiar. 
As far as the pre- I c)oo history of the investigation of 
stone and flint artefacts of the West Group is rele- 
vant, this was described in Chapter 2. In our centu- 
ry, it is particularly noticeable that the subject in 
general has regived very little attention after and 
apart from N. Aberg's great activity, and preceding 
a revival beginning c. 1950. For the authors not 
mentioned here, I refer the reader to Brandt ( I  967). 
The study of the small flint artefacts has actually not 
even started. It is to be doubted whether such a 
study would produce detailed chronological results, 
but it might perhaps throw up some information 
about the ethnic substrata whose fusion led to the 
population which made the Western Tiefstich potte- 
ry. Whereas the flint artefacts of the North Group 
are much larger (Schwabedissen I 968, fig. p. 2 I ), 
the Western scrapers are generally smaller than a 
Dutch guilder. This microlithie nature is a striking 
feature of the other tools, t ~ o . ~  
This situation corresponds with that of the TRB 
East Group, the flint artefacts of which were de- 
scribed in fairly great detail by Jaidiewski ( I  936, p. 
376). At first sight, only the arrow-heads are noti- 
Ceably different, predominantly trapezoidal in the 
West, just as in the North, triangular in the East; 
there are a few exceptions. 
Jazdiewski (ibid.), like every other author, includ- 
ing those in my country, ascribed the poor quality of 
the flint artefacts to the inferior nature of the local 
rnoraine flint of the North European Plain, in con- 
trast to the excellent flint of the North. R.R. Newell, 
however, pointed out (in a private discussion) that 
local manufacture of macrolithic flint artefacts was 
certainly possible here in the West, if only the wil1 
existed. This was the case, for example, with the 
flake axes of the mesolithic De Leijen-Wartena 
Complex (Newell I 970) which may be as long as I 5 
cm. Such macrolithic specimens seem to be nonexis- 
tent or scarce in a TRB context - except the ground 
Flint- Flachbeile. 
The artefacts of the TRB West Group were made of 
local (moraine) 1-lint or discarded flint axes. The 
scrapers predominate numerically in the settle- 
ments. In E L S P E E T ,  artefacts and waste flint chips 
turned out to have had an average weight of 4.6 gm. 
The scrapers, 78"/1, of the recognized artefacts, had 
an average weight of 4.2 gm (measurement A. 
Boomert). In other places west of the Weser, the 
proportions appear to be about the Same. 
Long blades and large cores are virtually absent 
everywhere. Sickle blades with retouched sides and 
sickle gloss regularly occur in settlements and mega- 
lithic graves ( A N  LO, Waterbolk I 960, fig. 40: I I ; 
T A N N E N H A U S E N ,  Gabriel 1964; D R O U W E N E R -  
VELD). Small numbers of borers occur in the settle- 
ments (Waterbolk 1960, fig. 4 ~ 6 ;  Bakker & Van 
der Waals I 973, fig. 7). 
Flint hammer-stones, a fairly common implement, 
wexe made from discarded axes (fig. B3: I 6) o r  nod- 
ules. A hammer-stone found in the settlement at 
L A R E N  is spherical with a diameter of 7.5 cm. Pick- 
like strike-a-lights(?) are normal objects in mega- 
lithic graves and settlements (LAREN;  ELSPEET;  
ANLO,  Waterbolk 1 960, fig. 40: 13; EMMELN-2, 
Schlicht I 968, figs. 962-968). These were also 
found in individual graves like D I E V E R  and Z E U E N .  
These objects, which can have a length of 8 cm or 
more, were made from discarded, sharpened flint 
axes, old hammer-stones o r  other pieces of flint. The 
wear-gloss which they sometimes show near the 
point might indicate another use than that of strik- 
ing sparks. 
Trapezoidal arrow-heads are the normal type of 
arrow-head. These are particularly abundant in 
those hunebed inventories whose recovery involved 
the use of a sieve, although this is not always the case 
(GROSS B E R S S E N  7, Schlicht I 972). 573 pieceswere 
found among the i 2 0 0  pots in hunebed E M M E L N  2 
(Schlicht I 968). Hunebed D R O U W E N E R V E L D -  
D 2 6 produced more than i oo, in addition to more 
than 130 pots. Schlicht's figures 969-972 give a 
good general impression of the shape and the di- 
mensions of these arrow-heads. A high trapezoid is 
the normal shape, but dcviations such as high triang- 
les and high rectangles occur. Whenever the piece of 
flint already had the shape the maker was aiming at, 
no furthcr chipping was done. Orher shapes of  
arrow-heuds are so rarely found that they are prob- 
ably intrusions in the TRB find-groups from other 
contemporary o r  non-contemporary cultures (e.g. 
fig. B i 6:4). 
Thc most westerly 'Dickc Flintspitze' (Langenhcim 
I 936) known to me, a 2 2  cm long bifacially worked 
flint dagger with a convex-diamond-shaped cross- 
section (maxiiniim 3.5 x 2 cm) and plan similar to 
Langenheiin i 936, fig. 2c was found at G E L L E N E R -  
DEICH,  slightly east of Oldenburg (Pitzold i 955, 
fig. za). Thc T R B  pottery found in this settlement 
spans phases C-D and G, and perhaps also E. This 
irnplies a maximum age of M N  Ib-I1 for this Spitze. 
According to the pottery found with it, aspitze frorn 
the Holstein megalithic chamber in F L E H M  
(Sprockhoff i 958) cannot be earlier. This date cor- 
responds roughly with the minimum age which Lan- 
genheirn ( I  936) thought acceptable: 'at the latest in 
the earliest Passagc Grave period, the majority 
probably in the Dolmen period'. They rcmained 
therefore presumably in use over a somewhat longer 
period. The Danish literature tends to regard these 
objects as flint halberds rather than daggers. 
The Meuse flint pebbles (blue Tertiary flint eggs) 
which were found in EL SPEET^^^^^ have been used 
as pottery polivhing stones (suggestion A. Bruijn; 
see also N. Westendorp's corresponding explana- 
tion as early as 1822 of the marble from hunebed 
D13). 
5 . 2  NON-CUTTING STONE I M P L E M E N T S  
Heavy grind and polishing stones, quern-stones and 
some hummer-stones are found mainly in the set- 
tlements. 
The B + C  settlement at L A R E N  (Appendix Br i )  
was situated '12 km from the ice-pushed sand-ridge 
of the Gooi, which was rich in stones, but in the site 
itself, on Coversand, there were no naturally avail- 
able stones any bigger than fine gravel. The excava- 
tion therefore afforded a picture of what had been 
considered necessary to transport to the site. G.J. 
Boekschoten (Geological Institute Groningen Uni- 
versity) identified the types of stone (see Appendix 
B i r for details). Of the I 25 kilos which were recov- 
ered viz. I 475 pieces of stone, half was Dala sand- 
stone, approximately one fifth was other sandstones 
o r  quartzites, and about one fourth crystalline rock. 
Apart from an occasional hammer-stone of crystal- 
line rock and a few smaller polishing stones, the vast 
majority consisted of fragments of saddle querns 
and large grind and polishing stones. The large grind 
stones were of sandstone o r  quartzite (especially 
Dala sandstone). All had been shattered, but frag- 
ments which could be fitted together suggest that 
the largest of the grind stones were as large as 40 cm 
long. 
H. Berg's description of Danish T R B  grind stones 
(Berg i 973, p. 70) would seem to be entirely appli- 
cable herc: 'Flint axes were sharpened on largc, flat 
stones, generally sandstone, rarely the more 
roughly-grained granite. They generally have ai1 ir- 
regular rectangular shape, and they arc 30-30 cm 
long, but longer ones also occur [fig. 4ia]. The 
longitudinally-running polishing surfacc was only 
slightly hollowed out and rises slightly towards the 
edges of the stone. If the hollow bccame too steep- 
sided, the grind stone could not be used any longer 
and the steep parts wcre then removed by splitting 
them off. ( . . .) Complete grind stones are very rare 
in Middle Neolithic settlcments; they are found 
there, strangely enough, almost exclusively as smal1 
fragments. The reason why the worn grind stones 
were delibcrately shattered is not clear.' 
This was aiso a problem in LAR EN.^ The fractured 
fragments show no further signsof use. Occasionally 
fragments were used in the flooring of mcgalithic 
tombs ( N O O R D L A R E N - G I ) .  Smaller polishing 
siones were also found in L A R E N ,  including an 
arrow-shaft or awl straightener of the same type as 
that from L A N D E R S U M  (fig. B 15:27).  
Thesaddle querns in L A R E  N had also been shattered 
(for admixture to potter's clay?; many of thc f r a g  
ments bear pick-(races3). Complete quern-stoncs 
and the upper rubbing stones are sometimes found 
together, e.g. in the settlement at A N L O  (Waterbolk 
I 960, plate X: r )  and in the stone packing of grave 
'd' at E K E L B E R G  (Appendix B6). 
The L A R E  N hammer-stones are round, easily han- 
dled stones: flint, often quartz, and occasionally 
crystalline pebbles. Discarded axes, made of flint or  
other types of stone, were often used as hammer- 
stones (stone cist V A L T H E ,  cf. note 7:6; stone cist 
D I E V E R  (fig. B3: I 6) etc.). No  stones showed evi- 
dence of having been used for copper-working. 
For the discussion of stone mace-heads which might 
perhaps be assigned to the West Group, see section 
5.7. 
5 . 3  F L I N T  A X E S  A N D  C H I S E L S  O F  
R E C T A N G U L A R  C R O S S - S E C T I O N  
The T R B  flint axes and chisels of rectangular cross- 
section were partly imports from manufacturing 
centres in the territory of the North Group, and 
partly local products of the West Group, which are 
typologically comparable with those of the North 
Group. The chisels have parallel sides and a cutting 
edgc with a maximum width of 3 cm (Malmer i 962) 
or  2.8 cm (Hsjlund i 974). Malmer added that the 
maximum 'butt angle' (Schmalseitenwinkel, Mal- 
mer, p. 360) is 3". These limiting values were estab- 
lished for the Swedish Boat-axe culture and the 
Jutish EGK but scein to be applicable to the T R B  
axes and chisels as well. 
In southern Scandinavia, the axes with a rectangular 
cross-scction are subdivided into thin-bladed and 
thick-bladed axes. The limiting value of the thick- 
ness, measured at the point of the length near the 
butt, is 2 cm (Malmer) o r  2.5 cm ( H ~ j l u n d ) .  This 
limiting value, which was established for axes of the 
Beaker cultures, is also being applied to the axes o f  
the T R B  culture (Skaarup i 97.3, p. 28; i 975, p. 38, 
liowever, iises a value of 2 cm as the inaximuin 
thickness of the thin-bladed axe, wherever it is mea- 
sured). 
Becker ( i 973a, p. r 58- r 6.3) distinguished a 
middle-bladed axe in the T R B  culture (thickriess 
ncnr the top, at '13 leiigth 1.7-2.8 cm; longer than 20, 
gerierally longer than 2 2  cm) as wel1 as thin-bladed 
(id. 0.9-2.0: nor longer thari 2 0 )  and thick-bladed 
types (id. 2.2-c. 5.0). The middle-bladed type wil1 
iiot be discussed any further, since it was probably 
iiot exported to the southwest (Becker r 97.3~1, fig. 
42).  This type inay, however, have influenced Hoj- 
lund's limiting value between thick- and thin-bladed 
axes (Hsjlund 1974, fig. 4). 
The T R B  thick-bladed axes are classified as thin- 
butted and thick-butted types. Becker (19.57, 
i 97-9) subdivided the former class into an Old type 
and a Blandebjerg type, the latter into a Bundso, a 
Linds and a Valby type. These were current in this 
order - they demonstrate the gradual (functional?) 
development of the heavy flint T R B  axe from thin- 
butted to thick-butted (see also section 2.18). 
Concerriing type definitions, Malmer's arguments 
( 1 9 6 2 )  brought about the present-day trend to- 
wards metrical description and distribution curves 
of  the proportions which are considered significant 
on the basis of a large number of specimens from 
diagnostic contexts. Against this, Becker ( r 973a) 
raised the objection that we cannot just measure any 
collection of axes which are generally worn and 
sometimes reshaped. The measurements should be 
based on virtually undamaged specimens. Subse- 
quently, a check can be done as to which remodelled 
axes also belong or  have belonged to the type. But 
such specimens must not be a factor in determining a 
type and its metrical definition. Consistent with this 
is Becker's assertion that only a very small propor- 
tion of the axes found can be typologically classified. 
This is a matter of a basic difference in approach 
between Becker and Malmer-Hojlund, at least on 
paper. 
Perhaps both approaches can be justified, provided 
that the resulting values are not heedlessly inter- 
changed. A knowledge of the dimensions of the 
worn axes in graves and settlements is necessary to 
enable us to derive the maximum benefit from 
closed finds, stratigraphical series (cf. Skaarup 
r 973, I 975) and regional inventories. 
An inventory of the T R B  axes of the West Group in 
Lower Saxony and Munsterland prepared in r 949- 
5.3 and r 957-62 was published by Brandt ( i 967). 
~ i n c e  the Scandinavian studies cluoted above were 
not yet available at that time, Brandt arrived at a 
classification of his own, which was partly based on 
older German studies of the matcrial from his area 
of study, although this region had yielded remark- 
ably few reliable closed finds. Brandt's types are 
based on the total amount of (partly worn) neolithic 
material, a fact which might imply that i t  could have 
becri better to characterize the original TRB types 
iri a soincwhat different way. 
'l'hc applicability of his typology has not yet been 
tcsted by years of general rise, and the types have 
not been so sharply-ciefined as is now beingattempt- 
ed by the Scandinavian prehistorians. It is. in fact, by 
no means inconceivable that the T R B  West Group 
had its own norms for its types of axes, especially if 
locally manufactured axes werc concerned. 
The characteristics of such local types might then 
partly overlap those of one or  more of the southern 
Scandinavian types described above. Such is cer- 
tainly the case with the T R B  Flint-Flachbeil, which 
was manufactured to the west of the Elbe from 
rnoraine flint. This type of axe has not been ob- 
served in Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein; Brandt 
mapped it as far as the Schleswig-Holstein border. 
These are short axes; 65'% are 5- i o cm long, 35'k 
are i o- I 5 cm long. The poor quality of the moraine 
flint did not allow for any well-made specimens: 
they are often described as 'shoddy' in the literature. 
If the longest Flint-Flachbeile were actually not 
made from the remains of large imported axes, we 
must be alert to the possibility that the moraine flint 
to the west of the Elbe apparently permitted the 
manufacture of 5- r 5 cm long axes, including imper- 
fect, short imitations of the southern Scandinavian 
thick-blades axes. 
FIG. 4 1  (n) T R R  chiwl and gririd or  polishirig stone. 
( b - J )  Thin-huttcd. tliich-llladed I'liril axes o1 rectangular 
cross-\ectiori: (b-c) 'old type', ( d )  Blandebjerg type: 
(e-g) thick-butted, thick-bladed flint axes of rectangular 
cro\s-section: ( c )  Bundso, type. ( f )  Linda type, (g) VaIby type; 
(a. h-i) T R B  chi\els of rectangular cross-section: ( j )  Corded 
Ware chiwl of rectangular cross-section. 
According to Achterop I g60 (h. PEEST, i, DE REEST), 
further Scaiidinavian examples. according to Berg i 973 
(a. d-g. j) and Montelius i906  (b, c). 
Concerning the thin-bladed axes - which in Den- 
mark were originally no longer than 20  cm (Becker 
I 973a, p. I 59), and generally I g cm o r  less - the 
question arises as to whether they were also impor- 
ted by the T R B  West Group, o r  whether they were 
manufactured locally here, perhaps in accordance 
with other typological norms. However, they are as 
yet virtually unknown in closed finds with T R B  
pottery in the West Group. It is not to be expected 
that an investigation into the type of flint of the T R B  
axes wil1 ever be able to solve this problem satisfac- 
torily, since the moraine flint was transported by 
glaciers from Scandinavia to the North European 
Plain. and thus is essentiallv no different from Scan- 
dinavian flint, apart from the fractures which 
developed during its transportation. 
For the moment we must content ourselves with the 
unsatisfactory rule of thumb that specimens of the 
thick-bladed T R B  axes with an original length of 
more than c. I 5 cm wil1 be imported pieces, and that 
this is probably also the case with the originally 
shorter specimens if they are wel1 made. As we shall 
see, the rather numerous thin-butted, thick-bladed 
axes are particularly important for typochronology. 
Only a small m i n o r ~ t ~  of these is shorter than I 5 cm4 
( i  2, presumably partly worn, specimens are record- 
ed by Brandt, 1967, p. 95-96). The few thick- 
butted, thick-bladed axes which are associated with 
T R B  pottery. wil1 certainly have to be re-tested 
against the Becker typology. to enable us to derive 
the maximum chronological beriefit from them. 
71'axonornicallv. the most difficult of the axes with a 
A ,  
rectangiilar cross-section are those which are less 
than i  i cm in length. But even the identifiable sr>ec- 
L. 
imcn\ are typochronologically of little significante 
(thin-bladed axes and Flint- Flachbeile ). 
Another rnajor problem is the fact that - with the 
exception of the thin-butted axes - flint axes and 
chisils with a rectangular cross-section were used in 
the EGK, and sometimes in other neolithic culture 
groups, as well as in the T R B  culture. The T R B  axes 
and  chisels are generally better shaped and polished 
than those of the EGK. In the T R B  group the sur- 
face of the cutting edge was finished on a heavy 
grind stone, and the parallel grooves of the quartz 
grains of this stone are conspicuous on the surface of 
the axc (like a freshly surfaced ice-rink). In the E G K  
group, the polished surface rises and falls with the 
irregularitics in the surface of the axe (like a well- 
trociden snow-ice track in the sun). 
F .  I he reasons for these cultural differences are not 
clear. As an explanation we would have to assume 
strictly separate chains of manufacture, distribution, 
use and wear for the T R B  and E G K  which were 
synchronous during the MN 111-VlUndergrave Pe- 
riod (fig. 73) ;  this would have al1 sorts of interesting 
cultural-historica1 consequences which as yet have 
scarcely been considered (cf. Becker I 973a, p. 173). 
N o  statistical investigation concerning the tenability 
of these criteria has been carried out. It is, however, 
by n o  means always possible to decide to which type 
FIG. 4 2  Flirit sources iit o r  ricar tlie surface (reterciice\ i r i  notc 
5:7). Dotted line iridicate\ soutliern bo~iiiiinrq of erratic 
northerri flint. Rlack arens i r i  the iiorthenst iiidicatc Senonian 
'uriting chalk' with gooci flirit. Thi\ ilirit i \  al\o fouiid i r i  co:i\tnl 
harrier5 in the Kattegat and Baltic :irc:i (iiot iridic~ited). Dariicri 
chalk with inferior f l i i i t  [lot iridic:ited. I r i  tlie Beiielux. black 
Íircns sho\v the chalks \\,ith good f l i r i t .  [ lot \  iriiiicate flirit riiine\ 
Or. l i l  lhe C B W  C)! HtLl<iOI.ANI>, HEMMOOR ;llld I.UNEBURG. 
outcrop\\\ here f l i i i t  axe fabric:itioricoiild. i r i  theor!. hn\c tiiheri 
pliice. A iiinp of thc exteri\ioii o! flirit-cnrrqiiig c h ~ ~ l k s  i11 
Eiigland arid Frarice \\a\ iiot av;iil;ible. Arro\vs ilidicate the 
Elbe cro\sings tie\cribcd i11 thc text :iiid i i i  tlie captioii ot fig. 43. 
an axe belongs. Besides, there are exceptions, and. 
in any case, 'typical' T R B  axes occur in the EGK 
Boat-axe culture (cf. Malmer's photographs). EGK 
axes, however, are probably not present in any ?'RB 
context. 
The fact that this mingling did occur right into Neth- 
erland is demonstrated by thc axe-hoard (no. I ) "  
from D E  P I E P E R I J  (Achterop i 960, p. I 80,  fig. i )  
where there are unmistakable EGK axes next to 
T R B  ones (Van der Waals I ghqa, p. 49). Brandt 
( I 967, p. i  67)  also considered the possibility of a 
mingling of T R B  and EGK axes during the export to 
the territories of the West Group. 
In view of the above, it would perhaps be better to 
postpone for the present the compilation of a com- 
prehensive inventory, which would be desirable for 
many reasons, of the Dutch flint axes with a rectan- 
gular cross-section. It would seem advisable to wait 
until new typological criteria, substantiated 
metrical-statistically as far as possible, have crystal- 
lized as a result of the once again strongly increased 
Scandinavian interest in the subject. There is only a 
small number of axes in Dutch T R B  contexts. In the 
future. the most profitable approach to the problem 
might be a two-pronged one: empirica1 research into 
the proportions, the degree and method of finishing 
of the specimens in our axe hoards and research into 
criteria for distinguishing between T R B  and E G K  
axes, proceeding mainly from the Flint-Flachbeile 
which are known here in fairly large numbers from 
EGK graves. 
5 .3 .1  Thin-butted, thick-bladed flint axes o f  
rectangular cross-section (fig. 41 b-d)  
Brandt's type-description ( I  967, p. 94-96) does not 
conflict with that of Becker's for the Old thin-butted 
type plus the Blandebjerg thin-butted type ( r 957, p. 
I 3;  I 973a, p. r 26). Moreover, Skaarup found that 
for 50 Langeland thin-butted axes the maximum 
angle between the broad and narrow sides, 5 cm 
from the butt, is more than I O ~ " ,  whereas for 50 
Langeland Lindo and Valby thick-butted axes, with 
two exceptions, this angle is less than r 05" (Skaarup 
'975, p. 38). 
The difference between Brandt's definition of the 
thin-bladed axes and that of his Scandinavian col- 
leagues (see 5.3) can have the result that a few 
thiri-bladcd, thin-butted axes with a length of 9 5 - 2 0  
cm were grouped with the thin-butted axes by 
Brandt, but in view of thc fact that in Denmark 
thin-bladed, tliin-butted axes are dated analogously 
with thick-bladed, thin-butted axes (Becker r y ~ c ) ) ,  
this has no disruptive effect o n  the chronological 
conclusions, nor presumably o n  the general distri- 
bution picture. 
Brandt's distribution map (fig. 43) dcmonstrates the 
influence of a stream o f  imports of thin-butted axes 
via the Elbe crossings at W E D E L - S T A D E  and 
A L T O N A - H A R B U R G .  This implies that these axes 
originated from north J ~ t l a n d , ~  and norie, or  scarce- 
ly  any, from the eastern Danisli islands or  from 
R U G E N ,  since a majority of such specimens would 
have arrived via the Elbe crossing at 
L A U E N B U R G - A R T L E N B U R G  (cf. fig. 34). A possible 
flint outcrop near L U N E B U R G ,  W &  clearly not the 
origin of these axes. This possibility, however, can- 
not be definitely cxcluded for the H E M M O O R  flint 
outcrop. This is eclually valid for that of H E L I G O -  
L A N D ,  if the export took place via Holstein and 
S T A D E  (fig. 32).7 
In southern Scandiiiavia, the Old type was dated by 
Becker (1957, 1 0 7 3 4  in the EN B-C and the MN 
1-11, and the Blandebjerg type in the M N  11. As far 
as the M N  is coricerned, the chronological data from 
N.W. Gerrnany (sec Brandt) and Netherland are in 
agreement with this. Specimens are known from the 
Dutch hunebeds D R O U W E N - D  r y, T I N A A R L O -  
D h e i f ,  and Z E I J E N - D 5  (with a polished b ~ t t ) . ~  
The earliest pottery contained in these graves is of A 
or B type. The thin-butted axe fragment from M I D -  
L A R E N  (fig. B r:28) originates from an A + B  con- 
text; that from a pit within the peristalith of D43 at 
E M M E N  from a B  context(Appendix B r 3). The con- 
tents of the B(+C'?) grave 'a' in Z E I J E N  (fig. B 13,  
FIG. 43 Diatributioii o f  thiri-butted, thick-bladed fliiit nxes i11 
N.W. Gerrnany. according to Braiidt ( i qh7. niap 2 4 ) .  A-D 
iriciicate the Elbe crossings of WEDEL-STADE,  ALTONA-HARBURC. 
L A U E N B U R C ~ A R I L E N B U R G  a n ~ i  I.ENZEN-PEVESIORF. re\pectivcIy. 
Appendix  BI^) include the butt (30)  of a thin- 
butted tlint axe with polished narrow sides (i.e. of 
the Old type) and a short thin-butted axe ( 3 )  which 
had been drastically reshaped by wcar and chipping. 
There is an 'Old' thin-butted axe (Appendix B7) 
frorn a B + C  context in E L S P E E T .  I do  not know of 
a n y  specimens of the type from a later context. Fine . . . - 
speciniens were present in Dutch axe hoards 
(incliiding nos. 2-6, 8, r 2, r 4- I 6;  4 possibly also 
contained what was perhaps a Lindo-type of thick- 
butted axe which was folind there later).9 
Thc EGK did not yet exist in the MN 1-11 (fig. 73). 
Consistent with this is the fact that virtually no 
thin-butted axes are known from an EGK context. 
The two, much-cluotcd exceptions cari only be re- 
garded as proving the rule ( W O H L E R S T ,  Kr. Stade, 
Brandt r 967, p. 97, plates 32:X-9: R U M O H R ,  Kr. 
Rencisburg, Struve 1y55, plates 6: 1 - 2 ) ;  possibly 
these were found somewhere at a later date and put 
to use (cf. also Becker I 97321, p. r 39, notc 27). 
5.3.2 771ic.k-b~rrrcd, rhick-blarlecl flit11 axes o f  
rectungulur cross-sectio11 (fig. 4 re-g)  
Definitiori: those of Becker's Bundso, Liiids arid 
Valby types (Becker r 957; r 973a, p. r 26- r 28). Dif- 
ferences between these and middle-bladed axcs: 
Becker r 973a, p. I 00- r 6 I .  For the Lindo and Valby 
types, the maximum angle between the narrow and 
broad sides, measured 5 cm below the butt. is gen- 
erally less than r o s0  (Skaarup I 973, p. 38. cf. 5.3. r ). 
Brandt emphasized ( r 967, p. r 09- r r 8 )  that, in his 
area of study (fig. 44), only a very smal1 minority of 
the axes of this shape should be assigned to the T R B  
culture on the basis of their finish. An overwhelming 
majority would have to be assigned to the E G K  
according to the criteria described in the introduc- 
tion of section 5.3 (and a few more: Brandt, p. I I 5 j. 
Consistent with this, 213 of the northwest German 
thick-butted axes came from barrows and only a 
minority from megalithic graves, and some of the 
latter can also be assigned to the E G K  without any 
difficulty. Brandt knew of scarcely any specimens 
from an irrefutable T R B  context. Whether the spec- 
imen (Brandt I 967, pl. 42:6) from D U M M E R - N  is a 
T R B  type typologically remains to be seen. In addi- 
tion to T R B  pottery, Corded Ware and other 
Beaker pottery were also found here (Bakker & 
Van der Waals I 973, note 42). 
Only the cutting edge of the large flint axe from the 
megalithic grave OLDENDORF-11 (fig. 64) was pol- 
ished, so that it is actually unsuitable for typochro- 
nological classification. Sprockhoff ( I g 52a) de- 
scribed it as thick-butted. The butt is composed of a 
plane with a cortex of c. I .s x 4 cm. The implement 
could best be characterised as a Bunds0 axe, a type 
which occurred predominantly in the MN I11 and 
perhaps sporadically in the MN I1 and IV (Becker 
I 973a, p. r 27). The pottery which was fcjund in the 
burial chamber alongside the axe presuniably origi- 
nated from the same single burial (Sprockhoff 
r 052"). Pilot shapes from it belong to Drouwen C, 
and correspond with pottery from the Danish 
phases MN Ib-11, ccrtainly not 111. 
An axe of the Linda, type which is typically T R B  
with respect to its finish comes from a D2-TRB 
context in L A N D E R S U M  (Appendix B i o, fig. 
Bi5:25) .  The smal1 shcrds of one All-Over- 
Ornamented Bell Beaker (Beck & Lange rggo, 
F24) are in thc minority among the quantity of T R B  
pottery froin this find-site to such an extent that it 
would be far-fetchcd to assign it to the EGK. Lind@ 
axes in Denmark can be datcd i11 thc M N  IV-V 
(Becker i 957: r 973a: cf. fig. 1 4 )  but this \voulrf 
appear to bc too late for the D2  phase of the West 
Group (sec section 6. 9). ' O  
According to Achterop ( i g6o), thick-butted flint 
axes frcquently occur togethcr with thin-butted 
oncs in the Dutch axe h o a r d ~ . ~ ~  In  Netherland I 
know of no thick-butted axcs which are associated 
with T R B  pottery. 
5.3.3 T/~it~-blrrílctl tlitlt axes o f  reciurigular 
cross-sc'c'iiotl 
Brandt's definitioii of thin-blacled axes of rectangu- 
lar cross-section, which he calleri Diititihlrritig~~ 
Flitli-Rechteckheile (Brandt r 967, p. i i X- i 2 2 ) .  viz. 
'maximum thickness is less than half the maximum 
width', diffcrs basically from the definitions (quoted 
in thc introduction to section 5.3) of the Scandina- 
vian rcsearchers for which Malmer's measurements 
( I 902) were the foundation. Becker called Brandt's 
clefinition 'completely useless for the southern 
Scaiidiiiavian material' ( i 973, p. 1 62). He  did not 
stiy whethcr this statement had an cxperimental ba- 
sis. 
Frc.  44 Distribution of thick-butted. thicL-bladed flint axe5 i i i  
N.W. Germany.  according t» Brandt  ( i 467. map 2 7 ) .  A-D 
indicate Elbe c r o ~ ~ i i i g s  (see caption fig. 43). Note that ag rea t c r  
part of these axes niay not have beeii u5ed by the 7'RB culture. 
hut  b> the EGK. 
Thc Scandinavian definitions of thin-bladed axes 
were based mainly on sniall EGK axcs (see 5.3) but 
are quite satisfactory for thin-bladed TRB axes 
(communication Skaarup r 975) Brandt's defiiii- 
tion, formulated bcfore Malrner's, was partly based 
on thin-bladed axes froin Lower Saxony and East 
Germany which presumably should be assigned to 
the Globular Amphora culture (KAK) (*), and 
whose proportions perhaps differ from those of the 
~candinavian thin-bladed axes. 
I11 contrast with his Scandinavian colleagues, Brandt 
also distinguished the Flinr-Flachheil and he includ- 
cs among them (in my opinion, correctly) a number 
o f  sinall axes from Lower Saxony which uould he 
classified as thin-bladed in Deninark. Thc axc from 
S ~ L A G E R  I I  (EN C, partly also M N  1-11 according to 
Skaarup) which Becker ( i  947) and Skaarup ( i 073. 
p. 88, fig. 32: i )  classified as thin-bladcd. would 
presumably have been classifieti as Flint-Flachheil 
by Brandt. I t  is, of course, not very likely that this 
perfectly finished littlc axe from the north o f  Zea- 
land would have been importcd from the West 
Group - this case, however, illustratcs the overlap- 
ping of two definitions which are obviously valid in 
their own areas. Many of Brandt's thin-bladed axes 
conforin to the Scaridinaviaii definition, too. 
Brandt \vas doubtfiil as to whcthcr thc TRB group 
had used thiii-bladed axcs at all. He pointed 
convincingly tv the partial iiiutiial cxclusion of 
thin-bladed axes and T R B  habitation (cf. Braiidt's 
map 28 with my figs. 2-4). I know of no specimens 
from a T R B  context in Netherland, nor does Brandt 
from northwest Germany. 
In Scandinavia, the thin-bladed axe was current 
from the EN C up to and including the M N  V, and 
FIG. q j  Distribution of flat axes of 'Lydite' (dots) and 'other FIG. 46 Distribution of Flinr-Fluchheile in N.W. Germaiiy: a 
silices' (rings) in N.W. Gcrmany, according to Brandt (1967,  substitute of local crratic tlint for thc heavy Danish axes. After 
map 26) .  P indicates Porta Westfalica (ceiitre). Brandt ( r 967, map 2 j). 
the development of its proportions seems to have 
been analogous to that of the thick-bladed axes 
(Skaarup 1975, p. 38). During the period of the 
thin-butted, thick-bladed axe, however, thick- 
butted, thin-bladed axes were already current 
among the thin-butted ones, as Skaarup (verbal 
communication r 975) certainly does not regard the 
thick-butted specimens (Skaarup r 973, fig. 47:s 
and r 4: r o) from S T E N G A D E  11 and I (-EN B and EN 
C respectively) as later intrusions, partly on the 
basis of other Danish find-groups. 
5.3.4 'Flint- Flachbeile' unrl ' Lyclit- Flachbeile' of 
rectanguiar cross-section 
Brandt's definition of the Flint-Flachbeile ( r 967, p. 
r 02- I 08) presumably developed empirically after 
he realised that this group of flint axes was perfectly 
comparable, with regard to proportions, with those 
o f  the Lydit-Flachbeile whose centre of production 
he was able to pin-point in and around the W I E -  
H E N G E B I R G E .  From this place comes a Malm stone 
which is varyingly described by geologists as lydite 
(Correns), Kalkkieselschiefer (Frechen) or  Malm 
quartzite. The stone is a nodule left over from a 
chalk-like formation after weathering (Brandt 
r 967, notes 8 r 8 and 826: additional information 
G.J. Boekschoten). 
Fig. 45 (Brandt's map 26) shows a perfect example 
of an oblong production area (from the Upper Hase 
to the Weser) with a marketing area shifted to the 
northwest on account of the location of the T R B  
population, its principal customers. Most of the axes 
did not travel very Par. There was a closed distribu- 
tion area extending to about fifty kilometres from 
the Wiehen mountains. Since some pieces were 
traded in Lower Saxony as far as r 60 km away, they 
are to be expected throughout the whole of the 
Dutch T R B  area, but this has riot yet been establish- 
ed. Less understandable is the distribution of the 
axes described by Brandt as axes of 'other silicae 
(quartzites)' in the periphery of the trading area of 
the Lyclit- Flachbeile. 
The distribution picture of the Flint-Flachheile (fig. 
46, Brandt's map 25) shows a more even spread 
over the territory of the West Group than the two 
other types of Flachbeile although still with the same 
emphasis on the T R B  region between the Weser 
and the Elbe. This obviously is also a locally made 
tool for which the moraine flint was available 
everywhere in the area. The light density of distribu- 
tion between the Elbe and the Weser indicates that 
the two local potential outcrops of flint (fig. 42) 
were not used to produce this typc of axe; no T R B  
axes were therefore made there, o r  only 'superior 
grades'. 
The map can be interpreted as showing that the 
Flint-Flachbeil was a local substitute axe. esneciallv 
in those areas where imported axes were expensive. 
Brandt's definition of the Lvdit- and Flint-Fluchbeil 
can be summarised as follows: a relatively large 
width and a relatively thin blade. The width is great- 
e r  than half the length; slim axes whose width is less 
than half the length are exceptions. The broad side is 
quite varied in outline (bell-shaped, trapezium- 
shaped and rectangular) and generally asymrnetri- 
cal. The edge is generally fairly rounded. Every 
specjmen was polished on al1 sides, including the 
butt (in contrast to the thin-butted, thick-bladed 
axes). Unpolished narrow sides are the exception. 
Cutting-marks show that some Lydit-Flachbeile 
were shaped by means of a saw. 65%) of the flint axes 
are 5- 1 o cm long, 35% I o- r 5 cm. C. 80'% of the 
lydite axes are 5- I o cm long, the remainder I o- I g 
cm (3 are larger) (Brandt 1967, p. 102-1 03). 
Flint-Flachbeile seem to occur in al1 the T R B  phases 
of the West Group: they were found, for instance, in 
closed finds containing pottery of phases B + C  (?) 
(fig. B3:8, 30, r 4); D I (Michaelsen I 936); D2  (fig. 
B I 5:26, E 2  (Waterbolk 1960, fig. 4 1  : K I  r ,  a stray 
find in a site which also yielded much Beaker 
pottery). 
Brandt established that, in northwest Germany, 
Flint-Flachbeile occurred in a T R B  context exclu- 
sively, and never in an E G K  context. The very small 
number of finds from barrows contrasted with the 
large number in megalithic graves o r  T R B  single 
graves and settlements. The tenability of this view is, 
however, open to question. Dutch Beaker special- 
ists, such as A.E. Lanting, J.N. Lanting and J.D. van 
der Waals, are rather sceptica1 about it, since, 
among the little axes in Beaker graves, there are 
several which could pass for T R B  Flint-Flachbeile as 
far as shape, polishing technique and other aspects 
of the finish are concerned. It would have to be 
established whether the polished butt is a distin- 
guishing feature here, but this is to be doubted; the 
length-width ratios were partly determined by the 
amount of re-shaping. 
An example of these problems is a small flint axe 
from an early Corded Ware grave inventory in 
E E S E R V E L D ,  which would be a Flitit-Flachbeil in 
Brandt's terms and a thin-bladed axe in Scandina- 
vian terms; the rectangular cross-section and T R B  
type of polishing would have led to its classification 
in the T R B  culture if a stray find had been con- 
cerned (Bakker & Van der Waals r 973, fig. r h: r ). 
5.3.5 Chisels of rectangular cross-section 
This type of chisel was used by the T R B  culture (fig. 
4 r h-i) as wel1 as the EGK (fig. 4 i j )  both of which, 
presumably, generally polished these chisels in their 
own characteristic ways (see 5.3).12 
Brandt did not discuss the occurrence of this type in 
Lower Saxony. In Netherland, a 23'12 crn long spec- 
imen was found in hunebed E E X T - D  r 3 (Van Lier 
r 760, plate II:5, now lost). A broken, but still r5 cm 
long, chisel. with a typically T R B  finish on its four 
sides, was found with a Drouwen collared flask in a 
stone-packed grave near O D O O R N . ' ~  
Chisels occurred in the Dutch axe hoards I .  5, 8 and 
r 5. l 4  There was a typical T R B  chisel in hoard I ,  
associated, among other things, with EGK-like 
axes. The other three hoards contained axes, the 
finish of al1 of which can be considered to be more o r  
less typical of the T R B  culture, as is also the case in 
the hoards of A H L H O R N  and M A N D E L S L O H  in 
Lower Saxony (Brandt 1967, plate 43). Thin- 
andlor thick-butted, thick-bladed axes occurred in 
these hoards, but the shape of the chisel itself varies 
only in length. The fact that they were also used by 
the E G K  points to the possibility of the T R B  West 
Group having imported such chisels from the terri- 
tory of the North Group during al1 its phases. 
The E G K  chisels occurred in al1 EGK phases (Hoj- 
lund r 974). 
5 . 4  F L I N T  A X E S  A N D  C H I S E L S  O F  O V A L  
CROSS-SECTION 
Axes and chisels with an oval cross-section were 
produced in the axe factories of the 'Meuse flint' 
zone from Aachen to Valenciennes - al1 their 
polished products have the oval cross-section - but 
also in the Danish flint area (and Rugen?) where 
they form a very small minority in comparison with 
the great masses of axes and chisels of rectangular 
cross-section. We cannot completely exclude the 
possibility that small axes and chisels of oval cross- 
section were sometimes made from local flint to the 
west of the Elbe, too. 
Although the flint from the 'West European' area of 
production differs from that of the 'Northern' area 
- the former is non-translucent and granular, the 
latter more glass-like - it is often not possible to see 
which one is involved, especially if the secondary 
matrix of an axe has completely changed its colour 
and transparency, if any. The difficulty of distin- 
guishing moraine flint from the North European 
Plain west of the Elbe from Scandinavian flint has 
already been discussed. 
In the following, I shall make a distinction between 
large axes (originally longer than r 5 cm) and small 
axes and chisels. In al1 probability the large axes 
from Western T R B  contexts in Netherland were 
imported exclusively from the Aachen- 
Valeiiciennes region, which was less than 1 5 0  km 
away; this is less certain for the chisels and small 
axes. 
It has long been customary to subdivide the large. 
West European flint axes into those with high- 
triangular broad sides (Brandt: 'point-butted': Hoof 
r 070: 'S I ' )  and those with high-trapezium-shaped 
broad sides (Brandt: 'thin-butted': Hoof: 'S3'). 
Hoof distinguished yet another, intermediate group 
('S2'), and Scollar ( r 959) suggested that there had 
been a certairi preference for narrow rectangular 
sides, but, numerically and typologically, by far the 
most important groups are the first-mentioned two. 
These often differ in profile because the point- 
butted axes start to taper off towards the butt at a 
lower point than the thin-butted, whose profile 
tends to be more like a Zeppelin. 
5.4.1 Large point-butted flint axes of 
oval cross-sectioti 
Type description: Brandt 1967, p. 82 ff. In Dutch 
hunebeds at least two axes have been found whose 
shape recognisably corresponds with this type des- 
cription. According to a report by J. Hofstede 
( I Xog), there was one from hunebed A N N E N -  D 9. 
the butt of which was recently broken off (Leiden 
museum AM2; Pleyte 1882, plate 52:7). A com- 
plete specimen was found in hunebed DROUWEN- 
D r 9 (Holwerda I g I 3a, fig. 9: 8). Both are the rem- 
nants of long, heavy axes (length c. 25 cm?) which 
have been greatly shortened by repeated re- 
sharpening. Brandt (p. 83) reported another such 
axe from hunebed Schlingsteinen near LINDERN. 
These axes have also been found in the Gallery 
Graves of Hessen-Westphalia. 
A splinter from an axe of oval cross-section of non- 
translucent, granular (Meuse) flint from the B+C 
settlement at L A R E N  originated, more probably, 
from a point-butted than from a thin-butted (5.4.2) 
axe. 
In my opinion, the occurrence of these axes in hune- 
b e d ~  implies that this type of axe remained current 
until at least the MN I (see 6. I ) ;  this differs from 
Brandt's chronological table. If my expectation is 
correct and an investigation of the flint material 
from the eponymous site of the Vlaardingen culture 
were to establish the presence of the type there,15 
too, it would even have remained in use as long or 
nearly as long as the type which wil1 be discussed in 
5.4.2. The first occurrence of the axe goes a very 
iong way back. 
As a supplement to the reports by Brandt and Hoof, 
I can add that, in SPIENNES,  Verheyleweghen 
found the butt of such an axe in plot 6X, on the steep 
bank of the River Trouille (Brussels museum JV 
35 I 2). According to Verheylewcghen's theory 
( I  963, I 967), this find involves phase I of the ex- 
traction of local flint. This phase was C14 dated at 
3470 f 70 BC (GrN-4674, Radiocarbon 9, I 969, p. 
132). Another specimen was found in lot 204C 
(northern part; Brussels museum JV I 3903), which 
area would have been in exploitation during Ver- 
heyleweghen IV. Seine-Oise-Marne pottery occur- 
red at the sitc during phascs 111-IV. l6 A clear repre- 
sentative of the type was found near (in?) the well- 
known proto-gallery ('f) grave in S T E I N  near Maas- 
tricht (Modderman I 964), for which a C I 4 datingof 
2830 f 60 BC (GrN-483 I ,  Radiocarbon 9, I 969, p. 
I 24) is available. 
5.4 .2  Large thin-butted flint axes of 
oval cross-section 
Type description: Brandt I 967, p. 87 ff. A typical 
representative of this type was associated with TRB 
pottery of phase G in a flat grave at D E N E K A M P  (fig. 
B21). This axe is also a good example of the so- 
called 'Vlaardingen Type' of flint axes (Bakker & 
Van Regteren Altena I 962), which is easily identi- 
fiable if they have a minimum length of 15 cm. 
'Vlaardingen axes' occur in settlements of the 
Vlaardingen (VL) culture in V L A A R D I N G E N ,  HE-
KELINGEN,  L E I D S C H E N D A M  and VOORSCHOTEN. 
The TRB phase G ended approximately 2 1 5 0  BC. 
At V L A A R D I N G E N ,  Vlaardingen axes do not occur 
any longer in  the layer containing rnaritimo Bell 
Beakers (C I 4 datings c. I 940 BC). In the lower VL 
layers ( c 1 4  datings between c. 2380 and 2240 BC), 
however, this is the most usual type among the axes 
(very many fragments, on one occasion complete; 
Altena et al. 1962-63; Radiocarbon 5 ,  1963, p. 
177- I 78). In VOORSCHOTEN,  most of the axe frag- 
ments which occurred in al1 the VL layers probably 
originated from this type too. The C I 4 datings here 
spanned the period c. 2 150-2050 BC (Glasbergen et 
al. I 967). 
The Vlaardingen type was thus still being exported 
to the north of Netherland, about 2380-2 I 5012050 
BC, but this export stopped before I 940 BC. This 
halt took place in the Ground Grave Period (cf. fig. 
73), and coincided with, or preceded, the export 
horizon in the Early Ground Grave Period of Grand 
Pressigny daggers from central France to the same 
area (Van der Waals, in Bakker & Van der Waals 
I 973). Whilst the Vlaardingen type of axe is found 
evenly spread in the whole Pleistocene area of cen- 
tra1 and northern Netherland, i t  seems not to have 
reached N. W. Germany east of the Ems. The only 
exception to this distribution is a find from LEHRTE, 
Kr. Meppen, just east of this river (information 
K.H. Brandt, Bremen). It is nor easy to understand 
this distribution. Why is the Ems river here a barrier 
whereas i t  never is for other artefacts'? Counter- 
pressure by the Flint-Flachbeil and the Scandinavian 
axe imports may have been a factor, but this does 
not explain why Vlaardingen axes occur so rcgularly 
in the Dutch hunebeds region. 
This Vlaardingen type was found in B e l g i ~ m ' ~  in 
Scine-Oise-Marne and Michelsberg contexts. One 
specimen was found among exclusively Seinc- 
Oise-Marne artefacts in thc sniall cemetery in front 
of the Trou des Blaireaux near V A U C E L L E S  (Brus- 
sels museum, never completely published; De Loë 
1928, p. 144- 148; Rahir 1928, p. 27-34: Mariën 
1952, p. 152- 158; Bosch Gimpera i 924, p. 398- 
404). Other specimens occurred in or near Michels- 
berg settlements in Belgium: B O I T S F O R T  (Luning 
1967, pl. 2:2, p. 191-192), GENVAL-MAUBROUX 
(Brussels museum B3066), OTTEMBOURG-GRES 
D O I C E A U  (Brussels museum B i 223. B I 137). 
In the flint zone, this type was found at S A I N T  
S Y M P H O R I E N  (Brussels museum B2433, B81 I ,  
B2o55, B2433, HN 1329) and in SPIENNES.  In the 
latter site, specimens have been found in find- 
groups assignable to Verheyleweghen's phases I1 or 
111 (Brussels museum JV I I .  I 25), 111 (ibid. 6806, 
6807. JV 12366, JV 12391) and IV (ibid. JV 
I 4078). Although I have not seen a real Vlaardin- 
gen specimen from phase 1, the type may have been 
in production because of the similarities in propor- 
tions of the smal1 axe JV 3 134. Hoof ( I  970, pl. 
II:89) found a rough-out at R I J C K H O L T  and men- 
tioned another rough-out from that site in the Maas- 
tricht museum. During the large-scale excavations 
of the A L D E N H O V E N  area, stray Vlaardingen axes 
were found which are made from flint from an out- 
crop near V A L K E N B U R G  (information from A. 
Zimmerman, Cologne; and from P. W. Bosch and 
W.M. Felder, Heerlen, who recently identified the 
outcrop. Cf. Engelen r 976). 
Only further investigation in the Meuse flint zone 
and its surroundings wil1 enable the establishment of 
the approximate date at which this very characteris- 
tic type of axe was first developed.17The question of  
whether there was intensive contact with England, 
where this type, o r  at least closely related shapes, 
was made, would also need further consideration. It 
is very remarkable that, in the Benelux countries, 
this type of axe underwent no alterations in shape 
during its long period of use, in contrast with the 
southern Scandinavian thick-bladed axe of rectan- 
gular cross-section. 
5.4.3 Small flint axes and  chisels of oval 
cross-section 
Small flint axes of pointed oval cross-section and 
with high-trapezium-shaped broad sides were called 
'Viervitz axes' in the older literature after a hoard in 
V I E R V I T Z  on Rugen. Hoof ( I 970, Ss ,  partly also S6) 
also used this name. Brandt ( r  967, p. go ff) called 
them Dunnblattige Flint-Ovalbeile. His measure- 
ments indicate that in Lower Saxony they were 4.4 
to r 4.7 cm long (c. 68  specimens); 60'%, were short- 
e r  than i o  cm. Little axes like this are 'common 
throughout the world' (Tallgren, quoted by 
Brandt). There appear to be no conspicuous con- 
centrations in the distribution mans of N.W. Euro- 
pe. The areas of their manufacture include the 
Meuse flint zone from Aachen to Valenciennes, the 
western Baltic flint region, and perhaps the Polish 
flint-mininp areas as well. " 
There are many exceptions to Brandt's rule that the 
majority of the axes of northern and eastern origin 
have a straight cutting-edge, in contrast with the 
products of Meuse flint (cf. Hoof r 970);  Brandt 
( I 967, p. 9 I ) had difficulties in distinguishing be- 
twcen the two categories in Westphalia (which be- 
longs to the importing region of Meuse flint axes - 
see also Gabriel I 974). If the relatively open space 
immediately to the east of the Dutch border on 
Brandt's distribution map is not a coincidence, there 
might be a 'no man's land' between the importing 
areas of the Meuse flint products and those of the 
western Baltic axc factories (cf. Siuchninski 1969, 
map VII). This open zone would then coincide to 
some extent with that where Flint-Flachbeile had 
been most popular. According to this argument, the 
northern Dutch Viervitz axes would have to have 
been imported from the Meuse region. 
The possibility that they were manufactured from 
the local moraine flint cannot, however, be com- 
pletely ruled out. l 8  
A Viervitz axe was found in a definite TRB-context 
in grave 'a' near Z E I J E N  (fig. B r 3:6). The context of 
the pottery (B+C)  differs from the much too narrow 
chronological margin which Brandt ( I 967, 
folding-out table) allowed for the type, but it tallies 
with the productive period of the Meuse flint axe 
factories (see sections 5.4.1-2 and also Van Haaren 
& Modderman 1973). Two small flint axes of oval 
cross-section were found in hunebed D 5 3 -  
H A V E L T E  ( 7  and I 2 cm long respectively: Van Gif- 
fen I 927, plates I 54: 27,35). A very worn specimen 
came from the ruined hunebed D r 3 b - E E X T  (Van 
Giffen 1944c, fig. 8:1927/9.3n). Both hunebeds 
contained Beaker pottery as well. Brandt reported 
that two megalithic graves between the Elbe and the 
Weser had yielded respectively three and one axes 
of this shape. In the early E G K  graves axes of this 
type are lacking. Three of such axes in A 0 0  (*) 
graves in the Meuse and Rhine area must have been 
imported from the Meuse flint factories (Lanting & 
Van der Waals 1974, p. 66). Two of these axes are 
quite typical for the Viervitz type. Somewhat later is 
the fragment of a small flint axe from MOLENAARS-  
G R A A F ,  a Veluvian Bell Beaker and Barbed Wire 
settlement in the Dutch delta (Louwe Kooijmans 
r 974, fig. 95s, p. 234). This axe had an oval cross- 
section, but also flattened narrow sides. 
In the area of the North Group, the axes of this type 
are usually dated in the second half of the MN and in 
the E G K  period- mainly on the basis of closed TRB 
and E G K  finds which contained a variant of the 
Viervitz axe with a gouge-cutting edge. (This gouge 
variant is extremely rare west of the Elbe.) 
'Viervitz chisels' (narrower than c. 2-3 cm) were, I 
have the impression, not deliberately made as a type 
in the Meuse region. O n  the other hand, a very 
characteristic shape, the 'cigar chiscl', was a usual 
product of the 'western' flint mines, including cen- 
tra1 France. In V L A A R D I N G E N ,  for example, it was 
used by the Vlaardingen culture (Altena, and oth- 
ers, r 962, p. 33, fig. y, third from left, bottom row, 
rounded-oval cross-section). It can also be expected 
in a Dutch TRB-context. 
5 . 5  S T O N E  A X E S  ( E X C L U D I N G  T H O S E  
D I S C U S S E D  I N  5 . 3 . 4 )  
Brandt ( I 967, IV. 1-3) classified these axes accord- 
ing to their cross-section as Fels-Runclbeile, Fels- 
Ovalbeile and Fels-Rechteckbeile. The types of stone 
of which they were made were only occasionally 
identified. The stone was presumably selected 
mainly from locally available material, which wil1 
have displayed only insignificant differences since 
we are here dealing with the once ice-covered plains 
of the T R B  area. Nevertheless, the hardly satisfac- 
tory typology would receive strong support if we 
could prove which types of axe were imported from 
outside the moraine area; it appears that the Wal- 
zenbeile (real Fels-Rundbeile), which were also 
found far to the south of the Meuse and Rhine delta, 
were made preferably from a certain type of fine- 
grained quartzite. Fels-Rundbeile are absent from 
T R B  West Group assemblages. 
5.5.1 Stone axes of reetanguiar cross-section 
These axes occur regularly in T R B  contexts in 
Netherland. They seem to be nearly always present 
in settlements. Both the slim Fels-Rechteckbeile and 
the broad ones are involved in this category, accord- 
ing to Brandt's terminology ( r  967, p. 140- 148). 
Mention can be made of specimens from the settle- 
mentsof A N L O ( ? ;  Waterbolk 1960, fig. 41); L A R E N  
(Appendix B I I ) ;  B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  (Appendix 
B3); from a flat grave at E K E L B E R G  (fig. B17: 14);  
from a smal1 hunebed at V A L T H E  (note 7:6; greatly 
reduced in size due to secondary hammering) and 
from hunebeds D I E V E R - D 5 2  (among the T R B  
sherds in a 20th century displacement next to end- 
stone SL2 found during a trial excavation by Glas- 
bergen, r 97 r )  and A N G E L S L O - D 4 6  o r  47 (Leiden 
Museum AMKZ.9 r, asymmetrically worn frag- 
ment: Pleyte r 882, plate r r:3). The axe hoard at 
B O E R A K K E R  (no. r 8, Achterop r 961  a) contained 
two characteristic, slim Fels-Rechteckbeile (length 
2 0  and 26 cm) of diorite and gabbro, as wel1 as two 
rough-outs of thick-bladed flint axes (Oldl 
Blandebjerg type, length 23.5 cm and Blande- 
bjergíBundsa, type (?), length r 7 cm). 
Brandt's conclusion (p. r 46- r 47) that these axes 
were culturally, chronologically and geographically 
indifferent throughout the EN and MN does not 
exactly encouragc a detailed discussion of the 
morphology of the axes known from T R B  assem- 
blages. An investigation of the fairly numerous axes 
of rectangular cross-section from reliablc Beaker 
contexts may result in a determination of their char- 
acteristic propcrties- and, subsequently, in a delim- 
itation of these with respect to the characteristics of 
the axes which can be assigned to the T R B  culture. 
5 .5 .2  Stone uxes o f  oval cross-secrion 
Brandt's dcfinitions ( r 967, p. r 33- r 39)  do not al- 
ways help us to distinguish between a Fels- 
Rechteckbeil and a Fels-Ovalbeil. His illustrations 
suggest that he had difficulty with this himself, and 
also with distinguishing the Fels-Rundheile, which 
would have disappeared before Drouwen A 
(Brandt r 967, plates 23-25). 
Fels-Ovulheile have been found three times in a 
Tiefstich pottery context in N. W. Germany. One of 
them formed part o f  the stone walling of the perista- 
lith of Long Barrow 1 at HAASSEL,  which would 
imply an EN C (or early MN I) date for its first 
period of use (section 6. r). The excavation of the 
settlement at D U M M E R - N  yielded two (oldest pot- 
tery Drouwen C, plus much G pottery). In Nether- 
land, three are known from comparable contexts. In 
r 809, J. Hofstede unearthed a point-butted speci- 
men (Variant I )  in hunebed LOON-D r 5 (Pleyte 
1882, platc 64:3; it cannot be found in the Leiden 
museum at present). The fact that a blunt-butted 
specimen (Variant 2 )  was found adjacent to hune- 
bed T I N A A R L O - D 6  is iess significant.19 A burned 
cutting half of a very large specimen was found in 
the B+C settlement of L A R E N  (Appendix B r r). 
It therefore seems probable that the Fels-Ovalbeil- 
continuing ~ ~ - T R B  traditions - remained current 
into the MN Ib (if not MN 11). Brandt supposed that 
it disappeared from circulation after this time. 
There are, however, some indications which would 
appear to contradict this. In the first place, a point- 
butted specimen was found in a 'pit house' - a 
grave? - in K A R L I C H ,  Kr. Koblenz, which also con- 
tained an 'undecorated Cord Beaker' and a flint 
dagger (Hoof 1970, table 111; Gatermann r 943, p. 
88). This suggests a dating in the MN 111-V o r  later 
(see 6.8; without an illustration it is impossible to 
give an exact dating). Now that it has been shown 
that thin-butted flint axes of oval cross-section were 
made from Meuse flint as late as in the MN V, 
(section 5.4.2), one wonders whether the Fels- 
Ovalbeile found in the manufacturing centres 
(Brandt, notes r 105-6) were not used there for just 
as long. 
~ i n a l l y ,  stone axes of oval cross-section and even 
some of circular cross-section have been found in a 
Bell Beaker o r  Bronze Age context. Although they 
had been transformed into copper-working tools, 
the fact that they were used for <h.is purpose suggests 
that they were contemporary, rather than long- 
forgotten axes. I would remind one of the speci- 
mensz0 in the find-groups of S O E S T E R B E R G  (Bell 
Beaker period) and W A G E N I N G E N  (post-Bell 
Beaker period). The occurrence of a stone axe of 
oval cross-section in the Bronze Age Montelius 111 
hoard of V E E N E N B U R G ,  however, underlines a 
weakness in this argument, since nobody believcs 
that these axes were still being made then. 
Neolithic 'battle-axes' are stone, tomahawk-likc 
axes with a shaft-hole. Possession of a battle-axe 
may have indicated a certain distinction, e.g. to T R B  
village authorities. T R B  battle-axesZ1 can be distin- 
guished from most of the other neolithic battle-axes 
by their vertical symmetry (Jazdiewski r 936): the 
halves above and below the plane through the 
length-axis and at right angles to the axis of the 
shaft-hole are mirror images. This plane of symme- 
try is generally flat, but sometimes (although not in 
Netherland and northwest Germany) i t  is curved or  
bent somewhat so that the ends point downwards. 
T R B  battle-axes are subdivided into three main 
groups, although many details point to mutually 
synchronous o r  diachronous characteristics: 
5.6. r Flat battle-axes (fig. 47a) (Flache Hammer- 
axte according to Brandt r 967);  
5.6.2 Double battle-axes (fig. 47b-f; 48a-g) 
( ~ o p p e l ü x t e  according to Brandt);  
5.6.3 Knob-butted battle-axes (fig. 48h) (Knauf- 
hammerüxte). 
The Flat battle-axes are generally older than the 
Middle Neolithic Tiefstich pottery of the West 
Group and we shall not devote much attention to 
them here. O n  the other hand, characteristic, local 
types of the double battle-axes and of the knob- 
butted battle-axes developed in the West Group, 
and these require a more detailed discussion. 
5.6. I Flar hattle-axes 
(Jaidiewski's 'Type X' ( I  936): Brandt r y7 I ;  r 967, 
p. 20-27, plate 3 )  (fig. 4 7 a )  This type was certainly 
not numerous in Netherland. So far, I know of only 
one convincing specimen (fig. 47a) and dots are 
sporadic on the distribution Inaps for some distance 
from the eastern and southern Dutch borders.22 
The Dutch specimen was found in r y07 in R I J S S E N ,  
Overijssel, on the Essteeg (IPP-photograph 72- 
I 94F-26/28, Enschede museum 500- I 201708; co- 
ordinatesc. 28D:232.1/480.5). It is made of diabase 
and belongs to Brandt's Variant r d. 
C 
FIG. 47  (i!) I-lat hnttle-nxe 1 roin RIJSSEN: ( h )  111i~Iecora1e~1 
Ao-axe trorii SCHAUEN,  Kr. Halber\t:idt: ( c )  dccor;itccl Ao-axe 
fr«m SCHWANEBECK, Kr. Halhes\tndt:  (cl) 
-1-roldebierg-Frcdsg2riIc axe iron1 BRUCHWEDEL.  k r .  Ue l ï en .  ( e )  
idem t rom BORCER ( D r . ) :  ( f )  Doherniari-I'oli\h A I iixe Isom the 
HUTBERG nr'ar Wallendorf. Kr. Merschurg. According to 
Her icr t  (b-c. t ) .  Jiicob-Frieseri ( d ) .  arid ~ l ~ l > - ~ t i ( i t c i g r a p h s  
7 2 -  I 9 1 F - 2 0 1 2 ~  ( i i )  i i ~ i ~ l  h h - - 7 - - r h 1 3 0  ( e ) .  
1 hese battle-axes occur trom tihent to tidansk, and 
from Vienna and Berne to southern Scandinavia. A 
recent article by Brandt (r 97 r) concerning ttie dat- 
ing revised his own previous work ( r 967) and that of 
Herfert ( r  962). The dating evidence shows that 
these axes were current in the whole of the EN and 
that they disappeared around the beginning of the 
MN I.Z3 Specimens occurred in the EN C Haassel- 
Fuchsberg settlements S A C H S E N W A L D A U  = 
S C H O N N I N G S T E D T  = O H E  (Brandt 1971, note 5)  
and S C H W I S S E L  (Behrends I y7 r )  in Schleswig- 
Holstein. But they have not been found in a single 
FIG. 48 (:I) A I-;LxC o f  S;IX<>II [).PC fri1iii RASSNIT7., Kr. 
hlcrsehurg: ( b )  A i-axe of Har t  type irorii HARRAS. Kr. Arterri: 
( C )  Hanover battle-axe froiii BUXTEHUDE,  Kr. J o r k :  ( d )  ideiii 
irorri W E E R U I N G E  ( D r . ) :  ( e )  idem from H A M R I K  (Gr.): ( f )  
Amazori nxe frorri S IEINBECK,  Kr. Harhurg: (g )  Fan-hutted axe 
from ILUNEBURG: ( h )  Ilutch type ot Knoh-hutted hattlc-axc trom 
WAPENVELD (Gld.). According to Jacoh-Friesen (c, f-h) .  Herfert 
(a-b). HAI-drauings hy H. Roelink (d-e )  arid IPP-photographs 
Oh-745- I 1)a/2j snd (10-551)- I 7 ( h )  
megalithic grave of the West Group, which is an 
indication that they had already disappeared in the 
West by the M N  Ia (cf. section 6. r ) .  
5.6.2 Double battle-axes h 
(Brandt i 967, p. 34-43) (fig. 47b-f; 4th-g). Brandt cutting edge at both ends. It is the only more or  less 
subdivided the double battle-axes into three main true double axe of the Double battle-axe family. 
groups A-C. Brandt-C, the fan-butted battle-axe Brandt-A (fig. 47b-f; 48a-e) has a sharp cutting 
(Axr mit Nackenkamm) (fig. 4Xg), is characterised edge and a blunt butt. Brandt-A is subdivided fur- 
by a fan-shaped butt and an oval shaft-hole. ther according to the profile; in A I ,  the cutting edge 
Brandt-B, the Amazon battle-axe (fig. 48f) has a and the butt either do not expand, or  d o  so very 
gradually - the upper and lower faces are flat to 
slightly concave. In A2, the cutting edge and the 
butt widen 'in a sharp, short curve, or  an angle' far 
beyond the upper and lower faces. Moreover, ac- 
cording to Brandt, A2  battle-axes in the West 
Group always have a ring-formed collar around 
both shaft-hole openings. 
Several variants of Brandt-A from the southern 
D D R  were described by Herfert (r 962). Fig. 49 is 
an attempt to classify the variants of Brandt-A ac- 
cording to the r 2 combinations of the shapes A o  
(see below), A r and A2, and the additional line or  
groove ornamentation on the sides and two collars 
which can be applied in combination or  separately. 
Four of the r 2 possible combinations do not appear 
to occur. In section 5.6.2. I ,  the A o  shapes wil1 be 
discussed, in section 5.6.2.2 the A r shapes, exclud- 
ing the few which, on the basis of additional char- 
acteristics, are included in the group of the Hanover 
battle-axes, to which al1 the other A2  battle axes 
also belong (section 5.6.2.3). The Amazon battle- 
axes (Brandt B, Ebbesen B-C) wil1 be discussed in 
5.6.2.4, the Fan-butted battle-axes (Brandt C. Eb- 
besen D )  in 5.6.2.5. 
5.6.2.1 Squat double battle-axes with a round butt 
(Shape Ao, fig. 47b-c). Herfert ( I 962) was the first 
to identify these as a type. Brandt ( rg67) ,  who had 
not yet done so, included a few specimens under A r. 
I cal1 this shape A o  to distinguish it from A r and A2. 
Only the combinations r and 2 of fig. 49 are known. 
Ao-unrlecoraterl (Herfert plate 1: 3-4, 11, IV:2; 
coinbination r). Herfert mentioned finds in Baal- 
berge and Lubon contexts. The two specimens 
known from Lubon sites (Jazdzewski r 936, fig. 664, 
774) have quite different shapes. I d o  not know of 
any really clear specimens from Netherland. In the 
West, where there would appear to be no unmistak- 
able specimens of the type, there is a danger of 
confusing it with Arbeitsaxte (axe-hammers) and 
doubtful variants of the Emmen type, which were 
datcd to thc Late Neolithic and the Bronze Age 
(Lanting r 973a, p. 297). This also applies to A r 
battle-axes with no expanding butt and without 
either a cutting edge o r  ornamentation. Jaidiewski 
( r 936) included both the examples quoted among 
the Arbeit.saxte. 
Ao-tlecorated with 1-2, or  5-6 broad grooves on the 
neck-half of the side (fig. 47c; Herfert plate 111; 
Brandt plate 29:6: fig. 49: combination 2). This type 
appears to occur both in the Elbe-Saale region and 
in southeastern Lower Saxony. It is not present in 
Nctherland. Herfert knew of no easily datable pie- 
ces, but assumed the EN C and Salzmunde. The 
specimen from G L I E N I T Z  (Brandt 1967, plate 29) 
was found in a badly damaged megalithic grave 
along with six thin-butted flint axes with a rectangu- 
lar cross-section and D r-Tiefstich pottery. In this 
case, it was impossible to obtain a dating from the 
few pieces of pottery (most of it was undoubtedly 
lost). Both the type of grave and the flint axes point 
FIG.  40 Taxonomy of thc  Double  hattle-axes Brandt-A. Thc  
combinat ions  3-4 and  y- I o a r e  not w e n  in reiility, this isevident 
for 3-4, the  non-existence of ~ r o  fellow\ froni Brandt 's 
obser \a t ion that  Az-axes always have collarï  arouncl the 
shaft-holc. 
to a continuation of the last (?)of  thc Ao battle-axes 
into the MN I. 
5.6.2.2 Troldebjerg- Fredsgarde battle-axes (S hape 
A r ; fig. 47d-f; 48a-b). Herfert used this term collec- 
tively for al1 the A r battle-axes (excluding the Han- 
over battle-axes). This group can be brokcn up into 
four regional groups, starting with the 'Pan- 
European' shape which is identical with the 
Troldebjerg-Fredsgirde battle-axes in the strict 
meaning of our Danish colleagues. 
a Pan-European A I  type (fig. 47d-c; Herfert 
r 962, plate IV: r ,  3-4; V ;  VI: Brandt r 967, plate 
5: 1-2). Combination 5 of fig. 49, although without a 
hexagonal cross-section. Like Aberg did before 
him, Ebbesen ( r 975) divided these battle-axes into 
a Troldebjerg type and a Fredsgirde type. At the 
shaft-hole, the width of the formcr is two times the 
height, or  less. With the latter type it is more. 
The Troldebjerg type was found only in MN Ia 
assemblages. Ebbesen (p. 188) dates the lugged 
beaker (*) with Lubon ornament from an assem- 
blage with a Troldebjerg axe at S K ~ R P I N G  (Nord- 
man r 935, figs. 23-24) to this period. A new assem- 
blage (Skov r 975) from a polygonal dolmen with a 
long passage at S T E N D I S  might be relevant here if 
the axe is not of the Fredsgarde type. The lugged 
beaker in this assemblage is of MN I type, in rny 
opinion it may even be MN Ib. Besides, MN Ib is the 
earliest known date for the Scandinavian passage 
graves and the Stendis dolmen is a passage grave.23a 
The Fredsgirde axes have been found in MN Ia, Ib 
and I1 con-texts, including passage graves (Ebbe- 
sen, p. r 88). 
FIG.  50 I)i\trihiitioii of ~iiidecoratecl Troldehlerg-l;red\gP~rcle 
hattle-nxe\. nccordirig to Braiidt ( i 907, inap c)), tlcrfert ( I 962. 
map I : ~;c~t~ic~it~-c~~rro~~(ii.sclic Fortt~rrr, Boht?riscli-Poltiis<~lrp 
Vur~utit') aiid Nili~i\ ( I 07 I .  riiap 13). Hecause therc are 
5!\tciiiatic differeiice\ hetwccn the taxonoiiiie\ of thc cited 
;iuthor\. \oiiie tincl\ inay have hecri iridicnted inore thari oiice. 
The h:itched area ha\ iiot heen mappccl (hut w e  now Ehbeseri 
1075 ) .  
Herfert, Brandt and Ebbesen cite a number of 
Salzmunde assemblages with Troldebjerg- 
Fredsgirde axes from the southern D D R  and Bo- 
hemia. The alleged Troldebjerg-Fredsgirde axe 
from L U B O N - 4  in Poland (Ebbesen, p. 202) is in 
fact the chronologically less valid undecorated A o  
axe-hammer from G O E E C I N - 4 ,  mentioned above 
(Jaidiewski r 936, fig. 774, p. 39, 281,  373; 'Lubon' 
in German text p. 373 is a printing error). 
Brandt's types A r a and A r b correspond, mainly, to 
Ebbesen's Troldebjerg and Fredsgirde types. No 
unornamented Troldebjerg axe is known from 
megalithic graves of the West Group (Brandt r 967, 
note 276, list 5) .  Two or  three Fredsgirde axes are 
reported from megalithic graves (type unknown) 
(ibid.). Fig. 50 shows the distribution o f  unorna- 
mented A I axes, including the Bohemian-Polish 
type (see below). I only know of one unornamented 
A r axe from Netherland, a Fredsgarde axe: 
B O R G E R ,  province of Drente (fig. 47e) 
Very weathered specimen, r 5 cm long, with a rather 
pronounced expansion of the butt and because of 
re-sharpening a less pronounced expansion of the 
cutting edge (heights 4.6: 2. I :  3.2 cm respectively). 
Hole (diameter 2.5 cm) situated only slightly behind 
the centre. No collar or  midrib on upper and lower 
faces. Rectangular cross-section (width 4.4 cm). 
Original surface completely worn away. Diabase 
(determination P.H. de  Buissonjé). Found during 
ploughing. Bought from the finder by H. Westen- 
dorp in I 927-28. Arnhem museum. Documentation 
Addink No. 99. IPP-photographs 66-575-26130.~~ 
The Pan-European axe was the prototype for the 
development of the Hanover axe in the West and 
the Saxon and Harz types in the Southeast. The 
Borger specimen already tends towards the Hano- 
ver type in its proportions and the position of the 
hole; in the Pan-European type, the hole was origi- 
nally closer to the rear. 
h Bohemian-Polish AI  Type (fig. 47f)  Fig. 49, 
combinations 5 and 6, but with hexagonal cross- 
section. See Herfert for this type which is distributed 
mainly in Poland and Bohemia and only rarely has 
zigzag decorations. Herfert believed that a Salz- 
munde date is probable in the southern DDR and 
Bohernia. One fragment was found in the Lubon site 
G O ~ E Ç I N -  4 near Poznan (like Jazdiewski I 936, fig. 
962; cf. ibid. p. 373, 281 (above), 39 (below, (d)), 
85). 
c Richly decorated A I axes of the Saxon Type (fig. 
48a; Herfert, plate VII). Shape as with the Pan- 
European Type, with an elongated rectangular 
cross-seciion, cutting edge and butt which scarcely 
widen and have considerable length. There are of- 
ten parallel grooves on the sides (fig. 49: combina- 
tion 6). Characteristic of these axes is the decoration 
consisting of little circles drilled into the upper and 
lower faces and various other ornamentations. The 
elevcn specimens plus a doubtful one, are restricted 
to an area less than i 50 km wide around H A L L E  (fig. 
5' ). .4 specimen from D U N A  P E N T E L E  in Hungary 
( ~ b e r ~  i 9 i 8, fig. 28) is certainly related to them. 
Fischer and Herfert suspected a connection with 
Salzmunde, for reasons which include the distribu- 
tion picture and motifs of ornamentation. Direct 
associations are unknown. F. Schubert ( i  965) dis- 
cussed a possible connection with copper 'axe- 
adzes' from the Carpathian region. 
ti Hari Type (Shape A r ,  fig. 48b). Fig. 49, combi- 
nation 6, with line ornamentation on the sides, but 
not on the upper and lower faces. These are distin- 
guished, by the absence of collars and a midrib, and 
by the slight wideningof the cutting-edge and butt in 
profile, from the A I battle-axesof the Hanover type 
(3.6.2.3), which was regarded as a close relative by 
Aberg and Herfert. The latter, therefore, calls them 
'the Harz variant of the Hanover type'. All the 
specimens mentioned by Herfert are stray finds, 
strangely enough situated exactly along the edge of 
the 'clusters' of undecorated A I axes (figs. 5 i and 
5 0 ) .  
One specimen (fig. 48b) already had the oval hole of 
the fan-butted battle-axe (5.6.2.5). 
5.6.2.3 Hanover battle-axes (fig. 48c-e). This type 
embraces the shapes A i and A2 ancj the combina- 
tions 7, 8, i i and r 2 of fig. 4 0 . ~ ~  Aberg ( I 9 i ?b) 
recognised i t  as a separate type. He named it  after its 
main distribution area, the province of Hanover, 
which, together with Oldenburg, now constitutes 
the 'Land' of Lower Saxony. In the article in which 
he gave this type its name, al1 theepresent-day prob- 
Iems were already considered. Aberg thought the 
following properties were characteristic of the type: 
(a)  collar on upper and lower faces, (b) lines which 
are parallel with the upper and lower faces in the 
sides and (c) a midrib along the length axis on the 
upper and lower faces. 
Characteristic (a) is a conditio sine qua non, (b) and 
(c) are optional. Brandt's extremely brief communi- 
cations imply that (d) no midrib has ever been found 
without collars. All the A2 axes have these (Brandt, 
p. 35). only two of thern have no midrib (Brandt, 
note 260). The nurnber of A r axes with collars but 
with no midrib is greater. In fig. 49, these include the 
combinations 7-8 and I I -  i 2, in Brandt's list no. S 
( r  967) the combinations A i o, A i +o, A20 and 
A2+0 ('o' stands for collars and '+' for ornamental 
grooves). 
Aberg (r g r 6b, I g I 8) pointed to the unmistakable 
relationship with the Saxon and Harz types, and also 
with the B axes with collars (5.6.2.4). In the last- 
mentioned case, the collars are the connecting fac- 
tor, and these are found on most of the k;ob-butted 
battle-axes of the West Group as well. Aberg cor- 
rectly saw the collars as a peculiarity of the West 
TRB territory. 
At least the following Hanover axes occur in Neth- 
erland: 
HAMRIK,  gemeente Marum, province of Groningen 
(fig. 48e) 
Shape A2. Cutting half with secondary hole. Collar 
and midrib on upper and lower faces. Six grooves on 
the narrow sides, nine iiear the cutting-cdge. Found 
under peat near the Oude Diep at Hamrik. 
Groningen museum I 95917 i i. 
ANDEREN,  gem. Anlo, province of Drente 
Complete, slender specimen. Partly weathered. 
Shape A2. Length 2 2  cm. Semicircular ends. Collar 
and midribs on upper and lower face. Four grooves 
in side faces. Coördinates of locality: i 2G: 234.251 
556.08. Found after potato lifting. 
Assen museum r 97617. I ; IPP-photographs 76- 
678- I 2/20. 
L A A G H A L E R V E L D ,  gem. Beilen (Dr.) 
Small fragment of central part. Shaft-hole with col- 
lars. Two wide grooves in side faces. Excavated by 
Van Giffen from the soil of Barrow 1 which dates 
from the Bell Beaker period (Lanting 1973. p. 
267-268). Coördinates of locality: i 7B:23 i .o81 
547.94. 
Assen museum i 93019. I 7; IPP-photographs 76- 
68 1-31'). 
ODOORN, gem. Odoorn (Dr.) 
Cutting section, broken off beforc the hole. Midrib 
on the upper face. 5 parallel grooved lines on the 
side faces. Found in a field in the Oude Kampen tv 
the northeast of Odoorn in r 962. Collection of H. 
van Es (Oosterhesselen). 
Documentation J.D. van der Waals. 
W E E R D I N G E ,  gem. Emmen (Dr.) (fig. 48d) 
Shape A I .  Butt half. Green diabase. Midrib on up- 
per and lower faces. Four grooves on the side faces. 
Found to the cast of the hamlet. 
Assen museum I 89612.3; IPP-photographs 76- 
680-24/30. Aberg i 9 I 6a, fig. 29; I 9 I 8, fig. 2 I (as 
'EMMEN' ) .  
ZUIDBARGE,  gem. Emmen (Dr.) 
Well-polished, unfinished specimen whose propor- 
tions could more probably indicate a Hanover than 
an Amazon axe. General shape is indicated, but 
shafthole, collars, midribs and side-grooves are still 
lacking. Diabase. 
Leiden mu2eum c. 07.6. I I ; IPP-photographs 76- 
682-51 I I .  Aberg I r) I 6a, p. 65 (2) reported this spec- 
imen under ' E M M E N '  as 'not characteristic'. 
Probably TWENTE, province of Overijssel 
Shape A I .  Butt half. Green diabase. Collar on up- 
per and lower faces. No midrib. 4-5 grooves on only 
one side face. These grooves were partly incorrectly 
spaced, compensation for which was made by addi- 
tional lines. A finished specimen, which was in use 
and then broken. 
Enschede museum 521. Find-spot indicated as 
WOOLDE, but A.D. Verlinde reported that the for- 
mer Keeper Ter Kuile catalogued under 'Woolde' a 
collection of artefacts from Twente, of which the 
exact find-spots were unknown to him. IPP- 
photographs 72- r 94E-32/35. 
The following can be added to Brandt's reports for 
Germany, west of the Elbe: 
DOBROCK,  r. Hadeln 
Half of an A + o  specimen. Found in 1935 during 
digging in  the garden of the Waldschlösschen. Lam- 
stedt museum 340. Poor quality illustration: W. 
Klenck 19.57, p. i 22,  plate VI:43 
F L O G E L N ,  Kr. Wcsermunde 
In I 973, half of an A2+0 battle-axe was found in  
front of the entrance to the T-shapcd passage grave 
Flögeln 132 among a lot of Tiefstich pottery (D  I 
and later, possibly earlier phases as well). Aust 
I 976, illustration on p. I o r and examination of a 
selection of finds. Bremerhaven museum. 
L E E R - W E S T E R H A M M R I C H ,  Kr. Leer 
WeIl-preserved A2+o Hanover battle-axe, found in 
a megalithic grave which had been destroyed in the 
past. Oldest pottery is B, phases up to and including 
G are represented in the gravc inventory (Bakker, 
in preparation). 
R H O D E N ,  Kr. Halbtrstadt (just across the DDR 
border) 
A i + battle-axe with midrib. Herfcrt ( I  962, plate 
IX:6) classificd it incorrectly as a Harz type. 
S A T T E N H A U S E N - R I E K E N R O D E ,  Kr. Göttingen 
Shape A I .  Cutting-half with collar and midrib on 
upper and lower faces. Identification and illustra- 
tion: R. Maier r 970, p. 77-78, fig. 9:s; I 97 I ,  pl. 
2 1:5. The chance that it is a knob-butted battle-axe 
(like Brandt I 967, plate 4:3, with midribs) is slight. 
STEINFELD, Kr. Bremervörde 
Rough-out. 'Amphibolite'. Shaft-hole. Indications 
of the presence of collars and midribs, final polish- 
ing and possible grooved-line ornamentation not yet 
present. Found during ploughing (Deichmuller 
I 969b, p. I 09- I I 2 with illustration). 
Later addition: ACHIM-BIERDEN, Kr. Verden 
Half of an A2+0 specimen. Greenstone. Stray find 
I 973, I m deep. Schunemann I 975, fig. r .  This find 
spot is not indicated in figs. g I ,  57, 58. 
Rough-outs of the Hanover type are only rarely men- 
tioned in the literature. The specimen from STEIN- 
F E L D  is one example, and that from Z U I D B A R G E  is 
possibly another. 
The distribution area of the Hanover battle-axes is 
compact (fig. g I ) .  Brandt's map g shows that the 
distributions of A I-with-collars and A2 (which al- 
ways has collars) are identical, and this is also the 
case with the ratio of the combinations 7 and I I to X 
and r 2 (fig. 49). The distribution of the Hanover 
type extended only very slightly further than Lowcr 
Saxony. Northeast Nctherland and the bank of the 
Elbe in Schleswig-Holstein fall just within what I 
have called the 'closed distribution area'.2"t is pos- 
sible that the littlc-known central Weser area also 
belongcd to it. 
To the west and south, the Hanover typc conforins 
remarkably closely with the area containing A + B  
arid C pottery. Hanover battle-axes are absent in 
thosc places where only later pottery phascs occur 
(cf. figs. 37-38). A lack of research cannot be the 
reason for this. The type does not extend to the 
DDR, and only slightly into Denma~-k.~'  The five 
finds in Schleswig-Holstein, two of which were 
found on sites immediatcly adjacent to the area west 
of the Elbe, do not give the impression that the typc 
had been very common there. West of thc Elbe, its 
absence south of the line Bremen-Hamburg, in the 
territory of the Altmark Group, is particularly noti- 
ceable, because it may be an indication of the pecu- 
liar, conservative nature of this Group. The fact that 
the Pan-European battle-axcs accumulatcd herc 
(fig. 50) suggests a local preference for this type. 
The dating of the Hanover type was checked by 
Brandt ( r 967) and there are, at the moment, scarce- 
ly any new facts to be added to the oncs collected by 
him. The distribution picture points to a currency 
during (part of?) pottery phases A-C. The numer- 
ous finds in T-shaped passage graves reported by 
Brandt and myself also testify to its popularity at this 
time. The Hanover battle-axe from Lake Dummcr 
(DUMMER-M)  was recovered from the lake along 
with a fragment of a B-bowl, a normal funnel beaker 
and finds of other periods (Michaelsen I 938, fig. 2) .  
ric;. 7 I I>istribiitioii of  tlalio\er hattle-nxe5 niid tlie Harr  arid 
tlie Saxoii t lpe.  nccordiiig to Brandt. Herfert. the DVFDFSH. 
.1..1. 13iitler'\ :iiid J.1). vaii der Waal\' docuinentatioii (Schle\\vig 
iiiii\eiiiiii t r i ic l  tlie text. 
Another specimen was found near the settlement of 
D U M M E R -  N (Reinerth I c)30). The pottery from the 
scttlcinent covers phase C as well-as phases C, D i 
and (pot 1 5 )  D2. The occurrence of a complete 
specimen in an earth grave along with C (or D i )  
pottery ( W E R L T E - S T E I N F E H N :  Schlicht 1967;  
i 968; Brandt i 967) is an indication that the type 
had remained current (sporadically?) until then. 
Summarising, we can assume a period of currency in 
the period from B (or A?)  up to and possibly includ- 
ing D i ,  with greatest frequency in B-C. This corres- 
ponds with c. MN 1-11 in Danish terms. 
5.6.2.4 Amazon battle-axes (Brandt-B; Ebbesen 
B-C, fig. 48f). Fig. 52 shows that this type is fairly 
general in Lower Saxony between Hamburg, Bre- 
men and Cuxhaven, and to the north of the Harz, 
but that i t  quickly becomes rare between those areas 
and to the west. Its absence in Netherland fits in with 
this picture. For this reason, the find of a B3b 
battle-axe with slight indications of collars in 
L A A R N E  in northwest Belgium (Nenquin i 963, fig. 
2 )  must be distrusted. Outside Lower Saxony. the 
type occurs mainly in southern Scandinavia, 
Schleswig-Holstein, the D D R  and northwest Po- 
land. Brandt ( r 967), Herfert ( i 962), Nilius ( r 97 I ) 
and Ebbesen ( r  975) mentioned quite a large num- 
ber of associations, in the cast with 
Walternienburg-Bernburg and Havel pottery, in the 
North Group with MN Ib-V T R B  pottery. Ebbesen 
( i  975) divided these axes into five subtypes which 
form a chronological sequence: B r (MN Ib), B2 
(11-III), B3 (IVA), C i  (?), C2 (V). C-axes are ab- 
sent from the area of the West Group (Ebbesen, p. 
204 and Brandt's descriptions), so that the Amazon 
axes may be dated there to MN Ib-IVA. 
1 . 1 ~ .  .;r I)i\trib~itioii of hinii/ori iixcs, uccor-ding t o  Brniicit. 
llcrfert. Nilicis itrid ( f o r  1)eriiri:irk) I~~hbchcii.  H;itched arce not 
hur~cyed.  
Collars occur fairly frequently on Amazon battle- 
axes in  Schleswig-Holstein and occur twice in Lower 
Saxony (Brandt r 967, note 268). This underlines 
the gcographical closeness and the relationship with 
Hanover battle-axes and the 'Dutch' knob-butted 
axes (5.6.3), which also show a strong tendency 
towards collars. 
A close connection has often been drawn between 
the Amazon-axe-shaped amber beads and these 
axes. N o  amber beads of this type occur west of the 
Ems, and only one between the Ems and the Weser 
(T-shaped passage grave of DOTLINGEN. Jacob- 
Friesen I 959, fig. 68h). 
5.6.2.5 Fan-bytted battle-axes (Brandt-C = 
Ebbesen-D = Aberg-D where an oval shaft-hole is 
present, fig. 48g). These axes have a distribution 
area in Lower Saxony which is similar in shape to 
that of the A m a ~ o n  axes, but which does not extcnd 
as far to the west (fig. 5 3 ) .  Ebbesen's map ( i 975. fig. 
i 53) shows that the uninterrupted area of conccn- 
tration of these axes is virtually limited to a bulging 
triangle between the mouths of the rivers Elbe, 
Saale and Vistula. Outside this area, they are rela- 
tively rare. There is a concentration in Mecklen- 
burg, especially on Rugen. 
They are ascribed to the Globular Amphora culture 
(KAK). A fan-butted battle-axe was found in  
S A R G S T E D T ,  in the southern DDR, which was asso- 
ciated with a small, undecorated KAKIBernburg 
pot (Herfert I 962, p. I 103).  Another fan-butted 
battle-axe was excavated from a KAK grave in V E -  
SICE in Bohemia (Herfert, I.C.). Fan-butted battle- 
axes only occur in the west of the enormous distribu- 
tion area of the KAK. The use of battle-axes may 
have been derived from the TRB culture by the 
KAK, but Ebbesen considers the fan-butted axe as a 
F I G .  13 I>i\trihuiioii <)t i-aii-hutteci baitle-nues nccordiiig 10 
Ilhbe\cii  ( I 077 tig. 5 3 )  aiid Hr:iritlt. 
KAK product which was imported by the T R B  pop- 
ulation of Denmark. The fan would have stimulated 
the devclopment of the Ebbesen C Amazon axes, so 
that, according to Ebbesen, the fan-butted axes 
should have originated slightly earlier. He 
dates the latter to the MN IVA-V. Perhaps they 
remained current in the KAK even after the end of 
thc MN V T R B  phase. 
5.6.3 Knoh-hutteri hurtle-uxes (fig. 48h) 
More thari half a century ago, during his exploratory 
jo i i rn~y through Netherland and northwest Germa- 
riy, Aberg found three specimer-is of a kind of 
knob-butted battle-axe with local~characteristics, 
including a preferente for collars (Aberg r g r 6a, b: 
r g I X ;  r 937). Brandt ( I  967) mapped eight speci- 
mens in the extreme northwest of Germany. D. 
Hoof ( 1 0 7 0 )  mapped two of them in Netherland, 
south of the Rhinc. M. Addink-Samplonius' cata- 
loguing of the Beaker battle-axcs in the Dutch pro- 
vinces of Utrecht arid Gelderland in 1966-67 pro- 
duced eight knob-butted battle-axes, a very impor- 
tant by-protluct (Addink-Sarnplonius r 968) which 
proved that the centre of the distribution area of the 
western cluster was in Netherland.28 Complemen- 
tary research revealed an equally large concentra- 
tion in the four northeastern Dutch provinces (Bak- 
ker r 973). A recent study by K. Tackenberg ( r 074) 
and some other supplementary data have led in the 
meantime to smal1 changes in the map (fig. 54) and 
the ~ a t a l o g u e . ~ ~  
The distribution map (fig. 54) shows a pronounced 
concentration in northern Netherland and the ad- 
joining part of Germany up to the Hunte and the 
Hase. Moreover, there is an enigmatic cluster near 
the border between Netherland and Belgium. One 
specimen came from as far away as the Belgian- 
FIG. 5-1 I>istrihutiori of Knob-buttcd battlc-axes aceording t o  
Brandt. flerferl. Nilius and the text. The hatched area has not 
been survcyed. 
French border. East of this area, there is an empty 
zone, hundreds of kilometres wide, up to the cluster 
in southern Scandinavia and Mecklenburg, which 
starts beyond the Elbe, and a cluster in the southern 
DDR. 
I n  the western concentration area, certain local 
characteristics developed, which justify regarding 
the axes concerned as an independent type. I shall 
cal1 it the 'Dutch Type'. It is a polythetic type 
(Clarkc I 968, citing Sokal & Sneath) with a regional 
basis. 
I t  is characteristic that - in contrast to most of the 
knob-butted battle-axes elsewhere - the 'Dutch' 
axes were made from a narrow, rectangular block of 
stone with an almost square cross-section. The knob 
and cutting edges were defined by thc narrow sur- 
faces of the original block; parts of these surfaces 
remain as the flat surfaces of the circular 'checks' 
projecting on both sides of the shaft-hole, and on thc 
collars around the hole on the upper and lower sidc 
of the axe. The cross-section of the finished speci- 
mens is round t« rounded-rectangular. 
There is a wide variety within the type; perhaps i t  is 
possible to distinguish a number of variants, as Tac- 
kenberg ( I 974) tried to do. Occasionally certain 
features point to a relationship with the Flat battle- 
axes, the Troldebjerg-Fredsgarde battle-axes and 
the Hanover battle-axes. 
List of 'Dutch' knob-butted battle-axes to the west of the Weser 
Lower Saxony, West Germany 
( I )  Kreis B E R S E N B R U C K  
Fragment, c. 9 cm long, consisting of a toadstool- 
shaped knob, knob-shaft and half of the shaft-hole 
(with collars). Find-spot indicated as 'Kr. Bersen- 
bruck'. 
Bersenbruck museum 79 (plaster copy after the 
original in Römer Museum, Hildesheim). 
(2) B E N T H E I M ,  Kr. Grafschaft Bentheim 
Shaft-hole and butt section, with round cheeks, col- 
lars and knob. The cutting part had been ground off 
at some time in the past (cf. 2 2 ,  below). 
Previously in the Münster museum, 29: r 835, now 
disappeared. Brandt r 967, plate 4: 6, p. 1 7 I ,  Tac- 
kenberg 1974, p. 27 (doubt about type not justi- 
fied). 
(3) ESTORF, Kr. Nienburg 
Complete specimen, with reduced cutting edge due 
to resharpening, circular 'cheeks', collars and knob 
with hemispherical to triangular profile. Found in 
I 867, four feet deep, alongside pot sherds (Brandt 
concluded: earth grave). 
Brunsyick museum AIa2oo. Aberg I g r 6b, p. 89, 
fig. 7; Aberg r 937, fig. 83;  Brandt r 967, plate 4: 2, 
p. 28-29, I 7 r ; Tackenberg r 974, plate r o:2, p. 27. 
(4) G R A P P E R H A U S E N - F L A D D E R L O H A U S E N ,  Kr. 
Vechta 
Complete, well-preserved specimen with collars, 
knob, and possibly 'cheeks'. The cutting section, 
which shows scarcely any expansion, with midribs 
on the upper and lower faces, is a feature of the 
Hanover battlc-axes (Brandt).o 
Oldenburg museum 6955-1. Aberg 1937, fig. 85 
(~ho tograph) .  Brandt r 967, plate 4:3, p. 3 I ,  r 7 I 
(Aberg's illustration is more correct than Brandt's). 
Tackcnberg, r 974, p. 5 9  
( s )  G R O S S E N K N E T E N ,  Kr. Oldenburg 
Butt section with collars, flat 'cheeks', and dome- 
shaped knob which is separated from the shaft-hole 
section by a cylindrical shaft. 
Tackenberg r 974, plate I o: I ,  p. 27, 59  (based on a 
photograph from the Münster museum). 
(6)  L O Y ,  Kr. Ammerland (= ' R A S T E D E '  (Tacken- 
berg)) 
Toadstool-sha~ed knob, broken off in the shaft 
(7) MUNDERSUM,  Kr. Lingen 
Butt-section with collars; found on the Osterkamp 
(11) in a plot which had contained two barrows, from 
which (?) two E G K  beakers originated. From this 
plot, too, came several fragments of axes and 
battle-axes, and numerous smal1 flint implements. 
Brandt saw this situation as an argument in favour of 
his assigning the knob-butted battle-axes to the 
EGK.  
Lingen museum I 8. Brandt I 967, p. 29, r 7 I .  
(8) O S T E N W  ALDE,  Kr. Aschendorf-Hümmling, 
from passage grave Ostenwalde-3 
Butt-section with knob and collars. Longitudinal 
grooves, no cheeks. Part of the pottery from this 
tomb was illustrated by Schlicht and Brandt. The 
passage grave had eight capstones. 
Emsland museum r 5 r. Schlicht r 950, p. r 72- r 73, 
plate 12: ra-b; Brandt 1967, p. 28-29, 171, plate 
28: I .  
(g) SPAHN,  Kr. Aschendorf-Hümmling 
Complete, atypical specimen, without collars or  
cheeks, and without any hint of a constriction except 
for a groove in front of the knob (cf. Jazdiewski 
r 936, fig. 946). The T-shaped passage grave in the 
Herrenholz next to which it was found in r 890 has 
r 6 capstones and an oval peristalith. 
Private collection. Schlicht r 950, p. r 74- r 75, fig. 
I :4a-c. Brandt 1967, p. 28-29, r 7 I ,  plate 4:8; Tac- 
kenberg 1974, P. 59. 
( r o )  W E S T E R H O L T S F E L D E - N O R D ,  Kr. Ammer- 
land 
Complete specimen with expanding cutting-section, 
flat cheeks, but (according to the drawings) without 
collars, so that the rims of the shaft-hole are wel1 
within the tangents to cutting-edge and knob. Lon- 
gitudinal herring-bone ornamentation on the sides, 
on which the areas of short diagonal stripes are 
separated by longitudinal lines. The knob has short, 
radial lines, too. 
Property of J. Kuepker. Aberg r 937, p. 52, fig. 84 
(good photograpb); Brandt i 967, p. 28, 30, r 7 I ,  
plate 4: I (after Aberg); Tackcnberg 1974, p. 59: 
communication H. Zoller. 
connecting it with the central section. 
Oldenburg museum 7 r 7. Tackenberg r 974, p. 27, 
59  and additional information H. Zoller. 
Province o f  Groningen, Netherland 
( I I )  OPENDE, gem. Grotegast 
Complete slim specimen, with slight indications of 
knob and collars. Amphibolite. Found in 1907 
during dredging of the Dobbe (pingo) near the Wil- 
helminahoeve ( I I E :  2081574). 
Leeuwarden museum I oo- I ,  photographs E402351 
3-6. 
( I  2) ONSTWEDDE, gem. Onstwedde 
Badly weathered, complete specimen with expand- 
ing cutting section, and with collars, cheeks and 
knob. Found at a depth of I metre. 
Groningen museum I 9 I 016.9. 
Province of  Drente 
(13)  ANLO,  gem. Anlo 
Knob fragment, broken off behind central section. 
Transverse ridge on shaft between knob and central 
section. Diabase. Surface find from the excavation 
by Waterbolk (1957-58) of  prehistorie settlements 
and graves, including a settlement of the E-phase of 
the TRB culture. 
Assen museum. Waterbolk I 960, p. 88, fig. 4 I :Q-9; 
Addink 1968, p. 240; Appendix B2. 
( 1 4 )  D R O U W E ~ ,  gem. Borger 
(=  ' B O R G E R '  (Aberg)) 
Unfinished specimen. Shape well-defined but 
plump. Square flat areas in the position of the col- 
lars. Shaft-hole perforation begun from both sides, 
but not finished. Similarly, indications of beginnings 
of cheeks. Found on the heath near Drouwen. 
Assen museoum I 88313. I ; IPP-photographs 76- 
678-22126. Aberg I 9 I 6a, fig. 33, p. 65 (3). 
( I S )  Betwee! E E X T  and A N N E N ,  gem. Anlo 
(= ' G I E T E N '  (Aberg, Tackenberg)) 
Unfinished specimen. General shape formcd to 
some extent. Collars and knob indicated, cheeks not 
yet formed. Shaft-hole perforation begun from both 
sides, but not finished. Found during digging for 
stones, 2 m below the surface. 
Assen museum I 89718.2; IPP-photographs 76- 
680-81 14. Aberg I 9 1  ha, p. 65 (4); Tackenberg 
19743 P. s9 (ha-5). 
( I 6) EKELBERG, gem. Zuidwolde (= ' E K E L E N -  
B E R G '  (Van Giffen), ' K E R K E N B O S C H '  (Knöll)) 
Asymmetrical and badly shaped, atypical complete 
specimen. Indications of cheeks and of one collar. A 
large fragment from the cutting-edge broke off dur- 
ing its manufacture, and the axis of the cutting- 
section was then shifted. Diabase. From grave a of a 
TRB cemetery (fig. B 16a), along with E-pottery. 
Assen museum I 93413.3d ,Van Giffen 1937a, fig. 
2; Appendix B6. 
( I  7) EXLO, gem. Odoorn 
Weathered, complete specimen with cutting- 
section, collars, cheeks and knob. From the area 
around Exlo. 
Property of M. Meelker, Exlo (documentation G. 
de Leeuw, Assen museum). 
(18) ODOORN- I ,  gem. Odoorn 
Butt-section with collars, circular cheeks and 
scarcely discernible knob on cylindrical shaft. 
Found in o r  near barrows at Odoorn. 
Assen museum I 87814.4; IPP-photographs 76- 
680-30136, 681-319. Aberg 1916a, fig. 32, p. 66 
(14).  
(19)  ODOORN-2 
Complete specimen whose cutting-section was 
greatly reduced by resharpening. No cheeks. Vague 
indications of collars. Damage to upper face of knob 
'invisibly' repaired, leaving, however, the impres- 
sion of a slant in the knob. It is not a Nackengebo- 
gene Axt, however. Found in urnfield 'Driest', near 
the Eppiesbergje. There is also other neolithic ma- 
terial from this site. 
Assen museum I 93716.87; IPP-photographs 76- 
679-36, 680-416. 
(20) R O D E N -  I ,  gem. Roden 
Unfinished specimen. Only the knob and the gen- 
eral shape were formed to any extent. Diabase. 
Found 'near Kymmell's Bosch'. 
Assen museum I 88217.2; IPP-photographs 76- 
679-2913s. 
(21) RODEN-2 
Unfinished specimen. Only the knob and the gen- 
eral shape were formed to any extent. Most of the 
upper and lower faces of the block from which the 
weapon was to be made have been preserved. Dia- 
base. Found during sand quarrying near Mensingc 
House, c. I metre below the surface. 
Assen museum I 8961 I 0.6; IPP-photographs 76- 
679-31 I O. 
(22) S L E E N ,  gem. Sleen 
A very weathered specimen, whose whole cutting 
section was long ago ground flush with the central 
section. Otherwise complete. Collars. N o  discern- 
ible cheeks. Resembles (2)  from B E N T H E I M  
(Brandt I 967, plate 4:6). Found in the ncighbour- 
hood of Sleen. 
Assen museum I 93617.37; IPP-photographs 76- 
679-2413 I .  
(22a) ASSEN MUSEUM,  find-spot unknown 
Unfinished specimen. Knob, cheeks, collars and 
general shape indicated. Drilling of shaft-hole was 
started from both sides. Diabase (?). Very similar to 
no. I 4. The inventory number overlaps with that of 
another object. Other  relevant documentation has 
not yet been traced (1977). 
Assen museum I 9 I O/ I I .  2 (incorrect number); 
IPP-photographs 76-678-30136, 679-2. 
Province of Friesland 
(23) D O N K E R B R O E K ,  gem. Ooststellingwerf 
Complete specimen with a hexagonal cross-section 
(facets somewhat concave), knob, collars, no 
cheeks. Damage to the cutting-edge was corrected 
by reshaping it asymmetrically. Diabase. Found in 
the river Tjonger, N.N.W. of Oosterwolde. 
Leeuwarden museum I -  I 2 ( I  928), photographs 
E402351 1-2, 7-8. 
(24) STEGGERDA, gem. Weststellingwerf 
Complete, knob damaged. Knob, cheeks, collars. 
Exceptional in that the non-expanding cutting- 
section has concave upper and lower faces. Find- 
spot (16E:c.  203.00/45 1.50) was a secondary one 
because the finder could remember that the axe had 
previously been in use as a hammer, later still as a 
weight for sweeping the chimney of the nearby farm. 
Property of H. de  Boer, Steggerda (documentation 
G. Elzinga, Leeuwarden museum). 
Province of Overijssel 
(25) B R E C K L E N K A M P ,  gem. Denekamp 
Butt-section of a specimen which was broken off in 
front of the central section. Apart frorn this, little 
weathering o r  damage. Knob, cheel\s and collars 
clearly defined. Diabase. (29A:  c. 263.51496.5). 
Enschede museum 585. IPP-photographs 72- 
I 94E- I 31 I 9. 
(26) D I J K E R H O E K ,  gem. Holten 
Complete specimen with extremely worn cutting- 
edge, and with collars, checks(?), cylindrical butt- 
shaft and flattened knob. Found c. 1956  during 
ploughing in the Dijkermaten near Maneschijn, at a 
maximum depth of 35 cm (28C: c. 221.961477.68). 
Enschede museum 3 I 3 IPP-photographs 72- 
I 94E-20125. 
(27)  O S S E N Z I J L ,  gem. Oldemarkt 
Complete specimen (corners of cutting-edge and 
knob broken off) with collars, cheeks and knob. 
Found during peat digging. 
Plaster copy in Schokland museum Z 1g55lXI.6, 
original lost. 
(28) R U T B E E K ,  gem. Enschede 
A complete specimen, but so weathered, that only 
the hardest parts of the stone allow partial recon- 
struction of the original surface. Expanding 
cutting-edge, knob and collars present, cheeks pre- 
sumably also present originally. Diabase. The 
weathering appears to have been produced by run- 
ning water: the artefact was therefore possibly re- 
covered from the stream, the Rutbeek, near the 
hamlet of the same name (34F: c. 2521467). 
Enschede museum 382, IPP-photographs 72- 
194E-2613 I .  
(29) STEENWIJK-  I , gem. Steenwijk 
Complete specimen (cutting-edge slightly dam- 
aged) with knob and cheeks. Slight indications of a 
collar on the lower face, and on the upper face the 
collar continues in a flat ogival terrace up to the 
cutting edge. 
Schokland museum, with no number or  documenta- 
tion. 
\ d  , 
Complete specimen with toadstool-shaped knob 
and robust collars. The cutting-edge was greatly 
shortened by resharpening. O n  the front, the cheeks 
now merge int0 the cutting-edge as a result of re- 
sharpening (or is the plaster copy not correct?). 
Crvstalline rock. Found near Steenwiik. 
Leiden museum d. I 9401 I 2. I (plaster copy after the 
original of J. Volkers); IPP-photographs 76-681- 
I21 17. 
(3  I )  W E L S U M ,  gem. Dalfsen 
Cutting-section only, of which the cutting-edge is 
also missing. Presumably the cutting-section origi- 
nally expanded; collars and oval cheeks sharply 
defined. Diabase. Found in loose soil during an 
excavation by W.A. van Es (BAI) 1960; 
(21H:216.8/504.o), named ' D A L F S E N  I' by Van 
Beek and Van Es, I 964, p. 13. Under scttlement 
layers from the Roman period, this find-site yielded 
settlement layers from the Early Iron Age (excava- 
tion by J.J. Butler 1967), but no T R B  pottery 
(which does occur nearby). 
Zwolle museum POM 5697; IPP-photographs 72- 
205-o/ I oa. 
Province of Gelderland 
(32) B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D ,  gem. Harderwijk 
Unfinished(?) specimen with complete perforation, 
although not yet widened to the required diameter. 
Cutting-section with collars and circular cheeks. 
Cutting-edge does not expand. Diabase. Excavated 
in I 964 by Modderman and Verwers from the f i l l  of 
an unlined wel1 from the Late Bronze Age. This wel1 
had been dug through layers of a smal1 stream which 
contained much refuse from an adjoining T R B  E2- 
settlement. See Modderman, Bakker & Heidinga 
( r 976), the discussion below and Appendix B3. 
Arnhem museum; Modderman et al. 1976, fig. 
15:2; Addink I 968, p. 2 14, 240. 
(33) GORTEL- I ,  gem. Epe 
Complete specimen, rather plump. Cutting section 
scarcely expanding; cheeks, collars and knob pres- 
ent. Burned? Diabase (De Buissonjé). Found I 909. 
Zutphen museum V I 63; IPP-photographs 66- 
5 r o- 14Al I 8A. Documentation Addink no. 60; 
Addink I 968, p. 2 I 4. 
(34) GORTEL-2, gem. Epe 
Complete, beautifully finished specimen, without a 
knob. Butt-end is a cylindrical shaft. Cheeks and 
collars. Central ridges run longitudinally across the 
upper face and the sides. Diabase (De Buissonjé). 
Leiden museum e. I g 1912. I (not igr  I ) ;  IPP- 
photographs 66-554-7AI I I A. Documentation Ad- 
dink no. 90; Addink I 968, p. 2 I 4. 
(35) L E U V E N U M ,  gem. Ermelo 
Complete specimen, cheeks present but no collars. 
Except between the knob and the hole, nothing was 
removed from the upper and lower surfaces of the 
bar from which the artefact was made, if it was not 
necessary for the shaping of the sides. In profile, the 
central section and the non-expanding cutting sec- 
tion thus appear as an unbroken entity, without any 
waist and of constant height. Crystalline rock (De 
Buissonjé). Until recently, the find-spot of this spec- 
imen was forgotten. On 9.6.1978, however, the 
former forcstcr Van de Hoorn at Hierden told W.J. 
Manssen, Keeper of the Barneveld museum, that i t  
was found north of the Zandmolen (26H: c. 
177.1148o.g) during forest work in 1946, and that 
he had given it to the Harderwijk museum. 
Harderwijk museum, no inventory number; IPP- 
photographs 66-544-28132; documentation Addink 
no. 93; Addink I 968, p. 2 I 4. 
(36) N I J M E G E N  MUSEUM,  no find-spot reported. 
Complete, unweathered, beautifully finished spec- 
imen which was made from a slender oblong bar. 
Remains of the original surface of this bar are 
revealed by flat areas on the upper, lower and side 
faces of the butt, as wel1 as on the circular cheeks 
and the collars. The cutting-section does not ex- 
pand. Layered quartzite (De Buissonjé; Hoof). 
Nijmegen museum 140; IPP-photographs 66-482- 
35, 486-91 r 2 ;  documentation Addink no. 25; Ad- 
dink I 968, p. 2 I 4; Hoof I 970, plate 2 I :  I 84 (too 
asymmetrical) and p. 344 (92). 
(37) R E K K E N ,  gem. Eibergen (wrongly named: 
' G O R S S E L '  (Pleyte; Addink); 'OVERIJSSEL? '  
Aberg)). 
Complete specimen with knob and collars. Cutting- 
section does not expand. The find-spot (34G: 
246.60 k 1.001455.75 + 1.00) was identified by P.J. 
Woltering, in 1970, on the basis of the I 834 report 
of its discovery (Zwolle museum) by Dr. A. Brants, 
who donated the specimen to the Zwolle museum 
(22.10. I 848): '. . . Purchased from Groot Huur- 
neman at Rekken near Eibergen. It had been found 
by Gr.H. himself 20  years ago in the hamlet of 
Rekken, '14 hour away from his house, on the Lan- 
deweer [a dyke], which runs from Oldenkotte to 
Pothaar via Dieters, Röskeslat and Langekamp . . .' 
About I 8 I 4, the centra1 section which 'used to have 
the thread of a screw' had been smoothed as much as 
possible by the owner, so as to enable him to fix a 
handle in it, but the hole still had 'some irregulari- 
ties'. The presentation letter of the same date was 
quoted by Hijszeler (196 I,  p. 82). 
Zwolle museum POM 9 112289; Pleyte I 889, p. 7, 
plate I:7; Aberg 1916a, r91 6b; Addink I 968, p. 
213. 
(38) S P E U L D E ,  gem. Ermelo 
Cutting section. Cheeks and collars. Diabase (De 
Buissonjé). From Bezaan's collection and reported 
to have been found near a barrow containing a Bell 
Beaker of the Veluwe type (e. I 9461 I .58; Van der 
Waals & Glasbergen I 955, plate I 3:4 I ) ;  near 26E 
I 77.301475175 (Modderman I 963, p. I 6; however, 
the documentation of Bezaan's find-spots by the 
Leiden museum is not always reliable). 
Leiden museum e. I gqo/1.5($; IPP-photographs 
66-542-34, 534-3; documentation Addink no. 8 I ; 
Addink I 968, p. 2 I 3. 
(39) U D D E L E R M E E R ,  gem. Apeldoorn 
Butt-section, with knob, cheeks and collars (the 
last-mentioned are not clear). Finely grained crys- 
talline rock. 
Excavated in r 908 by Holwerda from the ' temenos' 
within the Hunneschans; this was an Early Bronze 
Age barrow, according to Glasbergen ( I 954 (2), p. 
47), built on a settlement layer of the TRB E2- 
settlement there (Appendix B);  other remains of 
Neolithic and Bronze Age or Iron Age cultures were 
also found there. 
Leiden museum e. I 90919. I 32; IPP-photographs 
76-68 1-34/36, 682- 112. Holwerda I 909, p. 4 I ,  
plate XIX a ;  Addink I 968, p. 2 I 3 ('Flache 
Hammeraxt').  
(40) WAPENVELD,  gem. Heerde (fig. 5.8h) 
Complete specimen with knob, cheeks, collars and 
non-expanding cutting-edge. A ridge along the 
length axis from cutting-edge to central section on 
the side faces. Porphyric diabase (De Buissonjé). 
The finder lived near the Suikerbrug, not 'Sinken- 
berg' (Addink). 
Leiden museum e. I 9231 I 2. I ; IPP-photographs 
66-544- I gA123, 559- 17; Holwerda I 925, p. 49, fig. 
20: I ;  documentation Addink no. 92; Addink I 968, 
p. 2'3. 
(4 I )  W E K E R O M ,  gem. Ede  
Weathered fragment of the centra1 section, with 
numerous ridges but no cheeks or  collars. Compa- 
rable to some extent with specimen 8 from OSTEN- 
W A L D E  (Brandt, plate 28: I )  but the collars are mis- 
sing. Strictly speaking, it cannot be proved that this 
fragment belongs to this group of battle-axes. Gran- 
ular grani'te rich in felspar (De Buissonjé). 
Leiden museum W.I.3 (donated by O.G. Heldring 
r 84  r ) ;  IPP-photographs 66-509- r 31 r 7A;  docu- 
mentation Addink no. 5 s ;  Addink 1968, p. 2 1 4  
( 'Flache Hammeraxt').  
Province of  North Holland 
(42) STROE,  former island of Wieringir. 
Unfinished specimen. Cutting-edge broken off. 
Length r 1 . 2  cm, originally c. I 7 cm. Knob already 
separated from the fragment by a channel. Drilling 
of  shaft-hole (with a massive bore) started from 
both upper and lower faces. Porphyric diabase 
(Bockschoten). Found among stones in Pleistocene 
sand. 
Hoorn museum N r g6glIXa; IPP-photographs 69- 
853- i i a/ r ga;  Bakker & De Weerd r 969, p. r r 3. 
Province of North Brabant 
(43)  B L A D E L ,  gem. Bladel 
Butt-half with knob, collars, and cheeks. Diabase (J. 
Hoeve). Found in 1972 on a sand hillock Krieke 
Schoor near the Dalems Stroomke. 
Property of N. Roymans (Bladel). ROB- 
photographs H i 906- 113. Beex i 973: Slofstra i 973. 
Information J. Slofstra. 
(44) L E E N D E R  H E I D E ,  gem. Leende 
Con~ple te  specimen, slightly weathered and dam- 
aged, with checks, collars and knob. Cutting-edge 
does not expand. As far as measurements are c v -  
ccrncd, this eccentrically found specimen is com- 
pletely indistinguishable from the others. Diabase 
(Bockschoten). 
Property of Van den Lokkant (Leende);  IPP- 
photographs 7 1-85-51 i c) Information G. Beex; 
Slofstra i 975, fig. 3. 
Province of Limburg 
(45) N E E R I T T E R ,  gem. Hunsel 
Butt-half. Knob, collars, cheeks, cylindrical butt- 
shaft. Black rock. Found on the land of M. Corsten, 
Thulkenshof, near border-post 143, in or  before 
1956. 
Property of T.H. Bouth (Herten);  Bouth's letter in 
BAl,  dated 3 1.5. r 956, with drawing (information 
J.N. Lanting) and drawing by Hendrikx (informa- 
tion S.H. Achterop). 
(46) ITTERVOORT,  gem. Hunsel 
Butt-half with hemispherical knob, cylindrical 
butt-shaft, collars and circular cheeks. Black rock. 
Leiden museum GL 53, purchased in r 890 from the 
collection of C. Guillon (Roermond);  Hoof i 970, 
plate 2 I :  I 83, p. 280 (NL r 50), 92. 
Netherland, find-spot unknown 
(47) L E I D E N  M U S E U M ,  no find-spot indicated. 
Fine, undamaged, unweathered specimen, with 
knob, collars, cheeks, everything sharply defined. 
Leiden museum U. i 93  112.32 ('purchase Oegst- 
geest, legacy Gildemeester'); IPP-photographs 76- 
68 I -  I 9/23. 
Province of  Luxembourg, Belgium 
(48) S A I N T E  C E C I L E  
Complete knob-butted battle-axe with knob, col- 
lars, cheeks and expanding cutting-edge of crystal- 
line rock, which is in no respect different from the 
other specimens. The find-spot was stated on an old 
label (c. I 900). There is no other documentation. 
Arlon museum; information L. Lefebvre, Keeper. 
Table I gives a survey of the characteristics and 
measurements of the 49 specimens discussed. The 
measurements are not always exact, since they are 
based partly on drawings arid sketches of varying 
quality. Besides, resharpening, damagc and weath- 
ering have had an effect, even on the specimens 
reported as complete. Moreover, the unfinished 
specimens had not yet attained their final dimen- 
sions. The length, F, varies from r r to i 8.5 cm, but if 
one excludes specimens clearly shortened by 
resharpening, it varies from i 2.5 to r 8.5 cm. The 
distance from knob-end to centre of shaft-hole, G, is 
between 4 and 8.5 cm. The maximum width or  
height, H, is between 3.5 and 6.5 cm. 
In spite of its great variety, the group as a whole 
displays a remarkable tendency for characteristics 
A-E. Leaving the atypical specimens 9, i i, r 6 and 
41 out of consideration, a knob (A)  is found 40 
times (including the hardly indicated one of r 8 )  out 
of the 4 I available observations (98'X)). For B, col- 
lars, these figures are 37:39 (ys'Z,); for C, flat 
cheeks, 32:35 (9  I'%,), though weathering and the 
quality of some illustrations had a negative effect; 
for D, the rectangular block shape, 4 r :4 i (r oo'X,): 
for E, the cylindrical shaft between knob and central 
section, 29:4 r ( 7  r '%,). 













rectangular block shape 
cylindrical shaft between knob and central section 
length 
distance from end of knob to centre of shaft-hole 
maximal width o r  height 
no = absent 
x = present 
(x) = scarcely discernible 
- broken off o r  not yet shaped 
? = no data available 


















































Of the 3 I typical specimens for which al1 the data 
concerning A-D are available, 
25 specimens have A+B+C+D (81%) 
3 specimens have A+B+D (10%) 
2 specimens have A+C+D ( 6%) 
I specimen has B+C+D ( 3%) 
Nowhere east of the Weser do we find clusters of 
knob-butted battle-axes with Dutch characteristics. 
Characteristic D, the block shape, is fairly general in 
DDR, Poland and Schleswig-Holstein, but charac- 
teristics B, the collars, and C, the flat cheeks, are 
extremely rare, or  completely absent, there. Among 
the comparable specimens, I could find, on the basis 
of the illustrations, the following examples of com- 
binationsof at least three of the characteristics A-D: 
A+B+C+D: 
(a) UPOST, Kr. Demmin, Mecklenburg 
Unfinished specimen, 'vaguely hexagonal in cross- 
section'. Six longitudinal facets (gullies) al1 round 
between knob and central section. Diabase. Nilius 
called this specimen unique for Mecklenburg. Nilius 
I 97 I ,  plate 5 I i. Mecklenburg collection (Schloss) 
4730. 
A+B+D: 
(b) MILDENITZ,  Kr. Strasburg, Mecklenburg 
With lengthwise channel on sides and on upper and 
lower faces. This specimen bears some superficial 
resemblance to (23) from D O N K E R B R O E K ,  which 
has no channels, but has, in profile, 4 facets and one 
median ridge, and no ridges on upper and lower 
faces. Sprockhoff I 938, pl. 22:4; Nilius r 97 I ,  p. 
129. 
A +B+ D, but with pointeci cheeks: 
(C) ' S C H L E S W I G - H O L S T E I N '  
This axe appears to have a vaguely defined hexago- 
na1 profile. The most frequently illustrated knob- 
butted battle-axe from Schleswig-Holstein, but cer- 
tainly not characteristic for this area. Aberg I g I 6b, 
fig. 8; 1937, fig. 82: Sprockhoff 1938, pl. 22:4; 
Kersten I 9.5 r, fig. 20: Schwantes 1939, fig. I 80; 
i 9.58, pl. r SC; etc. 
(d)  GRUTTOW,  Kr. Anklarn, Mecklenburg 
Unfinished specimen. Nilius I 97 I ,  plate 5 I k. 
A +B+D, without data on the shape of the cheeks: 
(e) ' S C H L E S W I G - H O L S T E I N '  
Butt-section, broken off behind the cheeks, if they 
existed. with parallel, longitudinal ridges. On this 
point, comparable to some extent with the speci- 
mens from UPPST (a), O S T E N W A L D E  (8) and WE- 
K E R O M  (41).  Aberg 1y16b, fig. 9; 1937, fig. 80. 
A +D, hut with pointed cheeks: 
( f )  L O L L A N D ,  enmark 
Complete specim:n with ridges like (e), but with 
pointed cheeks. Aberg I 937, fig. 8 I .  
Perhaps collars and flat cheeks occur more fre- 
quently east of the Weser than we at present realise, 
but they were certainly not particularly popular 
there. I do  not regard the unfinished specimen from 
UPOST as one imported from the West, but as one 
which developed there out of an accidental, rare 
combination of characteristics which were not 
particularly current there. In the Baltic area, it ap- 
pears that of possible combinations of the character- 
istics A-D, A+D occurs most frequently, A+B+D 
infrequently, and A+B+C+D hardly ever. These 
ratios are exactly the reverse of those in the Dutch 
group! 
Culture group and dating of the Dutch knob-butted 
battle-axes. Before I published the smal1 number of 
nor entirely impeccable contexts of these battle-axes 
in Netherland (Bakker I 973), no associated finds 
were known and this was the cause of contradictory 
cultural and chronological interpretations. Abeig 
( I 9 I 6a, b; I 9 I 8; I 937), Sprockhoff ( I 938, plate 
22) and Schlicht (1950) were convinced that the 
Dutch knob-butted battle-axes. iust like al1 the 
Z J 
other knob-butted battle-axes elsewhere, should be 
assigned to the TRB culture.30 
Like most other TRB battle-axes, the Dutch knob- 
butted battle-axes possess a vertical symmetry, and 
the collars are a link with other types of TRB 
battle-axe, especially west of the Elbe. Typological- 
ly, however, there is also a confusingly strong 
similaritv to the battle-axes of the Bronze Age and " 
the Iron Age in the same region, for which reason 
Sprockhoff (r 938, plate 27: 1-4, 6. 8) and Schlicht 
( I 9.50) erroneously assigned the latter to the TRB 
culture. 
Flat cheeks, collars, rod-shaped butts and strong 
sirnilarities in the proportions in  some of these 
Bronze-Iron Age battle-axes do indeed make it  ex- 
tra ordinarily difficult to distinguish sorne fragrnents 
from those of Dutch knobobuttcd battle axes. I n  the 
Nackengebogene Äxte (Aberg r 9 r 6c), however, 
which most strongly resemble the Dutch knob- 
butted battle axes. the angled long axis from 
cutting-edge to the butt (which never is a knob) is a 
valid criterion. Another is that the Dutch knob- 
butted axes usually have an hour-glass-shaped 
shaft-hole, whereas the Nackengebogene and relat- 
ed axes, according to S.H. ~ c h f e r o p ,  nearly always 
have a conical hole (Modderman et al. i 976, p. 6 I ). 
Meanwhile, P.V. Glob (1938), S.H. Achterop 
( r 96 I b), K.H. Brandt ( r 973) and K. Tackenbcrg 
( I 974) have given the Bronze-Iron Age battle-axes 
their proper datingon the basis of a large number of 
closed finds. But Tackenberg now also transfers the 
Dutch knob-butted battle-axes to the end of the 
Neolithic and to the Bronze Age, so that there 
would be no chronological interval between the two 
groups of battle-axes. Ï n  this, he is partly motivated 
by Brandt's argument ( I  967) that the Dutch knob- 
butted battle-axes should be classified in the EGK 
instead of the TRB culture. 
Only few convincing arguments, apart from the 
striking and puzzling typological similarities, can be 
advanced for a dating of the Dutch knob-butted 
battle-axes in the Bronze-Iron Age. Tackenberg 
( r 974, p. 28) did not know of a single closed find 
that would date them in this period. The axe from 
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  could plead now in favour of 
Tackenberg's theory. The hour-glass-shaped hole 
and the continuous long axis show, however, that 
the fragment is not a Bronze or  Iron Age type. It was 
found in an unlined wel1 which is dated by its pottery 
to the Late Bronze Age. Yet, the wel1 had been dug 
into stream fi l l  layers full of E 2  T R B  pottery, from 
which the axe could easily have gotten into the wel1 
(Modderman et al. 1976, p. 59-61).  The axes from 
U D D E L E R M E E R .  W E L S U M  and A N L O  also come 
from places with pottery of the Bronze or  Iron Age. 
Like B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D ,  Uddelermeer and Anlo 
yielded, however, far more T R B  pottery - al1 of E2  
type. The Bronze or  Iron Age pottery from Welsum 
may have been similar to that from Beekhuizerzand. 
but that from Uddelermeer (which is quite close by 
Beekhuizerzand) is different, and so is the pottery 
from Anlo. 
Brandt used the fact that specimen 1 0  from W E S -  
T E R H O L T S F E L D E  (Brandt r 967, plate 4: r )  has 
herring-bone ornamentation as an argument in fa- 
vour of assigning the knob-butted battle-axes to the 
EGK. But EGK battle-axes rarely have this type of 
ornamentation, and it is also known in T R B  battle- 
axes, including a Hanover battle-axe which was 
found 40 km from Westerholtsfelde (Brandt I 967, 
plate 4:4; Jazdzewski I 936, fig. 959). The circum- 
stances in which the specimens from M U N D E R S U M  
(7),  A N L O  ( I 3), S P E U L D E  (38) and U D D E L E R M E E R  
(39) were found, viz. that EGK graves were found in 
the immediate neighbourhood, are nor convincing 
as an argument in favour of the proposition, since no 
knob-butted battle-axe is presently known to have 
come fi-om an EGK grave, in spite of the E G K  
predilection for putting battle-axes in graves. More- 
over, the EGK pottery of the four sites belongs to 
different types and phases. 
From genuine TRB sites come the axes from B E E K -  
H U I Z E R Z A N D  (predominantly E 2  pottery), A N L O  
and U D D E L E R M E E R  (both also from settlement sites 
of the E2 facies). The atypical axe I 6 (fig. B r 6:a) 
came from a T R B  grave from phase E ( r + 2) at 
E K E L B E R G .  Specimen X from O S T E N W A L D E  came 
from a T-shaped passage grave with eight capstones 
(illustrated pottery included funnel beakers (D or  
earlier) and an E r-amphora, but most of the grave- 
pottery must have remained unreported). The 
atypical battle-axe g from S P A H N  was found next to 
an extremely long T-shaped passage grave (phase 
D-E?, cf. Chapter 7).31 
AI1 this is an unexpected, strong argument in favour 
of an assignment of the Dutch knob-butted battle- 
axe to the T R B  culture; it seems that they are char- 
acteristic of the E-horizon, and - also according to 
distribution maps figs. 39, 69-70- especially of the 
E 2  facies. In agreement with this are the numerous 
instances of their occurrence in central Netherland 
in areas where phases A-D are not, or  only very 
rarely, found (maps figs. 37-38). 
There are typologial similarities with indisputable 
T R B  battle-axes: in the first place with the knob- 
butted battle-axes elsewhere, which partly belong to 
the main group of Flat battle-axes (cf. Herfert I 962; 
Jaidzewski r 936). Some specimens of the Dutch 
group display similarities (atypical for this group) 
with other types of  T R B  battle-axes. The channels 
in the specimens from O S T E N W A L D E  (S), D O N -  
K E R B R O E K  (23) and W E K E R O M  ( 4 1 )  recall the spe- 
cimens from ' S C H L E S W I G - H O L S T E I N '  (e )  and 
L O L L A N D  (f), of which (f) already has the pointed 
cheeks of the Scandinavian T R B  knob-butted 
battle-axes. The hexagonal cross-section of the spec- 
imens from D O N K E R B R O E K  (23)  and O P E N D E  ( I  I )  
recalls more easterly T R B  battle-axes (cf. Jaid- 
zewski I 936). The rectangular cross-section with 
midribs of the cutting-section of the battle-axes 
from G R A P P E R H A U S E N  (4 )  and G O R T E L -  2 (34)  re- 
calls Hanover battle-axes. The cross-section of the 
cutting-section of the specimen from S T E G G E R D A  
(24) is trapezium-shaped, with convex sides and 
concave upper and lower faces, as is often the case 
with Flat battle-axes and Pan-European Double 
battle-axes. The cutting-section of the specimen 
from E X L O  ( I 7 )  seems to widen as abruptly from the 
body of the axe as that of some Hanover battle-axes. 
Admittedly, this approach does not enable me to 
give a satisfactory explanation for the knob-butted 
battle-axes in the southern part of the Benelux 
countries, since no T R B  pottery occurs there. It 
might even appear that classification in the EGK 
culture would offer a slightly better explanation, 
since id  and A 0 0  beakers frequently occur in 
northern Belgium near the southern Dutch cluster. I 
do  not know of distribution maps of groups from the 
Bronze-Iron Age which coincide with those of the 
knob-butted battle-axes. 
If we do not allow ourselves to be sidetracked, the 
clusters of these battle-axes south of the Rhine and 
the Meuse must be interpreted as extraordinarily 
interesting signs of  cross-cultural contact. Here we 
might think of gifts to trading partners such as chiefs 
of the villages where T R B  people obtained their 
merchandise, such as, for example, the axes of 
Meuse flint. 
But it is remarkable that the knob-butted battle- 
axes were found in the southern part of the Benelux 
countries along east-west routes and not along 
north-south routes. This holds not only for the spec- 
imens from southern Netherland, but also for the 
battle-axe (48) from S A I N T E  C E C I L E ,  in the narrow 
valley of the Semois, a tributary of the Meuse on the 
southwest side of the Ardennes. Was it here perhaps 
a matter of complicated exchange systems (cf. Sah- 
lins 1972, Chapter 6), in which the flint zone people 
d l~ t r i bu t~on  map 
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FIG. 55 The  relative weight of the arguments in favour of the 
bclonging o f  the Dutch Knob-butted battle-axes to the EGK, 
Bronzellron Age o r  the T R B  culture. 
resold these artefacts elsewhere'? (But would an 
archaeological mapping of the non-perishable 
commodities of the Kula-ring reflect finds only in 
the area of production and in the final marketing 
area, and not in the area of the middle-men?).32 
Whatever the truth here may be, the specimens 
from B L A D E L  (43) and L E E N D E R H E I D E  (44) were 
made of diabase, like most of those from northern 
Netherland. This indicates importing from northern 
Netherland, since diabase is unknown in the area of 
the southern cluster. 
Fig. 5 s  summarizes the weight of the most impor- 
tant arguments discussed in favour of assigning the 
Dutch knob-butted battle-axes to one of the cultu- 
res or  periods mentioned. 
A good impression of the method of manufacture 
can be obtained from six of the unfinished Dutch 
specimens in particular. Successive stages of com- 
pletion can be seen from R O D E N -  1 (20), R O D E N -  2 
(21), S T R O E  (42), EEXT-ANNEN ( I s ) ,  D R O U W E N  
( 1 4 )  and B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  (32). The preferred 
matcrial was diabase, ideally suitable rock for 'peck- 
ing and grinding' (Semenov r 964). It could be dug 
u p  just like other erratics - from the North Euro- 
pean glacigenous plain, especially from the boulder 
~ l a y ~ ~  o r  could be collected at the foot of sea cliffs 
along the North Sea and lakes or  the erosion sides of 
rivers in this boulder clay; it is, however, absent in 
the Rhine and Meuse basins south of the moraines. 
Shortly after Dr. G.  J. Boekschoten (Geological 
Institute, Groningen University) had alerted me to 
the importance of sea cliffs, I learned of the 
unfinished specimen of S T R O E  on Wieringen, a for- 
mer island of boulder clay where there were, until 
recently, such sea cliffs. In the T R B  period, Wierin- 
gen was much larger and was perhaps joined to that 
part of the island of Texel which also consists of 
boulder clay. There must have been sea cliffs in 
many other parts of the North Sea coastal area, too. 
They cannot have been much higher than I o metres, 
i.e. less than some cliffs on the Baltic coasts. 
In the manufacture of battle-axes, the starting point 
was a stone which had been shaped by the glaciers, 
and from it, an oblong block was first made by 
pecking and grinding; this block had flat, parallel, 
straight sides and a square or  rectangular cross- 
section (the specimen from S T R O E  is an exception in 
that it was made from a somewhat tapering block 
with straight sides). The first four unfinished speci- 
mens mentioned still reveal substantial remains of 
the smoothly ground upper and lower faces. In nu- 
merous finished specimens the original surface has 
been retained in the flat cheeks next to the shaft- 
hole, and the outer surface on the rims of both 
collars. The latter, and the two planes through the 
cheeks, determine the maximum dimensions of the 
knob, central section and cutting-edge. In the 
quartzitic sandstone specimen in the N I J M E G E N  
M U S E U M  (3 h), the round knob actually has flat areas 
on the upper, lower and side faces, which represent 
these outer surfaces. The specimen is so beautifully 
finished that it would appear that a master crafts- 
man experienced slight technica1 problems when he 
used quartzite instead of diabase. 
The next step was that the profile of the battle-axe 
was roughly outlined in the side faces, mainly by 
pecking and grinding. The upper and lower faces 
were then rounded off somewhat along the tangent 
with the new side profile. The knob was shaped al1 
around (the stage of R O D E N -  I ,  2). 
In the unfinished specimen from STROE,  which had 
nor been shaped much more than those from R O -  
D E N ,  the drilling of the hole had been started. This 
was done with a solid drill, which initially gave the 
hole the profile of a normal curve. Drilling was done 
alternately from the upper and lower faces. Incom- 
pletely perforated specimens are those from STROE,  
E E X T - A N N E N  and D R O U W E N .  Presumably it was 
desirable to carry out the troublesome initial phase 
of the drilling before further finishing of the shape of 
the battle-axe (during which the artefact became 
more fragile); subsequently the hole was deepened 
from both sides only so far as to enable the collars to 
be shaped without undue risk. 
Perhaps the drilling was occasionally continued a bit 
further, but the specimens from D R O U W E N  and 
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  demonstrate that the removal 
of the last separation between the two drilled hol- 
lows and the final finishing of the shaft-hole were 
postponed to the very end.%ith the specimen from 
E E X T - A N N E N ,  further work was done on the shap- 
ing of the body of the battle-axe after the initial 
stage of the drilling of the hole. The shaping of the 
upper and lower faces of the cutting section was 
further advanced, the central section remaining as a 
remnant of the block-shape. The work on the 
D R O U W E N  specimen was so Par advanced that, at 
first glance, it seems there remained only the final 
perforation of the hole. But it is a very plump speci- 
men, and the fact that the collars and the beginnings 
of the flat cheeks had not been finished, suggests 
that the final shape envisaged by the craftsman was 
much more elegant. The unfinished specimen from 
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  had been perforated, but the 
wal1 of the shaft-hole had not yet been smoothed. 
Perhaps it was the drilling which caused the weapon 
to break. The surviving part demonstrates that the 
cheeks and the collars had nearly been given their 
final shape during the penultimate stage. 
Malmer ( r  962, p. 607-610) described how the 
shaft-holes of the Swedish Boat-axe culture battle- 
axes were often given a final polish on the inside 
with a vertical grinding movement. H e  supposed 
that this was done with a smal1 stone, and that, in 
view of the deep scratches, sand was also used (id. 
fig. I 08: I ). Such deep vertical scratches also appear 
on the wal1 of the hole of the battle-axe from 
W E L S U M  ( 3  I ). When I read this particular passage 
in Malmer, I had already concluded the collection of 
my material, so that I am unable to report on the 
number of battle-axes with this characteristic. 
According to the report quoted in the description of 
the battle-axe from R E K K E N  (37) the I 9th century 
user found it necessary to smoothen the hole some- 
what by means of a file. The prehistorie polishing of 
the wal1 of the hole took place at about the same 
time as the last shaping of corners, ridges and 
grooves (with a so-called strike-a-light (see 5. I ) ? )  
and the careful polishing of al1 the details of the 
surface which made it not only smooth but hard as 
~ e 1 1 . ~ ~  
Whereas the splitting off of the cutting-edge of the 
specimen from STROE,  and the fracture along the 
hole in the specimen frorn B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  
might be the rcasons for the finishing work having 
been stopped, no reason is evident with the other 
unfinished specimens as to why they were not com- 
pleted. A few finished specimens show that splinters 
sometirnes broke off from the battle-axes, presum- 
ably during their manufacture. In the specimen from 
D O N K E R B R O E K  (23)  this caused the pronounced 
asymmetry of the cutting-section although al1 other 
traces of this damage were removed. This must have 
happened with the atypical specimen from E K E L -  
B E R G  (16), as wcll. 
In the specimen from ODOORN-  2 ( I g), damage to 
the knob was patched up in this way. It cannot be 
proved that for the specimen from GORTEL-  2 (34) 
the missing knob had broken off, and that the stump 
was subsequently reshaped, even if a knob would be 
within the limits of the normal proportions. The 
cutting edges of several specimens were reduced by 
resharpening, as appears also from the broken lines 
of [he profiles (C.&. ESTORF ( 3 ) ,  ODOORN-2 (19) 
and S T E E N W I J K -  2 (30)) .  
In the very sirnilar specimens from B E N T H E I M  ( I )  
(Brandt, plate 4:6) and S L E E N  (22), the whole of 
the cutting-sections was removed, and the last re- 
rnains of them were ground smooth. In this way 
there rernained unusual hammers with shafts - in 
both cases the head of the hammer is convex and not 
unsuitable for working copper or  leather. 
FIG. j 6  Periodsofcurreney of several types of7'RB hattlc-axcs 
in thc MN.  
5.6.4 Comparison of the geographical and 
chronological distribution of some of the 
types of battle-axe discussed 
Fig. 56  summarises what has previously been said 
concerning the dating of the most important MN 
battle-axes of the T R B  West Group. Fig. 4 gives a 
combined projection of their separate distribution 
pictures. Fig. 57 illustrates the same, but is restricted 
to showing, in the shaded areas, the separate 'closed 
distribution A striking feature is the 'corri- 
dor' Bremen-Cloppenburg (along the Post Road of 
a later period) which is also clear on the maps of figs. 
2-3 (Bakker I 976). Fig. 5 I and 57 illustrate the fact 
that the Hanover battle-axes are a connecting link 
between the West Group and the North Group. 
There were evidently intensive contacts, as is also 
clear from the strong sirnilarity between the pottcry 
phases A-C of the West Group and the synchronous 
phases of the North Group. These distributions con- 
trast strikingly with the distribution pictures of the 
Dutch knob-butted battle-axe and the Arnazon 
battle-axe, which evidently reflect a division in the 
West Group between a western part with Early 
Havelte pottery (E) and an eastern part. Aberg 
( I  g I 6a)  had already pointed this development out 
(section 2.3). 
In view of the strong similarities, although especially 
in negative characteristics such as the absence of 
ornamentation, in the last T R B  pottery phase (MN 
V) in the West Group, in Schleswig-Holstein and 
Jutland, the Danish islands and, perhaps, Mecklen- 
burg, it is rather surprising that we find during this 
period no uniform type of T R B  battle-axe in the 
North Group and the West Group west of the Elbe; 
the fan-butted battle-axe is restricted to those areas 
where KAK and late Bernburg pottery was found. 
There is another striking point. Nearly al1 the histo- 
grams in fig. 58 show a decline towards the west. 
.This effect would also have been evident in fig. 4, 
had it not been compensated in the west by the 
Dutch knob-butted axe. There is no satisfactory 
explanation for this decline (difference in mentality, 
in the ostentatiousness of the authorities or  in mar- 
tial spirit'?). 36 
Finally, some tentative remarks concerning the 
function of these battle-axes in former times. In 
comparison with the large number of burials and 
pots, their number is remarkably small. Of both the 
Hanover battle-axes and the Dutch knob-butted 
battle-axes fewer than sixty have come to light! 
While mapping the ~ a n o v e r  battle-axes, I received 
the impression that the find-spots were often c. I o 
km distant from each other, with a certain prefer- 
ence for the main routes. Could this be an indication 
that they were attributes of important village chiefs? 
But then one would expect a completely different 
situation to be revealed in the distribution of the 
Dutch knob-butted battle-axes. Had the local popu- 
lation then settled down into farming comminities 
with provincial attitudes towards foreign influ- 
ences? 
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5.7 A F E W  O F  T H E  A R T E F A C T S  W H I C H  H A V E  N O T  
Y E T  B E E N  D E A L T  W I T H  
Axe-hummers (Arbeitsaxte), the plump, perforated 
axes which might have been used for heavy work, 
are still very poorly documented (cf. section 
5.6.2. r ) .  In the West Group I have found scarcely 
i n y  finds which could be used for their dating. 
The fragment of stone 6646 from G E L L E N E R D E I C H  
(Patzold I 955, fig. 2d) presumably originates from a 
'hohe durchlochte Schuhleistenkeil' o r  a 'Plattbolze' 
('flat-iron') (cf. Brandt I 967, p. I off). The rock is 
bluish black, finely grained, with glistening pin- 
points and scarcely layered. The shaft-hole was pre- 
cisely cylindrical and 2.5 cm in diameter. A quarter 
of a circle in cross-section of the evenly polished 
surface has survived near the hole. If the artefact 
was symmetrical horizontally, the original width 
must have been 8.5 cm; in the case of a circular 
cross-section, the height must have been c. 7.5 cm 
(less if it came from a Plattbolze). These implements 
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occur in Rössen and early T R B  (EN) contexts 
(Brandt I 967, Schwabedissen I 967, Lomborg 
1962, Van der Waals 1972) al1 over the North 
European Plain, but we d o  not exactly know just 
how long they remained in use. 
Strictly speaking, the find on  the river dune of G E L -  
L E N E R D E I C H  offers no further clues about this 
point, as this site must have been accessible for 
centuries before it was overgrown with peat in the 
Bronze Age. The pottery which can be identified 
belonged to the Western T R B  culture (C, D, E?, G 
pottery), to the E G K  and Barbed Wire Beakers 
(Bakker & Van der Waals I 973). No Rössen o r  E N  
T R B  pottery was established. 
Mace-heads were known to Knöll (1959) from 
hunebed D53  at H A V E L T E  (Van Giffen I 927, plate 
I 54:69) and from the settlement D U M M E R - M  ( i- 
chaelsen 1938, fig. 2: I 7). Brandt (1967, p. 105, 
plate 29: I 7) illustrated one from a megalithic grave 
in L A V E N S T E D T .  
The first record of the mace-head from H A V E L T E  
having been found c. r 830-50 in hunebed D53  dates 
only from c. I g I 8 (Van Giffen I 927, p. I 35- I 36), so 
that one need not accept this find-context unques- 
tioningly. Brandt also has his doubts about whether 
the find-site of the mace-head from LAVENSTEDT was 
a megalithic grave. The mace-head which was 
recovered from the T R B  settlement in Lake D U M -  
M E R  is equally inconclusive, because some artefacts 
of othcr culture periods also came to light. The T R B  
sherds are the oldest artefacts of diagnostic value 
from this site. 
In Denmark mace-heads of similar shapes to the 
Haveltc and Dummer-M specimens, and also with 
hour-glass-shaped holes, are a regular feature of the 
E G K  (e.g. Jorgensen I 977, p. 201). Perhaps both 
western parallels are also E G K  artefacts. The 
Lavenstedt mace-head, however, is, by its thinness 
and its cylindrical hole, of (North) T R B  type. 
Marbles of markasite, quartz etc. from a few mega- 
lithic tombs (Knöll 1959, p. 35), a stone cist (fig. 
B3:17) and from the settlement of DUMMER-S  
(Deichmuller 196ga, p. 33) are perhaps the only 
objects of the West Group with any similarity to the 
inventories of Irish-Scottish megalithic graves 
(Herity r 974, p. r 36). 
Fossils occur a few times in T R B  contexts: in L A R E N  
(section B I I )  two flint sea-urchins, with no sign of 
having been reshaped by man, and in hunebeds 
E M M E N - D 4 3  (Holwerda 1914, fig. 5) and 
E M M E L N -  2 (Schlicht r 968, fig. 960) parts of a pet- 
rified ammonite which had been perforated for use 
as a hanger. The tip of the E M M - E N  specimen was 
painted with red ochre (information J.A. Brongers). 
In passing, I would like to mention beads of amber 
(cf. 5.6.2.4), jet or  quartz, the golden bracelet of 
H I M M E L P F O R T E N  (Cassau 1933, 1 9 3 6 ) ~  and copper 
ornaments. The coDwer artefacts of the West and the 
North Groups are'discussed in the context of their 
metal group in section 6.5b. For the remaining or- 
naments, the reader is referred to Knöll (1959),  
Schlicht ( I  968) and 'Van Giffen ( r 927, r 943b). 
For artefacts o f  organic material from D U M M E R -  N 
and D U M M E R - S  (it is not yet clear if these can be 
assigned to the T R B  culture) the reader is refcrred 
to the publications of Reinerth ( 1 9 3 9 ) ~  Jacob- 
Friesen ( r 959) and Deichmullcr ( r g6qa). 
C H A P T E R  6 
Chronological and typological problems 
This chapter deals with questions which arise in 
connection with the previously presented chronolo- 
gical framework for the Western Tiefstich pottery. 
The discussion of the typological value of the 
Z E I J E N  finds, which appears in Appendix  BI^, 
could have been included in this chapter, as it is also 
elementary for the reliability of the pottery se- 
quence developed here. 
Innovations, technological improvements, changes 
in fashion and state of mind spread from their 
starting-points with varying speeds and in various 
directions. These starting-points can be situated in 
different places. I n  a 3-dimensional diagram, where 
the vertical axis represents time and the horizontal 
axes thc surface of the carth, the expansion of an 
innovation wil1 be represented as a cone (Deetz 
I 967, fig. I o), where the top angle of the cone is 
dependent on the rate of the expansion (and the 
scale of measurement). Superimposed cones of sub- 
stituting innovations determine when the previous 
innovation goes out of use. In actual practice, the 
cone wil1 be badly distorted for many reasons, and 
on closer inspection, the spread of an innovation 
wave across the earth wil1 display a strong similarity 
to the spread of a pine forest by seedlings across a 
Dutch heath-land that is no longer grazed, cut or 
burned (cf. Clarke I 968, fig. 89, after Hagerstrand). 
As a result of these factors, the 'typochronological 
horizons', in which identical objects, whatever their 
distance from each other, are regarded as synchro- 
nous, are anything but flat and horizontal in the 
3-dimensional diagram mentioned; but whether this 
phenomenon strikes the researcher or not depends 
on the chronological and geographical scale which 
he employs. In this connection, we can speak of a 
Doppler Distortion Effect (Clarke I 968, fig. 80, 
after Deetz & Dethlefsen I 965). 
I t  appears from telesynchronisations in the TRB 
culture of Netherland and Scandinavia that this dis- 
tortion is not a negligible factor: the 'horizon' of the 
beginning of the T-shaped passage graves cross-cuts 
the pottery 'horizons'. Forssander's principle was 
accepted therefore: date the graves according to the 
pottery and not the other way about (cf. section 
2.13). In the Danish pottery, retardations in the 
spread of new styles were assumed over quite short 
distances (section 2.18) .  In this chapter, we shall 
meet pottery horizons which intersect. 
For the time being, however, the pottery horizon 
system wil1 have to remain in use as a dating system, 
however 'elastic' it is, since no dendrochronological 
dates exist, and C I 4 data are not available in suffi- 
cient quantities to do more than check the main lines 
of the argument at most. Moreover, 'short-term', 
sharply defined import horizons are unknown. 
Consequently, the answer to the question posed in  
the title can only be given in terms of pottery hori- 
zons - no different, therefore, from the terms used 
by L. Kaelas ( I 955) when she was occupied with this 
problem. Her answer was: 'in the E N  C', since the 
earliest pottery from the megalithic graves west of 
the Weser could be compared with pottery from the 
North Group of this period. 
According to Kaelas, the collared flasks of thc West 
Group proved that the Drouwen style could not 
have begun after the end of the EN C, since, in the 
North Group, they had completely disappearcd by 
the beginning of the MN. The fiirtrtel heakers offered 
her no conclusive evidence. She thought that a hori- 
zon from the beginning of Drouwen could be found 
in the biberons, a point which was refuted in section 
3.4.3. 
Two pots from hunebed DROUWEN-D 1 9 (Kaelas 
,I 955, fig. 2 0 ;  K I I :  I o:, K I 2:s) were recognisable, 
in Kaelas's opinion, as lugged beukers (*) of thc E N  
C type. The first specimen is undecorated, and, in 
my opinion, lacks a significant profile. Our knowl- 
edge of undecorated pottery from the West is only 
superficial, but thick lug handles, as of this speci- 
men, are found in settlements which are much later 
than E N  C ( L A R E N ,  ELSPEET, ANGELSLO) .  The 
second specimen, which is decorated, can, in my 
opinion, easily be placed in phase E2, on the basis of 
technique and pattern of ornamenration and profile. 
Kaelas mistakenly considered the fragment from 
V A L T H E  (K I 1:5) to be a lugged flask (*). Knöll 
( I  959) was undoubtedly correct with his identifica- 
tion of it as a lugged beaker, since the ornamenta- 
tion of the belly is continued (staggered) on the 
neck. The specimen is one of the best parallels of the 
famops lugged beaker from N E U M U N S T E R -  
G A D E L A N D  in Holstein (Struve 1939), which was 
unanimously dated in the MN Ia. 
This brings us to the evidence which requires a more 
extensive discussion. As far as decorated pottery is 
concerned, there are two jugs (m): 
( I )  a jug from hunebed D2  I in B R O N N E G E R  (fig. 
28:3, K I :  I )  and 
(2) a jug, found in isolation, 'possibly in a flat grave', 
in DOSE, near Cuxhaven (fig. 28: I ; D I 3: r ) .  They 
are very similar, but the ornamentation of jug I 
consists of a strictly rhythmical succession of 
ladder-strips and jug 2 is more playfully decorated 
with an arhythmical series of ladders, zippers and a 
pin-pricked zone. Jug 2 affords no stratigraphical o r  
associative indications for its dating. Jug I was 
found as scattered sherds 'just below pavement B' in 
hunebed D2  I at B R O N N E G E R  (Van Giffen 1927, p. 
376; Knöll 1959, p. 42, n. 61) .  Since the interme- 
diate pavement C was missing below these sherds 
they may have lain originally on  the primary pave- 
ment D, but have been brought upwards by later 
animal or  human action. Cf. note 2:24 for the strati- 
graphy of this chamber. The other pottery belongs 
to stages A-E. 
(3 )  A somewhat comparable jug was found in 
D O H R E N ,  Kr. Hanover (K I I : i 3), but because it is 
an incidental find from a gravel pit (Dehnke i 940) 
the circumstances of the find provide no further 
dating. 
( 4 )  This is also the case with a large belly-sherd 
from a comparable jug from KYSKOVICE (Province 
of Roudnice, on the Elbe halfway between Prague 
and the German border), evidently an import from 
the Tiefstich pottery area (Zápotocky i 960, plate 
262; indicated by A.E. Lanting). 
(5)  I.  Gabriel found a rernarkable jug fragment in 
the easterly chamber of two T-shaped passage gra- 
ves in T A N N E N H A U S E N ,  which I am publishing here 
with his special permission (fig. 28:7). I noticed no 
other early jugs during a perusal of the sherd mate- 
ria1 in i 968. Typologically the oldest pottery in both 
the T A N N E N H A U S E N  hunebeds are, besides, the 
famous B jug (K I : i 6) and B dishes and pails with 
rim ornamentation of type T and lower ornamenta- 
tion consisting of long strips, bordered by drawn 
lines (zippers, ladders, a few M's on top of the other, 
inverted V's and strips with crossed diagonal hatch- 
ing). Between each of the strips there are from two 
to five single vertical lines. Pierced lugs and knobs 
are still in the rim zone, not on its border with the 
lower ornamentation. Thus, these dishes and pails 
strike one as somewhat more old-fashioned than a 
pail such as that (fig. 29:2; K25:1)  from the 
above-mentioned hunebed in B R O N N E G E R ,  and 
they more closely resemble dishes such as K14 :8  
and K i 4:2 from the hunebeds in B R O N N E G E R  and 
E X L O  respectively. As a consequence, the Tannen- 
hausen dishes and pails should be placed early in B. 
It is possible, however, that there were also A-dishes 
which were not recognised as such. 
( 6 7 )  Jug 5, which-in view of its context might 
belong to Drouwen B, seems to me, on the basis of 
its typology, to be an import from more easterly 
regions.  he ornamentation is strange for the ex- 
treme West, but it has a good counterpart in jug 6 
from HAASSEL, Kr. Uelzen, on Luneburg Heath 
(fig. 28:5, K I : ~ ,  D 13:s). This jug, along with jug 7 
(K I :6) and a sherd from an undecorated shoulder 
pot with a handle (D20:6), was found in the stone 
chamber of peristalithic Long Barrow I (a Hunen- 
beft, cf. Appendix Aze) ;  the excavator thought that 
al1 other objects had been recently removed. 
Jug 7 apparently has a rather individualistic style of 
ornamentation, but belongs typologically to 
the other jugs discussed here. The undecorated 
sherd affords no hints for its dating. The shape of the 
burial chamber, a dolmen (m), cannot be regarded as 
a dolmen of the earliest type (Aner r 963, I 968), 
since the extraordinary dimensions of this grave are 
characteristic of retardation, in spite of the fact that 
it is a so-called Parallellieger (a characteristic of 
early graves: the long axis of the dolmen lies in or 
parallel with the long axis of the Long Barrow). 
Äccording to Aner, the earliest the buriäl chamber 
could have been built is the later E N  C or the M N  I. '  
The soil of which Long Barrows I and I 1  of H A A S S E L  
were constructcd yielded sherds of what Dehnke 
(1940) named the 'Haassel style' (fig. 59). This, 
along with the material froni T O S T E R G L O P E  in the 
same neighbourhood which wil1 be discussed below, 
is the only material of this style which has been 
excavated west of the Elbe (Dehnke 1940, vcry 
detailed description and illustration; cf. figs. 59-60). 
Becker ( i  947) supposed that thc soil for the barrow 
had been taken from a place with refuse from an old 
Haassel settlement. Jugs 6 arid 7 would be of a 
somewhat later date than the Haassel sherds. This 
interpretation is typologically acceptablc. 
(8) The jug from T O S T E R G L O P E  (figs. 28:6; 59b; 
D I 3:4) was found, along with a number of sherds, in 
a rectangular discolouration o f  3.5 by 1.35 m in a 
peristalithic Long Barrow (Hutzeribett) with a length 
of 80 m. This discolouration was considered by 
Schuchhardt (who excavated it in 19o8)  to be the 
traces of a wooden burial chamber, but a description 
of the burial chamber by Wachter ( r 84  i )  appears to 
indicate that therc had previously been a stone 
burial chamber there (Dehnke 1940, p. 68). The 
sherds from the chamber were not kept separate 
from those which were found in the barrow during 
the same excavation (D3: 8- i i ,  i 3- i 4; i 2:8). All 
ornamented sherds belong to the Haassel style. If 
Schuchhardt's report is correct, the burial chamber 
would thus have containcd Haassel pottery; but if 
we are here concerned with a filled-in pit of a dis- 
mantled megalith chamber, which was not recogni- 
sed as such by him, it would not be surprising if 
sherds from the barrow had found their way into this 
HAASSEL STYLE 
Tosterglope, Haassel I - I1 
FIG. ii) flilil\\eI s ~ ) [ c  potter' irOlll HAASSEI 1 and 1 1  aiid fr0111 
IOSTERGLOPE. i~ceordiilg to I>ehlikc ( I 040). (3) and ( c )  are 
recon\triictiori \kctche\ nccordiiig to thc data iri the publication. 
not the origiri:ils. 
filling when this chambcr was dismantled, for this 
barrow, too, contained an abundance of sherds of 
thc Haassel style (excavation Kruger I 924, D3: I 2, 
16-23). 
But i t  is actually o f  no great significance for the 
argument whether there was other Haassel pottery 
in the burial chamber or not, for jug 8 belongs 
(according to Dehnkc 1940 and Schwabedissen 
r 953) to thisstyle by virtue of its type of ornamenta- 
tion (the vertical rows of horizontal 'screwdriver 
stamps' (*), cf. Sprockhoff's Gittermuster). If  so, the 
jug can presumably be regarded as the first example 
of funerary pottery of the Haassel style in a stone or 
wooden burial chamber of an unknown type, possi- 
bly an cxtremely large dolmen in view of its dimen- 
sions. 
This concludes the discussion of the most important 
decorated jugs from west of the Elbe. Knöll placed 
them al1 at the beginning of his phase I .  In agree- 
ment with this, I have placed them in phase A. But 
only jugs I and 2 appear to be typical of the Drou- 
wen style. Jug 8 belongs to the Haassel style. 
Whether jugs 6 and 5, too. can be included in thc 
Haassel style, considering the as yct vague ideas 
about that style, is still a matter of personal prcfer- 
ence. I do not include them there. These jugsdisplay 
such a strong similarity with the later Altmark pot- 
tcry which was also generally present in the area of 
Haassel-Tosterglope, that I classify them with this 
style. Of fundamental importance is the fact that the 
jugs, or, rather, both styles as a whole, suggest a 
smooth transition from the Haassel style to Altmark 
pottery (Schwabedissen I 953, note I 0 3 ) .  
It seems that the Altmark characteristics are present 
in the Haassel style in a rudimentary form, viz. 
triangles along the rim (D3:24), ladders (a column 
of horizontal screwdriver stamps, occasionally 
bracketed by cord impressions, D3:28, Dq: I 9-20; 
this might be considered as the origin of the Drou- 
wen and Troldebjerg ladders, too) and also thc hori- 
zontal rows of vertical screwdriver stamps which 
occur in Haassel like this or as horizontal ladders 
(D4: I o, 12). 
The stratigraphical relationship between thc two 
pottery styles in the graves of T O S T E R G L O P E  and 
H A A S S E L  indicates that the Haassel style is earlier 
than the Altmark style, and that the transition from 
the earlier to the later style took place at about the 
time of  the building of the first megalithic graves in 
the area; these were peristalithic Long Barrows with 
a stone o r  wooden dolmen parallel to the long axis of 
the Long Barrow. The dolmen, because of its ex- 
tremely large size, cannot be considered early. 
Across the Elbe, the Haassel style continued far into 
Denmark (fig. 60). Since no more sherd material of 
the Haassel style has been excavated in the Lune- 
burg area since r 932, 'Haassel-Fuchsberg style' o r  
'Fuchsberg style' are the preferred terms in 
Schleswig-Holstein, F U C H S B E R G  being a settlement 
there which was excavated by Schwabedissen 
( I 958b, 1967, I 968). 
Hoika ( I 973) regards this style as the product of a 
non-megalithic population group of the E N  C. 
Becker ( I 947) had identified both megalithic 
groups, which constructed megalithic graves, and 
non-megalithic groups in the EN C. Hoika's inter- 
pretation of Fuchsberg, which agrees with Becker's 
views, is more satisfactory than that of Schwabedis- 
sen ( r 967, I 968) whose chronology of the E N  in 
Schleswig-Holstein deviated widely from that of  
Becker for Denmark. In the North Group, 
Haassel-Fuchsberg was followed by the Troldebjerg 
phase (MN Ia) which was megalithic. Non- 
megalithic groups no longer o c c ~ r r e d . ~  West of the 
Elbe, Altmark and perhaps also Drouwen A fol- 
lowed Haassel-Fuchsberg (Schwabedissen I 953, 
note r 0 3 ) .  
How are the other jugs from west of the Elbc now to 
be dated in terms of thc Danish research'? First of 
all, we must note that the distribution area of the 
jugs is limited to the southern fringe of the area of 
the northern Tiefstich group, i.e. to Schleswig- 
Holstein and Mecklenburg. They are absent from 
the 'typochronological standard area' of Langeland 
and its surroundings. This implies that a date for the 
beginning of Drouwen in Danish terms on the basis 
of a few jugs can only be derived by intermediate 
links, which incrcases the margin of error. 
Becker ( r 947) classified nearly al1 the North Group 
jugs of the type described in the EN C, on the basis 
of their similarity with the profile of the lugged 
flasks which mostly belong to the EN C. The orna- 
mentation was thus for him of secondary impor- 
tante; Kaelas ( r  955) did not deviate from this view 
and dated jugs r and 2 from B R O N N E G E R  and DÖSE 
in the EN C, in spite of their Troldebjerg-like lad- 
ders. 
Diametrically opposed to these, ideas is Nilius' in- 
terpretation ( r 97  I ) ,  whereby al1 the jugs, including 
that of TOSTERGLOPE, are classified in the MN I. 
She demonstrated that the lugged flask from 
G I N G S T  ( S 4 0 :  I ; N I 6 c ;  D r 7 :  I )  hadthesamepro-  
file as the jugs, as wel1 as an indisputably MN I 
ornamentation. Therefore, the lugged flask did not 
die out in the region of the jugs by the beginning of 
the MN, and the reason for forcing the jugs into the 
EN C because of their profile has disappeared. Pre- 
viously, Jaidzewski ( I  932) and Sprockhoff ( I  938) 
had also dated the same jugs in the Early Passage 
Grave Period (i.e. MN I). In r 968, the lugged flask 
from G I N G S T  had led Hoika, completely indepen- 
dently of Nilius, to exactly the same opinion 
concerning the jugs from B R O N N E G E R  and DÖSE. 
The development of my own ideas was significantly 
influenced by a discussion with him. 
But I am not entirely in agreement with Nilius' 
dating of the jugs. In contrast to her view, I consider 
the jugs such as those from H E L M  (N I he), T R E U E N  
(N16f), S T R A L E N D O R F  (Schuldt 1965, fig. 8) and 
TOSTERGLOPE to be early, rather than late speci- 
mens of their type. I do  not think that open spacing 
of  Troldebjerg strips is a late characteristic. Contin- 
uously linked strips are rare in the West Group and 
may be a local feature of the North Group. Open 
spacing is common to North Group EN C lugged 
flasks (e.g. L13a = S34:4). The WWW lines on the 
angle between neck and belly of the jug from H E L M  
(no longer visible, see Nilius, p. 42) are not neces- 
sarily a late characteristic. In the Haassel style and 
the Wiórek style, lines like this were appearing 
along the rims of funncl beakers by the EN C. Un- 
chambered Long Barrows developed in the areas 
east of the Elbe in the EN A/B and were presumably 
superseded by other types of graves during the MN I 
(Bakker, Vogel & Wislanski r 969). Therefore, the 
fact that the jugs from Stralendorf and Helm were 
found in an Unchambered Long Barrow is another 
indication that they should be placed very early in 
the MN I. The Stralendorf jug is virtually identical 
with that of Tosterglope. Whereas the screwdriver 
ornament of the latter jug was reason to include it in 
the Haassel style, the absence of this ornament 
might suggest that the Stralendorf jug is slightly 
later. 
Finally, I think that datingall the jugs of type N23- 
24 in the MN 11, as Nilius does, is too late. Although 
some of these jugs may have occurred in the MN 11. 
the type must have originated in the course of the 
MN I. Itsclose relative in the West Group (fig. 29: r )  
was completely replaced by the tureen with shoul- 
der triangles during or  before the MN 11. Although 
it would appear that such tureens are rare in Meck- 
lenburg (N25e), so that Nilius had no particular 
chronological difficulties, we should remember that 
sherds of such a tureen were found in the type-site 
for the MN Ib on Langeland (Berg 1951) .  This 
sherd collection is considered as unmixed (but see 
6.4). 
Returning to Kaelas' ( r 95s)  discussion, we sec that 
her dating of the decorated jugs from west of the 
Elbe was based on Becker's, and we sec, too, that 
this would appear to be no longer tenable. Conse- 
quently, of the arguments in Kaelas's discussion, 
only the one  on the undecorated pottery shapes has 
not yet been eliminated as possible evidence for the 
start of Drouwen A in the EN C; it is not very 
convincing. Now that it has proved to be better to 
place the oldest decorated pots with an EN C profile 
in the MN I, on the basis of their MN I ornamenta- 
FIG. 60 Findspots o f  Haassel-Fuchsberg style. ( I )  
TOSTERGLOPE, Kr. L u n e b u r g ;  ( 2 )  HAASSEL, K r .  Uelzen; (3) 
SACHSENWALD. Kr. L a u e n b u r g ;  (4)  SACHSENWALDAU, Kr. 
S t o r m a r n ;  ( 5 )  OLDESLOE-WOLKENWEHE, Kr. S t o r m a r n ;  (6) 
SCHWISSEL, Kr. Segeberg; ( 7 )  KIEL-HAMBURGER BAUM; (8) 
FUCHSBERG, Kr .  F l e n s b u r g ;  ( g )  FLENSBURG (data from Dehnke 
I y q o :  S c h w a b e d i s s e n  r 967, 1 9 6 8 ;  Behrends I 97 I : Hoika 
r 973). The t w e n t y - f i v e  Danish f i n d - s p o t s  according t o  
A n d e r s e n  & Madsen ( r 9 7 7 ,  fig. I ). 
tion, rather than the other way about, we are no 
longer forced to date identieally shaped but undeco- 
rated pottery in the no less decorative EN. 
This fact applies particularly to one of the two new 
Drente pots which were not yet available in I 955, 
but which otherwise would have been grist to Kae- 
las' mill. An undecorated lugged flask could, with 
reasonable certainty, be reconstructed from a very 
smal1 number of sherds in the H O O G H A L E N  assem- 
blage (fig. Bq:g), although the neck may have been 
longer. The flask looks early, but in agreement with 
Nilius' conclusions concerning e.g. the lugged jar 
N r 6c from GINGST,  I eonsider the specimen to be a 
M N  reminiscence of the EN C. The pottery which 
was associated with it is typical of Drouwen B+C. 
Only one poorly preserved pot might, perhaps, be- 
long to Drouwen A (fig. Bg: 14).  
The second specimen is a sherd of a lugged jar ( ? )  
from an ineompletely preserved grave inventory 
from A N G E L S L O - H E E M I N G E S L A G  (fig. B I ) .  A 
Drouwen A nail was associated with it. As far as this 
is concerned. my arguments run along analogous 
lines, but this find group demonstrates more clearly 
than most of the other specimens discussed here, 
that Drouwen A originated in a period when not al1 
of the EN C pilot shapes had died out. 
The lugged flask froin K L E I N E N K N E T E N  (Kaelas 
I 955, fig. 2 I ) permits a dating not only in the EN C 
phase but also in the MN I (cf. the discussion above 
on the lugged flask frorn G I N G S T ,  N IOC). 
Kaelas compared the undecorated pot frorn mega- 
lithic grave I 1  at 0 1 - D E N D O R F  (fig. 64:a) with Baal- 
berge pottery. But the specimen would not be dis- 
placed in a Salzmunde context either (cf. Preuss 
1966, plate 57:s) .  Sprockhoff cornpared the pot 
with Baden pottery, a dating which would also fit the 
other vessels from the grave, which have the 
appearance of being chronologically fairly homoge- 
neous (MN Ib-11). There are a few other undecora- 
ted pots which Kaelas used as evidcnce. In my opin- 
ion they are unconvincing and I shall not discuss 
them further. 
Summarising, we can say that Kaelas' dating of the 
earliest Drouwen pottery in the EN C was based on 
Becker's placing most of the round-bellied, one- 
handled jugs in this period. This dating does not 
appear to be convincing. To  my mind, Drouwen A 
should he placed in the MN I. We can deduce that it 
began in the initia1 phase of this period by the pres- 
ence of collared flasks and a few other rudimentary 
EN C characteristics. Just as with Altmark, Drou- 
wen began when Haassel-Fuchsberg (EN C) fin- 
ished. 
This, of course, by no means explains how these 
processes actually took place. It is to be hoped that 
in the near future C I ~  datings wil1 enable us to 
establish whether the transition EN CIMN I discus- 
sed here can be pin-pointed everywhere in the same 
century and frorn which area this innovatiori wave 
originated. 
The question as tohow Drouwen A caine into beiiig, 
and how a hunebed-building pop~ilation s~iddcnly 
arrived west of the Weser, cannot be answered yet: 
section 6.2 wil1 comment on the circumstaiicc that a 
Pre-Drouwen T R B  horizon has not been dernoii- 
strated in Drente, and as long as the neolithic popu- 
lation which preceded Drouwen A in these rcgions 
remains as little known as it still is (section 6.3). n 
term like 'acculturation' remains. unfortunately. no 
more than an empty phrase. 
Find group P. When Van Giffen and Glasbergcii 
(1964)  thought that they had discovered a pottery 
group (fig. 6 I P )  which was stratigraphically older 
than hunebed D20 in D R O U W E N  and which 
presumably preceded the Drouwen style arid woulcl 
then be pre-megalithic, I suggested the name 'Pre- 
Drouwen phase' to them. After studying the find- 
situation and the typology of the find group, how- 
ever, I later began to have my doubts about the 
correctness of the interpretation of this find with its 
far-reaching implications. The fact that Becker and 
Schwabedissen did not accept these finds as E N  AIB 
after an examination in r 964,3 contributed signifi- 
cantly to my doubts. 
Find-situation. In r 96 1-62, preceding his restora- 
tion of the ~er is ta l i th  of hunebed D20 at Drouwen- 
the interior of which Holwerda had excavated in 
i g r 2 - Van Giffen excavated a considerable num- 
her of deep trenches al1 round the grave. In trench 
111, outside the hunebed and its peristalith, three 
undecorated little pots were unearthed, 2.5 m from 
the ncarest stone of the peristalith. They were 
stacked together in the western part of a 
rectangular-oval, WNW-ESE lying pit. This was the 
'pre-'rouwen' pottery group, P. 
At the level of the m t s .  the surface area of the nit . , 
was c. i .s by 0.8 m. They were standing upright, 
o- r o cm above the bottom of the pit which lay 1 .3  m 
below the present-day surface. 1ntwo cross- sections 
of thc pit, its soil contrasted sharply with the hard, 
horizontally layered Older Cover Sand andlor Later 
Cover Sand 1, which extended to go cm under the 
present-day surface. The Later Cover Sand I1 on top 
of this permitted only an extremely indistinct view 
of the steeply rising pit walls, by colour and moisture 
differences. At the top of the section, under a zo cm 
thick layer of recently worked soil, there was a 
30  cm thick layer of brownish soil, which hid the 
contours of the pit. The several large stones, up to 
25 cm in diameter, found at its base, presumably 
had n o  direct connection with the depositing of pot- 
tery fiiid P, but were part of the scattering of stones 
which was found in the sections up to 3-4 m away 
froin the peristalith i n  the lowest regionsofthe layer 
of brownish soil. 
111 the article quoted, Van Giffen described this 
brownish laper as: 'a thick layer of worked soil, into 
which the stones of thc hunebed appeared to have 
been set. Although it has not yet been possible to 
check the full extent of this laver of worked soil. it 
certainly extends northwards, eastwards and south- 
wards beyond the stones of the peristalith. This 
layer contained b ~ i t  few pieces of randomly 
positioned T R B  pottery. Under the chainbcr floor, 
the lowest parts of this layer could still be identified. 
To  tlic cast side soine of the missing stones of the 
peristalith wcre found in it.' 
This passage reveals the crux of Van Giffen's argu- 
ment that, on stratigraphical grounds, pottery group 
P is older than the hunebed: the layer of brownish 
'worked soil' was also found under the floor of the 
hunebed chamber arid it seals the pit filling. 
I f  this conclusion was kalid, we would expect that 
the sherds of T R B  pottery, of which a 'few' were 
'randomly positioned' in the layer, would be 
typologically older, or  at least just as old as the 
carliest pottery present in the hunebed (that is 
Drouwen B: Holwerda I g r 3a, fig. r 2: 240; cf. also 
237 = K I 7: r 4). We would also expect that in the 
lower part of the brownish layer the recovered eas- 
terly stones of the peristalith would have been posi- 
tioned in pits which were later dug into and right 
through the layer, for they are part of the grave 
which must have been built after the brownish layer 
came into being. 
Neither of these expectations is fulfilled. The pits 
into which stones of the peristalith were sunk either 
do not show up at al1 in the sections, or  at best very 
vaguely, and the sherds which were collected at a 
few points in the brownish layer consist partly of 
(later) Drouwen and Havelte sherds and partly even 
of Barbed Wire Sherds of the (Dutch) Early Bronze 
Age.4 No Drouwen A pottery was identified. Nor 
could it be established whether the sherds from 
periods later than Drouwen B-C were in pits which 
had later been sunk into the brownish layer. 
This implies the possibility that pit P was dug after 
the building of the hunebed; apparently the brown- 
ish layer was largely the B-layer of a holtpodzol 
(podzol-like Braunerde, 'brown podzolic': podzol 
without a bleached layer), a type of soil that has 
been quite common in the Drente Cover Sands. 
During the Atlantic and Subboreal Periods, such a 
soil must have been rich in soil f a u n a  which would 
have homogenised it thoroughly. This explains the 
'scattering' of small sherds, partly also from the 
Bronze Age. In othcr words: it cannot be proved 
stratigraphically that find group P is older than the 
hunebed. 
It has unfortunately not been possible to determine 
which parts of the brownish layer correspond with 
the base of the hunebed, i.e. theoretically the work- 
floor on which it was built (the stories which were 
present up to 4 m outside the grave at thc bottom of 
the brownish layer possibly had a connection with 
the building period); neither can it be determined 
which layers within the peristalith are the remains of 
the hunebcd barrow which has disappcared jsince 
the Middle Ages?), nor which layers outside the 
peristalith are remains of the soil of the barrow 
which had been depositcd there during its erosion. 
Too little of the old section remaincd intact to en- 
able these questions to be ariswered. 
Typology. The pots are al1 undecorated (fig. 6 i P). 
The pottery is orange to yellowish-brown with gran- 
ite tempering. The position of the pots deep in the 
ground must have contributcd to ttie retention of 
the o ran~e- i sh  colour: thcv were far froin the infil- " 
tration of humus or  bleaching proccsses, iron migra- 
tion being the only possible influence. 
- ( r ) This small, spherical pot, without a rim, was. to 
judge by the lines of fracture, made up out of coiled 
c l a i  rolls. During its restoration, i t  was recogriiscd 
by P.S.A. Kikkert (IPP restorer) as the belly of a 
(collared) flask, sincc the upper part of the inside 
wal1 remained unwolished. because the neck was too 
narrow. This characteristic is in the West Group 
only found in collared flasks (Van Giffen 1927).  
FIG. h I ( P )  allcgcd 'Pre-Drouwen' assemblage tound outside 
the peristalith of hunebed DROUWEN-Dzo. (Q) another 
assemblage found outsidc thc same peristalith. ( R )  potter' 
assemblage excavated outside the pcristalith of megalithic long 
barrow KLEINENKNETEN I. (P)  according to Van Giffen & 
Glasbergen 1964; (Q) according to drawings by J.E. Musch; 
(R)  after photographs of tlie Oldenburg museum. (P) is in the 
Leiden museum, (Q) in the Assen museum, ( R )  in the 
Oldenburg museum. 
Van Giffen and Glasbergen (1964)  accepted this 
interpretation, although Van Giffen (verbal com- 
munications I 967-70) later changed his mind: he 
thought it was a smal1 bowl of which only a flake was 
missing from the rim (even though one would have 
expected the inner surface to have been smoothed). 
I still consider Kikkert's interpretation to be correct. 
This, however, implies that this collared flask with a 
rounded belly (cf. K32:6, 8- I o) is of a type probably 
no older than phase D, or  possibly C (section 3.4.2). 
I f  Van Giffen's later opinion of pot I were correct, 
viz. that it was a little bowl, we should note that no 
parallels are to be found in the literature: 
- (2) This undecorated funnel beaker is well- 
smoothed, inside and out, but, on being rotated 
about its vertical axis, it proves to have an irregular 
profile. It also has a wobbly base. Illustrations of 
comparablc specimens are virtually non-existent; 
only S50:8 from hunebed W E R L T E - I ,  Kr. 
Aschendorf-Hummling, bears some resemblance to 
it. This chamber is excessively long (the interior 
length is 27.50 m, Sprockhoff I 975, p. 94) and can 
therefore be dated to Drouwen D, o r  E, cf. Chapter 
7. The few pots illustrated from this tomb (Schlicht 
I 9.54, plate I 3 ;  S4.3: I o) must be such a minority of 
the original number that their date, Drouwen D o r  
later, has little significance in itself. The low, 
rounded belly of funnel beaker (2) does look rather 
early. although it might be a 'late' specimen with a 
less well-defined and irregular profile, cf. the Late 
Havelte pot fig. 36: I r which was found with other 
pottery in grave 2 in A N G E L S L O  (Bakker & Van der 
Waals r 973, fig. 5 :  2). 
- (3) This is an undecorated, hemispherical bowl, 
again with a rounded base, with no footring o r  foot- 
plate: bowls like this have rarely been reconstructed 
from the masses of sherds in the hunebeds and it is 
difficult to date it exactly typologically. The best 
parallels would seem to be bowl fig. 36: r 4, from the 
Late Havelte grave 3 in A N G E L S L O  (Bakker & Van 
der Waals 1973, fig. 5:3) and bowl (Waterbolk 
1960, fig. 39, lowermost) from the Early Havelte 
site at A N L O .  
Two otherpottery groups which were buried stacked 
together are known to me. These pots are also 
undecorated and were found on the periphery of the 
peristalith of a megalithic grave. 
Find group Q. In I 96  I o r  I 962, J.E. Musch found 
the weathered remains of two pots (fig. 61Q) in a 
modern boundary ditch, r o m southeast of the en- 
trance of the passage of hunebed D20  at DROUWEN.  
They were stacked together, ( I )  inside (2), with no 
earth between them. 
- ( I )  A conical dish with a horizontal gully in the 
middle of its side and a flat base. Comparable dishes 
occur in the Store Valby pottery of the North Group 
(Becker i954a,  fig. 2-6), which was synchronous 
with Late Havelte (section 6.8). Musch himself 
(communication I 968) pointed out presumably 
Late Havelte pots with a gully below the rim in fig. 
1o:2-3. This characteristic is again found in some of 
the Store Valby pottery. In the East Group, such 
gullies are a regular feature in Lubon pottery (Jazd- 
zewski 1936), which was synchronous with Drou- 
wen. In agreement with the Pre-Drouwen dating of 
Van Giffen and Glasbergen, however, would seem 
to be the fact that similar undecorated dishes with 
gullies from SCHONERMARK,  r. Angermunde 
(near the Lower Oder  in the D D R )  were dated at c. 
3 I 50  BC by the Cologne C r 4-laboratory (Geisler 
1965). 
- (2) The lower part of a dish with a flat base. The 
remains say nothing about the shape higher up: it 
may have been a dish such as Q I o r  a large, wide- 
mouthed, mainly steep-sided dish, such as was cur- 
rent during the whole of the sequence A-G (figs. 
B3:25, Bq: I I ,  B 14:23, B 18:8; Bakker & Van der 
Waals i 973, figs. 5, 8). 
Find group R. Knöll ( r 9.59, p. 90) described three 
pots which were found, stacked together, next to the 
entrance outside the peristalith of Long Barrow I in 
K L E I N E N K N E T E N .  H.G. Steffens, of the Oldenburg 
museum, has kindly sent me photographs of this 
find group (inventory numbers 5948.1. r-4), from 
which my drawings (fig. 6 r R )  were made. These 
pots are again undecorated and their profile is also 
irregular. The surface finish is mediocre. The stack- 
ing order upwards has been: 2, r ,  4, 3. 
- ( 1-2) two large funnel beakers whose bases are flat 
to wobbly. 1 would be inclined to date these 'late', as 
Knöll did, because of their 'less well-defined' shape. 
It is not yet known whcther they preceded or were 
synchronous with Late Havelte pilot types (Bakker 
& Van der Waals I 973, fig. 5 : s ;  Van Giffen I 944b. 
fig. 7:zk). 
- (3) a smal1 funnel beaker of type 1.4 (section 3.4. I ) 
with a smal1 base. 
- (4) a wide-mouthed dish (perhaps somewhat dis- 
torted in the photograph), see the remarks on pot 
Q2 above. 
In my opinion, the earliest possible placing for find 
group R is in phase D. Knöll ( I  959) placed it at the 
end of his phase 2, i.e. in F-G, approximately. 
Conclusion. The western T R B  custom of burying 
poorly shaped, undecorated pots with wobbly bases 
on the periphery of megalithic graves5 led the ar- 
chaeologists astray in their interpretations. Little is 
known about this category of pottery and they are 
difficult to date (section 3. I ) ,  but there is no indica- 
tion that group P or  groups Q-R are of 'pre- 
Drouwen' age. O n  the contrary, leaving farfetched 
parallels elsewhere out of consideration, al1 the in- 
dications derived from the West Group itself point 
to a dating in the latter half of its pottery sequence. 
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FIG. hz  'C'hroiio-gcographical scheme o f  the Neolithic in the ed Baalberge (Behrens I g6ga: Kroitzsch I 973). I t  
Lower Khiiie [)istrict ;iiiiI its surroundings' would appear that Hazendonk pottery was confined 
(Louwe K<)oijtiians i070h. fig. 3 ) .  to Netherland (Louwe Kooijmans I 974 and verbal 
communication). 
6.3. S O M E  R E M A R K S  O N  POTTERY G R O U P S  W H I C H  
P R E C E D E D  D R O U W E N  
With the exception of Haassel-Fuchsberg on the 
Luneburg Heath (section 6. I ) ,  we still know vir- 
tually nothing about pre-Drouwen TRB habitation 
on the North European Plain west of the Elbe. 
Evidence that the area was then inhabited includes 
the distribution of perforated Rössener Keiie, cur- 
rent as late as Fuchsberg (Schwabedissen I 967, fig. 
2a-b; Van der Waals I 972, fig. 62), the distribution 
of the Flat Battle-axes (section 5.6. I ; Brandt I 97 I ,  
figs. 2-4) and the presence of Cerealia pollen in 
pollen diagrams of the period. 
Fig. 62 shows how L.P. Louwe Kooijmans (1976b) 
pictures the chronological framework of this area at 
that time, on the basis of published typochronologi- 
cal sequences and Cr4  data. Apart from the EN 
AIB TRB ~ u l t u r e , ~  the particularly relevant cultures 
are the Michelsberg culture (MK; Luning 1967) and 
the epi-Rössen-Bischheim-horizon in which MK 
had its roots (Luning I 967, I 969; Goller I 972), 
Erteballe-Ellerbek, Swifterbant (Van der Waals 
I 972: Louwe Kooijmans I 974), Baalberge (EN C 
TRB pottery of the Middle and Upper Elbe region, 
which, according to J. Preuss (1966), might have 
begun in EN AIB) and Gatersleben, which preced- 
Apart from Hazendonk pottery and that part of the 
Bischheim pottery which has a very characteristic 
ornamentation, the majority of the pottery groups 
mentioned are undecorated. At present, most of the 
publications on the rnuch-discussed but little-known 
pottery finds from the period concerned are restrict- 
ed to a rather superficial comparison of the shape of 
their profiles with those of better: known complexes 
elsewhere. Temper, potting techniques and surface 
treatment are hardly considered, and neither are 
flint and stone artefacts and way of lifc.' 
On the basis of their find-situation these pottery 
finds fa11 into three categories: a )  more or  less com- 
plete pots, found in a non-informative context, b) 
collections of pottery from settlements with no stra- 
tigraphical sequence, whose association is not 
entirely certain, and c) collections of pottery 
from settlements for which a stratigraphical se- 
quence could be established during excavations. 
The last-mentioned category concerns a few wet 
sites on the periphery of the area discussed, the 
excavation of which or the final reports on which 
have not yet been concluded: H A Z E N  D O N K  in the 
RhineIMeuse delta (Louwe Kooijmans I 974 and 
verba1 communication), the SWIFTERBANT sites in 
the centre of the Zuiderzee polders, situated on 
natura1 levees of clay and river dunes along a forrner 
course of the river IJssel (Van der Waals 1972 and 
verbal communications from hirn and R. Whallon, 
I 974- I 976) and D U M M E R - S  on a peaty hillock on 
the river Hunte (Deichmuller I 963, I 964, I 965a, b, 
1969a). 
Originally it looked as if the D U M M E R - S  settlement 
would assume a key position for our problern since it 
included a representative collection of neolithic pot- 
tery from the latter half of the fourth millennium: 
Tiefstich ceramics (Deichmuller I y65a, fig. za-b), 
Bischheim and other epi-Rössen pottery (Luning 
I 967; r 969, p. 247; Brandt I 97 I ,  p. 72; Deichmul- 
Ier 1964, fig. la-b; 1965b, fig. 3b-d, plate 1:3-5)' 
Erteb~ille-like pots with pointed bases and fingertip 
impressions below the rim (Deichmuller I 963, plate 
1:3), pots with round bases, a Baalberge funnel 
beaker with a horseshoe-shaped lug (Deichrnuller 
I y65a, plate 23d; Behrens I 966, fig. 3b), TRB 
sherds with cord impressions (Deichmuller I 965a, 
fig. IC, e;  I 965b, fig. 3e-f) and maggot irnpressions 
(Deichrnuller 1965b, figs. 3a, 8g, cf. text: not a 
screwdriver stamp!). 
Haassel-Fuchsberg, however, is conspicuous by its 
absence among the material illustrated. 
Moreover, the stratigraphical position of the finds 
revealed no chronological sequence since the inhab- 
itants had trampled the objects int0 the peat to 
various depths. M. A. Geyh (Hanover C I 4 laborato- 
ry) carried out an extensive series of C I 4 measure- 
ments (quoted by Deichrnuller I 969a). They point 
to habitation phases from 4200-3700 BC, 3700- 
3 I 80 BC and 2950-2700 BC. Deichmuller (ibid.) 
blaced the Ertebolle pots in the first phase - a con- 
clusion derived from indirect evidence. On the basis 
of C I 4 datings of the carbonised material adhering 
to them and of palynological dating (by R. Schu- 
trumpf) of the peat inside them, the epi-Rössen pots 
were placed in the second phase. In the third phase 
were placed funnel beakers with wobbly bases and 
belly fringing, collared flasks (neither type is illus- 
trated) and the Baalberge funnel beaker (presum- 
ably on the basis of evidence). By means of C14 
dating of a piece of wood which was immediately 
above it, a cord-ornamented TRB sherd could also 
be placed in this phase. 
The fact that one of the two Tiefstich ornarnented 
pieces, a DrouwenIAltmark-like bowl (Deichmuller 
I 965a, fig. zb), was found in the 'upper layer' was to 
be expected, but that a one-handled carinated juglet 
(ibid. fig. za) derived from the 'lower layer' of the 
two layers which were distinguished during the ex- 
cavation points to its having been deeply trodden in. 
The interrnittently inhabited sandy hillock of H A -  
Z E N D O N K  is surrounded by a peat bog. Layers of 
rubbish in the peat make stratigraphical and spatial 
distinctions of the cultural assembiages possible. 
The research is still in progress (Louwe Kooijmans 
r 974, I 976b and verba1 information I 975-76). 
Three D or E Tiefstich sherds were found here in 
Early Vlaardingen c o n t e ~ t . ~  TRB pottery has not 
been found in the older assemblages of this site; 
recently, a number of early MK shapes were recog- 
nised in a layer under those containing the oldest 
Vlaardingen pottery. 
The excavations of the rnany settlernents at S W I F -  
T E R B A N T  are also far from being concluded. The 
pottery consists mainly of Erteb~ille-like S-profiled 
pots with a round or pointed base and smooth surfa- 
ce, sornetirnes with irnpressions in the rirn or along 
the rim on the outside or on the inside. There are no 
folded-out rims, with or without fingertip impres- 
sions, lugs and knobs, nor are there any collared 
flasks or baking plates (Van der Waals I 972; Louwe 
Kooijrnans I 974; additional information from J.D. 
van der Waals and J.P. de Roever I ~ 7 6 ) ~ ~  I t  would 
thus seem that no early TRB or MK components are 
present. 
In the interpretation of these finds and of those of 
the other categories in what is, in fact, a terra incog- 
nita, we must not exclude the possibility that local 
culture groups were involved which cannot be 
exactly equated with better known culture groups 
elsewhere. For example, in the river dune site of 
B O B E R G  15  (northern bank of the Elbe at Ham- 
burg), not only do TRB EN AIB funnel beakers and 
lugged flasks, 'megalithic' EN C pottery and 
Ertebolle-like pots with a pointed base occur, but so 
does a variety of pointed pots with a very smal1 flat 
base, rusticated frorn top to bottom with nail im- 
pressions, which cannot be classified arnong the rel- 
evant types of pottery known elsewhere (Schindler 
1953, plate VI: I ,  4; plate IX:5, 8, a possible com- 
parison is with Cornb-pitted Ware). l0 
The fingertip impressions below the rim of a point- 
bottomed vessel from D U M M E R - S  (Deichmuller 
I 963, plate I :3, Schwabedissen I 958b, fig. I 8a) are 
absent in the real Ertebolle. A sirnilar pot frorn 
STOBEN, Kr. Apolda, was classified by Behrens 
( I y6yb, fig. 7f) among the (early) MK. Beakers with 
a rounded point are found in Ertebolle as wel1 as 
among the early MK specimens. We find in the MK, 
rnoreover, the various combinations of withlwithout 
fingertip impressions along the rim and withlwith- 
out folded-out rims or attached bands along the rim 
(cf. Luning I 967), which are als6 found in nearly al1 
the TRB groups of fig. I (except in the MN in the 
North Group and the West Group). The concept 
of a genetic relationship between early 
Michelsberg and early TRB pottery is relevant in 
this connection (Becker I 947, p. 26 I ; 1 96 r b; Vogt 
I 953; Schwabedissen I gs8b; Driehaus r 960; Lu- 
ning 1967). 
In the pots from D E I L M I S S E N ,  Kr. Alfeld, and Z W I -  
SCHEN A H  N, Kr. Amrnerland (Schwabedissen I 958, 
fig. I 6e; I 5d), Luning ( I  967, note 358) saw possible 
links between MK I1 and TRB AIB. The point- 
based pot from Zwischenahn, however, reminded 
Schwabedissen ( I  967, p. 545) more of Ertebolle. In 
1958, he had recognised MK features in the vessels 
FIG. 63 Pot from NEEDE; not a T R B  funnel beaker, perhaps 
belonging to the Vlaardingen culture. Drawn after the plaster 
copy in the Leiden museum. Original in Enschede museum. 
from Deilmissen and E I M E ,  Kr. Alfeld ( I  958b, fig. 
16g). Behrens, however, saw a connection with 
Baalberge ( r 966). Maier ( I 970, p. 7 I )  was of the 
opinion that the pots from Deilmissen and Eime 
were probably not MK pottery to judge from the 
potting technique, o r  'at most from a local MK 
facies'. 
The funnel beaker from LOCCUM, Kr. Nienburg, 
which was identified by Becker ( I 947, p. 207) as the 
only AIB vessel in our regions, has legs - a fact 
unknown to Becker - (Schuchhardt 1936, plate 
I 3:70). Dehnke ( r 940, p. 87) describes them, hut 
the legs have been cut away from his plate 14: I .  
Knöll ( r 94 I ,  I 952d), who noticed this, regarded, 
wrongly in my opinion, the legs, which would be 
unique for EN TRB,  as no obstacle to retaining the 
pot as a possible AIB specimen. 
A pot from N E E D E ,  not Eibergen, (fig. 63; Kaelas 
r 9-55, p. 73) has perforations below the rim just like 
that from Loccum. Thcre is no necessity to assume 
an carly T R B  origin. It was buried upside down in 
the sand of the Needse Berg-'Rohaan' as was often 
the custom here with Pot Beakers and Bell Bea- 
kers. l 1  As is the case with Vlaardingen pottery, the 
temper, consisting of coarse ('/z cm) quartz temper, 
is quite visible in the surface of the pot. 
I have not studied the unlocalised funnel beaker in 
the Oldenburg museum (Kaelas 1955, p. 73). It 
would seem to be most improbable that the sherd 
from B A B B E N H A U S E N ,  Kr. Minden (Hoffmann 
1935, plate 23: I )  also represents an AIB funnel 
beaker as Knöll assumed (1952d, p. 46). The 
weathered ornamentation of lines and chevrons on 
the whole area of the neck points rather to much 
later pottery. 
One beaker from H A N O V E R - D O H R E N  was 
interpreted by Raddatz ( I  952, note ha), Luning 
( I 967) and Maier ( I 970) as an AIB funnel beaker. 
A beaker which was found in E N G E R N ,  Kr. 
Schaumburg, at a short distance from E N G E R N -  
B R I N K H O F  (see below) and which has a row of im- 
pressions of a rectangular stamp on the shoulder and 
along the rim (Erdniss I 961 ,  plate 2) was also re- 
garded as an AIB funnel beaker by Erdniss and 
Maier ( I 970). Finally, Maier ( I 970, note 247) re- 
ported a funnel beaker from W E R L A B U R G D O R F ,  Kr. 
Goslar (no illustration published; in the Brunswick 
museum) as an AIB possibility. 
In the collection of sherds from E N G E R N -  
B R I N K H O F  (Brandt 1967, p. 24-25? plates 40-41, 
especially 4 I :s; cf. also sections 3.4. I and 3.4.4.), 
AIB T R B  funnel beakers with carved rims were 
identified by Brandt, an identification endorsed by 
Davidsen ( I  973, p. 41) with the words 'certainly 
correctly'. In the meantime, Brandt ( I 97 r ,  p. 66, 
7 1-72) has altered his interpretation to 'perhaps 
Bischheim'. In this collection of sherds there also 
occur folded-out rims with fingertip impressions, a 
round to pointed base, and baking plates with mat 
impressions and impressions in the rims. According 
to Davidsen, mat impressions occur nowhere else in 
the T R B  culture. so that it is natura1 to assume the 
existence of a s&ong MK component in the com- 
plex. Similar mat-impressed baking plates together 
with pointed and flat bases and a Baalberge am- 
phora were present in a collection of sherds from 
a settlement in G O T T I N G E N - G R O N E  (Maier I 970, 
fig. 7). 
Actually, the above survey only demonstrates how 
little can be achieved without extensive, reliable 
closed find groups. It is to be doubted, however, 
whether an E N  AIB facies in Becker's meaning of 
the word ever existed west of the Elbe, although it is 
reasonably comprehensively represented in 
B O B E R G  1 5  on the eastern bank of the Elbe (see 
above). This doubt exists because the AIB lugged 
flask, which does not occur in this form in the MK 
(Luning I 967), and which Becker ( I 947) found east 
of the Elbe three times as often as the AIB funnel 
beaker, is still missing from the list of AIB possibili- 
ties west of the Elbe. Consequently, there is consid- 
erable doubt as ?o whether the S-profiled pots dis- 
cussed above can indeed be interpreted as A/B fun- 
nel beakers, since they are also found in other pre- 
historie assemblages. 
In this connection, it is also very remarkable that the 
T R B  West Group had such little contact with the 
MK during the MN (cf. Lüning 1967, p. 161). The 
megalithic tradition, the delight in lavish decoration 
on pottery, baking plates with holes, etc., were not 
followed in the MK. Apart from a single pot from 
E M M E N  (section 3.4. I ,  fig. 23), there are no possible 
MK beakers with turned-over and fingertip im- 
pressed rims in the MN T R B  West Group,l2 and 
with the exception of the axes of Meuse flint (section 
5.4; partly later than the MK), no other MK- 
impulses can be identified in the West Group. 
Apart from the lack of ornamentation on the MK 
pottery - unlike Tiefstich pottery, MK demonstra- 
bly has its roots in Rossen, which even exceeds 
Tiefstich in ornamentation! - there is a remarkable 
contrast in the choice of land between the two dis- 
tantly related and adjacent groups. In Drente, the 
Western T R B  Group showed a definite preference 
for thc stoneless, non-loamy cover sands and pro- 
glacial sarids of  the North European Plain. In Mün- 
sterland the. T R B  population shunned the loamy 
loess soils, but confined itself to sandy soils nearly as 
far as the diffuse 'loess-boundary'. The MK pre- 
ferred loess and disliked sandy soils and especially in 
its later stages sought strategically advantageous, 
elevated positions (Luning r 967, p. i I 2 ) .  For the 
MK, there are exceptions to this rule, since the most 
northwesterly MK settlements, in O S T E R W I C K ,  Kr. 
Coesfeld, are on sandy soils (Wilhelmi r 97 i ). Did 
th t  T R B  West Group shun the loess-loams because 
they lacked the formula to support their agrarian 
way of life there in contrast to most of the other 
T R B  groups, or  did other population groups have 
prior rights there?  Wc may think here of the Gallery 
Grave and Wartberg Group and still unknown pop- 
ulation groups, as wel1 as the MK, but the distribu- 
tion maps here are still rather bare (Schwabedissen 
i 967, fig. 23). 
6.4 C O N C E R N I N G  T H E  H O R I Z O N  OI: T U R E E N S  W I T H  
P E N D A N T  T R I A N G L E S  O N  T H E  S H O U L D E R  
Of al1 the pottery horizons that can be distinguished 
in Tiefstich pottery, none would seem to be clearer 
and more widely distributed than that which is cha- 
racterised by the one-handled tureen(*) with an 
angular profile and hatched triangles on the shoul- 
der. Next to the handle, these triangles are replaced 
by vertical linesor ladders. This tureen is a pilot type 
for Drouwen C (fig. 30:6). This type frequently 
occurs in an almost identical form throughout the 
entire area of the West and North Groups although 
it appears to be either rare or  absent in South Swe- 
den and East Mecklenburg. 
In both Drente and Schleswig-Holstein, i t  seems to 
have developed from roundbellied pots (figs. 28: r ,  
3), via carinated jugs with convex shoulder (figs. 
29: I ,  3, 5 ,  cf. figs. Bq: 1-4);  in the West, the se- 
quence K-L-M is characteristic for phases Drouwen 
A, B and C respectively (cf. Chapter 4). But further 
research is desirable - also to enable us to reach a 
better understanding of the origin and the nature of 
a pottery horizon in general: were the scarce typolo- 
gical transitional forms between Land  M precursors 
of a gradually developing M, or were they hybrids 
between L and M which was suddenly invented 
without any preliminaries? Did the typological de- 
velopment proceed by fits and starts or  completely 
smoothly? Do  we see here a mutant which ap- 
parently suited the spirit of the period (the Zeitgeist) 
of which it was an expression so wel1 that it was 
unanimously adopted everywhere'.' In any case, the 
most c o n s p ~ c u o u ~  feature of the ornamentation, the 
hatched triangles on the shoulder, seems to have 
appeared out of the blue, since it is unknown in this 
position on older pottery. 
In Altmark pottery (+), the shoulder-triangle tureen 
seems to appear as a foreign intrusion with no ear- 
lier hybrids or  precursors. Tureens like this occur in 
the Altmark pottery assemblage from a pit in DC- 
SEDAU,  Kr. osterburg which apart from this seems 
exceedingly traditional (Hoffmann r 970; Behrcns 
i 973b, fig. 38), and in assemblage A from the ceme- 
tery in ISSENDORF,  Kr. Stade (fig. 65). There is no 
differente between these and the ones from any- 
where else. The Altmark pottery apparently origi- 
nated at the beginning of the MN Ia, from the Haas- 
sel style (section 6. i )  and it continued, unchanged, 
up to-and including the horizon discussed here (MN 
Ib-II).13 Curiously enough, the Walternienburg 
Group developed simultaneously, in the south of 
the Altmark Group's distribution area, with a pref- 
erence for the sharply carinatcd tureen. 
While the proccss of the dcvelopment of this hori- 
zon of tureens with triangle-ornamentation is still a 
problem, its occurrence allows us to consider briefly 
the following two points. 
First, Altmark pottery combines the generous use of 
the tvaerstik line (*), both horizontal and vertical. 
with shapes and patterns of ornamentation which 
correspond with Drouwen A. In the assemblages 
from D U S E D A U  and I S S E N D O R F ,  the C-tureens are 
evidence that Altmark pottery continued to be cur- 
rent, in an unchanged form, at least as late as hori- 
zon C. (I have previously pointed out the conserva- 
tive taste of the Altmark Group, not only in its 
pottery style, but also in its battle-axes). 
The assemblages from D U S E D A U  and I S S E N D O R F  
were probably synchronous with the Drente pottery 
from H O O G H A L E N  (figs. B4-5) and Z E I J E N  (figs. 
F I G .  04 ( ; ~ B V C  g o o d r  1ro11i 11ic'galithic g rave  O L I > E N D O R ~  11, 
accord ins  t o  Jncoh-k r i c \c i i  I y5c). t i g .  i 07. 
B I I -B  15).  aiid also with the pottery from the MN Ih 
pit-filling at K L I N T E B A K K E  on Langeland, and from 
the MN Ib temple in T U S T R U P  in Djursland. If the 
pit-filling in Klintebahke (Berg r 95 r )  is representa- 
tive of a short, uninterrupted period, which is the 
opinion of the Danish a rchaeo~o~i s t s ,  and not of a 
longer period when only a smal1 quantity of rubbish 
was deposited (the typological variation is fairly 
wide), then i t  would seem that. on Langeland, the 
tvaerstik line was introduced at the sametime as the 
pendant-triangle tureens. Neither of these two ele- 
rnents was present in the preceding MN Ia, and both 
occur in the pit in Klintebakke, including one sherd 
which contains them both (Berg I 95 I ,  plate IV:8). 
During the M N  11, the tvaerstik line was very popu- 
lar on Langeland. 
In Djursland (northeast of Arhus), however, the 
pendant-triangle tureen appears to have arrived be- 
fore the tvaerstik line, since the former is present at 
Tustrup, but the latter is not (illustrations by Kjae- 
rum I 955; 1 9 6 7 )  That in the West Group the 
pendant-triangle tureen also arrived bcfore the 
tvaerstik line is shown by assemblages like those 
from ZEI JEN^^^ H O O G H A L E N .  This point has heen 
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, where this succession 
was taken as a principle for the typochronology of 
the West Group. 
Fig. 66 suinmarises these points. Without dating 
methods independent of typochronology and a bet- 
ter understanding of the sequence of the Altrnark 
pottery it cannot be proved that the horizon of tlie 
pendant-triangle tureen was less subject to Doppler 
distortion than, for example, the tvaerstik line, al- 
though this seems probable to me. 
The second point which arises here is the signifi- 
cance of a tureen from O L D E N D O R F - 1 1 ,  Kr. Lune- 
burg, to which Sprockhoff devoted an inspired arti- 
cle ( I  9 j 2 a ;  fig. 64d). This tureen is unrnistakably an 
imitation of a vase made of gold, electrum or  silver, 
as is shown by several details in the decoration. It 
can be deduced, for instance, that the prototype had 

4 FIG. 65 Pottery from grave A at  ISSENDORF 
(Tempel I 972, figs. 4-6). 
an I-shaped strap handle, the mid-top of which had 
been fixed with a conspicuous rivet to a lip which 
jutted out from the rim, and whose two horizontal 
sections had been fixed with tiny rivets to neck and 
shoulder. The pointillé ornamentation on the strap 
handle is unique in a T R B  context as far as techni- 
que and configuration are concerned, as is the 
shape, the rectangular cross-section of the handle 
and the exceptionally fine 'smooth as leather' tex- 
ture of the pottery which reminded Sprockhoff of 
Minyan Ware. But the metal tureen cannot just 
have been an import from the eastern Mediterra- 
nean area o r  from the Carpathian basin, because the 
style horizon of the ~ i e f s t i c h  pottery tureens with 
pendant triangles on the shoulder did not penetrate 
as far as that, nor do we know of any vessels there, 
pottery or  precious metal ones, which show a simi- 
larity with these. 
Apparently a goldsmith came from the southeast - 
where golden copies of ceramic pots were a fairly 
general feature - to the Tiefstich pottery area to 
produce a golden vase as requested by t h e  local 
population. The fact that he was rather unfamiliar 
with local tastes is evident from the unique method 
of hatching the triangles on thc shoulder, and from 
the pattern of the brnamentation on a strange- 
looking handle - I shall return to this - which was 
later copied on the pottery after the metal example. 
The precious metal vase was probably the pride of a 
religious centre in Oldendorf, o r  its immediate 
neighbourhood, bccause some of the characteristics 
of the pottery copy, which were derived from thc 
metal vase, were also found on other pots of the 
pendant-triangle horizon in the immediate vicinity. 
but nowhere else. These are. first of all, the ompha- 
los base which also occurs on a sparingly decorated 
tureen (the handle is missing now) from the Same 
megalithic grave, Oldendorf-I1 (fig. 64c), and on  an 
otherwise little remarkable tureen from megalithic 
grave IV in the immediate vicinity (Laux i 971. fig. 
r ) .  The pointillé decoration below the rim of the 
first described tureen from Oldendorf-I1 also occurs 
o n  the vcssel from Oldendorf-IV and on a tureen of 
the normal type frorn a pit adjacent to thc megalithic 
grave of R A V E N ,  Kr. Harburg, situated at an hour's 
walking distance from Oldendorf (Wegewitz I 964). 
A similarly ornamented tureen was found at K L E I N  
BUNSTORF, Kr. Uelzen (D5:2 I = K z : ~ ) ,  at 27 km 
distance. 
The limited distribution of such characteristics ex- 
cludes the possibility that the Golden Vase from 
Oldendorf was itself the initiator of the deve lop  
ment of such a widcspread horizon as that of the 
pendant-triangles tureens in general. Rather, the 
masterpiece from Oldendorf reflects a unique 'his- 
torical' incident, which is so rare in the prehisto- 
rian's cxperience and contrasts with the general 
processes with which he is usually concerned. 
FIG. (36 Sketch of the differing successiori o i  t!pologicnl 
features from place to place. (P)  narrow vertical strips 
decoration; ( C ) )  hatched triangles o n  the shoulder: ( R )  
horizontal tvaerstik lines. 
No  less interesting is the question of the source and 
the dating of the foreign elements in the golden 
T R B  pot, o r  what could have been the cultural 
background of the goldsmith. The answer must here 
be sought in the southeast. 
The approximate, conventional C I 4 dates between 
c. 2550-2450 BC which may be assigned t o  the 
tureen horizon and the Oldendorf masterpiece cor- 
respond, according to the tree-ring calibrations, 
with a real age in the region of 3300-3200 BC. For 
parallels we have to look in the Cernavoda-Ezero- 
Sitagroi IV-end of Kum Tepe horizon (but before 
the start of Troy I),  o r  about the Final Neolith- 
ic/Early Bronze Age transition in the Aegean (Ren- 
frew I 971  ; 1972, p. 2 2  i). 
In various regions of the Balkans and the Aegean, 
handles extending to  far above the edge of the pot 
occur in those periods. A first example is the Baden 
culture, part of which is also synchronous with this 
horizon. This was undoubtedly the birth-place of the 
famous high-drawn handles which occasionally oc- 
cur on the T R B  turecns with shoulder triangles. 
Several have been found cast of the Wcser. froin 
Magdeburg to Schleswig: at S C H U B Y ,  Kr. Schles- 
wig: MOLTZOW, Kr. Waren: KO.I .ZLIN.  Kr. Ostprig- 
nitz: BARSKAMP, Kr. Bleckede: R A V E N .  Kr. Har- 
burg; OLDENDORF-IV,  Kr. Luneburgand B U R G ,  Kr. 
Magdeburg (illustrated by Dehnke i 939, I 940: 
Langenheim 1935; Laux 1971; Nilius 1971: 
Sprockhoff I 938: Wcgewitz i 9 6 7 )  I4 
However. this more general type can be distinguish- 
ed by a broader ribbon-shape from the handle of 
Oldcndorf-I1 which has a concave upper side and ar1 
almost square cross-section (this applics to the com- 
plete specimen; the fragment may also have had 
one). Moreover, the Oldendorf-I1 handle describes a 
far bolder curve than any of the other specimens I 
know from the T R B  culture. This loop-shape. too, 
has pottery counterparts in thc Baden culture, in- 
cluding the rhytons o r  'dippers' (Banner i 956, plate 
I 13, lower) with pointed bases which are found as 
far as southern Poland and Czechoslovakia, i.e. not 
too far from the Tiefstich pottery area.15 
But similar handles would not seem to be out of 
place in other parts of the Cernavoda-etc. horizon, 
either, if  one takes the handlcs which have been 
illustrated into consideration. But my knowledge of 
this material is not extensive enough to pin-point 
more exactly where the relevant pottery shapes and 
indications of gold-working overlap. The fact that 
gold circulated in the Tiefstich provinces was proved 
by the bracelets from HIMMELPFORTEN, Kr. Stade, 
and SCHWESING, Kr. Husum (Cassau 1933, 1936; 
Schwabedissen 1953), although their design is not 
particularly remarkable. 
E. Schlicht's ( I 968) discussion includes two argu- 
ments which could be used against the chronological 
sequence defended here, if they were applied more 
rigorously than they were by her. Although these 
points were fairly extensively dealt with in a hook 
review (Bakker 1g71) ,  some points wil1 be sum- 
marised and supplemented with new evidence be- 
low. 
6.5. r The 'Seeste Vase' 
In the opinion of Van Giffen ( I 927), Knöll ( I 959) 
and myself, this pot (fig. 67), from the early 19th 
century collection of Count Munster, belongs in 
what I cal1 phase E, that of the Early Havelte Style. 
The German literature of the first half of this centu- 
ry, however, preferred to regard it as the obvious 
result of contact between Tiefstich pottery and Riis- 
sen. Reinecke (1900) thought it showed a Rössen 
intluence on the T R B  culture. According to Götze 
( I 90 I ), Bremer ( I c) I 3 )  and many others, it was the 
other way around. Bremer had the Seeste footed 
vase developing from the bowls of the Tiefstich 
pottery, after which the footed vase would have 
been transferred, in its finished state, to the Rössen 
culture - a rather strained construction. 
About r 938, the chronological perspective was so 
far refined. that a return to Reinecke's view was 
riecessary if onc insisted on retaining this old idea, 
because the western Tiefstich pottery must have 
come into existence later than the Rössen footed 
vase, so that a Rössen intluence on the Tiefstich 
pottcry was the orily conceival->le «[ie (Buttler 
r 938). Another consequence of retaining this pet 
theory about the Seeste Vase was that the vase had 
to be placed early in the Tiefstich sequence, since, 
according to Buttler, only a very short period of 
contact between Rijssen ánd Tiefstich was 
possible at best. 
In accordarice with this, H. Hoffmann ( I 938) placed 
the Vase in the Dolmen period; Sprockhoff (r 938) 
put i t  in a phase which fi~llowed immediately after 
the imrnigration of Danish-North German people of 
the Dolrnen period into the northwest German 
Plain which bordered the areaof the Rössen culture. 
I t  niight have seemed that the old theory concerning 
the Seeste Vase had been definitely discredited by 
thc publication of Knöll's hook (1959) ,  and by a 
growing a w a r e n e s s  due to C I 4 chronology - that 
contact betwcen Rössen o r  Epi-Rössen (Bischheim) 
anti the Early Havelte Seeste Vase could be exclud- 
ed  (figs. 62, 73). l S a  
FIG. 67 I'he 'Seeste Vase ' dug up  by Count Munster f rom a 
hunebed near SEESTE (Jacob-Friesen 1934, fig. 5 ) .  
However, this revenant reappeared in Schlicht's 
publication ( I 968), although more indirectly than 
was previously the case. Like Sprockhoff ( I 938), 
Schlicht wanted to derive certain pottery of the 
E-horizon (Schlicht's Group C )  from (Epi-)Rössen 
pottery. This would actually imply that the 
E-horizon, either partly or  cornpletely, should be 
dated before the Drouwen A-horizon, i.e. in the EN 
C. Since a superficial consideration of both the 
round E-shapes16 and their association with stone 
knob-butted battle-axes (section 5.6.3) might also 
argue for an EN C date, a defence of the sequence 
suggested by Van Giffen, Kniill and myself wil1 not 
be superfluous: the E-horizon belonged to c. the 
MN 111-IV, and not to the EN C. 
The main points of my argument are as follows: 
I Early Havelte lies between Late Havelte and 
Drouwen in the typological sequence. There are 
transitional shapes between Early Havelte and both 
these style groups. Unless De Laet's suggestion 
(1958, see section 2 .20 )  of two, fairly independent 
traditions running concurrently is accepted, placing 
Early Havelte at the beginning of the Tiefstich se- 
quence, as a consequence of the proved great anti- 
quity o f  Epi-Rijssen, would lead t o  an 'impossiblc' 
distortion of the picture. 
2 The stratigraphy in the chamber of hunebed 
D2 I at B R O N N E G E R  (note 2:24) shows that Early 
Havelte is later than early Drouwen and later than. 
or  simultaneous with, later Drouwen. 
3 The available C r 4  data support the sequence 
&ven here, and not the possible alternatives. 
4 All the types o f  Tiefstich pottery discussed here 
as 'phases' were found, without exception, in such 
large quantities in western hunebeds that there can 
be no possibility of the synchronous existence of 
megalithic and non-megalithic groups in Becker's 
sense ( I  947). The frequent occurrence of al1 the 
phases concerned in Drente, plus the purity of style 
of the pottery refuse of the Early Havelte settlement 
in A N L O  in the centre of that area (only two or three 
sherds have tvaerstik, there are no further indica- 
tions of other phases) provide more evidence 
against the idea of synchronous groups with differ- 
ent pottery styles. These, moreover, would have 
buried their dead in the same graves. 
5 Although the rounded-off Early Havelte shapes 
resemble the Danish EN C pottery, closer inspec- 
tion also reveals a rather close similarity with the 
pottery from the Ferslev-Bundsr~ horizon (cf. the 
photographs of Marseen I 960 and Kjaerum I 967). 
The profile of the vase is somewhat diffferent, but 
the rounded-off, elegant shapes, the presence of the 
ornamentation only on the neck and the shoulders, 
and the blocks of vertical lines suspended from it are 
found there too. It is not surprising that there are 
striking differences between Drente and northern 
Jutland, one reason being the fact that the Walter- 
nienburg style exerted, from the southeast, a differ- 
ent influence on the style of the intermediate region 
(cf. Dehnke's figures, I 940). 
The further east we go from the Veluwe, the stron- 
ger becomes the predilection for a neck which ap- 
proaches the rim conically, instead of the cylindrical 
to funnel-shaped neck found on the Veluwe and in 
western Drente; the extremes, which sometimes 
dropped the transition between neck and shoulder 
altogether, are to be found in the Walternienburg 
style. Moving from the latter to the north, the dou- 
ble cone gradually becomes less dominant and gives 
ground to the Ferslev shapes. 
This line of argumcnt now leads US too far afield, hut 
I would like to point out that thc picture was, in fact, 
morc complicated. First, the trend towards the 
double-cone established itself in Denmark after the 
Ferslev Horizon (Lindfi), so that we may be dcaling 
with a hybridisation bctween two horizons. Second, 
a lively and fascinating spectrum developed as a 
result of thc cultural exchange and mutual cross- 
fertilisation which took place along thc trade routes. 
This would have to be analyscd proportionately per 
find-group or find-area, as wil1 be partially carried 
out in section 6.6. for two facies ofthe Early Havelte 
style. For cxample, there may have been Early Ha- 
velte influence on some pots in thc hinterland of 
Hamburg along the routc to Jutland from the Early 
Havelte arca west of the Weser ( S C H O N N I N G -  
STEDT: Hingst I 959, plate 20:22, i 4; Langenheim 
1935, plate 2; G R O S S  FI-OTTBEK: Schindler 1960, 
plate 83: i 2). 
6.5.2.  The 'Copper Hori7on' 
This concept was developed in the 1930's by P. 
Reinecke and J.E. Forssandcr. The copper orna- 
ments and axes in the hoards and graves of the TRB 
North Group (BYGHOLM) are virtually or  comple- 
tely identical typologically to part of those of the 
JordansmuhlIJordanów Group of the Lengyel cul- 
ture and Hungarian finds, and they appeared to 
point to an export horizon from the Carpathian 
region to (among others) the TRB North Group, 
which was boundcd chronologically by fairly narrow 
limits. 
Until now, new finds kept interest in this horizon 
alive since thcy generally fitted into this picture very 
nicely (Jazdzewski I $136; Becker I 947; Driehaus 
I 960; Lomberg 1962; Randsborg r 970). There is 
already quite a long list of finds from the region of 
the North Group (Randsborg I 970, Lorenzen 
I 965) and there is a tendency to date everything in 
the EN C, or  perhaps in the MN I (Lomborg I 962). 
Schlicht (1968) included in the same horizon the 
copper ornaments from hunebed E M M E L N -  2, and 
also the not particularly rare copper finds in other 
hunebeds, and concluded that these graves must 
'therefore' be interpreted as belonging to the EN C. 
This invites a few comments. 
To begin with, several clues have emerged in the 
meantime which suggest that the conception of one 
metal horizon right across Europe, and stemming 
from one export area, has outlived its usefulness, 
however stimulating it was in the days of an expand- 
ing chronological perspective preceding the applica- 
tion of the C r 4 method. When C I 4 data proved that 
the dates of everything were even further separated 
in time, and when the establishment of detailed 
pottery sequences backed up by C r 4 data was un- 
dertaken evervwhere, the once very neat horizon 
began to seem too unwieldy and forced for the 
future. 
The find of copper discs which typologically belong 
to this horizon in the Tripolje Alpre-Cucuteni and 
Cucuteni A31Tripolje B I hoards at K A R B U N A  and 
H A B A S E S T I ,  made it clear that these were current 
there c. 3600 and 3380 BC (conventional C r 4  
dates; Radiocarbon r 4, r 972, p. 7 r ), which is cen- 
turies before the start of the EN C. 
Thus, the 'Copper Horizon' scparates into an early 
part near the Black Sea and a later part (EN C + ? 
MN I )  in the TRB region along the Baltic Sea 
(Randsborg I 970). 
In this conncction, it is intercstirig that at S A R N O W O  
in Kujavia, GabaMwna (1970, p. 89) found a 
copper-like substance- riot erioiigh for mctal analy- 
sisor typology-undcr Long Barrow 8 in  a laycr with 
TRB EN AIB pottery, i.e. in thc layer with a Cr 4 
date of 3620 k 60 BC (GrN-5035: the charcoal 
sample, however, was riot ideal: Bakkcr, Vogcl & 
WiSlanski 1969, fig. 2). 
In the meantime, spectrul anulyses of the cornposi- 
tion of the copper of this horizon introduccd a num- 
ber of new elements into the discussion. On the basis 
of r 375 analyses - which revealed the presencc of 
both arsenical arid non-arsenical copper in diffcrcnt 
regions within the importing area- Otto and Witter 
(1952) had expressed their scepticism concerning 
the idea of one exporting region and onc export 
horizon. At first this argument was mcntioncd only 
very rarely in archaeological literature, presumably 
because of a certain uneasiness vis 2 vis this new 
approach. 
Subsequently Junghans, Sangmeister and Schröder 
(1960) ('JSS') started a very extensive and ambi- 
tious programme of metal analyses. Their classifica- 
tion of the metal groups, however, bccame the sub- 
ject of much discussion after the publication by Wa- 
terbolk and Butler ( I  965) of an ingenious, graphical 
method for representing the nature of archaeologi- 
cally and metallurgically homogeneous analysis 
groups. It turned out that the border-linesof the JSS 
classification sometimes cut right across the neat, 
homogeneous groups which emerged now. This im- 
plied that many of the opinions-of JSS which were 
based on their own group classification would have 
to be re-interpreted in the light of the Waterbolk- 
Butler graphs. 
My comments here wil1 be limited to some remarks 
on 58 metal analyses of copper artefacts belonging 
to the TRB North Group, the TRB West Group, the 
Gallery Grave Group and TRB groups from the 
southern DDR and Poland. A few directly compa- 
rable finds from elsewhere were also included (fig. 
68, Table 11). 
The analyses indicate that this copper can be dividcd 
into arsenical copper and non-arsenical copper 
groups. I subdivide the former here into Group I, to 
which al1 the copper of the TRB North Group be- 
longs. and Group 11, which comprises the rest of the 
arsenical copper of the table. The non-arsenical 
copper, which is absent in the TRB North Group, is 
included in Group 111. 
According to Table 11, in six cases more than one 
analysis of a single artefact was carried out. This 
applies to a smal1 tube and a disc of non-arsenical 
copper from hunebed EMMELN-2, and a flat axe 
with a spiral ring and a spiral cylinder with a flat axe 
from thc arsenical copper hoards of B Y G H O L M  and 
R I  E S E B U S C H ,  respectively. In the following cases, it 
seems that, as a result of segregation during smelt- 
ing, a wider variation exists than that between two 
adjacent columns. Differences in the lowest mca- 
surement lirnits among the different writers have 
been taken into consideration. 
With Pb: columns I +2+7 (Riesebusch axe); 
columns I or 2 and 7 (Riesebusch 
spiral cylinder). 
With Ag: columns r + 2 +  7 (Emmeln disc). 
With Ni: columns I +7+ I I + I 2 (Emmeln 
disc): 2+7+9 (Riesebusch axe), 2 
and 7 (Bygholm axe). 
With Bi: columns I + 2+5 (Riesebusch axc). 
With Fe: columns 2 or  I and X (Riesebusch 
spiral cylinder). l7 
With Ni, thc differcnce bctween the results of sev- 
eral iinalyses of one artefact corresponds with the 
variation of al1 the analyses within the metal group 
of fig. 68. Furthermore, the variations over columns 
7- r with Pb and Ag and over columns 5- I with Bi 
correspond with the greater part of the total varia- 
tions within the metal group concerned. Only the 
lower values of these trace elements are involved 
here, but Slater and Charles (1970) established a 
variation for Pb over columns I 1-15 in a bronze 
artefact. 
These results clearly argue in favour of grouping the 
results of metal analyses according to the graphical 
method of Waterbolk and Butler and not within the 
rigid limits of JSS (cf. also Slater and Charles). 
The knowledge that a considerable part of the total 
range of the trace elements of a metal group can be 
found in a single artefact (not necessarily always the 
case: cf. 2 I I 99+2 I 200) can be a further starting 
point for the identification of such groups, especially 
if only a few specimens are available. 
The repeated occurrence of the Same range, both in 
a single representative of the group and within (al- 
most) the entire group, is an argument supporting 
the correctness of the identification of such a group. 
Also supported are consistency of the method of 
production and consistency of the ore used. The list 
of analyses T I- I 4 of arsenical copper prepared from 
ore from H E L I G O L A N D  (Lorenzen I 965) reveals a 
range that is at least as wide as that of the copper 
from the North TRB Group. But it contains a com- 
pletely different type of arsenical copper from that 
of Group I (Butler & Van der Waals 1967) with 
different values for Pb (columns 2- I 4, maximum in 
10- I I ) ;  Ag (columns & 14, maximum in 13); Ni 
(two maxima: column I and columns 8- I o, highest 
peak in I o). This lode could therefore not have been 
the source of the copper (Group I )  for the TRB 
North Group.ls 
Selective corrosion does not give a satisfactory al- 
ternative explanation for the variation of the analy- 
ses of one object. The E M M E L N  disc was badly cor- 
roded but the results of the analysis were no differ- 
ent from those of the rest of Group 111. In this group 
other badly corroded sheet mctal specimens occur 
(e.g. ALTENDORF) ,  but these are virtually absent in 
the copper of the TRB North Group (Group I ) ,  and 
the variation appears therc too. 
There are no indications of fundamental differences 
in the analyses of the threc laboratorics concerned 
(fig. 68). 
Group I. The copper artefacts of the TRB North 
Group are made of the same arsenical copper as the 
26 Altheim axes in Waterbolk and Butler's Graph 3 
( r 965; cf. Butler & Van der Waals I 967). The 26 
Altheim axes were reported by JSS ( I 960, p. I 48) as 
such in their lists. However, six of the analyses are 
now in my Group I and JSS themselves have pointed 
out the slight differenccs in shape betwecn the 
North TRB axes and the Altheim axes proper. A 
typological analysis such as that carried out by Case 
( I 967) and a drawing of a new graph of the coppcr 
of the 'Altheim' axes with the inclusion of thc analy- 
ses newly published by JSS would therefore be 
desirable. 
The North TRB copper artefacts constitute, ar- 
chaeologically too, a homogeneous group, a hori- 
zon, if we want to use the word, but definitely more 
chronologically diffuse than the pottery horizons of 
the North Group (Lomborg I 962). It was possibly 
even more diffuse than Lomborg assumed and it 
continued further into the MN. Copper was recov- 


ered from the refuse pit at KLINTEBAKKE,  the 
type-locality for the MN Ib phase, although these 
were only meagre remains (Berg I 95 I ,  p. 7). Fur- 
thermore, amber pendants imitative of these copper 
axes (BYGHOLM, RIESEBUSCH) were found in pas- 
sage graves of the North Group dating from the MN 
Ib at the earliest (illustrations Glob I 952, 300; Berg 
I 973, 24 I ) .  This indicates that the copper axes were 
still current at that time. 
One may wel1 wonder if, indeed, the North Group 
ceased to use copper after it had lost the rite of 
putting copper in graves, or of conserving it in a 
hoard for use in the hereafter. No one actually be- 
lieves this. Malmer's suggestion ( I 962) - in a differ- 
ent context - that such rites were suspended when 
the expensive copper had come into general use and 
had become indispensible would seem to be rele- 
vant here. Perhaps there is also an analogy with 
Gabalówna's conclusion ( r 966) that the much older 
copper finds in B R Z E S C  K U J A W S K I  date mainly 
from the initia1 period of the settlement and cemete- 
ry, and not from a later phase. 
The conclusion to be drawn from al1 this may wel1 be 
that some of the isolated, arsenical copper finds of 
Group I date from after the MN I. Randsborg 
(1970, p. 189) argued for this too. He found a 
remarkable conglomeration of EN C - possibly MN 
I - copper finds in non-megalithic graves and hoards 
in central eastern Jutland and a fairly even distribu- 
tion of stray-finds throughout Denmark (partly of a 
later date?). The flat axes found singly in H U S U M  
and X I E H O L M  in Schleswig-Holstein also belong to 
Group I. This is also the case with the copper axe 
and the knob-butted copper battle-axe in the hoard 
from SMIERDNICA,  one of the flat axes from the 
hoard of four specimens and a team of copper oxen 
from B Y T Y N  (both in western Poland), and the cop- 
per knob-butted battle-axe from 'SCANIA ' .  Since 
there is no longer any necessity to date al1 the stone 
knob-butted battle-axes from the territority of the 
TRB North Group in the EN C (Brandt I 967), one 
wonders if their copper counterparts would not yet 
partly reflect the MN use of copper. I leave here 
unanswered the question of whether the above- 
mentioned western Polish finds originated with the 
East TRB Group (or the North Group?) or with 
Brzesc Kujawski or another Lengyel group. 
The metal of Group 11 appears to have the same 
composition as that of Group I, although the num- 
ber of 'deviants' is relatively somewhat larger. 
These 'deviants' (Waterbolk and Butler I 965) still 
constitute one of the greatest problems in the inter- 
pretation of Western copper implements, partly due 
to the fact that the number of analyses is still small. 
It is here not co much a matter of purging Group I1 
of 'deviants', as of the resulting necessity to assign 
these deviants to another place among the arsenical 
copper of Europe. Moreover, the possibility of mea- 
surement errors in the laboratories cannot be ruled 
out. 
We have already stated that a comprehensive identi- 
fication of the arsenical copper groups in Europe is 
very far from being completed. Consequently, any 
attempt to classify notorious 'deviants' such as anal- 
yses 836 and 837 of the two B U I N E N  spiral cylinders 
is bound to remain unsatisfactory (Butler & Van der 
Waals 1967, p. 76). All the archaeological evidence 
indicates that the two spirals are of the same age and 
that they were put in hunebed D28 by the TRB 
culture. One would confidently expect that since 
they are identical in shape, and since they do not 
seem to have many direct counterparts (Schrickel 
I 966), they would belong to the same metal group. 
Now that i t  appears that 836 corresponds fairly wel1 
- though not perfectly - with the Osenring-arsenical 
copper (Waterbolk & Butler, Graph 7), but 837 is 
completely different (Butler & Van der Waals 
I 967), the archaeological discussion can develop in  
several different directions. Is there an as yet un- 
identified 'Buinen arsenical copper group'? Has a 
laboratory error or a defect in its manufacture 
played a part'? When did Ösenring copper first ap- 
pear? 
It could be pointed out that Ösenring cxisted as 
early as the MN. The only thing is that the Osenring 
from the Baden grave of L E O B E R S D O R F  and the 
possibly equally old grave of L I C H T E N W O R T H  
(Willvonseder I 937) were made not of Osenring 
copper or of another arsenical copper, but of non- 
arsenical copper (JSS 1968: 3730, 373 I ,  4636- 
4639), not unlike our Group 111. The Osenringe 
from the Tripolye B hoard of H O R O D N I C A  (Suli- 
mirski I g6 I ; JSS I 968, 5685-5686) also consist of 
non-Osenring copper. 
Group 111. This non-arsenical copper has a fairly 
homogeneous composition in the Waterbolk-Butler 
graphs (fig. 68). We saw above that i t  is possible to 
identify several comparable types of copper from 
the same period in Central Europe, e.g. in L E O -  
B E R S D O R F  and L I C H T E N W O R T H .  A spiral cylinder 
from the well-known hoard of the 'Copper Horizon' 
iri  STOLLHOF, which is situated on the edge of the 
Vienna Basin as well, also consists of this copper. To 
facilitate comparison, this analysis was included in 
the graph. The above-mentioned Tripolye B hoard 
of HORODNICA, which can be dated around 3300 
BC on the conventional C I 4 scale, consists of two or 
three types of copper, viz. non-arsenical copper and 
arsenical copper, in which latter group the two 
Osenringe can be distinguished by their As-coritent 
in column I I ,  which is exceptionally low for our 
Group I. 
~on-arsenical copper was also found in the grave at 
PREUSSLITZ, in a Baalberge context corresponding 
chronologically with the EN C (Preuss 1966), i.e. 
synchronous with the majority of the Northern TRB 
arsenical copper artefacts. 
In summary: during the E N  C, arsenical copper 
apparently found its way to the T R B  North Group; 
this applies not only to the axes which were harder 
and more efficient than those of non-arsenical cop- 
per, but also to the ornaments. A t  the came time, 
non-arsenical copper reached west of the Elbe at 
least P R E U S S  LITZ,  via parallel SE-NW routes(?). It 
would seem that in the MN the North Group re- 
tained a strong preference for arsenical copper. In 
this period, arsenical copper occurred in the West 
T R B  Group alongside non-arsenical, sometimes 
even in the same assemblage. 
Several of the copper finds of Group I1 or  Group 111 
in table I1 must be dated fairly late in the MN. In 
connection with Schrickel's detailed typological 
study on the dating of Western copper (1966)  I 
would like to point out here that a considerable 
quantity of the pottery which was associated with 
the copper in megalithic graves west of the Elbe 
must be placed in an advanced stage of the MN at 
the earliest. The earliest sherds from these copper- 
containing graves belong to Drouwen C, whereas 
the majority of the pottery originated in phases D 
andlor E .  In a gallery grave such as that of B E C K U M ,  
what little datable Tiefstich pottery there was con- 
sisted of a pot from Phase D and another pot possi- 
bly from E .  Consequently, the copper ornaments in 
the West Group were presumably placed in the 
megalithic graves during pottery phases D and E 
particularly. Furthermore, the fact that, in hunebed 
E M M E L N -  2 the two copper discs were found inside a 
D-E bowl (Schlicht I 968, fig. 3 I 2 )  need not neces- 
sarily be explained by a later coincidence, but may 
represent the original situation. 
The non-arsenical nature of the EmmeIn ornaments 
was in itself, of course, sufficient reason to invali- 
date a direct comparison with the Northern TRB 
specimens of arsenical copper, even though the da- 
ting of the non-arsenical ornaments from P R E U S S -  
L I T Z  indicates that a dating in the E N  C cannot 
definitely be ruled out. 1 9 3 2 0  
T A B L E  11 List of speetral-analysed copper  finds ( T R B  and  other) .  
Abbreviated referenccs in columri 4 (see base of table) ,  code numbers  in column 5 
G R O U P  I 
Bygholm, Hatting h. 
Bygholm, Hatting h. 
Bygholm. Hatting h. 
Bygholm, t ia t t ing h. 
Bygholm. Hatting h. 
Bygholm, Hat t ing h. 
Bygholm. Hatting h. 
Bygholm. Hatting h. 
Bygholm. Hatting h. 
t ygho lm,  Hatting h. 
Arupgard,  Nim h. 
Arupgard, Nim h. 
Soby Hede,  Fjcnds h. 
Soby Hede,  Fjends h. 
Mygdal, Veniieberg h. 
Salten. Skanderborg a. 
'Scaiiia' 
Bytyn, pov.. S ~ a n i o t u l y  
~ r n i e r d r i i c a l ~ u h l e n b e c k ,  
pow. Gryfino 
S n i i e r d n i c a l ~ u h l e n b e c k ,  
pow. Gryfino 
Kieholm, Kr. Flensburg 
tiusuni.  Kr. Husum 
Riesebusch, Kr. Eutin 
Riesebusch, Kr. Eutin 
Riesebusch, Kr. Eutiri 
Riesebusch, Kr. Eut in  
Riesebusch, Kr. Eut in  
Riesebusch, Kr. Eutin 
Riesebusch, Kr. Eutin 
Ricsebusch, Kr. Eutin 
Ricsebusch, Kr. Eut in  
G R O U P  I 1  
Buiiieii-, gein. Borger 
Buincii, gem. Borger 
E N  C hoard (Lomborg  i 962)  flat axe B63  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg r 962)  flat axe B64  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg  r 962)  'flat axe'  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg r 962)  flat axe B65  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg r 962)  tlat axe B66  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg i 962)  dagger B67 
E N  C hoard (Lomborg r 962)  spiral ring B 6 8  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg  r 962)  spiral ring B69  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg i 962)  spiral ring B70  
E N  C hoard (Lomborg r 962)  'spiral ring' 
E N  CIMN 1 hoard (Lomborg i 962)  big spiral cylinder 
E N  CIMN I hoard (Lomborg i 962)  small spiral cylindet 
hoard (Broholm i 938)  tlat axe B6984  
hoard (Broholm i 938)  spiral ring B698  j 
flat axe, spiral ring (Broholm I 938)  flat axe 
E N  C grave (Bccker  i 947)  disc 
stray find kriob-butted battle-axe r I 3 8  
hoard of 4 flat axes, team of oxen 4th flat axe 
figurines (Jaidiewski  '65, pl. 9 )  
hoard knob-butted battle-axe PS 270 I a 
O & W  
O & W  
S&S 
O & W  
O & W  
O & W  
O & W  
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flat axe KS 9753  
flat axe KS r i i 6 8  
spiral cyliiider i 
spiral cylinder 2 
spiral cylinder 3 
'spiral cylinder' 
spiral cylinder 4 
spiral cylinder j 
flat axe (but t )  
flat axe (cutting cdge 
flat axe 
hunebed D28 (Van  Giffen 1943b)  spiral cylinder 324  JSS 
hunebed D 2 8  (Van Giffen iy43b)  spiral cylirider 325  JSS 
Gretesch, Kr. Osnabruck hunebed Sundermannsteine band 6228 O & W  O 327 
Wechte, Kr. Tecklenburg hybrid hunebedlgallery grave 2 band Ia O & W  O 290 
Beckum, Kr. Beckum gallery grave band (?) O & W  O 291 
Niedertiefenbach, Oberlahnkreis gallery grave spiral cylinder 4 A(JSS) r6481 
Drosa, Kr. Köthen hunebed Teufelskeller (Wa I1 tube O & W  O 292 
+Be 1-111) Niklasson 1925 
Wallendorf, Kr. Merseburg pit r 03, SalzmuiMK, Hutberg small ring O & W  O 322 
(Benesch 1941,  p. 35, Luning 
i 968, Preuss I 968) 
Merseburg grave(?), undecorated drum, one of both rings O & W  O 362 
Salzmu, Wa-Be, Tiefst. o r  
Schönfeld (cf. Fischer 195 r ) 
G R O U P  111 
Emmeln, Kr. Lingen hunebed 2 spiral cylinder r 857a S(JSS) z r i y 8  
Emmeln, Kr. Lingen hunebed 2 tube r857b S(JSS) 2 r 199  
Emmeln, Kr. Lingen hunebed 2 tube r857b S(JSS) 2 i 2 0 0  
Emmeln, Kr. Lingen hunebed 2 disc 1 8 5 7 ~  S(JSS) 2 i 2 0  r 
Emmeln, Kr. Lingen hunebed 2 disc 1 8 5 7 ~  S(JSS) 2 i 2 0 2  
Emmeln, Kr. Lingen hunebed 2 disc 1 8 5 7 ~  S(JSS) 2 1  r96 
Emmeln, Kr. Lingen hunebed 2 disc I 857c S(JSS) z r i y 7  
Westerkappeln, Kr. Tecklenbg hunebed Schloopsteene tube I1 O & W  0 8 3  
Kleinenkneten, Kr. Oldenburg hunebed III3 disc O & W  O 154 
Wechte, Kr. Tecklenburg hybrid hunebedigallery grave r tube IC O & W  0 46 
Wechte, Kr. Tecklenburg hybrid hunebedigallery grave r tube Ib O & W  O 8 1  
Wechte, Kr. Tecklenburg hybrid hunebedigallery grave r tube Id O & W  O 82 
Altendorf. Kr. Wolfhagen gallery grave ring O & W  O 1 1 5  
Burg, Kr. Jerichow I cemetery (Molkenberg ? ring A i a 7  O & W  O 84  
cf. Fischer r 956) 
Schortewitz, Kr. Kiithen megalithic grave (Rampenkammer tube O & W  0 47 
Wa 11, Niklasson 1925,  Fischer '56) 
Nordhausen. Harz double flat grave Wa 1-11 spiral cylinder O & W  0 49 
(Fischer i 956) 
Preusslitz, Kr. Bernburg Baalberge flat grave necklace of spiral cylinders Pr. O P  
(Preuss r 966) and pendants 
Stollhof near Wienerneustadt hoard 'Copper Horizon' spiral cylinder O & W  O 86  
Typological terms rnainly according to Ottoway i 9 7 3 b  Schlicht (r 973) published a few more spectra1 analyses than those in this table 
and in fig. 68. Explanation of abbreviated referentes in column 4: O & W  = Otto  & Witter ( i  952);  S&S = Sylvest & Sylvcst ( i 960); L 
= Lorenzen ( r 965);  JSS = Junghans, Sangmeister, Schröder ( i  968, i 960); B = Bccker (r 947); A = Ankel ( i  963) ;  Pr. = Preus ( i  906. 
n. 4 i ); S(JSS) = Schlicht r y68 (anal. JSS). 
T A B L E  I I I  Ratios of decorated E 2  pots to dccorated E i  pots in 1 5  finds. 
Nr. I', TE, " , ,E2 T, ,  %,Ei  type of locality refercnce 
find 
r c. 2 0  rd. ioo'j<> o<+/;> sff Uddclermeer Appendix B r j s = settiemerit; 
2 C. 30 id. i oo'%, o'%, s Beckhuizerzand Appendix B3 f = flat grave: 
3 c. i o id. ( r oo'%,) - (oc%,) s Ugchelen-3 provisional impression 
1 26 id. r oo'%, o'X, h Dheif, Tinaarlo Van Giffen r 944" 
j 15-20 id. i 00% o s Anlo Waterbolk I 960; Van der Waals i 964a 
6 52-53 52 r oo-g8'X, o- i ?  o- 2'7" h D j z a .  Wapse Van Giffen r 946 
7 r 18- r 2 2  I i i 94-y I'%, 7- i r 6- g(%, h D j 3 ,  Havelte Kat-van Hulten c. r y j o  
8 9- ro 8-0 (88-8yi%,) i (r r- r 2%)  h Leer-Weslerhammrich Bakker (in preparation) 
Y 2 1 3  162 76'% 5 i 24%) h Emmcln 2 Schlicht r g68 
ro c. i 8  ro (56"1,) 8 (44%,) h Gross Berssen 7 Schlicht r 972 
I I 8 5 (62"';)) 3 (37%)  f Mesum Appendix B r 2 
1 2  5 3 (60'%,) 2 (qo'X,) fff Ekelberg Appendix B6 
1 3 Y 5 (SS'%)) 4 (45'Y0) h D28, Buinen Van Giffen r 943b 
14 4 2 (501%,) 2 (501%,) fff Baalderes own documentation 
1 5 r o 4 (40i%,) 6 ( o )  h D43, Emmen Boomert, Brandt & Woltering r 970. i 97 r 
s = scttlement; f = tlat grave; h = hunebed 
6.6. D I F F E R E N C E S  W I T H I N  T H E  P O T T E R Y  O F  T H E  
E-HORIZON WEST O F  THE WESER 
Between the Amstel and the Weser, pottery of the 
Early Havelte phase occurs in a single closed area 
(figs. 39, 69-70) which is larger than the distribution 
areas of any other phase. 
The catalogued find groups to which I have had 
access are unequally scattered over this distribution 
area, since they are restricted to the extreme west- 
ern part of it (table 111; fig. 69). Unfortunately, 
there appears to be a virtual absence of finds of 
settlement refuse and flat graves of the E-horizon in 
southwestern Lower Saxony. As  a result of this, the 
argument below is possibly rather strained. 
In the extreme west, an 'Uddel facies' (E2, fig. 34) 
occured virtually exclusively, which was decorated 
with point stamp lines and narrow Tiefstich lines, 
whereas there is a complete absence of tvaerstik, 
heart stamp, hollow stamp, double-toothed stamp 
(*) etc., i.e. the techniques characteristic f o r a  facies 
contiguous to E2 in the east (combined here as 
.E 1 '1. 
A little further to the east, the E2 techniques of 
ornamentation declined in favour of the E I techni- 
ques, by which more than so'%, of the pottery of the 
total E phase may be decorated here (fig. 33). E2- 
like ware, though, occurs nearly everywhere (figs. 
39; 69-7 I ) .  Besides, E I and E 2  ornamentation 
;echniques were not applied in equal proportions to 
amphorae and bowls respectively. The difficulty o f  
E I identification is also an important factor. 
Whercas it is easy in Netherland to distinguish E 2  
ornamentation from Drouwen D and even older 
pottery, the borderline between E I and Drouwen D 
is generally less distinct. The decision is sometimes 
extremely difficult, especially with sherds. 
Table I 1 1  and fig. 7 I give the numbers of E I and E2 
pottery in I 5 find groups. Taking into consideration 
that in western Westphalia and occasionally on  the 
Hummling and in Oldenburg, E 2  o r  EZ-like pottery 
seems to be more numerous than E I. I suggest that 
the cradle of E I lay between the upper reaches of 
the Ems, the Hase and the Hunte, and that the E2 
area proper enclosed it in the west and north like a 
half moon, with a buffer zone in between, where E2 
declined as E I increased. 
These tentative remarks are highly impressionistic. 
A more objective definition and a subdivision of E I 
would be very desirable, utilising, for example, sta- 
tistical methods and a computer (cf. Whallon I 972). 
The material from WECHTE would then be a better 
FIG. hg D i s t r i b u t i o l l  of E i p o t t e r y .  N o t c  t h a t  t h c  trio 
westernmost finds only c o i i c c r n  one piece of E i p o t t c r y .  b! Par 
in the m i n o r i t y  of the a s s o c i a t e d  € 2  pottery (cf .  fig. 7 1 ) .  
Fintl.rpots of E porrery ( f i g s .  30. (19-70) 
1 = Uddel ( € 2 )  facies, o r  ver. s i i n i l a r  ( w i t h o u t  t v a e r s t i k )  
+ = E i ( t v n e r s t i k )  facies 
Thc l is t  for Gerrnany was cornpiled b q  i l ic  t ' ro in  K n o l l ' \  
documcntation (Kasscl. lanuar?. 1 9 7 0 ) .  w i t h  l a t c r  r i d d i t i o r i s  
(e.g. from Schlicht i yhX). I'hc l i s t  is more c o i i i p l e t e  f o r  E 2  t h a n  
for E i .  which is Iess recogriisable. L o c a l i t y  nunibcrs a f t e r  K n ( i l l  
( 1 0 5 0 ) .  
l ( + ) - 5 ( +  j - X ( / + ) - g ( / ) -  i O ~ l ( 1 ) -  i  i ( / ) -  1 2 ( 1 ) -  I J ( !+)-  i(>( '?) 
- 2 0 ( + ) - 2 i ( / + ) - 2 ~ ( / + ) - 2 4 ( 1 + ) - 2 ~ ( / + ) - 2 ( 1 ( + ) - 2 7 ( 1 + ) -  
29-30(/+)-34(1)-43('!)-47(/)- ï 3 ( ' ! ) -  5 4 ( 1 ) -  5 ( 1 ( / ) - ï t ) ( l + )  
- (12- h(>(/+)- 7 3 ( / ) -  7 7 ( / ) -  X i ( 1 ) -  X j ( 1 ) -  o h ( + ) -  i o X ( + ) -  
ioc)( / ) -  I 1 4 -  i  1 5 -  i  ! g ( + ) -  1 2 0 -  i ? 2 ( / ) -  I ~ X ( + ) -  r 3 7 ( / ) -  
i  h g ( / + )  - 2 r 2 - j 7 7 ( / + )  - 3 X o ( / + )  - 3 X 3 ( / + ) .  Besides. 
L E E R - W E S T E R H A M M R I C ~ I  ( l + ) :  EMMEI.N 2. Kr .  M e p p e n  ( I + ) :  
GEïEI .0 ,  K r .  U e i s e r i  (/f ): KOCKELWICK,  K r .  A ~ I I L I S ( ! .  +'!): ESPEL. 
Kr .  T c c k l e n b ~ i r g  ( l + ) .  
Thc ( i n c o n i p l e t e )  list for N c t l i c r l n n d  w a s  c o i i i p i l e d  t r o n i  m! 
catulogue of f i i i d s :  LAGE VUCRSCHE (1)- EDB ( I )  - H A R S K A M P  ( I )  - 
BOESCHOTEN (+) - WELTEVREDEN ( 1 )  - MOl~I~ENKL'IL. ( 1 )  - 
UGCHELEN 1 - 3  ( 1 ) U D D E L E R M E E R  (l+)-STAVERDEN- EL.SPEET(/) 
- BEEKHUIZERZAND ( 1 )  - NIERSSEN - KISVE1.D ( 1 )  - NEEDE (+)  - 
MANDER (1) - HAARLE ( + )  - ENGELANUSROS (+ '?)  - BAALDERES 
( l +  ) - A R R I E N  ( l )  - SPOOLUE ( I )  - i > t  EESE ( l )  - STEENWIJKERWOLI)  
( l )  - SCHOKLAND (+'!) - STEENBERGEN-D I ( I ) - ANNERTOL.  ( I )  - 
M I D L A R E N - D ~ / ~  ( / ) - T I N A A R L o - D ( ~ c / ~ -  SCHIPBORG ( / t )  - AEINEN 
( I? )  - ANLO ( 1 )  - EEXT (I+) - ROLIIE - LOON-[) I5 ( 1 )  - 
DROUWEN- DI^ ( l + )  - BORGER ( l + )  - BRONNEGER-IIZJ ( I + )  - 
B U I N E N - D 2 8  (!+) - VALTHERVELD (1 )  - E M M E N - D 4 3  ( l + )  - 
SCHOONOORD-Dj() ( l + )  - SI.EEN ( + )  - EKEI.BERG ( l + )  - 
W A P S E - D 5 2 a  ( l + ) -  HAVEI:I .E-D~? ( / + )  tíANKAMI>S VEI.» (+'!J. 
starting point than the marginal Dutch E I material. 
But the hundreds of illustrations of pots from hune- 
bed E M M E L N -  2 (Schlicht I 968) could also serve as 
such, in spite of the slightly more marginal location 
of this hunebed. The ratio E I :E2 here is I :4.21 
With regard to the relationship between D, E I and 
E2 pottery west of the Weser, we can offer the 
FIG. 70 1)istribution of E r  pottery (Uddel facies). See captioii 
o f  fig. 09. 
following, very tentative and inadequate remarks. 
a Although it may be assumed that the pottery 
trade facilitated thc spread of pottery variants, the 
gradual decline in E I in the direction of northwest 
Drente and the Veluwe cannot be explained simply 
as a consequence of a decrease in the export of E I 
pottery with increasing distance. For, if we assume 
that the fine pottery was worth purchasing else- 
where, and not the shoddy specimens, then the 
well-finished E2 pottery of the cemetery of EKEL-  
B E R G  in central southern Drente would have been 
imported there and not the appallingly finished E I 
pots (figs. B I 6- I 7). 
b The discovery at VISBEK-Hogenbögen and at 
K L E I N E N K N E T E N  of two identical bowls, with a 
strong local flavour, six kilometres apart, indicates 
that Ez-like pottery was locally produced in this 
neighbourhood (Sprockhoff I 938, plate 44: I ;  Stef- 
fens 1970, fig. 3:s). 
c In the E r +E2 area, no closed finds are known of 
E2 pottery without E I  contaminations. Although 
this fact is not completely convincing - there are 
hardly any of the desirable flat grave or settlement 
finds of E2 pottery either- it could indicate that E2 
did not exist as an independent facies in that area, 
either before, or  after E I .  
d D pottery has never been found in closed finds 
with E2 pottery without E I pottery also being pres- 
ent. Non-chronological factors are also involved: in 
one of the two best-known areas where E2  O C C U ~ S  
without E I ,  viz. the Veluwe, B and C are the only 
Drouwen phases known, represented mainly in the 
unusually large settlement of ELSPEET, figs. B8-9, 
with hardly any trace of D. (There are virtually no 
occurrences of the tvaerstik line west of the IJssel.) 
This fact in itself strongly reduces the chances of 
contact-finds between D and E2 (without E i ) .  
In northern and western Drente, whose abundant 
E2 pottery is well-documented, the situation is dif- 
ferent.   he hunebeds here in which E2 pottery oc- 
curred als0 contained D pottery, but nevertheless, 
the settlement at A N L O  produced exclusively E2 of 
the most pure type, and the two or three unpublish- 
ed sherds with tvaerstik found there are undoubt- 
edly accidental, older 'impurities' of the site. We 
have already seen (fig. 7 1)that E r pottery is either 
absent or  very rare in these hunebeds. 
e If D pottery occurs in closed finds together with 
E I or  E r +E2 pottery, then it is D2 and not the D I 
pottery, that still shows a strong affinity with C 
pottery. Knöll was therefore convinced that E I had 
gradually evolved from D. It is, however, under- 
standable that the Dutch have emphasised the styl- 
istic difference between D and E ('Drouwen Style' 
and 'Early Havelte Style'), since, stylistically, there 
is more of a contrast than a similarity between E2 
and D (e.g. the contrasting shapes of pots of the 
same volume). The crucial question is whether this 
implies an abrupt change in style or a gradual se- 
quence in which gaps appear for some reascm or 
other. The point must also be made that the D 
pottery has been little studied in Netherland, al- 
though D is the most common type in Drente. 
FIG. 71 Pie chart of the ratio of E2 pottery to E I  pottery 
(black) in hunebed inventories and other assemblages. 
The dimensions of the circles indicate the number of pots 
concerned. Dots indicate other findspots of E pottery. The 
heavy dashed line excludes the area where E I does not surpass 
of T,. The thin dashed line indicates the region whcre a 
domination of E I over E2 is supposed. 
f If we are to interpret the facts as they are 
presented above, we may proceed from either one  
of two hypotheses: 
I E r  gradually developed from D 2  in a normal 
way. E 2  originated from E I  and is its synchronous 
neighbour. 
2 Throughout the Tiefstich pottery area, the spirit 
of the age created the style-phases which compose 
the Earlv Havelte-Ferslev horizon. 
Both hypotheses presuppose a difference in mental- 
ity between the populations in the E r  and E 2  re- 
gions which was expressed in the pottery. The E r 
area especially was the scene of the flowering of the 
D style, the still little-known local variants of which 
were grouped by Sprockhoff (1938)  under the term 
'Emsland Style' (section 2. I 2). Although this style 
was also current in a large part of the later E 2  area, it 
does not appear to have reached the Veluwe, so that 
in the D period there must have been either a 
depopulation there, o r  a retarded C style with a very 
abrupt change in style at the end of it. ( O r  has it just 
so happened that archaeological activity there has 
failed to reveal any D settlements? I find that possi- 
bility difficult to accept.) 
Hypothesis I might lead us to infer a certain 'fron- 
tier mentality', the mentality of colonisers o r  emi- 
grants, which was expressed in the pottery. Such 
population groups which are detached from their 
homeland often tend to accomplish things in their 
new country that, due to adverse forces, had re- 
mained unrealised in their native country (Groen- 
man r 953; Kaelas r 967, p. 3 I g). We d o  know that a 
fairly independent pottery style, E2, developed, but 
is it possible that, outside the Veluwe too, new blood 
revitalized the population, or  that some revival or  
other resulted in a desire to be different from the 
makers of the ( E I  + E 2 )  pottery? And that this 
resulted in an expression in E 2  of trends still slum- 
bering in ( E  I + E2)'? 
There is n o  evidence of a demographic change in 
northern and western Drente, for there is an abun- 
dance of D pottery there. Neither is there evidence 
of a fundamental contrast between the ( E I  + E 2 )  
and the E2  areas, from, for example, the distribu- 
tion of the knob-butted battle-axes or  from the de- 
gree of relationship between E2  and E r (which is far 
stronger than the contrasts). 
For this reason the picture outlined above is 
presumably too black and white and the half- 
moon-shaped area of E2  breaks up into several 
diffuse groups which merge into one another, and 
this wil1 also be the case with (Er  + E2).  Knöll 
( r 959) drew, for instance, attention to the so-called 
'Wechte tureens', E r shoulder pots (fig. 33:5, 8) 
which were amply represented in W E C H T E  I and 2, 
but scarcely anywhere else. 
In its more general application, hypothesis 2 would 
seem to be more satisfactory for the time being. We 
should note that apparently there was a different 
response to impulses of 'the new era'. Perhaps in the 
later E2  distribution area the Emsland Style had 
become so little compatible with the spirit of the 
population that E could immediately develop faster. 
In the Emsland Style area proper, people submitted 
less rapidly, o r  at  least there was a preference for 
regarding the new as a supplement to the old, so that 
al1 sorts of transitional shapes evolved. 
It wil1 be clear how many indispensible data are still 
missing before anything can be said with reasonable 
certainty on this sort of question. Only additional 
catalogueing can help to refine the rigid sequence 
model (which I had to take in this book as a starting 
point) to arrive at a diachronous geography of pot- 
tery dialects and an assessment of the intercommu- 
nication from the extent of pottery trade. What has 
complicated the issue up to now- the differing ratios 
E I : E ~  which have been established for amphorae 
on the one hand and bowls on the other- could have 
been caused by, among other things, a selective 
production of the pottery types for sale. 
We have not really progressed very much beyond 
the points reached by Van Giffen (r 927) (cf. section 
2.8). 
6.7 I N F L U E N C E S  O F  T H E  G L O B U L A R  A M P H O R A  C U L -  
T U R E  O N  E-POTTERY? 
Aberg ( r g r 6), Van Giffen ( r 927) and I ( I 967) have 
pointed out the strong similarity between the am- 
phora of the Uddel facies (E2)  (e.g. figs 34: 1-2; figs. 
B I 6-20) and the tall, flat-bottomed 'Kujavian 
Amphora' of the Globular Amphora culture 
(KAK). Kujavian Amphorae are known from the 
entire KAK area (Wislanski 1966, plate 11, maps 
5-6), and there is little chronological evidence 
against this construction. Since the KAK is closely 
related to, perhaps largely rooted in, the TRB cul- 
ture-Becker ( 1 9 6 1  a)  even included the KAK in the 
T R B  family - there are sometimes striking similari- 
ties in shape, pattern of ornamentation etc. between 
the two amphorae and other pots as well. But the 
KAK, like the eastern T R B  pottery has screw-driver 
impressions and no stab-and-drag, or  tvaerstik, as in 
the Tiefstich pottery. And the rope impressions of 
the KAK are not present on the western T R B  potte- 
ry. There are other differences. Moreover, a KAK 
specimen which strongly resembles Uddel is fre- 
quently associated with totally different-looking 
specimens. There is, therefore,-no reason at al1 t: 
interpret the E 2  facies as the pottery of KAK set- 
tlers, and nobody has suggeste-d thisl This is not to 
deny that the interpretations presented in the pre- 
ceding section of the structure of the E-horizon 
necessitates a reorientation of our views concerning 
the idea of KAK influences. 
Still impressed by the sometimes strikingly strong 
similarity between KAK and E pottery, I would like 
to suggest a tentative solution. 
Whenever a certain art-style develops, it tends to 
absorb elements from other styles, from other areas 
and other periods, but only in so far as they suit the 
current vogue. To  a slight extent, the character of 
the current style is altered by this process. 
tic. 7 2  Sonic Poli\ti ' K u y n v i n n '  ninphorae o f  the Glohular 6.8. M I D D L E  H A V E L T E  ( F ) ,  L A T E  H A V E L T E  ( G ) ,  E G K  
Ariiphora ('iilt~ire. nccorcliiig to Nosek (1067.  platc 1). A N D  T H E I R  C H R O N O L O G I C A L  R E L A T I O N S H I P  T 0  
Stak l : X .  T H E  D A N I S H  T R B  S E Q U E N C E  
It is quite possible that at some time a few KAK pots 
of the Kujavian amphora type happened to reach 
the West. These could then have been a factor in the 
development of the Uddel and other E pottery. The 
patterns of the ornamentation could then have been 
partially adopted from the KAK to the extent that 
they were compatible with the local sense of style 
which had been determined by tradition and con- 
temporary taste. In this process, the KAK ornamen- 
tations were translated into the local techniques of 
ornamentation. 
The possibility of the reverse having been the case 
would seem less likely in view of the fact that the 
KAK distribution area is many times greater than 
that of the E facies. 
In summary, it seems extremely unlikely that pure 
coincidence could account for two synchronous 
types of pot being so similar. I would accept that this 
implies the supposition of a diffusion of artefaets 
over hundreds~of kilometres. Perhaps some people 
would like to maintain that contemDorarv taste 
could entirely account for it, but in view of the 
differing ways in which the contemporary style was 
applied to the related synchronous Ferslev and late 
Walternienburg pottery, I am of the opinion that 
some imported Kujavian amphorae did provide an 
impulse to the E style. It wil1 probably never be 
possible, however, to advance archaeological proof 
for this idea. 
During the time when the writingof this book was in 
progress, I also collaborated with J.D. van der 
Waals on an article on these subjects (Bakker & 
Van der Waals I 969; I 973 (text dates from I 97 I )). 
The reader is referred to this article, and also to the 
relevant material on phases F and G in Chapters 
3-4. With the assemblages of D E N E K A M P  and A N -  
GELSLO, grave I 4 (Appendix B I and Bq, fig. B2 I ) 
as a starting point, the archaeological inventory of 
Late Havelte and its typochronological position in 
the Danish dating system was discussed. 
Continuing from Knöll's observations, it was possi- 
ble to discover assemblages of phase G in northwest 
Germany, such as L E E R - W E S T E R H A M M R I C H , ~  
G E L L E N E R D E I C H  and D U M M E R - N  ( f 0 ~  Diimmer-N. 
cf. Bakker & Van der Waals 1973, n. 42). 
In Holstein, a typical Late Havelte pot in a local M N  
V context at W O L K E N W E H E  provided the anticipat- 
ed  geographical link with the MN V pottery of 
southern S ~ a n d i n a v i a . ~ ~  
Late Havelte is represented in the Drente hunebeds 
and flat graves, as wel1 as in the settlement at A N -  
G E L S L O  (description in Bakker & Van der Waals 
I 973) as a very characteristic style-group, with a 
wealth of specimens and types (including collared 
flasks!). 
The synchronisation of Late Havelte-Store Valby 
(MN V), defended earlier on typological grounds 
(Bakker 1962; Van der Waals I 964a), was con- 
firmed in I 97  I with the publication of Danish C I 4 
dates for the MN V, which agreed with the Dutch 
C I 4 datings for Late Havelte (Tauber 1970; cf. 
6.9). 
In Chapters 2-4, we have already discussed the ar- 
guments which led to our  distinguishing a Middle 
Havelte phase (F) as a pottery group occupying a 
mid-way position between Early and Late Havelte. 
It is found in many Drente hunebeds, although in 
smal1 numbers, which could be due to the absence of 
an accurate knowledge of this part of the T R B  se- 
quence and of good criteria for the identification of 
Middle Havelte. The custom of cremating the dead 
which was recognised by Van der Waals ( r 964a) as 
a general feature of the Late Havelte phase can also 
be observed in Middle Havelte, as was shown by the 
find from W E S T R U P E R  H E I D E  (Knöll 1959, K41: 
r 4- I 6). The pottery from this site, however, bears 
more resemblance to Early Havelte than the mate- 
ria1 generally included in Middle Havelte. 
Van der Waals (in Bakker & Van der Waals r 969, 
1073) ;  J.N. Lanting, W.G. Mook & J.D. van der 
Waals ( r 973); Lanting ( I 973a) and Lanting & Van 
der Waals ( r 976) contributed important Dutch data 
towards an improvement in C.J. Becker's chrono- 
logica1 scheme for the MN in Denmark and neigh- 
bouring areas (fig. I 3). 
Lanting, Mook and Van der Waals first placed the 
C r 4 dated E G K  and LN assemblages from Nether- 
land in chronotypological order on the basis of the 
assumed sequences of beakers and battle-axes, after 
which the accompanying C r 4 datings were present- 
ed  graphically. The resulting typological sequences 
look plausible, and cannot be shrugged away even 
by those who abhor C r 4 datings as an aid. Certain 
trends in burial rites reinforce the argument. 
Moreover, the initia1 stages (up to the arrival of 2 l a  
Bell Beakers of maritime type) of the typological 
sequence: Protruding Foot Beaker (PFB) ra + Ie 
+ Zigzag (ZZ)  Beakers + Al1 Over Ornamented 
( A O O )  Beakers + 'true' Bell Beakers (BB) 2 r a -+ 
2 1f + Earbed Wire Beakers (BWB) are largely 
confirmed by the stratigraphy of the shell middens 
at A A R T S W O U D ,  gem. Hoogwoud (information W. 
Glasbergen; the excavation of these middens with 
PFB, Z Z  and A 0 0  beakers is still in progress). 
Flint daggers imported from L E  G R A N D  P R E S S I G N Y  
(Central France) are known from r 7 assemblages 
containing rd o r  re PFB's, Z Z  beakers, or  A 0 0  
beakers, but not the preceding Ia- I C  PFB's or  the 
succeeding true Bell Beakers (Lanting & Van der 
Waals r 976). 
In graves containing Grand-Pressigny daggers and 
id  PFB's o r  Z Z  beakers, H battle-axes o r  a related 
local type of battle-axe occur, but not in graves with 
211b A 0 0  beakers. The earlier types, A I ,  A3, B, C 
and D, of Glob's battle-axe series (1944)  are asso- 
ciated in the West with ra and I d PFB's. The later K 
battle-axes are associated exclusively with true Bell 
Beakers. 
Among the flint daggers imported from Denmark, 
type I (Lomborg 1973) was found several times in 
late BB contexts in Netherland and Germany, and 
'type I o r  11' once. In Lomborg's opinion, type I is 
characteristic of the LN A and type I1 of the LN B. 
There was one case of a Barbed Wire Beaker being 
found with a dagger of type I1 (Lanting & Van der 
Waals I 976; Lanting I 973a). 
Without the use of C r 4 data, Lanting and Van der 
Waals ( I 976) have synchronised the information 
from Netherland and West Germany with that frorn 
Denmark. They applied Glob's chronological sys- 
tem ( I  944) 'on a more generalising level, and rather 
to give an approximation of the relative date of 
groups of phenomena and not of individual objects'. 
I refer the reader to their painstaking arguments and 
state only some of their conclusions here (cf. fig. 
73): 
I PFB is synchronous with the Under Grave and 
Ground Grave Periods. 
2 A 0 0  beakers and Grand-Pressigny daggers are 
synchronous with the Ground Grave Period, 
3 the maritime type of Bell Beaker (2 la)  appear- 
ed  late in the Ground Grave Period, 
4 late Bell Beakers continued into the Late Neo- 
lithic A and probably the beginning of the LN B, 
5 Barbed Wire beakers, which succeeded the late 
bel1 Beakers in the West, started in the LN B. 
With regard to the chronological position of these 
beaker sequences in relation to the T R B  sequences, 
the occurrence of a sherd of a r a PFB in T R B  grave 
r 4 at A N G E L S L O  is significant (fig. B2 I ). The grave 
contained not only a complete collared flask but also 
several sherds of Middle Haveltc and Late Havelte 
pottery (fig. B2 r :4-7). What apparently happened 
was that some older sherds which belonged to the 
T R B  phases G and F and to one r a PFB ended up in 
a cremation grave of phase G containing a collared 
flask as a burial gift. Some branches were burned 
during the burial, the carbonized remains o f  which 
were found in a fairly well-preserved state. The C r q 
dating (GrN-so7o),  2 r 50 k 30 BC, is the latest C i 4 
dating for the West Group of the T R B  culture. This 
is, relatively speaking, strongevidcnce, since it was a 
branch o r  narrow beam that was dated, not a thick 
trunk with centuries-old wood at the ccntre. If this 
dating is compared with the C r 4 datings of Beaker 
assemblages published by Lanting and Van der 
Waals ( I 976) and Davidsen ( I 974, fig. 3 ) ,  then the 
end of the T R B  culture in Netherland would appear 
to have come just before or  at about the time of the 
transition between the Under Grave and Ground 
Grave Periods. 
As far as the beginning of the Beaker series is con- 
cerned, a considerable number of C r 4 datings have 
become available in Netherland for r a PFB's and A 
battle-axes; the earliest among them are c. 24.50 BC. 
It  appears that the I a PFB remained in use fora long 
time alongside later PFB types. This is indicated not 
only by the C r 4 datings but also by the occurrence 
of the ra PFB sherd in T R B  G grave 14 at A N -  
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FIG. 73 Coriveritiori:rl V i l  chroriology table for T R B  and 
f:GK periods iri I>erimnrk and Netherland. Some other 
prehr\toric culture\ are al\o giveii. 7'he lett aiid right harid 
column\ indicate thc Iocal subdivisions ot the period. Note that 
only the Dani\h Earl!, Middle arid Late Neolithic are applied in 
thi\ hook. l'he F.zIF+G bouridary has been sirliatcd some\vhat 
later thari tig. 75 aou ld  suggest in order  to allow for the 
t)pochronological syrichroriisation of E with MN 111. 
l 'he diagram i \  bawd niainly o n  sectioris 0.8-c), fig. 75 and 
Lanting & Mooh i 077. I'hc pcriodisation for Netherland in the 
diagrarii I \  a \ariarit of thc oric given hy Lariting. The ENIMN 
houndary for Netherland i\\hiftcd from c. 5300 BP (Lanting) to  
c. 5 2 0 0  HP. He\ides. the EN could he suhdivided into EN I (c. 
fqoo-c. tiooo HP, including the Linear Bandkeramik) and EN 
I 1  (c. fiooo I3P-c. j z o o  HP. includiiig Grossgartach. Rtissen. 
Epi-R(i\sen. Swifterbant, Miehelsberg 1-11 and F.rtebo>lle). The 
Middle Bronze 'A' 4 
Duteh M N  assubdivided irito MN 1 nrid 11. a i t h  thc hoiiiiil:ir~ 
c. 4650 HP. at the supposed start of Drouwen A. synchronou\ 
to the start of the Ilariish M N  la. 
Some other obwrvations can he made. ( i )  Wher-ca\ 
prehistorians h a \ e  stresscd the necessit) to date prchi\toric 
periods b! the tirst appearance of n e a  cultures. pha\e\. etc. (e.g. 
De periodisering can de Nederlandse prehistorie. Beri(~/itcri 
R O B  i c)Oï-Oh. p. 7- i I ). i t  is ofteri ea\ier to collect a \~ifficierit 
nurnber of rcliahle ('14 dates tor the la\t occurreiice ot s~rcli 
features than for theirstart (cf. schcnies hy Lanting & Mooh 
i 977) .  ( 2 )  By sketching the archaeological cros\-ilatiiigs 
discussed in section 0.9 in the a h o \ e  diagrarri i t  cnri ca\il! he 
shown that this chronological framework i \  \ t i l 1  rnthcr sli:iky. 
( 3 )  These uncertarnties are, ho\vever. \ e r >  ~ i n a l l  i r i  coinpari\oii 
with those of a quarter  of a century ago. 
GELSLO.  The C r 4 datings of the T R B  culture (sec- 
tion 6.9) available from Denmark and Netherland 
do not contradict Becker's hypothesis that the ear- 
liest Beakers (earliest EGK) should be dated in the 
MN 111. 
Becker's chronological scheme (fig. I 3) can be pro- 
visionally altered accordingly (fig. 73). Between 
T R B  MN V (Store Valby) and the LN A yawns a 
chasm of something like three centuries. A 
chronological subdivision of the MN into the T R B  
MN I-V, followed by the EGK Ground Grave and 
Upper Grave periods would seem to be necessary. 
O n  the basis of the flint daggers, the Danish LN can 
be subdivided after Lomborg ( r 973) into LN A-C, 
after which the Bronze Age Period Montelius I fol- 
lows. 
Independent of the studies by Van der Waals c.s., 
two conflicting views on this question developed in 
Denmark. O n  the basis of Copenhagen C I 4 data, H. 
Tauber ( I  970, I 972) concluded that the end of the 
T R B  culture had been long before the end of the 
MN. Influenced apparently by the fact that he had 
no C I 4 datings of the typologically earliest EGK 
assemblages at his disposal, he also concluded that 
the periods of the EGK and late TRB did not over- 
lap in time. The Dutch and Danish series of c 1 4  
datings are calibrated in the Same way and are also 
perfectly comparable on archaeological-typological 
grounds. As was mentioned above, the Dutch data 
do indicate an overlap between late TRB and early 
EGK. The earliest EGK C 1 4  datings in Netherland 
are about two centuries older than the earliest 
known from Denmark. 
E. Lomborg's attitude (verbal communicaton 
1972) to Bakker and Van der Waals' Moesgard 
paper ( I 969) was initially extremely sceptical, but 
his own research (Lomborg I 973) later made him 
come to the conclusion that the TRB MN V must 
have ended a long time before the start of the LN, in 
which he found strong EGK traditions but no TRB 
traditions. The regional groups of the LN corre- 
sponded with those of the EGK, not with the TRB 
groups in Dcnmark. 
Diametrically opposed to this is the opinion of K. 
Ebbesen ( I  975). and, with some reservations, that 
of C. J. Becker ( I 973a, n. I 09). Both ignore C I 4 
datings in their arguments. Ebbesen came to the 
conclusion that Knöll's entire sequence took place 
in the MN Ia-111. Ebbesen's knowledge of phase G 
apparently derived mainly from the literature refer- 
ences mentioned by E. Schlicht ( r  968, p. 45). from 
which list Kat-van Hulten ( r  947) and Van der 
Waals ( I 964a) are missing. The fact that he men- 
tioned (p. 256, n. 38) undecorated pottery from the 
Ez-settlement at A N L O  in this connection, suggests 
that he was unaware of the existence of the F+G 
settlement near A N G E L S L O  and the G earth graves 
there and elsewhere (Van der Waals r 964a). 
Together with the incorrect selection of undecorat- 
ed pottery placed by Knöll at the end of phase 2 
(section 3. I ) ,  Ebbesen dismissed the genuine Late 
Havelte pottery; according to him, a synchronisa- 
tion of Late Havelte and Store Valby 'is based on a 
mistaken idea of what really constitutes the special 
character of the MN V pottery'. 
Ebbesen also defended Becker's opinion that the 
MN V continued up to the LN. He disputed Lom- 
borg's counter-arguments in a post-script; although 
no closed finds were known of EGK assemblages of 
the Upper Grave Period and Store Valby, the con- 
tact finds of the Pitted Ware and the Globular 
Amphora cultures in southern Scandinavia neces- 
sitated such a synchronisation. Unlike Lomborg, he 
did see TRB traditions in the secondary use of TRB 
megalithic graves during the LN. He disputed Lom- 
borg's chronological arguments. 
Although Ebbesen made no mention of 
ANGELsLegrave I 4, its assemblage could have 
provided a nice confirmation of his ideas ('Late 
Havelte = early EGK = MN 111') and it is under- 
standable that the C 1 4  datings, which argue for a 
synchronisation Late Havelte = MN V and a gap 
between MN V and LN, were not considered to 
conform with this picture. Although a lack of detail- 
ed knowledge prevents me from contesting the ar- 
guments of Lomborg and Ebbesen concerning older 
traditions in the Danish LN (to me, Ebbesen's ar- 
gument about the LN secondary interments in pas- 
sage graves does not appear to hold water), it is my 
opinion that the Dutch arguments presented above 
are quite convincing, even if C I 4 datings are left out 
of consideration. I see no necessity to derive the LN 
pottery, which lacks any great variety of shapes 
(Ebbesen I 975, fig. 2 0  I ) ,  from TRB shapes: the 
EGK could have produced them as well, if these 
primitive shapes did not develop independently. 
Late Havelte - an extensive pottery group, with a 
rich variety of shapes- does display a characteristic 
style in Drente and the surrounding area, which is 
not identical with Store Valby on the Danish islands. 
But several of the features which are, according to 
Ebbesen, characteristic of the latter group can be 
traced to the former (e.g. Ebbesen 1973, fig. 86:s 
without carved rim; preference for Trichterschalen; 
lip-handles; lack of ornamentation). 
When Ebbesen (1975, p. 256-257) correlated 
Knölls phase 2 (1959) with the MN 111, he meant 
primarily Early Havelte (E), and this correlation 
agrees with mine (MN 111-IV). The present book 
should make it difficult to deny that Late Havelte 
(G) succeeded E as an independent phase. They 
should thus be placed in the MN IV-V. The incer- 
tainties remaining about typological horizons (cf. 
introduction of 6. I )  do not contradict the fact that, 
in the West, G belonged to the Same 'style of the 
age' (Zeijstil) as the Store Valby style and similar 
styles in Schleswig-Holstein and, perhaps, Meck- 
lenburg. 
In a discussion of Lomborg's I 973 book, Lomborg's 
views about a chronological gap between the end of 
the TRB culture and the end of the MN were not 
contested by a number of colleagues, but Ebbesen 
attacked them extremely vigorously (Lomborg et al. 
I 975). 
As mentioned above, the C I 4 datings in Denmark 
and Netherland confirm the existence of a chasm 
between the end of the TRB MN V and the begin- 
ning of the LN. K. Davidsen (1974) reached the 
same conclusion, independent of Dutch research, 
for Denmark. Recently ( i 977), Davidsen compared 
the relevant data in both countries. Although he 
finds too little similarity for a synchronisation of 
Late Havelte and Store Valby on typological 
grounds, the C I 4 data confirm, also in his opinion, 
that both style horizons were mainly simultaneous. 
Seven Jutish stratigraphies prove that the EGK is, 
essentially, later than the Valby phase. Davidsen 
supposes an overlap of the EGK Under Grave Pe- 
riod with the TRB MN V only and dismisses the 
possibility of a pre-MN V EGK in Denmark, where 
the earliest C 14 datings for the EGK Under Grave 
Period begin c. 2230 BC (ENGEDAL, average of 
2 190 85 BC (K-2500) and 2290 + 90 BC (K- 
250 I ) ;  Jorgensen r 977, p. 243). Davidsen ( I  977, p. 
73) considers the much earlier Dutch datings for i a  
PFB assemblages (Lanting & Van der Waals I 976, 
Table 111) as 'anomalous'. 
Yet, one cannot reason the latter datings so easily 
away. The A battle-axe and the Corded Ware am- 
phora from V L A A R D I N G E N  derive from the occupa- 
tion layer of the Vlaardingen culture. This layer, 
which was firmly dated between c. 2460 (t.p.q.) and 
c. 2240 BC (see Lanting & Van der Waals r 976; 
Altena et al. I 962 and Groenman-van Waateringe 
& Jansma r 969 for detailed data) also contained the 
Vlaardingen collared flasks and the (two-)holed 
clay discs described above (section 3.4.4). There are 
no indications of another settlement on this spot 
until the arrival of maritime Bell Beaker people (c. 
I 940 BC), who built here a hut in a totally different 
landscape. The fragments of the battle-axe were 
found upon the natura1 levee (where the Vlaardin- 
gen, the intermediate 'sterile' and the Bell Beaker 
layers converged), but part of the sherds of the 
amphora derive from the Vlaardingen layer deep in 
the creek bed, where they are safely separated from 
later deposits. 
So, the Vlaardingen data indicate an arrival of the 
Corded Ware not after c. 2240 BC, and probably 
around 2350, where the main habitation falls 
according to most of the datings. Whereas the A N L O  
and H I J K E N  I datings (c. 2.545 and 2470 BC, see 
Lanting & Van der Waals 1976, table 111) may be 
several decades too old because the charcoal sam- 
ples may have been taken from ancient parts of the 
burnt wood. this is not so for the V L A A R D I N G E N  
series of C r 4 datings, where the greater part of the 
dated samples were taken from the outermost ten 
(or less) year-rings of wooden posts or  trunks. 
Taking al1 C r 4 evidence together, the arrival of the 
Corded Ware in Netherland can be dated c. 2400 
BC. As soon as more samples from the Early Under 
Grave Period have become available, similarly early 
datings can be expected from Denmark! 
6.9 F U R T H E R  S Y N C H R O N I S A T I O N  O F  T H E  S E Q U E N C E  
O F  T H E  W E S T  G R O U P  W I T H  T H E  N O R T H  G R O I J P  
A N D  W I T H  S O M E  O T H E R  C U L T U R E S  
Fig. 74 gives a sketch of the similarity of the ceramic 
features of the West and the North Group Pottery 
s e q u e n c e ~ . ~ ~  Apart from the possible imperfections 
in both the sequences and an increasing divergence 
between them in their second halves, there is yet 
another reason for the vagueness of this sketch: a 
'phase' means two different things in the two systems. 
Whereas a pilot type can occur in more than one 
phase in the Danish system, it is characteristic of 
only one particular phase in the Western system. In 
the latter, two 'phases' (pilot-type horizons) are fre- 
quently represented in one closed find (fig. I 8). The 
vagueness of fig. 74  could probably be largely clari- 
fied by representing phases A-G as overlapping 
each other. 
FIG. 7 1  Sketch ( I 973) ot the sirnilarities betweeri the pli:i\e\ 
A-G of the West Group  and those of [he North Ciroup. I lic. 
drawing is very 'irnprcssionistic', hut the diffu\eriess i \  also d ~ i e  
to the different priiiciple\ ot both sequerices ( w e  text). 
Cross-dating by means of imported specimens found 
in closed finds of the West Group and deriving from 
other T R B  Groups o r  other cultures, or  by means of 
clear typological similarities, is Par too rarely possi- 
ble to be a means of overcoming the objections still 
attached to style horizons: 
I The jug (fig. 28:7) from T A N N E N H A U S E N ,  
which appears to originate in the Altmark Group 
(Chapter 4) does not offer much illumination sincc 
so little is known about the typochronology of the 
Altmark Group, and because the inventory of the 
megalithic grave concerned includes a series of pot- 
tery phases of the West Group (starting with B). 
2 An MN richly ornamented lugged beaker from 
the Same pair of megalithic graves is, in my opinion 
(Bakker I 9 7 0 ) ~  an import from Schleswig-Holstein 
( H U S U M  area), since the long impressions of whip- 
ped cord are characteristic of that area (cf. Schwa- 
bedissen 1953, plate ~ g )  but unique in the West 
Group. Here, too, its context makes the specimen 
useless for cross-dating. 
3 The shape of the pedestalled bowl from 
H A I N M U H L E N  11 (fig. 25: 18)  found in Drouwen 
D 1-2 context ischaracteristic for the Langeland MN 
I1 (section 3.4.5). It has D tvaerstik-line ornamenta- 
tion. It is impossible to say whether the specimen 
was made locally o r  imported, but this is not a cru- 
cial objection since the temple in which it was found 
would also appear to indicate direct contacts with 
the North Group. 
4 Danish 'Old Type' thin-butted thick-bladed flint 
axes with rectangular cross-section occur fairly regu- 
larly in the West in A(?), B and B+C contexts. In 
Denmark they were made during the E N  B-C and 
the MN Ia-I1 (section 5.3. I). 
5 I f  it is possible to interpret the thick-bladed flint 
àxe with rectangular cross-section from Grave I1 at 
O L D E N D O R F  (fig. 64) as an imported Bundso axe 
(section 5.3.2). this would bridge the chronological 
gap between phase C at Oldendorf and the very 
earliest occurrence of the Bundso axe in Denmark 
(MN 111, perhaps sporadically as early as the MN 11: 
Becker I 973, p. I 27; see section 5.3.2). 
6 Strangely enough, something similar is the case 
with the Lind0-type flint axe (fig. B I 5 : ~ s )  which 
was found in L A N D E R S U M  in a D2 context. The 
pottery style here, too, seerns to point to an earlier 
date than the currency period of this type of axe in 
Denmark (MN IV-V) (section 5.3.3). 
7 The Viervitz axlet (fig. B 13:6) in grave 'a' at 
Z E I J E N  is not very helpful since the period in which 
these axes were manufactured in the Meuse area 
(not to rnention any other location) was of long 
duration and our present knowledge about it is not 
very precise (section 5.4.3). 
8 The same situation exists for the 'Vlaardingen 
axe' (fig. B2 I :4) from the phase G grave in DENE-  
K A M P ,  which was irnported from the Meuse area 
(section 5.4.2). 
g The high-drawn handles of several C tureens 
east of the Weser have derived from the Baden 
culture, phase Neustupny C ( i  973; note 6: r g). 
ro One is tempted to interpret the analogies in 
shape and decoration of the amphorae of the E2 
facies and of the Globular Amphora culture (section 
6.7) as an indication of simultaneousness. 
I I The remains of a pot with folded-out, finger- 
irnpressed rim in the rnegalithic grave EMMEN-D43 
(fig. 23, sections 3.4. I and 6.3) might be ascribed to 
the Michelsberg culture. Similar rirns are a normal 
feature in that culture during phases 11-V of Luning 
( r 967, folded plate 5). The EMMEN-D43 monument 
was constructed in the Drouwen B period, i.e. in the 
MN I. I t  remained in use during the following style 
phases, up to and including the E phase, c. MN 111 
(fig. I 9; Chapter 7). Luning's chronological table 
( i 967. p. r 75) has Michelsberg IV and V coinciding 
with MN I and 11, respectively, and does not, there- 
fore, conflict with this teleconnection. This point 
needs further consideration, because there are no 
acceptable Michelsberg C I 4 dates known after c. 
2750 BC (Lanting & Mook r 977), which is rather 
early for Drouwen. Besides, the distance from the 
known distribution area of MK IV-V to Emmen is 
considerablc. No other suitable culture has, how- 
ever, presented itself, in the present state of re- 
search. 
1 2  The sherd of a i a  corded Protruding Foot 
Beaker in a phase G grave containing also an admix- 
ture of sherds of phases F and G, at ANGELSLO (fig. 
B ~ I ) ,  is important enough (Bakker & Van der 
Waals 1973; this volume, Appendix B I and section 
6.8). If we dismiss the possibility that the beaker 
sherd is a later intrusion into this assemblage by 
some animal burrow, as there is nothing to indicate 
this (Van der Waals, loc. cit.), this assemblage 
proves that the Ia PFB is earlier than the end of 
phase G and that it probably is contemporary with 
the early stage of phase G when F pottery was still in 
fashion. The assemblage is definitely later than the 
E2 phase, at the end of which F pottery had 
developed. There is, on the other hand, nothing to 
suggest that the ra PFB from this grave had been 
one of the first EGK beakers made in this country; 
the first ia PFB's may have been made during the 
E2 stage, as a few C I 4 datings seem to suggest (see 
below). 
I 3 One of the clay discs from a destroyed dolmen 
in the BOGNAESGARD, at Herslev in Zealand (Eb- 
besen I 975, fig. 253: 2) h?s been a subject of bold 
telesynchronisations. E. Sturms (1956) saw influ- 
ences in it froin KAK amber discs. Ebbcsen ( i 975, 
p. 230) added that such amber discs are also found 
in ZJota contexts and accepted ~ tu rms '  theory. J.J. 
Butler ( i 963), followed by P.V. Glob ( I 965) 
compared the disc to very sirnilar golden discs from 
County W E X F O R D ,  Ireland, which have two depres- 
sions in the centre, like the Bognacsgard disc. Da- 
vidsen (1973, p. 34-36) saw i n  this feature just a 
variant of the single depression or the group of more 
than two depressions in the centre o f - ~ o r t h  Group 
MN 1-11 TRB baking plates. Ebbesen (I.C.) opposed 
this by citing the fine workrnanship of the Bog- 
naesgard disc, which was according to him exceptio- 
na1 for TRB discs. 
Butler (private communication i 976) sees in  the 
two central depressions of the Bognaesgard disc 
reason enough to stick to his original theory. He 
dated the Wexford discs, which were found without 
associations, to the Bell Beaker period according to 
the 'gold button caps' in the grave assemblagë of 
M E R E  DOWN, Wiltshire (Clarke I 970, fig. r 30). The 
beaker from this grave was assigned by Lanting and 
Van der Waals ( i 972, fig. 3) to Step 2 (c. r 950- I 850 
BC) of their British Bell Beaker series. This clearly 
is too late for a TRB connection. In my view, this 
telesynchronisation is too far-fetched in  both mean- 
ings of the word, even if  one argues that the Wex- 
ford discs were one or two centuries older as gold 
button caps were also found in a grave at F A R L E I G H  
WICK, Wiltshire. This grave contained a beaker not 
unlike a Dutch ~d PF beaker (Clarke 1970, p. 94- 
95, fig. 259). If  one is prepared to accept this (no 
other PFB's are known frorn Britain!), one could 
force a date just early enough for the gold button 
caps to be simultaneous with the latest Danish T R B  
phase (MN V). But the ornament of the Farleigh 
Wick button caps is different from that of the Wex- 
ford and Bognaesgird discs. 
Radiocarbon dating. For the North Group, a large 
number of C r 4  datings are now available from 
Scandinavia (Table IV, fig. 75). I owe several very 
essential, not yet published dates to N.H. Andersen 
and K. Davidsen. The datings show the possibilities 
and the limitations of the method. The degree of 
overlap between the data for the subsequent periods 
is just what can be expected if the average time 
differences between those periods are smaller than 
the standard deviations of the datings. 
Still, one observes that the datings for the MN I 
spread much less than those for the EN and the 
MN V. 
For the latter period, the datings for V E S T E R  A R U P  
and D O R O T H E A L U N D  pose insolvable problems 
(Davidsen r 974). In each site several samples from 
one pit with qnly Store Valby pottery have been 
dated. For V. Arup the (mean values of the) datings 
span no less than 350 years (tree-ring calibration 
would extend this to 490 years according to Clark 
I 975, table 8). The oldest sample consisted of a 
mixture of charcoal from poplar, alder and oak and 
it can hardly have been so much older than the 
bones from which the two youngest datings derive. 
The suggestion of systematic differences between 
the measurements of charcoal and bone samples 
which this instance may imply is not affirmed by the 
other datings in the table (bone samples give 'nor- 
mal' results). The time range of the other associated 
samples is less than r90 years in thirteen cases. In 
seven cases it is even less than I oo years. Two dat- 
ings for pit N at D O R O T H E A L U N D  have a mutuai age 
difference of I o years, but they are 3-400 years too 
old for the associated pottery. Davidsen assumes, in 
his English summary, that a very old oak tree (or 
beam) was burned, but is much less confident of this 
in his Danish t e ~ t . ~ ~  
The spread and overlap of the datings for E N  A-C 
are considerable. Skaarup ( I  974) who has discussed 
these datings recently (cf. note 6) left open the 
possibility of partly erroneous typological criteria, 
or  of synchronous functional o r  cultural differences, 
but added that this problem is still poorly under- 
stood. Prof. Schwabedissen's many unpublished 
data from his EN research in R O S E N H O F  and else- 
where in Schleswig-Holstein can perhaps shed light 
upon this problem (lecture Walternienburg- 
Bernburg symposium Halle I 977). 
Lomborg ( I 975) has shown that the mean values of 
the Danish C I 4 datings of Table IV 'make up a nice 
numerical sequence (. .), the earlier datings always 
being followed-up by the later datings'. Ottaway's 
quartile method ( I  973c) can also be applied to de- 
monstrate this effect. But it does little to help US see 
exactly where the boundary lines between subse- 
quent periods have to be drawn. The 'too old' dat- 
ings for the MN V, for instance, force the interquar- 
tile range for that period too far back. 
There is no standard procedure to construct the 
boundary lines; it is done haphazardly. For the fol- 
lowing I have given most credit to the youngest 
dates from a group of associated datings (cf. Water- 
bolk I 97  I ) .  In fig. 75 the estimated boundary lines 
of the different periods are given. Because I have 
neglected the statistical uncertainty in these estima- 
tions, the ranges of the subsequent periods often 
overlap to a certain degree; but it is worth consider- 
ing that regional differences in the introduction of 
the new pottery styles may also have been a factor 
(N.H. Andersen, letter r o. I I .  I 977). Another fac- 
tor may be slight differences in typological interprc- 
tation between the experts. 
My estimations for the different periods in South 
Scandinavia are: 
(Ceramic Ertebolle: begin c. 37/3600, end c. 
-321-3 I oo  BC according to S. H. Andersen r 974, p. 
I 06.) 
EN A, B, A/B: begin c. 3250 or  c. -3060 BC, end c. 
2760 BC. 
E N  C: c. 30 r o ( ? )  to c. 2700 o r  2670 BC. 
Fuchsberg: c. 274o(?) to c. 2630 BC. The date for 
F U C H S B E R G  itself (39) seems too old. Because re- 
liable MN Ia dates are lacking, the turn of EN to MN 
can best be defined by the end date of EN C. Danish 
Fuchsberg belongs then, at least partly, to thc be- 
ginning MN, which is also the opinion of T. Madsen, 
N.H. Andersen and K. Davidsen, but contradicts 
the date of final EN C given in the previous pages to 
the Haassel-Fuchsberg style. 
MN I: The F O U L U M  (or Fovlum) cult house could 
not be more precisely dated than to MN I on the 
basis of two funnel beakers (Becker I 973b, p. 78). 
The pottery from the H E R R U P  cult house comprised 
clear MN Ib pottery such as an angular tureen with 
pendant hatched triangles on the shoulder (Becker 
I 969). One shoulder pot was, however. recognised 
by Becker (r 973b, fig. 4, p. 78) as representing an 
earlier stylistic tradition. He  suggested a MN Ia date 
for it and remarked that it was found. toeether with 
> D 
the sherds of another pot, among the packing stones 
of a roof post and might therefore represent the 
oldest specimen of the assemblage. The other pot 
was not illustrated o r  described. 
When Jargensen ( r  977) found similar early looking 
pottery among the grave goods and offerings in and 
at  the entrance of the H A G E B R O G A R D  passage grave 
( I  977, figs. 26: I 671 I 72, I 671 I 68, I 441 I 46) he in- 
cluded this into a Hagebrogird style. Several other 
pots from the grave display similar features, but a 
tureen with pendant hatched triangles on the shoul- 
der (Jorgensen I 977, fig. 26: I 72) dates from MN Ib 
according to traditional typological standards. Part 
FIG. 7 j Coiiveritioiial C I 3 datingsof the 7'RB North Group in 
socitherri Scaiidiriavia and Schleswig-Holstein (Table IV) and o f  
the West Group in Netherland (text). The range of the datings 
for the s~ihsequent phases has been sketched in the Icft arid right 
harid colunins. 
of the other pottery might also be dated to this 
period (cf. Berg's discussion ( I  95 I )  of the K L I N T E -  
B A K K E ,  S K O V T O F T E  and M Y R E B J E R G  assem- 
blages), for instance the angular jugs and tureens 
(figs. 27: I 50, I 74, I 50, I 76, I 77). One tureen (fig. 
27: I 50) reminds one of West Group pottery like 
figs. 29: I ,  B4:2, B I 3:33 and B I 4:2oa. The famous 
Hagebrogird vessel itself (Jsrgensen I 977, fig. 
26:25) also belongs to this category. 
Jorgensen (p. 204) concluded, however, that the 
Hagebrogird passage grave was used only for about 
three interments at the beginning of period MN I 
(i.e. in MN Ia) and al1 the pottery would be as early 
as that. The idea that pendant triangle tureens with 
angular shoulders occurred already in MN Ia would 
unsettle the accepted MN Ia and Ib typology com- 
pletely. 
Acceptance of Becker's MN Ia dating of the 
HERRUP-HAGEBROGARD shoulder pots while rejec- 
ting Jsrgensen's MN Ia dating for the triangle- 
tureens would, however, also have far-reaching con- 
sequences. The Hagebrogird passage grave - and 
the S T E N D I S  passage grave with its similar pot (sec- 
tion 5.6.2.2)- would then belong to the MN Ia, thus 
rejecting the axiom developed in the 1950's (e.g. 
Kaelas I 967 and accepted elsewhere in this volume) 
that the earliest passage graves date from MN Ib. 
The Herrup-Hagebrogird-Stendis shoulder pots 
indeed give an 'early' impression and it will be inter- 
esting to see if this view will be accepted by the other 
North Group specialists. (The Limfjord area ofteii 
showed new developments in megalithic grave ar- 
chitecture according to Aner I 963). 
On the other hand, one could, in my opinion, re- 
verse the argument to say that the Hagebrogird 
shoulder pots were typologically retarded as com- 
2 0 0 0  
West Group 
2 1 0 0  
pared to Langeland typochronology, and an MN Ib 
prelude to Ferslev shapes. 
Relevant here is also the discussion of the date of the 
earliest F E R S L E V  and T U S T R U P  cult house pottery. 
Kjaerum ( r 967) dated the former group to the MN 
Ib, but shifted this date later ( I 969, note 24) to MN 
11. Davidsen ( I 977, note 34) went further along this 
line and proposed to date the whole Tustrup assem- 
blage to MN I1 instead of Ib. 
Evidently there is a need for well-established typo- 
logica1 criteria for the Jutish early MN ceramics. Of 
course, the results of this typological discussion have 
their implications for the assignment of the MN 1-11 
radiocarbon datings to either of the periods. The 
rather arbitrary arrangement in Table IV shows a 
compact group (49-59) for MN Ib from c. 2560 to c. 
2480 BC. The range of c. 2700 to 2550 BC is avail- 
able for MN Ia, because Troldebjerg followed upon 
EN C in the greater part of Denmark, where Fuchs- 
berg was absent. 
M N  11: the period would be sandwiched betwceri c. 
2 540 and c. 2390 BC, according to the, so far unpub- 
lished, S A R U P  datings ( 6  I ,  67), for 'early' and 'late 
11' respectively, which N.H. Andersen has very 
kindly put at my disposal. The still more rccently 
determined dates for Sarup, 65a and 66a, which I 
also owe to Andersen, confirm this impression. 
Only the charred grain associated with the late-11 
pottery of dating 66a gave a date which was 60 years 
earlier than the bone associated to similar late-11 
pottery of dating 67. Date 66a is the average o f  two 
datings, 2 4 6 0 I 9 0  and 2 4 5 o I 9 o  BC. 
M N  111: no datings available, but sce below. 
M N  [I/: the 0 S T E R  RISTOFT and VROUE 6 dates 
(68-69) suggest at least the range of c. 2360 to c. 
2350 BC (!). If the Cologne date for D A N N A U  (6721) 
is precisely comparabie with the Copenhagen dates, 
the period may have ended c. 2270 BC. But MN 
IVB pottery was not illustrated from the site (Hoika 
T A B L E  I V  C i 4 datings of the T R B  North Group in southern Scandinavia and Schleswig-Holstein. The subsequent columns present: 
a serial number, cf. fig. 73 
b locality and sample name 
c material of sample: I wood, 2 moss, 3 oak wood, no sap wood, 4 charred grain, 5 bark, 6 bone, 7 hazelnuts, 8 sea shells. Otherwise 
charcoal. 
d laboratory code 
e conventional age BC 
f references 
g typochronological age of associated finds. 








































Sarup A 3  i o 
Sarup A307 3 
Sarup A307 3 
Sarup A307 3 







Herrup XXVI 5 
Hcrrup XXVI 
Jorlanda (Lindesbjerg) 
Katbjcrg (Jordhoj) 5 
KN- i 03 
K- 1473 
K- i 650 
K-1651 
K- I 23 
K-129 
K- r 28 
K- r 26 
K-125 
K - r j z  
K-131 
K-124 











K-9 1 9 
Lu- r o 
Lu- 1 2  
Lu- r349 

















St-33 r o 
K- i 566 
K-1601 
K- i 602 
K- r 766 
K- i 768 
K- i 769 
K- 1767 
St- r 838 
K-978 
2950k 1 2 0  
3o6o+ r oo 
3 o r o I 1 1 0  
2940k 1 1 0 
2 7 3 0 I  120 
2990+ r 60 
296ok i 60 
2 9 3 0 I  170 
2890I1170 
2 7 l o f  150 
266of  igo  
2650' i 70 




30 i O 
2790 
3060' r oo 
2700+ i oo 
297of  I 00 
302o+ r o0 
296o+ r oo 1 -  
2goof  roo 
2870+ i oo 
2830' i oo 
2750k 65 
2870' r 80 
27305 i40  
27 I o+ r oo 
2670k i oo 
Salomonsson i 970 
R5? 1973, P. 96 
R5. 1973, P. 96 
R5, 1973, P. 96 
Tauber i 956, Skaarup i 975 
Tauber r 956, Skaarup i 975 
Tauber 1956, Skaarup r 975 
Tauber r 956, Skaarup i 975 
Tauber 1956, Skaarup 1975 
Tauber r 95 6, Skaarup i 975 
Tauber i 956, Skaarup r 975 
Tauber i 956, Skaarup i 975 
Tauber i 956. Skaarup r 975 





R 15% 1973, P. 96 
Skaarup 1973 
Fischer i 975 
Fischer r 975 
Fischer i 975 
R i o, r 968, p. 304 
R i o ,  1968, p. 46 
R i o ,  1968, p. 47 
Hulthén r 977. p. 8 i 
R I ,  19593 P. 97 
R I ,  1 ~ 9 ,  p. 97 
Jclrgenseii 1977 
Skaarup 197.5, n. 2o4a 
Lanting & Mook 1977 
Lanting & Mook I 977 
Lanting & M i ~ o k  r 977 
Lanting & Mook r 977 
Lantirig & Mook 1977 
Lanting & Mook r 977 
Lanting & Mook i 977 
Lanting & Mook 1977 
letter N.H. Andersen io. I i .  i 977 
letter N.H. Andersen io. r I .  1977 
letter N.H. Andersen i o. i i .  i 977 
letter N.H. Andersen i o. i I .  i 977 
Andersen i 976 
Strömberg i 968, p. 203 
Jorgensen 1977 
R i s ,  1973, P. 98 
R i s ,  19733 P. 98 
R 1 5, 1973, P. 98-99, Beeker 1969% 1973 
R i s ,  1973, P. 98-99, Beeker 1969, 1973 
R 15. 1 973, p. 98-99, Becker r 969, i 973 
R I S ,  1973, P. 98-99. Beeker 1969, i973 
Rg, i 967, p. 41 8 
R8, 1966, p. 228 
A 
A (or C) 
A (or C )  
A (or C )  (t.a.q.) 
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@. Ristoft XIV 
Vroue 6 
Vroue g 









Vroue I i 














254of  60 
2530f  90 
2510 f  100 
248of  1 2 0  
l 2490f  I 2 0  2440f I 2 0  
2450k 90 




236oF I oo 
2 3 5 0 i  1 0 0  
22705 100 
z r h o f  ioo 
l 2 6 0 0 t  I 00 2 jgo* r O 0  
2 2 8 0 t  100 
2270 I  i oo 
l 
2 4 4 o t  I O 0  
2350% l O0 
23 I o t  i oo 
22hof I oo 
l 23202 100 2 2 60 t I oo 
22-30? 100 
l 22502 I 0 0  2 i h o t  r oo 
\ 
2 j o o t  I oo 
2300 t r 0 0  
2340f i O0 
2 2  r o t  100 
2 r 5 0 t  r 0 0  
2 1 4 0 2  I O0 
Jargensen 1977 Ib 
Jargensen 1977 Ib 
R I  2, r 970, p. 55 r, Strömberg I 968, p. 203 Ib o r  later 
R 12, I 970, p. 55  r, Strömberg 1968, p. 203 Ib or later 
R r 2, 1970, p. 55 I ,  Strömberg I 968, p. 203 Ib or later 
R I S ,  19733 P. 99 1-11 
Hoika 1971 I1 
letter N.H. Andersen I o. I r. r 977 I1 (early) 
Lund Hansen 1972, 
letter K. Davidsen 9.7.1977 I1 
R6, 1964, p. 218, Kjaerum 1969, note 24 I1 
Rh, r 964, p. 2 I 8, Davidsen I 973, note 34 I1 
R6, 1964, p. 2 18, Davidsen 1973, note 34 I1 
letter N.H. Andersen 10.4. I 978 I I 
(see 62) I I 
letter N.H. Andersen I 0.4. r 978 I1 (late) 
letter N.H. Andersen I o. I i .  I 977 I1 (late) 
Hoika I 971 111-IV 
Davidsen i 974 I V 
Jargensen r 977 IV or V 
Jcirgensen i 977 V or IV 
Jorgensen r 977 V or lV 
Davidsen r 974 V 
Davidsen r 974 V 
Jargensen i 977 V 
Davidsen i 974 V 
Davidsen i 974 V 
Davidsen I 974 V 
Davidsen i 974 V 
Davidsen r 974 V 
Jargensen i 977 V 
Jargensen i 977 V 
Jcirgensen r 977 V 
Davidsen r 974 V 
Davidsen r 974 V 
Davidsen r 974 V 
Davidsen r 974 V 
Davidsen i 974 V 
Davidsen i 974 V 
Davidsen r y74 V 
Davidsen i 974 V 
NB the typochronological arrangemeiit of the datings is according t« vcry different sources and the sequence inay, therefore, riot he 
consistent with an) of the present - often conflicting - expert opinions! 
R I N G K L O S ~ ~ R ,  uppermost layer. K-16-4 (Skaarup 1975, n. 269: R I S ,  1973. p. 94) does not concern '?'RB E N  A arid B (+  
Ertehalle'?)'. hut Ceramic Ertehalle orily (S.H. Andersen r 974. p. X 2  and passim). 
I 97 I ) ,  although i t  is found in the surroundings (Eb- 'unknown' stretch of the Danish T R B  C I 4 datings, 
besen 1975, p. 134, notes 526-527). corresponding to the MN 111-IV. Becker suggested 
in 1954, on quite different grounds, that the EGK 
A4.N V: end date c. 2 I 40 BC, beginning c. 2280  (?) started in Denmark in the MN I11 (fig. I 3 ) ,  and this 
BC. may turn out to be sustained by radiocarbon datings. 
More measurements wil1 show a further precision of 
these dates.26 Most probably the so far neglected 
effect o f  statistical uncertainty upon the period 
boundary lines estimated above may then be com- 
pensated by averageing the overlapping datings for 
subsequent periods. But geographical differences 
wil1 also have to be taken into account. 
As was discussed in section 6.8, the oldest known 
date for the EGK in Denmark is c. 2230  BC (there- 
fore within MN V), but several Dutch datings sug- 
gest, also for Jutland, a beginning of the Corded 
WareIEGK about 2400 BC. This coincides with the 
Only a very short list of C I 4 datings is available for 
the West G r o ~ p : ~ ~  
charcoal found by Van Giffen 'in and above' a grave 
o r  a sacrificial pit in front of the entrance to hunebed 
D32. According to Van Giffen ( I g6 la), the pit was 
intersected by the foundation pit of the side stone 
Z3'.  However, the distance from this stone to the 
C I 4-dated pit can not have been so large. There is a 
possibility that there have been two passage side 
stones, P I and P I ', and the foundation o f  P I ' may 
just have cut through the C I ~ - d a t e d  pit. The latter 
interpretation is 'at least debatable and in our opin- 
ion even incorrect', according to Lanting & Mook 
( r 977). The published illustrations suggest that 
r 8- I 9th century stone-robbers' holes have disturb- 
ed the stratigraphy for the greater part. The Crq- 
dated pit contained two funnel beakers of different 
size. Their shapes (I. 112 and 1.2) were current dur- 
ing the Drouwen phases A-D, but the fact that the 
shapes 1.3 and 1.4 are not represented might suggest 
a dating to phases A-C. Radiocarbon 5, 1963, p. 
r 77; Van Giffen I 96 I a; Lanting & Mook I 977. 
(92) ANGELSLO, GrN-5 I 03: 2405 k 45 BC; scat- 
tered charcoal (find nr. 455) from the filling of the 
horse-shoe shaped pit of an uprooted tree (cf. Kooi 
1974) in which TRB sherds also occurred. Nearby 
horse-shoe shaped pits also contained TRB sherds 
(nrs. 453, 454 and 456). The whole forms a homo- 
geneous pottery collection, belonging to phase D2, 
but Lanting & Mook ( r 977) concluded that it is by 
no means certain that the charcoal belongs really to 
the TRB assemblage. Radiocarbon I 4, I 972, p. 84 
(the C r 4 date given in Helinium I 969, p. 233(52) is 
wrong); Lanting & Mook ( i  977). 
(93) BEEKHUIZERZAND,  GrN-7746: 2570 f 70 
BC; charcoal fragments from a layer of a stream bed 
containing exclusively E2 pottery sherds from the 
nearby settlement. 80 cm below present-day sur- 
face. Appendix B3; Modderman et al. r 976, p. 73; 
Lanting & Mook r 977. 
(94) ANLO, GrN- I 824: 2460 f 60 BC; charcoal 
in settlernent pit with many E2 sherds. Bakker & 
Van der Waals 1973, p. 43 (correction of error in 
Radiocarbon 5 ,  r 963, p. r 80); Appendix B2; Wa- 
terbolk i 960; Lanting & Mook I 977. 
(95) GLIMMEN-Gz,  GrN-6156: 2430 I 40 BC; 
smal1 charcoal fragments forming a circle within a 
subrectangular pit at the foot of the former mound 
of the destroyed hunebed G2. Charcoal apparently 
from structural feature belonging to the pit. The pit 
(a grave or a pit for an offering) contained two pots, 
one of which can be assigned to phase F (fig. 35:2). 
The other pot is typical for phase G (but may also 
have occurred in phase F, which is insufficiently 
known). Bakker & Van der Waals r 973, fig. I I ; 
Lanting I 975, figs. 2 - 3 ;  Lanting & Mook i 977. 
(96-97) ANGELSLO,  settlement pit 5, GrN-4200: 
2465 + 65 BC and GrN-4201: 2430 I 75 BC. 
Independent measurements of charcoal from pit 
with pottery fragments and flints (Bakker & Van 
der Waals I 973, fig. 6, above). The complete bowl 
(fig. 36: 15) is typical for phase G. No indented 
foot-rings like the pot base also present in this pit 
are, however, known from phase G assemblages. 
They are typical of phases E and F. As phase E is not 
represented at this site, and because no contact find 
of phases E and G has ever been recorded, the foot 
ring must belong to phase F in this case, and the 
assemblage as a whole to phases F+G. Lanting & 
Mook 1977. 
(98) ANGELSLO, settiement pit 7, GrN-5767: 
2365 + 60 BC; the filling of this pit was dark with 
evenly spread, fine charcoal, the sizeable fragments 
of which were dated. The probability of association 
of charcoal and artefacts in the pit was rated 'high' 
(Lanting & Van der Waals 1976, p. 39). The arte- 
facts (Bakker & Van der Waals I 973, fig. 7) can be 
assigned to phase G, although the pair of lug- 
handles from an unornamented pail-like pot are 
unknown from G assemblages and may, perhaps, be 
assigned to phase F. Lanting & Mook I 977. 
(99) ANGELSLO,  flat grave 3, GrN-2370: 2195 I 
I oo BC. Small fragments of charcoal from the filling 
of a grave with a cremation and the vessels figs. 36:6 
and 1 4  and an unornamented necked bowl (Bakker 
& Van der Waals r 973, fig. s) ,  al1 typical for phase 
G. Bakker & Van der Waals r 973; Lanting & Mook 
1 977. 
( r 00) ANGELSLO, flat grave r 4, GrN-5070: 2 I 50 
I 30 BC. Charred sticks or narrow bearns in a pit 
with cremations and pottery (fig. B2 i).  This assem- 
blage is discussed in Appendix B r and above in  this 
section. The only complete pot from the pit, a burn- 
ed collared flask, is certainly associated to the char- 
coal which was dated. This charcoal may derive 
from any part of the charred bearns (if they were not 
sticks) and the date may therefore eventually be a 
few decennia earlier than the date of the interment. 
The sherds in the grave (phases F + G + one r a PFB 
sherd) are earlier than thc date of the interment and 
the fire, and probably also earlier than the age of the 
C I 4 dating. 
These datings are too few in number to allow a 
detailed comparison with the North Group. 
The O D O O R N  dating corroborates the typological 
synchronisation of Drouwen A-C with MN 1. 
The A N G E L S L O  date (92) seems too late for D2. 
The G L I M M E N  and A N G E L S L O  dates (95-97) sug- 
gest that E2 has ended c. 2440 BC. AS comparative 
typology and cross-datings indicate a contempora- 
neity of MN I11 and phase E, this would imply that 
MN 111 was wel1 in existente before this date. Al- 
though no MN I11 dates are available from Scandi- 
navia (table IV and fig. 75), the known MN Ib and 
MN 11 datings would suggest, however, a somewhat 
later date for MN 111. One can think now of the 
following solutions for this problem: a)  our estimate 
of the position of period 111 in fig. 75 is imperfect 
because we neglected the standard deviations, or 
because I11 datings are lacking; b) P. Kjaerum 
( I 967) has suggested that I11 (Ferslev) pottery has 
succeeded Ib pottery irnmediately in N. Jutland, i.e. 
just there where many of the 1b radiocarbon sam- 
ples derive from; c) there may be slight systematic 
differences between the age measurements of the 
Groningen and Copenhagen C r 4 laboratories, d)  
there may be 'wiggles in the calibration curve' (see 
below) just here. For this moment it is difficult to 
decide from what combination of factors this slight 
difficulty has resulted. 
The datings associated with G pottery indicate an 
end c. 2 r 50 BC for the T R B  culture, which agrees 
perfectly wel1 with the Danish datings for the MN V. 
Curiously enough, they seem to display the same 
tendency of 'starting too early' as the Danish MN V 
datings. The C r 4  dates and the little that is known 
about the typology of the F pottery suggest that the 
E period was followed by a period in which F + G  
pottery occurred together and which was succeeded 
(c. 2300 BC?) by a period with G pottery only. 
Fig. 73 is a revision of part of Becker's scheme 
( I 954a, I 959) of the chronological relations in Neo- 
lithic Denmark. Contemporaneous TRB and EGK 
phases west of the Elbe have been added. The dia- 
gram is based upon the above-mentioned data (ty- 
pological and Cr  4) and upon the cited studies by 
Lomborg ( I 975), Lanting ( I 973a), Lanting & Van 
der Waals ( i 976) and Lanting & Mook (r 977). The 
C 14  dates given are approximate and d o  not  show 
the absolute lengths of the different periods. 
This brings US to the problem of dendrochronologi- 
cal calibration o f  conventional radiocarbon dates to  
calendaryears. Since the precise form of the calibra- 
tion curve has not yet been explored (and probably 
wil1 not be for another five years), and since 
calibrated C r 4 dates wil1 automatically have a larger 
standard deviation than the conventional ones, I 
have used the conventional, uncalibrated dates (as 
published in Radiocarbon) throughout this book. 
They provide the best rcadily available implement 
to ascertain thc age of prehistorie phenomena rcla- 
tive to each other, and the time tables for large areas 
based upon them are independent from style hori- 
zons (which may not be horizontal). 
Thus, for instance, the following purely archaeolo- 
gical synchronisations could be controlled: the Wió- 
rekILubon boundary is synchronous to the ENIMN 
boundary (just as expected by Jazdzewski), but the 
pottery of the S.E. Group starts in the E N  and not in 
the MN 11 as expected by the same author. One is 
now also able to state that the Pfyn Group is syn- 
chronous t o  the Danish EN (C) (Bakker, Vogel & 
Wislanski i 969). 
So, I would like to suggest exactly the opposite of U. 
Fischer's exclamation that ' C r 4  is the end of ar- 
chaeology' (Walternienburg-Bernburg Symposium, 
Halle 1977).  C 1 4  dating may then be 'a slightly 
blunt instrument, while calibration (. . ) i n  fact blunts 
it further' (Snodgrass I 975), but it is an instrument. 
Fischer meant, of course, that the short-term fluc- 
tuations in the calibration curves - especially in 
Suess' curve which was drawn with 'cosmic 
Schwung' - seem to indicate that C I 4 datings often 
d o  not  give the correct relative sequence of things. 
This would be a very serious draw-back indeed, 
however, it is a short-term problem and the main 
order of the datings is not affected. 
The present controversies about such 'wiggles' o r  
'kinks' are inherent to the uncertainty about the 
precise shape of the curve. Waterbolk ( I  973) could 
only fit the N I E D E R W I L  C 1 4  datings (Pfyn Group) 
to Munaut's floating tree-ring calendar for this site 
by using Suess' calibration curve (including one 
wiggle). In the I 973 version of this book I have also 
tried to explain the configuration of the then known 
C r 4 datings of fig. 75 by a comparison to the Suess 
curve. 
When seen by itself only, the spacing of the C 1 4  
datings in fig. 75 strongly suggests indeed that 'wig- 
gles in the calibration curve' (in reality: fluctuations 
in the original C I 4 content in living matter) have 
caused a compression of the C r 4 calendar around 
2400 BC and an extension of it before and after that 
period. But an argument against this may be the 
rather compact group of C I 4 datings from V L A A R -  
D I N G E N  which was discussed in the preceding sec- 
tion. These datings (c. 2460-2240 BC) are situated 
on a stretch of possible extension of the C r 4 calen- 
dar, but their time range is not obviously much 
longer than the habitation period one would expect 
for this site on impressionistic archaeological 
grounds (repeatedly rebuilding of houses etc.). 
McKerrel ( r 975) recognised several of Suess' wig- 
gles after having averaged al1 available tree-ring 
C r 4 correction dates across fifty-year intervals, but 
Clark (r 976) found after another detailed analysis 
of  the calibration curve ( r 975) 'that either the true 
calibration curve contains no genuine kinks, o r  that 
any such kinks are swamped by the measurement 
errors', so that there is, 'at present, insufficient evi- 
dence to properly specify even the location of such 
kinks, let alone their magnitude'. J.N. Lanting and 
Van der Waals (verbal communications r 975-77) 
did not, in fact, find indications of disturbance in the 
sequence of Bcaker C I 4 datings (seriated according 
to beaker and battle-axe typologies) on those places 
where the Suess curve shows short-term fluctua- 
tions. The fact that the C r 4 dates for the P F  Beakers 
fluctuate over a considerable amount of time (c. 
2450- 1950  BC) was interpreted by the same au- 
thors ( r 976, p. 36)  as owing to 'a considerable over- 
lap in time and restricted sequence dating value' of 
the PFB types.28 
C H A P T E R  7 
Dating the megalithic architecture of the 
West Group against the pottery sequence 
'The oldest form of the passage graves, which consis- 
ted of a rectangular chamber with three capstones 
and a short passage, signals the genera1 arrival in the 
Ems area of the megalithic culture from Holstein. 
(. .) Within a short time, presumably, these short 
chambers no  longer fulfilled the requirements of their 
builders, and so the chambers were made contin- 
uously longer and longer.' 
This supposition of Sprockhoff's (1938, p. 32; 
I 930) wil1 concern us in this chapter. It was later 
defended by Aner ( I 968; I 95 I ) .  Presumably it had 
been developed by generations of researchers be- 
fore Sprockhoff, since it agrees with Montelius' and 
Muller's chronological sequences of types of mega- 
lithic graves of the North Group, and Van Giffen 
(ic)27), too, has worked on the problem. 
Several elements were combined in the hypothesis: 
i I n  the whole area of the West Group, and also in 
the southern periphery of the North Group 
(Schleswig-Holstein and parts of Mecklenburg), we 
find the same T-shaped plan, with a short passage 
(0-2  pairs of side stones) and a 3-8 metre long rect- 
angular chamber with 2-6 pairs of side stones. The 
fact that the passage is always so short, together with 
the predominant rectangularity of the chamber, are 
fundamental differences with the passage graves in 
the rest of the North Group, which have a long 
passage and a tendency towards an elliptically- 
shaped chamber ( ~ o r d m a n  r 935, p. 83). 
i i  West of the Weser, much longer chambers are 
fourid alongside the short ones. The length of the 
passage does not increase, but the chamber some- 
times reaches the extreme length of 27 o r  28 m, with 
c. i 6 pairs of side stones (Sprockhoff I 938, figs. 
50-5 r ). In order of chamber length, they apparently 
form a regular series from smal1 to large, so that the 
notion of a gradual development is a plausible one. 
We saw however (section 2.8) that, in spite of al1 his 
efforts, Van Giffen ( I 927, p. 454-455) was not able 
to prove this from the pottery which was found in 
the Drente hunebeds. In this connection, he tried in 
vain to demonstrate a contrast between Drouwen 
(A-D) and Havelte (E-G) in the grave inventories of 
the short and long chambers. 
Whereas, at least as far as Drente is concerned, the 
short chambers were situated in round or  oval bar- 
rows without a peristalith (*) or  in a peristaiithic 
long barrow, the longer chambers were often pro- 
vided with a kidney-shaped peristalith around the 
barrow. This peristalith was not circular as was the 
case in the North, where the passage is often very 
long. The difference is based, not only on the short 
passage, but also on the omission of the semi-circle 
of the barrow behind the chamber which, in the case 
of the northern jaettestuer (*), contains 'nothing'. 
. . . 
111 The Dani-fuga1 theories on the expansion of the 
T R B  Tiefstich pottery culture are compatible with 
the spread of the short passage graves from 
Schleswig-Holstein to the West, a theory which was 
supported by Sprockhoff and Aner. In this connec- 
tion, we already noted that the oldest artefacts from 
the western hunebeds strongly resemble those of the 
MN I in Schleswig-Holstein and southern Denmark. 
iv Nordman ( I 935, p. 86), however, advanced the 
theory of a simultaneous development of the short 
hunebeds in the West and the Northern jaettestuer 
from impulses from the Atlantic megalithic area 
which 'attacked the Dutch-German-Danish mega- 
lithic areas on a broad front, from Holland to the 
northern point of Jutland.' We have already seen 
that Kaelas ( I 955) showed that the earliest pottery 
from the western hunebeds is typochronologically 
older than that from the North Group jaettestuer. 
Now that her dating has had to be brought forward 
from the E N  C to the MN Ia (section 6. I ) ,  the 
differencc with the MN Ib dating of the oldest Scan- 
dinavian T-shaped passage graves1 has become 
somewhat less pron6unced. 
One could maintain, not altogether without reason, 
that the difference in style of pottery horizons be- 
tween the West and North Groups still does not 
necessarily imply a time gap, or  else, that the differ- 
ence in time between Troldebjerg and Klintebakke 
is partly open to dispute. There are still insufficient 
C I 4 datings available for the West Group for addi- 
tional objective support, although i t  is clear that 
there is absolutely no non-megalith-typological 
support for the theory preferred by Sprockhoff and 
Aner of the seniority of the 'Holstein chambers'. 
However, their theory is not necessarily wrong; the 
expansion might have developed so rapidly that it is 
impossible for us to measure it, so that the correct- 
ness of Nordman's view would also remain impossi- 
ble to prove. But the cradle of the innovation of the 
western passage graves might have been situated 
elsewhere, either within its own distribution area o r  
outside it (one should consider the possible exist- 
ence of wooden connecting links which are now 
difficult to demonstrate). 
v The lengthening of the western T R B  burial 
chambers west of the Weser was taken by Nordman 
( I  935, p. 86), Sprockhoff ( I 938, p. 34), Schrickel 
(1966) and most other authorities as evidence of 
contact with the gallery graves in the German Mit- 
telgebirge and France, which in Westphalia-Hessen 
are adjacent to the area of the hunebeds; there 
certainlv was intensive contact in this area. 
Evidence for this, for example, is the presence of 
Tiefstich pottery in certain gallery graves. The 35- 
45 metre long(!) chambers of W E C H T E  I and 2 can 
best be seen as hybrids of the two types of grave 
since the entrance appears not to have been in the 
southern long side, but in a short side, as in the 
gallery graves (Stieren 1929). But the chambers 
were built, like the hunebeds, of large, erratic boul- 
ders and they contained exclusively Tiefstich pot- 
tery. We find T R B  impulses in the adjacent gal- 
lery graves: iinported pottery and sometimes a short 
passage in the northern long side (once with a port- 
hole: Sprockhoff I 938, figs. 74-75). 
Pottery does not give us an immediate, clear confir- 
mation of this theory which is plausible in the light of 
architectural typology. It is not easy to prove that 
the gallery graves of the Westphalian-Hessian bor- 
der area are of the same age as the oldest hunebeds, 
although the C r 4 age of 2830 + 60 BC (GrN-483 I ) 
for the grave in S T E I N  (Modderman I 964; a proto- 
gallery grave with partly wooden construction?) 
may even suggest some seniority. 
Moreover, the oldest T R B  pottery in gallery graves 
cannot be dated very early, viz. Drouwen D. This is 
the pottery from the phase during which the hune- 
bed builders in Westphalia had moved up as far as 
the gallery grave area (fig. 38, cf. Knöll 1961); 
previously, the distance separating them had been 
greater. Only the gallery grave of SORSUM, Kr. Hil- 
desheim (Schrickel r 966) contained Drouwen C 
pottery. It is r 6 m in length and the entrance is in the 
long northern wall. 
vi The famous sépultures mégalithiques a entrée 
latérale of Brittany (I'Helgouach I 965) offer a less 
convincing explanation. Taxonomically these are 
just as much of a problem as the Westphalian- 
Hessian gallery graves with side entrance and the 
hunebeds themselves, and they are similar in some 
respects to the former, in other respects to the latter 
group. But neither their dating - I'Helgouach esti- 
mated 2400-2100 B C  - nor their small numbers 
support the probability of an early impulse for the 
lengthening of the chambers of the Western hune- 
b e d ~  from this distant corner. 
It would appear - and this is quite plausible from a 
general human point of view - that we are here 
concerned with processes which are more 
complicated than would allow description in a sim- 
ple outline. There was presumably a multiplicity of 
impulses, so that an either-or discussion does not 
help us very much. Our  knowledge of the succession 
of events with respect to location and time must be 
considerably refined before any progress can be 
made. 
P R O P O R T I O N S  A N D  POTTERY D A T I N G  O F  W E S T E R N  
H U N E B E D S  
Aner has given a metrical-statistical survey of the 
Holstein Chambers (1968) .  This was based on 
Sprockhoff's Af las  der Megalithgraber Deursch- 
lands, Part I ( I 966) for Schleswig-Holstein and 
Mecklenburg. Van Giffen's atlas of De hunebedden 
in ~ e d e r l a n d  ( I ,  I 925) enabled me to give a similar 
survey of the proportions of the Drente hunebeds 
and to test this chronologically against the oldest 
pottery of the hunebed inventories which have been 
recovered. Drente contains an exceptionally well- 
preserved sample of megalithic graves which were 
accurately measured by Van Giffen in I g r 8 ( r ~ 2 . 5 ) ~  
and earlier, in part, by W.C. Lukis and H. Dryden 
( I  878, drawings with the Society of Antiquaries in 
London, and in the Assen museum). Furthermore, 
during the last twenty five years, Van Giffen also 
established the location of the stones missing from 
these graves. Moreover, an exceptionally large 
number of complete hunebed inventories were re- 
covered by himself, Holwerda and a few others. 
There are, in addition, hunebeds in Drente, Gro- 
ningen, Friesland and Overijssel which were dis- 
mantled in the past, but whose plan can often still be 
reconstructed. 
When the following section was written in r 972, 
Part 111, for Lower Saxony and Westphalia, of 
Sprockhoff's Atlas ( I  975) was not yet available; the 
statistical survey for Drente could now be extended 
by the data for that area from the Atlas and by those 
given by Krause and Schoetensack ( r 893) for the 
Altmark. 
S T A T I S T I C S  O F  T H E  P R O P O R T I O N S  O F  D U T C H  
H U N E B E D S  
Table V and fig. 76  arrange nearly sixty Dutch hu- 
n e b e d ~  according to internal length and number of 
pairs of chamber side stones, whether a kidney- 
shaped peristalith has been established or  not, and 
number of pairs of passage side stones. The two 
T A B L E  V The Dutch hunebeds arranged according to numbers Third column: 
of pairs of side stones ahd chamber lengths. N = without peristalith. 
P = with peristalith. 
Firsr column: Q = peristalithic long barrow (D43). 
Van Giffen's serial numbers (D's in Drente, G's in Groningen, o, r, 2 = numbers of pairs of passage side stones. 
F in Friesland, O's in Overijssel). Fourrh column: 
Second column: references, see Bibliography. For those sources for which the 
chamber length or (*) floor length. year of publication is given in brackets: sec base of Table. 
I pair of side stones: o 
2 pairs of  side slones: 4 
G 3  c. 3.2 * No 
D22 C. 3.2 No 
Dqo 3.4 N i  
D54c c. 3.7* No 
3 pairs of sidr stones: 4 
D30 3.2 No 
D i 3  3.3 No 
D43A 3.4 U i  
D6 c. 3.9 N I 
4 pairs of side stonrs: i 4 
D 6e 4.8* No 
D4 l 4.5 No 
D i o 5.0 No 
D24 5.6 Ni  
D 8  5.7 N i  
D25 5.8 No 
D28 5.8 Ni  
D30 5.9 Ni  
D2 c. 6.0 N i 
D23 c. 6.0 No 
D5 6 .1  No 
D2 i 6.1 N i  
D29 6.3 N i  
D7 7.2 N i  
5 pairs of sicie stones: i 5 
F I 4.3* No 
O I 5.7* No 
D54b c. 6. i * No 
D47 6.1 No 
D32 6.3 No11 
D43B 6.5 (31 
D38 6.6 No 
D35 6.9 No 
m 4  7.1 N i  
D46 7.4 No 
G i 7 . 6 s  N2 
D i  i 7 .6 No/ r 
D36 7.9 N1 
D54a c. 8.o* N o  
D i 5  8.0 P2 
Lanting r975 
Van Giffen 1925, i927 
Van Giffen 1925, i 927 
Van Giffen ( r 947) 
Van Giffen i 925, ( r 966) 
Van Giffen i 925, i 943a 
Van Giffen 1925, i 962 
Van Giffen 192.5 
Van Giffen r 944a 
Van Giffen 1925, i y 6 i a  
Van Giffen r 925 
Van Giffen r 925. ( i 966) 
Van Giffen r 925 
Van Giffen r 925 
Van Giffen r 925, r 943b 
Van Giffen 1925, i 927 
Van Giffen 1925 
Van Giffen r 925, ( i 966) 
Van Giffen r925 
Van Giffen r 92 j, i 927 
Van Giffen r 925, ( i  966) 
Van Giffen 1925 
Van Giffen i 927 
Van Giffen i 927 
Van Giffen ( r 947) 
Van Giffen i 925 
Van Giffen r 925, i y6ia. (r  966) 
Van Giffen 1925, i 962 
Van Giffen r 925, ( i 966) 
Van Giffen I 925 
Van Giffen 1925 
Van Giffen 1925 
Van Giffen I 925, (r  957) 
Van Giffen r925 
Van Giffen r 925 
Van Giffen ( i  949) 
Van Giffen r 925. ( 1966) 
6 pairs of  side stones: 7 
D 3 9. r N i  Van Giffen 1925 
D37 9.6 NO Van Giffen 1925 
D 2 6  9.9 P2 Van Giffen r 925, (r968),  (1970)  
D20 10.0 P2 Van Giffen i 925, ( i  966) 
D49 10.2 Po Van Giffen r 92 j, 1 g 6 i b  
D I  c. 10.3 Ni  Van Giffen 1925 
G 2  C. 12.0* No? Lanting 1975 
7 pairs of side stones: i 
D i 8 10.5 N r Van Giffen r 925, (1966)  
D54 10.7 No Van Giffen i925 
D5 1 i 1 .2  N2 Van Giffen i 925, ( r 966) 
D 4 12.6 N i  V a n G i f f e n i y 2 5 , ( 1 9 6 6 )  
D52 12 .7  N i  Van Giffen ( i  953.54) 
8 pairs of  side stones: z 
D17 12 .0  N i  Van Giffen 1925, ( i  966) 
Dgza 15.3* N2 Van Giffen r946 
D5o 15.6 P2 Van Giffen 1925. (1966)  
g pair.s of  side srones: 5 
D i 6  13.8 N r Van Giffen i 925, (1966)  
D i 9  13 .9  N2 Van Giffen 1925, (1966)  
D45 15.4 P i l 2  Van Giffen 1925. (1966)  
D r q  15.9 P2 Van Giffen 1925, (1966) 
D27 2 0 . 0  N2 Van Giffen 1925, (1966) 
ro pairs of  side stones: 2 
D42 15.8 N2 Van Giffen 1925, 1960 
D53 r 7.0 P2 Van Giffen 1925, 1927 
Unpublished sources: 
Van Giffen (r  947). ( I 949). ( r 953-54): Excavation plans Van 
Giffen in BAI. 
Van Giffen (1957): Excavation plan Van Giffen et al. in IPP. 
Van Giffen ( i  966): Plans by C. van Duyn & R. Lutter (ROB) in 
IPP (copies), made after restorations Van Giffen. 
Van Giffen (1968, i 970): Excavation plans by Van Giffen, 
Bakker & Glasbergen in IPP. 
Later addition: According to an unpublished report by Van 
Giffen to the Minister of CRM dated 27.8. i 966, the now much 
destroyed D42 was once unique for Drente in having a passage 
of 3 pairs of side stones. Their extraction holes were discovered 
in r 965. Holes of a removed peristalith - if present - were not 
mentioned. His other i 966 remark, that D42 was at one time 
the longest hunebed of Drente, is incorrect (cf. D27, D53. 
D r 4 ) .  
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FIG. 76 The  Dutch hunebed5 ordered according to  chamher  
lengths and numher  of pairs of side stones. 
chambers of the peristalithic long barrow D43  are 
also included. 
The following correction has been introduced in the 
graph. The chamber length was measured by Van 
Giffen ( I  925) at the level of the surface of the soil 
with which the chamber was filled. Since the end 
stones of the chamber were usually tilted to the 
inside, this measurement is rather arbitrary. The 
floor length would be approximately up to 0.6 m 
longer. The floor lengths of dismantled hunebeds 
established by excavation are indicated by asterisks 
in the table. T o  enable US to compare these mea- 
surements with the chamber lengths, the measure- 
ments with asterisk were moved one division to the 
left in the graph (shortened by a maximum of 
~o cm). 
Èarlier destruction may have resulted in a more o r  
less systematic distortion of the original picture, 
since the smaller stones of passages and peristaliths 
could be removed more easily than the large cap and 
chamber stones. This may have resulted in P2, P I ,  
N2 and N I having been changed into P I ,  N2, N I o r  
No (cf. caption of Table V for this code). 
During the restorations, Van Giffen reconstructed 
the old situation as best as he could, and the restored 
situation has generally been entered in the third 
column of the table. But if soil erosion had made it 
impossible to identify positively the extraction holes 
of some of  the missing stones, these were interpo- 
lated by Van Giffen. Since I have not been able to 
read his detailed restoration reports, it may 
occasionally be possible that the number of passage 
stones in column 3 is greater than was actually the 
case. 
I would like to mention the following doubtful 
points as well. No extraction holes of passage stones 
couid be found in P A P E L O Z E  K E R K - D 4 9  (Van Gif- 
fen I 96 I b, fig. 8), but the presence of a peristalith 
makes the probability of their existence very high. 
For this reason, Van Giffen introduced two pairs of 
passage stones in his reconstruction. It was equally 
impossible to conclusively establish the original 
number of  pairs of passage stones in 
E M M E R D E N N E N - D 4 5 .  O D O O R N - D 3 2  WaS regard- 
ed  by Van Giffen himself as No, but according to 
the published drawing of the excavation (Van Gif- 
fen I 961a) could perhaps have been N I (cf. the 
discussion of Cr  4 date (91)  in section 6.9). No ex- 
traction holes of passage stones were found in 
G L I M M E N - G z ,  but J .N.  Lanting ( I  975) suggested 
that a soil discolouration indicated the position of 
one of a pair of passage side stones. It is also difficult 
to prove the original absence of a peristalith if the 
periphery of  a hunebed has not been completely 
excavated. There was certainly no peristalith 
around G2, but this is not certain with W A P S E -  
D5 2a (Van Giffen 1946, fig. I ) .  In his 1961-62 
excavations, Van Giffen was able to establish that 
D R O U W E N - D  I 9 had never had a peristalith (Van 
Giffen & Glasbergen 1964, note 4), contrary to 
what had been assumed since Holwerda's excava- 
tion (Holwerda Ic)I3a, b).2 
Figs. 7 6 7 7  reveal a fairly consistent picture. Under- 
standably there were fewer very large hunebeds 
built than smal1 ones. We should also bear in mind 
that the smallest chambers were presumably dis- 
mantled to a greater extent than the bigger ones. 
Clear confirmation has been obtained for Van Gif- 
fen's observation ( I 925, p. r 47) that there is a corre- 
lation between long chambers constructed of many 
stones, kidney-shaped peristaliths and two pairs of 
passage stones (Group 11). The short chambers with 
no peristalith and with or  without one pair of pas- 
sage side stones also constitute a fairly compact 
group (I) .  Here we might also wonder whether the 
specimens of Group I whose chamber length is lon- 
ger than X m do not represent mutilated specimens 
of Group 11. 
There are some indications that the chambers with 
one pair of  passage side stones are, on the average, 
longer than those with none (which is plausible also 
because of the somewhat larger barrows of the lon- 
ger chambers). Without similar graphs for the Low- 
e r  Saxon hunebeds it is impossible to say whether 
the chambers which are shorter than 4.5 m repre- 
sent another separate group. 
It wil1 be obvious that Group I can very wel1 be 
compared with the Holstein Chambers. However, 
there are slight differences. Aner ( I  968) pointed 
out that the 58  specimens from Schleswig-Holstein 
are 3-8.5 m in length and that 213 of them are shor- 
ter than 5.5 m. Moreover, some of thc Holstein 
Chambers have two pairs of passage sidc stones and 
a peristalith. 
The fact that the Holstein Chambers in eastern Hol- 
stein are often found in peristalithic long barrows 
accords wel1 with what the graph shows about our 
E M M E N - D 4 3 .  The two chambers of D43 are the 
only representatives of Group 111. As far aschamber 
length and number of one pair of passage side stones 
are concerned, they are entirely compatible with 
Group I. 
The graph does suggest that the builden of the 
hunebeds themselves did not mean to express a 
rigorous classification by the chamber lengths: the 
transitions are smooth. 
P O T T E R Y  D A T I N G  (fig. 7 8 )  
More or  less complete grave inventories from the 
West Group present indications concerning the 
building date of the grave. Convincing evidence for 
prehistorie clearing of the chamber is absent. This, 
and the large number of funeral gifts in the chamber, 
as wel1 as the absence of indubitable offerings near 
the entrance are often fundamental differences be- 
tween the northern jaettestuer and the western hu- 
n e b e d ~  (P. Kjaerum pointed this out to me). 
Another preliminary remark should be made. In his 
article 'Zur Einheitlichkeit der Hunenbetten' (On 
the unity or  homogeneity of the T R B  chambered 
peristalithic long barrows), Van Giffen ( r  956) ar- 
gued that graves of Group 111 had been composed in 
FIG. 77 The hunebeds of fig. 76 arranged according to (a)  the 
chamher length and ( b )  the numbcr of pairs of side \tones. 
Type groups 1-111 as takcn together and separately. 
various stages in the course of many years. There are 
several arguments in favour of this. D. Liversage 
( i 970) established a complicated multi-phased con- 
struction for the oldest known long barrow, at L I N -  
D E B J E R G  in Zealand (EN B), and examples of var- 
ious other graves in this group were presented by 
Van Giffen and other authors. It would even appear 
to be possible that a passage grave was later built 
into such a barrow. 
For EMMEN-D43,  Van Giffen showed that the bar- 
row had probably been lengthened later by ap- 
proximately 6 metres, and one might wonder if the 
two chambers are indeed equally old. This question, 
however, wil1 have to remain unanswered since the 
pottery from the chambers was mixed up. But the 
orientation of the two chambers is exactly the Same, 
of course, and their orientation is different from that 
of any other Drente hunebed (Van Giffen I 925, 
Atlas, plate I I g): the unique SSW-NNE direction of 
the long axis, which cannot readily be explained 
from the local topography, points to a building plan 
that was different from its inception, and this is 
precisely what can be dated from the oldest sherds. 
There are no  indications that the long hunebed 
chambers were originally short chambers which 
were later lengthened. I t  would be necessary to  
demonstrate the old extraction holes of the end 
stones under the hunebed pavement. But Van Gif- 
fen rarely or never excavated under the pavement 
(verbal communication I 968. I do not know if this 
stems from any earlier experiments with negative 
results). During the excavation of 
DROUWENERVELD-D 2 6, a not particularly long 
chamber of Group 11, the pavement was taken up 
and the sub-soil was inspected for older sherds and 
ground-traces ( I  970). However, apart from a pit of 
PFB age (?) cutting through, nothing was found. 
Besides, practica1 difficulties may have prevented 
the elongation of a chamber, which would have 
required propping up the capstone lying on the end 
stone and shifting the generally extremely bulky end 
stone. Although it has not been proved that some 
long charnbers are not lengthened short chambers, I 
do not think it is likely. For problems like these it is, 
of course, important to consider the exact position 
of the pottery finds in the chamber and the barrow 
(which I have not). 
For the present, the following data - which were 
supplemented by some information from Germany, 
west of the Weser3 - proceed from the idea of a 
single building phase of the chamber. 
Drouwen A potfery was found in the following mega- 
lithic graves: 
( A  I ) RIJS-  F I ,  floor length c. 4.3 m, 5 pairs of side 
stones, No, Group I, includes sherds, Van Giffen 
I 927, plate I 52: 2a, and also some sherds not illus- 
trated which Van Giffen found during a later exca- 
vation (Leeuwarden museum). 
(A2) E X L O - D ~ o ,  chamber length 5.9 m, 4 pairs 
of side stones, N I ,  Group I, includes pots figs. 28: 2 
= K14:r and K14:2. 
(A?,) B R O N N E G E R - D  2 I ,  chamber length 6. I m, 
4 pairs of side stones, N I ,  Group I, includes pots fig. 
28:3-4. 
(Aq) BRONNEGER-D 23, chamber length c. 6 m, 
4 pairs of side stones, No, Group I, in which Lukis 
and Dryden found a large fragment of a jug of phase 
A (British Museum). This recent rediscovery 
( I 976) is not taken into consideration elsewhere in 
this book. 
(Ag) T A N N E N H A U S E N  11 (Spr. 817-11), floor 
length I I .  2 m, 6 pairs of side stones, NO, Group I, in 
the entrance of which jug fig. 28:7 was found (cf. 
section 6. I ). This hunebed (Gabriel I 966) con- 
tained B pottery, as did its immediate neighbour to 
the west ( I  I -  13 m long, 6 8  pairs of side stones). 
Between the chamber side stones were found the 
holes of massive, vertical posts which must have 
been part of the chamber construction (cf. similar 
finds in T INAARLO-D6e  and NOORDLAREN-G I ,  
section I .  2f). The passage had no side stones (No) 
but wooden walls. I t  was exceptionally long for the 
West Group and because of this is reminiscent of 
Scandinavian jaettestuer. The Same can be said of 
the two pairs of end stones of the chamber. This 
phenomenon had been established only once in 
Netherland (HAVELTE- D 5 3) .  Under the barrow 
Gabriel found holes which he regards as the holes of 
vanished menhirs indicateur. There are too few 
holes for a peristalith. 
Drouwen B pottery was the earliest found in: 
(Br)  H O O G H A L E N - D 5 4 ~ ,  floor lengthc. 3.7 m, 2 
pairs of side stones, No, Group I (examination of 
material excavated in I 947 by Van Giffen in BAI). 
(Bz-3) EMMEN-D 43, Group 111, two chambers 
Q I,  D43A has 3 pairs of side stones and is 3.4 m 
long, D43B has 5 pairs of side stones and is 6.5 m 
long. In a pit between the chambers and within the 
peristalith sherds were found of two B-jugs and of a 
burned thin-butted 'Old' Danish flint axe. Some B 
pottery was also found in the chambers (Boomert, 
Brandt & Woltering r 970, I 97 I ; sections 3.3, 5.3. I 
and Appendix B8. 
(Bq) TINAARLO- D 6e, fioor length 4.8 m, 4 pairs 
of side stones, No, Group I. In actual fact, the 
B-sherd (Van Giffen r 944, fig. 4:45) was found in 
the destroyed hunebed D6f, its immediate neigh- 
bour. There cannot have been much difference be- 
tween its plan which did not survive and that found 
next to it. The earliest sherds from D6e and the 
earliest (but one) pot from D6f belonged to Drou- 
wen C. 
(BS) HOOGHALEN-D54b,  floor lengthc. 6. I m, 5 
pairs of side stones, No, Group I (examination of 
material excavated in I 947 by Van Giffen in BAI). 
(B6) WEERDINGE-D37a ,  the hole ieft by the 
stone robbers (Van Giffen 1927, text fig. 13)  indi- 
cates a floor length of 5.5-6.5 m, 4 I I pairs of side 
stones, Group I. The pottery illustrated, 8 frag- 
ments, came from at least three pots, a funnel bea- 
ker, a bowllpai1 of type Drouwen B and one of type 
Drouwen C. This grave could, of course, equally 
wel1 have been built in phase A as in B. 
(B7) NOORDLAREN-G I ,  floor length 7.6 m, 5 
pairs of stones, presumably N2, Group 11. A smal1 
minority is B, the rest is C or later (Bakker, in 
preparation). 
(B8) SPIER-D54a, floor length c. 8.0 m, 5'pairs of 
side stones, No, Group I (examination of material 
excavated in 1949 by Van Giffen in BAI). 
(B8a, a later addition) O S T E N W A L D E  I (Spr. 
835), chamber length c. 8.7 m, 6 pairs of side stones, 
Group 11. No passage or peristalith stones left, due 
to destruction. According to the excavator, who 
found extraction holes of one peristalith, there may 
have been a double peristalith, but there is too little 
evidence for this, in my opinion (Tempel I 978). The 
go0 vertical angle of the side stones of the recon- 
structed hunebed near its original site is incorrect 
(cf. note 7). Contrary to Fansa's statement that 
Knöll I pottery is lacking, his Plates 6:8, 7: I 86(?); 
8:9, 46, I 30; I o:6o, and possibly also I 2:45 and 
I3:2 I show bowls/pails of Drouwen B (Fansa 
'978). 
(Bg) DROUWENERVELD-D 26, chamber length 
9.9 m, 6 pairs of side stones, P2, Group 11. Excava- 
tion by Bakker and Glasbergen I 968, I 970. B pot- 
tery is less abundant than C and D. 
F BI^) DROUWEN-D2o ,  chamber length 10 m, 6 
pairs of side stones, P2, Group 11. There is at least 
one B bowl (Holwerda ig13b, fig. 12:24o, cf. 
12237  = K I ~ : I ~ ) .  
( B I I )  E M M E L N  2, floor length c. 1 o . 5 - 1 1 . 5 m , ~  
estimated 7 I pairs of chamber side stones, N, 
Group I. The B pottery includes Schlicht I 968, figs. 
17-19. 
(B12) G L I M M E N - G 2 ,  floor length C. I2.0m, 
chamber length c. I 1.5 m, 6 pairs of side stones, No, 
Group I, contains B, C, D r ,  D2, E2, F and G pottery 
(Lanting I 975 and examination of the finds in BAI). 
(B I 3) D R O U W E N -  D I 9, chamber length 13.9 m, 
g pairs of side stones, N2, Group 11. The B pottery 
includes Holwerda I 9 I 3b, figs. 6:32,44 (= K I 4: r 3; 
15:s). 
(B 14)  GIETEN-D r 4, floor length 15.9 m, g pairs 
of side stones, P2, Group 11, contains very little B 
and C pottery, but much D 1-2, E2, F and G pottery 
(preliminary examination of the material excavated 
in 1927 by Van Giffen in BAI). 
Drouwen C pottery was the earliest found in: 
(C I )  EEXT- D I 3a, a 'stone cist' which was dis- 
mantled in I 923 (Van Giffen I 927, I 944b; Kaelas 
1955). Can not be regarded as a stone cist in the 
sense of a stone grave in which only one or more 
burials took place simultaneously, or, at the most, 
within a short time of each other, for the pottery 
spans widely separated phases, just like that from 
the hunebeds. The oldest pottery appears to be from 
phase C, possibly B (Van Giffen I 944b, fig. 7: zd-e, 
j). But pots 2f and 2k (both with stem handles) 
belong to Late Havelte (G). The dimensions of this 
grave are unknown. We do know that ten cartloads 
of stones (diameter less than 50 cm) were removed 
from it. These stones were found at a depth of up to 
40 cm into the ground (cf. also Bakker 1970). It is 
perhaps the remains of a hunebed which had already 
been dismantled long before 1923. 
(C2) BUINEN-D28,  chamber length 5.8 m, 4 
pairs of side stones, No, Group I. There is a C pot 
(Van Giffen 1943b, fig. 28:35). The rest is D or 
later. The absence of A or B pottery in this early- 
looking hunebed cannot just be a coincidence. The 
hunebed has been preserved in very good condition, 
and so, relatively speaking, have the contents which 
were studied comprehensively and minutely by 
Kat-van Hulten. 
(C3) GROSS B E R S S E N  7 (Spr. %r),  chamber 
length c. 8.2 m, I o pairs of side stones, N I ,  Group I, 
contains some C and also D and E pottery (Schlicht 
1 972). 
(Cq) MANDER-O 2, from which al1 the largestones 
had been removed, was discovered and excavated 
by C.C.W.J. Hijszeler and A. Bruijn in I 957. Sum- 
marising the available i n fo rma t i~n ,~  I would esti- 
mate an original floor length of at least '12 m more 
than was observed, viz. a chamber length of I 2.5- 
1 3  m. Consequently, 0 2  is- by Drente standards- 
one of the largest examples of type No and Group I. 
On inspection of the (very small) sherds, C appear- 
ed to be probably the oldest pottery phase. 
(Cg) DIEVER-DSZ,  chamber length r 2.7 m, 7 
pairs of side stones, N I ,  Group I. In 1932 and 
I 953-54, Van Giffen found C pottery and especially 
D 1-2, E2, F and G (examination of this material in 
BAI). 
(C6) WAPSE-D5  2a, floor length 15.4 m, 8 pairs 
of side stones, N2, Group 11. Van Giffen (1946) 
described the (too) small quantity of pottery recov- 
ered, which is not necessarily representative. Pot 
Van Giffen I 946, fig. 2e:4 I appears to be the oldest, 
is probably Drouwen C. 
(C7) HAVELTE-D53,  chamber length I 7 m, with 
I o pairs of side stones, P2, Group 11. Although Van 
Giffen ( I 927) complained about radically destruc- 
tive early diggings, the quantity of pottery which was 
recovered was greater than that from the other 
Dutch hunebeds (more than 660 pots were identi- 
fied). Of those, only two can be diagnosed as Drou- 
wen C (Kat-van Hulten, c. I 950, nos. I 5 r ,  i 60). 
There was far more pottery of Drouwen D I and D2 
and of the Havelte phases E-G. This hunebed was 
therefore undoubtedly built towards the end of 
phase C. 
(C8) D O T L I N G E N  (Spr. 944), chamber length 
I 8.5 m, I o pairs of side stones (Patzold I 66 r ). Al- 
though no excavating was done outside the hunebed 
chamber, it does not seem that a peristalith has been 
present. Whether there were 2, I or no pairs of 
passage stones has, however, not been established, 
so that it is not certain whether Group I1 (N2) or 
Group I is involved. Patzold's illustrations of a selec- 
tion of the pottery ( I  957, I 96 I )  included a C bowl 
as the oldest ( I  96 I ,  fig. 2:38). It is not certain that C 
is the earliest pottery phase represented. D and E 
pottery were also illustrated. 
Drouwen C or D pottery was the earliest found in: 
G L I M M E N - G ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  lengthc. 3.2 m,2 pairs of side 
stones (No, Group I) (Lanting I 975). the shortest 
hunebed known from Drente;'j only very few 
sherds were left - the majority of the pottery which 
was originally present was lost. There were a few G 
pottery sherds among the mostly undecorated 
sherds. Sherds from funnel beakers with belly or- 
namentation point to a construction date before 
phase E. A pierced lug with vertical Tiefstich lines 
indicates a minimum age of C or D. Furthermore, 
among the pottery recovered from outside the 
grave, there was one decorated bowl (Lanting I 975, 
plate 3: bottom) of C or  D I age. It is quite conceiv- 
able, however, that the hunebed was built earlier 
and that the generally scarce earlier pottery had 
disappeared. 
Drouwen D pottery is presumed to be the earliest 
found in: 
(D I )  H E I D E N - D U W E L S T E E N E  (Spr. 985), cham- 
ber length I 1.5 m, g pairs of side stones, No, by 
Dutch standards a very long representative of 
Group I (cf. Table IV, G2), has been repeatedly 
subject toexcavationsinceNunningh( I 7 I 3).Finally, 
the grave was completely excavated in the I 930's. 
The results were not published. Part of the finds was 
lost during World War 11. However, Knöll had pre- 
viously documented photographically the sherds. 
According to his lists I 27- I 28 ( r 959) the oldest 
pottery is from Phase 112, which, in this case, must 
correspond with phase D. 
(D2) W E C H T E  I ,  more than 40 m long gallery 
gravelhunebed hybrid, with entrance in the narrow 
side, without a peristalith. Knöll's lists and figures of 
the most important pottery ( I  959) indicate that the 
oldcst pottery dates from phase D I .  The possibility 
that K i 7:2 is older (C?) cannot be entirely exclud- 
ed. 
(D3) W E C H T E  2 ,  at least 35 m long, more than 2 0  
pairs of side stones, badly damaged, presumably of 
the came shape as the preceding one (Stieren I 929). 
Knöll's scarce illustrations and lists I 27- I 28 ( I 959) 
indicatc that the oldest pottery is D2, certainly not 
older than C. 
I t  still must be confirmed in detail that none of the 
hunebeds in Westphalia contained any pottery older 
than Drouwen D, and whether megalithic graves 
were constructed there as late as the period of the 
Early Havelte style. The former would seem proba- 
ble, in view of the transition-CID1 age of the long 
hunebeds HAVELTE-D53  in Drente and DOTLIN- 
G E N  in Oldenburg. Knöll (1959) reported that al1 
the hunebeds in Westphalia were 'excessively long'. 
The pottery distribution maps (figs. 37-39) reveal a 
slow-moving occupation of this area from north to 
south by the Tiefstich pottery people. This expan- 
sion occurred mainly in the Knöll 112 and 2 periods, 
i.e. after the beginning of Drouwen C. But Drouwen 
C is itself extremely rare, and even D I occurs only 
sporadically in the north of Westphalia (Chapter 4), 
so that the area near the Lippe must have been 
colonised particularly during phases D2 and E. 
If these settlers showed a preference for excessively 
long hunebeds, one wonders if the building of shor- 
ter hunebeds had already come to an end in the 'old 
country' of the West Group. 
I think we can exclude the possibility that hunebeds 
were still being constructed during the Middle and 
Late Havelte phases F and G. In Drente, the exis- 
ting hunebeds were still used intensively for burials, 
but no investigated hunebed appears to have con- 
tained exclusively F or G pottery so that the exertion 
of building new megalithic tombs seems to have 
come to an end. (Whether this had anything to do 
with the new cremation ritual is a matter of specula- 
tion.) In Germany west of the Weser, the came 
situation seems to have existed. The scarce G pot- 
tery finds in hunebeds are at least equally spiead 
over the area. This scarcity can wel1 have been 
caused by the practica1 difficulty in recognising 
these sherds. 
When we look at these data, arranged in fig. 78 
according to (c) groups 1-111, (a) chamber length and 
(b) number of pairs of chamber side stones, then we 
can inderstand only too wel1 that even Van Giffen 
des~aired.  
From these figures, a process of development does 
seem to emerge, but i t  is very diffuse - construction 
of the old types not ceasing immediately after the 
introduction of the new ones - and in Drente it 
seems to have taken place mainly during the Drou- 
wen pottery style (A-D). Since it was not yet possi- 
ble for Van Giffen to subdivide Drouwen properly, 
i t  was indeed a hopeless task for him. Now, the 
dating system is not yet perfect, but the trend of the 
development is emerging to some extent. 
In fig. 78 this trend might be strengthened by shift- 
ing the smallest known hunebed, G L I M M E N - G 3  
from DIC to B or A since, so little pottery of diag- 
nostic value having been preserved, i t  seems ex- 
tremely likely that the oldest and rarest pottery has 
completely vanished from the chamber. 
Hunebeds with kidney-shaped peristaliths appar- 
ently originated at some time during the Drouwen B 
phase, the hunebeds themselves being as yet fairly 
short. It is not surprising that the peristalithic long 
barrow E M M E N - D 4 3  was ais0 built in this period in 
view of the very great antiquity of similar long bar- 
rows elsewhere and the occurrence, as early as 
Drouwen A, of such short chambers as those of 
D 4 3  From the graphs it would appear that short 
chambers were built no later than Drouwen C, but 
further confirmation is necessary on this point since 
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the data on the subsequent periods are still so 
scarce. 
Strictly speaking, i t  is equally uncertain whether 
hunebeds even larger than that at T A N N E N H A U S E N  
had not been built as early as duririg phases A and B. 
I f  an impulse from the gallery graves was responsi- 
ble for the predeliction for chamber lengthening in 
the TRB West Group, then this would still be diffi- 
cult to prove chronologically. The lengthening pro- 
cess occurred at an early date, not far from the 
North Sea and at some distance from the gallery 
gravcs. 
The oldest datable proof for TRB-gallery grave eon- 
tacts we found was in S ~ R S U M  in phase Drouwen C. 
As was generally the case later as well, this was 
rather an influence from north to south than vice 
versa; this is apparent not only from the pottery 
export, but also from the hunebed-like entrance of 
the gallery grave S O R S U M  itself. 
But why should the taste for chamber lengthening 
not have developed independently in the Western 
TRB group itself'? 
Finally, a remark on the weight of the stones o f  the 
megalithic graves of the West Group. Thc capstorles 
and endstones, which are generally the heaviest, 
usually weigh 5- r o rnetric tons, sometimes more 
than 2 0  tons (Jacob-Friesen r 959, p. r r 6) .  One of 
the capstones from K L E I N E N K N E T E N  I was report- 
ed to weigh as much as 25 tons (Steffens in Peters 
r 975, p. 102). Krause and Schoetensack (1893) 
have estimated the weight of the stones of the rnega- 
lithic graves in the Altmark at normally 2.5 to ro 
tons. One capstone (at S T O C K H E I M ,  KS 1 3 0 )  
weighed more than 2 2  tons. Dragging these stones a 
distance of several hundred metres to the buildiiig- 
site, o n  a sledge made of a forked tree and pulled by 
ropes, must have required a minimum of r 5 to 2 0  
men per ton weight (Coles 197.3, p. 84-89), so that 
75 to r oo men must have been employed for each 
5-ton stone - and at least 37.5-500 men for 
iransporting the Kleinenkneten capstone. 
This gives an impression of the degree of motivation 
of the TRB society in investing so much energy in 
building thousands of megalithic graves within a few 
centuries. But it also gives us a glimpse of the system 
of social organisation, the economic potential and, 
to some extent, the population density as well. 
Traction by teams of oxen (with yokes tied to their 
horns) does not appear to have been practicable, for 
on Egyptian and Mesopotamian illustrations of 
transport of far more colossal stones, only manpo- 
wer is shown. 
Jacob-Friesen ( I  959, p. I 06) has drawn attention to 
the enormous reduction of friction and labor which 
a frozen ground can give. During World War I, the 
transport of one piece of artillery across heather and 
peatbogs took four weeks with modern equipment 
in summer, but over a frozen ground the same dis- 
tance took only three days when a heavy, but simple 
sledge and four horses were used. Besides, there is 
the theory of the farmer Grumfeld which was 
recorded before I 864 (Pörtner I 96  I ,  p. I 94). In his 
view, the large capstones could have been position- 
ed  atop the prop stones by means of frozen snow 
e m b a n k m e n t ~ . ~  Jacob-Friesen also remarked that 
snow and ice would have made wooden rollers su- 
perfluous. Winter would have been the best season 
for hunebed building anyway, as far as the farm 
work was concerned. Concrete information about 
the number of men necessary for transport of one 
ton weight over frozen ground is lacking. Experi- 
ments would again be very useful as any reduction of 
the (too?) high estimates of the number of men 
employed for the transport of the largest capstones 
would also reduce other theoretica1 difficulties in- 
volved. 
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Notes 
CHAPTER I 
I :  I '(+)' means: see GLOSSARY,  Appendix A2. 
A B B R E V I A T I O N S  are given in Appendix A I .  
NOTE O N  GEOGRAPHICAL N A M E S .  Most sites of 
the West Group may be found on Knöll's map and 
site list (1959),  otherwise indexed road atlasses 
I :200,000 or  I :300,000 may be of help. The very 
recent reformation of the Lower Saxon Kreise has 
not been incorporated. There is not one  official 
orthography for Dutch place names, but there are at 
least five. In the I 930's- r 950's simplification was 
the trend, but now the 'Vijff Vlieghen' style is gain- 
ing ground. 
I have preferred 'Netherland' t o  its long-winded 
plural form. Since the early r 9th century, the singu- 
lar form Nederland is used almost exclusively in 
Dutch for the present State, while the plural refers 
to the former Habsburg lands, the Low Countries, 
or  the Benelux. The plural form in the name of the 
Kingdom is a relict from the period I 81 g- r 830 
when Belgium was also part of it. Also in foreign 
languages the singular would be much more handy 
than the plural plus article, and often inflexion. The 
pars pro toto name 'Holland' could not be used 
instead, to avoid confusion with the provinces of 
Noord- and Zuid-Holland, and their northern, 
southern, parts etc. 
I :  2 Unless otherwise indicated, this book applies 
'conventional' C r 4 datings (half-life 5568), in spite 
of the fact that we now know that conventional C 1 4  
datings for the T R B  period have to be increased by 
some seven hundred years on an average to make 
them directly comparable to the 'genuine', 'histori- 
cal', time-scale. Since the conversion scale required 
(based on C I 4 measurements of slices of wood from 
tree-ring calendars of a known historica1 age) is still 
only very roughly known, the Groningen C r 4 labo- 
ratory (W.G. Mook) and Dutch archaeologists con- 
sider it premature to proceed already with recal- 
ibration. Moreover, recalibrated C I 4 datings have 
considerably increased standard deviations so that 
they are less precise (Waterbolk I 97 I).  The number 
of C14 datings which is available for the West 
Group of the T R B  culture is still distressingly small. 
See further section 6.9. 
I :3 See Glossary, Appendix Aza  s.v. 'chronologi- 
cal system'. 
I : 4  That shifting slash-and-burn cultivation 
(swidden) was the normal type of agriculture would 
tally with the short duration of most settlements of 
the West Group. Its existence might also be 
concluded, but not necessarily, from J. Iversen's 
studies on landnam in S. Denmark ( r 973). There is 
a growing evidence of the use of the ard scratch- 
plough and K. Randsborg has pointed out (in dis- 
cussion, 1976) that ploughing and the tree stumps 
and roots left over by the swidden system contradict 
each other. E.R. Wolf (1966)  seems to consider 
swidden and ploughing among recent farmers as 
being mutually exclusive on  the same fjelds. W. 
Groenman-van Waateringe ( I 977, in discussion) 
thinks, however, that the roots and stumps were no 
real obstacles to the ard because it was rather ma- 
noeuvrable and scratched the soil at  a higher level 
than the tree roots of a deciduous forest. 
1:s See Appendix Aze  for the meaning of the 
word 'hunebed' in this book, and thc confusingly 
different ways the word 'Hunenbett '  is used in ar- 
chaeological publications for different parts of 
Germany. 
r :6 Bakker I 959, note 5, mentions the first three 
finds. A publication about al1 four is in preparation. 
I :7 Brongers and Woltering ( r 973) thought that 
lined wells were only constructed for the first time iii 
the Iron Age in Netherland, due to 'a fundamental 
change in the fresh water-supply'. The K A R L S -  
Q U E L L E  w e k ,  for instance, counter this. In my 
'normative' opinion, lined wells must have been a 
normal feature in the West Group. 
I :8 Boulders were, of course, a necessity for the 
construction of megalithic graves. In Drente, these 
stones were taken from the periglacially eroded 
margins of the 'boulder clay'. The hunebeds them- 
selves were, however, positioned on dry, boulder- 
free sands in the immediate vicinity (Wieringa 
r 968). 
I :C) The number of phases might even be nine, if 
the reality of D I ,  D2, E 2  and E 2  as separate, suc- 
cessive phases could be substantiated (Chapters 3-4 
and section 6.6). 
CHAPTER 2 
2: I In writing section 2. i ,  I was guided, as far as 
Netherland is concerned, by Van Giffen's almost 
complete bibliography on hunebeds from 1547 to 
1921 (Van Giffen 1925, p. 212-227, 243-244; 
1927, p. 526) and also by his summaries of the 
reports of excavations in hunebeds before 1 9  r 2 
( I  927, p. 3-78). For Germany, I mainly followed the 
lead of Gummel (1938), Stemmermann (1934)  and 
Knöll ( I  959, Chapter B). I am unavoidably less 
conversant with the older German publications be- 
cause they are less easily accessible in our  libraries. 
Biographies of German pre-war archaeologists are 
given by Gummel ( I 938). Those of Dutch archaeo- 
logists wil1 be published by J.A. Brongers, in the 
near future. The works which I consulted in connec- 
tion with the history of the study of prehistory in 
general here and elsewhere in Europe include: 
Bibby ( I 956), Boule ( i  923), Brunsting ( r  947), 
Cartailhac ( i 889), Clarke ( i 968), Daniel ( I gho, 
I 9671, Eggers ( I y58), Heizer ( 1 9 s  y, I 962), 
Klindt-Jensen ( i 966, I 975) Mötefindt ( i g I o), 
Muller ( i 897) and Roche ( I 969). 
As Par as the developinents since I go8 are concern- 
cd, I had to restrict myself to printed sources (and 
there can be large discrepances between written 
sources and actual fact!) where agairi Knöll (I.C.) 
was the guide in my literature search. For Nether- 
land, 1 was able to use, in addition, some verbally- 
given background information from Van Giffen and 
Glasbergen. The studies on which I based my work 
for thc research in Scandinavia included tliose of 
Bagge ( i 950) and Becker ( I 968). A review of the 
publications on the T R B  pottery in Sweden and 
Norway was, however, omitted, because these re- 
gions of the North Group are situated behind the 
type localities of the Danish isles, as seen from the 
West Group, so that the pottery typologies there are 
less relevant to the latter Group. 
The quotations in English are translated from the 
original Latin, German or  Dutch. The same applies 
for the titles of publications given in English. The 
original form of the latter can be found in the bibli- 
ography. In this bibliography, only works which I 
mysclf have read are recorded. 
2:2 During the Dutch Golden Age, the hunebeds 
received remarkably little attention from the Dutch 
scholars and publishers. Drente was of no economie 
o r  political significance before r 8 I 4, and the Dutch 
landscape painters, for example, depicted very few 
hunebeds. 
One  painting by Jacob van Ruisdael (1628129- 
1682) shows a hunebed in the back-ground of a 
landscape which was inspired - to judge from the 
'half-timbered houses - by Bentheim or  Westphalia 
(Bonn museum). A studio composition by his pupil 
Meindert Hobbema ( I  638- I 709) combines a hune- 
bed in the background with scenic elements from 
Holland and more mountainous regions (Rotter- 
dam museum). 
Not one of the topographical print books which 
were so popular in the I 8th century shows a hune- 
bed among the countless castles, ruins, town and 
village views and country estates. Ludolf Smids' 
r71  I print (by J. Schijnvoet) of hunebed D27 at 
B O R G E R  under excavation by Titia Brongersma (see 
below) might seem to be an cxception (Smids r 7 I I ,  
copied by Keysler i 720, fig. 11; cf. Van Giffen I 927, 
p. 8-9). Titia, as Sappho, in classical dress, is being 
presented with a Roman oil lamp by a gentleman in 
modern clothes. The hunebed was, however, copied 
from an anonymous engraving in Picardt's hook 
( I 660,  fol. 23) which is merely drawn from imagina- 
tion, with a curious construction as a result. 
Yet, the gifted topographical draughtsman Cornelis 
Pronk drew hunebed D53 at H A V E L T E  on I July, 
i 732 ('?) (Rijksprentenkabinet) and on r 6 Septem- 
ber, i 737 (Assen museum) and hunebeds D3-4 at 
M I D L A R E N  on 30 July, 1754 (Groningen museum 
i 9641236). But no prints were published. After 
him. Van Lier ( I  760) published good prints of D i 3 
at E E X T .  In 1778, Egbert van Drielst depicted the 
N O O R D L A R E N - G  I hunebed in reverse and over- 
sized, as a roinanticised frontispice of an album with 
Drente landscapes. It is the only time that this gifted 
and productive Drente artist ever depicted a hune- 
bed! (Niemeijer i 977). 
In i 768-69 and 1 7 8 1  Professor Petrus Camper 
made accurate drawings of a number of hunebeds 
(Camper archives. Amsterdam University Library: 
poorly reproduced by the Pririce de Radzivil 
( i 789)).  In the I 9th century, the numbers of draw- 
ings increased simultaneously with the interest of 
scientists aiid laymen. Romanticism now also 
attracted paintersl Around 1870 the first photo- 
graphs were made (Pleyte archives, Leiden mu- 
seum). 
2:3 Knappert ( I  894, I yoo, i 904) analyses lan- 
guage and sources of this major work of this talented 
scholar and writer, and adds bibliographical notes. 
2:4 It is, though, not quite clear whose joke i t  is. 
The remarks are part of a learned treatisc, De ori- 
gine er sedibus Francorum, (ie Chamuvis, Bructeris, 
Tencteris, uliisque (. . .), written on 2 0  December 
i 547 in a Bruges monastery, in the form of a letter, 
and addressed to a Cornelius Gualterus. The re- 
marks on the Rolde hunebed were first printed by 
Hadrianus Junius (1588; I p. 485) and Corne- 
lis Kempius (1588, De origine, situ (. . .), the com- 
plete treatise (and a sequel of 5 October 1549 with 
the same address) by Matthaeus ( 1 7 3 8 ~ ,  part I, p. 
37-44, the sequel p. 45-47). 
In summary, the passage, which is the oldest known 
on Dutch hunebeds, runs as follows: 'The Columns 
of Hercules can be seen at Rolde. The lack of roads 
and ships and the lack of stones in this marshy area 
let suspect that these large stones have been brought 
there by devils, who are being worshipped there 
under the name of Hercules. Altar stones lie upon 
the columns. Here, the inhabitants sacrificed people 
alive, preferably strangers, whom they forced to 
crawl through the narrow passage under the altar 
stones, threw manure at them while they crawled 
there before they were slaughtered. At present this 
is still done, especially when people from Brabant 
are concerned, and often it results in murder. This 
passage is called here by the ignominious name of 
' s  Duvels Kut, which means Devil's Cunt. But Boni- 
face put an end to these offerings.' 
The word kut could just as wel1 have been mispro- 
nounced kot (Pelinck I 902; Sinninghe I 944, p. 1 I) ,  
and the name Duvelskot (Devil's Cot) would seem 
much more normal in comparison with the German 
hunebed names. (Practically no other names are 
known from Drente.) 
Nothing else is known about a habit of having aliens 
run the gauntlet in Rolde, but the curious addition 
'especially Brabanders' could be an allusion to situa- 
tions during the war (1522-1536) when Emperor 
Charles V had taken Drente from Charles of Guel- 
ders, and in which Brabant troops may have 
ransacked the area. Was the narrative told to 
Schonhovius (or his Brabantian (?) spokesman) by 
an imaginative Drentian story-teller who also tried 
to explain the ill-understood name of the hunebed? 
Or is the insertion 'Brabanders' a note of Schonho- 
vius himself and a hint to tensions between Drente, 
Holland and Brabant, viz. lands which had only 
recently been united into the Netherlands by Char- 
les V? Schonhovius was a monk from Holland, liv- 
ing in Flanders. Was Gualterus living in Brussels in 
Brabant, the administrative centre of the Nether- 
lands'? 
2:s This engraving has been reproduced many 
times, e.g. by Cartailhac ( I 889, fig. 6 I ,  erroneously 
dating Mercator in the I 7th century), Daniel ( I 960, 
pl. Ia, citing Cartailhac's errors), Roche ( I  969, p. 
I 4) and by Daniel & Kjaerum ( I 973, cover). The 
habit of engraving one's name in the cap-stone, 
which is mentioned by Rabelais and portrayed by 
Braun, and once more in I 699 (Daniel I 960, plate 
Ib), led Braun or his draughtsman George Hoefna- 
gel, to collect the names of important Flemish and 
Rhenish colleagues and friends on the stone, like in 
a sort of Album amicorum. 
The oldest known engraving of a hunebed of the 
West Group, in the corner of a map in W. Dilich's 
Description and Chronicle of Bremen (1604; 
Gummel 1938, pl. 3), is clearly influenced by 
Braun's print. 
Astonishingly level-headed interpretations of mega- 
lithic graves from the early I 6th century are those of 
Nicolaus Marschalk on Mecklenburg tombs (c. 
15 10; Stemmermann 1934, p. 20-22; Gummel 
I 938, p. 10) and of Thomas Kantzow in his Chroni- 
cle of Pomerania (he died in I 542). Kantzow wrote 
(Gummel 1938, p. I 8- I g): 
'When someone died, they made him a magnificent 
grave, usually from nine large boulders. Six boul- 
ders were placed in a ring, like a coffin, and three - 
by far the largest- were placed on top of them. Such 
graves are still found now and then in the country, 
on the field. Each boulder is so big that one may 
wonder how people could have handled such loads; 
for I assume that part of them are more than one 
hundred or  one and a half hundred hundredweight. 
In such a grave, they buried the dead man and they 
always gave to him something which he had liked 
most in his lifetime; if he were a horseman [knight?] 
they laid his cuirass in his grave, i f  he had been a 
drinker they buried a barrel of beer with him, and so 
on. Later on, his friends have visited the grave on 
the thirtiest day and once more on the sixtiest day 
and after that on the hundredst day, and they have 
eaten and drunk there, and when they were satis- 
fied, they have placed the portion for the deceased 
in the grave under the stones, and they have left. 
The next morning everything had been consumed - 
maybe by the Devil; people have, however, thought 
that the departed had eaten it'. 
In the area of the West Group, one came to think 
along such lines only after 17 I 3! 
2:6 Referring to Alexander ab Alexandro (111, 
I 2). This passage was omitted by Van Giffen, but it 
is given by Van der Scheer (1848) who published 
the ms. in full. 
2:7 In I 679, Jacob von Mellen illustrated Walter- 
nienburg pottery from the neighbourhood of Halle 
in his Urnae sepulchralis in Sarmaticae anno 1674 
repertae (Gummel 1938, p. 26). 
2:8 I thank J. Baart (Amsterdam) for his help with 
the translation of the Latin text. 
2:9 See Mulder (1942) about Van Lier as a natu- 
ralist. 
Stemmermann ( I  934, Chapters I 6- I 7) described 
clearly how since the middle of the I 7th century the 
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speculations of classical authors like Hesiod and 
Lucretius about the succession of Stone, Bronze and 
Iron Age in man's history formed part of learned 
thinking in northwestern Europe. Because the ar- 
chaeological finds did not disprove this idea, its 
correctness was not questioned. In the course of the 
18th century the working hypothesis was proved 
correct time and again by archaeological observa- 
tions and it increasingly took the form of a generally 
accepted general theory. In the early 19th century 
Thomsen applied this theory successfully in arrang- 
ing the growing collection of the Copenhagen mu- 
seum in chronological order. His short Ledetraad 
article ( I 836) provided a chronological framework 
which could be filled in and expanded by his own 
and following generations. In this respect he surpas- 
sed Westendorp (see below) who applied the Stone 
Age concept as a matter of course to date his hune- 
b e d ~  and who certainly was no museum man or field 
researcher. 
2: I O Since 1734 the demolishing of hunebeds was 
prohibited by a Drentian law, one of the first 
instances of legal protection of ancient monuments 
in the world. This law is an example of quick action 
by the local authorities. Since I 730, Teredo navalis, 
the pile-worm, had become a disastrous plague. All 
Dutch dikes in salt water were in great danger be- 
cause the usual wooden surf-fences in front of them 
had been eaten away. 
The States General proclaimed a day of prayer and 
offered a prize for the best way to adapt the dikes to 
this new situation (Van Giffen I 925, p. I 63, quoting 
the Schoenmaker ms). In I 733, P. Straat and P. van 
der Deure won the prize by originating a proto-type 
of the present-day stone-covered dike (Straat & 
Van der Deure 1735). This resulted in the large- 
scale and costly import of boulders from Scandina- 
via, Germany and the Pleistocene areas of Nether- 
land. 
When the Landscape (land) of Drenthe protected 
its boundary stones legally from removal in 1734, it 
also included 'the hunebeds. which. evervwhere. 
should be preserved as being imposi*g moiuments 
and long famous memorials'. There can be little " 
doubt that this so modern opinion was a result of 
Picardt's book ( I 660), which was reprinted in I 73 I 
(!) and I 74 j. Van Giffen ( I 927, p. I 4- I 5) gives the 
full text of this Drentian Resolutie. 
Legal protection was not enacted in other countries 
until much later and manv a me~alithic monument " 
there served to protect Netherland from the waves. 
In I 804 the Duke of Mecklenburg protected mega- 
lithic tombs by law (Jacob-Friesen 1928, p. 98) and 
in r 8 r 9 the Duke of Oldenburg did the sarne for 
megalithic graves and barrows (Rosenow 1961). 
Land reclamation and the building of macadam 
roads (invented by John Loudon McAdam c. I 820) 
had become a threat, but until the end of the century 
or  even later other German countries lagged behind 
(Sellschop I 961). Sweden has preceded Drente by 
its Ancient Monuments Act of I 6661 I 668 (Stem- 
mermann I 934, p. 75; Klindt-Jensen I 97 j). 
2: I I When in I 8 I 2 the application period had 
closed, the anonymous entries A and B had been 
sent in. The jury considered A to have merit, but 
prolonged the period of application until I 8 I j, 
which would give the author the opportunity to 
improve it. In I 8 I 5 entry A won the prize and the 
envelope corresponding to the motto of this entry 
contained Westendorp's name. 
Entry B of 18 I 2 did not win a prize and its author's 
name remained in the closed envelope. In 1972 W. 
Glasbergen and I saw that entry B (in the Maat- 
schappij archives) contained an earlier description 
( I  809) than the one cited ( I  837) by Sprockhoff 
(1966, p. 66) of the megalithic graves near Berg- 
muhle on FEHMARN.  Some find descriptions in 
eastern Schleswig-Holstein might also be of interest. 
In 1975 J.G. de Bruijn, secretary of the Maatschap- 
pij, opened the envelope and produced the author's 
name and address: 'Georg Wolfgang Ulrich Wedel, 
Erbherr, auf Freudenholm, bey Preets in Holstein'. 
2: 1 2  Programma's of the Maatschappij for the 
years I 808- I 2, also in the French language in the 
edition of I 8 I 2. 
2: 13  Westendorp I 815, p. 337 and, in more de- 
tail, 1822, p. 197-201. Interest in this passage, 
where Strabo discusses the presence there of the 
Pillars of Hercules, was reawakened by Gosselin 
and De Erro in the Mémoires de I'Académie Celti- 
que (I, p. 385; 11, p. 307). This is undoubtedly one of 
the oldest descriptions of megalithic graves or men- 
hirs and their accompanying folklore (the Algarve 
has several megaliths: Savory I 968). Westendorp 
was very enthusiastic when he learned about this 
(see his anonymous letter accompanying his first 
entry in I 8 r 2 in the Maatschappij archives). This 
passage was to form the foundation of his chronolo- 
gY. 
The Greek text is, by the way, less explicit than 
Westendorp thought, partly because of the Latin 
translation by Casaubon, which he quotes at length. 
His translation, 'boulders assembled in threes or 
fours', may wel1 be archaeologically correct, al- 
though it could also refer to smal1 groups of menhirs 
(see for example: De Rougemont 1866, p. 287). 
Instead of suggesting a Pierre-qui-Tourne legend, 
however, the original text indicates that 'people who 
went there regularly turned and moved these stones, 
according to an ancient tradition, after they had 
offered a libation'. One can, of course also wonder if 
Strabo had precisely understood his sources on this 
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- for him strange - situation. I would like to thank 
S.M.E. van Lith (IPP) for her help in this matter. 
2: 14  Westendorp compared what was known in 
literature of archaeology about each of the Euro- 
pean peoples which could be considered in this con- 
nection, with the finds in, and the age and the distri- 
bution picture of, the hunebeds. After a thorough 
investigation he rejected ( I  822, p. I I 1- 1 55) the 
following as the builders of the hunebeds: the Ro- 
mans, the Germans, the Huns, the Vikings, the 
post-Roman Frisians and Anglo-Saxons, the Slavs, 
the Thracians, the Scythians, the Finns, the Iberians 
and the Ligurians. Most of these peoples had at 
some time been considered in publications as hune- 
bed builders. Apart from a few smal1 tribes which 
could be rejected immediately, there was only one 
left in Europe, but he left it unnamed as yet. 
Subsequently he discussed the great antiquity of the 
hunebeds (p. I 60-20 I ) .  The last part of the book (p. 
202-3 I 7) presents his arguments that only the Celts 
could have been the builders of the hunebeds. Pre- 
viously (p. I 58- I 60), Westendorp had already pos- 
ed the question of whether it was indeed possible to 
identify these builders. But, he replied, if the answer 
is no, then the question asked by the Maatschappij 
would remain unanswered. It appears from the last 
part of the book that Westendorp himself became 
completely convinced of the correctness of the prof- 
fered arguments that the Celts were the builders. 
Others, however, were less convinced, including 
most in Germany. 
C.J.C. Reuvens of Leiden (see below), for example, 
concluded a review with: 'There is a strong proba- 
bility that most of these monuments are of Celtic 
origin; I would not dare to assume this with any 
certainty, however, nor to allow legends (p. I 7 I )  to 
weigh in the very least as proof (. . .). Some of them 
could originate from other northern peoples, too; 
and, until we find new facts, the line of demarcation 
can not be correctly determined'. This review, al- 
though ready for the press, remained unpublished 
(Leiden museum archives C1 24-52). It bears the 
note: 'Not to be published without further revision. 
June I 832'. Reuvens kept working on it between c. 
I 822 and I 832, originally for publication in Antiqui- 
teiten, the journal edited by Westendorp and him- 
self. We cannot exclude the possibility of this review 
having been one of the reasons for the closing down 
of the publication in 1826. 
No remarkable new views were developed in this 
review about any of the numerous problems 
broached by Westendorp. Reuvens confined him- 
self to supplementary remarks and detailed con- 
structive criticism of Westendorp's sometimes in- 
correct quotations from classical and modern wri- 
ters (due to which some propositions were in fact 
undermined). Publication of the complete review is 
worth consideration since, together with Westen- 
dorp's book, it gives a good picture of the state of 
this research in Netherland a hundred and fifty years 
ago. 
The notes ( I 833- I 835) in Reuvens' notebook of his 
visit to Drente (c. 5th-27th April, I 833) also reveal 
that Reuvens had a very scanty knowledge of the 
artefacts from the hunebeds. (In 1973 J.A. Bron- 
gers published a facsimile of this notebook, with 
bilingual (English and Dutch) transcription and 
comments and with excellent copies of Reuvens' 
manuscript maps of visible archaeological pheno- 
mena in Drente.) Reuvens deviated but little from 
Westendorp's interpretation of the hunebeds and 
grafkelders (burial chambers) (p. 27-30, 38-39, 42- 
43). 
The notebook does establish that Van Giffen's iden- 
tifications of the hunebeds which were described in 
the 'Schultes' reports' of I 8 I 8- I 8 I 9 were correct 
( I 925, p. I 69- I 88), since Reuvens labels the map- 
ped hunebeds with this numbering. 
2: 1 5  There is remarkable similarity between the 
backgrounds of Westendorp's studies ( I 8 I 5, I 822) 
and those of A. Bertrand (1864:  see Daniel I 960 
and Cartailhac 1889). Bertrand's publication was 
also part of a prize-winning entry for a competition 
(organised in 1862 by the Académie des Inscrip- 
tions et  Belles-lettres of Paris). Although the text of 
the Hollandsche Maatschappij competition was also 
published in French in I 8 I 2, that does not neces- 
sarily mean that it was a factor in the organising of 
the Parisian competition. 
It is, however, remarkable that both Westendorp 
(1822)  and Bertrand mapped lines to the east 
beyond which no 'hunebeds' o r  'dolmens' 
respectively were thought to occur. The former gave 
only a verba1 description of his map (fig. 8). The 
latter added a map, this being, according to Daniel, 
the first published distribution map of megalithic 
graves in any country in the world, and possibly the 
oldest distribution map of any prehistoric object. It 
is improbable that Bertrand was familiar with the 
contents of Westendorp's lengthy Dutch book. 
Presumably this eastern border line had a common 
older (French?) source. A year later, D e  Bonstetten 
( r  865) published a distribution map of the megalith- 
ic graves of Europe, on  which this eastern border 
does not appear. The line reappears with Fergusson 
( I 872) however. 
Maps with lines delimiting present o r  reconstructed 
scientific entities are much older. In I 723 the Dutch 
linguist Lambert ten Kate Hermansz published a 
map of 'peoples and languages of Europe according 
to historica1 sources and to former and present 
tongues' with a complicated system of boundary- 
lines. 
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The realisation that the character of the 
distribution-picture of the megalithic graves invol- 
ved a connection with the sea coasts - for which 
Bertrand was praised by Daniel - was already pres- 
ent in Westendorp's work. Westendorp said that he 
based his opinion on Caylus (1764), but the latter's 
passage concerning this subject deals only with the 
situation in Brittany, not the analogous situation 
elsewhere. 
2: I 6 According to a manuscript register of al1 re- 
viewers in the Anzeigen, vols. I 8 I g I 830 (Göttin- 
gen University Library, Ac. 20). Dr. H. Steuer 
(Göttingen) sent me this invaluable information 
(7.4- 1976). 
2: I 7 Dr. J. Kramarek, head archivist of the Ar- 
chaeological Museum in WrocJaw and Dr. W. Woj- 
ciechowski, prehistorian attached to the university 
there, informed me that they had been unable to 
find any of this correspondence, either in the archiv- 
esof the museum or  in the centra1 municipal Record 
Office. A11 the material was burned during World 
War I1 (letter from Wojciechowski, 23.7. I 973). 
This is a pity since Seger omitted digressions on 
questions other than the Three Period System. Oth- 
e r  aspects of Westendorp's book, for instance his 
ethnic interpretations, may have been dealt with in 
the omitted parts. Busching's letters of reply in Co- 
penhagen might provide more information about 
t his. 
2: I 8 See note I 4. 
2: I 9 Among Janssen's papers (Leiden University 
Library ms BPL 944) there is a large number of 
references about the co-occurrence of stone and 
metal tools. He found enough support for this 
among most of his German colleagues who were 
opposing the theories of Thomsen and Lisch (see 
below). 
Later addition: the H I L V E R S U M  finds were exhibit- 
ed in the Leiden museum as a proof of the continua- 
tion of the 'Stone Age' until as late as the Roman 
period or, in Holwerda's days, even the medieval 
period (see below). Only in the I 940's H. Brunsting 
would remove them from the show-cases! When 
Heinrich Schliemann visited the museum on 
3.8. I 875, 'the findings in the Hunebedden' attract- 
ed his particular attention, but even more the Hil- 
versum finds, which implied 'that there has never 
been a real stone-age.' (The bronze palstave refer- 
red to by him was also found at Hilversum, but 
kilometres away from the 'Stone Age' site, Janssen 
I 856, pl. X: I .) See Schliemann's letter to C.T. New- 
ton, of the next day, cited by Bastet ( I  978, p. 7682,  
2 20) .  
2:20 I follow here Gummel (1938). 
2:2 I Also quoted by Gummel (1938, p. 300). 
Tischler opposed a lecture in which a Saxon origin 
had been argued for al1 German megalithic graves. 
With few words he made clear that this theory and 
al1 other theories requiring a similar recent dating 
(Oldenhuis Gratama I 886, Fergusson I 872) were 
impossible due to the Stone Age artefacts found in 
these graves. He speaks as an expert about the arte- 
facts in the most important collections (including 
Assen). What a pity that he did not write down al1 
this! 
2:22 See concerning Holwerda in this period: Van 
der Waals 1973; Van Wijngaarden r95 I .  W.R.K. 
Perizonius, Westerheem 2 I ,  I 972, p. I 44, published 
a photograph of Holwerda in I 909. 
2:23 A photograph of Van Giffen in these years 
was published by Nyessen 1927, pl. 6. See concern- 
ing Van Giffen: Waterbolk 1973 and, especially, 
I 976; Lanting I 973b; Bierma I 973 (bibliography); 
Van der Waals I 974; several articles in his I 947 
Festschrift (Kwart eeuw); some of Van Giffen's re- 
collections were tape-recorded (Van Giffen I 972). 
2:25 In his very last article, Van Giffen recapitu- 
lated this theory and partially adapted it to new 
architectural discoveries ( I 973, p. 64-65; Keiteren 
should read K R E L I N G E N ,  cf. VOSS 197s). 
2:24 Knöll (1959, p. 42-43, pl. 44) summarised 
the evidence given in Van Giffen's publication 
(1927) and in correspondence. According to the 
typochronology developed below, the stratigraphic 
sequence would be (if the difficultly datable pieces 
are omitted): below the fallen prop were represen- 
ted stages A ( I X), B (o- I x ) ,  C (3-4 X ) ,  D I (7 X )  
and between the slightly higher 'pavements' C and B 
stages B ( I  X) ,  D2 (6-7 x ) ,  E I  (4-5 X ) ,  E2 ( I  X). 
Besides, a Zigzag Beaker and two Pot Beakers 
(which are several centuries later) were found in this 
layer. Knöll could not solve al1 discrepancies in the 
documentation of the stratigraphic position of the 
last described TRB finds. In an uppermost layer, 
between 'pavements' B and A, undecorated TRB 
and Beaker pottery were found. The latter included 
a sherd of a Beaker with short-wave moulding which 
is much older than the Pot Beakers. 
2:26 TO inventorise the TRB pottery in the BA1 
under Van Giffen's guidance, Van Hulten was ap- 
pointed in 1940, on behalf of the Rijksbureau voor 
het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek in Leiden (cf. 
Van Es I 972, p. 2 1-24 on this bureau). In 1945 she 
was appointed by the BAI. After her marriage in 
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1947, Van Hulten continued her job at home on a 
part-time basis until c. 1950. 
2:27 D.L. Clarke ( I  968, p. 423-425) constructed 
a 'bow-wave model' for an expansion of megalithic 
graves from the Hamburg area (Haassel?) over 
Denmark. The Danish dolmens would be a simpli- 
fied version of the (Hamburg) passage graves (Hol- 
stein chambers? See Chapter 7). This model does 
not fi t  in with the known facts. 
2:28 Van Giffen was director of the BA1 (1920- 
1954), of the ROB ( I  947- I 949), and of the IPP 
( I 95 I -  I 956). Cf. Lanting I 973b and Glasbergen 
I 966. 
2:29 Staal and I have worked independently from 
each other. Modderman's synchronisation of Staal's 
phases and mine (Staal I 976, note 2) is inaccurate. 
As far as the selected illustrations go, it should run 
(Staal's phases are given here in lower type): a = B 
( + B / C , ~ ~ ~ . ~ : I ) ; ~ = D I ; C = D I ; ~ = D ~ - E r ; e =  
D2-EI; f = E2; g = E2. 
C H A P T E R  3 
3: I A clear instance are the pots 'from the tidal 
flats in the neighbourhood of F E D D E R W A R D E R S I E L  
I 866-67' (Oldenburg museum 3 I 05-3 109, cf. Von 
Alten I 874). They are probably from a TRB ceme- 
tery on a now submerged sand ridge. Knöll placed 
the well-formed, but undecorated pottery (Kg: I ;  
K24:5, 22) at the very tail-end, in Q and Z. Yet, the 
profile of the shoulder pot would fit wel1 int0 N or O 
and similar bowls occur in T o r  V (fig. Bq: I r )  and in 
later assemblages. Two carefully ornamented, 
fragmentary bowls belonging to the same assem- 
blage have been overlooked by Knöll. Both repre- 
sent phase X, so that the whole Fedderwardersiel 
group may date from phase O+X (or D2, see be- 
low). 
3:2 Among the finds from ELSPEET, there is one 
sherd with D ornament (fig. B8: I 2, see Appendix 
B7). It is, however of different manufacture and 
thinner, and strictly speaking, it could also have 
been derived from elsewhere (collection Mulder). 
But the horizontal bands of lying V's on other sherds 
(not illustrated) could, perhaps, also indicate that 
the settlement continued until after the introduction 
of the D features elsewhere. 
3:3 Voss worked in Netherland and Munsterland 
in  I 973 and I 977. This section was written before 
I 977, when Voss tabulated the relevant features of 
the more complete pilot types in both areas for 
computer analysis. 
3:4 When I drew the collared flask 1720 and the 
funnel beaker I 7 I 9 (K3o: 20) in the Oldenburg mu- 
seum in 1959, 1720 contained an old note: 'GRUP-  
PENBUHREN,  Amt Delmenhorst, I 7 I 9- I 720, Bau- 
rat Schmidt'. Colour (orange-brown) and burnish of 
both (complete) pots are identical so that they may 
be considered as having come from the same deep 
interment. A parallel for the funnel beaker with 
interior lug-handles is given by Pleyte 1882, plate 
16:3 (EMMEN).  
3:5 Recently a sherd from the neck of a collared 
flask was discovered among the finds from the E2 
settlement in B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  (Modderman, 
Bakker & Heidinga 1976; Appendix B3). 
3:6 Knöll 1959, map 20, list r 03. To add 87, 90 
(excavation Gabriel), 91 (Knöll 1968, note 76), 
253, 280, AALDEN,  gem. Zweelo and DROUWE-  
NERVELD,  gem. Borger. 
3:7 R cently, Hulthén (1977) suggested a func- 
tion as bed-warming tile. This would indeed better 
explain the careful ornamentation. 
3:8 Cf. also a map compiled by W. Wendt 
(Schwabedissen I 967, fig. 25). 
3:9 Counts of the sherds from V L A A R D I N G E N  
(Altena et al. I 962, p. 2 I 7, note 27). At other sites 
the ratio does not seem to be much different. In the 
VL settlements of H A Z E N D O N K ,  however, baking 
plates are practically absent (information L.P. 
Louwe Kooijmans 1976) and in the E2 settlement 
in B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  (Modderman et al. I 976) the 
weight percentage of the discs was nearly 8% of the 
TRB total. Evidently factors like sample size, activ- 
ity areas, and the economy of the settlement are of 
influence. 
3: 10  On the HAZENDONK,  fragments of three or- 
namented TRB pots have been found in 'Vlaardin- 
gen Ib' layers. ( I )  is the globular belly of a collared 
flask with continuous horizontal Tiefstich lines on 
the shoulder. (2-3) are two fragments not broader 
than 4 cm. Their decoration is in rather rough Tief- 
stich lines; the temper is pounded quartz. (2) 
( I  1.097) seems to be from the neck of an amphora 
with blocks of stacked W's and a horizontal line on 
the base of the neck. (3) is a wal1 sherd ( I 8.625) of a 
smal1 bowl with a curved profile. Its top is bordered 
by a horizontal line, its left and right sides by origi- 
nally (at least two) vertical lines. Between these 
lines, two inverted V's are placed above two hori- 
zontal lines which stop before the vertical lines. To 
assign (2-3) to a phase is difficult. Tvaerstik, most 
typical for D and E I,  is lacking; so are point stamp 
lines which are so typical for E2. The two horizontal 
base lines on (3) are not seen on  C-E pottery (Knöll 
1959, Schlicht 1968, 1972). Still, D I -E seem the 
most probable phases for (3), with a preference for 
E, in which (2) would fit well. 
Temper of pounded quartz was so far (1977) 
thought to occur only locally in T R B  ware (e.g. 
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D ,  U D D E L E R M E E R ) ,  pounded 
granite being the normal temper of western T R B  
pottery. Diatom analysis might be able to demon- 
strate that the T R B  pottery was made on  the Ha- 
zendonk itself by finding fresh o r  brackish diatoms 
in it (Jansma I 977). Was a T R B  woman potter part 
of the VL extended family on  this wet site? 
The scarcity of baking plates (n. 3:9) might indicate 
that bread baking and the cultivation of cereals were 
less important than stock-breeding or  fishing and 
hunting. I thank the excavator, Dr. L.P. Louwe 
Kooijmans (Leiden museum) for permission to 
study the finds. 
Later addition: Louwe Kooijmans (1976b, p. 286, 
fig. 23) turns the sherds (2-3) I 80°and dates them to 
C-D I (D2?). The unframed chevron of (2) is, how- 
ever, not found in C. Neither are stacked V's. 
C H A P T E R  4 
4: I The chronological position of Drouwen A 
with respect to B is not completely clear. B is often 
found without A, which is very rare. It is unknown if 
A was made in Drente before B. One  could also 
think of an introduction of A and B together, where 
B outlived A. 
4:2 The sherd from G E L L E N E R D E I C H ,  Bakker & 
Van der Waals I 973, fig. I 2:4, was interpreted as a 
Middle Havelte specimen because of its incised 
grooves, which are rarely seen in the West Group on 
earlier pottery. The original shape of the pot and the 
design could, however, also indicate that a MN I1 
tureen is concerned (or Drouwen CIDr) .  The 
isolated position of this dubious Middle Havelte 
find also urges for caution. The beaker from 
S C H W A R M S T E D T  is another dubious type (I.C.). 
C H A P T E R  5 
5 :  I Here, as throughout this book, 'stone' is used 
;o indicate al1 kinds of natura1 stone except flint. 
Later addition: see also Stewart 1973, for sugges- 
tions about making and function of flint, stone and 
bone artefacts. 
5:2 However, the small flint artefacts from the 
~ o r d m o o r  settlement at OXSTEDT near Cuxhaven 
(Waller I 935) are, on the average, larger ( 4  cm o r  
more). This might indicate - contrary to what was 
said above - that in the West Group flint tools 
become larger towards Scandinavia due to cultural 
or  geological factors. Waller gave illustrations and 
descriptions of I O O  small flint artefacts. He  also 
mentioned splinters of thin-butted flint axes with 
rectangular cross-section. H e  made no mention of 
artefacts made of any other stone than flint. It would 
seem that the few pieces of pottery of diagnostic 
value (ibid. fig. 4;  Dehnke 1940, plate I: I -  I I ,  p. 
26-27) offer parallels with (part of) phases A-C. The 
settlement finds in the Stade museum (e.g. MARMS- 
TORF) are suitable material for a study of small flint 
artefacts. 
5:3 See Appendix B I  r (Laren) for a plausible 
different interpretation (cooking or  boiling stones). 
Cf. also Stewart I 975. 
5:4 Brandt 1967, p. 96, line 2 only makes sense if 
I O, O is changed int0 I 5, o. 
5:5 20  hoards with flint axes are known from 
peaty or  boggy places in Netherland. No pottery was 
present in any of them (Bakker 1959; Achterop 
I 960 (inventory of hoards r- I 8);  Achterop I 96 ra 
(hoard 19);  Louwe Kooijmans I 969, fig. I 3 (hoard 
I 2); Van der Waals r 964a (most recent, important 
discussion)). The possible hoard 2 0  ( A N L O )  was 
reported in Nieuwspapier Drents Museum Assen I 
( I ) ,  I 976; a complete report wil1 be published in the 
NDV. In that Nieuwspapier there appeared also the 
illustration of a possible hoard from ELP, consisting 
of two flint blades and a point-butted axe with oval 
cross-section, made from-quartzite, which is proba- 
bly earlier than the MN T R B  phases. 
5:6 The raw material for these axes came from as 
far away as H O V  and B J E R R E  in Thy, northwest of 
the Limfjord. There, a great number of mine-shafts 
were found which yielded evidence of this: in the 
upper levels of these shafts completely finished and 
half-finished heavy thin-butted flint axes were 
found, as wel1 as 'delicately decorated' sherds 'from 
an early phase of the Neolithic' (Danish chronolo- 
gy!). Becker wrote a lively article on these finds 
( 1966). 
5:7 H. Aust (personal information r 972) has 
found an old description of holes and bumps on the 
H E M M O O R  site possibly indicating prehistoric flint 
mining. See Deecke r 933, Ahrens r 966 and Gellert 
1958 for the flint bearing Witte Klippe on HELIGO-  
L A N D .  This chalk cliff disappeared in I 77 I ,  but its 
flint could be found on the Heligoland Dune Island 
until recently. 
Fig. 42 was compiled from data given by Becker 
I 966, I 952 (for S. Scandinavia); Mariën r 952, fig. 
87  (Belgium); Nougier rggo, map r5 (France); 
Evans 1975, fig. 55 (England); Andree 1922, 
Deecke 1933 (Germany). Maximum extension of 
erratics after Bederke and Wunderlich 1968, p. 26. 
For prehistoric flint mining in general, see Andree 
I 922, Jahn 1960, Roos et al. 1971, and Engelen 
1 976. 
5:8 DROUWEN:  Leiden museum c. 1912112.3; 
copy Assen museum 19 I 216. IC; illustrations PZ 
I 9 I 3, p. 345; Van Giffen I 927, piate I 54: 2. It is 20  
cm long, has polished broad and narrow sides and a 
rernnant of the cortex on the very narrow butt. 
TINAARLO:  Assen museum 192813.148; Van Gif- 
fen 1944a, fig. 4:34. It is I 8 cm long and both the 
long sides are polished. Repeatedly re-sharpened. 
ZEI JEN:  found during clandestine diggings in 
I 856-7. Assen museum r 8571 1.2; Van Giffen 1927, 
plate I 54: I 3. Length I 7.9 cm. This specimen illus- 
trates the taxonomic difficulties. The narrow butt 
surface was polished, which does not occur in the 
thin-butted thick-bladed flint axes, according to 
Becker and Brandt. Furthermore, the outline of the 
broad sides is a narrow trapezoid and one might 
consider the possibility of its being another type. 
The top (4 cm) is half the width of the cutting edge 
- - 
(8 c m j  and this is exactly where Brandt (not our 
Danish colleagues) draws the line between thin- 
butted and thick-butted axes (Brandt I 967, p. I 09). 
The latter type is, however, out of the question, 
since the narrow sides have a completely different 
outline. The axe from SCHIPBORG, Assen museum 
I 8631 I .  I ,  is a close parallel. 
The specimen from hunebed RIJS-F  I (Leeuwarden 
museum SIN I .  Boeles 195 I,  plate 2:9; Van Giffen 
I 927, plate I 5 2 : ~ ~ )  has convex, carefully polished 
sides and a rounded butt, which is also polished. 
One narrow side is irregularly curved and more 
superficially polished. Length I g cm. At 2 cm below 
the top and at 113 length, the top formula is c. 5 I %, 
which would indicate a Lind0 thick-butted axe 
(Becker I 973, p. I 27), but to my (and Van Giffen's) 
taste the axe has distinct thin-butted features - it 
may be a resharpened thin-butted axe (cf. Becker 
1973, p. I 38- I 39, fig. 15). Anyway, this piece has 
little typochronological value. Cf. Knöll (1959, p. 
32), who also discussed these axes. 
Mr. G. de Leeuw. of the Assen museum. kindlv 
collected measureAents of the Assen axes at m; 
request. 
5:9 See note 5:s. 
5: 10  A top fragment of a fairly large flint axe 
whose polishing recalls a TRB axe is from the TRB 
E-settlernent at A N L O  (Waterbolk 1960, fig. 41:  
K- I I ) .  It was a surface find and EGK pottery was 
also found at this site. It might possibly have been a 
very long Flint- Flachbeil, although also an unchar- 
acteristic imported Danish axe whose available di- 
mensions still fall within the criteria Becker estab- 
lished for the Lind0 type. At 2 cm from the butt, the 
ratio of thickness to width is c. 56% (cf. Becker 
I 973, p. I 60- I 6 I).  
~ : I I  Seenote 5:5. 
5: I 2 A good example of a chisel which was polish- 
ed in the EGK manner is that from EMMEN-D43  
(Appendix B I 3). Leiden museum c. I 9 I 31 I 2. I 4. 
Holwerda 19 14, p. 65 bottom left. This is not a 
battle-axe as stated by Van Giffen I 927, p. 436 and 
440 (Knöll I 959, p. 33, note 2 I) .  
5: I 3 Chisel: Leiden museum c. 19391 1.8. Collared 
flask: Zwolle museum POM 57, illustrated by Kae- 
las 1959, fig. 19. Both in impeccable condition, 
apart from the old fracture of the chisel's butt end. 
They were discovered in 1938 by the antiquities 
hunter G. Middelveld (Emmen) in the urnfield 
'Driest', S.E. of the Eppiesbergje, gem. ODOORN.  
According to his letter of August, 197 I and his 
information given on the findspot ( I 3.8. I 973), he 
found the grave below the centre of a 0.6 m high 
barrow of coarse sand (diam. 2.5 m; 6 urns, 0.5 m 
deep). 'In the yellow sand with piecesof charcoal' he 
saw the contours of a grave pit (2 by o. 8 m). At I .  7 m 
below the old surface, the bottom of the grave was 
lined with two rows of stones piled upon each other 
(diam. of each c. 30-35 cm, larger stones 'at the head 
end'). The collared flask 'was at the right hand side 
of the body, in the corner', the 'axe' was slightly 
higher in the grave. 
The correspondence of the Leiden museum (F.C. 
Bursch) with Middelveld (g- I 9. I .  I 939) shows that 
Middelveld tried to sell both finds to the museum, 
the chisel for Dfl. 6.-, which was accepted, the flask 
for Dfl. 30.-, while Leiden was not prepared to pay 
more than Dfl. 10.-. Middelveld told that he had 
bought both pieces from the finder, probably to 
force up the price. The flask was 'found at Odoorn at 
a depth of 2.7 m. The chisel lay next to it. Everything 
in a grave composed of stones.' The Emmen mu- 
seum would have offered Dfl. 45.-, but the flask 
was bought for Dfl. 46.- by G.J. ter Kuile who 
apparently placed it in the Enschede or Zwolle mu- 
seum. In the contemporary correspondence be- 
tween Bursch and Ter Kuile (about the B A A L D E R E S  
finds) no reference is made to the Odoorn assem- 
blage. A cardboard pedestal for the flask formerly in 
the Enschede museum and a label in the Zwolle 
museum, both written by Ter Kuile, indicate anoth- 
er findspot, near Exlo, gemeente Odoorn, along the 
road to Odoorn. 
Although three major discrepancies - depth of the 
grave, finder and findspot - and the many elapsed 
years may cal1 for some caution in considering the 
I 97  I report, the essence of it needs not be discredit- 
ed. The findspot given by Ter  Kuile may be due to 
choosing the wrong road on  the topographical map, 
Driest having an analogous position on the 
Valthe-Odoorn road. The difference in depth may 
be due to Middelveld's faulty memory for figures: in 
I 97 I he wrote that Ter  Kuile paid 'not Dfl. 46.-, 
but Dfl. 65.-'. 
Knöll's report (1959, p. 33, note 30) of a chisel of 
this type at Z E I J E N  is incorrect. 
5: I 4 See note 5 :s .  
5: 1 5  The Vlaardingen settlement was excavated 
by the IPP, I 959- I 964. Only preliminary reports 
have appeared (Altena e t  al. I 962-63; Groenman- 
van Waateringe & Jansma I 969). 
5: I 6 Examination of the flint axes in the Brussels 
museum ( r 969). For Verheyleweghen's chronology 
in its general context: cf. De  Laet (1972, I 974) and 
Verheyleweghen's publications cited by him. De  
Laet (1972)  reviews the Michelsberg and Seine- 
Oise-Marne sites in Belgium. He  disagrees with Lu- 
ning ( r  967), who lets SOM succeed Michelsberg, 
and pleads for a partial chronological overlap of 
both cultures in Belgium. Besides, De  Laet stressed 
the probability tha t the  flint miners themselves had 
not produced their own pottery, but bought it from 
both adjoining cultural groups. O n  the other hand, 
Clason's analysis of the animal bones indicated 
quite normal farm refuse on the spot, and not the 
Schleppeffekt to be expected if the industrial special- 
isation andlor the living conditions on the plateau 
had been as described by Verheyleweghen and De  
Laet. 
5: r 7 The fact that I speak here of the Meuse flint 
Sone does not rule out the possibility of the types 
mentioned having also been produced in flint quar- 
ries o r  mines in northern and even central France. 
5 :  r 8 In the future, neutron activation analysis 
may prove to be a useful tool for distinguishing 
between some types of flint (De Bruin et  al. I 972). 
It is not to be expected that the process wil1 be able 
to differentiate between moraine flints and Danish 
flints, since they share a common origin. 
5: r g Leiden museum v.H.v.1. I .  Pleyte 1882, 
blate 41 :3  erroneously illustrated this axe with 
rounded-off rectangular cross-section (it is ellipti- 
cal) and wrote that it was found in the tomb. The 
primary documentation, however, leaves no doubt 
that it was found adjacent to it. 
5:20 Butler & Van der Waals 1967, p. 69-70; figs. 
r 4- I S ;  p. 80-82, fig. 2 1:8; Butler 1959, p. 134- I 36, 
fig. 4. 
5:2 I TO avoid taxonomic confusion, the German 
terms have, wherever possible, been literally trans- 
lated into English. German jargon differentiates 
strictly between Bei1 (axe of types like those 
described in the preceding sections) and Axt 
(battle-axe in English). The English term axe- 
hammer has recently been reserved for the 
perforated axe with hammer-butt of simple form 
and made for heavy work (Arbeitsaxt in German) 
(Roe 1966). The German term Harnmeraxt is used 
for battle-axes with a hammer-like butt. Flache 
Hammeraxt is translated here as Flat battle-axe, 
since the typical representatives of the type (see 
Brandt I 967, I 97 I )  are battle-axes, without an ob- 
viously different function from that of the other 
T R B  battle-axes o r  E G K  battle-axes. This transla- 
tion also avoids confusion with the axe-hammers 
mentioned above. The term Double battle-axe was 
taken from the German. J.J. Butler's translation of 
Axt mit Nackenkamm as Fan-butted battle-axe was 
an inspiration. 'Collars' for the rings round shaft- 
hole openings (German: Tullen) was suggested by 
C. van Driel-Murray. 
5:22 In addition to the specimen from RIJSSEN,  
;he following specimens were found to the west of 
the area mapped by Brandt and north of the Arden- 
nes: at W I C H E L E N  near Ghent (Nenquin r 963; De 
Laet r 974, fig. r 2 I ; not an E G K  battle-axe!), in Kr. 
G E L D E R N  (Geschwendt I 960, plate r 3:7), and at 
D R E V E N A C K ,  Kr. Rees (Brandt I 967, notes I 28 and 
I go). The axe labelled by Aberg ( I g I 8, fig. I 32) as 
'ENSCHEDE,  Netherland?' comes, according to 
Brandt, from TELGTE,  Kr. Munster. In the present 
book, I discuss under the Knob-butted axes the axes 
from W E K E R O M  and U D D E L E R M E E R  (province of 
Gelderland) which were described by Addink 
( I  968) as 'Flache Hammeraxt, Shape r (Brandt)'. 
In the case of the (small) Wekerom fragment my 
choice is rather arbitrary. 
5: 23 The specimen from formerly MADUSEE,  now 
MIEDWIECKO,  site I ,  powiat Stargard Szczecinski, 
Pomerania, nowhere illustrated and now lost, was 
found in an open site which yielded Wiórek and 
Lubon sherds of  the T R B  East Group (Jazdiewski 
r 932, fig. 47; 1936, p. 371, n. 244; Siuchninski 
I 969, p. 88, plate VIIa-g) and possibly also a sherd 
of Corded Ware (Siuchninski I 969, plate VIIId, p. 
88). The Lubon phase must have started about 2700 
BC (Bakker, Vogel & WiSlanski 1969), i.e. about 
the beginning of the MN for the North and the West 
Groups (section 6.9). 
A recent find is that of DRAGSHOLM,  Denmark 
(Brinch Petersen 1974). There was a broken 
battle-axe of this type in a grave, associated with, 
among other things, a pot similar to Becker I 947, 
fig. 40 (OXIE,  Scania), which Becker placed in the 
NOTES P. 90- 105 
EN B. It would lead us too far afield to discuss here 
the other burial gifts from this grave and a synchro- 
nous grave adjacent to it, and the two conflicting 
C I 4 datings for these graves. 
5:23a See section 6.9, radiocarbon dating, for a 
discussion of the typoíogical dating of the S T E N D I S  
lugged beaker and of the earliest passage graves. 
5:24 See note 5:28. 
5:25 Ebbesen (p. 203, note 207) remarked cor- 
rectly that the dimensions of most Hanover axes are 
those of Amazon axes. The typplogically earliest 
specimens, like fig. 48d and like Aberg I 9 I 6b, figs. 
3-4, belong to the Troldebjerg-Fredsgarde type ac- 
cording to Ebbesen's metric definition (Ebbesen, 
fig. 143). Seen from this angie, the S K O R P I N G  axe 
and another one from Denmark (Ebbesen, fig. 
144:2 and note 50) would also belong to the Hano- 
ver axes, or be prototypes. 
5:26 In order to distinguish among the scatters of 
dots on these distribution maps between the core- 
areas with a dense distribution and the marginal 
areas with sporadic finds, the following arbitrary 
method was employed: circles with a radius of c. I o 
and c. 2 0  km were described around every find-spot. 
A 'closed distribution area' is one containing more 
than one find-spot within the contour of the 2 0  km 
circles thus formed. In fig. 57 these 'closed distribu- 
tion areas' are indicated by shading. The shaded 
areas were defined by a tlowing line drawn between 
the I o km and 2 0  km lines. The circle method of figs. 
2-4 and 50-56 - for which the name 'frog-spawn 
method' was suggested- is preferable to the alterna- 
tive of larger symbols (or a smaller scale of map) in 
that the find spots can still be indicated fairly preci- 
sely, even in the core areas. 
5:27 See note 25, above. 
5:28 Mrs. Addink very generously placed at my 
disposal her detailed documentation of TRB 
battle-axes which is part of her inventory of 
perforated axes in the provinces of Gelderland and 
Utrecht and in Gooiland. She had already published 
a list of these TRB battle-axes in her paper on EGK 
battle-axes (Addink-Samplonius I 968, p. 2 I 3-2 I q). 
Her documentation includes ten knob-butted 
battle-axes; i t  is kept in the IPP. 
I am also very much obliged to al1 those who assisted 
me in collecting the primary data on the other spec- 
imens. 
5: 29 Tackenberg ( I 974, p. 26-27) issurelycorrect 
in rejecting the specimen from HULSTEN, Kr. Bor- 
ken (Brandt I 967; Bakker I 973). From what can be 
seen on Albrecht's photograph ( I 938, fig. 38), it is 
certainly atypical (pointed cheeks, scarcely any 
knob, no oblong block shape and particularly some 
features characteristic of Flat battle-axes). On Tack- 
enberg's authority, I have also omitted the spec- 
imen from OFFLUM, Kr. Steinfurt, which is said to 
resemble the above, and the one from DROPE,  Kr. 
Lingen, which would possess atypical proportions. 
A specimen from ERMERVEEN,  gemeente Sleen, 
Drente, Leiden museum c. I 89616. I ,  appears incor- 
rectly in Hoof (1970, plate 23:2 15) as M A A S T R I C H T  
and in Tackenberg (1974, p. 56) not only as Maas- 
tricht but also as E M M E N  (because it had been read 
in Leiden as: Emmerveen, i.e. Peat of Emmen). 
This is not a knob-butted axe but a Nackengebogene 
Axt from the Bronze Age or the Iron Age (also in 
the opinion of S.H. Achterop). The specimen has 
collars and vague circular cheeks. 
5:30 The dating of TRB knob-butted battle-axes 
elsewhere was recently checked by Brandt ( I  967) 
and Nilius ( I  971). The few southern Scandinavian 
find-associations point to a dating in the EN C, the 
MN I and a 'probably somewhat later' phase. If we 
were to see the knob of the battle-axes of the Swed- 
ish Boat-axe culture (EGK) as a Gerivative of the 
TRB knob-butted axes there, it would be necessary 
to assume a currency period which extended even 
int0 the MN 111-IV (cf. section 6.8). 
The inclusion of the 'Dutch' knob-butted battle-axe 
from G R A P P E R H A U S E N  (4) in an illustration of arte- 
facts from the Fuchsberg phase in Schleswig- 
Holstein (Schwabedissen I 968, fig. 4) was extreme- 
ly misleading. Schwabedissen had in mind the frag- 
ment of the battle-axe from O H E  = S A C H S E N W A L -  
D A U  = S C H O N N I N G S T E D T  (Schwantes 1940, plate 
5:26). Brandt ('971, n. 74) identified this as a Flat 
battle-axe, cf. Aberg 191 8, fig. 141. See section 
5.6. I .  
5:3 I This occurrence next to a hunebed might, of 
course, also point to the EGK, since EGK battle- 
axes, axes and pottery are regularly found in them. 
Gabriel ( I  966) even found a Nackengebogene Axt 
in the passage graves of T A N N E N H A U S E N .  
5:32 This is a good example of 'polarized trade' 
(Clarke I 968, p. 4 I 8-420; Piggott I 965, p. I 88, fig. 
I 05) over a relatively short distance in contrast with 
the polarized trade over very long distances which 
presupposes a higher level of social organisation 
(Greek-Celtic trade, Assyrian trade) than was likely 
for that of the TRB population and its neighbours. 
I would note in passing that the distribution picture 
which gave rise to these opinions in r 973 seems to 
have been confirmed in the meantime: the number 
of specimens in Noord-Brabant and Limburg has 
risen from two to four and al1 lie roughly on an 
east-west axis B L A D E L - H U N S E L  which runs south 
of Eindhoven, parallel with the Belgian border. Is 
this an old route south of the large Peel peat bogs? 
The maps at my disposal do  not make clear exactly 
why it should run along the watershed of the Scheldt 
and lower Meuse tributaries. 
One could assume here a genuine T R B  colony, o r  a 
population deriving other cultural features from the 
northern Netherland T R B  culture than these 
battle-axes, but the fact that these derivative fea- 
tures are not obvious, especially in the pottery, ar- 
gues against this (although admittedly the Neolithic 
is virtually unknown here). It is true that a few 
sherds of collared flasks were found in the gemeente 
H U N S E L  (information J.H.F. Bloemers), but the 
pottery from these sites lacks the Tiefstich ornamen- 
tation which would be expected in the Early Havelte 
period, as do the prehistoric sherds from the rele- 
vant part of Noord-Brabant (information J. Slof- 
stra). 
Concerning the collared flasks from southeastern 
Netherland (Van Haaren & Modderman I 973), we 
can consider either pre-Tiefstich impulses, o r  impul- 
ses from the Gallery Grave Group (to which the 
sites of southeastern Netherland may themselves 
possibly have belonged). The Gallery Grave Group 
is (as is the Vlaardingen culture) a group, situated 
along the edge of the MN T R B  West Group, which 
adopted eclectically some elements of the T R B  cul- 
ture (from Walternienburg-Bernburg) and the Riv- 
nái. culture, but which shows a gradual transition on 
the western fringe of the Ardennes into the Seine- 
Oise-Marne culture of the northeastern Paris Basin 
(Fischer r 973). No Knob-butted battle-axes have 
been found in Gallery graves west of the Harz. 
5:33 In Denmark, a number of loam quarries of 
ihe T R B  culture have been found, including those in 
the settlements of T R E L L E B O R G  (Becker I 956) and 
K L I N T E B A K K E  (Berg 195 I ) .  Loam was quarried 
there for a number of purposes, e.g. the wattle- 
and-daub walls of the houses, for which large quan- 
tities were required. The reason why no loam quar- 
ries have yet been found in Dutch T R B  settlements 
may be that the glacial loam generally causes a high 
ground water level on the Drente Plateau if it is 
situated near the surface. It was avoided by settle- 
ments. In this connection, the information that the 
unfinished specimen from E E X T - A N N E N  ( 15) was 
found ' 2  m deep, while clearing the (arable?) field of 
stones', would seem to be significant, although it 
also raises some questions. Was T R B  refuse dump- 
ed in loam pits, o r  were the battle-axes made there 
and not in the village? 
5:34 Tubular drilling was never employed. Mal- 
mer ( r 962, p. 607-6 I o) believed that this technique 
is found in Sweden only in the battle-axes of the 
later Boat-axe culture (EGK), and that it is thus an 
important chronological indicator. He did not yet 
use this criterion in developing o r  checking his chro- 
nology. 
Jazdzewski ( I 936, figs. 945, 955), however, 
illustrated two Polish T R B  battle-axes the perfora- 
tion of which, by tubular drilling, was not complet- 
ed. One of these unfinished specimens is of a 
Knob-butted battle-axe, the shape of which is quite 
closely related to the Dutch type. It was found at 
B O L F C I N ,  Wojewodship Kielce, in the territory of 
the T R B  Southeast Group. Widejy-known find- 
groups such as that of NAEQCZOW (Aberg r 9 I 8, fig. 
3 I 5) prove that it does indeed belong to the South- 
eastern T R B  Group, for which C r 4 datings between 
2900 and 2700 BC are available (Bakker, Vogel & 
Wislanski I 969, fig. I 7). This implies that, on the 
Polish loess at least, tubular drilling was already 
known before the MN Ib, several centuries before 
its application to the late EGK battle-axes in Swe- 
den. Nor should we forget that this drilling tech- 
nique had already been employed in the manufac- 
ture of the Rössen Keile. 
5:35 See note 5:26. 
5:36 M. Zápotocky (1966) put forward a host of 
arguments to support the theory that the neolithic 
battle-axes in Europe (which are often perfectly 
symmetrical and occasionally made of semi- 
precious types of stone, in 'royal treasures') were 
the insignia of clan or tribal chiefs andlor the cult 
symbols of priests (whether or not these were one 
and the Same person). Another argument is provid- 
ed by the miniature models of pottery, bone etc. 
which were found with the T R B  culture, too. Zápo- 
tocky has no doubt that the cult of a personified 
male thunder, heaven o r  weather god, whose em- 
blem was the battle-axe, existed since the period of 
the Corded Ware, if not longer. There is evidence in 
favour of uninterrupted traditions going forth to the 
time of Zeus, Thor and Perun. 
6: I Aner I 963, note 63. The Same late dating 
applies for the dolmen under a round barrow at 
ROLFSEN, Kr. Winsen (Wegewitz I 964; Sprockhoff 
1938, fig. 24), which is the only reasonably wel1 
known Rechteckdolmen (rectangular dolmen) west 
of the Elbe. Wegewitz' complete excavation and 
restoration of the monument yielded no pottery 
suitable for typochronology. Cf. also Appendix A2e 
S.V. Stone cist for a recent re-interpretation of the 
Rolfsen grave. 
6:2 Hanging semi-circles of parallel cord impres- 
sions similar to the typical E N  C ornament occurred 
again in the MN 11-111, but independently from the 
old tradition, for this decoration is totally lacking 
during the MN I (Davidsen 1973, p. 45-48). The 
MN I11 (or MN II?) tureen from B A K K E N D R U P  
(Becker I 959, p. 6 I )  which has this decoration can- 
not be interpreted anymore as proof of a MN sur- 
vival of non-megalithic groups in Denmark. 
6:3 Prof. Becker and Prof. Schwabedissen have 
inspected the pottery at the Second Atlantic Collo- 
quium, Groningen I 964. Both dismissed a Michels- 
berg or  a T R B  E N  AIB affinity. A t  the Third Atlan- 
tic Colloguium, Moesgard I 969, Prof. Becker sug- 
gested (in discussion) an E N  C age. 
6:4 The finds are in the IPP. Cf. the c 1 4  date of 
260 + 80 BC (GrN-4150, Radiocarbon 9, I 967, p. 
124) of charcoal from a discolouration below the 
present surface, formerly the base of the mound, of 
hunebed D20. 
6:5 Cf. also the pots from pits around hunebed 
G L I M M E N - G 2  (Lanting 1975, piates r, 3) which are 
badly made and have wobbly bases. 
6:6 Becker (1947)  discerned a South- 
Scandinavian EN A pottery with flat bases and an 
EN B pottery with round bases which succeeded it 
and was followed itself by E N  C pottery. Outside the 
North Group, A and B could not be discerned from 
each other and they were named AIB. Skaarup 
(1975, p. 204-206) gave the presentstatus question- 
urn concerning dating and interpretation of A and 
B. A main problem is that the available Scandina- 
vian Cr  4 datings for EN A, B and C al1 fa11 in a 
period of 300 years, without displaying the expected 
sequence. Skaarup concluded that A, B and C pot- 
tery cannot be seen anymore as representing suc- 
cessive chronolo~ical  ~ h a s e s .  but stressed also that " L 
much more information would be necessary for a 
revision of the old concept. 
6:7 Becker and Skaarup ( I 973, p. I 39ff.; r 975, p. 
206) dismiss Troels Smith's theory (1953)  that the 
TRB culture originated from Bandkeramik (or 
Lengyel) impulses to the Ertebolle-Ellerbek cultu- 
re. The latter epi-mesolithic group would have al- 
ready experimented with agriculture. Skaarup 
(1975, I.C.) remarks that no site of the Ertebolle 
culture has yielded evidence of agriculture. A first 
exception to this rule was recently published by 
Schwabedissen ( I 972) and Schutrumpf ( I  972), who 
found Cerealia and Plantago lanceolata pollen and 
bones of domesticated cattle in the Ertebolle set- 
tlement of R O S E N H O F  in Schleswig-Holstein. Later 
excavations (Schwabedissen, lecture Walter- 
nienburg-Bernburg symposium Halle, r 977; cf. also 
Hulthén ( I 977)) demonstrated, however, that in 
the upper habitation layers AIB T R B  pottery occur- 
red and that indeed a gradual acculturation may 
have taken place on  the spot. 
6: 8 Cf. note 3: r o. 
6:9 Cf. the sequence of 'Swifterbant contribu- 
tions' in Heliniurn r 6, I 976 and r 7, I 977. 
6: r o Muller-Karpe I 974, plates 662-663. 
6:1 I Findspot and position of the pot in the 
ground according to newspaper report in the Lo- 
chemsche Courant of r 4.9. I 934 and correspon- 
dence between J.H. Holwerda and J.J. van Deinse 
in 1934-35 in the archives of the Leiden museum. 
Holwerda pointed out that the perforations below 
the rim and the inverted position of the pot in the 
ground suggest an affinity to Pot Beakers. One  can 
now also think of the Vlaardingen culture. Cf. also 
Lanting & Mook I 977, p. 76. 
6: I 2 Luning's supposition (1967, note 384) that 
such rims also occur in the West Tiefstich Group 
cannot be sustained. Neither have the Dutch T R B  
settlement excavations produced any positive evi- 
dence, nor are the instances given by him so typical 
for the type that they might not belong to the family 
of the 'coarse beakers with short-wave mouldingl- a 
kind of domestic pottery of the Corded Ware (Bec- 
ker r 955). During an inventarisation of such domes- 
tic beakers in Netherland, no genuine Michelsberg- 
like rims were found, but the wide variation of types 
also included similar ones as those mentioned by 
Luning (unpublished research by W. Glasbergen 
and students). In both sites mentioned by Luning, 
Corded Ware occurred ( D U M M E R - N )  o r may have 
occurred ( K L E I N  B U N S T O R F ) .  Later addition: but 
see now N.H. Andersen 1976, figs. 3d, I I .  
6: 1 3  A conflicting line of thought would be to 
derive the hanging triangle of the Drouwen C - MN 
IbIII horizon from the hanging semi-circles of the 
Haassel-Fuchsberg style, via the Altmark pottery. 
But one important and necessary link for this der- 
ivation, a round-bellied Altmark jug with hanging 
triangles, is missing. Only the demonstration (by 
stratigraphic, C I 4 or  other non-typological eviden- 
ce) that Altmark tureens with hanging triangles (cf. 
D U S E D  AU)  succeed immediately to Haassel (and 
that the round-bellied Altmark jugs are a by-path) 
could further sustain such a theory. 
One pot from the D U S E D A U  find has been 
interpreted as a Gatersleben derivation (Behrens 
I 973b, p. I 00; Kroitsch I 973, p. r 22, plate I 6i). In 
my view this derivation is unnecessary: the pot 
shape might fit wel1 into the normal variation of the 
West Group o r  of the Walternienburg Group. It 
may have also been current in the Altmark Group. 
NOTES P. 125-130 
I had earlier attempted an  explanation of pot 3 3  
froin G R O S S  B E R S S E N  7 (Schlicht 1972) as an im- 
port from the Altmark Group (Bakker I 974). Un- 
doubtedly, however, Knöll's explanation ( I  974a) as 
a normal local specimen (c. D21E I) ,  is much better. 
6: 1 4  The handle of the T I N A A R L O  tureen in fig. 
B I o is barely drawn above the rim; its distance from 
the examples in the east and the absence of other 
examples in the intermediate area plead against a 
direct typological connection. In E.F. Neustupny's 
sequence for the Baden culture (1973) jugs with 
pronouncedly high-drawn handles are normal for 
phases C-E. The 'more general' type of high-drawn 
handles of T R B  tureens, as just described in the 
text, can be parallelled with Baden jugs with such 
handles from phase B o r  from the turn of B to C. 
6: I 5 Similar rhytons have been excavated by G. 
Behm-Blancke (private communication I 977) in 
the Bernburg settlement of GROSSOBRINGEN, Kr.
Weimar, D D R  (Behrens 1y73b, fig. 45f, but the 
specimens exhibited in the Weimar museum have 
flat or  round bases). Neustupny ( I  973) placed such 
rhytons in phases D-E of the Baden culture, of 
which D would be synchronous to Bernburg (O.C., 
Table I). Since Bernburg seems to be later than the 
O L D E N D O R F  I1 pottery and the C tureens, one 
would also expect high-drawn handles with a square 
cross-section in earlier phases of the Baden culture 
( C  or  even B). 
6: i ga Prof. Schwabedissen still used the Seeste 
Vase theory in his 2nd Atlantic Colloquium paper 
(Groningen, I 964), but omitted it in his printed 
article (1967)  after having been shown the C r 4  
dated A N L O  pottery. A t  the Arbeitstage Neolithi- 
kum 1975 (Wurzburg) Prof. MilojEiE stated 'no- 
body believes this anymore' when the old concept of 
a possible chronological contact between Rössen 
and Tiefstich was under discussion. 
6: 1 6  When shown Early Havelte pottery in the 
IPP in 1966, E.  Lomborg stressed the similarity to 
EN C shapes. 
6: I 7 A letter ( I  972) to Sylvest and Sylvest asking 
which flat axe and what spirals from the B Y G H O L M  
hoard and what spiral from the R I E S E B U S C H  hoard 
exactly had been analysed by them remained un- 
answered. 
6: I 8 Sangmeister ( I 975) supposed this. 
6: I g JSS ( I 960, p. I 5 I )  ascribed four other analy- 
ses to the T R B  culture, which brought the number 
of their metal groups from three to seven for this 
culture. In reality, however, the two analysed ob- 
jects from the BOBERG I I ~ O H L E N B U R G  hoard, bur- 
ied in a Barbed Wire decorated Beaker, date from 
the (Danish) Late Neolithic BIC (section 2. I 2) and 
the two rivets in the wooden shaft of a stonenacken- 
gebogene battle-axe from D U M M E R -  M (Michaelsen 
1938, illustration 2: 18) date from the Bronze or  
Iron Age (section 5.6.3). In both cases, JSS may 
have been victim of Sprockhoff's incorrect interpre- 
tations (1938, cf. 2.12 and 5.6.3). 
6: 2 0  While writing the preceding section ( I 972), I 
had overseen the study by Cullberg ( r 968). He  dat- 
ed  the North Group flat axes in the MN I because 
the so similar Altheim axes dated, according to him, 
from that period. The available C I 4 datings for the 
Pfyn culture, which is related to Altheim, seem, 
however, to allow for an E N  C date for Altheim. 
Cullberg did not use the Waterbolk-Butler method 
but the JSS subdivisions. He  gave further informa- 
tion on the finding situation of northern metal finds. 
In 1973 new studies have appeared which overlap 
partly with the preceding section. Schlicht ( r 973) 
compiled the available data on metal finds in 2 2  
megalithic graves of the West Group. She now 
abandoned the concept of one single EN C copper 
import horizon and dated each type of copper or- 
nament separately using comparable objects from 
elsewhere. She observed that hunebeds with 2 to 3 
capstones have not yielded metal finds. Copper 
discs were found five times in hunebeds with 5 c a p  
stones and once ( D R O U W E N - D  I 9 )  in one with 9 
capstones. The fact that such discs have only been 
found in E N  C contexts in Denmark Iets her con- 
clude that such long hunebeds were constructed in 
the West in the EN C. The dating of the shorter 
chambers is left open by her. 
Comparing this with sections 6. r and 6.4 and C h a p  
ter 7 shows why I cannot agree with this conclusion. 
Fig. 7 8  demonstrates that hunebeds with 5 to 9 pairs 
of side stones (and generally the Same number of 
capstones) were constructed during the pottery 
phases A-D, i.e. in the MN Ia at the earliest. The fact 
that the short chambers with 2 to 3 capstones (which 
are essentially earlier than the longer chambers) 
seem to have been passed by the stream of copper 
disc imports, also contradicts the theory of one 
single copper disc horizon in the North and the West 
Group. 
Ottaway ( I  973a, b) applied simplified Waterbolk- 
Butler diagrams to the Neolithic copper finds of 
N.W. Europe. Both the finds from the West and 
North Group were still ascribed by her to the EN C. 
Her  studies show the ways new analyses of the data 
used by Schlicht, me, and herself could follow. A 
typological subdivision of the trinkets, as Ottaway 
and Schlicht did, and a further division between the 
T R B  Groups and the megalithic groups of the Mit- 
telgebirge would seem useful. Further exploration 
NOTES P. 132- 147 
of the JSS lists might also produce some more rele- 
vant analyses. Ottaway has divided the high-As 
coppers int0 C 3  (with low Ag, my Group I) and C I 
(with high Ag). From Group I1 the B U I N E N  spiral 
cylinders would belong to C r .  The remainder of 
Group I1 takes an intermediate position between C r 
and C3, with a slightly higher Ag percentage on  
average than C31Group I, but yet lower than the 
average of o. 2 percent of C I .  
Later addition: see T. Madsen, Nordsleswigske Mu- 
seer 5, I 978, p. I 5-20 for an arsen-copper spiral 
found in a dolmen at SOED, Haderslev amt, together 
with a Fuchsberg sherd, and the remains of at least 
three individuals and of a heavy flint axe. 
6.21 Such an investigation would also clarify the 
typological and genetic relations between Drouwen 
D and Early Havelte, which are not very clear. 
The differences in the typological subdivisions of 
the E-ceramics from E M M E L N -  2 by Schlicht and me 
are only gradations. Schlicht divided the E pottery 
(her Style C )  int0 groups C 1-5. Cg and ornamented 
funnel beakers have not been included in Table 111. 
O n  the other hand, I included in E I some pots which 
were not assigned by Schlicht to one of her groups. 
E I corresponds to C I +C2. 
The five pots of C I which were incorrectly credited 
by Schlicht with a Rössen pedigree should be 
included into E2. There is no reason to differentiate 
between C 3  and C 4  since representatives of both 
groups occur in the E2 assemblages on the Veluwe 
and in Drente. Part of the undecorated Cg pottery is 
also found in the E2  settlement of B E E K H U I Z E R -  
Z A N D .  See also my remarks in Modderman et al. 
1976, which are summarised in Appendix B3, and 
Bakker 1971. 
6:22 The necked bowl (*) from L E E R -  
W E S T E R H A M M R I C H  was found 45 m from the de- 
stroyed hunebed. It must have been complete in the 
ground. Together with it were found the remains of 
a cremation and amber. Documentation of Ostfrie- 
sische Landschaft, Aurich. A full report on the neo- 
lithic finds from this site is in preparation. 
6:23 Prof. Schwabedissen has informed me in a 
letter (28.06. I 97 I ), which arrived too late to be 
taken account of by Bakker & Van der Waals 
(1973),  that the pot from W O L K E N W E H E  (Schles- 
wig museum KS I 9805d, square (30)8A) was found 
higher in the section than the layer with Tiefstich 
pottery, and that, according to him, stratigraphy and 
association of the pot indicate that it dates from the 
Bronze Age. The complete publication of the data 
collected a t  the site, -which is in preparation by 
Schwabedissen, must be waited for to clarify this 
point. It seems possible that Late HavelteiStore 
Valby pottery was not recognised as Tiefstich pot- 
tery because it lacked decoration. And this pottery 
is indeed very similar to a local kind of Bronze Age 
pottery (cf. Bakker & Van der Waals 1973). It 
would be interesting to know in what stratigraphic 
position the Bel1 Beaker pottery (Schwabedissen 
I 958a, p. 29) was found. 
6:24 Ebbesen's 1975 study has not yet been taken 
into account. 
6:25 The M U L D B J E R G  datings show also a very 
staggered distribution. The t.a.q. and t.p.q. dates 
appear in reversed order and most other dates lie 
outside the mean values of both. These datings are, 
however, among the very first radiocarbon datings 
in Europe, and the applied 'solid carbon' method 
may be responsible for their- quite illogical- spread 
(Lanting & Mook r 977, p. 72). The Muldbjerg se- 
ries is therefore represented only by its mean value 
of 2830 I 100 BC (R2, p. 7) in fig. 75. 
6:26 The seven KN-dates for s u s s ~ u  (MN III- 
IV) which were only partly published (Hoika I 97  I )  
were left out  of further consideration because they 
have an inexplicable spreading. 
I have also omitted six GrN-dates for B U D E L S D O R F  
(GrN-641816423) which have remained so far un- 
published. The earliest dating, 2555 I 60  BC, 
GrN-6420 (Hearth 1x12, 1.25 m below surface), 
agrees more o r  less with the MN Ia date provision- 
ally given on typological grounds for the whole site 
(Hingst I 97 I ) ,  but the other datings are 2 I 30  I 60  
BC (GrN-6422, Hearth X1 I )  and 4 ranging from 
I I 30 to 845 BC. Datings by the Kiel C I 4 laboratory 
gave almost identical results for each sample. These 
datings suggest that the site was also inhabited 
during the Bronze Age. I thank W.G. Mook and 
J.N. Lanting (Groningen), H. Hingst (Schleswig) 
and W. Bauch (Kiel) for their information. 
6:27 Regrettably, practically no well-published 
radiocarbon datings are available for the West 
Group in N.W. Germany. As  the few published 
datings seem to be deviants, I restrict myself to the 
datings from Netherland, al1 by the Groningen labo- 
ratory. Besides the other relevant publications, I 
have used the one by Lanting & Mook (December, 
I 977) from which I could not yet profit while writing 
the main part of this book. 
6: 28 Mention should also be made of an Egyptian 
Historica] Curve for calibration of conventional 
C I 4 dates (600-2 I 00 BC, n0 wiggles) which is based 
upon historically dated Egyptian radiocarbon sam- 
ples, independently of dendrochronology (McKer- 
rel r 975). When applied to the Aegean Late Bronze 
Age chronology, this curve 'gives results that are 
very satisfactory in historica1 terms' (Snodgrass 
1975). Also this correction procedure adds a 
considerable uncertainty to the standard deviations 
of the conventional dates. 
C H A P T E R  7 
7: I Arourid r 95 I-  I 956 Berg, Kjaerurri and Kae- 
las found that the earliest passage graves of the 
North Group were of MN Ib date. Schwabedissen 
(r 953, p. 44) was of the opinion that passage graves 
were built already in the MN Ia in Schleswig- 
Holstein (Schwabedissen I 968, Tabel). His only 
evidence for this (Barrow 7 at SCHWESING: Hinz 
I 954, p. r 9 r, 24-25) is, however, not at al1 conclu- 
sive as-no extraction holes of side or passage stones 
were noted during the excavation of this demolished 
megalithic gave.- Bokelmann ( r 972) came also to 
this conclusion. 
Later addition: cf. section 6.9, radiocarbon dating, 
for a discussion of a proposed MN Ia date of the 
S T E N D I S  and H A G E B R O G A R D  passage graves. 
7: 2 According to a report on the I 954 excavation 
of the long ago completely destroyed hunebed 
VALTHERVELD-D33 ,  Van Giffen found a floor 
length of 7-7.5 m. Neither the number of pairs of 
chamber side stones nor the original presence of 
passage stones could be established. Three small 
stones and one soil discolouration could indicate a 
former peristalith, but this is not very probable as 
the shortest known Drente hunebed-with- 
peristalith, D 15, has a floor which is r m longer. 
After his excavation, Van Giffen 'abolished' this 
hunebed as a protected monument (report of March 
I 957 in archives Provinciale Waterstaat Drenthe). 
Cf. below for the lengths of the dismantled hune- 
b e d ~  WEERDINGE-D37a  and M A N D E R - 0 2 .  
7:3 The numbers in Sprockhoff's Atlas I I I  have 
been added as 'Spr. . .'. 
7:4 Schlicht's estimate of an (exterior) length of 
I 2.5 m is based on the similar length of the remain- 
ing pit (Schlicht r 968, textfig. 3 and p. I 8). 
7 : s  The stone pavement of the chamber was stillin 
situ over a length of I 2.6 m. A modern ditch cut it off 
on the west end; on the east end the pavement may 
also have been longer, but the remains were there 
unclear. The extraction holes of at least six pairs of 
chamber side stones have been established, but 
there is no trace of possible passage side stones. To 
the southeast of the grave, six irregularly spaced pits 
were found, but it seemed improbable that they 
represented a peristalith (Hijszeler, in a letter of 
29. I .  I 973). My estimate of the (interior) chamber 
Icngth is a minimal one; in a preliminary publication 
Hijszeler ( r  957) assessed it at 13 to 14  m. 
7:6 The well-known lugged beaker of Drouwen A 
and MN Ia type from VALTHE, gem. Odoorn 
(K I I : s )  was found in I 897 together with a normal 
funnel beaker (Shape 1.2, cf. 3.4. I ) ,  a smal1 unor- 
namented bowl (cup), a Flint-Flachbeil (5.3.4) and 
a stone axe (5.5. I )  in either a stone cist or a very 
small hunebed. The rather careless find-report, 
made on hearsay evidence by the mayor of Exlo, 
describes the grave as 'made from boulders, c. 2 m 
long and l12 m wide, covered by a flat stone' (corre- 
spondence archives Assen museum). Van Giffen 
( I 927, p. 376-7, and his earlier inventory sheet in 
Assen museum) speaks, however, of two capstones. 
On what source he based this is unknown. The fact 
that the pottery was intact in the grave (there may 
have been more) suggests that no (repeatedly used) 
hunebed is involved. The finds could typologically 
easily belong to one interment. 
It might seem that a metrical boundary between 
'stone cist' and 'hunebed' was a floor length of about 
3. I 5 m, with a possible overlap of several decime- 
tres. The floor length of the shortest-known Dutch 
hunebed was c. 3.2 m ( G L I M M E N - G 3 ) .  Regretta- 
bly, the descriptions by Harm Tiesing (1898) of 
'stone cists' destroyed in east Drente are rather 
vague, but one wonders if the possibility of a one- 
capstone-hunebed can be ruled out. The stone cist at 
D I E V E R  (Appendix BS, figs. B2-3), which is a minia- 
ture hunebed with granite gravel on its pavement, 
but without capstones, entrance and much of a bar- 
row, has a floor length of 3. r m (Lanting I y73a) and 
c. 0.6 m high walls. Other data on the floor lengths 
of genuine stone cists of the West Group are lacking 
(cf. Knöll I 959, p. 45ff). The interior length of the 
stone packed earth grave 'a' at Z E I J E N  seems to 
have been c. 3 m (Appendix B r 7). The stone packed 
earth grave at O D O O R N  was C. 2 m long (note 5: r 3). 
7:7 Van Giffen only once found an embankment 
of 'a stone-hard mass of boulders, granite grit and 
iron pan sand' which he considered as the means by 
which the capstones had been brought to their pla- 
ces (1927, P. 186, E M M E N - D 4 0 ) .  AItho~gh the 
destruction of several hunebed mounds by the 'res- 
torations' of the I 870's in Drente may have been a 
disturbing factor, the fact that in Gcrmany no such 
embankment has ever been found could corrobo- 
rate Grumfeld's theory. While excavating hunebed 
DROUWENERVELD-D26 ,  I observed that the tops 
of the I 4 side and end stones of the chamber fitted 
exactly into one horizontal plane. Too short stones 
had been founded more shallowly and the floor 
pavement rose there accordingly. (Krause & Schoe- 
tensack observed this phenomenon much earlier in 
the Altmark (1893, p. 14).) All flat inner faces of 
the side stones of D26 had the usual inward inclina- 
tion of I o". 
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A I  A B B R E V I A T I O N S  
* = see Glossary, below 2a-e. 
References to illustrations in other publications: 
K 17:23 = Knöll 1959, piate 17, iiiustration 23 
S = Sprockhoff 1938 
D = Dehnke 1940 
L = Langenheim 1935 
N = Nilius 1971. 
Abbreviations for literature references: see Biblio- 
graphy. 
Abbreviated names of institutes: 
BA1 = Biologisch-Archaeologisch Instituut, 
State University of Groningen 
GAS = Gelderse Archaeologische Stichting 
(Guelders Archaeological Society), 
Arnhem 
IPL = Instituut voor Prehistorie, State Uni- 
versity of Leiden 
IPP = A.E. van Giffen Instituut voor Prae- 
en Protohistorie, University of Am- 
sterdam 
ROB = Rijksdienst voor Oudheidkundig Bo- 
demonderzoek (State Service for Ar- 
chaeological Investigation in the 
Netherlands), Amersfoort 
Stiboka = Stichting voor Bodemkartering (Soil 
Survey), Wageningen. 
Abbreviations of geographical units: 
gem. = gemeente (municipality, Netherland) 
Kr. = Kreis (Germany, cf. note I :  I )  
prov. = provincie (province, Netherland) 
The area of a German Kreis is intermediate between 
a Dutch gemeente and a Dutch provincie, and 
usually covers several Gerneinden. A gemeente may 
comprise several villages. 
Naming of Dutch rnegalithic graves according to 
Van Giffen's system ( I 925, with later additions) 
with letters for provinces (D'= Drente; G = Gro- 
ningen; F = Friesland; O = Overijssel) and serial 
numbers. 
Abbreviations of cultures, cultural groups, phases 
and chronological terms: 
TRB = Funnel Beaker (culture) (Dan- 
ish: Tragtbaeger, German: Trich- 
terbecher, Dutch: Trechterbeker) 
EGK = Single Grave culture (*) (Dan- 
ish: Enkeltgravskultur, German: 
Einzelgrabkultur) 
KAK = Globular Amphora culture (Pol- 
ish: Kultura Amphor Kulistych, 
German: Kugelarnphorenkultur) 
CW = Corded Ware (*: 2b, Single 
Grave culture) 
PFB = Protruding Foot Beaker (Dutch: 
Standvoetbeker, *: zb, Single 
Grave culture) 
A 0 0  beaker = All-Over-Ornamented beaker 
(*: 2b, Single Grave culture) 
BB = Bell Beaker ( : 2b, Single Grave 
culture) 
MK = Michelsberg culture 
VL culture = Vlaardingen culture 
EN = Early Neolithic Danish 
MN = Middle Neolirhic ) 
LN = Late Neolithic i 
EBA = Early Bronze Age system (*: 2a) 
BC = before Christ 
AD = Anno Domini 
BP = 'before present', i.e. before r 950 
AD on the conventional Cr4  
scale (*: aa). 
B E A K E R  CULTURES:  see S I N G L E  G R A V E  C U L T U R E  
A2a Chronological systern 
Unless otherwise stated, the dating system used is 
the Danishlsouthern Scandinavian one, which was 
based on the TRB phases (Becker 1954a). This 
system consists of, successively, the Early Neolithic 
(EN) A, B, C; the Middle Neolithic (MN) Ia (Trol- 
debjerg), Ib (Klintebakke), I1 (Blandebjerg), I11 
(Bunds0-Ferslev), IV (L ind~) ,  V (Store Valby); and 
the Late Neolithic (LN). See figs. 13 and 73. 
For Schwabedissen's different classification of the 
EN (into EN I and 11), see section 6. I .  Fora  discus- 
sion on the chronological position of the EGK (*: 2b 
S I N G L E  G R A V E  CULTURE)  in the MN, see section 
6. X. 
Unless a departure is indicated, C I 4 dates conform 
with those of the journal Radiocarbon, with a half- 
life of 5568 years, without tree-ring calibrations in 
the ('conventional') C I 4 calendar. See also note I .  I 
and section 6.9. 
Azb Cultural groups 
A L T M A R K  POTTERY (German: Altmark Keramik or 
Altrnarkische Tiefstichkerarnik) is the name I have 
used for the Tiefstich pottery group which Dehnke 
( I 940) called A L T T I E F S T I C H K E R A M I K  (Old Tief- 
stich Pottery) (with the exception of those pots 
counted as such west of the Weser by Dehnke). 
Related to the West Group, Altmark formed a local 
group whose principal distribution area was the 
Altmark and its surrounding, along the Elbe. Kupka 
was the first to distinguish this pottery as a separate 
group. 
In my opinion, the term 'Altmark (Tiefstich) potte- 
ry' is preferable to Alttiefstichkerarnik, 'earliest type 
of Tiefstich pottery', for i t  is not earlier than Drou- 
wen A-C. Furthermore, towards the end of its cur- 
rency, Altmark pottery seems so old-fashioned in 
appearance that it is difficult to distinguish it from 
the pottery of its earliest period. The Altmark was 
preceded by the HAASSEL-FUCHSBERG STYLE, 
from which it presumably developed. 
See also sections 3. r ,  6. I and 6.4 for the age of 
Altmark pottery and section 5.6.2.3 for the old- 
fashionedness of this population group, as eviden- 
eed, for example, in the types of battle-axe used. 
Altmark pottery is related to Drouwen pottery, but 
lies off the connecting route between Drente and 
the southern section of the North Group, and the 
similarities are not very obvious. An investigation 
into the nature of the concept of Altmark (there 
have been many new finds) and a clear distinction 
between i t  on the one hand and Drouwen and Wal- 
ternienburg on the other is a long awaited develop- 
ment, but no progress has been made in the last 
thirty years. 
B E L L  B E A K E R  CULTURE: see S I N G L E  G R A V E  C U L -  
T U R E  
C O R D E D  W A R E :  see S I N G L E  G R A V E  C U L T U R E  
F U C H S B E R G  STYLE, GROUP:  see H A A S S E L  S T Y L E  
H A A S S E L  STYLE, HAASSEL-FUCHSBERG STYLE, 
F U C H S B E R G  S T Y L E  (0r G R O U P  respecti~ely): see 
section 6. I 
P R O T R U D I N G  FOOT B E A K E R  CULTURE:  see S I N G L E  
G R A V E  C U L T U R E  
S I N G L E  G R A V E  CULTURE,  GK (Danish: Enkelt- 
gravskultur, German: Einzelgrabkultur) is the name 
for the Danish branch of the C O R D E D  W A R E  (CW) 
and its local development; during its later period, 
B E L L  B E A K E R  (BB) impulses made their appearan- 
ce. This name was adopted for the northwest Ger- 
man Beaker cultures (e.g. Brandt I 967). In Nether- 
land, Van der Waals & Glasbergen ( I 955) made a 
strict differentiation between the local Corded 
Ware ( 'PROTRUDING FOOT B E A K E R  CULTURE' ,  
PFB, Standvoetbeker cultuur), the Bell Beaker cul- 
ture and 'hybrid beakers' (now: All-Over- 
Ornamented Beakers, A 0 0  Beakers); the last- 
mentioned beakers being the result of local inter- 
mingling of the two cultures. 
However, ever since the hybrid beakers had turned 
out to have been the precursors of the maritirno Bell 
Beakers, Van der Waals c.s. have particularly 
stressed the elements common to both B E A K E R  
CULTURES.  The local sequences in Netherland and 
Jutland differed very markedly in some phases, 
whereas it has not yet been made cartographically 
clear where in Germany the variable border zone 
between the two traditions was situated. 
The chronological relationship between the 
Dutchlnorthwest-German and Jutish EGK is dis- 
cussed in section 6.8. 
The name Single Grave culture was coined in  Den- 
mark in the 1890's when in particular the contrast 
was noted between this culture, which buried its 
dead in single graves in or under tumuli or in 'flat' 
single graves, and the megalithic collective graves of 
the TRB culture. It goes without saying that TRB 
dolmens, earth graves, stone packing graves and 
stone cists are often single graves. 
T I E F S T I C H  P O T T E R Y  is TRB pottery of which the 
favourite ornamentation was T I E F S T I C H  (*, 2d). I t  
consists of the pottery of the West Group, the North 
Group, the A L T M A R K  pottery and the Walter- 
nienburg-Bernburg pottery (fig. I ). 
A2c Pottery shapes of the West Group and sorne of 
the North Group (see Table VI) 
ALTTIEFSTICHKERAMIK:  see A L T M A R K  POTTERY 
For the E N  shapes, the Scandinavian-German ter- 
minology and Becker's English translation of them 
T A B L E  V 1  
English Dutch German Danish 
collared flask kraagfles Kragenflasche kraveflaske 
funnel beaker trechterbeker Trichterbecher tragtbaeger 
Osenflasche, Dolmenflasche oskenflaske, 
dysseflaske 
lugged flask oortjesfles 
lugged jar oortjeskruik Osenkranzbecher askenkrukke 
(Luning I 967) 
lugged beaker oortjesbeker, 
prachtbeker 
Osenbecher, Prunkbecher oskenbaeger 
jug (one lug, width no kruik 






tureen (one lug, width terrine 
greater than height) (Van Giffen 1927) 
Amphore amphora (no lugs, a m f o o ~  
two or  more lugs, but 




shoulder pot schouderpot Schultergefass (Knöll i 959) (skulderkar) 
pail (straight-sided. emmer 
but angle a < r r 5'. 
width-height ratio 
3:4 t0 1: I )  ii" 
steilwandiger Becher (spandl 
(Eimer) 
bowl (straight o r  schaal, kom 
convex walls, not a pail) 
Schale, Kumpf 
pedestalled bowl, voetschaal Fusschale, Fruchtschale fodskil 
fruit dish 
necked bowl randkom, halskom Halsrillengefass 
(this term is exclusively (Van Giffen 1927) (Knöll 1959) 
used for Late Havelte 
and MN V ware) 
biberon biberon, tuitpannetje Tullennapfchen. 
(hollow spout handle, (Van Giffen I 927) (Biberon) 
the hollow connected 
with the cup) 
spoon lepel 
(solid handle, o r  with a 
hollow in it not connected 
with the bowl) 
Löffel lerske 
disc, baking plate schijf, bakplaat Backteller 
(Davidsen I 973 discerns 
finger-wide holes from 
narrow perforations) 
lerskive 
( I 947) have been retained. For the MN shapes, I 
have used the taxonomy which has become accepted 
in Germany and Netherland (Van Giffen 1927, 
Knöll I 959 and other authors). A few so far lacking 
English equivalents are proposed here. The custo- 
mary southern Scandinavian taxonomy for MN 
shapes is sometimes essentially different (Becker 
r 947; Glob 1952; Bagge & Kaelas 1950; Ebbesen 
I 975). When an equivalent is lacking, a literal trans- 
lation of a term current elsewhere is given in brack- 
ets. 
Where several terms are current, an attempt has 
been made to achieve linguistic uniformity and brev- 
ity, but this is sometimes unattainable. For example, 
the German Eimer (pail) can perhaps not be used 
because this term is particularly connected with 
situla-shapes (e.g. Hallstatt situlae with a shoulder). 
This holds particularly for West German colleagues; 
those in the D D R  I spoke had no main objections. 
Tasse in the German Schultertasse (recently called 
skulderkop in Danish) evokes a tea-cup (tasse in 
French); Terrine in Dutch and German (tureen) 
somehow evokes the  sou^-tureen. But the German 
Terrine was reserved for the truncated pear shape 
with a high collar and two to four lugs from the 
urnfields (if we neglect Knöll's Tiefstich 'Wechter 
Terrine', Wechte tureen, figs. 33:5, 8, a term I did 
not adopt). The derivation does not help US either, 
in this case; tureen is derivated from the French 
pot-en-terre, earthen pot. 
No problems arise when analogous shapes from dif- 
ferent periods and contexts bear the Same name. For 
example, there are also funnel beakers of early me- 
dieval glass and of later medieval Siegburg pottery. 
A2d Methods of ornamentation 
T I E F S T I C H  (German, also F U R C H E N S T I C H ;  Dutch: 
diepsteek, groefsteek) is the method of ornamenta- 
tion which is described in English as stab-and-drag. 
As this lenghthy expression does not lend itself eas- 
ily to repeated use in compound words, I have used 
the German term in this book. The technique of 
decoration involved the making of a groove in the 
surface of the pot, suitable for filling with a white 
substance (or some other substance, now vanished). 
By stabbing and dragging with a stick with a flat 
rectangular top in the unfired clay, a grooved line 
was formed which was sawtooth-shaped in its 
lengthwise cross-section. 
In a wider sense, this term includes al1 the decora- 
tions on T I E F S T I C H  POTTERY (*, 2b) which were 
applied with a stamp (generally held at an angle). 
Bagge and Kaelas ( I 950) demonstrated in detail the 
techniques of  decoration of the southern Swedish 
Tiefstich pottery which is very little different from 
that of the rest of  the North Group in this respect. 
Excellent photographs of the decoration techniques 
of the Western Tiefstich Group were reproduced by 
Schlicht ( I 968, scale I : I .  Cf. Dehnke's description 
( I 940, p. 3-6)). The western techniques of orna- 
mentation are less varied than the northern ones, 
lacking, for example, cord impressions, cardium 
impressions (rim of the cockle (cardium) shell) and 
comb impressions (with mol-e than 2-3 rectangular 
points: the cloven spatula does occur in the West 
Group). 
With the exception of M A G G O T  IMPRESSIONS,  
wound stamp impressions proper d o  not occur in the 
West Group (see below, TVAERSTIK) .  Some of the 
ornamentation techniques of the North and the 
West Groups also occur in A L T M A R K  POTTERY (*, 
2b) and in the Walternienburg-Bernburg Group. 
If the pots of the T R B  East, Southeast and South 
Groups (fig. I )  are decorated, they occasionally dis- 
play the stab-and-drag line of the North and West 
Tiefstich Groups. Much more prevalent, however, is 
the S C R E W D R I V E R  STAMP, which is observed only 
in the HAASSEL-FUCHSBERG Group (*, 2b) in the 
West T R B  area. 
The continuous line, tvaerstik (*) and cord impres- 
sions occur regularly, especially in the East Group 
(illustration by Jaidzewski I 936). The 'Lubon- 
ornament' occurs nowhere else: i.e. impressions 
with a three-stranded cord (e.g. Jaidiewski r 936, 
plate 3 I ) .  
The normal two-stranded cord impressions are 
popular with the G L O B U L A R  A M P H O R A  C U L T U R E  
(*), as are S C R E W D R I V E R  I M P R E S S I O N S .  Another 
decoration seen there in some regional groups is the 
fish-scale ornamentation: i.e. closely spaced im- 
pressions with a half-moon-shaped stamp (Wis- 
lanski 1966; Schuldt 1972b). This technique can 
also be observed in the Elbe-Havel pottery of ap- 
proximately the Same period. 
Of course, Tiefstich decorations also occur else- 
where in Europe, particularly in Neolithic and 
Bronze Age cultures which had a predeliction for 
impressed ornamentation. The stab-and-drag line 
occurs infrequently in southern Netherland, too, on 
Kerbschnitt Urnen from the Bronze Age. For this 
reason, H E R P E N ,  south of the Meuse, was for some 
time erroneously considered to be a find-spot of 
T R B  Tiefstich pottery (section 2.20). 
B R A C E  S T A M P  is the name I have given to those 
impressions which resemble our  brace mark ( C ) ,  
applied with a smal1 stick held at an angle (Schlicht 
I 968, plate 15: 1-3). It strongly resembles (and is, 
technically, perhaps a variant of)  the H E A R T  STAMP.  
B A R B E D  W I R E  (German: Stacheldraht, Dutch: prik- 
keldraad) is incorrectly used in German and Dutch 
with two contradictory meanings, but these usages 
appear to be ineradicable: 
a T V A E R S T I K  (e.g. Dehnke I 940; Langenheim 
I 935). See under this heading, below. 
b W O U N D  S T A M P  (e. g. Struve 1955). The word 
was introduced in Britain with this meaning (Smith 
I 955, p. 34). But there are also examples of its use 
with meaning (a) (Savory I 968, description plate 47 
on p. 2 I 6). 
The origin of the confusion lies in the excellent 
description- the earliest known to me-of those two 
techniques of decoration, and of the MAGGOT IM- 
PRESSIONS by Sophus Muller (1913,  1918), in 
whose opinion (a) derived from (b). Although this 
may be valid for Denmark, it is not, in the present 
state of our knowledge, a plausible interpretation 
for the West Group. 
Knöll was, I believe, the first to point out (1959) 
that there is a complete absence of indigenous, gen- 
uine wound stamp impressions (except the maggots) 
in Western Tiefstich pottery. Earlier authors in 
Netherland, such as Van Giffen and Kat-van Hul- 
ten, previously described the tvaerstik line some- 
times incorrectly as wikkeldraadlijn (wound stamp 
line). Van Giffen ( I  927) was of the opinion that he 
could support his use of this term with plasticine 
impressions, but, in my view, he was wrong on this 
point and Knöll was correct (see also W O U N D  
STAMP) .  
This is not just a matter of quibbling, but has impor- 
tant chronological consequences for the identifica- 
tion of small sherds. Genuine wound stamp (not 
maggots) here always indicates pottery which is 
later than TRB (Early Bronze Age in Netherland, 
LN in Denmark). 
Just how confused the chronology became because 
no distinction was made between (a) and (b) in the 
West (often the result of poor observation) is ob- 
vious when it is realised that the little pot with 
widely wound stamp impressions from O H L E N -  
BURG-BOBERG (which contained the well-known 
Early Bronze Age metal hoard) was included in the 
Western Tiefstich pottery by Sprockhoff ( I  938, cf. 
section 2.12) and by Junghans, Sangmeister and 
Schröder ( I 960). The consequence of this for the 
metal groups of the T R B  culture were confusing 
(note 6: I g). 
G I T T E R M U S T E R :  see S C R E W D R I V E R  S T A M P  
H E A R T  S T A M P  is the name I have given to the heart- 
shaped impressions applied with an as yet unidenti- 
fied stamp which was naturally available and which 
is frequently present on Western Tiefstich pottery of 
phase D (Schlicht I 968, plate I O: 2). Less apt names 
for this stamp are Kleeblattstempel (trefoil-leaf 
stamp) (Schlicht) and Pfeilstich (arrow stamp) (East 
German colleagues). For the sake of brevity I 
generally include this stamp in the group of 
T V A E R S T I K  decorations. 
H O L L O W  S T A M P  impressions: made with the, 
generally frayed, topof a hollow bone, stick or quill. 
M A G G O T  impressions (Van Giffen: kluwen indruk- 
k e n )  are the only form of wound stamp impressions 
known on West Group Tiefstich pottery proper. 
These are impressions made with a rol1 of thread 
wound around a string or some other flexible axis. 
This little rol1 is always very short here, less than I l i2  
cm long, in contrast to the one used on Northern 
Tiefstich pottery. It is possible that in the West, the 
rol1 was pressed in with a finger-tip. This ornamen- 
tation was restricted to  the Drouwen A-C phases, 
roughly corresponding with the latest use by the 
North Group of the wound stamp decoration which 
arose during the E N  C. 
P O I N T  S T A M P  L I N E :  impressions made with an im- 
plement with a point similar to that of a pencil, held 
at an angle, probably the tip of a quill (Dehnke 
1940, p. 3, citing Schachtschabel). 
S K A T I N G  MOTIF  is the name I have given to the 
horizontal zigzag pattern, the straight lines of which 
connect each other as in the tracks left by a speed- 
skater (rim of fig. 30:7). 
S C R E W D R I V E R  S T A M P  was the name proposed 
(Bakker, Vogel & WiSlanski 1969) for the oblong 
rectangular impression, made with a vertical spat- 
ula. which resembles an im~ress ion  made with a 
screwdriver. This stamp is characteristic for the 
T R B  East Group and H A A S S E L  pottery, and occurs 
rarely on Danish A/B pottery. Schwabedissen 
( I 953) and Sprockhoff ( I 954) called impressions 
like this, placed parallel to each other in 
rectangular blocks, G I T T E R M U S T E R  (pattern of ver- 
tical bars). 
TVAERSTIK (Danish (Muller I g I 3, I g I 8); German: 
Querstich (Schwabedissen I 953); Dutch: dwars- 
stempel (Bakker I 970), dwarssteek or, less appro- 
priately, pseudo-wikkeldraad, Bakker I 962) would 
seem to be a good collective name for ornamenta- 
tion consisting of impressions made in, along, o r  at 
right angles to a guide line o r  groove. It is a style of 
ornamentation incorporating many variants, most 
of which Knöll described more precisely. For the 
sake of convenience, I include under this term the 
techniques of ornamentation that were so popular in 
Drouwen D pottery. Unless otherwise stated, I have 
thus included the H E A R T  S T A M P  and the B R A C E  
S T A M P  here, as well. 
W O U N D  S T A M P  impressions were applied with a 
stamp which consisted of a two-stranded cord 
wound around a spindle. This cord could be wound 
either loosely or closely on the spindle which was 
probably always flexible in the T R B  culture (the 
same cord?). The term W H I P P E D  C O R D  is available 
for this in English. For the terminological confusion 
which has developed in connection with the post- 
T R B  B A R B E D  W I R E  ornamentation, the reader is 
referred to the corresponding entry above and to 
Lanting 1973a. The H A A S S E L  S T Y L E  displays long 
wound stamp impressions, whereas the West Group 
has only the very short ones which are called M A G -  
GOT impressions (see corresponding entries). The 
only pot from a western Tiefstich context with,really 
long wound stamp impressions (cf. Muller I g I 8, fig. 
80) is a lugged beaker from T A N N E N H A U S E N ,  an 
import from the neighbourhood of H U S U M  in west- 
ern Schleswig-Holstein (Bakker I 970). 
Z I P P E R  O R N A M E N T  (German: Reissverschluss Mus- 
ter): Two parallel lines, with, in between them, short 
cross-lines alternatively touching each of these, not 
unlike a real zipper. Sometimes there is a third 
alternating row of cross-lines in the middle (Bagge 
& Kaelas 1950, p. 48: 18). 
Aze  Shapes of graves of the T R B  West and North 
Groups 
D O L M E N  (Danish: dysse, German and Dutch: Dol- 
men):  see H U N E B E D .  
E A R T H  G R A V E  is the term which I have here borrow- 
ed  from the Danish (jordgrav) for graves without 
stones, o r  with only a few stones, which, in the West 
and North Groups, generally contained one 
individual. The name is therefore partly syn- 
onymous with F L A T  G R A V E ,  and with 'single' o r  
'individual grave'. There is a gradual transition from 
the earth grave to flat graves with a stone packing 
and, in Jutland, to the S T O N E  P A C K I N G  GRAVES.  
F L A T  G R A V E S  are graves without a tumulus or  a 
megalithic construction. 
H U  N E B E D  (Dutch, plural hunebedden, less often: 
hunnebed(den); English: hunebed(s); but German 
Hunenbett has a different meaning, see below, qa-c). 
I In this book, whose main subject is not the mega- 
lithic architectural shapes and their taxonomy, I use 
the term 'hunebeds' in the sense of: 'T-shapedortho- 
static passage graves of West- T R B  type, regardless of 
the Dresence or absence o f  a ueristalith'. I cal1 the 
J 1 
graves hunebeds even if there is no passage to the 
entrance eaw. " n 
Al1 the existing megalithic graves of Drente are thus 
covered by this term, whe.her they are 2 pairs of 
side-stones in length o r  far more, and whether their 
entrance. which is alwavs wresent in one of the two 
3 L 
long sides, was o r  was not extended with a passage of 
one o r  two pairs (never any more) of orthostats. 
In this sense, the word has been current in English 
archaeological literature since at least the 1870's 
when A.W. Franks and W.C. Lukis lectured on the 
hunebeds of Drente in the Society of Antiquaries in 
London (Proceedings Soc. Antiq., 2nd ser., 5, p. 
258-267 (1872); P. 475-478 (1873);  8, P. 46-55 
( 1 8 7 9 ) )  This usage was further consolidated by 
Van Giffen's The Hunebeds in the Netherlands 
(Utrecht 1927), which was the English edition of 
Part I and the Atlas of his De hunebedden in Neder- 
land ( I ,  1925; 11, 1927). 
2 The Scandinavian type of T-shaped passage 
grave, called jaettestue (plural jaettestuer) in Danish 
jargon (since S. Muller 1897, not H. Petersen 
I 881 !), is very similar to the hunebeds as defined in 
( I ) .  Both 'jaettestue' and 'hunebed' conform to 
Schuldt's definition ( I  972a) of a T-shaped passage 
grave (see below, under 6). But small, systematic 
differences make it possible to distinguish clearly 
between the two regional types (Aner I 969; Nord- 
man 1935): 
2a JAETTESTUER (Aner's First Main Group): the 
shape of the chamber tends to be elliptical. Instead 
of one  large boulder, the ends of the chamber were 
sometimes formed by two end stones placed at an 
angle to each other, so that the shape of the chamber 
becomes an oblong polygon. The passage is gener- 
ally longer than the chamber, a fact which isconnect- 
ed  with the barrow shape of the grave, which often 
approaches the circular. The diameter of such a 
barrow around a chamber of this type implied an 
'empty' half of the barrow behind the chamber. 
2b H U N E B E D S  (Aner's Second Main Group): 
chamber rectangular, from two pairs of side-stones 
to an extreme length of 27.5 m with r5 or  more 
trilithons ( W E R L T E  on the Hummling, Spr. 830). 
This predilection for extreme lengths is found 
particularly between the IJsselmeer and the Weser. 
The passage consists of only one o r  two pairs of 
orthostats o r  is missing altogether. The areas of 
these two main groups overlap in a narrow strip on 
either side of the Eider in Schleswig-Holstein (Aner 
I 969). Representatives of both types als0 occur in 
present-day West-Mecklenburg (especially of the 
First Main Group? cf. Schuldt rg72a). 
3 There would, in theory, be no objection to dis- 
tinguishing between the two main groups by calling 
them H U N E B E D S  and JAETTESTUER,  respectively. 
In actual practice there would, however, be difficul- 
ties since great confusion has developed in the Ger- 
man literature regarding the meaning of the word 
Hiinenbett. 
All the other folk naines o r  pseudo-folk names, such 
as anta, cromlech, dysse, menhir, dolmen, cistvaen, 
jaettestue, etc. were promoted to technical terms 
during the I 8th and 19th century, and in the Same 
way hunebed-hunnebed- Hünenbett- Hünengrab 
(Giant's Grave) were used over the whole of the 
Dutch-West German Plain simply as general terms 
for any kind of megalithic grave (locally, e.g. in 
Bentheim and Twente, occasionally for any bar- 
row). 
Just as every Frenchman (and the Carte Michelin, 
sheet Drente!) calls any megalithic grave a dolmen, 
the Dutch tourist refers to a 'hunebed' and the 
German sometimes to a 'Hunengrab'. The technical 
L. 
language, however, developed a narrower defini- 
tion based on the situation existing in each particu- 
lar region. Partly for this reason, differences be- 
tween Netherland and some German regions devel- 
oped. Difficulties arose whenever a taxonomy 
which fulfilled local reauirements was extended to 
cover a wider area. 
Westendorp was the first to codify the concept 'hu- 
nebed' in Netherland in his standard work (1815,  
I 822; see section 2. I). But his definition was heavily 
weighted genetically. What he called a hunebed is 
roughly what I also cal1 one, but with the difference 
that, in his opinion, a hunebed had never been 
situated within a barrow. H e  called the megalithic 
chambers which were discovered in barrows graf- 
kelders (burial vaults); he thought they had been 
built somewhat differently and were representatives 
of a later stage, at which the hunebed builders had 
already yielded to the barrow builders who followed 
them. 
Westendorp's book was presumably responsible for 
the adoption of the word H U N E N B E T T  as a technica1 
term in Germany by e.g. Klemm (1836) and Wach- 
ter (1841).  But, unfortunately, the taxonomy of 
those authors was extremely confusing. 
The early 19th century definitions have lost their 
significance today, except, perhaps, Westendorp's 
opinion that every hunebed originally had a perista- 
lith, which may have influenced the definition (4a) 
given below. It is significant that this definition has 
caught on in parti&larly that part of Germany 
which adjoins Drente. 
4a 'A Hünenbett is a megalithic chamber with a 
peristalith' (Von Estorff I 856, quoted by Gummel 
I 938, p. I 53, 256). This definition is often adhered 
to in Germany, west of the Elbe (Jacob-Friesen, 
Einführung in Niedersachsens Urgeschichte I 93 I l, 
I 9594; Gummel I 927; Schlicht I 954). Only I 5 %  of 
the Dutch rnegalithic graves are covered by this 
definition. 
qb-c This usage is now being superseded by two 
others. as a result of the wide-s~read use of certain 
textboóks. I am referring to the late 19th century 
linkine of the Dutch-(West?)-German word Hü- " 
nenbett with a not altogether fortunate concept in 
the taxonomy of the North Group (Langdysse). 
Since the concept Langdysse was subject to re- 
interpretation, two meanings for Hunenbett (4b, qc) 
evolved. 
In Denmark, Worsaae's taxonomy ( I  843) was ap- 
plied by Henry Petersen (1881)  while he was 
making the first large-scale inventory of megalithic 
graves. He called the 54 Drente megalithic graves 
Dysser (p. 358) meaning 'megalithic graves'. 
In his taxonomy Petersen distinguished between 
two charnber shapes, (a) the Gangbygninger (= 
T-shaped passage graves (jaettestuer) plus polygo- 
na1 dolmens-with-passage), and (b) the Gravkamre 
of rectangular or  polygonal shape without a passage 
plus Gravkister (stone cists). The latter category 
may occur detached, or  in a barrow without a peri- 
stalith, but also in a barrow with peristalith. H e  
subdivided the latter int0 Runddysser and Langdys- 
ser. In her translation of Petersen's article ( I  884), J. 
Mestorf spoke very fittingly of Rund-Steinbett or  
Rundbett and Lang-Steinbett or  Langbett, excellent 
terms which Aner has recently used again. 
In Denmark, the cangbygninger apparently oc- 
curred so rarely in peristalithic barrows that Peter- 
sen did not include them among the Runddysser 
and Langdysser. 
In the meantime, 0. Montelius and S. Muller were 
contributing to the further development of the 
Scandinavian terminology. I mention in passing that 
they were not in complete agreement concerning 
the taxonomic borderline between a dolmen and a 
passage grave and that Muller ( I  897) emphatically 
did not include the dolmens with a passage among 
the Jaettestuer (passage graves, or, more exactly, 
T-shaped passage graves) as Montelius did; in fact 
he avoided the word Gangbygninger altogether. 
More important is the point that the word Dys(se) is 
now reserved exclusively for dolmen. (In the inter- 
est of claritv I have resorted to the French transla- 
tion dolmen of dys(se) in this present-day meaning, 
with which it is used in English, Dutch and German 
for T R B  graves). 
4b  Langdysse acquired the meaning of 'a perista- 
lithic long barrow containing a dolmen', and was 
later tranclated by ~ a n ~ d o l m e n .  Unfortunately, in 
his widely-read translation Nordische Altertums- 
kunde  ( I  897) of S. Muller's standard work V o r  Old- 
tid (1897), 0 .  Jiriczek introduced the term Hünen- 
bett in the sense of 'Langdolmen'. Furtherrnore, 
Sprockhoff later ( ~ 9 5 4 )  even started to speak of 
Kammerloses Hunenbett ('unchambered long bar- 
row' o r  peristalithic long barrow without a chamber, 
containing stone packed o r  earth grave(s)). Influ- 
enced by the Muller-Jiriczek terminology, Sprock- 
hoff initially (1930, I 938) avoided using the term 
'Hunenbett '  in the sense of 'Langbett', if a T-shaped 
passage grave was present. 0 n e  should note that, 
with this meaning (4b), the term 'Hunenbett '  may 
not be applied to a 'hunebed' in the sense in which I 
use that word in this book. Not a single rnegalithic 
grave in Drente, then, would be covered by this 
term, and only a few in Lower Saxony. 
4c sprockho-ff subsequently began to use 'Hunen- 
bett' more generally for every peristalithic long bar- 
row (= Langbett in the Mestorf-Aner terminology). 
After consultation with him Schuldt ( r 972a) did the 
Same. Of al1 the graves in Drente, the long grave 
D43  (containing the T-shaped passage graves 
D43A and B) would be the only one to be covered 
bv their definition of the word. althoueh a consider- 
'2 
ably larger number in Lower 'saxony would be. 
5 At  the Third Atlantic Colloquium in Moesgird 
(1969), P. R. Giot proposed stuffing al1 the worn- 
out and ambiguous old terms into a big bag and 
throwing this into the ocean. Everyone applauded 
his suggestion, but a set of good alternatives has not 
yet been created. Daniel (1970, p. 266267)  did put 
forward a few ideas, but they were largely old wine 
in new bottles: mainly a renaming of an already 
existing taxonomy which might be adequate for the 
British Isles and western France but far less so for 
the North European Plain. The intermediate posi- 
tion which the T-shaped passage graves would ap- 
pear to occupy (taxonornically, not necessarily ge- 
netically) between the plans of the passage graves 
(the extreme example being K N O W T H ' S  tapeworm) 
and those of the gallery graves (of the Daniel typo- 
logy) has not (yet) been expressed in a new term. 
The newly suggested term 'Long Tombs' for the 
gallery graves would seem to be extremely confus- 
ing considering that the hunebeds are frequently 
even longer. Moreover, Daniel (1970), when pro- 
posing the term 'Essé-Tressé' for the Long Tombs of 
Brittany, should not have neglected to mention that 
I'Helgouach ( I 965) had protested against this 'jux- 
taposition des choses totalement différentes'. 
6 Since the pseudo-Breton word dolmen is used 
exclusively in the sense of dysse (according to Mul- 
ler) in the German, Dutch and English literature 
concerning T R B  graves, there is no  need for a re- 
placement of the  word  DOLMEN^^ the specificNorth- 
ern sense of the word, which is clearly defined. 
[Schuldt (1972a) defined the borderline between 
dolmen and (T-shaped) passage grave (Ganggrab) 
on the basis of the position of the entrance. In the 
chamber of the T-shaped passage graves, the en- 
trance always lies in a long side, in the dolmens in a 
short one, if the dolmen is not round or  square. 
Urdolmens ('primeval dolmens') have no entrance. 
Schuldt uses the term Ganggrab also for chambers 
without a passage, sirnilarly to the term 'hunebed' in 
this book.] 
O n  the other hand, the words hunebed and Hunen- 
bett wil1 certainly have to be banished from the 
taxonomy, for it is scarcely conceivable that our  
German colleagues would be prepared to adopt the 
word hunebed with its Dutch spelling ('Hunebed') 
for the burial chambers of Aner's First Main Group 
and 'Jaettestue' for Aner's Second, and that they 
would scrap the spelling Hünenbett and the mean- 
ings qa-c. It would be equally unlikely that the 
Dutch would adopt one of the German meanings 
4a-c with the spelling Hunenbett, certainly as long as 
the Germans have not yet come to a definite 
agreement among themselves about 4a-c. [Because 
D I 9 has had no peristalith, it is taxonomically incor- 
rect to cal1 it a Hünenbett (cf. Staal-Lugten I 976).] 
7 The problem is to find good terms for the 
'Northern T R B  T-shaped passage graves' and the 
'Western T R B  T-shaped passage graves' which 
were described under 2a and 2b. These two terms 
themselves express exactly what is meant, but they 
are too long for repeated use. Western T-grave and 
Northern T-grave, maybe? If I remember rightly, 
somebody used these terms at the Third Atlantic 
Colloquium ( I 969). 
H U N E N B E T T  (not identical with H U N E B E D ! ) :  see 
under H U N E B E D .  
J A E T T E S T U E ( R ) :  see H U N E B E D  
PERISTALITH: a kerb of large standing boulders, 
often with flat sides turned outwards and originally 
joined by dry stone walling, around the barrow of a 
megalithic grave o r  an 'unchambered' long barrow. 
STONE CIST. In this book we discussed almost exclu- 
sively MN T R B  stone cists of the West Group. Stone 
cists of later periods (e.g. Bell Beaker: Lanting 
I 973a and Appendix BS) are virtually ignored. This 
applies also to the stone cists after which the LN was 
previously called 'Stone Cist Period' in southern 
Scandinavia. The Westfalisch-Hessische Steinkisten 
are called 'gallery graves' (German: Galeriegraber) 
in the present book, following Schrickel ( I  966). 
Knöll (1959, p. 48-51) reported a few T R B  stone 
cists west of the Elbe, largely based on very incom- 
plete observations of accidental finds, due to which 
generalisations on method of construction and 
dating are unjustified as yet. A rather thoroughly 
investigated specimen, that of D I E V E R ,  is discussed 
in Appendix BS. See also note 7:6. 
Madsen ( I 97  I )  argued that the borderline between 
JAETTESTUE, S T O N E  CIST, STONE-PACKING 
GRAVE, STONE-PACKED A R T H  G R A V E  and E A R T H  
G R A V E  is much vaguer than might be expected, due 
to al1 sorts of transitional shapes. This especially 
holds true for the carefully excavated graves; in- 
complete reports are often worthless. 
In Mecklenburg, too, where particular attention is 
being paid to the still little-known MN stone cists, it 
is difficult to distinguish thern from the genuine 
megalithic graves (Schuldt I 972a; Nilius I 97 I ). The 
borderline between (Ur-)dolmen and stone cist is 
particularly problematic in non-excavated speci- 
mens. Schuldt distinguished between the groups on 
the basis of construction and dating (dolmen: Early 
Neolithic). But the occurrence of EN stone-packed 
earth graves and MN dolmens in Denmark suggests 
that new complications may develop on further in- 
vestigation. (Later addition: cf. also Schuldt ( I 974) 
and Sprockhoff's discussion ( I 975, p. 3.5) of the 
R O L F S E N  dolmenlstone cist). 
STONE- P A C K I N G  G R A ~ E ~ ( ~ r : ' ~ t O n e - p a c k e d g r a ~ e ~ ' .  
or: 'stone heap graves', Danish: stendyngegraver) is 
the term under which a certain Jutish group of T R B  
FLAT G R A V E S  with a flat cover of stones and a stone 
packing in the grave was introduced in the literature 
(e.g. Becker I 967). Earth graves with stone packing 
d o  not appear to be especially connected with any 
particular T R B  period; they constitute a rather neb- 
U ~ O U S  transition from E A R T H  G R A V E S  T 0  S T O N E  
CISTS, but the Stone-packing Graves of Jutland date 
mainly from the second half of the MN. 
Appendix B: Some important find-groups 
Whereas the illustrations of the find-groups are giv- 
en in chronological order, the text in which they are 
described is arranged in alphabetical order of the 
names. These find-groups are: 
A N G E L S L O  
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ e H e e m i n g e s l a g  
ANGELSLCFgraVe I4 
A N L O  
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  
D E N E K A M P  
D I E V E R  
E K E L B E R G  
E L S P E E T  
E M M E N - D 4 3  
H O O G H A L E N  
L A N D E R S U M  
L A R E N  
M E S U M  
M I D L A R E N  
T I N A A R L O  
U D D E L E R M E E R  
U G C H E L E N -  1-3 
Z E U E N  
figs. B I ,  B21 




fig. B2 I 
figs. B2-3 
figs. B I 6- I 7 
figs. B6-g 
figs. Bq-5 
fig. B I 5 
figs. Bg- I o 
fig. B I 8 
fig. B I 
fig. B r o 
figs.  BI^-20 
fig. B20 
figs. B I  1-15 
The artefacts which came from the same 'closed 
find' (flat grave, refuse pit etc.) have been drawn 
within a box; 'semi-closed assemblages' (homoge- 
neous refuse from a single settlement, for example, 
cf. A.D. Verlinde's 'open assemblages') have been 
bracketed in the corners of the illustration. 
BI, figs. B I ,  B2 I 
A N G E L S L O  
gemeente Emmen (Drente) 
On the occasion of the building of the contiguous 
residential developments of Angelslo and Emmer- 
hout on the east side of the new industrial town of 
Emmen in southeast Drente, the BA1 had the op- 
portunity to carry out large-scale excavations and 
numerous smaller observations in trenches dug for 
?he foundations of houses, roads, etc. In this way, a 
good survey was obtained of the prehistoric remains 
within an area of several hectares. It wil1 be several 
years before the results can be published by Van der 
Waals, the director of this work, but some interim 
reports have appeared. In addition, Van der Waals 
published a survey of the most important Late and 
Mid-Havelte TRB finds and their geographical sit- 
uation (Bakker & Van der Waals 1973, section 3, 
figs. 2-9). Besides these TRB finds, there are also 
some which belong to the Drouwen style groups. In 
the following paragraphs, two TRB finds are briefly 
discussed. 
Bla, ANGELSLO-Heemingeslag, fig. B I 
Half of a pit-filling at a depth of c. I m was removed 
when a sewage trench was dug for the future street 
Heemingeslag. The other half, which was still in the 
section, was examined by A. Meijer and G. Delger 
on 2.05. I 963. Sherds of two pots then came to light: 
a a pail with vertical strip-ornamentation and a 
rim ornamentation consisting of only a single hori- 
zontal row of round impressions. Catalogue number 
I g63IV. I a. 
b a belly sherd with a large, horizontal lug, undec- 
orated. The sherd belonged to a pot with a spheri- 
cal belly; if the lug was attached to the widest part of 
the belly, then its circumference was c. 19  cm. The 
drawing was produced on this assumption. How- 
ever, there would be no great technical-objection to 
the pot being a lugged jar (*) with lugs mid-way 
between its widest part and the rounded base. This 
second assumption was the basis for the discussion 
in section 6. I .  Cf. e.g. Becker I 947, plate 24. Cata- 
logue number I g631V. I b. 
Typochronologically, (a) belongs to Drouwen A, 
and (b) might, if the latter construction should be 
preferred, have to be regarded as a rudiment of the 
EN C. If the reconstruction of fig. B I should be 
preferred, no dating can yet be given. 
Present location: Assen museum. 
Sources: Van der Waals I 965, p. 208. 
Conclusion: Closed find, Drouwen A, perhaps with 
an EN C rudiment. 
Blb,  ANGELSLO,  grave 14  (previous number: 464), 
fig. B2 I 
The contents of this grave were recovered complete 
from a 1965 excavation pit, 50 m east of hunebed 
D 4 7  The following is a summary of Van der Waals' 
more detailed description, with situation drawings, 
of the find conditions (Bakker & Van der Waals 
I 973). Immediately below the layer of cultivated 
soil a dark, circular pit-filling appeared (diameter 3 
m). The plan of the pit at a greater depth was a 
rounded-off rectangle. The profile was bowl- 
shaped, although one half was deeper (0.8 m below 
the present-day surface) than the other (0.5 m 
deep). 
There were a number of carbonised sticks or  narrow 
beams in the deeper half which stood up against or  
lay next to the wal1 of the pit. There were cremated 
remains of human bones, possibly of some anima1 
bones too, at the bottom of the shallower half. 
The homogeneous pit-filling contained a hammer- 
stone and sherds which had been sintered by the 
apparently still glowing fire that had been lit in the 
pit. Only a collared flask seems to have been put 
whole in the hot pit. Van der Waals regards this 
artefact as the only deliberate funeral gift of pottery, 
considering the sherds to be older settlement refuse 
which was there already and had landed in the pit by 
accident. 
The C I 4 dating of the burnt wood (branches o r  
beams) can apply, as far as the pottery is concerned, 
only to the collared flask; the remainder may be 
years older. This C I 4 dating (GrN-5070) was 2 I 50 
+ 30 BC, so far the latest date for Dutch Tiefstich 
pottery. 
In the settlement refuse from this pit, one rim sherd 
and one wal1 sherd have a Middle Havelte ornamen- 
tation (fig. B2 I b:4, 7). Two other rim sherds came 
from necked bowls which are typical for Late Ha- 
velte (fig. B2 1b:5-6). Fragments of baking plates 
(fig. B2 I b:8- I o) point to the domestic nature of this 
refuse. One baking plate had pointillé decoration on 
both sides. Among these sherds is a neck sherd of a 
corded P F  beaker (type Glasbergen l a )  with a hori- 
zontal cordon with vertical nicks. See Bakker & Van 
der Waals ( I 973) and sections 6.8-9 for the implica- 
tions of this virtually unique TRB-PFB contact find. 
Present location: BAI. 
Conclusion: Late Havelte cremation grave (phase 
G) with collared flask and accidentally present older 
sherd material ( F  + G + Protruding Foot Beaker 
I a). 
B2 
A N L O  
gemeente Anlo (Drente) 
In I 957 and r 958, H.T. Waterbolk (BAI) excavat- 
ed the greater part of a rectangle, dimensions 96  x 
I 04  m, situated on the easterly slopes of the Honds- 
rug, at a distance of 600 m from pingo-like water 
holes and a stream, 1000 m from hunebed ANLO-  
D I I ,  and also on the border between cover-sand 
and undeep boulder clay. The fact that the site was 
situated at the junction of several types of soil and 
vegetation made this point possibly attractive for 
the establishment of a number of settlements, as 
wel1 as for graves or  cultivated land, from the Late 
Palaeolithic to the Late Bronze Age. These included 
a settlement of the Uddel (E2) facies of the Early 
Havelte T R B  phase, the greater part of which it was 
possible to excavate. 
The artefacts recovered from the latter were in re- 
fuse pits and in the top soil. A system of concentric, 
successive fences with gates, which was excavated in 
its entirety, was interpreted as a cattle kraal, and 
attributed to a PFB settlement there as the most 
likely possibility. The numerous T R B  sherds in the 
bedding trenches would then give a terminus post 
quem. C I 4 datings for remains of both of the culture 
groups there were virtually identical (Lanting & 
Van der Waals 1976, p. 37-39). 
Waterbolk (1960) published a well illustrated, de- 
tailed 'preliminary report' on the pottery and the 
stone and flint artefacts of this settlement. Supple- 
mentary to these pottery illustrations, Van der 
Waals (1964a)  reproduced a few new decorated 
sherds and some new o r  improved drawings of disc 
fragments. 
It is striking that there is a complete absence of the 
tvaerstik line on this Early Havelte site (cf. section 
6.6), and also that no pottery of the Drouwen style 
was found (with the exception of two o r  three min- 
ute sherds). The fragment of a knob-butted T R B  
battle-axe from this site was discussed in section 
5.6.3, and elsewhere in the text repeated references 
were made to this excavation. 
Present location: Assen museum. 
Conclusion: settlement of the Early Havelte style, 
Uddel facies (E2). 
B3 
B E E K H U I Z E R Z A N D  
gemeente Harderwijk (Gelderland) 
25H: I 74.51483.8 
In 1964, P.J.R. Modderman and G.J. Verwers 
(IPL) recovered refuse of an Early Havelte set- 
tlement (E2  facies) in and along a filled-in stream. A 
full, amply illustrated report has recently been pub- 
lished (Modderman, Bakker & Heidinga I 976). 
The T R B  finds had a slight admixture from Late 
Bronze Age pottery which was partly collected in 
the Same find-lots, but was generally higher in the 
deposits of the stream bed. This site produced the 
largest amount of  E 2  pottery so far known from a 
settlement. From most pots, however, only a few 
smal1 sherds had remained. Recovered were: 2 kg 
baking plate fragments; 1 .2  kg ornamented pot- 
sherds; 1 .5  kg unornamented sherds with lugs; c. 
25.5 kg unornamented sherds. 
The low figure for ornamented T R B  sherds is caus- 
ed  partly by the fact that the greatest part of an 
ornamented pot of this phase bears no decoration. 
The ornamented pottery (mainly amphorae) con- 
forms well with the E 2  pottery from other sites. The 
publication discusses slight regional differences 
within the E 2  horizon. 
The larger fragments of undecorated pottery add 
considerably to our knowledge. Shapes like Schlicht 
I 968, figs. 939-945 can now be assigned to E. Figs. 
955-959 (ibid.) could also belong to phases F and G.  
One CUD has a horizontal s t r i ~  handle. Perforations 
below the rim of large pots occur sporadically. One  
collared flask was recognised. One  baking plate had 
a hole in the middle, another had a central perfora- 
tion. Examples with perforations along the rim and 
two holes near the rim were also found. 
75 small discoid scrapers of poor local flint were 
found along with 2 borers, 2 triangular arrow-heads 
(TRB or  Late Bronze Age) and a strike-a-light. Two 
fragments of stone axes with a rectangular cross- 
section came from the T R B  layers. An unfinished 
diabase knob-butted battle-axe is discussed in sec- 
tion 5.6.3. 
Charcoal from the T R B  layers in the stream bed 
gave the C I 4 dating of 2570 I 70 BC (GrN-7746). 
How much older this burnt wood was, on average, 
than the pottery, is unknown. Charcoal from a Late 
Bronze Age unlined wel1 dug into the T R B  layers in 
the stream bed gave a C I 4 dating of 2 2  I 5 I 35 BC 
(GrN-7745); most probably this was T R B  charcoal 
with a slight admixture of Late Bronze Age char- 
coal. 
Present location: Arnhem museum. 
Sources: Modderman, Bakker & Heidinga I 976. 
Note: Van der Waals ( I g64a) ascribed this site er- 
roneously to the Drouwen period. 
B4, fig. B2 I 
D E N E K A M P ,  Klokkenberg 
gemeente Denekamp (Overijssel) 
I published full particulars of this find elsewhere 
(Bakker & Van der Waals I 973). During the build- 
ing of a village extension, Mrs. H. Bernink observed 
a round discolouration (diameter less than 1.5 m), 
apparently the filling of a prehistoric pit, in a build- 
ing trench on the sandy hill Klokkenberg. The pit 
contained a heavy, thin-butted, Meuse flint axe with 
oval cross-section, of the Vlaardingen Type (section 
5.4.2), two collared flasks and a necked bowl of the 
Late Havelte phase (G) .  Neither cremations nor 
traces of uncremated human remains were observ- 
ed, but, since al1 the pieces must have been placed 
whole in the pit, it is plausible to interpret it as a 
grave. 
This find confirrned the correctness of Knöll's idea 
( I 959) that the collared flask survived in the West 
Group until the end of the T R B  period (section 
3.4.2). However, the last traces of doubt about this 
being a closed find were removed only with the 
discovery of grave 1 4  in A N G E L S L O  (see above) 
which was reported some months later. 
Present location: Enschede museum (temporary 
loan from Denekamp museum). 
Sources: Bakker & Van der Waals I 973. 
BS, figs. BZ-3 
D I E V E R  - 'Stone cist barrow' 
gemeente Diever (Drente) 
16F:218.95/541.98 
During his excavation of this barrow in August, 
1929, Van Giffen found two T R B  graves: a min- 
iature hunebed without capstones, (I), and a 'child's 
grave', (Ia). H e  published the results of his excava- 
tion the following year (Van Giffen 1930). 
Fig. B2 is a reproduction of the published drawing, 
which was meant to present al1 the relevant informa- 
tion within a single box (Van Giffen I 930, plate I 2, 
fig. 7 f )  The new drawing which was done for Drente 
shows an altered grid, but the interpretation is no 
different (Van Giffen I 943c and I 944d, fig. I 3 ) ;  no  
other drawing was produced for the third printing 
(cf. section B I 7). J.N. Lanting ( I  973a) presented 
new drawings of plans and profiles (based on the 
original excavation drawings and photographs) and 
a few photographs, some of which had not yet been 
published. 
Fig. B3  reproduces al1 the diagnostic T R B  finds at a 
larger scale. Van Giffen's numbering of the finds is 
retained. Some pots have been reconstructed in fig. 
B3  (compare fig. B2). 
The mini-hunebed (I)  had been partially dismantled 
for the construction of Gràve I I ;  some of the latter's 
stones originated from the mini-hunebed, including 
the eastern end stone, side stones and pavement 
stones. Grave I1 contained a Bell Beaker of a late, 
local (Drente) type (fig. B2:23) from the Late Neo- 
lithic, richly decorated with comb stamp (Lanting 
I 973a, fig. I 2). Lanting ( I 973a, p. 27 1-273) proved 
that the barrow itself was not as old as the T R B  
stone cist (as Van Giffen believed), but that it had 
been constructed over the Bell Beaker grave 11. As 
seen in profiles A, B and D (Lanting I 973a, figs. 
28b, 36) the yellow sand upcast from grave I 1  lieson 
the original ground level virtually in the immediate 
vicinity of the T R B  stone cist which must have had 
only a very small barrow. Moreover, the photo- 
graphs of profile A (Lanting, fig. 36) show that the 
sods in the centre of the barrow had been laid like 
the tiles of a roof on top of the Bell Beaker stone cist 
11. 
This implies that the pollen spectra which were 
made by W. van Zeist ( I 955, p. 43-44; I 967) and 
W. Groenman-van Waateringe (unpublished) of the 
old ground surface and the sods of the barrow in- 
volve the Bell Beaker, and not the T R B  culture. 
The dating of Grave Ib is a problem. The photo- 
graphs of profile C suggest that the grave pit was dug 
through the body of the barrow, but the field draw- 
ing suggests that the yellow soil which was upcast 
from this grave lies on the old land surface under the 
barrow (Lanting I 9 7 3 a )  The sherds (no. I 9) from 
this grave are lost. This was presumably also the case 
in 1930, o r  else Van Giffen would certainly have 
illustrated them. The accuracy of the field techni- 
cian's note, 'hunebed sherds', in the find list is ques- 
tionable. 
TRB Child's Grave Ia (c. 0.5 x 0.5 m) no longer 
contained any human remains. It contained a bibe- 
ron (12)  and perhaps an  ornamented sherd which 
cannot be traced now. Van Giffen (1930, p. 24) 
reported this sherd without illustrating it, and the 
find list and the field drawings make no mention of 
it. 
TRB stone cist I, a miniature hunebed, without en- 
trance o r  capstones, internal dimensions originally 
3. r m x  0.8 m;  external dimensions c. 6 X 3.2 m. 
 he originally laterally closed walls, c. 60  cm high 
(without entrance), were composed of end and side 
stones whose flat sides faced inwards, just as they d o  
in a hunebed. The gaps in between were filled in by 
dry stone walling, another similarity with hunebeds. 
The floor of the chamber was paved with flat stones 
which were covered with a thin layer of burnt gran- 
ite gravel (Van Giffen I 930, p. 24; fair copy of finds 
list at no. 28). 
The cist contained the greater part of the grave 
goods, sand, and also several loose stones reminis- 
cent of those above the primary find layer in the 
filling of hunebed chambers. In addition 'the re- 
mains, in a very advanced state of decay, of at least 
two individuals' (Van Giffen I 930) were found. The 
symbol for cremation in the field drawings indicates 
that the impression of the draughtsman, L. Postema, 
was that they were cremated remains. 
The old land surface lay at the level of the grey 
humus layer which is c. 10  cm above the vertically 
shaded virgin soil in the published drawings. The 
floor of the stone cist was at a depth of c. 30-40 cm 
here and thc side stones went even further down. A 
bank of the excavated soil against the side stones al1 
around the cist projected I o cm above the old land 
surface. O n  top of this was a scattering of stone chips 
and grit which were produced during the construc- 
ting of the cist. 
Uncertainty remains concerning the construction of 
the roof. It must have been largely made of wood, 
since no stones have come to light anywhere in the 
excavation whose size and shape could have made 
them suitable for capstones of the type used for 
hunebeds. We should rather think of a wooden roof 
with a cover in^ of sods and some stones fthe stones " 
which were found at some places in the cist above 
the pavement proper may have derived from it). 
As far as the shape of the roof is concerned, we have 
the choice between a flat roof in the hunebed style 
or  a pitched roof a la S C H O N S T E D T  (Feustel 19f i ) ,  
LEUBINGENOr W A Y L A N D ' S  S M I T H Y .  Ineithercase 
wc must be dealing with a greatly reduced model, 
the floor area being only 2.5 square metres. Mad- 
sen's publication ( I 97  r ) on EN stone-packinggraves 
in Jutland gave several examples of temporary 
pitched roof constructions over these graves. Some 
of these (not the most characteristic) are very simi- 
lar to the Diever cist ( J A T T R U P ,  ARSLEV). A new 
excavation at Diever could establish if here. too. a , , 
pair of heavy tent-poles had been adjacent to (or in) 
the narrow extremities of the cist. Madsen demon- 
strated that, in Jutland, this tradition continued into 
the late MN (Becker I 959, I 967). See also Appen- 
dix A2e: 'Stone cist'. 
The funeral gifts from Grave I include: 3 decorated 
funnel beakers (5, 7, g), 2 undecorated funnel bea- 
kers (4, 13, the latter with handle), I undecorated 
bowl (25), sherds of 5 decorated bowls and pails 
( I oe, 4a, qb, 20), I biberon ( r 3a, was inside funnel 
beaker I 3). Furthermore, an undamaged Flint- 
Flachbeil(8), two smashed Flint-Flachbeile ( r 4, r 6), 
3 tranversal arrow-heads (6, 26, 29), 2 strike-a- 
lights (24, 26a), a number of flint waste flakes (in- 
cluding I o, 26b), a marble of markasite (identifica- 
tion P. Kruisinga, see Van Giffen 1944d, p. 433) 
( 1 7 ) ~  2 flint-pebble hammer-stones (32, 32b) and 
one tubular amber bead (28). A third Flint- 
Flachbeil (30) was found in the soil removed during 
the excavation (the fair copy of the find list shows 
that it is not no. I 4 as indicated by Van Giffen I 930, 
p. 24, note I ) .  The flint blade (22) which was found 
in grave I1 was probably in Grave I originally. 
The field drawing indicates that the fragmentary 
bowl (3) was found either on top of o r  at the top of 
the stone packing of the stone cist. 
A check of Van Giffen's detailed publication ( r 930) 
against the original sources (excavation plans, exca- 
vation photographs, rough and fair copies of find 
lists) did not produce changes in point of view. One 
does get t h e  impression that the excavation was 
carried out rather hastilv so that not al1 the sherds 
and smal1 pieces of flint etc. were observed. What 
other exdanation can there be for the incom~lete-  
ness of, for example, funnel beakers g and 4, and 
possibly bowl 20, t oo?  The occurrence of slight er- 
rors in the numbering during and shortly after the 
discovery can not be entirely excluded (see section 
B I 7). but if so, only the less remarkable finds are 
involved (labeled a and b). The missing sherds from 
Graves Ia andlor Ib ( i g )  and from thc northeastern 
quadrant ( 3  r ) may now be among those from Stone 
cist I. Expressing such doubts, however, is not very 
constructive, in the absence of further information. 
Typological interpretation. The whole find-group 
from Stone cist I, including the fragment of a bowl 3 
that was found at its edge, can be regarded as a 
closed find. Consequently, only the typochronology 
of the finds themselves can indicate how long the 
burial chamber was used as such. Kniill ( r 959) took 
the facts that the pottery was situated at different 
levels in the burial chamber and that there seemed 
to be a 'second pavement' in it, just as in hunebeds. 
as indications that the stone cist had served as a 
burial chamber for quite a long time. This is possi- 
ble, but, in our  search for proof either for this theory 
o r  for the contrary, most of the pottery does not help 
us since it is of little typochronological 
value. 
Among the fragments of decorated bowls and pails, 
20, 4b, 4a and roe look early (Drouwen B+C).  
Fragment qb is derived from the lower part of a 
rather unusually decorated pail. Sherds 4a and I oc 
could originate from pails from phase B, possibly C. 
4a has maggot impressions. No precise dating can be 
obtained from either the funnel beakers or the other 
artefacts. The funnel beakers with belly-fringe are 
no later than Drouwen D, but, apart from that, are 
virtually useless typochronologically (section 
3.4. I). Sherd 3 from a bowl which was found on the 
edge of the stone cist would appear to be foreign to 
this context. Knöll's placement of this sherd in 
Phase 2 (Havelte) was consistent typologically, but 
does not appear to be necessary. Is the bowl perhaps 
older than phase E, after all, and does it belong to 
the more perfunctorily decorated bowls of earlier 
phases, which it would be better not to use for dating 
(section 3. I )?  Moreover, the technique of ornamen- 
tation of 3 strongly resembles that of 20 .  
In conclusion, there are two possible approaches to 
typochronological interpretation. The first is that of 
Knöll: used as a burial chamber during phases B+C, 
with a much later offering in phase E. On the other 
hand, the position that the find-group, including 
bowl 3, can be dated in phases B+C, would seem 
quite defensible. I myself am more inclined to this 
view. Although diagnostic pottery is scarce, I see 
some confirmation for this position in the absence of 
pottery with horizontal tvaerstik lines, which are 
seldom absent in phase D. This latter interpretation 
could point to a single burial in the stone cist, which 
then need not have been opened again until the Bell 
Beaker period. 
Present location: BAI. 
Sources: Van Giffen 1930, 1 9 4 3 ~ ~  r 944d; Knöll 
1959: Van Zeist 1955. 19h7: Lanting 1073% 
B6, figs. B I 6- r 7 
E K E L B E R G  (alias E K E L E N B E R G ,  KERKENBOSCH, OT 
Z U I D W O L D E )  
gemeente Zuidwolde (Drente) 
TRB finds were discovered in r 928-35 during sand 
quarrying on this natura1 sandy hillock, situated in 
the former Hoge Veld. In February-March, 1935, 
Van Giffen undertook a trial excavation here ( I g X 
15  m) which he himself described later as 'casual' 
(Van Giffen 1943~) .  In all, the existence of more 
than ro flat graves was established, at a depth of 
about 50-90 cm under the plough soil. Reported 
grave lengths include r .s m (grave b) and 1.8 m 
(grave d, width I m). Some graves had a scanty stone 
packing. The position of the artefacts recovered 
before and during the excavation was incompletely 
and conflictingly indicated in the sources mentioned 
at the end of this section. 
Van Giffen did not label the flat graves. The letters 
below are mine. They differ from Knöll's (r  959) 
who incorrectly assigned al1 the finds to three in- 
stead of ten graves. No satisfactory compromise 
between the conflicting sources has been achieved 
(was one or were two pairs of querns found?). I have 
adhered largely to the plan (fig. za, Van Giffen 
1937). 
Flat grave a (30.3. I 934; not in Van Giffen's fig. za, 
I 937). Grave pit, length c. 2.5 m. with stone packing 
which included two querns, 1934111.3 It contain- 
ed: 
r Battle-axe I 934/IIL3d, discussed in section 
5.6.3. 
2 Bowl on footring, decorated with deeply incised 
iines, I 934/III.3b. 
3 Bowl on footring, incompletely decorated with 
deeply incised lines and (along the rim) with two 
point stamp lines. I 9341111.3~. 
4 Triangular arrow-head of flint with hollow base 
and finished with all-over flat retouch technique. 
This shape is typical for the Late Neolithic and the 
Bronze Age. I 9341III.3a. 
Flat grave b (square E8) contained: 
5 Amphora without foot-ring, with two pairs of 
iugs, decorated with tvaerstik impressions. The 
stamp had an irregular shape and is hardly recog- 
nisable because of weathering of the pot. 
I 9351111. I .  
Flat grave c (square F3) contained: 
6 An amphora without foot-ring, with two lugs, 
decorated with coarse point stamp lines. r 9351111.2. 
Flat grave d (square GIH8) contained: 
7 An undecorated little bowl. I 9351111.3. 
8 2 granite querns: rg351III. I 8c-d, which were 
part of the stone packing of this grave. 
Flat grave e (square ClDg16) contained: 
g A smal1 undecorated amphora with a flat 
base, two lugs and a rather angular shoulder. 
1935/III-9. 
r o An undecorated double conical amphora with 
concave shoulder and two lugs. Base slightly hollow. 
I 9351111. I O. 
I I Bowl with foot-ring, chess-board patterned 
decoration made by broad, irregularly shaped 
stamp. I 935,1111. I I .  
1 2  Shoulder pot with two lugs and flat base, dec- 
orated with fine point stamp lines. I 9351111. r 2. 
I 3 Bowl with flat base, decorated with unusually 
deeply incised lines executed with a pointed imple- 
ment. r 9351111. r 3. 
Flat grave f (square DlEr-2) contained: 
r 4 A fairly thin-bladed, convex trapezoidal Fels- 
Rechteckbeif (Brandt B2-r, with rounded- 
rectangular cross-section) of greenstone. r c)?,$ 
111. r 4. 
r 4a A grind stone or quern, smoothed by long use, 
diameter I 2.5 cm. I 9351111. I 4a. 
Flat grave g (square J7) contained: 
r g A tureen with one lug and flat base, decorated 
with rather irregular tvaerstik lines. r 9351111. I 5 .  
I 6 Amphora with two lugs and flat base, decorat- 
ed with splinter-like implement at right angles to 
guide line. I 9351111. I 6. 
Flat grave h (square L7) contained: 
17 Undecorated funnel beaker with flat base, 
without foot-ring. Beveled rim, very irregular pro- 
file. I g351III. r 7. 
Flat grave i (square H8-g) contained: 
I 8 Undecorated bowl with flat base and low wal1 
at right angles to it. I g351III. I 8. 
Flat grave j (square 19) contained: 
I 9 Undecorated funnel beaker. I 9351111. I 8a. 
The following were found on  this site, with no  further 
information as to position: 
2 0  Small undecorated amphora;  lugs and large 
rim sherds now missing. I 9351111. I 8b. 
2 1  Small undecorated amphora with two lugs, 
found in 1928. 1932lVI.2 (Waterbolk 1958, fig. 
3:3). Originally dated (list of acquisitions I932 in 
NDV I 934 sub I 3) in the Bronze Age Period Mon- 
telius IV. 
2 2  T R B  sherds and flint artefacts were found scat- 
tered 'over the whole site' up to the 'front of the 
house' (this is 30-40 metres west of the excavation). 
One of these sherds is illustrated (fig. B I 7:22). It is 
numbered I 9351111. I qa (read: I 934111.3e o r  
1935IIII. I g). 
Present location of the finds: Assen museum 
1932lVI.2; 1934111.3, 3a-d; I g351III.r-5, 9- 19. 
Sources: Van Giffen I 937, 1943c, and C. 1950 
(drawing slightly altered and different measuring 
grid). Lists of acquisitions of the Assen museum of 
1932 (no. 13;  in NDV 1934), 1934 ("0s. 37-38, 
51-53; in N D V  1936) and 1935 (nos. 25-28, 45-59; 
in NDV I 937). Inventory, Assen museum. The pho- 
tographic archives of the BA1 (no other excavation 
documentation was found). Waterbolk I 958 
('Zuidwolde'). Knöll I 959, plate 39  ('Kerken- 
bosch') mistakenly regarded those artefacts which 
were not found in graves a (' I ' )  and e ('3') as origi- 
nating from another single grave ('2'). 
Conclusion: quite a large cemetery, perhaps ad- 
joining a settlement. Further excavation of other 
remains which are possibly still present would be 
extremely desirable! The pottery recovered belongs 
typologically to a single, uninterrupted period, 
combining E 2  characteristics with E I characteristics 
and features which are reminiscent of the preceding 
Drouwen tradition (D2, pot I g, pot I z?). However, 
there are no typical Drouwen funnel beakers with 
belly-fringe. The triangular arrow-head would ap- 
pear to be a later intrusion. 
B7, figs. Bb-9 
E L S P E E T  
gemeente Nunspeet (Gelderland) 
There has been scarcely any mention in the liter- 
ature of this settlement whiih is c. I km long and is 
situated on a 5 0  m-wide strip of ground on the north 
bank of a periglacial stream bed which is generally 
dry. The site was discovered in 1930 when heath- 
land was being trenched for afforestation. Other  
stretches along the Droge Beek (= Dry Stream) are 
now agricultural land or  g ras l and ;  only a few min- 
ute scraps of heath are still untouched. 
The discoverer, the late artist J o  Bezaan, collected a 
large number of artefacts, some of which he 
illustrated in his Manuscript ( I 932). The greater 
part was purchased by the Leiden museum (1932, 
1 9 4 0 ) ~  unfortunately without further doc- 
umentation as to the exact positions of the finds 
within the settlement. A smaller part of Bezaan's 
collection is in the BA1 in Groningen, a few sherds 
are in the Arnhem museum, partly via the recently 
purchased collection of the late H. Westendorp. 
In I 933, F.C. Bursch carried out some small-scale 
excavations in this settlement, a brief report of 
which later appeared (but without illustrations of 
the pottery) (Bursch I 940). Bursch's opinion that 
the pottery was Early Havelte was wrong; it was 
Drouwen pottery (see section 2. I I ) .  H. Knöll 
(1959) apparently had not seen the material, so that 
he did not enter find-site no. 253 in his Lists I 27- 
I 28 of phase I and 112. 
Since the last war, J. Mulder (Elspeet) has collected 
much material in fields along the Droge Beek and 
elsewhere, but without noting the exact find posi- 
tion on each sherd. A t  the request of the archaeolo- 
gist G. Elzinga, Mulder later wrote capital letters on 
the sherds corresponding to the different find-spots. 
Errors were, however, made, for interlocking sherds 
got letters for different sites (see below). 
During this same period, the late H. Westendorp 
was also collecting T R B  material, whose very exact 
find-spots he was able to tel1 me in I 965. His report 
of a find led to the I 965 excavation of c. 350 m20n a 
remnant of heath (land registry number F 3940, 
Nunspeet) on the Rifle Range of Berkenhorst; this 
was carried out for R O B  and IPP, by A. Bruijn and 
myself, and we established the presence of prehis- 
toric post-holes, but no house-plan. An unlined wel1 
(Pit B, see below) was found in the Droge Beek, and 
T R B  artefacts were discovered which can be con- 
sidered as a smal1 sample of what is characteristic of 
the settlement as a whole. 
The pottery recovered by Bezaan and Bursch ap- 
pears to have been very close to the site of the I 965 
excavation. Westendorp's sherds came from some 
paths, his own vegetable garden and the garden 
opposite the club house of the Rifle Range next to 
and within the excavated area. 
The site was generally an abundant source of other 
prehistoric habitation remains. The banks of the 
Droge Beek, which had to provide the drainage of a 
very large area after rain s-howers, must have been 
an attractive habitation area, in spite of the (accord- 
ing to present-day standards) extreme poverty of 
the fluvio-glacial deposits which were there covered 
by a very thin layer of cover-sand. Because of the 
intensive habitation, it is not possible to assign more 
than a few of the types of flint and stone artefacts 
which were scattered around in great quantities to 
this T R B  settlement with any degree of certainty. 
The situation is rather different with the artefacts 
from the excavated area. This produced no diagnos- 
tic artefacts from other culture groups except a few 
sherds of a ia-Protruding Foot Beaker and a trian- 
gular and hollow based flint arrow-head. 
The T R B  pottery from this site, provenienced or 
not, has the appearance of great homogeneity: it is 
Drouwen B f C .  The Elspeet pottery usually has 
thicker walls than settlement pottery from the same 
period elsewhere (e.g. L A R E N ,  B I I ) .  I know only of 
similar thick-walled pottery from a settlement at 
M E H R I N G E N  on the Ems (unpublished sherds in 
Enschede museum; the site lies next to both hune- 
beds, the Dicke Steenen). Only one or  two sherds 
from Elspeet (fig. B8: I 2) might indicate the con- 
tinuation of the habitation into D. Only one sherd 
belongs to phase E2, i.e. the phase which is the most 
widely represented in the north of the Veluwe, in- 
cluding the valley of the Leuvenumse Beek, into 
which the Droge Beek runs via a small bog. I can not 
go here further int0 interesting questions like the 
choice of terrain of the site and the exceptionally 
large extent of this settlement. 
All ceramic finds from this site that I could trace 
have been studied by A. Boomert (reports 1970- 
71).  The following is a selection from a number of 
representative find-groups. 
~ l Ü t  grave (?) Bezaan recovered one reconstruct- 
able funnel beaker with belly fringe, which was illus- 
trated in his Manuscript (quality of the photograph 
makes it difficult to r e ~ r o d u c e )  without indication 
of scale. Westendorp presumed that the find-site 
had been at Berkenhorst. close to the site of the 
1965 excavation. I have nót seen the original funnel 
beaker. It was not a large, domestic funnel beaker, 
but one of the normal-sized, thin-walled funerary 
ty Pe. 
More or less closed find A (fig. B6). As mentioned 
above, J. Mulder did not originally keep his sherds 
separated according to find-spot. One unintentional 
exception according to his very decided pronounce- 
ment in I 965, was a basket of sherds, al1 of which he 
had excavated at one spot in a field during or  before 
I 957 ('Harm-11' as Westendorp and Mulder called 
it; A. Bruijn's report ( I 958) also refers to this). The 
basket contained a remnant of this find, for the fine 
sherds, along with sherds from other find-sites, had 
been glued to pieces of cardboard. I labeled the 
sherds from the basket 'X', as I also did with the 
sherds from the pieces of cardboard if they belonged 
to the same pots. It turned out that sherds of the 
large bowl, (3), which was represented by at least 
two sherds in the basket, twice bore the find-letter K 
and once M. Something had apparently gone wrong 
when, after the event, at Elzinga's request, an at- 
tempt was made to locate the positions of the finds. 
The find-group thus reconstructed gives the im- 
pression of homogeneity. A bowl (3) of which a 
reconstruction could be drawn looks a little older 
typologically than the rest of the pottery from the 
settlement. The upper ornamentation allows for no 
closer dating than from B to D I ,  but the strips below 
it point to the beginning of phase B. 
The position of the lugs on the borderline between 
upper and lower ornamentation is also an early fea- 
ture. Some bases (7-9) which were perforated be- 
fore the firing belong to this complex. Among the 
sherds of this find-group were found numerous oth- 
ers belonging to different, pot beaker-like vessels, 
large barbed-wire-impressed beakers, etc. These 
are post-TRB artefacts from the same findspot. 
Pit B (fig. B 7 )  In I 965, Bruijn and I recovered the 
filling of an unlined wel1 in the middle of the Droge 
Beek (the high ground-water level forced US to leave 
part of it). The pottery gives a homogeneous im- 
pression. Boomert demonstrated later that sherds in 
the settlement on  the bank and those in the unlined 
wel1 belong to the Same vessels. A few fragments of 
bowls (4, 8-9) and a shouldered pot (3), which date 
the group in phases B-C, are noteworthy, as are the 
large domestic funnel beakers (6-7, 10, I 2), disc 
fragments ( r 3), a biberon (2) and the remains of two 
undecorated footed bowls ( r ,  5). ( 5 )  was badly 
affected by the water. ( I )  was very wel1 burnished 
(section 3.4.5). 
From the other finds (figs. B8-9) of this settlement, I 
would like to mention a decorated disc fragment 
(76) (Leiden museum, e. I 9401 1.94) which is vir- 
tually identical with that from Pit B, and which also 
had a hole as wide as a finger in the centre. In 
addition, there are an undecorated disc fragment 
(75) (ibid. e. I 9401 I .  95) with at least one hole situ- 
ated near the rim, and two other rim fragments of  
discs (g- 10). There are one sherd from a collared 
flask (7), one  from a small funnel beaker with chev- 
ron and fringe ornamentation (36), a few sherds 
from shouldered pots (2 I ,  49, 72-74), several from 
bowls and domestic funnel beakers. The heart 
stamps of bowl-sherd ( I 2) are an exception (phases 
D - E I ) .  The rest of the pottery belongs to phases 
B-C (one E 2  sherd). 
A fragment of a thick-bladed, thin-butted flint axe 
with polished wide and narrow sides was found dur- 
ing the excavation. In addition to the large quantity 
of flint artefacts in the Westendorp collection from 
this site, mainly scrapers of a TRB-like type, I would 
like to mention an unfinished specimen of a small 
flint axe ( I  I )  (Mulder's collection) which might be 
considered as a local T R B  Flint-Flachbeilchen. 
However, this is not certain, and there is also a 
possibility that it was made by the Beaker cultures. 
The only thing known about a fragment of the cut- 
ting edge of a thick-butted, thick-bladed T R B  flint 
axe (Leiden museum, e. 195411.2) is that it was 
reported to come from 'Elspeet'. Since the find-site 
might therefore be miles away from the T R B  site, 
we d o  not need to regard this find as a chronological 
problem. 
Present location: Leiden museum; G A S  collection 
in Arnhem museum (Bezaan and Westendorp col- 
lection); J. Mulder, Elspeet; IPP; BAI. 
Sources: J. Bezaan ( I 93  2) Manuscrip,t, a particu- 
larly valuable report with numerous illustrations of 
his finds, made at the request of and financed by 
Professor Dr. J. Hudig. Now in the possession of the 
GAS;  Verslag van den directeur over het jaar 1932, 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden te Leiden; Bursch 
I 940; Nieuws-Bulletin K N O B  I 958, column * I 94  
(report by A. Bruijn); J.A. Bakker, Nieuws-Bulletin 
K N O B  1965, p. * 135- 136; A.  Boomert (1970, 
I 97 r)  Reports on the investigation of find material 
from I 965 excavation (24. I 2. 1 970), Westendorp 
collection ( I 6.03. I 97 I), Bursch's excavation 
(1.04. I 97 I ) ,  area Harm I1 (Mulder and Westen- 
dorp collections) ( r 9.05. I 97 I ) .  IPP, unpublished. 
Conclusion: an unusually large settlement of phases 
(early) B+C, with only two sherds in D style (fig. 
B8: I 2) and E 2  style (cf. section 3.3). 
BS, figs. 19, 23 
EMMEN-Schimmeres, gemeente Emmen (Drente), 
D43: two hunebeds (D43A and B) in peristalithic 
long barrow 
In I g I 3, Holwerda excavated this grave which is 
unique for Netherland (Holwerda I 9 I 4, 19 I 5). In 
connection with his restoration, in I 960, Van Giffen 
carried out a new excavation (Van Giffen 1962) 
after having already published extensively on the 
architecture of the grave ( I 927, I 956). It appears 
that the monument consists of two short hunebed 
chambers of the usual Drente type, with an entrance 
flanked by one pair of side stones, enclosed in a 
peristalithic long barrow. I refer to Van Giffen's 
publications and Chapter 7 above for a consider- 
ation of a possible secondary lengthening of this 
barrow. Van Giffen (1962) established that two 
stones of the peristalith had been pulled down, in his 
opinion to cover graves without goods in front of the 
peristalith. 
The contents of the burial chambers, very summar- 
ily described by Holwerda, were sorted out and 
studied by A. Boomert, R. W. Brandt and P.J. Wol- 
tering at the IPP in I 969- I 97 r .  This was made pos- 
sible by a long-term loan of this material from the 
Rijksmuseum van Oudheden in Leiden. The results 
were produced in two reports (Boomert, Brandt & 
woltering I 970, I 97 r ) . - ~ h e i r  esults were partly 
summarised in section 3.3 and fig. I 9, above. One 
conclusion was that, through an administrative er- 
ror, the contents of the two chambers had been 
mixed up during o r  shortly after Holwerda's excava- 
tion. 
Fig. 23 shows a funnel beaker which was perhaps 
imported from the Michelsberg culture (sections 
-3.4. I ;  6.3; 6.9). A pit below the barrow between the 
two burial chambers contained the sherds of one o r  
two B jugs and the burned fragments of a big 'Old' 
Danish flint axe (sections 5.3. 1 2; 6.9 and Chapter 
7). This was possibly a ritual pit. Holwerda's im- 
pression that the pit-filling was peppered with splin- 
ters of decayed (cremated?) bone vaguely rccalls 
grave I 4 at A N G E L S L O  (section B I ) .  The chisel with 
quadrangular cross-section illustrated by Holwerda 
is of the EGK type (compare fig. 4 I :j). In section 
5.7 we discussed a pendant from this grave which 
k a s  made from a fragment of a petrified ammonite 
(Holwerda I 9 I 4, fig. 5). 
Present location: Leiden museum c. I g I 31 r 2.1-3 I .  
Sources: Documentation Leiden museum; Hol- 
werda r y I 4, I 9 I 5 ;  Van Giffen I 927, I 956, I 962; 
Knöll I ygy; Boomert, Brandt & Woltering I 970, 
IY7L 
B9, figs. Bq-5 
H O O G H A L E N  
gemeente Beilen (Drente) 
17B:234.74/549.41 
In I 963, W. Wijkel and W. van der Poel discovered 
TRB pottery c. 30 m from hunebed D54c, in a 
coversand ridge which was ploughed for re- 
afforestation. Hunebed D54c itself had been dis- 
covered and excavated when the area had first been 
cleared (1946-47). The earliest pottery in this hu- 
nebed was from the Drouwen B phase (Chapter 7). 
Only after Wijkel and Van der Poel had recovered 
their finds did they report their discovery to the 
Assen museum. Van der Waals was able to establish 
at the site that the disturbance of the soil could have 
left intact only scarcely usable ground traces, even 
with a prompter report and an official excavation. 
The discoverers observed a ploughed, more or less 
rectangular area of c. 2 x 4 m (originally 1'12 x 
3'/2?) containing pottery and I oo- I 25 football-sized 
stones. There was quite a lot of grit as well. There is 
no evidence for the existence of a barrow, nor is 
there any on pre- I 946 maps or aerial photographs. 
Since the impression received from the pottery is 
one of chronological homogeneity and since there 
are, of course, no indications for a temple in this 
case, the site was probably a stone-packed earth 
grave o r  stone cist (Bakker I 970). 
The pottery (figs. Bq-5) was described in detail else- 
where (ibid.). It consists of: 
r a jug, type L, phase B. 
2 a jug, type L, phase B (shape not quite satisfac- 
torily reconstructed from few sherds). 
3 a tureen, type M, phase C (but with features 
reminiscent of B). After the r 970 publication, 
a rim sherd was recognised wliich allowed the 
reconstruction of the slightly expanding rim. 
4 a tureen, type M, phase C. 
5 a lugged flask, undecorated. The few sherds do 
not allow alternative reconstructions, apart 
from the possibility of a higher neck. Typologi- 
cally an MN I reminiscence of the E N  C shapes 
of the North Group'? 
6 a shouldered pot with cylindrical neck, further 
reconstruction is not possible (one sherd). 
7 a rim sherd of a pail which is identical with (g), 
but which cannot be matched with it. Type T, 
phase B. 
8 a pail, type T, phase B. 
y a pail, type U I ,  phase cf. B. 
ro a pail, type T, phase B. Maggot impressions. 
Few sherds. 
I I an undecorated bowl. 
1 2  a bowl, type T, phase B. 
1 3  a bowl, type T, phase B. 
14 three, small, weathered sherds from an atyp- 
ical, carelessly decorated bowl <)r pail (phase 
A?). 
1 5  a funnel beaker with strip decoration. 
I 6 a funnel beaker. 
1 7  a minute belly sherd of a funnel beaker with 
belly-fringe. 
I 8 a number of sherds possibly from the belly of a 
collared flask. 
1 9  a number of undecorated, small sherds. 
With the exception of a single piece of flint, no other 
possible artefacts were found. 
Present location: Assen museum 196611.3a-t (a is 
pot I ,  etc.). 
Sources: Bakker I 970. 
Summarising: Presumably a dismantled stone- 
packed earth grave with at least 1 4  complete pots, 
but without stone artefacts as burial gifts. This ty- 
pochronologically homogeneous group is one of the 
star witnesses for the applicability of the beginning 
of the typochronology used. Two of the ten diagnos- 
tic pots belong to phase C. the remainder to B. The 
horizontal tvaerstik line, characteristic of phase D, 
is absent. However, it might be possible to assign pot 
I 4 to phase A and to recognise an E N  C shape in pot 
5 (a shape which, in that case, survived int0 the MN 
1). 
Blo, fig. B r 5 
L A N D E R S U M - P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~  
Gemeinde Neuenkirchen, Kreis Steinfurt (West- 
phalia) 
TRB artefacts came to light during the removal of 
part of a coversand hillock, called the 'Pennings- 
berg', in r 9 3 8  H. Beck and W. Lange excavated an 
area of 4 x 6 m, and produced a detailed and well- 
illustrated report on those, and earlier finds ( r  950). 
Knöll (1959)  summarised this work, but gave no 
illustrations. Since the I ggo publication is rather 
rare, I have here produced illustrations of the most 
important pottery, drawn after the published pho- 
tographs (the scale, c. I :3, is variable). Photographs 
of the axes were made available by the Munster 
museum. 
The find consisted of 23 pots o r  large fragrnents of 
Tiefstich pottery and several sherds of mainly unde- 
corated pots which were difficult to reconstruct. The 
significant pieces point to phase D2. Early Havelte 
stylistic features are conspicuous by their absence, 
whereas the Drouwen funnel beaker is conspic- 
uously present and very varied with respect to profi- 
le. There was a biberon inside one of the funnel 
beakers (3a-b). Apart from the sherds of a disc with 
radial lines (not illustrated), there are no character- 
istic indications for a settlement at this spot such as, 
for instance, large quantities of flint scrapers and 
dornestic funnel beakers. Although the ground 
traces were difficult to interpret, so that it is not 
cornpletely clear which pieces belonged to each 
grave, the site is indisputably a small cemetery. A 
further excavation of the site would be highly 
desirable. Part of the dune was still in a virgin state 
in r950! 
We are faced with a chronologically difficult point in 
the presence of a northern Jutland flint axe, of un- 
mistakably T R B  facies, of the Linda type (25). This 
specimen is theoretically 'too late' for this pottery 
(see sections 5.3.2; 6.9). The very scarce A 0 0  
beaker sherds from this site offer no convincing 
solution for this problem. In section 5.3.4 a Flint- 
Flachbeil (26) from this find-site was mentioned 
which Beck describes as consisting of Danien flint. 
A T R B  counterpart to an arrow-shaft straightener 
(27) was discovered at L A R E N  (section B r I ). 
Present location: Munster museum. 
Sources: Beck & Lange 1950;  Knöll 1959. 
Conclusion: Cemetery phase D2, in which Early 
Havelte (E) appears to be absent. 
B11, figs. Bg- I o 
L A R E N ,  end of Zeveneinder Drift (street) 
gemeente Laren (North Holland) 
32A: 1 44.201473.00 
The site was discovered on I 2.03. r 960 by R.M.J. 
van Dijk while playing Red Indians. I was informed 
shortly afterwards by R.J. van den Berg. The site 
was excavated from 28. I o-g. I 2. I 960 and 29.04- 
28.05. I 963 under the auspices of IPP and the Hil- 
versum museum (additional subsidies granted by 
the Gemeente Laren, Vereniging van Vrienden van 
het Gooi and the Ministerie van Cultuur, Recreatie 
en Maatschappelijk Werk). The work was directed 
by me, assisted by C.R. Hooijer, M.F. Hamburger 
(IPP assistants), H.N. Donker (technica1 supervisor, 
IPP) and many volunteers, including the members 
of a work camp organised for this purpose by the 
Nederlandse Jeugdbond voor de  Bestudering van 
de Geschiedenis, boy-scouts and other enthusiasts 
of antiquity. 
A surface of 869 m2 was excavated for artefacts. 
Each individual square metre of the soil was shaved 
off in thin slices with a spade. A sieve was not used. 
The r-square-metre sections thus examined lie scat- 
tered in a field 70 x 80 m which was partly disturbed 
by pits where sand had been blown away (land regis- 
try nos. C and G 1634  and 972, owners: Stichting 
Goois Natuurreservaat and Gemeente Laren). 
Furthermore, several school pupils dug up artefacts 
on this same site both before and after excavations. 
Nearly al1 of their finds became concentrated in the 
collections of A. Farjon, W.J. Manssen, R.M.J. van 
Dijk and J. van der Kruis- the members of the then 
active Studiekring voor Archaeologische Weten- 
schappen (their magazine was called Onder de Wo- 
danseik). The collection was given on permanent 
loan to the Hilversum museum in r 965 and bought 
by it in I 977. 
The find-site lies in the heath on periglacial cover- 
sand, just outside the eng (= es, or  cultivated soil) of 
Laren, at the end of the Zeveneinder Drift. In thc 
r 5th- I 9th centuries, sheep grazing had caused the 
topsoil to be broken in numerous places, leaving 
large pits where the sand had been blown away, but 
otherwise it was intact. The surface of the 
undisturbed profile here is at 5. 10-4.50 m + NAP 
(Dutch Ordnance Datum); there is an Allerad-like 
layer underneath it at c. 4 m + NAP. Below this. 
there is the top of the glacigenous, periglacially 
eroded, ice-pushed ridge with a covering of scat- 
tered boulders, at c. 3 m + NAP. 
Apart from the more recent sand-pits and adjacent 
dunes, the T R B  surface was presumably approx- 
imately the same as the present one. However, sub- 
sequent to the T R B  habitation a podzol with iron 
pan and leached layer developed and this prevented 
the observation of T R B  ground traces. Some indica- 
tions were found that a slightly developed, patchy 
grey-brown podzolic forest soil preceded this podzol 
(without a leached layer, with much animal disturb- 
ance). No pits o r  post-holes from the T R B  period 
were observed. 
There were T R B  sherds in and under the iron pan; 
in the latter case, sometimes in greyish soil, but 
often without any discolouration visible. The sherds 
in the leached layer had completely worn away - 
flint had acquired a white, shattered structure here. 
Under the iron pan, there were straight, horizon- 
tally running animal burrows (diameter 5 cm), 
which contained a few T R B  artefacts. O n  the site, 
the finds were obviously concentrated in oblong 
areas. These concentrations may be rough indica- 
tions of  areas between dwellings. 
The TRB pottery (figs. Bg- ro) which was found 
belongs, without exception, to the Drouwen style 
group, phases B+C.  Most of the sherds (total dry 
weight 5-7 kg) are co small that the shapes of the 
pots are not sufficiently recognisable. The following 
were identified (counts by J. Slofstra and J.A. Bak- 
ker I 966): perhaps a minute, undecorated fragment 
of I collared flask (26); c. 2 I funnel beukers (includ- 
ing 4- [o),  mostly the large domestic kind with 
belly-fringe. One  (8) has a cordon with vertical 
maggot impressions on the base of the neck; the 
shoulder of I jug(?) (23) with vertical Tiefstich lines 
and chevrons of maggot impressions on the shoul- 
der;  the sherds of at least g bowls and pails (of type 
T (25 ( I  X ) ) ,  U I - 2  (1-2, 13, 18-19, 27 (8X)). One  
group of sherds with vertical Tiefstich lines comes 
from a left-handed-decorated rim (3) of another 
bowl (type U )  or  of the foot-ring of I pedestalled 
bowl (? ). 
Sherds of at least 5 discs (1 -2  cm thick, 29-32). One  
disc fragment has a row of 3 mm-wide perforations 
along the rim. No trace of other decorations o r  holes 
was found, which is not surprising with the very few 
and small pieces. 
The ~ r n a ~ e n t a t i o n  f the pottery is limited to hori- 
zontal zigzag lines, vertical groove and Tiefstich 
lines o r  vertical chevron bands. It is significant that 
neither the tvaerstik line nor ladder and zipper strips 
are present. The rather unusual maggot impressions 
(23, 25; not present in, for instance, ELSPEET (figs. 
B6-Bc))) are indications of connections with the 
Hunze-Hunte area and indirectly with Schleswig- 
Holstein (Knöll I 959, list I I o). Here, as in E L S -  
PEET,  there are no pendant-triangle tureens. 
The only otherprehistoricpottery from the site were 
one sherd from the rim of the base and one from the 
wal1 of a pot from the Early Bronze Age with true, 
open barbed wire ornamentation. 
The stones andfl ints  of this site were - to the best of 
our  knowledge - al1 collected. The only exceptions 
might have been occasioned by some helpers thro- 
wing away (contrary to instructions) the odd 'ordi- 
nary' stone. 576 pieces of flint and r 25 kg stone 
were collected. Since the geology of the site entails 
its being completely devoid of stone- apart from the 
finest of gravel - the finds must al1 have been 
brought here by human beings. It is a deliberate 
selection of what they could pick up on the ice- 
pushed ridges (at least 500 m away) on spots with- 
out vegetation. 
The 576 pieces of flint can be provisionally subdi- 
vided into 64  scrapers (various shapes, 
predominantly discoid), 3 transversal arrow-heads, 
I leafshaped arrow-head, r -  2 borers, 2 I fragments 
of  polished axes (including 4 of large axes with rect- 
angular cross-section and 2 of an axe with flat-oval 
cross-section), q hummer-stones (not including one 
made from an axe fragment) and 4 8  I waste flakes. A 
more detailed study would be desirable, however. 
Only one possible Mesolithic flint artefact was 
found among the material. In addition, 2 fossil flint 
sea urchins were found among the settlement refuse. 
These curiosities, as wel1 as the other flint, may have 
been picked up on the ice-pushed ridge. The flint is 
largely of a local moraine type, the axes with rectan- 
gular cross-section may have been made of northern 
flint, and the one with flat-oval cross-section is of 
Meuse flint. 
The 1 25 kg stone (other than flint), consisting of 
I 475 pieces, were identified by Dr. G.J. Boekscho- 
ten (Geological Institute, Rijksuniversiteit, Gro- 
ningen). In the survey below, the bracketed figures 
give the percentages by weight and number respec- 
tively. 
Two-thirds to three-quarters of the stones (67%): 
7 I %) consist of pieces of sandstone, quartzitic sand- 
stone and quartzite. Nearly half of them were identi- 
fied as Dala sandstone (36"A); 32% of the totals), 
but these are minimum figures; the true percentages 
could reach 5o'Z) of the total weight. These pieces of 
sandstone and quartzite had been used largely as 
saddle querns and polishing or  grind stones, and 
were found in shattered fragments. Some fragments 
could be glued together and suggest diameters of up 
to 40 cm for the Iower quern-stones. The upper 
quern-stones were smaller, as were also some 
hummer-stones, and whetstones suitable for 
sharpening smaller objects made, for instance, of 
bone. In ;ddition, there was an arrow-shaft or awl 
straightener of the familiar type, which, until then, 
was known in conjunction with Tiefstich pottery at 
L A N D E R S U M  (fig. B 15:27). 
The remainder consists largely of crystalline rock of 
moraine origin (28.5%; 23%). Included in this are 
smashed fragments of querns (not polishing stones) 
and a hammer-stone. No wasters connected with 
possible axe or  battle-axe production were recog- 
nised. 
One  of the reasons for smashing the stones might be 
connected with the preparation of temper for pot- 
tery manufacture, although there is no direct evi- 
dence that this occurred here (was pre-glacial loam 
or  clay used for this purpose, for instance?). Neither 
is it clear from the composition of the temper of the 
sherds themselves whether the rejected implements 
of quartzite and sandstone were used for ceramic 
tempering, at least to any significant extent. C. van 
Driel-Murray alerted me (1976) to the possibility 
that they may have been cooking or boiling stones. 
This is plausible for both types of stone. The pieces 
were cracked in a manner identical with that of 
Viking Period cooking o r  boiling stones from AR- 
H U S  (Madsen 1965, photograph on p. 8. The hot 
stones broke when they were put int0 cold water. A 
stone weighing 1.5 kg and at 500' Cels. can bring 
one litre of water to the boil). 
In this case, the matters of containers for the water 
(large funnel beakers o r  skins o r  pouches, cf. Coles 
I 973, p. 50-54) and the source of the drinking water 
become urgent problems. The Koesweerd, a pond 
of great antiquity is now the nearest place with open 
water (1.25 km away). The finds of lined wells at the 
K A R L S Q U E L L E  (Wegewitz I 963) and perhaps of 
another one at A N G E L S L O  (information Van der 
Waals) suggest a better possibility. At the Laren 
site, groundwater is now available at a maximum 
depth of more than I .  2 m, but at 250 m north of the 
site at 50-80 cm (Bodemkaart van Nederland 
1:5o,ooo, sheet 3 I-East, 1970). 
The battered surfaces show that the larger speci- 
mens ( 3 % ;  3'%,) among the quartz stones ( 3 % ;  4%)  
are fragments of hummer-stones. The few smal1 
pieces are rounded pebbles, with diameter up to 5 
cm, and their presence here may have been due 
partly to natura1 causes (niveo-aeolic), but also part- 
ly, perhaps, to a recent surfacing of a path through 
the settlement, which may have resulted in their 
being incorrectly included in our  survey. Another 
possibility is that some of them were burnishing 
stones for pottery. 
The remaining types of stone amount to less than I (X,  
of the total weight and the total number. There is a 
gneiss axe with rectangular cross-section (693 g);  
also half (743 g) of a large Fels-Ovalbeil of an un- 
identified type of stone, burned, i.e. cracked by fire. 
Small rounded and flattened pebbles represent sili- 
ceous shale and a siliceous stromatopore, a piece of 
basalt is of southern origin. 
A fragment of a flattened copper or bronze ring 
appears typologically to be a modern contamina- 
tion, for example, from a horse-harness. It was not 
possible to collect any C I 4-datable samples of char- 
coal from an indisputably T R B  context. 
Present location: Both the finds discovered during 
the excavations and the Farjon-Manssen-Van Dijk 
collection are in the Hilversum museum. 
Sources: unprinted excavation reports ('protocol- 
boeken') L A R E N / N ~ O ~ . /  19601J.A.B. and L A R E N  
lNeol.1 I 9631M.F.H. in IPP; Nieuws-bulletin KNOB 
I 960, * I 09 and 268; J.A. Bakker, In het voetspoor 
van A. E. van Giffen I 9662, p. 27-32, p. I 70. 
Conclusion: T R B  settlement, presumably inhabited 
for one short period during the phases B+C. One  of 
the few T R B  settlements with a collection of flint 
and stones which can with certainty be assigned, 
almost in its entirety, to the T R B  culture. It is the 
most westerly 'true' T R B  settlement which has been 
excavated (cf. H A Z E N D O N K ,  sections 2.2 I ,  6.3 and 
note 3: 10). L A R E N  proves, as does the E L S P E E T  
settlement which started somewhat earlier, that 
such remote areas as Gooiland and the Veluwe were 
already being sporadically inhabited by the Tiefstich 
peoples roundabout the time of the transition from 
Knöll I to 112 (this changes the appearance of 
Knöll's I 959 maps 2 1-22). 
B12, fig. B r 8 
M E S U M  
Kreis Steinfurt (Westphalia) 
During digging work in I 934, labourers found an 
approximately 2 m-wide pit containing the pottery 
described below grouped around a pot which had 
survived intact, with two flag-stones forming a roof 
above them. O n  further excavation, Knöll's im- 
pression was that the site might have been a vanish- 
ed  barrow, including a secondary cremation (no 
Dotterv found there!) and numerous uost-holes. But 
the complete lack of any pattern in the positioning 
of these iron pan projections argues against this 
theory. Knöll (1938, I 959) gave a detailed descrip- 
tion of the artefacts and the circumstances in which 
they were found. 
Fig. B I 8, including its numbering, was based on 
Knöll's plate 37 ( I  959) and his description (1038) .  
Also used were Knöll's unuublished diagrammatic 
D 
drawings of the artefacts and my own notes, made 
after inspecting some of the artefacts in the Munster 
museum. The following were found: 
I a low shouldered pot with two o r  four lugs, 
decorated in point stamp lines. 
2 a flint scraper (Knöll 1959, plate 37:2). 
3 a shouldered pot with c. four lugs, decorated in 
point stamp lines, less carelessly than it appears 
on the photograph. 
4 an undecorated globular bowl. 
5 a funnel beaker decorated with tvaerstik and 
point stamp lines. 
6 an amphora decorated with point stamp lines. 
Lugs and base are now missing. 
7 a shouldered pot decorated with point stamp 
lines. at  least one  lug of which has been pre- 
served. Base is now missing. 
8 an undecorated bowl. 
9 a one-lugged shouldered pot, decorated in 
Tiefstich or  point stamp lines. 
I o the sherds of an amphora, similar to (h), deco- 
rated in point stamp lines. 
i I a wal1 sherd (K37: I I) ,  possibly from (3). 
I 2 the neck of an undecorated collared flask, rim 
missing. 
r 3 a little shouldered pot decorated with hollow 
stamp lines (not a lugged beaker). Rim and 
horizontal lines below it are my reconstruction. 
14 rim sherd of an amphora(?) decorated with 
tvaerstik lines. 
I 5 a small shouldered sherd, decorated with Tief- 
stich lines. 
I 6 a bowl on foot-ring legs, decorated with tvaer- 
stik lines. 
I 7 the lower part of a bowl on foot-ring legs (see 
photograph K37: I 7). 
1 8  a bowl on foot-ring legs, with knobs and a 
chess-board decoration of narrow Tiefstich 
lines. 
r 9 a wall-base sherd of an undecorated shoulder 
pot. 
2 0  the base of another collared flask (not ( I  2): 
information Knöll). 
Present location: Munster museum - but partly de- 
stroyed during the Second World War. 
Sources: Knöll I 938, r 959; Knöll's I 938 drawing of 
these specimens and a personal inspection of those 
artefacts which were still available. 
Conclusion: This closed find displays a mixture of 
the Uddel facies of the Early Havelte horizon (E2, 
for example 6, r o) and the E I facies (ornamentation 
by tvaerstik). 
Funnel beaker (5) represents the tail-end of the 
Drouwen tradition (D2). 
B13, fig. B I 
M I D L A R E N ,  sandy hillock, due west of the Bolle- 
veen 
gemeente Zuidlaren (Drente) 
I 2E:240.50/570.26 
During the ~ggo's,  a sandy hillock situated due west 
of the Bolleveen was levelled. The following finds, 
originating from a TRB settlement, were collected 
by M. de Swart. Van der Waals (1964) reported 
them and later put at my disposal for publication the 
drawings made at the BA1 of this very interesting 
group. 
The following were drawn (fig. B I ) :  Twenty-four 
decorated sherds, the majority (6, 10-26) of which 
derived from large domestic funnel beakers of the 
Drouwen style with vertical grooves on the belly. 
Apart from a disc fragment (27; no special fea- 
tures), the remaining eight decorated wal1 sherds 
( I - ? ,  7-9) are rematkable. They display a rather 
varied ornamentation of widely-spaced vertical 
strips. These specimens belong to phases A andlor 
B, probably both. They could conceivably be sherds 
of bowls and jugs, perhaps also of lugged beakers or  
amphorae. A few dozen undecorated sherds (about 
double the quantity of decorated ones) were nor 
drawn. 
The I 5 flint artefacts illustrated (28-42) included a 
trapezoidal arrow-head (30), a corner of a presum- 
ably thin-butted heavy Danish flint axe of the 'Old' 
type (28), a small borer (29) and a number of sc rap  
ers. Some of the specimens are relatively large for 
TRB sites in our region, including a burin(?) (40) 
and a blade (41).  They could be much older. 
Present location: BAI. 
Sources: Van der Waals 1964a, p. 15; note 4 on p. 
38; p. 96; r 965, p. 208; detailed information from 
Van der Waals. 
Conclusion: A small collection of artefacts from an 
extremely interesting, but presumably vanished 
settlement site of phases Drouwen A-B. 
B14, fig. B I o 
TINAARLO, adjacent to the dismantled hunebeds 
D6e-f 
gemeente Vries (Drente) 
The dismantled hunebeds D6e-f (Van Giffen 
1944a) were rediscovered in 1927 and they were 
excavated in 1928 by Van Giffen. Towards the end 
of November I 93 I,  the two complete pots described 
below were recovered, c. 2 m from Van Giffen's 
trenches. The pots were together in the ground, 
perhaps in a flat grave:I consider this to be a closed 
find-group. 
ra an undamaged, angular tureen with hatched 
triangles on the shoulder and a handle extend- 
ing upwards to slightly above the rim, type M, 
phase C. 
I a broken, but restored funnel beaker with 
smooth profile and the usual fringe on the bel- 
ly, shape 1.2 (section 3.4. r) .  
Present location: Assen museum, I 93 11x11. r and 
I a. 
Sources: Van Giffen I 944a (fig. I gives the exact 
find-spot and reduced scale figure); an article by 
Van Giffen in Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, 2 De- 
cember I 93 I ; log-book of the Assen museum. 
Conclusion: Closed find of M-tureen and 1.2-funnel 
beaker, phase C. 
BIS, figs. B I 9-20 
UDDELERMEER, east bank, within and south of 
Hunneschans 
gemeente Apeldoorn (Gelderland) 
3344: 180.751473.3 
The east bank of the enormous pingo of the lake 
Uddelermeer was the location of a large TRB set- 
tlement of (exclusively) the Early Havelte phase 
(E2). Holwerda carried out large-scale excavations 
there in the years I 908, I g I o- I I ,  during which he 
also found remains of other cultures. 
The Hunneschans is an impressive medieval earth- 
work, the round wal1 of which partially covered the 
TRB settlement. Holwerda published detailed re- 
ports of his finds and paid considerable attention to 
the TRB remains (section 2.2). Knöll ( I 959) sum- 
marised the resultson the basis of Holwerda's publi- 
cations. No field drawings could be found in the 
Leiden museum. The finds in the museum were 
fairly wel1 administered seventy years ago, although 
the collections from the settlement layer were rather 
roughly localised, no attention, for example, being 
paid to surface units, pit-filling, etc. For this reason, 
and also because artefacts of several other Neolithic 
cultures were found intermingled in  one single 
layer, we have largely left out of consideration those 
TRB remains which cannot be clearly distinguished 
visually from those of other cultures (flint, stone). 
The most important pottery is shown in the illustra- 
tions (figs. B I 9-20). It belongs and gives the name 
to the Uddel facies (E2) of the Early Havelte style 
group. The tvaerstik line, characteristic for the E r  
facies was only extremely rarely (more or  less acci- 
dentally?) applied to the necklbelly transition of 
amphorae. The heart stamp is absent. There is a 
remarkable, single occurrence of a tvaerstik-like 
moss stem pattern (8d). 
The finds include: 
Grave I (Holwerda I 909, p. 49-50, k-n): 
Ia (I.C., fig. XXI:h) small undecorated bowl 
whose rim is now missing, e. r 90919. 154. 
~b (l.c., fig. XX1:i) undecorated, very wide- 
mouthed funnel beaker or  funnel bowl, e. 
1 909/9.153. 
I C  (I.C., fig. XX1:j) small, decorated amphora with 
6 knobs on the base of the neck, e. I 90919. I 5 I .  
~d (I.C., fig. XXI:k) small, decorated amphora 
with two lugs. Judging from the repair holes, a 
baking flaw had been wired, e. I gogig. 152. 
Grave 2 (Holwerda 1909, p. 50-5 I ,  o-s): 
2a (I.C., fig. XXI:d) undecorated funnel beaker 
with a thick base, now only partly attached to it, 
e. I goglg. I 57. 
2b (I.C., fig. XXI:e) small, undecorated amphora 
with two lugs, e. r 90919. I 58. 
2c (I.C., fig. XXI:f) tall, decorated amphora with 
two pairs of lugs, e. I 90919. I 55. 
2d (I.C., fig. XXI:g) small decorated amphora, 
e. I goc)/g. r 56. 
Holwerda reported emphatically that 'sherds of the 
same pottery, some of them with the same type of 
decoration' had been found 'on top of the second 
grave pit'. I have not been able to identify these. 
Grave 3 ('sunken hut g', according to the plan, fig. 
11, and Holwerda's I 909 text; 'grave' according to 
the r c) I 2 plan) contained: 
3 an undecorated bowl (Holwerda 1909, fig. 
XX1:b). This bowl had been put whole into the pit, 
which indicates that the pit was a grave. This would 
appear to be confirmed by the later general plan 
( r 9 I 2) which reportcd 3 and 4 as graves as wel1 as r 
and 2. e. I c)oc)/c). I 47. 
Grave 4 The I 9 1  2 plan indicates four graves. 
Apart from Graves 1-3, there is a fourth one south- 
east of Grave I .  Pot 4 (Holwerda I 909, p. 49, h) was 
found 'upside down, southeast of the first grave pit 
(cf. fig. X: I ) ' .  The discolourations in the foreground 
o f  fig. X: I do  not match wel1 with those of the plan, 
but pot 4 is shown in a small pit, such as Grave 4 was, 
according to the plan. 
4 a decorated bowl with 4 knobs. It is remarkable 
(Holwerda I 909, fig. XXI:c) that a large rim sherd 
of the pot (which was otherwise intact) was not 
found. Thc bore-holes along the line of fracture 
suggest an attempted repai r -0r  did they serve to 
attach a leather pouring-lip; and did the perfora- 
tions in the line of fracture serve in breaking off the 
sherd? e. I qoglc). I 48. 
Grave 5 ' A  grave, whose existence I expected 
close to those of I 908, was excavated this year. Only 
one specimen of the familiar pottery was found in it 
(cf. fig. 10)' (Holwerda 1912, p. 7, note r). Either 
Grave 4 o r  5 was not indicated on the I 9 I 2 plan. 
5 a small decorated bowl (Holwerda I g I 2, fig. I o 
bottom right), e. I 9 I 21 I 2. I 6. 
There was thus a small cemetery of five graves (area 
at least r I x 6 m) in the northwestern part of the 
Hunneschans. Possibly the cemetery continues 
further under the wal1 of that earth-work. Accord- 
ing to the r 909 plan (scale r :400), the plan of Grave 
r was slightly trapezium-shaped, 3.5 x 2.5 m;  that 
of Grave 2 rectangular, 2.8 X I .6 m;  that of Grave 3 
oval, 2.2 X 1 . 2  m; and that of Grave 4 (or 5) oval, 
1.2 X 0.8 m. 
The group of pits 1-8 was situated I I m west of 
Grave I ,  closer to the lake. Pit 5 was regarded as a 
'rubbish heap', the remainder as 'sunken huts'. 
These pits are probably rubbish-filled pits of the 
T R B  settlement. Those numbered 3-4, 6 and 8 con- 
tained the following sherds: 
Sunken hut3 (Holwerda I 909, fig. XVI: I ,  p. 48-49, 
b-c) contained: 
6a a large fragment (l.c., fig. XXI:a) of a decorat- 
ed  amphora. The missing rim and two of the three 
horizontal lines under it were reconstructed by 
analogy. e. r 90919. I 42. 
6b 'small undecorated sherds of this pottery, 
found with the above'. I was unable to locate these. 
Sunken hut 4 contained the undecorated sherds I.C., 
fig. XX:d. Not illustrated in the present work. 
Sunken hut 6 contained the sherds I.C., fig. XX:c. 
Not illustrated in the present work. 
Sunken hut 8 contained the small sherds I.C., fig. 
XX:e, from which it was possible to reconstruct on 
paper (7) a decorated amphora. e. I gogig. I 46. 
There were other places within the Hunneschans 
where T R B  settlement material was collected, along 
the banks of the lake. The existence of pits could not 
be established there. The halt of the knob-butted 
battle-axe (section 5.6.3; e. I 90919. 132;  Holwerda 
I 909, fig. XIX:a, p. 47, 111-V) was found along with 
a large grindstone and flint waste material(?) (fig. 
XIX:b) in the so-called temenos, actually a later 
prehistoric barrow (Glasbergen 1 9 5 4 ) ~  evidently 
built on top of the settlement layer. Much of the flint 
illustrated by Holwerda (1909, figs. XVIII, XIX) 
would seem to originate from the T R B  settlement, 
including the discoid scrapers, larger cores and the 
hammer-stone. 
South of the Hunneschans, the T R B  settlement con- 
tinued into a strip along the present bank of the lake 
(Holwerda I 9 I 2, figs. I and I I ) .  There Holwerda 
found traces of palisades (sometimes ditches, some- 
times rows of post-holes, see his fig. r I and the tcxt) 
which are reminiscent of those of A N L O  (section 
B2). The difficulties of interpretation with which the 
report now confronts us if it is considered from the 
present-day chronological perspective, are insolu- 
ble, since, among other reasons, the original docu- 
mentation concerning this excavation has been lost. 
However, if it is correct that one  of the palisade 
trenches sliced through a cremation spot (I.C., p. I 3 
and fig. 14) which was part of a barrow with two 
consecutive 'single closely spaced circles of posts' 
(Type 5 according to Glasbergen 1954,II ,  p. 47, p. 
r 7), then a Bronze Age-or later- date would seem 
to be more probable (Celtic Field-like plot bound- 
aries?). 
Holwerda briefly described and gave illustrations of 
some of the pottery from the numerous 'sunken 
huts' (i.e. refuse pits) in this area;  figure B20 (cen- 
tre) illustrates the following selection from this pot- 
tery (cf. Holwerda I 9 I 2, fig. I o): 
8a a bowl with a chess-board pattern in point 
stamp lines, which was reconstructed on paper on  
the basis of a few sherds, e. I 9 I 21 I 2.8. 
8 b  a shoulder sherd with a knob of a decorated 
amphora, e. I 9 I 21 I 2.6. 
Sc the neck sherds of a decorated amphora, 
e. I g I 21 I 2.6 (not identical with Sb). 
8d a neck sherd with remains of a pierced lug, with 
an exceptional decoration of horizontal lines of the 
tvaerstik family (sometimes described as moss stem 
or  fir branch), e. I 9 I 21 I 2.6. 
8e a belly sherd of a wide amphora, decorated on 
the belly with vertical point stamp lines 
grouped in threes, e. I 9 I 21 I 2.6. 
8f (I.C., fig. 1 0  bottom left; not illustrated in the 
present work) a small undecorated two-lugged 
amphora. 
8g a small undecorated funnel beaker, reconstruc- 
table from the sherds (I.C., fig. 10 top left; not illus- 
trated in the present work). 
At least 23 disc fragments were found during Hol- 
werda's excavation. It was not possible to establish 
the position of their finger-wide holes. Some had 
perforations along the rim (Bakker I 962). 
At the site of Tumulus B, which had been excavated 
in I 9 I I ,  A. Bruijn ( I 960, see also W. Glasbergen 
i 960) found traces of a palisade, c. 50 m south of the 
moat of the Hunneschans, comparable, perhaps, 
with that of A N L O  (this time, however, without a 
large quantity of beaker or  barbed wire pottery; the 
T R B  culture is its most probable origin on  account 
of the quantity of material). The ground here had 
been thoroughly disturbed in connection with the 
building of a swimming pool. 
As a follow-up to these finds, a large-scale excava- 
tion was carried out in 1963, under the auspices of 
the R O B  and led by J.F. van Regteren Altena. This 
excavation produced very few T R B  sherds, only in 
the western extremities of the trenches, near the 
lake. This pottery was situated at the level of the 
base of the iron pan in the ground; no refuse pits o r  
graves were observed. 
Only the following are here illustrated (fig. B20; 
centre): 
C) two sherds of a small decorated amphora of the 
usual type. 
Present location: Leiden museum (partly on perma- 
nent loan in the Barneveld museum); R O B  (1963 
excavation). 
Sources: Holwerda I 909, I 9 I I ,  I 9 I 2; Documen- 
tation Leiden museum (field reports missing); 
Bruijn ( I 960) Nieuws-bulletin KNOB I 960, p. 
267; Glasbergen (1954);  Glasbergen ( I 960) 
Nieuws-bulletin KNOB I 960, p. I 07; Bakker 
I 962. 
Conclusion: Type-locality of the Uddel facies of the 
Early Havelte style (E2) settlement and 
graves. 
B16, fig. B20 
U G C H E L E N  1-3 
gemeente Apeldoorn (Gelderland) 
Three sites near this village produced T R B  pottery, 
al1 of it of the Early Havelte style (E2). The find- 
spots are situated on the southern slope of the peri- 
glacial Assel-Ugchelen valley which lies in an east- 
west direction and cuts int0 the eastern ice-pushed 
ridge of the Veluwe. This valley, through which now 
run a railwav-line and the new E8IA I motorwav. is , , 
dry. Formerly, it may have contained a few streams 
which carried rain-water away, although these were 
possibly subterranean. The synchronous find- 
groups were two burial places and a settlement sit- 
uated between them, c. -I km from the cemeteries. 
U G C H E L E N -  I ,  Kooiberg (fig. B20, bottom left) 
33B: 190.2 11465.33 
J.D. Moerman found many T R B  sherds in 'a large 
sand pit' here in I 926, some of which he exchanged 
with o ther  people and museums. In 1967 it was 
discovered that sherds belonging to one pot had 
found their way to the Leiden museum 
(e. I 9281 I 2.20-2 I ,  2 sherds), the Arnhem museum 
(GAS-552, 3 sherds from the J. Bezaan collection) 
and the Apeldoorn museum (the remainder, with 
mention of the find-spot, from the Moerman collec- 
tion). From those sherds, the pot ( I a )  was recon- 
structed in the IPP during that (now Apeldoorn 
museum, unnumbered; the remaining sherds in the 
two other museums). 
There were also three sherds from another Early 
Havelte pot ( I  b)  in the Apeldoorn museum, with no 
mention of their find-spot. Since they were mixed up 
with sherds of the former, or  were in a box with 
Moerman's label 'Kooiberg, hunebed culture', I as- 
sume that this pot originates from the same find- 
spot. 
The two pots are (fig. B20):  
ra an amphora of the Early Havelte style group, 
Uddel (E2) facies, originally with 5 lug knobs, deco- 
rated with fine point stamp lines. 
~b an amphora, decorated in the same style with 
another spatula, with 4 lug knobs, also characteristic 
of the same style and facies. 
Sources: Notes by J.D. Moerman, G. Elzinga and 
P.J.R. Modderman in G A S  (Arnhem museum) and 
R O B  documentation, al1 referring back to Moer- 
man's information. 
Conclusion: 1-2 pots, very probably from a small E2  
cemetery. 
UGCHELEN-2 ,  north side of Heidehof cemetery 
(fig, B20: bottom right) 
33B: I 92.201465.65 or: 33B: 192.141465.73 
In gravel pits on the north side of the modern Hei- 
dehof cemetery, Moerman found (date unknown) 
the sherds of a small, two lugged amphora (fig. B20: 
bottom right), with a perforation (rudiment of a 
spout?) on one side of the neck mid-way between 
the two lugs. There was a note that the pot was 
found 'in complete isolation'. The pot was restored 
at the ROB in I 957. This was again a representative 
of the Early Havelte style group, Uddel facies (E2). 
The ornamentation, in extremely fine point stamp 
line, was rather carelessly applied, almost certainly 
by the Same hand as had decorated pot ( ~ a )  from 
UGCHELEN- I .  
Present location: Arnhem museum, GAS-32. 
Sources: notes by G. Elzinga in GAS and ROB 
documentation, according to information from J.D. 
Moerman and P.J.R. Modderman. 
Conclusion: Grave of the Early Havelte style group, 
Uddel facies, E2. 
UGCHELEN-3 
33B: r g I .o31466.o5 
Ïn the autumn of I 97 I ,  during the building of the 
new Hoenderlo-Apeldoorn road, J. Maris discov- 
ered a settlement of the Early Havelte style group 
and Uddel facies under the soil of the Ugcheler Enk, 
immediately to the south of the equally new E8IA I 
motorway. Other prehistoric pottery was unearth- 
ed, but no pottery of other style phases of the TRB 
culture. The pottery recovered deserves 
further study; the find-site, still largely under the 
surface of the enk (= arable soil), would merit legal 
protection for later excavation. R.S. Hulst observed 
some pit-fillings, a ditch and a post-hole connected 
with this pottery. The latter included sherds of deco- 
rated amphorae and bowls; in addition, about 15 
scrapers and some splinters from sharpened axes 
were collected. 
Present location: Arnhem museum. 
Sources: inspection ( I  g7 I )  of find-site and finds, 
together with the finder and R.S. Hulst, official 
archaeologist for the Province of Gelderland; Hulst 
( I 972) Nieuws-bulletin KNOB I 972, p. 106- 107. 
Conclusion: Settlement of the Early Havelte style 
group, E2, the dwelling place of the individuals 
buried in find-sites I and 2. 
B17, figs. B I r -  I 5 
Z E I J E N ,  Tumulus I1 on Noordse Veld 
gemeente Vries (Drente) 
Van Giffen carried out successive excavations of 
this barrow in June and July, I 925, Autumn, I 925, 
September, I 927 and October, I 928. These excava- 
tions led to discovery, under the barrow, of four or 
five TRB graves and the remains of nearly 30 pots 
( I  3 of which were complete), 4 flint axes, a trans- 
versal arrow-head, etc. Apart from some remains of 
section baulks (which have disappeared in the 
meantime due to cultivation), the entire tumulus, 
including the uppermost part of its base, was exca- 
vated. Thanks to the detailed publication in Die 
Bauart der Einzelgraber ( I 930), the existence of 
these finds quickly became generally known. 
Less widely-known is the fact that, in Opgravingen 
in Drente (tot 1 9 4 1 ) ~  ( I 943', I 9442) there appeared 
a version of the survey drawing incorporating rather 
extensive modifications as far as stratigraphy is con- 
cerned, and also the fact that, for the unpublished 
third edition of this publication (c. I 950)~  a further 
revised and extended version was drawn and pre- 
pared for printing (fig. B I I ) .  
This find-group is of crucial importance for the ty- 
pochronologies of both Van Giffen (1927) and 
Knöll ( I 959). In Van Giffen's opinion ( I 930, p. I 2) 
it represented the transition from Drouwen to Early 
Havelte (fragment 2 0  (fig. B I 4) was seen as origi- 
nating from an Early Havelte amphora), and this 
seemed to agree wel1 with the position which he 
wished to assign to the Zeijen graves in his degen- 
erative sequence of grave types (section 2.9). 
Knöll (1959, p. 90-91) did not dispute this, and 
assigned the pottery from this find-group to each of 
his three phases. This is his main argument for the 
conclusion that these three phases 'have large over- 
laps'. Since this conclusion would actually be fatal 
for the usefulness of the typochronology which I am 
proposing, which involves a further subdivision of 
Knöll's three phases, a detailed analysis of this find 
complex is required, with reference both to find 
association and typology. 
For the exact location and the stratigraphical position 
of the finds, the following information was available 
to me (if unpublished: in BA1 archives): 
I the 1140 plans and the I :zo profile drawings, 
both made during the excavation by the draughts- 
man, L. Postema. These are clear, although a ref- 
erence point is sometimes missing, and one has to 
refer to the publication drawing ( I 930) to see how 
some of the drawings of details have to be fitted into 
the whole. As is generally also the case with more 
recent field drawings, it is not always clear what are 
later additions, added during preparation of the 
publications or of the wooden scale-models by 
Postema. 
2 the extensive series of excellent excavation pho- 
tographs. 
3 the rough and the fair copy note-book with the 
finds administration from 1925, the rough note- 
book from I 927, the rough and the fair note-book 
from I 928. These notes of the field technicians are 
brief. 
Furthermore, the sherds themselves we re num- 
bered: in pencil (field numbering), in ink (provi- 
sional numbering), both with a single figure, and, if 
they were drawn for publication, the Assen museum 
inventory number, too, in ink o r  white paint, indi- 
cating year, month and serial number (final num- 
bering). 
The artefacts were numbered as follows: 
Field nurnbers Final nurnbers 
( I925lVI.) I- 15 19251VI. I -  15 
( I g25IVI. I 6- I 9 are soil samples) 
( 19271x1.) 1-5 1927lxI.2 1-25 
( I g27/XI.)6 19271XI.20, 2oa-h 
( I g28/X.)I 1928lX.26, 26a-e 
Since the positions of the specimens which were 
recovered complete were established unequivoca- 
bly by excavation photographs and notes, and since 
the designations 'sherds' and 'sherd' coincide only 
with the find numbers (1925/V1.)1 and (1928/X.)I 
= I 9281X. 26, the possibility of confusion between 
these re-numberings was actually only slight after 
the provisional numbers were applied to the cleaned 
sherds. 
In I 925- I 928, Tumulus I11 was excavated simulta- 
neously with the nearby barrow I1 and finds from I1 
got mixed with those from 111. The publication on 
Tumulus 111 mentioned neither sherds nor T R B  
artefacts whatsoever (Van Giffen 1927, p. 303; 
I 930, p. I 30- 134, plates 93-98); the find note- 
books did, erroneously, mention them, and, in ac- 
cordance with these notes, several T R B  sherds 
which partly fitted to those from Barrow 11, were 
(later?) classified in the Assen museum as origi- 
nating from Barrow 111. 
The following designation 'sherd' o r  'sherds' coin- 
cide with similar notes on  finds from Barrow 11: 
1g251VI.2 (Tum. 11, no. 2) and (19251VI.)2 = 
r g25IIX.2 (Tum. 111, no. 2); 1925lVI.5 (Tum. 11, 
no. 5) and ( I 9 2 5 l V I . ) ~  = I g251IX.5 (Tum. 111, no. 
5 ) .  We have seen above that there was a possibility 
Tor confusing find-groups 26 and I from Tumulus 11. 
A check of the numbers on the sherds shows that the 
number of demonstrable errors is reassuringly 
small. The most important sherds, which were 
drawn for the 1927, I 930 and c. I 950 publications, 
had been given their complete inventory numbers 
prior to being used for this purpose. Thus, there 
remains only some doubt about the smal1 decorated 
bowl 34 (fig. B I 3) belonging to find-group I g of 
Barrow 11, and a sherd from funnel beaker 20  from 
Tumulus I1 which was classified under find-group 2 
of Tumulus 111. It is also possible that, among a few 
funnel beaker sherds which are typologically not 
very distinctive, some interchanges of find-groups 
could have occurred, but these would seem to be of 
little importance. 
4 This concludes the survey of the fairly satisfying 
results of an investigation into the documents de- 
scribed under 1-3 and the notes on the sherds them- 
selves. A t  a later point, however, a log-book of Van 
Giffen's of the first campaign appeared (25.06- 
4.07. 1925;  I had no access to those of the later 
campaigns), and this contains a discouraging addi- 
tional piece of information. The following remark 
appears for grave c: 'a good many sherds in the soil 
above it' and, with general reference to the excava- 
tion of the southeast quadrant: 'at places an occa- 
sional sherd'. The former remark, in particular, im- 
plies that a mix-up of sherds had indeed occurred 
previous to any administration having been carried 
out. 
According to the other administrative data, no other 
finds were discovered in this area in 1925, apart 
from the complete pots from graves b (southern 
section) and c. The sherds which are now missing 
can no doubt be found among the sherds entered 
under grave a (and surroundings), since this grave 
was excavated during the same campaign. Grave b 
was excavated at the same time, but the log-book 
unequivocably mentions only pots I 3a-e, i.e. no 
sherds. During this campaign, grave e was touched 
on  in the central east-west trench, but, according to 
Die Bauart, no sherds were recovered then; every- 
thing was covered up and not surveyed until I 927. 
As mentioned above, these mix-ups cannot be 
traced by means of the other administrative data. It 
would seem unlikely that the log-books of the other 
campaigns (Van Giffen's estate, not consulted by 
me) wil1 clarify this point complètely. 
5 De Hunebedden in Nederland 11 (Van Giffen 
I 927, p. 303-304, text-figures I g- I 6b)  illustrates a 
selection of the most important finds and situation 
photographs up to and including I 925, but provides 
no description. 
6 Die Bauart der Einzelgraber (Van Giffen I 930, 
p. 10-23, plates 2-8) interpreted and discussed the 
results of the excavation in detail. The order of the 
excavation campaigns and the accompanying devel- 
oping stratigraphical problems deterrnined the 
composition of the article. A considerable and re- 
presentative selection of the situation photographs. 
a situation drawing (plate 7), and a reconstruction 
drawing in perspective of the grave, accompany the 
text. 
Plate 7 provides, in Van Giffen's favourite manner, 
within one box, basically al1 the essential informa- 
tion on the results of this excavation. The interplay 
of plans and sections is a classic example of his 
method. Also illustrated within that block are the 
complete pots and the sherds which were then con- 
sidered to be the most important. Knöll ( I  959) was 
justified in noting that the very smal1 illustrations of 
the artefacts (scale 1:9) are useless for typological 
study, the more so since they were often definitely 
incorrectly drawn. But, by means of these drawings, 
the finds can be at least reasonably identified. 
As  Van Giffen described in his text, his interpreta- 
tion concerning the nature of the original surface on 
which the barrow had been built changed radically 
during the excavation. At  first he had thought that 
the original surface had been at approximately the 
level of the present-day surface around the barrow 
(as is also indicated in his field drawings and photo- 
graphs). But subsequently he came to the conclu- 
sion that there had been a c. liz-metre-deep depres- 
sion here, into which the graves had been dug, si- 
multaneously and very shallowly. The depression 
was assumed to have been filled-in at the Same time. 
The reconstruction drawing, plates 7 and 8, illus- 
trated this view. 
7 Opgravingen in Drente tot 1941 (Van Giffen 
I 943l; I 9442, p. 432, figs. I 4- I 6) provided a re- 
interpretation. Fig. I 6 is a condensed, redrawn ver- 
sion of plate 7 from Die Bauart. A few plans and 
sections were omitted, and the previously illustrated 
sherds were depicted with the Same numbers and 
redrawn after the old illustration. The area grid and 
the numbering of the profiles were changed. A n  
essential change appeared in the interpretation: the 
original surface was brought up again to the level 
first assumed. Since this book gives a general survey, 
the text did not go into details. The presentation was 
not changed in the second edition ( I  9442). 
8 The 'third extended and completely revised edi- 
tion' of Opgravingen in Drente was to have been a 
radically altered and supplemented edition of the 
previous ones. Van Giffen worked on it from about 
I 945 to I 952 and later, but it was unfortunately not 
published (Van Giffen c. I 950). In I 970, Prof. van 
Giffen placed at my disposal a copy of it, 8o0/0 of 
which was ready for publication, with his permission 
to reproduce the new survey drawing for the first 
time (fig. B I I ) .  The text on this assemblage is vir- 
tually identical with that of I 943 and 1944. But the 
survey drawing was thoroughly revised on the basis 
of the excavation documentation and redrawn, with 
the areas and profiles receiving new names (unless 
otherwise indicated, I have used the numbering of 
this drawing, reproduced here as fig. B I  I ) .  The 
interpretation of the stratigraphy was not essentially 
altered on this occasion. J.C. Kat-van Hulten, how- 
ever, added reconstruction drawings of pots from 
find-number I 928lX.26, 26a-e, only a few sherds of 
which had been illustrated before. Without these 
additional drawings I would never have become 
aware of this pottery group in I 970, since it had not 
yet been returned to Assen from Groningen. 
g In I 959 (plate 40: 1-13), Knöll published his 
photographs, taken in 1938, of the complete pots, 
not of the sherds. He based the stratigraphy exclusi- 
vely on Die Bauart. 
Revised interpretation o f  the stratigraphy: 
The available documents were meticulously studied 
by J.N. Lanting and myself several times. Without 
Lanting's assistance (he has much experience in the 
re-interpretation of this sort of data), I would have 
presented the following, appreciably altered, strati- 
graphical sequence with less confidence and more 
vaguely. The plan on fig. I 2-top was recomposed on 
the basis of the field drawings and the photographs. 
(Later addition: see now also Waterbolk 1977). 
phase. There are no indications of any smal1 barrows 
on  top of these graves. The old surface was situated 
c. I o cm above the level indicated on  the drawing. 
Some stones lay on  or  in this former surface. The 
T R B  finds outside the graves were generally at a 
depth of a few centimetres in the ground (due to 
animals or  covering with dug-out earth?). Before 
the barrow was constructed, a slight development of 
podzolic soil had already begun. According to the 
field drawing of profile A, its brown layer obliterat- 
ed  the outer edges of grave-pits a and b. It was only 
at a depth of a further 20  cm (thin broken line across 
vertical hatching in fig. B I I )  that the outline of the 
pits became discernible. This must have been one of 
the reasons for Van Giffen's temporary change of 
opinion on  the position of the surface, under which, 
o r  on top of which, the T R B  graves were built (Die  
Bauart, see above, ( 6 ) ) .  
Phase I A barrow was constructed on top of the 
phase O layer with a single circle of widely-spaced 
posts (Glasbergen 1954, type 3). The post-holes 
were sketched in on the excavation plans, and are 
also clearly visible on photographs and drawings of 
some profiles. Since they d o  not cut across the bar- 
row and the clearly discernible podzol which devel- 
oped above it, the post-circle cannot be assigned to 
phase 11. The presence of these posts was observed 
only in the western half of the barrow and appar- 
ently not under ideal circumstances; they formed an 
irregula~: circle (distances between centres of the six 
posts: 1.8; 2. I ;  3. I ;  3.2 and 4.4 m). There may 
originally have been a larger number of posts at 
shorter distances from each other. The information 
available on the dating of such posts (Glasbergen 
I 954; Van der Waals I 964c) makes a dating in the 
Neolithic improbable; the Bronze Age is a more 
likely possibility. This agrees with the type of grave 
of this and the subsequent phase, which contained 
no burial gifts. 
Grave d or  g represents the primary, central grave of 
this phase. The tangential shaft grave h discernible 
in profiles C and H was dug int0 this barrow from 
the surface, quite a long time before the level was 
raised in phase 11, since this rise has not subsided 
int0 the grave-pit. 
Phase I1  The barrow was heightened with a cov- 
ering layer of sods. Grave g or  d, with indications of 
subsidence int0 the body of Barrow 11, represents a 
central shaft grave (the two graves d and g are 
clearly recognisable, their mutual sequence more 
difficult to establish). It is not impossible that the 
discolourations i-k observed on two levels are tan- 
gential shaft graves of phase 11. 
Later addition: Waterbolk (1977)  paid further at- 
tention to 'phases I' and '11' and discerned 3 phases, 
from the Early Bronze Age, the Middle Bronze Age 
and the Iron Age, respectively. I refer to his argu- 
mentation. 
Phase O: The T R B  graves (a, b, c, e) belong to this 
Position and contents of  the find-groups of phase O 
(figs. B I 2- I 5) 
In the description below, the numbering of Van 
Giffen's publications was retained for the complete 
artefacts. The pots which were re-assembled from 
sherds, if only on paper, were nearly al1 assigned 
new numbers (30-46). (These numbers were not 
affixed to the sherds themselves. For each recon- 
structed pot, the numbers appearing on the sherds 
wil1 be given, as wil1 those assigned to them in figs. 
B I I and B I 2). 
Grave b A packing of 8 field stones left a space of 
c. o. 6 x I .  2 m. The length measurement is a mini- 
mum; the pit must have been longer ( I .6 m), since 
there was a funnel beaker lying on its side a little 
more to the south (not upright as on the reconstruc- 
tion photograph, Van Giffen I 930, plate 4:3a). Van 
Giffen concluded an interment in an extended posi- 
tion in a N-S direction. The grave contained: 
I 3a the large funnel beaker mentioned above 
13b a small decorated bowl 
I 3c a small funnel beaker 
13d a biberon 
i 3e a small undecorated bowl. 
All the specimens except i3a were in the northern 
part of the grave, r3e was inside 13b. 
Grave c The following were found in the lower 
part of a poorly defined, charcoal-rich discoloura- 
tion, 0.4 X 1.4 m, of a grave pit-filling: 
I 4a a large funnel beaker, upside-down 
14b a smaller funnel beaker 
14c a miniature tureen with shoulder triangles. 
According to the log-hook (2.07.25), there were 'a 
good many sherds' in the upper part of the grave 
pit-filling. These are now lost. There was a 'small 
vessel' ( I 4ci?) I o cm above the two other pots in the 
pit-filling. 
Grave a This central grave had been so thoroughly 
disturbed by an exploration in I 855 by the s h e p  
herd, H. Kraemer, of Zeijen (Van Giffen 1930, p. 
i I ,  note 2)  that part of its construction wil1 remain 
doubtful. 
A concentration of field stones extended over an 
area of 5.8 x 1.2 m, past the disturbance caused by 
the later shaft graves, d and g. Van Giffen thought 
that the large stone standing at right-angles in the 
centre of this concentration had marked the south- 
ern end of the grave proper. Adjacent to this were 
the remains of stone packing along the walls of a 0.9 
m-wide grave which must have left a 0.6 m-wide 
'2 
space. Kraemer's disturbance prevented identifica- 
tion of the other end to the north. Van Giffen esti- 
mated the length of the grave pit at 3 m, which 
conforms to the area where artefacts were found 
deeper than I o cm. 
It was reported that Kraemer presented the then 
mayor of Vries with a large, undamaged pot and 
some smaller ones, al1 of which were decorated 
(Van Giffen, I.C.). Their whereabouts are unknown. 
Perhaps an investigation into the provincial ar- 
chives, the museum in Assen and Van Giffen's 
notes would make it possible to clear up this point 
(cf. the 1856 finds in hunebed ZEYEN-Ds!). 
Kraemer left behind in his pit an axe (3) which he 
had knocked to pieces, and pottery sherds. But this 
can by no means explain the breaking of al1 the 
artefacts, since, for example, find numbers (figs. 
B I I-  r 2) 4, 5, 8 and I 5 were found at the level of, or 
I o cm below, the primary surface outside the recent 
disturbances, next to grave a. Some of them were 
found a little way beyond the horizontal concentra- 
tion of stones described above. 
How to explain these stones and the sherd scatter is 
a difficult problem. 
They must have existed before phase I. One might 
think of funeral meals or  other rituals or  even of the 
possibility that grave a was partly dismantled before 
or during the construction of the later barrow, simi- 
iariy t0 the D I E V E R  stone cist. The documentation is 
of no assistance here. However, the remarks made 
below concerning the sherd content of the various 
find-groups make the forrner theory vcry plausible 
and the latter unlikely. 
The following were found in or near grave a (figs. 
B12: r - I  I ,  15; B13a) 
3 a Flint-Flachbeil or reshaped 'Old' thin-butted 
axe with rectangular cross-section (sections 5.3.4 
and 5.3.1), knocked to pieces by Kraemer, now 
glued together and marked I 92glVI.3. 
6 a small flint axe with oval cross-section (section 
5.4.3), marked I y25lVI.6. 
g a Flint-Flachbeil with rectangular cross-section, 
rnarked I y2glVI.g. 
30 a butt piece of a thick-bladed, 'Old Type' thin- 
butted flint axe (section 5.3. r), with rectangular 
cross-section and four polished sides, shattered long 
ago, marked I 9251VI. I o (fig. B I I a: I o). 
3 I a trapezoidal arrow-head marked I y251VI. I O. 
32 a flint blade marked I 9251x1. r o. Fig. B I 1a:6a. 
33 a jug just reconstructable in drawing. 5 sherds 
identified, marked I 9251VI.4; I 925lVI.5; 
I 9251VI. I oa; I 925IIX. I 5 (2 X). These include the 
sherds illustrated in fig. B I I-I:4, d:5 and a: r oa. Fig. 
B12:4, 5, 10, 15. 
34 a small bowl. 4 sherds identified, 
marked I 925lIX.g. This must be I 9251IV. I 5 .  Fig. 
B12:15. 
35 a funnel beaker. 3 wal1 sherds identified, rnark- 
èd I y251VI. I I or only r r. Fig. B r i a: i I .  Fig. 
B12:1 I .  
36 a funnel beaker. 4 neck sherds identified, 
marked I (once 19251VI. ~ b ) ,  3 belly sherds 
marked I (once r 9251VI. IC), 5 belly sherds marked 
I I (once 1925lVI. I Ia), r base sherd marked 2. Fig. 
B ~ ~ a : r b ,  IC, I I ~ .  Fig. B12:1, 2, 1 1 .  
37 a funnel beaker. ro belly sherds identified, 
marked I ( 8x ) ;  1y2glVI. 2; r 9251VI. I 5; 6 (or s?). 
Fig. B I  I E : I ~ ,  rga; a:2. Fig. B12:r, 2, 5 or 6, 15. 
38/39 sherds from one or two small, undecorated 
pots with globular belly, rnarked I ; I 925lVI. I ob; 
10 ;  11. Fig. B11a:io. Fig. Br2:1, ro, 11.  
The following were found in grave e and near grave 
a : 
40 a pail. 7 fragments were identified, marked 
I g2glVI.5 (corrected to 7); I ( qx ,  one fragment of 
which fits one of the previous ones); (19271XI.zob 
(alias 6); I g271XI.zoe (alias 6 and 8). Fig. B I 1d:7; 
e: 20b. Fig. B12:7 (or 5) and 20. 
41 a funnel beaker. 6 wal1 sherds identified, 
marked 19271XI.2oa (alias 6); I ( 4 ~ ) ;  15. Fig. 
B I re:zod. Fig. B I 2: I ,  15, 20. It is unlikely that 
funnel beaker 41 is the Same as funnel beaker 20 
(from grave e). Not illustrated. 
Grave e: 
A few stones and the complete pots which were 
found left a space of c. 0.4 x 1.2 m inside a grey 
pit-filling with 'much charcoal and sherds' ( 1 . 6  x 
0.8 m). The following pots were found in this grave: 
21 a funnel beaker 
2 2  a tureen 
23 a small undecorated bowl 
24 a decorated bowl, virtually identical with I 3b 
from grave b 
25 a funnel beaker. 
In addition, sherds of the following pots were lo- 
cated exclusively in this grave: 
2oa belly sherd of a jug similar to 33, but differing 
in ornamentation and diameter. Fig. B r 1e:zoa. Fig. 
B 12:20. 
2 0  a large funnel beaker or bowl. 5-8 sherds iden- 
tified, marked I c)27IXI; I ()27/XI.20; r 927lXI.6; 
i g27lXI.2og (alias 6);  presumably also 6 ;  
I c)27lXI.2of (alias 6); I c)27/XI.zoh (alias 6). It is 
fairly certain that i y25/IX.s also belongs here (not 
originating from Tumulus 111, but from 11, grave a 
(e?)). Fig. B I 1e:20, 2of, 2oh. Fig. B I 2:20 (possibly 
also 5). 
Van Giffen ( i 930) erroneously thought that the big 
wal1 sherd (fig. B I I :2o) of this funnel beaker was 
from an Early Havelte amphora, which was fatal for 
his own chronology and later for that of Knöll as 
well. This pot was presumably broken inadvertently 
before the discovery of the grave: the lines of frac- 
ture of this sturdy pot are of recent date. 
The following came from find-group f and possibly 
from grave e: 
42 a funnel beaker. 4 sherds (interlocking) identi- 
fied, marked I and i g28lX.26; I 6 wal1 sherds, partly 
interlocking and some marked 26 or I g28lX.26, 
also 1927IXI.2oe. Fig. B I 1C:26, e:20e. Fig. 
B i 2:26, 20. 
Perhaps also: 
43 a funnel beaker. C. 24 unnumbered sherds 
identified; in I 970 the sherds were found mixed up 
with those of 42 and 46. Not illustrated. Normal 
type with belly-fringe. 
surroundings which, being situated at the level of 
the old surface, might represent the remains of some 
burial ritual (pail44 is among the finest pieces of the 
West Group), possibly next to an unnoticed grave 
without funeral pottery of its own. These sherds 
include: 
44 sherds of an exceptionally delicate pail whose 
reconstruction J.W.N. Vermeulen and I were able 
to take a little further than Kat-van Hulten had 
previously been able to do (fig. B I 1C:centre). 34 
sherds were identified, marked I g26lX.26; 
I g28lX.26; I g28/X.26b, c. Fig. B I 2:26. 
45 sherds of a funnel beaker. 6 interlocking 
rimlneck sherds identified, marked I y28IX. 26a; c) 
belly sherds, partly interlocking and some marked I 
and rg281X.26a. Figs. B I IC, top left: 26a, d, e. Fig. 
B12:26. 
The following originate from find-group f and the 
surroundings of grave a: 
46 a funnel beaker. 5 belly sherds identified and 
marked I; 7; I g28/X.26e (interlocking); I g25IVI. i 
and ra (interlocking; 1925lV1.8; r (4X). Fig. 
B I 1C:26; a: I and ia (interchanged). Fig. B r I C  
incorrectly incorporates in the right-hand funnel 
beaker ('26') sherds from two specimens, 42 and 46. 
Figs. B12: I ,  7, 26. 
Finally, there remains a number of sherds of little 
diagnostic value, the origin of which I have not 
attempted to trace. Nearly al1 the identifiable sherds 
are from funnel beaker necks (including those 
marked I ,  I r, I 9271XI.20f and h) and funnel 
beaker bellies (some of them registered under 
Tumulus 111). Fig. B I ra: zof, 2oh. A few flint waste 
flakes are left out of consideration as well. 
The chronological relationship between the find- 
groups 
Even without any knowledge of typochronology it  is 
possible to demonstrate from the list above, that 
some find-groups must have been more or less 
synchronous: 
grave b with grave e (the small bowls i 3b and 24 are 
virtually identical); 
grave a and surroundings, with grave e (jug 2oa is 
very closely related to jug 33; moreover, sherds of 
pail 40 and funnel beaker 41 were found in both 
find-groups. It is quite inconceivable that a recent 
mix-up of sherds could be solely responsible for 
this). 
It is less certain (administrative errors cannot be 
completely excluded here) that funnel beaker 46 is 
represented by sherds in find-group f and adjacent 
to grave a, whereas funnel beaker 42 and perhaps 
funnel beaker 43 are represented by sherds in find- 
group f and grave e. 
To summarise: 
b = e  = a - f - e  
Find-group (grave?) f: 
Under find-number 26, a number of pottery sherds 
were registered from the centre-north profile C and 
Typochronology 
The entire finds belong to the Drouwen style group. 
The purpose of this section is to establish precisely 
which of the phases A to D was involved. 
The following pots are, in my opinion, of chronoty- 
pological significance: 
bowl 13b: type T, phase B 
tureen 14c: type M, phase C 
jug 33: type L, phase B 
pail 40: type V, phase C 
tureen 22: type M, phase C 
bowl 24: type T, phase B 
jug 2oa: type L, phase B 
pail 44: type V, phase C, so that 
Phase B is present in grave b ( 13b) 
Phase B+C in grave e (22, 24, 20a) 
Phase C in grave c ( r  qc) and in find-group f (44). 
This, combined with the formula just established 
above, b E e = a - f - e, can lead only to the 
conclusion that: 
Al1 the find-groups must be of approximately the 
same age and they represent the Drouwen B+C 
phases. 
Consequently, the administrative mix-ups become 
typochronologically irrelevant. 
This conclusion differs from that of Knöll's analysis 
( I 959, p. 90-91) but the latter still took into consid- 
eration, wrongly in my opinion, ( I ) the profile of the 
funnel beakers, (2)  the poorer finish of some pots 
and (3)  the assignment by Van Giffen of fragment 
2 0  to the Early Havelte style (E). For (2), see sec- 
tion 3. I (4);  (3) is based on an error; as for ( I ) ,  in my 
interpretation, the identifiable funnel beakers - I g 
at least - are consequently synchronous with phases 
B+C, and al1 the types of profile represented were 
then current (compare section 3.4. I ) .  
A NOTE TO FIGS. B I-B2 I The illustrations wcrc produced after ) 
the originals with the following exceptions: B2 according to Van 
Giffen ( I  9-30): B I r a-b according to  Van Giffen (c. r 950); B i 5. 
LANDERSUM, redrawn after Beck & Lange ( i  ggo), the scale r : 3  
is very approximate; B r 8 after Knol1 (sec text); B2 I ,  bottom, 
according to Bakker & Van der  Waals ( I  950). Several pots are 
reconstructions on  paper only (sec text) 
ERRATA. FIG. B 1 2  (plan): number I r should be added to the 
findspot 3 in grave a ;  r-3c and r 3e should he interchanged in 
grave b. 
FIG. B 13: the large funnel beaker in grave cshould be numbered 
14a instead of 14c. 
FIG. B 16: one  more line should be drawn between the 
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